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AREAS ARE COMBINATIONS OF
ZONES:

AREA A Is a combination of Zones 1 & 2
AREA B is a combination of Zones 3 & 4
AREA C Is a combination of Zones 5 & 6

AREA
A
BOUNDRY, BONNER, KOOTENAI,
BENEWAH, SHOSHONE, LATAH,
CLEARWATER, LEWIS, IDAHO,
AND NE'ZPERCE
Ni=ZPERCE COUNTIES.

AREA
AREA
B
ADAMS, VALLEY, WASHINGTON, PAYETTE,
GEM, BOISE, CANYON, ADA, ELMORE,
OWYHEE. CAMAS. BLAINE, GOODING,
LINCOLN, JEROME, AND TWIN FALLS
COUNTIES.

C
LEMHI, CLARK, FREEMONT,
BUTTE, JEFFERSON, CUSTER,
MADISON, TETON, POWER,
BONNEVILLE, BANNOCK,
CARIBOU, ONEIDA, CASSIA,
FRANKLIN, BEAR LAKE,
MINIDOKA, AND BINGHAM
COUNTIES.

User\Master\Areas Map.doc
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SteeIcase
5.19 authorized dealers by location
List all authorized deaJer(s),
dealer(s), contact person, in each area

RESPONSE:
Steelcase Authorized Dealers
Area A, Area B

Office Environment Company
Jason Galloway
1605 Fairview Ave.
Boise, Idaho 83702
p. 208.385.0507
£ 208.385.9392

AreaC

Porter's Office Products
435 West Center
Pocatello, Idaho 83204

Porter's Office Products
1050 North 2nd East
Rexburg, Idaho 83440

Contact: John Finnegan
p. 208.232.1234
£ 208.232.8759

Contact: Boyd Cook
p.208.356.4616
£ 208.356.8901

finnegan(itJRortersoR·com
i finnegan(il)n0rterson·c0I11

bcook({.!:'Rortersop.com
bcook({i:'nortersop.com

SteeIcase Authorized Dealers 1-26-10
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Steelcase
Contract
Pricing
2.8

2.81

(ME)
Response.
ResDonse.

Price
Adjustments
Response:
Resoonse:

2.9

Discounts
(M)
Resaonse:
Resoonse:

Price shall include all customs, duties and charges and be net, F.O.B. destination any point in State of Idaho as
by the ordering ~ency
agency including dock delivery and tailgating of load.
designated bjl
Acknowledaed
Acknowledoed

Only price adjustments at the time of renewal will be allowed during the life of the contract created as a result of this
bid solicitation. See Appendix
Aopendix F attached for information.
Acknowledged
Acknowledaed

Prices shall be expressed as single discounts (no chain discounts) from list price for either the entire product line or
breakdowns by style, function, etc., from the manufacturer's RETAIL Price List. Volume discounts, if offered, shall
also be based on RETAIL Price List.
Acknowledqed
Acknowledoed

Discount shall remain in effect for the entire contract period. Price lists submitted with the bid shall remain in effect for
the entire contract period. After that time contractor may submit new RETAIL price lists when they normally are
published. Effective date of new price lists will be when they have been reviewed and approved by DOP and
published on the DOP website. Contractor shall submit new price lists prior to publishino
publishing date if possible.

2.9.1

2.10

SBP01322 Contract Details

Resaonse:
Resoonse:

Acknowledqed
Acknowledoed

Volume
Discounts
(E)

If offered, shall apply to orders delivered to the same location at the same requested time. The contractor, at his
discretion may include multiple delivery points from the same aaency.
agency.

Resaonse:
Resoonse:

Acknowledged
Acknowledaed
Please note: While SteelCase acknowledged 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13, Stee/Cese's
Stee/Case's pricing stucture is based on product delivered to the
dock. In the case that inside delivery is requested the dealers will note the specifics on the quote.

2.11
Delivery
Deliverv

An additional fee for inside delivery may be requested in the appropriate place on the price page. Inside Delivery is
intended for essentially free standing furniture when the ordering agency is unable to bring it from the dock to the point I
of use. It shall consist of removal from truck, bringing to point
pOint of use, uncrating, minor assembly (for example, attach
Inside Delivery hutch to desk or credenza, attach a return, set shelves in bookcase and leveling), leaving ready for use and removal of
2.11
(ME)
debris. This additional fee may not be used to assemble furniture shipped "KD'.
'KD'. "Knocked
'Knocked Down' (KD) furniture is
described as any item produced in such a manner that the piece can be shipped from the factory disassembled and
packed compactly into a flat box and that require assembly. This inside delivery fee shall be based on the following
conditions:
1. Delivery location has a loading dock or off street loading area.
2. The delivery will be to the same floor as the loading dock or there is freight elevator available.
3. The delivery may be completed during regular working hours.
4. Deviations from the above shall require a separate non-contract negotiation by the ordering agency at the time of
order.
Response:
Resoonse:

2.12

Response:
Resoonse:

2.13

Acknowledged
Acknowledaed

Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in Idaho Code §67-2327, which reads: "Public
"PubliC
Agency" means any city or political subdivision of this state, inclUding,
including, but not limited to counties; school districts;
Public Agency highway districts; port authorities;
authorities: instrumentalities of counties; cities or any political subdivision created under the
Clause
(M) laws of the State of Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract (ie.,
(I.e., issue
purchase orders) with the vendor and/or comply with any other applicable provisions of Idaho Code governing public
contracts.
Response:
Resoonse:

4.3.2

Acknowledged
Acknowledaed

Orders shipped directly by a manufacturer or manufacturer's dealer to the purchaser or user. Items delivered to the
Dock Delivered ordering agency shall be unloaded by the delivering carrier and placed on the agency's loading dock. If there is no
(M)
loading dock, items shall be unloaded by the delivery carrier and placed in a space immediately adjacent to the
carrier's vehicle at the delivery location
Response:
ResDonse:

2.14

Acknowledged:
Acknowledaed: Please refer to Pricing Forms in the Cost Proposal.
Prooosa/.

'KD" furniture shall be accepted unless
All furniture with shall be delivered fully assembled and ready for use. No "KD'
Delivery
Condition (M) contractor's representative is present to assemble it upon receipt. Other exceptions may be made with prior
agreement
aoreement between the contractor and ordering
orderina agency.

Acknowfedoed
Acknowledaed

Single Point of
Provide one contact name, title, phone and email for the single point of contact for this ensuing contract.
Contact (ME)
Response:

Marl< Rogers

Dealer Sales Consultant

Phone: 503-327-3023
Email: mrogers3@steelcase.com
mrogers3@sleelcase.com
Sales Force
(ME)

4.3.3.1

Response:

Describe the SiZE',
(deSignated and dedicated) that will be
SiZEl, organizational structure and experience of the sales force (designated
engaged to promote market and sell to the State. Include information of dealer network sales force.
Service
Area
Authorized Dealer
Address
Dealer Lead Contact
PHONE·FAX
Office Environment Co 1605 Fairview Ave
Jason Galloway
T: 208-385-0507
A
Boise 10 83702
F: 208-385-9392
Office Environment Co 1605 Fairview Ave
Jason Galloway
T: 208-385-0507
B
Boise 10 83702
F: 208-385-9392
Porte~s
Porte~s Office Product 435 West Center 51.
SI.
John Finnegan
T: 208-232-1234
Pocatello 10 83204
F:208-232-8759
C
Porte~s
Porte~s Office Product 1050 North 2nd East
Boyd Cook
T: 208-356-4616
Rexburg 1D 83440
208·356-8901
F: 208-356-8901
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Steelcase
5.1

Ordering

Response.

SBP01322 Contract Details
Describe in detail your ordering policy and procedure
Changes and Cancellations
Once an approved purchase order has been received by a Steelcase partner dealer, no changes to the product or quantity can
be made.
If you're considering a change to your Steelcase Inc. order, please contact your local Steelcase dealer
immediately. Yc)ur
YClur dealer will work with you to determine the exact changes required, any change fees,
and if there is adequate time remaining to make a change. Late changes could jeopardize the committed
delivery date of your order.
Following are the change/cancellation guidelines in place.

Turns/one, and Service Parts Orders:
Express12, Turnstone,
No changes or cancellations allowed.
Exception: Turnstone and Express12 orders with ex1ended lead times.

·

Stee/case Metal and Wood Products (excluding Norfolk wood casegoods):

• No charges will be assessed for change or cancellation 14 or more calendar days prior to the manufacturing
completion date (not including holidays)
No manufacturing changes are allowed 0 to 13 days prior to the manufacturing completion date

·

Stow Davis Products and Norfolk wood casegoods:
No charges will be assessed for changes or cancellations 28 or more calendar days
prior to the manufacturing completion date
14-27 calendar days prior to the manufacturing completion date = 30% of purchase
price change charge
No manufacturing changes are allowed 0 to 13 days prior to the manufacturing
completion date

·

·
·

Architectural Solutions Products:
and/or
Changes and cancellations may be made, but may result in additional charges andlor
schedule adjustments after order has been placed with Steelcase or after shop
drawings have been approved.
Additional charges and schedule impact will vary depending on the complexity of the
change and schedule impact.
All questions relating to change order or cancellation must be made with your local
Steelcase dealer who will contact the project manager who specified or assisted in the
specification of the order and the Steelcase rep assigned to your order.

·

Additional Charges
Changes or cancellations that involve any of the follOWing
following may be SUbject
subject to a charge
earlier andlor
and/or greater than shown above: Special Engineering product, CSM, preordered components, materials with ex1ended lead times (e.g. veneers, special paint,
etc.) or large quantities of standard materials.
Cartoning changes and shipping address changes are subject to approval and to a
change charge. Please consult your Steelcase dealer for specific information
pertaining to your order.

·

5.2

Payment
Processingl
Processlngl
Invoicing
Response:

Describe in detail your payment Processing directly through your organization or through dealer networks:
InvoicelBilling
Invoice/Billing Problem Resolution
The State of Idaho will have a designated dealer customer service representative and accounts receivable
point of contact should be their Steelcase partner dealer account
representative. The customer's initial pOint
manager or Steelcase dealer sales consultant for any problems.
Problem Resolution Timing
Expectation for problem resolution is 7 days or less. It is the intent of Steelcase and their dealer partners
to work with State of Idaho customers to resolve issues quickly.
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SBP01322 Contract Details

Steelcase
5.3

Lead
Times
Response:

Describe in detail your business oractice
practice for orderina
ordering lead times with reaard
regard to:
Ship' Rush· Special
• Standard·
Standard' Quick Ship·
Standard Lead Times

Currently, lead times for most Steelcase products are four to six weeks. But since Steelcase is a "build to
order" manufacturer, you can be assured that manufacturing space and resources will be available to
complete the project as scheduled.
Steelcase publishes lead times for Steelcase Inc. products on a weekly basis. Your Steelcase dealer can
access this real-time information about Steelcase manufacturing capacity and keep you updated on the
timing of your order.
Quick Ship

Three quick delivery programs speed products from Steelcase companies to customers with fast-paced
needs. The list of
products available for quick ship from Steelcase, Turnstone,
Tumstone, Details,
DetailS, Brayton and Vecta
ofproducts
brands is extensive and available for perusal in the Quick Ship Handbook. Steelcase can also evaluate the
potential of adding products to its programs upon customer request.
Stee/case Express12
The Express 12 program offers speed, flexibility and access to a very broad product line-nearly
50% of what Steelcase makes, including the most popular components. All Express 12 products
are delivered to any location your dealer specifies within 12 business days of receipt of your
order. Remote areas in the United States may take a little longer. You can specify delivery for any
particular business day after this 12-business-day standard, so if you need something in 15
business days, that's when you'll get it.
Choosing Express 12 products for fumiture
furniture standards programs can be a real money saver. In
doing so, you get the cost benefits normally associated with standardizing, plus you reduce the
need to keep large amounts of fumiture
furniture on hand-why pay to store and manage an inventory
when you can be assured of getting what you need quickly and easily?
2-Day
2·Day Quick Ship
Beginning in September 2008, Steelcase and Turnstone launched a new 2-Day Quick Ship
Program. The program includes our most popular seating and storage products. What's unique
about the program is that the products are made to order-nothing off the shelf with only a
limited selection of styles and finishes.
The seating choices include Amia, Burton, Cachet, Crew, Criterion, Domino, Executive 319,
Jack, Leap, Let's B, Lincoln Lounge, Max Stacker, Move, Protege, Think, Uno, 200 Series lateral
files and Turnstone lateral files.
In addition to the availability of so many styles, there are over 80 upholstery choices-including
the entire fabric families of Buzz2, Crosswalk, Highrise, Link, Spyder and Nitelights, as well as
vinyls, 3D Knit and black leather. There are 13 Steelcase and 8 Turnstone paint choices for the
storage products.
Brayton Fast Track 15-Day Program
Brayton International's Fast Track program offers 78 models, 40 textiles, 20 standard wood
finishes-each shipping within 15 days from receipt of your order. Extra time should be allowed
orcfers shipping to remote areas of the United States, all of Canada and overseas.
on orclers
Rush Orders

If your need a large order in short period of time, Steelcase can reserve production time to ensure your
requirements are met.
Specials

When the broad and flexible Steelcase product portfolio isn't enough to meet highly specialized needs, we
call on the Special Products Group. This Steelcase team was formed to make the design and ordering of
special, custom workplace products easy and enjoyable. Customers, designers and architects work with
the Special Procfucts Group to co-create unique solutions-and take advantage of the extensive internal
and external resources Steelcase makes available to them.
The Special Products Group is quick to respond, from identifying the need to creating the concept to
manufacturing the product. As soon as your request for a special or custom product is received, the Group
begins evaluating its feasibility, safety and cost.
While the possibilities are endless, it's easiest to think of Steelcase custom capabilities in three main
categories:
Simple Specials involve a simple modification of standard product for visual
differentiation. For example, a standard product may be outfitted with a nonstandard
fabric or paint, or it may be created in a special size.
Functional Specials are new or nonstandard products created from standard product
platforms. For example, a standard product may be modified to create a new
capability. Functional specials can be complex-but they are always tested
functional capabi/Jty.
to meet Steelcase and ANSIIBIFMA standards.
Customs are products specifically developed to solve a need-from specialized brand
identification, to a highly specialized product function-not served by simple and
functional specials. Custom solutions are designed, engineered and tested to meet
ANSI/BIFMA standards.
Steelcase and ANSIIBIFMA

·

·

·
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Steelcase
5.4

Delivery
Response:

SBP01322 Contract Details
Describe in detail your business practice for delivery service and methods with regard to:
Major
Maior Metro areas·
areas' Smaller remote or rural areas
Steelcase dealers treat metro and remote areas the same. Product is scheduled for install based on

anticipated arrival date. Minor adjustments will be made in order to pool small orders. Once an order is
received and inspected at the receiving warehouse, it is ticketed for delivery. Installation crews are

5.5

evaluated regularly for timely and accurate delivery and installation.
Describe in detail your business practice, policy and procedures with regard to: • When damage is identified' Who
Receipt of notifies who· Concealed damage or shortages' Who investigates the extent of the damage' Who arranges for repair
Damagedl
and where' Who picks up merchandise to be repaired or replaced after freight inspection' If repair is not practical,
Incorrect
Merchandise what is your standard policy' Who will coordinate with the State for problem resolution
Response:

Identification of Damage
All effort is made to identify freight and manufactunng damage when unloaded from the truck at the
Steelcase dealer's warehouse. This saves time and money for everyone. However, if damage is found
dunng the install, it is noted on the Completion Report and signed by the installer and customer. In
regards to Drop Shipments, the customer's responsibility is to note damage of any kind on the paperwork

provided
prOVided by the delivery agent.
Notification

5.6

5.7

In all cases, the Steelcase dealer account representative should be notified of damage. All damage noted
prior to customer sign-off will be resolved at no cost.
Concealed Damage/Shortagee
In those few cases where damage is found after sign-off, contact your Steelcase dealer account
representative.
Investigation
Contact your Steelcase dealer account representative.
Arrangement for Resolution
Your Steelcase dealer will work with Steelcase to get the product repaired/replaced
repairedlreplaced in a timely manner.
Repair is usually done at the customer's site. Occasionally product will be transported by the dealer to
their location for repair.
Product Replacement
If repair is not practical, product will be replacement with new product.
Receipt of Describe in detail your business practice, policy and procedures with regard to:
Reporting receipt of incorrect merchandise·
merchandise' Inspection of incorrect merchandise
Incorrect
Resolution/reolacement and time line of incorrect merchandise
Merchandise Resolution/replacement
Response'
Reporting
Same procedure as for damaged product. Product will be reordered and customer will be notified of potential
changes in delivery dates.
Inspection
Your Steelcase dealer account representative works with the customer to investigate the claim for accuracy and
recommended solution.
Resolution

Restocking
Policy
Response:

.

Replacement product is ordered from Steelcase. Since all Steelcase product is custom made, standard lead times
will 8Q[J1y.
apply. Priority will be made to qet
eet product to the customer ASAP.
Describe in detail your business practice. policy and procedures with regard to: • Restocking charge for items ordered
due to contractor error • Restocking charge for items ordered due to State's error
Contractors Error
Any e"ors that differ from the purchase order will be corrected at the expense of the Steelcase dealer or Stee/case.
Steelcase.
State Error
Restocking is not available with Steelcase dealers or Steelcase.
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Steelcase

5.11

SBP01322 Contract Details
Please specify in detail the following:
warranty/maintenance and service provided for all proposed items.
• The length and terms of the warrantytmaintenance
• Vendors must specify if subcontractors will perform warranty and maintenance service, the location(s) where
warranty and maintenance service will be performed, along with contact name and telephone number for each
location.

Warranty

Steelcase Lifetime Warranty
Warrantv

Response

This warranty applies to products delivered in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Latin
America and the Caribbean.
Steelcase Inc. ("Steelcase") warrants that Steelcase, Turnstone and Nuture brand commercial products are free from
defects in materials or workmanship. Steelcase will repair or replace with comparable product, at its option and free of
charge, any product, part, or component manufactured after January 18, 2009 that falls under normal use as a result
of such defect. This warranty applies from the date of manufacture, regardless of shift usage and is valid only for the
•original purchaser.
•original
I

Exceptions
10 years
Seating mechanisms, pneumatic cylinders, electrical components, laminate and wood veneer

5 years
Stacking Chairs (Max Stacker®, Max Stacker® II and Parade), wood-frame chairs, user-adjustable work surface
mechanisms, architectural doors. Office systems doors, their frames and mechanisms, electronic ballasts, Classics
and Inspire Collection textiles, foam and other covering materials, Nuture recliner and sleeper mechanisms, overbed
InfoLink™ and ShareLink™.
tables, InfoLink™

3 years
Magnetic ballasts, vinyl wrapped surfaces and acrylic

1 year
Answer® markerboard surfaces and replacement parts (or the balance of the original warranty period, whichever is
longer)
Exclusions
This warranty does not apply to product failure resulting from:
• Normal wear and tear
Steel case instructions and guidelines
Failure to apply, install, or maintain products according to published Steelcase
• Abuse, misuse, or accident
• Alteration or modification of the product
The substitution of any unauthorized non-Steelcase components for use in the place of Steelcase
components in an integrated product solution; such substitute components include but are not limited to
worksllrfaces, leg supports, panels, brackets, shelves, overhead bins, and other integral components
worksurfaces,
The following products and materials are not covered by this warranty:

con sum abies (e.g., lamps) Customer's own (COM) or non-standard textiles and
• Products considered consumabies
materials
• Variations occuring in surface materials (e.g., colorfastness or matching grains, textures and colors across
dissimilar substrates and lots
• Other manufacturer's products (Steelcase will pass through other manufacturer's warranties where
applicable and to the extent possible)
THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS THE SOLE REMEDY FOR PRODUCT DEFECT AND NO OTHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTY IS PROVIDED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. STEELCASE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES ARISING FROM ANY PRODUCT DEFECT.

Steelcase~
Steelcase~

Rev. 01·19·09
01-19-09
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Rationale for lEN Multiple Award

The following information is provided concerning the rationale behind the multiple awards (2 vendors
selected) of the Idaho Education Network (lEN) RFP02160.
Facts:
•

41EN RFP responses were received for evaluation purposes (ENA, Qwest, Verizon, and Integra).

•

A six (6) person Independent evaluation team was formed to review our lEN RFP. Members
were selected based on Technical, Educational and State Agency experience. This evaluation
team consisted of the following: 2 technical engineers representing K-12; 2 technical engineers
representing Higher Education (ISU, BSU); 1 technical Engineer from lTD representing State
IDANET and a major State Agency (Labor).
agencies, and one IT Manager representing IOANET

•

The Idaho Department of Purchasing oversaw this evaluation process and assisted the OCIO,
with formulation of a 118 question evaluation checklist for the Evaluation Team to use in going
through the RFP review process.

•

Members of the OCIO office, specifically the CTO and the PM for the lEN RFP project did not
participate as technical evaluators.

•

One Vendor RFP (Integra) was found by the Department of Purchasing to be Non-compliant due
to a myriad of reasons, to include an inability to meet content filtering requirements, per the
Child Internet Projection Act, a solid requirement to qualify for Federal E-Rate funding.

•

Evaluation team engineers were sequestered during the review process; but participated in
twice daily conference calls involving
involVing the entire evaluation team, to discuss progress, general
observations and\or issues with other members ofthe evaluation team.

•

A post-RFP hot-wash was conducted, upon completion ofthese reviews, to ensure all data and

•

General observation from evaluation members concerning the quality and technical expertise of

comments were collected by the Division of Purchasing Office.
lEN proposals reviewed: There was not a single vendor RFP reviewed that had the entire lEN
"cradle to grave" solution set that the State of Idaho was desiring to see in support of this
network; however, it was felt that two of the RFP respondents, if combined, would definitely
have the capability to address both the Education Requirements and also the Technical Layer 3
requirements needed. Idaho code allows for multiple awards, while simultaneously affording
the State the opportunity to exercise and pursue the most advantageous option presented in
support of our lEN effort.
•

providers responding to this RFP response provide an Erate Service Provider
All service prOViders
Identification Number (SPIN), had an FCC Registration Number, were bonded, and were
registered with the State Procurement Office.

000662
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Additional technical evaluation comments:
•

ENA clearly understood and had the documented expertise of the Federal E-Rate process and

•

Qwest's layer three network capabilities, combined with their depth and quality of engineering

Management of Education Focused Networks and Services Support.
support to include Cisco reach back and equipment resources, set them apart from all other
service provider offerings.
•

ENA's proposal from a pure cost factor was the low cost offering among all four proposals
reviewed.

•

ENA proposal had strengths in "Last Mile"\Layer
Mile/\Layer 2 capabilities; however, it was weak in layer 3
network support capabilities, and lacked technical engineering depth and engineering reach
back capabilities (e.g. lab and testing capabilities, in a non production environment).

•

Verizon failed to provide any required
reqUired Ping test data, or address any RFP Section Three
requirements. Moreover, their proposal was difficult to follow and did not have a local Idaho
support focus, with references and materials more germane to their global operations.

•

ENA clearly had documented expertise and experience concerning providing Customer Facing
NOC operations from an Education Focused Standpoint.

•

Qwest's proposed lEN Technical 24\7 NOC operations and capabilities had more depth in terms
of their ability to expand \export operations to other already existing Qwest NOC facilities.

•

From an MPLS standpoint, a networking protocol that is a mandatory lEN requirement, due to E
ERate which requires that non-Erate network traffic be separated from E-Rate traffic,
traffiC, both Qwest
and ENA addressed how they would provide this capability; however, Qwest was the only
vendor to have an existing
eXisting MPLS capability which could be expanded fairly rapidly given its
sizable presence in Idaho combined, with its corporate finances and resources.

•

ENA clearly demonstrated the experience and capability to prOVide
provide engineering and scheduling
assistance to public school districts in terms of Video Teleconferencing capabilities.

Financial Comments:
•

•
•

Per current Universal Services Federal Erate policy, price must be the primary factor when
constructing the evaluation of bid responses. Specifically, When an E-Rate applicant examines
and evaluates the RFP bids received for eligible services, it must select the most cost-effective
bid. This means that the price should be the primary factor, but does not have to be the sole
factor. Other relevant factors may include: prior experience including past performance;
personnel qualifications including technical excellence; management capability including
schedule compliance; and environmental objectives.
ENA's proposal from a pure cost factor was the low cost offering among all four proposals
reviewed.
Qwest in terms of the IdaNet Migration Effort, which was a part of the lEN RFP in support of our
State Agencies, had lower proposed circuit costs for that portion of the RFP; however, their
overall network costs remained higher than ENA's proposal.

•

Qwest's Video Teleconferencing proposed solutions, while sound technically, were not the most
cost effective. ENA and Verizon on the other hand proposed solution sets that were more in line
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....
with the State of Idaho's expectations and estimates for fielding these systems to all public High
Schools during Phase I operations.
Additional Information:
•

The Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) which administers the E-Rate program
and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) routinely perform audits of beneficiaries of
the Schools and libraries Program. The purpose of these audits is to ensure that beneficiaries
and service providers receiving financial support are complying with FCC rules and regulations.
Many of the audit sites are randomly selected, and the selection process is designed to provide
a wide variety of entities with regard to applicant size, discount percentage, and geographic
indication that USAC believes problems
location. Selection for an audit is not necessarily an Indication
exist; however it is extremely important for the Idaho Education Network Office and the OCIO
to be prepared for such an audit. It should be noted that the lEN RFP process followed
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State of Idaho

•

Department of Administration
Division of Purcbaslag
PurcllasJag

C.L. "Butch" OTIER
Governor

MIKE GWARTNEV

650 West State Street B-15 Lower Level (83702)
P. O. Box 83720
Boise, lD
TO 83720-0075

Director
BILL BURNS

Telephooe (208) 327·7465
Fax:
208/·327.7320
F8X:208~327.7320

Administrator

!illl:Ladm
!ll!.l:L~dm idaho.go>
idaho,go' rnm;hasing

June 30. 2009
Melissa Vandenberg
lead Deputy Attorney General

R.E. Mulitple Awards discussion, lEN (Idaho Educational Network)
t wanted to provide this information in
In regard to the decision to award multiple vendors for
the lEN RFP Issued
issued on December 15, 2008.
On December 3, Mark Little and I had a discussion concernIng
concerning the lEN procurement.
During this discussion, we agreed that no one vendor had the capability to service the State of
Idaho and its geography to enable the network. This was based on knowledge of existing
supply base capabilities and geographic areas currently covered by major Idaho service
providers.
At that time, I did not document this decision In writing. Please
please accept this statement as that
written determination.

Sincerely,

Bill Burns

nServing Idaho citizens through effective servfces to their governmental
govemmental agencies·

4Lj
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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J. DAVID NAVNliCI. (;Ii;:)/,k
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Idaho Education Network (the "lEN") was created by the Idaho Legislature to
provide a coordinated, statewide telecommunications distribution system for distance learning
for public schools, including two-way interactive video, data, internet access and other
telecommunications services for distance learning. See I.C. § 67-5745D(2). It was also intended
"DOA") would apply for federal
by the Legislature that the Department of Administration (the "DOA")
funding for the lEN and leverage its statewide purchasing power to promote private investment
in telecommunications infrastructure. See I.C. § 67-5745D(4)(c).
In furtherance of the goals stated in Idaho Code § 67-5745D(4)(c), and the requirements
of Idaho Code § 67-5745D(5)(h), the DOA issued lEN Request for Proposals 02160 (the "lEN
RFP") in December 2008. (Verified Complaint, ~ 16, Exhibit A). The lEN RFP described the
objective of the lEN Project, in part, in section 3.2 as follows:
The objective of this RFP ... is to create a network environment
K-12
-12 distance learning environment ...
that will meet the needs of K
[including] ... video services (Interactive and Streaming), Internet
services, and wide area data transport. In addition to serving the
K-12
K
-12 institutions and our State libraries ... it will also be used to
serve entities that are not E-Rate eligible such as higher education
(community colleges, sate colleges and universities) and State
Agencies.
Given the scope of the lEN Project, the lEN RFP encouraged potential vendors to form
partnerships for providing lEN services, stating, in section 3.3(b) that "Strong consideration will
be given to proposals that incorporate partnerships between multiple providers."
Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") is an Idaho company that provides
telecommunications services to other telecommunications providers and commercial users via an
extensive network of fiber optic cable in southern Idaho. Syringa entered into a Teaming
Agreement with Education Networks of America, Inc. and its wholly owned subsidiary ENA
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Services, LLC (collectively, "ENA") for the purpose of responding to the lEN RFP. (See
Affidavit of Greg Lowe ("Lowe Aff.), ~~ 13, 14, Exhibit 2). ENA is a highly experienced
company that specializes in providing managed network and telecommunications services to
technology-enabled education customers, including K-12 schools and libraries. ENA also has a
depth of experience managing projects involving federal E-Rate funding.
Syringa and ENA responded jointly to the lEN RFP as the lEN Alliance. (Verified
Complaint, ~ 27, Exhibit B). The lEN Alliance Proposal identified ENA as the "contracting
entity for the project with Syringa as a principal partner and prime supplier." (Lowe Aff., ~ 15,
Exhibit 3). Qwest submitted a competing proposal.
The lEN Alliance Proposal was ranked as the highest rated, lowest cost proposal, but was
not identified as the single successful bidder. Instead, the DOA stated its intent, on January 20,
2009, to make a multiple bidder award of the lEN contract to both ENA and Qwest. (Lowe Aff.,
~

17, Exhibit 4). Pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5718A, the award started with two virtually

identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("SBPOs") on January 28, 2009 (SBPOI308
(SBP01308 to
SBPOI309 to ENA) which contemplated ENA and Qwest each providing the full
Qwest and SBP01309
spectrum of services requested by the lEN RFP. (Lowe Aff., ~ 21, Exhibits 5 and 6). Less than
a month later, the DOA issued amended SBPOs 1308-01 AND 1309-01 ("Amended SBPOs")
that were no longer identical. (Lowe Aff., ~ 22, Exhibits 7 and 8). These Amended SBPOs
divided the services requested by the lEN RFP into two, separate and mutually exclusive
categories of work.
SBPO 13 08-0 1 went to Qwest for "all lEN technical network services" and "all Internet
services". SBP01309-01 went to ENA to act "as the Service Provider listed on the State's
Federal E-rate Form 471" and to provide "all Video Teleconferencing (VTC) Installation,
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Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network." The Amended SBPOs
eliminated Syringa as ENA's "principal partner and supplier" and substituted Qwest in its place.
This DOA forced partnership between ENA and Qwest violates the rights of Syringa, is not in
the public interest, and is prohibited by Idaho Code §§ 67-5711, 67-5715 and 67-5718A.
The DOA was required by federal E-Rate standards to award the lEN Project to ENA
because the lEN Alliance bid was the "most cost effective" in comparison to Qwest and other
bidders. The inability to award the entire lEN Project to Qwest did not, however, deter DOA
from substituting Qwest for Syringa and awarding the lEN Project as a multiple bidder award.
The resulting forced combination of ENA and Qwest was never, however, proposed by any of
the bidders, is not a true multiple bidder award to competing contractors supplying the same or
similar property, and violates Idaho law.
ofldaho Code §§ 67-5711, 67-5715 and 67-5718A has damaged,
The DOA's violation ofIdaho
and will continue to damage Syringa because Syringa has been excluded from providing the
telecommunication services for which it jointly submitted the lEN Alliance proposal with ENA.
The DOA's violation of the law has also created problems for the lEN that the use of the open
competitive bid process and the lEN RFP were designed to avoid. These problems, which
already exist in some areas of the lEN, and will arise in other areas if the DOA is not enjoined,
include: the wasteful installation of unnecessary copper cable which duplicates state of the art
fiber optic broadband lines already in place (i.e., "side by side"); the physical limitation of
current and future bandwidth for Idaho schools, libraries and agencies because of the insistence
that Qwest cables be used where faster, closer and more state of the art telecommunications
facilities are available from a competitor of Qwest; higher costs to taxpayers; and the creation of
irreparable competitive disadvantage to Syringa as Qwest uses lEN dollars to finance the
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modernization and expansion of its aged technology.
Syringa seeks an Order to Show Cause to require the DOA to show why it should not be
enjoined from acquiring further services or property for the lEN Project pursuant to the amended
SBPOs (SBP01308-01 and SBPOI309-01) or from otherwise directing ENA to select Qwest as
67the exclusive telecommunications supplier for the lEN Project in violation ofIdaho Code §§ 67
5711,67-5715 and 67-5718A.

II.
A.

ARGUMENT

An Order to Show Cause Should be Issued Upon Syringa's Prima Facie
Showing For An Injunction.

Syringa has moved for an Order to Show Cause directing the DOA to show cause why it
should not be enjoined from acquiring further services or property for the lEN Project pursuant
to the Amended SBPOs or from otherwise directing ENA to select Qwest as the exclusive
telecommunications supplier for the lEN Project.
IRCP 6(c)(2)(A), which governs Orders to Show Cause provides, in relevant part, that:
All applications for an order to show cause must be accompanied
by an affidavit or supported by a verified complaint setting forth
the facts and grounds upon which the application is based. If the
court finds that an application makes a prima facie showing for an
order commanding a person to do or refrain from doing specific
acts or to pay a sum of money, the court shall enter an order to
show cause to the opposing party to comply with the request or
show cause before the court at a time and place certain why such
order should not be entered.
IRCP 6(c)(2)(A).
The only condition precedent to the issuance of an Order to Show Cause is that the
moving party makes a prima facie showing for its requested relief. See generally Fuller v.
Fuller, 101 Idaho 40, 42, 607 P.2d 1314, 1316 (1980) ("The rule only requires a prima facie
showing for the issuance of such an order."). The requested relief, in this instance, is a
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preliminary injunction.
The prima facie elements for a preliminary injunction are contained in IRCP 65 which
states, in relevant part at 65(e), that a preliminary injunction may be granted:
(I) When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to
the relief demanded, and such relief, or any part thereof, consists in
restraining the commission or continuance of the acts complained
of, either for a limited period or perpetually;
(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the
commission or continuance of some act during the litigation would
produce waste, or great or irreparable injury to the plaintiff;
(3) When it appears during the litigation that the defendant is
doing, or threatens, or is about to do, or is procuring or suffering to
be done, some act in violation of the plaintiffs rights, respecting
the subject of the action, and tending to render the judgment
ineffectual.
The purpose of Syringa's Motion, Verified Complaint, the Affidavits filed
contemporaneously herewith and this Memorandum is to make a prima facie showing that the
DOA is acting in violation of the law and that Syringa is entitled to an injunction against the
DOA as set forth above.
A description ofthe statutory law applicable to the conduct of the DOA in this case, a
demonstration of the violation of those statutes by the DOA, and an analysis of Syringa's prima

facie case follow.
B.

The DOA Is Acting In Violation of the Law.
1.

The DOA May Make Multiple Bidder Awards Only Where Specific
Criteria are Satisfied and Specific Procedures are Followed.

(a)

Idaho Uses an Open Bid Competitive Process Which Allows It to
Acquire Goods and Services from the Lowest Responsible Bidder.

Idaho has a strong interest in the use of an open competitive bid process. This interest
finds its general expression in Idaho Code § 67-5715. Passed in 1975 as S.L 1975 ch. 254 § 2,
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Idaho Code § 67-5715 provides:
The Idaho legislature, recognizing that an offered low price is not
always indicative of the greatest value, declares it to be the policy
of the state to expect open competitive bids in acquisitions of
property, and to maximize competition, and maximize the value
received by the government of the state with attendant benefits to
the citizens.
Consistent with this interest in the competitive bid process, a specific requirement that lEN
telecommunications services and equipment be acquired through "an open and competitive
bidding process" is contained in the enabling legislation for lEN. See I.C. § 67-5745D.
The State's interest in an open competitive bid process is further served by the mandate
of the Legislature that property and services be acquired by the State from the lowest responsible
bidder. Idaho Code § 67-5717 outlines the powers and duties of the administrator of the division
of purchasing for the State of Idaho, Department of Administration and makes the requirement to
select the "lowest responsible bidder" clear by stating that the administrator of the division of
purchasing:
(l)
(1)
Shall acquire, according to the provisions of this chapter,
all property for state agencies;
(2)
Shall acquire all property, unless excepted, by competitive
bid, and shall specifically require competitive bids for property to
be rented, leased or purchased through a deferred payment plan;
(3)
Shall determine, based upon the requirements contained in
the specification and matter relating to responsibility, the lowest
responsible bidder in all competitively bid acquisition contracts;

***
The rules of the Division of Purchasing, which are set out in IDAPA 38.05.01, are
consistent with and supportive of the expressed interest of the State of Idaho to acquire property
and services from the lowest responsible bidder determined by an open competitive bid process.
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(b)

The Multiple Bidder Award
Award Exception to the Lowest Responsible
Bidder Exists Only for Property that, Like Commodities, is "the
Same or Similar" and Conditions the Award on a Written
Determination by the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing.

There is a single exception relevant to the requirement that Idaho agencies acquire
significant goods and services from the lowest responsible bidder using a competitive bid
process. That exception concerns fungible items of property that, like commodities, are "the
same or similar" so that it makes sense, given the needs of state agencies, limitations of
geography, availability of service support and other relevant factors to award contracts in the
form of SBPOs to multiple bidders for the same or similar goods or services.
The multiple bidder award exception was first recognized by the Idaho Legislature in
1996 for "same or similar information technology property". The exception was expanded in
672001 to apply generally to all "same or similar property" and is codified in Idaho Code § 67
57l8A. The statute describes the property and circumstances to which it may be applied as
5718A.
follows:
67-5718A. ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY BY CONTRACT-
CONTRACT-AWARD
A
WARD TO MORE THAN ONE BIDDER -- STANDARDS
AWARDS
FOR MULTIPLE A
WARDS -- APPROVAL BY
ADMINISTRATOR.
(1)
Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the
contrary, the administrator of the division of purchasing may make
an award of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the
same or similar property where more than one (1) contractor is
necessary:

(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required
by state agencies;
(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of
property for state agencies; or
(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is
compatible with property previously acquired.
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I.C. § 67-5718A (emphasis added). The multiple bidder award exception created by Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A is clear and limited. Multiple awards may be made to more than one bidder, under
specified conditions, to acquire the same or similar property. Where, on the other hand, the State
intends to acquire property that is not "the same or similar" it is clear, from the plain language of
the Statute, that a multiple bidder award is not appropriate. See State v. Mubita, 145 Idaho 925,
P .3d 867, 882 (2008) ("When construing a statute, the focus of the Court is to
940, 188 P.3d
determine and give effect to the intent of the legislature .... The language of the statute must be
given its plain, obvious and rational meaning. Unless the result is palpably absurd, this Court
assumes the legislature meant what is clearly stated in the statute.") (internal citations omitted).
ofldaho Code § 67-5718A,
67 -5718A, the actual practice of the
Consistent with the plain language ofIdaho
State has been to use multiple award contracts to provide agencies with the ability to select the
same or similar property from a group of vendors that makes the greatest sense for that agency at
that location. Multiple bidder awards have been made, for example, for the acquisition of body
armor, court reporting services, fuel, photocopiers, vehicles, office furniture and other groups of
similar items. I By way of illustration, three vendors have been awarded SBPOs for office
furniture. See SBP01320-01 (Herman Miller Inc.), SBP01321-02 (Kimball International) and
SBPO 1322-02 (Steelcase, Inc.). (Heneise Aff,

~

4, Exhibit 2). Each of these three office

furniture SBPOs is for $500,000.00 and includes a furniture cost spreadsheet and a list of
authorized dealers for that specific vendor. When an agency needs to purchase certain office
furniture, it will review all three SBPOs and place an order with an authorized dealer for the
vendor that meets the criteria ofIdaho
ofldaho Code § 67-5718A(l)(a), (b) or (c).
In addition to limiting multiple bidder awards to circumstances involving the acquisition

I A listing of the multi-vendor awards currently in effect with the State of Idaho is attached to the Affidavit of Susan
Heneise ("Heneise Aff.") as Exhibit 1.
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of the "same or similar property," Idaho Code § 67-5718A(l)(c)(2) conditions multiple bidder
awards upon the administrator of the Division of Purchasing first making a written determination
that the multiple bidder awards it intends to make meets the criteria set forth in the § 67-5718A
I(a), (b) or (c). Subsection (2) § 67-5718A
67-57l8A states:
lea),
No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this
section unless the administrator of the division of purchasing
makes a written determination showing that multiple awards
satisfy one (l) or more of the criteria set forth in this section.
The language of this subsection, "no award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made ...
unless the administrator ... makes a written determination ... ," makes it clear that the written
determination by the administrator of the Division of Purchasing is required to be made before
the award is made. The written determination of the administrator of the Division of Purchasing
is not, in other words, a rubber stamp or box to be checked, but is a substantive determination
and requirement of the statute.

2.

The Amended SBPOs are Not Proper Multiple Awards under Idaho
Code § 67-5718A Because They are Not for the Acquisition of Same or
Similar Property.

The lEN RFP sought proposals for a comprehensive, end-to-end solution to create the
Idaho Education Network.

The State of Idaho will actively pursue and contract for a total
solution, education-focused managed internet network service
provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and
contracts with multiple telecommunications, cable and utility
providers to provide the essential foundation and associated
services support for our lEN network.

***

As stated above the State is looking for an industry partner or
partners who will take the initiative in areas of network design,
network management to include operations, maintenance and
accounting processes. It should be noted that highest consideration
will be given to the Partner or Partners presenting the best and
most cost effective 'total end-to-end service support solution' and
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supporting network architecture, which is also compliant with the
specifications of this RFP.
lEN RFP § 3.1 Vision, p. 12; lEN RFP § 3.2 Scope of Purpose, p. 13.
As noted above, the multiple award exception to the requirement that the contract be
awarded to the lowest responsible bidder permits the DOA to contract with more than one
vendor to acquire the "same or similar property" where certain criteria is met. The plain
meaning of "the same or similar property" in Idaho Code § 67-5718A is consistent with the
legislative history associated with the 2001 amendment, which expanded the authorization for
the use of multiple bidder awards from "same or similar" information technology property to
include other kinds of "same or similar" properties.
The minutes of the Senate State Affairs Committee meeting of January 17,2001, for
10517C 1, refer to the testimony of Jan Cox, Administrator to the Division
example, relating RS 10517C
of Purchasing who provided a report from the Purchasing Modernization Task Force which
recommended expanding the scope ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A. (Affidavit of Molly Steckel, ~ 3,
Exhibit 1). That report gave an analysis illustrating the need for and benefits of multiple awards
that appears below and as Exhibit 2 to the Affidavit of Molly Steckel.
MULTIPLE AWARDS 67-5718A
Current: Statute allows for multiple awards for
information technology only under certain
circumstances

Proposed Change: Allow for multiple awards for
any commodity deemed to be in the best interests
of the state

Value

Why needed?

Multiple awards for information technology
products and services have proven to be effective
for the state, Overall pricing has dropped and
service has improved as vendors participating in
multiple contract awards compete for the state's
business. Another benefit for the state is the
availability of products from multiple contractors.
Having a second or third source for hard to find or
short supply products has been beneficial.

Other commodities such as office machines and
furniture, vehicles, medical supplies, laboratory
supplies and chemicals, and deicing chemicals are
potential candidates for multiple awards. Here
service is an important factor. There are also issues
of adequate supply and often one vendor is unable
to meet the entire requirement
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MULTIPLE AWARDS 67-5718A

Problems with other commodities

Benefits

Non-information technology contract awards
normally made by line item, For example, the same
photocopier contract may be a Xerox in Northern
Idaho, a Canon in Southern Idaho, and a Sharp in
Eastern Idaho, each from a different dealer. Not
only cogs this restrict agency choices, but also can
cause service issues to appear when a vender has an
"exclusive" contract for what could be considered
competing "equal" products. If multiple awards
could be made this case, all
alI three competitive
products (Xerox, Canon, Sharp) could be made
available throughout the state and decisions could
be made or, both price and service.

Would enhance "best value" purchasing rather than
just lowest bid price, creating better contracts.
Would make vendors compete not only on price,
but on service as well.
Multiple awards for critical equipment or services
can help reduce losses to the state in cases of short
supply, equipment failure, poor product
performance, etc.

Occasionally, problems can arise with a contract.
Single award contracts can cause serious
disruptions and increased costs for the state,
Evidence of contract non conformity and eventual
contract cancellation takes time. Even when it is
done, there is always a delay when a contract needs
to be rebid.

The lEN Alliance and Qwest proposals each offered a comprehensive solution for the
IEN Project. In a letter dated January 20, 2009, the DOA stated its intent to award the IEN
Project contract to both ENA and Qwest. (Lowe Aff.,

~

17, Exhibit 4). On January 28, 2009,

the DOA awarded two virtually identical SBPOs (SBP01308 to Qwest and SBP01309 to ENA)
by which ENA and Qwest were, like the multiple approved furniture vendors, to provide the full
spectrum of services requested by the lEN RFP. (Lowe Aff.,

~

21, Exhibits 5 and 6). Less than

a month later, however, the DOA issued the Amended SBPOs that are not for the same or similar
services and which direct ENA and Qwest to each provide totally different property and services
to the IEN Project. (Lowe Aff.,

~

22, Exhibits 7 and 8).

The Amended SBPOs issued to ENA and Qwest do not, contrary to the purpose of
multiple bidder awards, permit Idaho schools, libraries and agencies to choose either ENA or
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..,
....,
Qwest as their vendor for the lEN Project after comparing their respective prices, services,
availability and relevant criteria. Instead, the Amended SBPOs divide the lEN Project into two
separate contracts for services and property that are neither the same nor similar. (Lowe Aff., ~
24). Under SBP01308-01 Qwest "will deliver lEN technical network services using its existing
core MPLS network and backbone services" and "will provide all Internet services to lEN
SBP01309-01 ENA will act "as the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal
users." Under SBP01309-0l
E-rate Form 471" and provide "all Video Teleconferencing (VTC) Installation, Operations,
Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network." (Lowe Aff., ~ 22, Exhibits 7 and 8).
The Amended SBPOs divided the services and property requested by the lEN RFP into two,
separate and mutually exclusive categories of work and directed ENA to use Qwest for all "lEN
technical services."
It is notable that the Amended SBPOs divided the work ofthe lEN Project between ENA

and Qwest in very similar fashion to the way Syringa and ENA divided the work in their
Teaming Agreement and in the lEN Alliance proposal. The most significant difference is that
Qwest, which submitted a separate and substantially higher bid, is performing the work the
Teaming Agreement and lEN Alliance Proposal stated would be performed by Syringa.
The Amended SBPOs do not provide for the acquisition of the "same or similar property"
for the lEN Project, were issued in violation ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A
67-57l8A and are void as a matter
oflaw pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725. See I.C. § 67-5725 ("All contracts or agreements
made in violation of the provisions of this chapter shall be void"); see also South Tacoma Way,
LLC v. State, 146 Wash.App. 639, 650, 191 P.3d 938, 944-45 (Wash. Ct. App. 2008) ("An

administrative agency has only those powers expressly granted or necessarily implied by statute.
When a state agency enters into a contract that. .. violates public policy or a statutory scheme,
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the contract is void and unenforceable.").

3.

The Amended SBPOs are Not Proper Multiple Awards under Idaho
Code § 67-5718A Because the DOA Failed to Make the Written
Determination Required by Idaho Code § 67-5718A(l)(c)(2).
67-5718A(1)(c)(2).

The administrator of the Division of Purchasing of the DOA was required, pursuant to
Idaho Code § 67-5718A(1)(c)(2),
67-5718A(l)(c)(2), to make a written determination showing that making multiple
67awards of the lEN contract would satisfy one or more of the criteria set forth in Idaho Code § 67
5718A(1).
5718A(l). No such determination was made in this case.
The DOA provided two documents in response to pre-litigation public records requests
67which appear to address the written determination condition precedent of Idaho Code § 67
5718A(2). These documents include: 1) an undated document produced with an e-mail from
DOA employee Laura Hill dated February 10,2009, and 2) a June 30, 2009 letter from Bill
Burns, Division of Purchasing Administrator to Melissa Vandenburg, Lead Deputy Attorney
General. Copies of these documents (referred to hereinafter collectively as "the DOA Multiple
Bidder Justification Documents") are attached to the Affidavit of Susan Heneise as Exhibits 3
and 4.
Neither of the DOA Multiple Bidder Justification Documents reflects a timely
determination before the multiple bidder award was made. The undated document attached to
the February 10, 2009 e-mail to Laura Hill establishes, by its own language, that it was drafted
after the award had been made. Its first sentence states:
The following information is provided concerning the rationale
behind the multiple awards (2 vendors selected) of the Idaho
Education Network (lEN) RFP01260.
The June 30, 2009 Bill Burns letter similarly establishes the absence of any pre-award written
determination. At best, the Bill Bums letter establishes that a discussion took place on
December 3,2008, regarding "the lEN procurement". Most significantly, Mr. Bums admits, "at
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that time, I did not document this decision in writing. Please accept this statement as that written
determination." There was, in short, no compliance with the pre-multiple bidder award written
determination requirement ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A(2).

C.

An Order to Show Cause Should Issue Because Syringa Has Established a
Prima Facie Case for its Requested Injunctive Relief.

Rule 65(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure controls the Court's ability to grant a
preliminary injunction. In pertinent part, Rule 65(e) provides:

Grounds for preliminary injunction. A preliminary injunction
may be granted in the following cases:
(1)
When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is
entitled to the relief demanded, and such relief, or any part thereof,
consists in restraining the commission or continuance of the acts
complained of, either for a limited period or perpetually.
(2)
When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the
commission or continuance of some act during the litigation would
produce waste, or great or irreparable injury to the plaintiff.
(3)
When it appears during the litigation that the defendant is
doing, or threatens, or is about to do, or is procuring or suffering to
be done, some act in violation of the plaintiffs rights, respecting
the subject of the action, and tending to render the judgment
ineffectual.
The party seeking a preliminary injunction bears the burden of proving its right to the

injunction. Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 518, 681 P.2d 988, 993 (1984). A party
seeking an order to show cause, however, must only establish its prima facie case. Fuller, 101
Idaho at 42,607 P.2d at 1316. That prima facie case, under IRCP 65(e) and the facts of this
case, requires the following:
1)

That Syringa has standing and "is entitled to the relief demanded"; and

2)

That Syringa is entitled to restrain the DOA from enforcing the Amended SBPOs
or otherwise directing ENA to select Qwest as the exclusive telecommunications
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supplier for the lEN Project; and
3)

That the failure to restrain the DOA from enforcing the Amended SBPOs or
otherwise directing ENA to select Qwest as the exclusive telecommunications
supplier for the lEN Project will result in waste or great or irreparable injury to
Syringa;
OR

4)

That the DOA is acting in violation of Syringa's rights in connection with the lEN
Project in a fashion that would tend to render a judgment ineffectual.

Whether the evidence is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for a preliminary injunction will
depend upon the evidence presented at the show cause hearing. The inquiry, at this point, is
whether Syringa has made a prima facie case so that DOA must come forward to show cause
why an injunction should not issue. There can be no doubt that Syringa has done so, as
demonstrated below.
1.

Syringa Has Standing Because the Issuance of the Amended SBPOs
by the DOA in Violation of the Law Have Caused Particularized
Harm to Syringa.

The Idaho Supreme Court has held that:
Ta
Ta satisfy the case or controversy requirement of standing, a
litigant must "allege or demonstrate an injury in fact and a
substantial likelihood the relief requested will prevent or redress
injury."..
the claimed injury."
.. , This requires a showing of a "distinct
palpable injury" and "fairly traceable causal connection between
the claimed injury and the challenged conduct."
Young v. City ofKetchum,
of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104,44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002) (internal citations

omitted); see also Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 641, 778 P.2d 757, 763 (1989)
(requiring the plaintiff assert a "specialized and peculiar injury, although it may affect a large
class of individuals.").
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Scott v. Buhl Joint School District, 123 Idaho 779, 852 P.2d 1376 (1993), provides an

example of "specified and peculiar injury" that also involved a public contract. In that case, the
Idaho Supreme Court addressed whether bidders (the Scotts), who were denied a public school
transportation contract, had standing to challenge the contract award. The Court emphasized the
"plaintiffs must set forth sufficient evidence of an injury in fact, uncommon to other similarly
situated taxpayers, wherein they would acquire a personal stake in the outcome of this
controversy." Id. at 781,852 P.2d at 1378. Because the Scotts submitted a bid for a public
contract and were denied the contract, they did "not bring a generalized grievance suffered by all
citizens and taxpayers, but instead brought a grievance particular to them", they had standing to
maintain their lawsuit. Id. at 786,852 P.2d at 1383.
Like the plaintiffs in Scott v. Buhl, Syringa has alleged a grievance particular to it that is
distinct from every other Idaho citizen. Specifically, Syringa and ENA jointly submitted the lEN
Alliance Proposal in response to the lEN RFP. (Verified Complaint, ~ 27, Exhibit B). The lEN
Alliance Proposal identified ENA as the "contracting entity for the project with Syringa as a
principal partner and prime supplier."

(Lowe Aff., ~ 15, Exhibit 3). In fact, the lEN Alliance

Proposal was premised on the Teaming Agreement between Syringa and ENA and stated that
Syringa would be responsible for designated technical services and equipment in the event the
lEN Alliance Proposal was accepted.
The initial SBPOs to ENA and Qwest contemplated that both ENA and Qwest would
provide the full spectrum of services requested by the lEN RFP. The Amended SBPOs, however
split and divide the work between ENA and Qwest and direct ENA to use Qwest as its "principal
partner and supplier" to the exclusion of Syringa. The "specialized and peculiar injury" to
Syringa is, in short, the assignment of its responsibilities under the lEN Alliance Proposal to
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Qwest. The following table, which is discussed in paragraphs 27 and 28 of the Affidavit of Greg
Lowe, shows the work which was to be performed by Syringa, according to Syringa's
enumerated responsibilities under the Teaming Agreement and in comparison to the
responsibilities assigned to Qwest under the Amended SBPOs.
Syringa Responsibilities Under Paragraph 3(c) of
the Teaming Agreement
3(c)

Syringa shall be responsible for

Qwest Responsibilities Under Paragraphs 1 4 of Amendment One (1) to SBP01308
1.

Qwest will be the general contractor for all
lEN technical network services. The
Service Provider listed on the State's
Federal E-rate Fonn 471, Education
Networks of America (ENA), is required to
work with the dedicated Qwest Account
onTeam for ordering, and provisioning of, on
going maintenance, operations and billings
for all lEN sites.

2.

willI
Qwest, in coordination with ENA, wi!
deliver lEN technical network services
using its existing core MPLS network and
backbone services.

3.

Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will
procure and provision all local access
connections and routing equipment making
reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost
efficient and reliable network access
throughout the State to include leveraging
of public safety network assets wherever
economically and technically feasible.
Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will
provide all Internet services to lEN users.

(i) providing the statewide backbone for the
services,
(ii) providing and operating a network
operations center for the backbone,
(iii) providing for co-location of core network
equipment,
(iv) procuring and owning all customer
premises equipment not provided by ENA,

(v) coordinating field service for non-school
or library sites,
(vi) managing the customer relationship for
non-school or library sites, and
(vii) procuring, managing and provisioning
last mile circuits for non-school or library
sites.

4.

Syringa has been harmed, as stated in paragraphs 27-36 of the Affidavit of Greg Lowe,
by being deprived of the opportunity to do the work which is now being performed by Qwest.
This particularized harm to Syringa is more than "fairly traceable" to the Amended SBPOs; it is
a direct result of the DOA's decision to amend the SBPOs and to preclude Syringa from all ENA
directed lEN work. Syringa clearly meets the requirements for standing under Idaho law.
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2.

Syringa is Entitled to Restrain the DOA from Enforcing the Amended
Exc1usive
SBPOs or Otherwise Directing ENA to Select Owest as the Exclusive
Telecommunications Supplier for the lEN Project.

The Idaho statutes governing the acquisition of property and services that apply to this
matter are clear and unambiguous. Idaho Code § 67-57l8A
67 -5718A allows multiple bidder awards for
"the same or similar property" when certain conditions are met. The property in the case of the
lEN Project is not "the same or similar". Idaho Code § 67-57l8A(2)
67-5718A(2) requires the administrator
of the Division of Purchasing of the DOA to make a written determination that the criteria for a
multiple bidder award have been satisfied in advance of making a multiple bidder award. That
requirement was not met.
Where, as here, the DOA, an administrative agency of the State, has entered into a
contract in violation of Title 67, Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code, it is void and unenforceable
pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725 ("All contracts or agreements made in violation of the
provisions of this chapter shall be void"). Avoidance of the Amended SBPOs as required by
Idaho Code § 67-5725 will grant Syringa relief to which it is entitled and will allow it to serve, as
originally intended, as the "partner and principal supplier" to ENA while ENA advances the lEN
Project under SBP01309.

3.

Failure To Restrain DOA From Enforcing the Amended SBPOs or
Otherwise Directing ENA to Select Owest as the Exclusive
Telecommunications Supplier for the lEN Project Will Result in
Great or Irreparable Injury to Syringa and Will Tend to Make a
Judgment Ineffectual.

The Affidavit of Greg Lowe makes it clear that Syringa will sustain great damage if DOA
is not restrained and is not permitted to participate with ENA as proposed in the lEN Alliance
proposal. (Lowe Aff.,

~~

28-36). The Affidavit of Greg Lowe also makes it clear that the injury

to Syringa is likely to be irreparable and not curable by a money judgment. (Lowe Aff., ~~ 31
31-

Int'l Sales Co. v. John D. Brush and Co., 240 F.3d 832, 841 (9th Cir.
33); see also Stuhlbarg Int'!
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2001) ("Evidence of threatened loss of prospective customers or goodwill certainly supports a
finding of the possibility of irreparable harm.").
Finally, the magnitude of the damages being sustained by Syringa as a result of the
conduct of the defendants, including DOA and state employees J. Michael Gwartney and Jack G.
Zickau, is greatly in excess of the $500,000.00 cap contained in the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Idaho
Code § 6-926. In the event tort liability is established against DOA, and either Mr. Gwartney
and/or Mr. Zickau in their capacities as state employees, the total amount recoverable is limited,
by Idaho Code §6-926 to $500,000.00 "or the limits provided by ... valid, collectible liability
insurance". This statutory limitation on the amount of damages which can be recovered from the
DOA and state employees clearly tends to make a money judgment ineffectual. See, e.g., Gilpin
v. Sierra Nevada Consolo Mining Co, 2 Idaho 662, 23 P.547, 549 (1890) ("To remove ore from

the mine, and leave but a worthless shell to be contended for, would certainly have a 'tendency
to render ineffectual' any judgment which the plaintiff might recover").
III.

CONCLUSION

Syringa has established a prima facie showing that it is entitled to the relief demanded.
Because the Amended SBPOs divided the services and property requested by the lEN RFP into
two, separate and mutually exclusive categories of work for the lEN Project, the Amended
SBPOs were issued in violation ofIdaho
ofldaho Code § 67-5718A and are void as a matter oflaw. No
doubt exists as to the facts-the Amended SBPOs clearly show the DOA amended the SBPOs to
divide the work for the lEN Project between Qwest and ENA. Idaho Code § 67-5718A plainly
states that multiple bidder awards may only be made for multiple "bidders to furnish the same or
similar property." The DOA should therefore be enjoined from acquiring further services or
property for the lEN pursuant to the Amended SBPOs or from otherwise directing ENA to select
Qwest as the exclusive telecommunications supplier for the lEN Project.
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DATED this 23 rd day of February 2010.

GIVENS PURSLE

By:
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff

By:
AMBERN. DINA
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS COUNTS FOUR
AND FIVE

"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and

official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.
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INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") submits this Memorandum in Opposition to
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC's ("Qwest") Motion to Dismiss the tortious
interference with contract and tortious interference with prospective economic advantage claims.
Qwest's motion fails because Syringa has more than satisfied IRCP 8(a), which only calls for
making a short plain statement in the Complaint showing that Syringa is entitled to relief.
Indeed, Qwest's motion is not based on any legal deficiency - which even if the facts
were true, Syringa would not be able to seek redress as a matter of law. Rather, Qwest insists
that Counts Four and Five should be dismissed because Syringa did not allege enough "specific
facts."

Alleging specific facts is not the standard Rule 8(a) prescribes for complaints.

Notwithstanding Qwest's assertions, Syringa's Verified Complaint contains more than enough
factual statements to pass IRCP 8(a) muster.
For
F
or instance, with respect to Syringa's claim for tortious interference with contract,

Syringa's Verified Complaint contains enough facts to support that: 1) there was a contract
between Syringa and Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA"); 2) Qwest had knowledge
of the contract between Syringa and ENA; 3) Qwest officials met with the Idaho Department of
Administration and Qwest attempted to, and in fact did, unduly influence the Department to
inappropriately split the lEN award and to contract with Qwest to the exclusion and detriment of
Syringa; and 4) this caused injury to Syringa.
Similarly, Syringa's claim for tortious inference with prospective economic advantage
states: 1) Syringa had a valid economic expectancy in the lEN contract; 2) Qwest had knowledge
of the economic expectancy; 3) Qwest's intentional interference induced termination of the
expectancy; 4) Qwest's intentional interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact
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of the interference itself; and, 5) Qwest conspired with Gwartney and Zickau to prevent Syringa
from receiving work for the lEN technical network services, local access connections, routing
equipment, network and backbone services in violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A which
damaged Syringa.
Qwest's basis for its motion - that Syringa did not identify specific dates, individual
names and exactly what was said to whom - is not even the standard contained in IRCP 9(b)
requiring a heightened standard for pleadings in cases of fraud or violations of civil rights, let
alone the standard under IRCP 8(a).

Certainly, it is not a basis for dismissal of Syringa's

Verified Complaint.
I.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

This case involves the State of Idaho's Idaho Education Network (the "lEN"), which was
established to provide a coordinated, statewide telecommunications distribution system for
distance learning for public schools, including two-way interactive video, data, internet access
and other telecommunications services for distance learning. See Complaint ,-r 13;
5745D(2).

I.e.

67§ 67

The statute creating the lEN states that the Department of Administration (the

"DOA") would apply for federal funding for the lEN and procure telecommunications services
and equipment through an open and competitive bidding process. See Complaint,-r 14;

I.e.

67§ 67

5745D(4)(c).
Given the scope of the lEN Project, the lEN RFP encourages potential vendors to fonn
partnerships for providing lEN services, stating, in section 3.3(b) that "[s]trong
"[s]trong consideration
will be given to proposals that incorporate partnerships between multiple providers."

See

Complaint,-r,-r 21-23, Exhibit A.
Syringa is an Idaho company that provides telecommunications serVIces to other
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telecommunications providers and commercial users via an extensive network of tiber optic
cable in southern Idaho. See Complaint ~~ 1-3. Syringa entered into a Teaming Agreement with
ENA for the purpose of responding to the lEN RFP. See Complaint

~

24. ENA is a highly

experienced company that specializes in providing managed network and telecommunications
services to technology-enabled education customers, including K-12 schools and libraries. ENA
also has a depth of experience managing projects involving federal E-Rate funding.
Complaint

~~

See

7-8. DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and Zickau knew of the existence of the Teaming

Agreement." See Complaint ~~ 31,97, 106.
Syringa and ENA responded jointly to the lEN RFP as the lEN Alliance. See Complaint
~~

24, 27, Exhibit B. The lEN Alliance Proposal identified ENA as the "contracting entity for

the project with Syringa as a principal partner and prime supplier." See Complaint

~~

25-27,

Exhibit B. Qwest submitted a competing proposal. See Complaint ~ 33.
DOA ranked the lEN Alliance Proposal as the highest rated and lowest cost but was not
identified as the single successful bidder. See Complaint ~ ~ 33, 78-84. Instead, the DOA stated
its intent, on January 20, 2009, to make a multiple bidder award of the lEN contract to both lEN
Alliance and Qwest. See Complaint

~~

31-32, 35, Exhibit C. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 67
67-

5718A, the award started with two virtually identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders
("SBPOs") on January 28, 2009 (SBP01308 to Qwest and SBP01309 to the lEN Alliance)
which contemplated the lEN Alliance and Qwest each providing the full spectrum of services
requested by the lEN RFP. See Complaint ~~ 31-32, 35, Exhibit C.
Less than a month later, the DOA issued amended SBPOs 1308-01 and 1309-01
("Amended SBPOs") that were no longer identical. See Complaint

~

69, 93, Exhibit E. These

Amended SBPOs - drafted by Quest - divided the services requested by the lEN RFP into two,
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separate and mutually exclusive categories of work. See Complaint ~~ 49, 69, 70, Exhibit E.
Under the amendments "all lEN technical network services" and "all Internet services"
went to Qwest (See Complaint

~

40, 69, 93, Exhibit E) and eliminated Syringa as ENA's

"principal partner and supplier," thus substituting Qwest in Syringa's place. See Complaint

~~

27,40,42,93, Exhibits Band E.
Qwest conspired with Gwartney and/or Zickau to deprive Syringa of the acquisition
award. See Complaint

~

72, 106, 107. Qwest officials had meetings and conversations with

Gwartney and/or Zickau before and after the issuance of the lEN RFP. See Complaint

~

38.

During those meetings and conversations, Qwest attempted to, and in fact did, unduly influence
the DOA to inappropriately split the lEN award and to contract with Qwest to the exclusion and
detriment of Syringa. See Complaint ~ 39. Gwartney and/or Zickau agreed with Qwest officials
that DOA would contract with Qwest rather than Syringa despite the State evaluation team's
conclusions. See Complaint ~ 40. Qwest, the DOA, Gwartney and/or Zickau have informed and
directed agencies and political subdivisions and various school districts not to use or contract
with Syringa for telecommunications services, which interfered with the contract between ENA
and Syringa. See Complaint ~~ 100, 101.
II.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

For over forty years, the Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that "[a] motion to dismiss
a complaint on the ground of failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, IRCP Rule
12(b)(6),
12(b)(
6), admits the truth of the facts alleged, and all intendments and inferences that reasonably
may be drawn therefrom, and such will be considered in the light most favorable to the plaintiff."
Walenta v. Mark Means Co., 87 Idaho 543, 547, 394 P.2d 331 (1964); Gibson v. Bennett, 141

Idaho 270, 273, 108 P.3d 417, 420 (Ct. App. 2005).

The Idaho Supreme Court has further
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instructed: "After viewing all facts and inferences from the pleadings in favor of the non-moving
party, the Court will ask whether a claim for relief has been stated." Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi

Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 398, 987 P.2d 300, 310 (1999). "The issue is not whether the plaintiff
will ultimately prevail, but whether the party is 'entitled to offer evidence to support the
claims. ,,,
'" Owsley v. Idaho Industrial Comm 'n, 141 Idaho 129, 133, 106 P.2d 455, 459 (2005)

of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104, 44 P.3d
P .3d 1157, 1159 (2002)).
(citing Young v. City ofKetchum,
"A motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim is usually read in
conjunction with Rule 8(a), which sets forth the requirements for pleading a claim and calls for
'a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief' and a
(Ct. App.
demand for relief." Harper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 535, 536, 835 P.2d 1346, 1347 (CL
1992). "As with a motion under Rule 8(a), every reasonable intendment will be made to sustain
12(b)(6) motion to dismiss." Id. (citing Idaho Commission on Human
a complaint against a Rule 12(b)(6)

Rights v. Campbell, 95 Idaho 215, 217,506 P.2d 112, 114 (1973)). "A court may grant a motion
to dismiss for failure to state a claim under Rule 12(b)(6) only 'when it appears beyond doubt
that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of [the] claim which would entitle [the
plaintiff] to relief.'" /d. (quoting Wackerli v. Martindale, 82 Idaho 400, 405,353 P.2d 782, 787

(1960).

See also Orthman v. Idaho Power Co., 126 Idaho 960, 895 P.2d 561 (1995).
Furthermore, "[i]t need not appear that the plaintiff can obtain the particular relief prayed

for, as long as the court can ascertain that some relief may be granted." Harper, 122 Idaho at
536, 835 P.2d at 1347. This is a "liberal standard" for such challenged pleadings. /d. Indeed,
Idaho courts have cautioned: "[A]s a practical matter, a dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) is likely to
be granted only in the unusual case in which the plaintiff includes allegations showing on the
face of the complaint that there is some insurmountable bar to relief." Id. (Emphasis added.)
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In ruling upon a motion to dismiss, a trial court may only consider the facts that appear in
the complaint, supplemented by such facts of which the Court may properly take judicial notice.

Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 796 P.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1990).

III.

ARGUMENT

Qwest argues Counts Four and Five of Plaintiffs Complaint should be dismissed
because, pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6),
12(b)( 6), these counts fail to state a claim for which this Court may
grant relief.

Qwest contends Syringa's claims against Qwest for tortious interference with

contract and tortious interference with prospective economic advantage are vague, conclusory,
and an effort to launch a fishing expedition. Qwest Memo 3. Qwest's arguments are misplaced
because, in accordance with Idaho law, Syringa has properly alleged facts in the Complaint
which, if true, entitle Syringa to relief by this Court.

A. This Court should follow Idaho Appellate Court interpretation of Idaho Rule
12(b )(6).
of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).
To support its argument that Counts Four and Five of the Complaint should be dismissed,
Qwest relies on recent clarification to federal courts in interpreting the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

Jqbal, _
Ashcroft v. Iqbal,

U.S. _ , 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009); Bell Atlantic

Corporation v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007). The United States Supreme Court has recently
iterated that a complaint must contain "sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to 'state a

Jqbal, 129 S.Ct. at 1949 (quoting Twombly 550 U.S.
claim to relief that is plausible on its face.'" Iqbal,
at 570). This does not change the way federal courts have long been instructed to interpret FRCP
12(b)(6), but simply clarifies that language from Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41 (1957) should
not be read in isolation to hold a wholly conclusory statement of a claim satisfies the threshold
requirement of FRCP 8(a)(2). See Twombly 550 U.S. at 562 (noting "a good many judges and
commentators have balked at taking the literal terms of the Conley passage as a pleading
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standard" and "Conley's 'no set of facts' language has been questioned, criticized, and explained
away long enough.").
However, it is unnecessary to further mine Twombly's details because neither it nor its
progeny control in this case. Despite Qwest's urging to the contrary, Idaho's Appellate Courts
interpret Idaho law as they deem appropriate. See, e.g., State v. Wheaton, 121 Idaho 404, 408
408409,825 P.2d 501, 505-506 (1992) (explaining "State courts are free to examine federal
constitutional law on its merits and decide whether to accept the change as our own, to continue
to follow the prior rule or to adopt a new rule entirely. .. . As was once said, this Court need not
be "a satellite in the eccentric orbiting of the High Court." (Bistline, J. specially concurring)
(internal citations omitted). See also State v. Newman, 108 Idaho 5, IOn. 6,696 P.2d 856, 861 n.
6 (1985) (stating "state courts are at liberty to find within the provisions of their own
constitutions greater protection than is afforded under the federal constitution as interpreted by
the United States Supreme Court. This is true even when the constitutional provisions implicated
contain similar phraseology. Long gone are the days when state courts will blindly apply United
States Supreme Court interpretation and methodology when in the process of interpreting their
own constitutions.") (internal citation omitted).
The District Court is bound by the precedent set by Idaho's Appellate Courts. Though
given ample opportunity to change the way in which Idaho Courts interpret IRCP l2(b)(6)
subsequent to Trombly the Idaho Supreme Court has declined to do so. See, e.g. Orrock v.

Appleton, 147 Idaho 613, 213 P.3d 398 (2009) (stating '''In reviewing a ruling on a motion to
dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, the question is whether the
non-movant has alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim, which if true, would entitle him
to relief."') (quoting Rincover v. Dep't o/Fin., 128 Idaho 653, 656, 917 P.2d 1293, 1296 (1996)).
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See also Losser v. Bradstreet, 145 Idaho 670, 672-73,183 P.3d 758,760-61 (2008) (stating
"[w]hen this Court reviews an order dismissing an action pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), we apply
the same standard of review we apply to a motion for summary judgment. After viewing all
facts and inferences from the record in favor of the non-moving party, the Court will ask whether
a claim for relief has been stated. The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail,
but whether the party is 'entitled to offer evidence to support the claims.") (internal citations
12(b)( 6) in
omitted). In recent months, the Idaho Supreme Court has continued to interpret IRCP 12(b)(6)
this way, however, though available on the Supreme Court's website, these latest Opinions are so
new they have not yet been published.
Idaho's Appellate Courts have been clear that "[a] court may grant a motion to dismiss
for failure to state a claim under Rule 12(b)(6) only 'when it appears beyond doubt that the
plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of [the] claim which would entitle [the plaintiff] to
relief.'" Harper, 122 Idaho at 536 (quoting Wackerli, 82 Idaho at 405). Thus, this Court must
apply Idaho law to this motion. Nonetheless, even if Twombly did apply, Syringa's Complaint
s] a claim to relief that is plausible on its face." See
would meet its standard because it "state[
"state[s]
Iqbal, 129 S.Ct. at 1949 (quoting Twombly 550 U.S. at 570).
B. Syringa's claim for tortious interference with contract sufficiently states a
claim for which this Court may grant relief pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 12(b)(6).
(1) the existence of a contract; (2)
"Tortious interference with contract has four elements: (l)

knowledge of the contract on the part of the defendant; (3) intentional interference causing a
breach of the contract; and (4) injury to the plaintiff resulting from the breach." Bybee v. Isaac,
145 Idaho 251, 259, 178 P.3d 616, 624 (2008); Idaho First Nat 'I Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods,
Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 283-84, 824 P.2d 841, 858-59 (1991); Barlow v. Int'l harvester Co., 95
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Idaho 881, 893, 522 P.2d 1102, 1114 (1974). Qwest argues "Syringa has failed to allege specific
facts showing knowledge, interference, causation, and improper conduct by Qwest" and thus,
Syringa's claim for tortious interference with contract should be dismissed. Qwest Memo 14.
However, Qwest fails to present the standard to be applied in this case.
In considering a Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6),
12(b)(6), a Court is not tasked with
determining whether a Complaint alleges facts with such specificity that it sufficiently prove the
claim for which relief is sought.

Rather, "the question then is whether the non-movant has

alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if true, would entitle him to relief." Owsley
v. Idaho Industrial Comm'n, 141 Idaho 129, 133, 106 P.2d 455, 459 (2005) (quoting Rincover,
128 Idaho at 656).
In Plaintiff's Complaint, Syringa alleges facts that, if true, satisfy each element of tortious
interference with contract, and would, thus, entitle Syringa to relief.
I.

Syringa had a valid contract with ENA.

The Complaint alleges facts that show there was a contract between Syringa and ENA.
•

"Based on the representations contained in the lEN RFP, on or about January 7, 2009,
Syringa and ENA entered into an agreement ("Teaming Agreement") to jointly submit a
bid proposal to the lEN RFP." See Complaint ~ 24.

•

"The Teaming Agreement delineated duties and responsibilities between Syringa and
ENA should the two be awarded the bid." See Complaint ~ 25.

•

"ENA
"EN
A and Syringa entered into a valid Teaming Agreement wherein each party had an
obligation to perform certain duties should the lEN Alliance be awarded a contract with
the State ofIdaho." See Complaint ~ 96.
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•

The Complaint again alleges Syringa and ENA entered into a Teaming Agreement to
jointly submit a proposal to the lEN RFP on or about January 7, 2009. See Complaint

~

110.
2.

Qwest had knowledge of the contract between Syringa and ENA.
Owest

The Complaint alleges facts that show Qwest had knowledge of the contract between
Syringa and ENA.
•

"DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and Zickau knew of the existence of the Teaming Agreement."

See Complaint ~ 97.
If true, this statement shows Qwest had knowledge of the contract. While Qwest takes issue with
the fact that the Complaint does not state this more than once, does not particularize how or
when Qwest learned of the contract, or whether Qwest knew the specificities contained in the
contract, such particularity is not required in a Complaint. See Owsley, 141 Idaho at 133.
3.

Owest's intentional interference caused a breach of contract.

The Complaint alleges facts that show Qwest's intentional interference caused a breach
of contract.

The Idaho Supreme Court has held that "[t]he 'intent' of the 'intentional

interference' requirement can be inferred ... from evidence of 'conduct substantially certain to
interfere with the contract'" Bybee, 145 Idaho at 259 (citing Highland Enters., Inc. v. Barker,
133 Idaho 330, 340, 986 P.2d 996, 1006 (1999)) (internal brackets omitted). The Complaint
clearly alleges facts from which intentional interference with contract can be inferred.
Qwest intentionally interfered with the contract.
a. Owest
The Complaint alleges facts that show Qwest interfered with the contract between
Syringa and ENA and that this interference was intentional.
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.......
•

~

Qwest officials had meetings and conversations with Gwartney and/or Zickau before and
after the issuance of the lEN RFP. See Complaint ~ 38.

•

During those meetings and conversations, Qwest attempted to, and in fact did, unduly
influence the Department to inappropriately split the lEN award and to contract with
Qwest to the exclusion and detriment of Syringa. See Complaint ~ 39.

•

Gwartney and/or Zickau agreed with Qwest officials that DOA would contract with
Qwest rather than Syringa despite the State evaluation team's conclusions. See Complaint
~

•

40.

On February 26, 2009, the DOA amended the lEN Purchase Order to list Qwest as the
general contractor and awarded Qwest the lEN technical network services, local access
connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services. See Complaint '169.

•

Qwest actually drafted and provided the DOA with the amended lEN Purchase Order.
See Complaint ~ 70.

•

This unduly influenced DOA to award Qwest part of the lEN implementation without
regard to the most advantageous price, availability, support and service teams.

See

Complaint ~ 71.
•

Qwest conspired with Gwartney and/or Zickau to prevent Syringa from receiving work
from the lEN technical network services, local access connections, routing equipment,
network and backbone services. See Complaint ~ 72.

•

Qwest, the DOA, Gwartney and/or Zickau have informed and directed agenCIes and
political subdivisions and various school districts not to use or contract with Syringa for
telecommunications services, which interfered with the contract between ENA and
Syringa. See Complaint ~~ 100, 101.
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If true, these facts alleged in the Complaint would show Qwest engaged in conduct substantially
certain to interfere with Syringa's contract with ENA. See Bybee, 145 Idaho at 259.
b. Owest's interference caused a breach of contract.
Additionally, the Complaint alleges facts that show Qwest's intentional interference
caused a breach of Syringa's contract with ENA.
•

ENA has failed and continues to fail to perform its obligations to Syringa under the
Teaming Agreement and that such failure to perform its obligations to Syringa under the
1l3-114.
Teaming Agreement constitutes a material breach. See Complaint ~~ 113-114.

As explained, by alleging Qwest officials unduly influenced the DOA to inappropriately split the
lEN award and to contract with Qwest to the exclusion and detriment of Syringa, by alleging
Qwest drafted and provided the DOA with the amended Purchase Order, by alleging Qwest
informed and directed agencies and school districts not to use Syringa for telecommunications
services, and by alleging Qwest conspired to prevent Syringa from receiving work from the lEN
technical network services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone
services, the Complaint shows Qwest's intentional interference caused a breach of Syringa's
contract with ENA.
c. Owest's intentional interference was improper.
Qwest also seems to argue that tortious interference with contract includes a fifth
element.

In its Motion to Dismiss, Qwest states "In addition, the plaintiff must allege facts

showing that the intentional interference was "improper." Qwest Memo 11. The same year the
Idaho Supreme Court issued its Opinion in Bybee, it also issued an Opinion in Beco Construction
Company Inc. v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719, 184 P.3d 844 (2008). In Beco, the Court
held, "In addition, for liability to arise from intentional interference with another's performance
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of a contract, that interference must be improper." 145 Idaho at 723. Regardless of whether this
is a required element for showing tortious interference with contract, Syringa's Complaint
alleges facts that, if true, show Qwest's intentional interference was improper.
The Plaintiff agrees with Qwest that "[t]here is nothing improper about competing for a
.... " Qwest Memo 14. However, conspiring with and unduly influencing a
State contract ...."
government agency to award a contract to a bidder deemed less qualified by an impartial
evaluation team is improper. See I.C. § 67-5726(3) ("No officer or employee shall conspire with
a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an officer or employee, to
influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to deprive a
vendor of an acquisition award. ").
Qwest argues there was nothing wrong with "receiving a portion of a multiple award."
Qwest Memo 14. However:
•

67 -5718A
influencing the DOA to split the lEN award in contravention of Idaho Code § 67-5718A
and to instead contract with Qwest to the exclusion and detriment of Syringa, as alleged
in the Complaint, was improper; see I.C. § 67-5726.

•

drafting an amended government Purchase Order for the DOA which resulted in
depriving Syringa of any work under the lEN proposal, was improper; see id.

•

informing and directing agencies and school districts not to use Syringa for
telecommunications services was improper; and

•

conspiring to prevent Syringa from receiving work from the lEN technical network
services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services,
even where Syringa's services were the most cost-effective, was improper.
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Thus, the Complaint alleges facts showing that Qwest's intentional interference was improper.
See Beco Construction Co., 145 Idaho at 723.
4.

Syringa was injured as a result of the breach.

The Complaint alleges facts that show Syringa was injured as a result of the breach.
•

Qwest's interference with Syringa's contract with ENA "has resulted in accrued and
future damage, the exact amount of which is not presently known, but is estimated to be
approximately $251,061 monthly; $3,012,732 annually; $15,063,660 over a five (5) year
period; and $60,254,640 over a twenty (20) year period. See Complaint ~ 104.
The facts alleged in the Complaint, if true, satisfy each element required to show Qwest

tortiously interfered with the contract between Syringa and ENA. See Bybee, 145 Idaho at 259;
Idaho First Nat 'I Bank, 121 Idaho at 283-84; Barlow, 95 Idaho at 893. Thus, the facts alleged in
the Complaint state a claim for which this Court may grant relief. See IRCP 12(b)(6); see also
Bybee, 145 Idaho at 259; Idaho First Nat'l Bank, 121 Idaho at 283-84; Barlow, 95 Idaho at 893.
Therefore, the Court should deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count Four pursuant to IRCP
12(b)(6). See Owsley, 141 Idaho at 133 (quoting Rincover, 128 Idaho at 656).
C. Syringa's claim for tortious interference with prospective economic

advantage sufficiently states a claim for which this Court may grant relief
12(b )(6).
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).
"Tortious interference with a prospective economic advantage has five elements: '(1) The
existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the
interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy; (4) the
interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself (i.e. that the
defendant interfered for an improper purpose or improper means) and (5) resulting damage to the
plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted. ", Commercial Ventures, Inc., 145 Idaho at 217,
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(quoting Highland Enters., Inc., 133 Idaho at 338). "Though similar to the tort of interference
with contract, this cause of action does not require the existence of a contract between the
plaintiff and a third party." In re King, 403 B.R. 86, 94 (2009). Qwest argues "Syringa [has] not
alleged specific facts supporting any element" of the claim for tortious interference with
prospective economic advantage, and thus Count Five of the Plaintiff s Complaint should be
dismissed. Qwest Memo 14.
12(b)(6) motion to dismiss a claim of tortious
However, like considering a Rule 12(b)(6)
interference with contract, when considering a motion to dismiss a claim of tortious interference
with prospective economic advantage, a Court need not determine whether a Complaint alleges
facts with such specificity that it sufficiently proves the claim for which relief is sought. Again,
"the question then is whether the non-movant has alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim
which, if true, would entitle him to relief." Owsley, 141 Idaho at 133 (quoting Rincover, 128
Idaho at 656).
In Plaintiff s Complaint, Syringa alleges facts that, if true, satisfy each element of tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage, and would, thus, entitle Syringa to relief.
1.

Syringa had a valid economic expectancy in the lEN contract.

Qwest argues any expectation of an award to Syringa was "speculative at best" and that
Syringa had no guarantee the State would not award a portion of the contract to another bidder.
Qwest Memo ,-r 15. However, as the facts alleged in the Complaint show, Syringa had a valid
economic expectancy in the lEN contract.
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5717, the DOA was required to award the lEN contract to
the lowest responsible bidder. I.C. § 67-5717 ("The administrator of the division of purchasing.
[s ]hall determine, based upon the requirements contained in the specification and matter
. . [s]hall
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relating to responsibility, the lowest responsible bidder in all competitively bid acquisition
contracts.").

An award to multiple bidders is only proper where a single bidder cannot

reasonably serve the acquisition needs of the state. See

I.e.

67-5718A( 4). Due to Syringa's
§ 67-5718A(4).

contribution to the lEN Alliance Proposal, Syringa clearly had a valid economic interest in the
lEN contract.
•

The lEN Alliance Proposal, jointly submitted by Syringa and ENA, was adjudged to be
the lowest responsible bid by an impartial evaluation team. See Complaint

~

33 ("The

letter of Intent to award indicates that the lEN Alliance Proposal - listed by DOA as
"ENA" below - prevailed over Qwest and Verizon in every single technical evaluation
category and overall cost.").
•

The "majority of the points awarded to the lEN Alliance in the categories of Prior
Experience, Legislative Intent, Management Capacity, and E-Rate Cost was a direct
result of evaluating Syringa's contribution to the proposal." See Complaint ~ 34.

•

The DOA awarded an SBPO on January 28, 2009, which contemplated the lEN Alliance
providing the full spectrum of services requested by the lEN RFP. See Complaint ~'1 31
3132,35, Exhibit C.

•

Despite the lEN Alliance being evaluated as the most technically proficient and lowest
cost bidder for the entire lEN project, the DOA issued a virtually identical SBPO to
Qwest, which violated Idaho Code § 67-5718 because a "multiple award was not
necessary as the evaluations show that the lEN Alliance Proposal could have reasonably
served the acquisition needs of the entire State."l Complaint ~ 67. See Complaint ~ 35.

I In making the multiple award, the DOA failed to comply with Idaho Code § 67-57l8A,
67-5718A, which requires the
Administrator of the Department of Purchasing to issue a written determination addressing why the multiple award
was necessary. (See Complaint,
78-82).
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Qwest further argues that Syringa could not have had a valid economic expectancy in the
lEN contract because ENA could not have required the State to hire Syringa as a condition of
accepting the lEN Alliance Proposal. Syringa does not contest Qwest's statement that "The lEN
RFP also prohibited any bidder from placing terms or conditions on the proposal."
Memo,

~

Qwest

15. However, Syringa and ENA partnered and jointly submitted their bid as the lEN

Alliance. See Complaint

~~

21-29. The idea that ENA would have had to insist that the DOA

hire Syringa as a condition of accepting the lEN Alliance bid is simply misplaced. Rather, as set
forth in the Complaint, the lEN Alliance Proposal was a collaboration between Syringa and ENA
under which each party would contribute certain services to the lEN project.
Due to Syringa's significant contribution to the lEN Alliance Proposal, the DOA's
original letter of intent indicating the lEN Alliance Proposal prevailed over Qwest and Verizon
in every single technical evaluation category and overall cost, and the DOA's issuance of the
original SBPO, which contemplated the lEN Alliance providing the full spectrum of services
requested by the lEN RFP, the Complaint clearly alleges facts that show Syringa had a valid
economic expectancy in the lEN contract.
2.

Qwest had knowledge of the economic expectancy.

The Complaint alleges facts that show Qwest had knowledge of the economic
expectancy.
•

"Qwest had knowledge that Syringa, as part of the vendor team who was evaluated by the
DOA as having the lowest responsible bid, had a right to be awarded a contract for the
lEN technical network services, local access connections, routing equipment, network
and backbone services." See Complaint ~ 106
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.",

•

The Division of Purchasing issued a Letter of Intent to award the RFP to both Qwest and
the lEN Alliance, thus putting Qwest on notice that Syringa had an economic expectancy.
See Complaint ~ 31.
3.

Owest's
Qwest's intentional interference induced termination of the expectancy.

The Complaint alleges facts that show Qwest's intentional interference induced
termination of the expectancy.
•

Despite Qwest's knowledge Syringa, as part of the vendor team with the lowest
responsible bid, had a right to be awarded the contract, "Qwest conspired with Gwartney
and Zickau to prevent Syringa from receiving work for the lEN technical network
services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services in
violation ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A." See Complaint ~~ 72,106,107.

•

Qwest officials met with Gwartney and/or Zickau before and after the issuance of the
lEN RFP multiple award and that during these meetings Qwest unduly influence the
DOA to inappropriately split the lEN award and to contract with Qwest to the exclusion
and detriment of Syringa. See Complaint ~~ 38, 39.

•

Qwest drafted and provided DOA with the amended lEN Purchase Order, which DOA
issued on February 26, 2009. See Complaint ~~ 69, 70.

•

"As a direct and proximate result of Qwest's
Qwesfs interference with Syringa's prospective
economic advantage and lEN Purchase Order, Syringa has incurred damage ...."
...." See
Complaint ~ 108.
4.

Owest's
Qwest's interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the
interference itself.

The Complaint alleges facts that show Qwest's interference was wrongful by some
measure beyond the fact of the interference itself (i.e. that Qwest interfered for an improper
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purpose or improper means). Interference is wrongful when "(1) the defendant had an improper
objective or purpose to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the defendant used a wrongful means to cause
86l.
injury to the prospective business relationship. Idaho First National Bank, 121 Idaho at 861.
"Interference can be 'wrongful' by reason of a statute or other regulation, or a recognized rule of
common law, or an established standard of trade or profession." Id. at 860.
•

"Qwest conspired with Gwartney and Zickau to prevent Syringa from receiving work for
the lEN technical network services, local access connections, routing equipment, network
and backbone services in violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A." See Complaint

~~

72,

106, 107. See also I.C. § 67-5726(3) ("No officer or employee shall conspire with a
vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an officer or employee,
to influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to
deprive a vendor of an acquisition award.").
•

Qwest unduly influenced the DOA to inappropriately split the lEN award and to contract
with Qwest to the exclusion and detriment of Syringa. This was done in violation of
Idaho Code §§ 67-5717 and 67-5726 and was contrary to the directives of Idaho Code
5745(D). See Complaint ~~ 38-39, 13-14.

•

Qwest drafted and provided DOA with the amended Purchase Order, which DOA issued
on February 26,2009. See Complaint ~~ 69, 70. I.C. § 67-5726.

The facts alleged in the Complaint clearly demonstrate that Qwest interfered for an improper
purpose and used improper means to cause injury to Syringa. See id. Thus, Qwest's interference
860-6l. Therefore, the Complaint alleges
was "wrongful." See First Nat 'I Bank 121 Idaho at 860-61.
facts that show Qwest's interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the
interference itself.
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5.

Qwest's interference resulted in damage to Syringa.
Owest's

The Complaint alleges facts that, if true, show Qwest's interference resulted in damage to
Syringa.
•

"As a direct and proximate result of Qwest's interference with Syringa's prospective
economic advantage and lEN Purchase Order, Syringa has incurred damage and future
damage, the exact amount of which is not presently known but is estimated to be
approximately $251,061 monthly; $3,012,732 annually; $15,063,660 over a five (5) year
period; and $60,254,640 over a twenty (20) year period." See Complaint ~ 108.
The facts alleged in the Complaint, if true, satisfy each element required to show Qwest

tortiously interfered with Syringa's prospective economic advantage. See Commercial Ventures,
Inc., 145 Idaho at 217 (quoting Highland Enters., Inc., 133 Idaho at 338). Thus, the facts alleged
12(b)(6);
in the complaint, if true, state a claim for which this Court may grant relief. See IRCP 12(b)(6);
see also Commercial Ventures, Inc., 145 Idaho at 217 (quoting Highland Enters., Inc., 133 Idaho
at 338). Therefore, the Court should deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count Five pursuant
to IRCP 12(b)(6). See Owsley, 141 Idaho at 133 (quoting Rincover, 128 Idaho at 656).
Notwithstanding the above facts, in the event that the Court determines Syringa's
pleading is for some reason insufficient, Plaintiff requests the opp0l1unity to file an amended
complaint to cure any factual deficiencies the Court may find. IRCP 15(a) provides that once a
responsive pleading has been filed "a party may amend a pleading only by leave of court or by
written consent of the adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires ...
." "A court should liberally grant a motion to amend a complaint. The purpose behind allowing a
."
party to amend its complaint is so all claims will be decided on their merits and to provide notice
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of the claim and the facts at issue." Iron Eagle Development, LLC v. Quality Design Systems,

Inc., 138 Idaho 487,492,65 P.3d 509, 514 (2003) (internal citations omitted).

IV.

CONCLUSION

IRCP 8(a)(1)
8(a)(l) requires that a pleading contain "a short and plain statement of the claim
showing that the pleader is entitled to relief'. IRCP 12(b)(6)
12(b)( 6) provides courts with a method to
dismiss complaints for which no relief can be granted. In Idaho, after viewing all facts and
inferences in favor of the non-moving party, "[a] court may grant a motion to dismiss for failure
to state a claim under Rule 12(b)(
6) only 'when it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can
12(b)(6)
relief. ",
prove no set of facts in support of [the] claim which would entitle [the plaintiff] to relief.'"

Harper, 122 Idaho at 536 (quoting Wackerli, 82 Idaho at 405). See also Orthman, 126 Idaho at
960.
Count Four of Plaintiffs Complaint, alleging tortious interference with contract,
sufficiently states a claim for which this Court may grant relief pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6).
12(b)( 6). See

Bybee, 145 Idaho at 259; Idaho First Nat
Nat'l'I Bank, 121 Idaho at 283-84; Barlow, 95 Idaho at 893.
Not only does it contain a short and plain statement showing Syringa is entitled to relief, it
alleges ample facts that, if true, satisfy each element required to show Qwest tortiously interfered
12(b)(6); see also Bybee, 145 Idaho at
with the contract between Syringa and ENA. See IRCP 12(b)(6);

259; Idaho First Nat 'I'1 Bank, 121 Idaho at 283-84; Barlow, 95 Idaho at 893.
Likewise, Count Five of Plaintiffs Complaint, alleging tortious interference with
prospective economic advantage, sufficiently states a claim for which this Court may grant relief
pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(
6). See Commercial Ventures, Inc., 145 Idaho at 217 (quoting Highland
12(b)(6).

Enters., Inc., 133 Idaho at 338). It too goes beyond the requirement that it be a short and plain
statement showing Syringa is entitled to relief; it alleges ample facts that, if true, satisfy each
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element required to show Qwest tortiously interfered with Syringa's prospective economIC
6); see also Commercial Ventures, Inc., 145 Idaho at 217 (quoting
advantage. See IRCP 12(b)(
12(b)(6);

Highland Enters., Inc., 133 Idaho at 338).
Therefore, this Court should deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Counts Four and Five
pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6).

DATED this 3rd day of March 2010.

By:
DAVID R. LOMBA
Attorneys for Plaintiff

By
By:

firm t!1~~
~.
t!!c~~

Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise,ID 83701
Administration,' J
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. of
ofAdministration,'
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
------LL'Fax (954-5210)

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ Fax (395-8585)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~Fax
~Fax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ax
~ax (385-5384)

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10 th Floor

P.O. Box 829
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZIKAU, in
his personal and official capacity as Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office ofthe CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
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QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") respectfully submits this
Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss Counts Four and Five of the Complaint. In support of its
Motion, Qwest states as follows:

INTRODUCTION
Fully recognizing that it has failed to allege any specific facts in support of its Fourth and
Fifth claims for relief, Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") instead contends that it may
rely upon a description of the elements of the claims to survive a motion under either I.R.C.P.
8(
a) or 9(b). This is not the standard for pleading in Idaho under either the pleading standards of
8(a)
Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 561 (2007), or the pre-Twombly standards under
Idaho procedural law. The Idaho courts do not condone a recitation of the elements of a claim in
a conclusory fashion, and based solely on "information and belief." Because Syringa's claim
rests on vague and conclusory allegations regarding an imagined "conspiracy" among the
Defendants, without any well-pled specific facts supporting an inference of improper conduct, its

claims should be dismissed.

ARGUMENT
A.

Syringa's "Wholly Conclusory" Allegations Are Insufficient to State a Claim
for Relief Under Federal or Idaho Law

Idaho courts have relied on the United States Supreme Court's decisions in determining
the standard for granting a motion to dismiss. In Wackerli v. Martindale, 82 Idaho 400, 405
(Idaho 1960), the Idaho Supreme Court adopted the "no set of facts" standard in Conley v.
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Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 45-46 (1957). As Syringa concedes, the United States Supreme Court has
"clarified" the "no set of facts" language from Conley v. Gibson in recent decisions. See PI.' s
Mem. in Opp. to Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss Counts Four and Five, at 7. In Bell Atlantic Corp. v.

Twombly, 550 U.S. 544,561 (2007), the Court stated that Conley's "no set of facts" standard
could not be taken literally, because otherwise "a wholly conclusory statement of claim would
survive a motion to dismiss whenever the pleadings left open the possibility that a plaintiff might

later establish some 'set of [undisclosed] facts' to support recovery." (emphasis added) The
Court's trepidation about such allegations is precisely illustrated by Syringa's claims here. It
offers wholly conclusory and threadbare statements of its claim, virtually all on "information and
belief," with nothing but hope that it will catch lightning in a bottle That is exactly what the
United States Supreme Court has refused to allow a complainant to do, and this Court should do
the same.
Syringa argues that Twombly does not apply here because Idaho courts are not bound to
follow federal constitutional interpretations in applying the Idaho state constitution. See PI.'s
Mem. in Opp. to Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss Counts Four and Five, at 8. But Idaho courts do follow
federal procedural holdings, to the extent that the federal and state rules of civil procedure are
substantially identical. See Herrera v. Estay, 146 Idaho 674, 678 (Idaho 2009). Because the
state rules at issue are substantially identical, this Court should follow the Supreme Court's
interpretation of the pleading standard here. See Chacon v. Sperry Corp., 111 Idaho 270, 275
(Idaho 1986) (Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure should be interpreted "uniformly" with the federal
rules).
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Syringa also contends that Idaho has chosen not to adopt Twombly because recent
decisions have not explicitly quoted the United States Supreme Court's opinion. This is a red
herring, as there is no indication in those cases that any party argued that Twombly had affected
the pleading standard in Idaho, or that the court otherwise considered the impact of Twombly.
But more importantly, even under pre-Twombly pleading standards, Syringa has failed to state a
claim. Its complaint merely recites the elements of its claims, without offering any specific facts
indicating how, where, and by whom the allegedly tortious acts were performed. Moreover, all
of Syringa's key allegations (i.e., statements of alleged "misconduct" that would give rise to a
purported claim) are asserted upon the basis of "information and belief." See, e.g., CompI. at
,-r,-r 36-40, 99-100. If now, three months after filing of its complaint, Syringa still cannot point to
any "information" supporting its claims, the obvious conclusion is that it merely "believes" its
allegations. Syringa's conclusory averments that a claim might exist is exactly the type of
pleading, "[leaving] open the possibility that a plaintiff might later establish some 'set of
[undisclosed] facts' to support recovery", that the United State Supreme Court rejected in
Twombly.

B.

Because Syringa's Claim for Tortious Interference of with Contract Is Based
On Conclusory Allegations, This Claim Should Be Dismissed

Focusing as just an example upon Syringa's allegations regarding intentional interference
and causation, Syringa has failed to allege any facts that support either requirement. All of
Syringa's relevant allegations are based upon "information and belief." See PI.' s Mem. in Opp.
to Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss Counts Four and Five, at 12 (citing Paragraphs 38, 39, 40, 70, 71, 72
and 100 of the Complaint in support of its argument regarding intent); CompI. ,-r,-r 38,39,40, 70,
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71, 72, 100 (all based "upon information and belief."); see id. ,-r 101 (asserting Syringa's
conclusion that "[t]he conduct summarized above constitutes interference of the contract
.... "). If these statements are stripped away, Syringa's
between ENA and Syringa by ... Qwest ....").
allegation is that the Idaho Department of Administration awarded certain technical services to
Qwest when Syringa believed it should have been the recipient of the award. See CompI. ,-r 69.
The fact that Qwest received part of the lEN contract does not support an inference that it
intentionally interfered with Syringa's Teaming Agreement with ENA. Likewise, because all of
Syringa's allegations regarding interference are based upon information and belief, it has failed
to assert any well-pled facts indicating that any of Qwest's actions caused any alleged breach of
contract by ENA.
Syringa's allegations regarding improper conduct fail for the same reasons. Syringa
argues that Qwest acted improperly based on its vague statements that unidentified Qwest
officials met at unknown times and places with Defendants Gwartney and/or Zickau to discuss
unspecified matters. See PI.'s Mem. in Opp. to Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss Counts Four and Five, at
14. Absent these vague statements, Syringa's Complaint alleges that Qwest competed with it for
a government contract and was awarded part of the contract. As Syringa admits, there is nothing
improper about competing for a State contract. Id.
C.

Because Syringa's Claim for Tortious Interference of with Prospective
Economic Advantage Is Based On Conclusory Allegations, This Claim
Should Be Dismissed

Similarly, Syringa's Count Five fails for the same reasons as its Count Four. Syringa has
not pled any specific facts regarding interference and independently wrongful conduct. Syringa
contends that its statements regarding an alleged "conspiracy" are sufficient to withstand a
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motion to dismiss. See PI.'s Mem. in Opp. to Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss Counts Four and Five, at
19-20. However, Syringa has only offered vague allegations, based on "information and belief,"
that unidentified Qwest officials spoke with Gwartney and/or Zickau at unspecified times,
regarding unspecified topics. See CompI. ,-r,-r 36-40. These groundless and conclusory statements
are insufficient to show interference or wrongful conduct.
In addition, Syringa has not offered more than conclusions regarding its expectancy in the
lEN contract. Syringa acknowledges that, under the terms of the proposal, ENA was the
"contracting entity for the project." CompI., Exhibit B; see also PI. 's Mem. in Opp. to Defs.'
Mot. to Dismiss Counts Four and Five, at 4. Syringa also concedes that ENA could not have
required the State to contract with Syringa. See Pl.'s Mem. in Opp. to Defs.' Mot. to Dismiss
Counts Four and Five, at 18. Yet Syringa argues that the State would have been required to
award the entire contract to the lEN Alliance, even though ENA was the contracting entity. Id.
Syringa's argument contradicts the very averments it makes in the Complaint, as well as the law.
For the same reasons, Syringa's conclusory allegation regarding Qwest's knowledge cannot
support its claim for relief.
Syringa's allegations cannot support the elements of a claim for tortious interference with
prospective economic advantage, and therefore, its claim should be dismissed.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Qwest respectfully requests that this Court dismiss Counts
Four and Five against Qwest for tortious interference with contract and prospective economic
advantage.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 8th day ofM rch,2009.

Stephen . homas, ISB No. 2326
MOFFATT, TOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTE
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srt@moffatt. com

B. Lawrence Theis (Application Pending Pro Hac
Vice)
Steven J. Perfrement (Application Pending Pro
Hac Vice)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
larry. theis@hro.com
steven.perfrement@hro.com
Attorneys for Defendant Qwest Communications
Company, LLC
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David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
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Administration; J Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA
702 W. Idaho, Suite 700
P. O. Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701-1271
Facsimile (208) 395-8585
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a
Division of
Education Networks of
America,
ofEducation
ofAmerica,
Inc.
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Robert S. Patterson (pro hac vice pending)
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
1600 Division St., Suite 700
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335
Attorney for Defendant ENA services, LLC, a
Division of
Education Networks of
America,
ofEducation
ofAmerica,
Inc.
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D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No.1 026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mc1ark@hawleytroxell.com
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; 1. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU,
in his personal and official capacity as Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company;
Defendants.
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COME NOW Defendants the Idaho Department of Administration ("IDA"), Michael
("Mike") Gwartney ("Gwartney") and Jack G. ("Greg") Zickau ("Zickau"), collectively referred
to herein as the "State Defendants," and move the Court for summary judgment.
This Motion is based upon the evidentiary record that there is no genuine issue of
material fact as to Count One (breach of contract), Count Two (declaratory relief, Idaho Code
§ 67-5726), Count Three (declaratory relief, Idaho Code § 67-5718A), and Count Four (tortious

interference with contract), and the case should be dismissed as a matter of law.
This Motion is supported by the memorandum of points and authorities and affidavits
filed herewith.
DATED THIS

JlJ.2-

day of March, 2010.
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY

By

j~jlci,~
j~J-JJ,~

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisU day of March, 2010, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below,
and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
-A- Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
__ Telecopy 208-388-1300

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven 1. Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
~ Overnight Mail
~ E-mail
__ Telecopy 303-866-0200

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W Idaho, Ste 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
__ Telecopy 208-395-8585
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
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1600 Division Street, Suite 700

Overnight Mail

Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

IE-mail
_ _ Telecopy 615-252-6335
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
HA
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HAWLEY
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mc1ark@hawleytroxell.com
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

vs.

)

AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company;

)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK LITTLE

)
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE" )
)
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
)
capacity as Director and Chief Information
)
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU, )
in his personal and official capacity as Chief )
Technology Officer and Administrator of the )
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a )
EDUCAnON NETWORKS OF )
Division of EDUCATION

)
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Defendants.

)

--------------)
------------------------------)

MARK LITTLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so.
2.

Since March 2006, I have been the State Purchasing Manager for the Division of

Purchasing ofthe State ofIdaho, Department of Administration.
3.

On December 15,2008, the State ofIdaho, Department of Administration,

Division of Purchasing ("Purchasing") issued a Request for Proposal ("RFP 02160") for the
Idaho Education Network ("lEN"). A true and correct copy of lEN RFP 02160, dated December
15, 2008, marked Exhibit A, is submitted herewith on the attached CD. The lEN is expected to
be a collaborative effort between the State ofIdaho and telecommunication providers to
construct and manage a statewide education network, utilizing existing state infrastructure where
possible as well as carrier provided services and support.
4.

On December 19,2008, Purchasing issued Amendment 1 to RFP 02160. A true

and correct copy of Amendment 1, dated December 19, 2008, marked Exhibit B, is submitted
herewith on the attached CD.
5.

On December 23,2008, Purchasing issued Amendment 2 to RFP 02160. A true

and correct copy of Amendment 2, dated December 23, 2008, marked Exhibit C, is submitted
herewith on the attached CD.
6.

On December 29,2008, the IDA, Office ofChiefInformation Officer (OCIO),

hosted an RFP Vendor Conference to solicit questions and input in response to RFP 02160. The
lEN Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow Up (the "Follow Up") provides that, "NOTE: The last
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day for filing a specification appeal is January 9,2009." The Follow Up also notes the questions
and answers, and in relevant part provides: "Q-5. Is this a single or multiple award contract? A
A5. It is a multiple award contract. 5 years, with 3 Five Year Extensions for a total of20 years,
per lEN RFP02160, para 5.3, page 23." Id., Exh. A "lEN Bidder's Conference Q&A Follow
Up."
7.

On December 30, 2008, Purchasing issued Amendment 3 to RFP 02160. A true

and correct copy of Amendment 3, dated December 30, 2008, marked Exhibit D, is submitted
herewith on the attached CD.
8.

On January 6, 2009, Purchasing issued Amendment 4 to RFP 02160. A true and

correct copy of Amendment 4, dated January 6, 2009, marked Exhibit E, is submitted herewith
on the attached CD. Amendment 4 amended Section 5.3, in relevant part, as follows: "Any
resulting contract from this solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers."
9.

On January 7,2009, Purchasing issued Amendment 5 to RFP 02160. A true and

correct copy of Amendment 5, dated January 7,2009, marked Exhibit F, is submitted herewith
on the attached CD.
10.

The State received four (4) proposals in response to RFP 02160 as follows:

(1) ENA Services, LLC ("ENA"), (2) Qwest Communications Company LLC ("Qwest"),
(3) Verizon Business Network Services, Inc. ("Verizon"), and (4) Integra Telecom ("Integra").
EN A's signature page of its response to RFP 02160, marked
A true and correct copy of ENA's
Exhibit G, is submitted herewith on the attached CD.
11.

ENA's signature page provides, in relevant part, that:
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Bids or proposals and pricing infonnation shall be prepared by
typewriter or in ink and shall be signed in ink by an authorized
representative of the submitting vendor....
vendor....
This ITB or RFP response is submitted in accordance with all
documents and provisions of the specified Bid Number and
Title detailed below. By my signature below I accept the
STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS
AND CONDITIONS and the SOLICITATION
INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS dated 10/2/07 as
incorporated by reference into this solicitation. As the
undersigned, I certify I am authorized to sign and submit this
response for the Bidder or Offeror. I further acknowledge I
am responsible for reviewing and acknowledging any
addendums that have been issued for the solicitation.
BIDDER/OFFEROR (regular company name): Education
Inc'/ENA Services, LLC BID Number:
Networks of America, Inc.lENA
RFP 02160
BID TITLE: RFP Idaho Education Network
Original signature: David M. Pierce Title: President & CEO

See Exh. G.
Pursuant to Exhibit G, ENA was a responsive bidder/offeror to RFP 02160.
12.

proposalslbids from Qwest Communications
Purchasing received three other proposals/bids

Company LLC ("Qwest"), Verizon Business Network Services, Inc. ("Verizon") and Integra
Telecom ("Integra"). Integra's proposal was found non-responsive for failing to provide
nonrequired infonnation prior to the evaluation process, and Integra did not challenge the non
responsive detennination.
13.

proposal sib ids by six evaluators, none of whom were
After evaluation of the four proposals/bids

Department of Administration staff, ENA received the most points, Qwest received the second
most points and Verizon received the least points.
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.......

14.

It was the evaluators' recommendation that the contract be awarded to both ENA

and Qwest.
15.

On January 20, 2009, Purchasing issued a Letter of Intent to award the lEN

contract to both ENA and Qwest for being awarded the most points. A true and correct copy of
Purchasing's letter, dated January 20,2009, to ENA, which is signed by me, marked Exhibit H,
is submitted herewith on the attached CD.
16.

On January 28,2009, the State ofIdaho issued Statewide Blanket Purchase Order

SBPO 1308 to Qwest which, "constitutes the State ofIdaho's acceptance of your signed offer
(including any electronic bid submission), which submission is incorporated herein by reference
as though set forth in full." A true and correct copy of SBPO 01308, dated January 28, 2009,
which is signed by me, marked Exhibit I, is submitted herewith on the attached CD.
17.

On January 28,2009, the State ofIdaho
ofldaho issued Statewide Blanket Purchase Order

SBPO 01309 to ENA which, "constitutes the State ofIdaho's acceptance of your signed offer
(including any electronic bid submission), which submission is incorporated herein by reference
as though set forth in full." A true and correct copy ofSBPO 01309, dated January 28,2009,
which is signed by me, marked Exhibit J, is submitted herewith on the attached CD.
18.

On February 26,2009, the State ofIdaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308,

mUltiple award. A true and correct copy
which further defined Qwest's scope of work under the multiple
of Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308, which is signed by me, marked Exhibit K, is submitted
herewith on the attached CD.
19.

On February 26,2009, the State ofIdaho
ofldaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309,

which further defined ENA's scope of work under the multiple
mUltiple award. A true and correct copy
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of Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309, which is signed by me, marked Exhibit L, is submitted
herewith on the attached CD.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)) SSt
ss.
)

I

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this ;' stk day ofM(JIch, 2010.

~ lULl' /\ Ju
~KIL('\JU

Nam'e:
i NA;
Z,t:. /
NIJ
Nota.ryPubli for Idaho
/,,')('1 Sf- ,, I })r! NO
/",)('/5i
Residing at
~u'--,o-),t-/_-.5-,I,--,,~=--;=",,6,-,-'
:==:3_ _ __
_
My commission expires --.....L!"-(,t-,/_.5~/'-'~'-;
6,-,'I=-·=3'I

'/ /

)

1---,0
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

n-

day of March, 2010, I caused to be served a true
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MARK LITTLE by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__ Overnight Mail
~ E-mail
__ Telecopy 208-388-1300

David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

x=

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven J. Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__ Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy 303-866-0200
__ Te1ecopy

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M. G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W Idaho, Ste 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]
Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 s. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]
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__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
__ Telecopy 208-395-8585
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__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
__ Telecopy 208-385-5384
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mc1ark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
j ashby@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE" )
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
)
capacity as Director and Chief Information
)
)
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU, )
in his personal and official capacity as Chief )
Technology Officer and Administrator of the )
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a )
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF )
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, )
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company; )
)
)
Defendants.
)
----------------------------------------------

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
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J. MICHAEL GWARTNEY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so.
2.

Since June 3,2007, I have been the Director of the Department of

Administration.
3.

As the Director of the Department of Administration, pursuant to Idaho

Code § 67-5733(1)(c),
67-5733(l)(c), I am to receive written notification from any vendor whose bid is
considered within five (5) working days following receipt of notice that said vendor is not the
oflntent to Award and/or appoint
lowest responsible bidder and asking that I reverse the Notice ofIntent
a determinations officer.
4.

On January 20,2009, the Division of Purchasing issued a Letter ofIntent
oflntent

to award the lEN contract to both Education Networks of America ("ENA") and Qwest
Communications Company LLC ("Qwest"), for being awarded the most points.
5.

On January 28,2009, the State ofIdaho
ofldaho issued Statewide Blanket

Purchase Order ("SBPO") 01308 to Qwest which, "constitutes the State of Idaho's acceptance of
your signed offer (including any electronic bid submission), which submission is incorporated
herein by reference as though set forth in full."
6.

On January 28, 2009, the State ofIdaho
ofldaho issued Statewide Blanket

Purchase Order SBPO 01309 to ENA which, "constitutes the State of Idaho's acceptance of your
signed offer (including any electronic bid submission), which submission is incorporated herein
by reference as though set forth in full."

J. MICHAEL GWARTNEY - 2
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7.

On February 26,2009, the State ofIdaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO

01308, which further defined Qwest's scope of work under the multiple award.
8.

On February 26,2009, the State ofIdaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO

01309, which further defined ENA's scope of work under the multiple award.
9.

Following the State's issuance of the Letter of Intent dated January 20,

2009, to award the lEN contract to both ENA and Qwest, pursuant to Idaho Code
67-5733(1)(c), I did not receive an application or appeal from Syringa Networks, LLC
§ 67-5733(l)(c),
("Syringa") setting forth in specific terms the reasons why the Administrator's decision is
thought to be erroneous.
10.

On July 24,2009, I wrote a letter to Syringa in follow up to a meeting that

I had with Syringa's representative, Greg Lowe, on July 16,2009. A true and correct copy of my
July 24,2009, letter is attached hereto as Exhibit A, incorporated by reference.
11.

The material facts stated in my letter are summarized as follows:
•

"I think it's important for you to understand that Administration
does not recognize Syringa as a proposer or contractor."

•

"Administration contracted with ENA and Qwest, not Syringa."

•

"Syringa is a subcontractor to ENA; it is not the contracting entity,
nor the responsible party on the contract itself."

•

"While many of your allegations center around your belief that
Administration has a contract with Syringa, the State does not have
nor does it recognize that it has a contract or any contractual
relationship with Syringa related to lEN."

•

"However, it should in no way be construed as an admission or
multiacknowledgment that Syringa has standing to challenge the multi
vendor award."

AFFIDAVIT
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•

"Contrary to Syringa's position, it is Administration's position that
only ENA, Qwest and Verizon (the three responsive proposers)
had statutory rights to protest the awards."

•

That being said, as Greg Zickau, Chief Technology Officer, and I
explained during our meeting last week, Administration's decision
to award the contract to multiple vendors was based on the
evaluators' recommendations and the subsequent determination
that a multi-vendor award was in the State's best interest.

•

Awarding the contract to more than one vendor was contemplated
as early as November 2008, when Purchasing and the Office of
Chief Information Officer ("OCIO") met to discuss general
concerns that one single vendor may not be able to reasonably
complete all of the work contemplated in the RFP within the time
constraints.

•

The RFP clearly set out that the State was contemplating awarding
the lEN contract to more than one vendor.

•

For example, in Section 2.0, the State then "reserve[d]
"reserve[d] the right
... to award to multiple bidders in whole or in part."

•

Further, Section 5.3, as amended, stated "Any resulting contract
from this solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers."

•

Further examples in the RFP demonstrating Administration's
intent to award the contract to more than one vendor are found in
Amendment 3, Question and Answer 5, as well as the attached
MS PowerPoint presentation; and in Amendment 4, Question and
Answer 1 and 25.

•

After the initial award, Administration then unilaterally determined
how best to divide the work between the two awardees/contractors.
Administration's determination was based upon the individual
strengths of each awardees/contractors' proposals. For example,
ENA had expertise in providing E-rate services and providing
video teleconferencing operations. Qwest had expertise in
providing the technical operations (i.e., the backbone). Before
Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308 and SBPO 01309 were issued,
Administration contemplated various ways to divide the
responsibilities between Qwest and ENA, including but not limited
to dividing the services to be provided by Qwest and ENA
regionally. However, the division of responsibilities reflected in

AFFIDAVIT OF 1.
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the Amendment Is is a reflection of what Administration believed
would best serve the State of Idaho and the schools.
•

ENA confirmed that it had not been consulted about the division of
responsibilities until it received a draft of Amendment 1 in
February. ENA also confirmed that it had not provided a copy of
or the information in the teaming agreement to the State prior to
the Deputy Attorney General's request for the same on July 17,
2009.

•

While I understand Syringa's frustration, the fact is that Qwest was
awarded the technical services portion ofIEN (i.e., the backbone).
ENA was not. Just as both Syringa and IRON, the other backbone
partner in ENA's proposal, are not directly benefitting from the
IEN contract, because of the division of responsibilities, some of
Qwest's listed partners are not directly benefitting from its lEN
contract (e.g., Cisco Systems, Inc.). Ref. Qwest's Technical
Proposal, pg. 6. This is not the result of some conspiracy to "shut
out" Syringa, IRON, or even Cisco; it is simply the natural
consequence of the division of work under the contracts.

•

As a backbone provider, if Syringa believes that it can provide
services to a specific school district cheaper, I would encourage
you to contact Clint Berry at Qwest, at (208) 364-3977. I note that
according to Qwest's proposal, "Qwest Wholesale has fully
negotiated Interconnection Agreements with Syringa Network
companies that include: ... " indicating that you have an existing
agreement with Qwest. Ref. Qwest Technical Proposal, pg. 4.

•

As I stated in our meeting last week, I have never directed either

ENA or Qwest to not use Syringa. I have not directed my staff to
tell or infer to ENA or Qwest to not use Syringa either.
•

I have learned that no Administration staff have directed or
inferred to either ENA or Qwest not to use Syringa. In fact,
Administration's staff confirm that they have not been told by me,
Greg Zickau, or any other member of management to use or not to
use any specific provider; and they have not told ENA or Qwest to
use or not to use any specific provider. I have also learned that
both ENA and Qwest confirm that they have not been directed by
Administration to not use Syringa, and both confirm that
Administration has not directed either of them to use or not to use
any specific provider.

Exhibit A.
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Further your affiant sayeth naught.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this

~ day of March, 2010.

~~

PUbli~r Idaho ~
Notary PUbli~r
Residing at~/$'~ &: ~.?
/~-/!
My commission expires b - /~-/I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

n

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of March, 2010, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF J. MICHAEL GWARTNEY by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]
B. Lawrence Theis
Steven J. Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]
Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W Idaho, Ste 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]
Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]
Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 s. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
_ _ Telecopy 208-388-1300
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_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
_ _ Telecopy 303-866-0200
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_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
_ _ Telecopy 208-395-8585

:&

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

~E-mail

_ _ Telecopy 615-252-6335

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
~ E-mail
_ _ Telecopy 208-385-5384
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration

C.L "BUTCH"
'fBUTCH" OTTER
Qovernor

MIKE GWARTNEY
Dir~ctor
Dir~etor

650 West State Street, Room 100
P.O. Box 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0003
332-1824 or FAX (208) 334.2307
Telephone (208) 332·t824
hupllwww.admJdalto.gov
hUpllwww.adm.idal1o.gov

July 24, 2009

Greg Lowe
Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 So. Development Ave., Ste. 100
Boise, ID 83715
Dear Greg:
last Thursday, July 16th , to discuss various concerns that you had
As you recal~ you and I met 1ast
regarding the Idaho Education Network (UIEN")
e'IEN") contract awards. At the conclusion of our
meeting, I committed that I would respond to your concerns by the end of the week.
In general, you requested an explanation of why the contract was awarded to both ENA and
Qwest; and in the end, you requested that ENA be awarded the technical services (i.e., the
backbone) work under the contract. In the alternative, you asked that Administration require that
ENA and Qwest be required to seek bids or pricing from the market for each of the schools (or
loea1 loops). During our conversation, you also asserted that Administration has told ENA
the local
not to use Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa").
(''Syringa'').
This correspondence addresses your requests and al1egations.
allegations. However, before I do address your
requests and allegations, I think it's important for you to understand that Administration does not
recognize Syringa as a proposer or a contractor. Administration contracted with ENA and
Qwest, not Syringa. Syringa is a subcontractor of ENA; it is not the contracting entity, nor the
responsible party on the contract itself. While many of your allegations center around your
belief that Administration has a contract with Syringa, the State does not have nor does it
recognize that it has a contract or any contractual relationship with Syringa related to lEN.
In other words, in the interest of
ofreachlng
reaching some closure regarding your complaints and concerns,
and in the interest of open government, I am providing you an explanation of the
Administration's decision to award the lEN contract to multiple vendors. However, it should in
no way be construed as an admission or acknowledgement that Syringa has standing to challenge
the multi-vendor award. Contrary to Syringa's position, it is Administration's position that only

'Serving Idaho citizens through effective services to their governmental agencies"
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ENA,
ENA~ Qwest,
Qwest~ and Verizon (the three responsive proposers) had statutory rights to protest the
awards.
That being said,
said~ as Greg Zickau, Chief Technology Officer,
Officer~ and I explained during our meeting
last week, Administration's decision to award the contract to mUltiple
multiple vendors was based on the
evaluators' recommendations and the subsequent determination that a multi-vendor award was in
the State's
State~s best interest. Awarding the contract to more than one vendor was contemplated as
early as November 2008,
2008~ when Purchasing and the Office of Chief Information Officer
(<<OCIO") met to discuss general concerns that one single vendor may not be able to reasonably
complete all of the work contemplated in the RFP within the time constraints. The RFP clearly
set out that the State was contemplating awarding the IEN contract to more than one vendor. For
example, in Section 2.0, the State then "reserve[d] the right ... to award to multiple bidders in
whole or in part." Further, Section 5.3, as amended,
arnended~ stated "Any resulting contract from this
solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers." Further examples in the RFP
demonstrating Administration's intent to award the contract to more than one vendor are found
in Amendment 3,
3~ Question and Answer 5,
5~ as well as the attached MS PowerPoint presentation;
and in Amendment 4, Question and Answer 1 and 25.
After the initial award,
award~ Administration then unilaterally determined how best to divide the work
between the two awardees/contractors. Administration's determination was based upon the
individual strengths of each awardeeslcontractors' proposals. For example, ENA had expertise
in providing E-rate services and providing video teleconferencing operations. Qwest had
expertise in providing the technical operations (i.e.,
(i.e.~ the backbone). Before Amendment 1 to
SBPO 01308 and SBPO 01309 were issued, Administration contemplated various ways to divide
the responsibilities between Qwest and ENA, including but not limited to dividing the services to
of responsibilities reflected in
be provided by Qwest and ENA regionally. However, the division ofresponsibilities
the Amendment Is is a reflection of what Administration believed would best serve the State of
Idaho and the schooJs.
schools.
I would note here that in our meeting, you made some insinuation that Administration conspired
with either ENA or Qwest to avoid the teaming agreement that Syringa and ENA had signed. I
asked Administration's Deputy Attorney General to look into that allegation specifically. Since
our meeting, she has spoken to Administration staff and ENA,
ENA~ and I am now confident that there
was no such conspiracy to avoid your teaming agreement with ENA. ENA confinned that it had
not been consulted about the division of responsibilities until it received a draft ofAmendment
of Amendment 1
confll1'Ded that it had not provided a copy of or the information in the
in February. ENA also confamed
teaming agreement to the State prior to the Deputy Attorney General's request for the same on
July 17, 2009.
While I understand Syringa's frustration,
frustration~ the fact is that Qwest was awarded the technical
services portion oflEN (i.e., the backbone). ENA was not. Just as both Syringa and IRON, the
proposa~ are not directly benefitting from the lEN contract,
other backbone partner in ENA's proposa~
responsibi1ities, some of Qwest's listed partners are not directly
because of the division of responsibilities,
benefitting from its IEN contract (e.g.,
(e.g.~ Cisco Systems, Inc.). Ref. Qwest's Teclmical Proposal,
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pg. 4-6. This is not the result of some conspiracy to "shut out" Syringa, IRON, or even Cisco; it
is simply the natural consequence of
the division ofwork
of work under the contracts.
ofthe
Based upon this infonnation and my review of the multi-vendor award decision, Administration
will not alter its original decision nor will it alter the division of responsibilities set out in the
Amendment 11s.
s.
As an alternative, you asked that Syringa and other vendors be allowed to bid on the local loops.
After careful consideration of this request, and multiple conversations with Purchasing, the
OCIO and lEN staff,
statT, and Administration's Deputy Attorney Genera~ I fmd that I cannot agree to
require ENA or Qwest to seek bids to provide local access (also known as the "last mile" or the
wou1d be violating its contracts
"local loop"). If I agreed to this requirement, Administration would
with Qwest and ENA. Requiring Administration's two (2) contractors to seek bids for every
school would allow vendors who have not and did not participate in the competitive bidding
process when the RFP was issued, to now come in and undercut the two (2) contractors who did
participate in the process, particularly since the proposers' costs are now known. Administration
would not allow this type ofprice undercutting in any other procurement, and we will not require
it here.
It is, however, not only in the State's best interest, but also in Qwest and ENA's interests to keep
the costs of providing services to the schools low. If costs are too high, fewer schools will be
served by Qwest, ENA, their respective partners, and the local providers. As a part of ongoing
will continue to monitor the cost of providing services to
contract monitoring, the State wilJ
individual schools, and when a cost anomaly is identified the State may, at its discretion, ask
Qwest or ENA to seek alternatives. However, Administration will not direct Qwest or ENA to
seek competitive bids for each school nor will it direct ENA or Qwest to use a specific provider.

As a backbone provider, if Syringa believes that it can provide services to a specific school
district cheaper,
cheaPer, I would encourage you to contact Clint Berry at Qwest. at (208) 364-3977. I
proposa~ "Qwest Wholesale has fully negotiated Interconnection
note that according to Qwest's proposa~
:' indicating that you have an
Agreements with Syringa Network companies that include: ..
.....
existing agreement with Qwest. Ref. Qwest Technical Proposa~ pg. 4.
Finally, you allege that either I or one of my staff have directed ENA andlor Qwest to not use
Syringa. I take this allegation very seriously, and I asked Administration's Deputy Attorney
General to look into this allegation as well .A$ I stated in our meeting last week, I have never
directed either ENA or Qwest to not use Syringa. I have not directed my staff to tell or infer to
ENA or Qwest to not use Syringa either.
Additionally, I have learned that no Administration staff have directed or inferred to either ENA
or Qwest not to use Syringa. In fact, Administration's staff confirm that they have not been told
by me, Greg Zickau. or any other member of management to use or not to use any specific
provider; and they have not told ENA or Qwest to use or not to use any specific provider. I have
also learned that both ENA and Qwest confinn that they have not been directed by
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Administration to not use Syringa
Syringa,t and both confirm that Administration has not directed either
ofthern to use or not to use any specific provider.
ofthem

I would like to thank you for sharing your concerns with me. While I recognize that these are
wi1l continue to be a
not the answers you were seeking,
seekingt it is nonetheless my hope that Syringa will
ofldaho in providing network and telecommunication services to the State.
partner with the State ofIdaho

Sincerely,

0~L7J
GWAR1NEY
J. MICHAEL GWARlNEY
Director
Cc

Greg Zickau, Chief Technology Officer
Teresa Luna, Chief of Staff
Melissa Vandenberg, Deputy Attorney General
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
Email: mclark@hawleytfOxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytfOxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU,
in his personal and official capacity as Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company;
Defendants.
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BILL BURNS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so.
2.

Since December 1, 2008, I have been the Administrator of the Division of

Purchasing of the State ofIdaho Department of Administration.
3.

On December 3,2008, I had a discussion with Mark Little, State

Purchasing Manager, Division of Purchasing, Department of Administration, regarding the
development of the Idaho Education Network ("lEN") Request for Proposal ("RFP").
4.

During that discussion, I agreed that no one vendor had the capability to

service the State of Idaho ("State") and its geography to enable the network.
5.

This was based upon knowledge of existing supply-based capabilities and

geographic areas currently covered by major Idaho service providers. For example, under the
State's current contracts, a majority ofthe northern areas of the State were served by Verizon,
while the southern and eastern areas of the State were served by Qwest and Syringa networks.
6.

Based upon this discussion with Mr. Little, I concluded that the

procurement of the development of lEN services met the requirements of Idaho Code
67-57I8A(1)(a) and (b).
§ 67-57l8A(l)(a)
7.

As a result, RFP 02160 issued December 15,2008, specifically stated:

"Any resulting contract from this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers." RFP
02160, § 5.3. Additionally, on January 6,2009, purchasing issued Amendment 4 to RFP02160,
RFP02I60,
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which amended § 5.3, in relevant part, as follows: "Any resulting contract from this solicitation

may be awarded to up to four providers."
8.

After the evaluation ofthe four proposals from Education Networks of

America ("EN
A"), Qwest Communications Company LLC ("Qwest"), Verizon Business
("ENA"),
Network Services, Inc. ("Verizon"), and Integra Telecomm ("Integra"), Mr. Little advised me
that it was the recommendation ofthe evaluation committee to award the contract to two (2)
proposers - - EN
A and Qwest.
ENA
9.

At that time, I determined that awarding to multiple proposers was still

appropriate, in the best interest of the State, and in accordance with Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A(I)(a) and (b).
10.

As the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing, pursuant to Idaho

Code § 67-5733(1)(a), I am to receive written notification within ten (10) working days from any
vendor, qualified and able to sell or supply the items to be acquired, of its intention to challenge
the specifications provided in the specification document, e.g., the RFP and the amendments.
11.

Following the issuance of RFP 02160, and Amendments 1I through 5 of

RFP 02160, between December 18,2008, and January 7,2009, I never received any written
challenge from Syringa Networks, LLC to the specifications provided in RFP 02160 and in
Amendments 1I through 5.
12.

On February 22,2010, I made the supplemental written determination of

the multiple award justification pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5718A(1)(a) and (b). A true and
20 I 0, re: multiple award justification
correct copy of my memorandum dated February 22, 2010,
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- - RFP 02160 for the Idaho Education Network, signed by me, is attached hereto as Exhibit A
and incorporated herein by reference.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

(JfS./UL/
(JfS.tuL/
. Bill ~ums
.Bill

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)
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Robert S. Patterson
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[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]
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Stephen R. Thomas
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:

February 22,2010

TO:

File

FROM:

Bill Burns, Administrator, Division ofPurchasinM/
Department of Administration
\.~ /V

RE:

Multiple Award Justification - RFP 02160 for the Idaho Education Network

Idaho Code § 67-:5718A(2) requires the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing
("Purchasing") to make a written determination that an award of a contract to multiple vendors
for the same or similar goods or services meets the requirements of Idaho Code § 67-5718A(1).
Section 67-5718A(1) requires a multiple award to meet one of the following conditions:
(a)
To furnish the types of property and quantities required by state agencies;
(b)
To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of property for state
agencies; or
(c)
To enable state agencies to acquire property which is compatible with
property previously acquired.
On or about December 3, 2008, I had a discussion with Mark Little, State Purchasing Manager,
regarding the development of the Idaho Education Network ("lEN") Request for Proposal
("RFP"). During this discussion, I agreed that no one vendor had the capability to service the
State ofIdaho ("State") and its geography to enable the network. This was based on knowledge
of existing supply base capabilities and geographic areas currently covered by major Idaho
service providers. For example, under the State's current contracts, a majority of the northern
areas of the State were served by Verizon, while the southern and eastern areas of the State were
served by Qwest and Syringa Networks.
Based upon this discussion, I concluded that the procurement of the development of lEN services
met Idaho Code § 67-5718A(1)(a) and (b).
As a result, RFP 02160, issued in December 2008, specifically stated: "Any resulting contract
from this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers." Ref. RFP 02160, Section 5.3.
After the evaluation of the proposals, in January 2009, Mark Little advised me that it was the
recommendation of the evaluation committee to award the contract to two (2) proposers Education Networks of America ("ENA") and Qwest. At that time, I determined that awarding
to multiple proposers was still appropriate, in the best interest of the State and in accordance with
the referenced statute.
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Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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COME NOW Defendants the Idaho Department of Administration ("IDA"), Michael
("Mike") Gwartney ("Gwartney") and Jack G. ("Greg") Zickau ("Zickau"), collectively referred
to herein as the "State Defendants," pursuant to I.R.c.P. Rules 7(b)(3) and 56(c), and submit this
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") has filed a Verified Complaint against the
State Defendants seeking $60,254,640 in damages over a twenty year period based upon the
fiction that it is a party to the contract ("Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO 01309")
between the State of Idaho and Education Networks of America ("ENA") dated January 28,
2009. Syringa, however, is not a party to SBPO 01309, and has no standing to claim damages
for alleged breach of the contract or to seek injunctive relief based upon the contract.
Further, in pursuing its claims for declaratory relief under Idaho Code § 67-5726 and
Idaho Code § 67-5718A, Syringa makes the false assumption that it submitted a proposal/bid in
response to the December 15, 2008, Request for Proposals ("RFP 02160") for the Idaho
Education Network ("lEN"). ENA alone submitted the signed signature page of the proposal in
ENA's signature page irrefutable, but
response to RFP 02160. Not only is the evidence of ENA's
Syringa concedes this point in its moving papers wherein it states, "For the purpose of executing
a contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the project with Syringa as a principal
partner and prime supplier." See Aff. of Greg Lowe dated February 22, 2010, ~ 15, Exh. 3.
Additionally, only ENA, and not Syringa, qualified as a responsive bidder under the
specifications of RFP 02160 because it was the single vendor eligible to participate in the
Universal Service Fund discount program for telecommunications services provided to the
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Federal E-Rate entities. See §§ 3.2, and 5.1. Consequently, because Syringa was not a
bidder/offeror in response to RFP 02160, it has no standing to challenge the multiple
mUltiple award made
to ENA and to Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") under the provisions of
Title 67, Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code.
If Syringa was a bidder in response to RFP 02160, which is denied by the State
Defendants, then Syringa failed to exhaust its administrative remedies under the Administrative
Procedure Act ("APA").

I.e. § 67-5729, § 67-5733.

Because Syringa failed to appeal to the

Division Administrator of Purchasing or to the Director of Administration pursuant to Idaho
a) & (c)(iii),
(c)(iii), respectively, it has no standing or right to the judicial review
Code § 67-5733(1)(
67-5733(1)(a)
provisions of Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code. See

I.e. § 67-5729.

Syringa can not bypass the

mandatory appeal procedures under the AP
A, and having failed to do so this Court can not act in
APA,
any appellate capacity under the AP A. Id.
Syringa's tortious interference with contract claim against the State Defendants is
precluded under Idaho Code § 6-904 (Exceptions to Governmental Liability) which exempts any
government employee from tort liability for any claim which arises out of the performance of a
statutory function and arises out of interference with contract rights.
Syringa is not in privity of contract with the State of Idaho and it has no standing to
pursue any of the four claims asserted in the Verified Complaint. The State Defendants' motion
for summary judgment should be granted.

II.
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
On December 3,2008, Bill Bums, Administrator, Division of Purchasing, Department of
Administration, had a discussion with Mark Little, State Purchasing Manager, Division of
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Purchasing, Department of Administration, regarding the development of the Idaho Education
Network ("lEN") Request for Proposal ("RFP"). See Affidavit of Bill Bums,

~

3. During that

discussion, Bums agreed that no one vendor had the capability to service the State of Idaho and
its geography to enable the network. Id. at ~ 4. This was based on knowledge of existing supply
base capabilities and geographic areas currently covered by major Idaho service providers. !d. at
~

5. Based upon this discussion between Bums and Little, Bums concluded that the procurement

oflEN services met Idaho Code § 67-5718A(l)(a)
67-5718A(1)(a) and § 67-5718A(l)(b).
67-5718A(1)(b).
of the development ofIEN
Id. at ~ 6.

ofldaho, Department of Administration, Division of
On December 15, 2008, the State ofIdaho,
Purchasing ("Purchasing") issued Request for Proposals ("RFP 02160") for the Idaho Education
Network ("lEN"). See I.C. § 67-5745D (Idaho Education Network). See Aff. of Mark Little
("Little Aff."), ~ 3, Exh. A. The lEN is expected to be a collaborative effort between that State
of Idaho and telecommunication providers to construct and manage a statewide education
network, utilizing existing state infrastructure where possible as well as carrier provided services
and support. Id.
Section 3.2.1 (Project Overview) ofRFP 02160, provides that the objective of the RFP is
to identify a Contractor or Contractors that will design, develop, and implement high-speed data
connectivity that will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of eligible
participants over the term of the contract. Id. at § 3.2.1. The RFP is for the first phase of a
IEN.ld. Section 3.3 [ME] (REQUIRED
multiple-phase project for connectivity to the lEN.ld.

QUALIFICATIONS) provides that, "Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples of their
experience, engineering, installing/implementing and maintaining large-scale, statewide
Eeducation networks, including skills and experience in working with all aspects of the Federal E
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Rate Process. Id. at § 3.3. Section 3.10 (Evaluation, Intent to Award Letters, and Award)
... The Division of Purchasing then issues a Letter ofIntent to Award to all
provides that, ""...
BIDDERS, notifying them of the STATE'S intent to award the best qualified BIDDER as
identified through the evaluation process. After the passage of time set by Idaho Statute § 67
675733 for appeals, and the resolution of any appeals received, the Division of Purchasing
contracts for the purchase." Id. at § 3.10. Section 5.3 (PRICING, LENGTH OF THE
AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS) provides that, "any resulting contract from this solicitation
will be awarded to up to four providers." Id. at § 5.3. Section 6.3 (QUANTITY) provides that,
"Bidders will submit the following: One (1)
(l) original of the proposer's technical proposal marked
"Original". Must contain a signed and completed State of Idaho Signature page. Signature
Page is to be the first page of the technical proposal." Id. at § 6.3.

On December 19, 2008, Purchasing issued Amendment 1 to RFP 02160. Little Aff.,
at ~ 4. Amendment 1 provided the date, time and location of the Bidders' conference. On
December 23,2008, Purchasing issued Amendment 2 to RFP 02160. Id. at ~ 5. Amendment 2
provided a conference bridge for the December 29,2008 Bidders' Conference. On
December 29, 2008, the IDA, Office of Chief Information Officer (OCIO) hosted an RFP
Vendor Conference to solicit questions and input in response to RFP 02160. !d. at ~ 6. The lEN
Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow Up (the "Follow Up") provides that, "NOTE: The last day
for filing a specification appeal is January 9, 2009." The Follow Up also notes the questions and
answers, and in relevant part provides: "Q-5. Is this a single or multiple award contract? A-5.
It is a multiple award contract. 5 years, with 3 Five Year Extensions for a total of 20 years, per

IEN RFP 02160, para 5.3, page 23." Id., Exh. A "lEN Bidder's Conference Q&A Follow Up."
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On December 30,2008, Purchasing issued Amendment 3 to RFP 02160. !d. at'17.
at '17.
Amendment 3 provided additional information and responded to questions. On January 6,2009,
Purchasing issued Amendment 4 to RFP 02160. !d. at '18. Amendment 4 amended Section 5.3,
in relevant part, as follows: "Any reSUlting
resulting contract from this solicitation may be awarded to up
to four providers." Id. On January 7, 2009, Purchasing issued Amendment 5 to RFP 02160. !d.
at ~ 9.
The State received four (4) proposals in response to RFP 02160 as follows: (1) ENA
Services, LLC ("ENA"), (2) Qwest Communications Company LLC ("Qwest"), (3) Verizon
Business Network Services, Inc. ("Verizon"), and (4) Integra Telecom ("Integra"). Id. at ~ 10.
ENA's signature page of its proposal/bid provides, in relevant part, that:
Bids or proposals and pricing information shall be prepared by
typewriter or in ink and shall be signed in ink by an authorized
representative of the submitting vendor ....
This ITB or RFP response is submitted in accordance with all
documents and provisions of the specified Bid Number and Title
detailed below. By my signature below I accept the STATE OF
IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
and the SOLICITATION INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS dated
10/2/07 as incorporated by reference into this solicitation. As the
undersigned, I certify I am authorized to sign and submit this
response for the Bidder or Offeror. I further acknowledge I am
responsible for reviewing and acknowledging any addendums that
have been issued for the solicitation.
BIDDER/OFFEROR (regular company name): Education
Networks of America, Inc.lENA Services, LLC BID Number:
RFP 02160
BID TITLE: RFP Idaho Education Network
Original signature: David M. Pierce Title: President & CEO
Jd. at ~ 11. Pursuant to ENA's signature page, ENA was a responsive bidder/offeror to

RFP 02160. Jd.
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Additionally, Section 3.2 of RFP 02160 provides that, "Bidders must also have a

service provider identification number from the Universal Service Administration
Company and be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount program for
." Id. Section 5.1
telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities ... ."
[ME] E-RATE ELIGIBILITY, provides that, "Qualifying schools and libraries as Voluntary
Users may acquire Internet Services through any contracts arising from this RFP. The Proposer

must participate in the Universal Service Administrative Companv's telecommunications
support programs for eligible schools and libraries, and E-Rate discounts must applv." Id.
ENA's proposal, § 9.13 (E) BILLING (Customized Billing Capability), states that:
As the prime contractor representing the IEN Alliance
membership, ENA will be providing all billing applicable under
this contract. ENA is the IEN alliance member with the most
experience in the E-Rate program and will be responsible for all
service billing. ENA has significant experience billing K-12
entities at the state and local level for the services required by the
RFP .... ENA currently bills for services under three different
statewide contracts .... (E-Rate Billing) ENA is very experienced
with the Form 474 - Service Provide Invoice, and has utilized that
method ofE-Rate invoicing successfully for the entire life of the
E-Rate program on behalf of numerous statewide customers. ENA
will work with the State to develop invoicing methods that use the
discounted method required with the Form 474, where the State
and local entities will receive invoices only for the local portion of
service and E-Rate will be billed directly to USAC '" .
See Compl., Exh. B., § 9.13. (Emphasis added.)

proposalslbids from Qwest Communications Company
Purchasing received three other proposa1slbids

LLC ("Qwest"), Verizon Business Network Services, Inc. ("Verizon") and Integra Telecom
("Integra"). Integra's proposal was found non-responsive for failing to provide required
information prior to the evaluation process, and Integra did not challenge the non-responsive
determination. Id at

~

12.
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After evaluation of the three proposalslbids by six evaluators, none of whom were
Department of Administration staff, ENA received the most points, Qwest received the second
most points and Verizon received the least points. ld. at -U 13. It was the evaluators'
recommendation that the contract be awarded to both ENA and Qwest. !d. at'l 14. At that time,
Bums determined that awarding to multiple proposers was still appropriate, in the best interest of
the State, and in accordance with Idaho Code § 67-5718A. See Bums Aff. at -U 9.
On January 20,2009, Purchasing issued a Letter ofIntent to award the lEN contract to
both ENA and Qwest for being awarded the most points. See Little AfT. at -U 15.
On January 28,2009, the State ofIdaho issued Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO
01308") to Qwest which, "constitutes the State ofIdaho's acceptance of your signed offer
(including any electronic bid submission), which submission is incorporated herein by reference
as though set forth in full." ld. at -U 16.
On January 28,2009, the State ofIdaho issued Statewide Blanket Purchase Order SBPO
01309 to ENA which, "constitutes the State ofIdaho's acceptance of your signed offer
(including any electronic bid submission), which submission is incorporated herein by reference
as though set forth in full." !d. at -U 17.
On February 26,2009, the State ofIdaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308, which
further defined Qwest's scope of work under the multiple award. ld. at -U 18. On February 26,
2009, the State ofIdaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309, which further defined ENA's
scope of work under the multiple award. Id. at -U 19.
Syringa failed to challenge the specifications which include the multiple award language
in the RFP or Amendments 3 and 4 following the State ofIdaho's issuance ofRFP 02160 and
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Amendments 1 through 5 to RFP 02160, as required by Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(a). See Burns
Aff., '111.
Syringa failed to challenge the award following the State ofIdaho's multiple award of the
contract or appeal to the Director of the Department of Administration for reversal of the Notice
of Intent to Award the resulting contract to Qwest and ENA and/or request the appointment of a
determinations officer to review the record to determine whether the Administrator's intent to
award was correct as required by Idaho Code § 67-5733(c). See Gwartney Aff.,

~

9.

On February 22,2010, Purchasing Administrator Burns made the supplemental written
determination of the multiple award justification pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5718A(1)(a) and
(b). Burns Aff.,

~

12, Exh. A.
III.
LEGAL ANALYSIS

Summary judgment is appropriate only if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and
other evidence in the record demonstrate that there are no genuine issues of material fact and that
the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Rule 56(c); Heinz v. Heinz,
129 Idaho 847, 934 P.2d 20 (1997). When considering a motion for summary judgment, the
court "liberally construes the record in a light most favorable to the party opposing the motion
and draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor." Brooks v. Logan,
130 Idaho 574, 576,944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997).
Affidavits submitted in support of and in opposition to motions for summary judgment
must be made on personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the
issue addressed, and demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated
therein. Rule 56(
e). When a motion for summary judgment is supported by affidavits or
56(e).
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deposition testimony, the non-moving party cannot rest on the allegations and/or denials in the
pleadings, but must set forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact for
trial. Arnold v. Diet Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 746 P.2d 1040 (Ct. App. 1987). While the
moving party generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure
of proof on an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial.
Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101,765 P.2d 126 (1988) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317
(1986). Creating only slight doubt or presenting only a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sonke, 243 Idaho 133,968 P.2d 228 (1998).
A.

Summary Judgment Should be Granted on Counts One, Two, Three and Four of
the Complaint.
1.

Syringa's Breach Of Contract Claim Is Fatally Defective And Fails As A
Matter Of Law.

In Count One of the Complaint it is alleged that Syringa and ENAjointly
ENAjointIy submitted the
lEN Alliance proposal. See Compl., ~ 56. This allegation fails because the facts are undisputed
that Syringa did not sign the proposal as required by the RFP. See Little Aff., ~~ 10-11. Syringa
further alleges that the IDA accepted the lEN Alliance proposal which created a contractual
obligation by all parties involved in the transactions to follow the process and criteria contained
in the lEN RFP. Compl., ~ 58. This allegation fails because the facts are undisputed that the
State ofIdaho accepted ENA's proposal as evidenced by ENA's signature page. See Little Aff,
'I~

10, 11, 12, 13, 14,15, and 17. Syringa further alleges that the IDA breached the contract

which arose from the lEN RFP and its acceptance of the lEN Alliance proposal. Compl.,
CompI., '159.
This allegation also fails because the facts are undisputed that the State of Idaho did not accept
any "lEN Alliance" proposal and did not fom1 a contract with the "lEN Alliance." See Little
~,r 10-15, and 17.
Aff, ~'II0-15,
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The facts are undisputed that only ENA submitted a signed offer in response to
SBPO 1309. Little Aff.,

~

11. The facts are undisputed that on January 28,2009, the State of

Idaho accepted ENA' s offer and issued SBPO 1309 to ENA which, "constitutes the State of
Idaho's acceptance of your signed offer (including any electronic bid submission), which
submission is incorporated herein by reference as though set forth in full." Little Aff., '117.
There are only two parties to SBPO 1309 - - the State of Idaho and ENA. Little Aff., ''111
1 11 and
'117. Because Syringa was not a party to the contract (SBPO 1309), it has no standing to claim
damages for the alleged breach of contract. See Wing v. Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 272,
688 P.2d 1172, 1177 (1984).
In the Wing v. Martin case, the Idaho Supreme Court held as follows:
It is axiomatic in the law of contract that a person not in privity
cannot sue on a contract. "Privity" refers to "those who exchange
the [contractual] promissory words are those to whom the
promissory words are directed. CALEMARI & PERILLO,
CONTRACTS § 17-1 (2d ed. 1977); see generally 4 CORBIN ON
CONTRACTS § 778 (1951). Here, plaintiffs-appellants are not
parties to the prior lease between Montierth and San Tan, and
hence they have no privity and cannot sue to enforce the terms of
that prior contract. A party must look to that person with whom he
is in a direct contractual relationship for relief, in the event that his
expectations under the contract are not met. Pierson v. Sewell,
97 Idaho 38, 45,539 P.2d 590, 597 (1975); Minidoka County v.
Krieger, 88 Idaho 395, 399 P.2d 962 (1965); Coburn v. Firemen's
Fund Ins. Co., 86 Idaho 415,387 P.2d 598 (1963).

107 Idaho at 272.
Syringa and the State of Idaho did not exchange the contractual promissory words of
"offer" and "acceptance"; that was done by ENA and the State of Idaho. See Little Aff.,

~'I

11

and 17; see id. Exh. A, RFP § 6.3 provides: (Bidders will submit the following: One (1) original
ofthe proposer's technical proposal marked "Original". Must contain a signed and completed
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State of Idaho Signature page. Signature Page is to be the first page of the technical
proposal.") Thus, because Syringa did not submit a signature page and is not in privity with the
State of Idaho, it has no standing to bring a breach of contract claim against the IDA. Thus, the
Court should grant summary judgment on Count One.
2.

Syringa's Count Two For Declaratory Relief - - Violation Of Idaho Code
§ 67-5726 By IDA, Gwartney And Zickau - - Is Fatally Defective And Fails
As A Matter Of Law.

In Count Two of the Complaint, SyTinga seeks a declaratory judgment against the IDA
declaring that its award of the contract (SBPO 1308) to Qwest is void because employees
Gwartney and Zickau of the IDA allegedly, based solely upon information and belief which
allegations are not sufficient to support a claim for relief, 1 violated Idaho Code § 67-5726(2)
providing that, "No officer or employee shall influence or attempt to influence the award of a
contract to a particular vendor, or to deprive or attempt to deprive any vendor of an acquisition
contract," and violated Idaho Code § 67-5726(3) providing that, "No officer or employee, shall
conspire with a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an officer or
employee, to influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to
'r~ 63,64 and 76. This claim fails for a
deprive a vendor of an acquisition award." See Comp., ,r~

number of reasons.

See Comp., ~ ~ 70, 71, 72 and 73. See Qwest's memorandum and reply in support of motion
to dismiss counts four and five. For same reasons expressed in Qwest's motion to dismiss,
incorporated herein by reference for the purpose of brevity, Syringa has failed to state facts
sufficient to support a claim for relief against the IDA Defendants, and this claim should be
dismissed.
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a.

There Is No Actual Or Justiciable Controversy.

As a general rule, a declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case where an actual
or justiciable controversy exists. Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516, 681 P.2d 988,
446,648
991 (1984), citing Brown v. Oregon State Bar, 293 Or. 446,
648 P.2d 1289 (1982); Kahin v.

Lewis, 42 Wash. 2d 897, 259 P.2d 420 (1953); Washakie County School Dist. No.1 v. Hersch/er,
606 P.2d 310 (Wyo. 1980). While the elements of an actual or justiciable controversy are not
subject to a mechanical standard, the United States Supreme Court summarized the pivotal
elements of a justiciable controversy in Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Haworth, 300 U.S. 227,
57 S. Ct. 461, 81 L.Ed. 617 (1937), as follows:
A "controversy" in this sense must be one that is appropriate for
determination....
.... A justiciable controversy is thus
judicial determination
distinguished from a difference or dispute of a hypothetical or
abstract character; from one that is academic or moot. ... The
controversy must be definite and concrete touching the legal
relations of parties having adverse legal interests. . .. It must be a
real and substantial controversy admitting of specific relief through
a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished from an
opinion advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical state
of facts.
Harris, 106 Idaho at 516, quoting Aetlla
IllS. Co., 300 U.S. at 240-41. The Harris court
Aetna Life Ins.

adopted these criteria. Id.
Additionally, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that justiciability is generally divided
into subcategories - - advisory opinions, feigned and collusive cases, standing, ripeness,
mootness, political questions, and administrative questions. Miles v. Idaho Power Co.,
116 Idaho 635, 639, 778 P.2d 757,761 (1989); citing 13 WRIGHT, MILLER & COOPER, FEDERAL
PRACTICE & PROCEDURE: JURISDICTION, § 3529 (2d ed. 1984).
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(1)

Syringa Has No Standing.

The Miles court held that, "A central foundation of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act
is the requirement of adverse parties." Id. at 642; citing Whitney v. Randall, 58 Idaho 49,
70 P.2d 384 (1937). For the parties to be in an adversarial position, they must have such a
personal stake in the outcome of the controversy that a meaningful representation and advocacy
of the issues is insured. Id. In order for a plaintiff to have standing to bring a declaratory
judgment action, the Idaho Supreme Court has clarified that:
Standing is a preliminary question to be determined by this court
before reaching the merits of the case. Young v. City 0/ Ketchum,
137 Idaho 102, 104,44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002). The doctrine of
standing focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues
the party wishes to have adjudicated. Miles v. Idaho Power Co.,
116 Idaho 635,641,778 P.2d 757, 763 (1989). To satisfy the
requirement of standing, "litigants generally must allege or
demonstrate an injury in fact and a substantial likelihood that the
judicial relief requested will prevent or redress the claimed injury."
!d. "The injury must be distinct and palpable and not be one
suffered alike by all citizens in the jurisdiction." Selkirk-Priest
Basin Ass 'n, Inc. v. State ex rei
reI Batt, 128 Idaho 831, 833-34, 919
P.2d 1032, 1034-35 (1996). There must also be a fairly traceable
causal connection between the claimed injury and the challenged
conduct. Young v. City a/Ketchum, 137 Idaho 402, 44 P.3d 1157
(2002). An interest, as a concerned citizen, in seeing that the
government abides by the law does not confer standing. Id.
Troutner v. Kempthorn, 142 Idaho 389, 391, 128 P. 2d 926 (2006).

In the present case, Syringa cannot satisfy the prerequisite to a declaratory judgment
action that there is an actual or justiciable controversy because it has no standing and Syringa's
claims are not ripe. See Miles, supra, 116 Idaho 640-43.
As discussed above, the facts are undisputed that Syringa is not a party to SBPO 01308
between the State ofIdaho and Qwest. The facts are undisputed that Syringa is not a party to
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SBPO 01309 2 between the State ofIdaho and ENA. Therefore, not being in privity Syringa
cannot sue to challenge or enforce the tenns of those contracts. See Wing v. Martin, supra,
107 Idaho at 272.
Furthennore, in order to qualify as a responsive proposerlbidder under RFP 02160, the
"Bidders must also have a service provider identification number from the Universal Service
Administration Company and be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount
program for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities." RFP 02160,
§ 3.2. Syringa was not a proposerlbidder to RFP 02160 because it did not submit a service

provider identification number from the Universal Service Administration Company to the State,
and it was not going to be the eligible vendor to participate in the Universal Service Fund
discount program for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities.
Indeed, this is acknowledged in Exhibit B of the Complaint as follows: "As the prime
IEN Alliance membership, ENA will be providing all billing
contractor representing the lEN

applicable under this contract. ENA is the lEN alliance member with the most experience
in the E-Rate program and will be responsible for all service billing." See Comp., Exh. B,
§ 9.3, pp. 279-80. (Emphasis added.)

Hence, a declaratory judgment cannot be rendered in this case because there is no actual
or justiciable controversy existing between the IDA and Syringa. The Court simply cannot
entertain Syringa's claim for declaratory relief because it is seeking an opinion advising what the
law would be upon a hypothetical state of facts, i.e., that it is a party to SBPO 01309 and/or that

2 This point is admitted by Syringa and uncontested: "For the purpose of executing a contract,
ENA will be the contracting entity for the project ...."
.... " See Lowe Aff., 'J 15.
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it was a responsive bidder/offeror to RFP 02160. There plainly is no adversarial relationship
between the IDA and Syringa.
(2)

If A Bidder/Offeror, Syringa Lacks Standing And Ripeness Is

Absent Because Syringa Failed To Exhaust Administrative
Remedies.
Even assuming arguendo that Syringa was a bidder/offeror to RFP 02160, it has no
standing and no right to be before this Court because it failed to exhaust its administrative
remedies. "As a general rule, a party must exhaust administrative remedies before resorting to
the court to challenge the validity of administrative acts." Lochsa Falls, LLC v. State ofIdaho,
of Idaho,
147 Idaho 232, 237,207 P.3d 963, 968 (2009), quoting KMST, LLC v. County ofAda,
of Ada,
138 Idaho 577, 583, 67 P.3d 56, 62 (2003) (citing Arnzen v. State, 123 Idaho 899,906,
854 P.2d 242,249
242, 249 (1993)). The APA requires an exhaustion of the "full garnet" of
administrative remedies before judicial review may be sought. ld.;
Jd.; I.C. § 67-5271 (citations
omitted). The APA governs if the issue at hand arose from a "contested case," which the APA
defines as "a proceeding by an agency ... that may result in the issuance of an order." [d.;
I.e. § 67-5240 (citation omitted). The APA defines an order as "an agency action of particular
applicability that determines legal rights, duties, privileges, immunities, or other legal interests of
one (1) or more specific persons." Id.; I.e. § 67-5201(12) (citation omitted).
Furthermore, exhaustion of administrative remedies is a prerequisite to seeking judicial
A:
review under the AP
APA:
The doctrine of exhaustion serves important policy considerations,
including "providing the opportunity for mitigating or curing errors
without judicial intervention, deferring to the administrative
process established by the legislature and the administrative body,
and the sense of comedy for the quasi-judicial functions of the
administrative body." Consistent with these principals, courts infer
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that statutory administrative remedies implemented by the
legislature are intended to be exclusive.

Lochsa Falls, 147 Idaho at 239; Park v. Banbury, 143 Idaho 576, 579,149 P.3d 851, 853-854
(2006) (quoting Reagan, 140 Idaho at 724, 100 P.3d at 618, internal citations omitted); see also

Wheeler v. Idaho Transportation Dep't, 223 P. 3d 761 (2010) (the reviewing court acting in its
IDAP A does not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the
appellate capaci ty under IDAPA
weight of the evidence presented, and defers to the agency's findings of fact unless they are
clearly erroneous .... In other words, the agency's factual determinations are binding on the
reviewing court, even where there is conflicting evidence before the agency, so long as the
determinations are supported by substantial and competent evidence in the record (citation
omitted».3
The APA governs the issues of appeal raised in Syringa's Complaint regarding
RFP 02160 and the State ofIdaho' s multiple award of SBPO 01308 to Qwest and SBPO 01309
to ENA. See I.e. § 67-5729 ("Only appeals conducted as contested cases pursuant to section 6767
5733(1)(
c)(iii), Idaho Code, shall be subject to the judicial review provisions of chapter 52,
5733(1)(c)(iii),
LC. § 67-5733. The factual record is undisputed that Syringa did
title 67, Idaho Code), and see I.C.
AP A. See Bums Aff,
not exhaust the administrative remedies in this matter provided under the APA.
LC. § 67-5729; see § 67-5733(1)(a) (providing
,r 11; see Aff. of 1. Michael Gwartney, ~ 9; see I.C.
within ten (10) working days any vendor shall notify in writing the administrator of the division
of purchasing of intention to challenge the specifications .... An appeal conducted under the
provisions of this subsection shall not be a contested case and shall not be subject to judicial

3

Syringa did not initiate a contested case pursuant to I.e. § 67-5733, there is no agency record
to review, and therefore, this Court can not act in any appellate capacity under the AP A.
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review under the provisions of chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code.); and see § 67-5733(1 )(c)
)( c)
(providing a vendor whose bid is considered, within five (5) working days following receipt of
notice that he is not the lowest responsible bidder, apply to the director of the department of
administration for appointment of a detemlinations officer .... (3) Challenges or appeals
67conducted pursuant to § 67-5733(1)(a), § 67-5733(1)(b), § 67-5733(1)(c)(i) or § 67
5733(1)(c)(ii), Idaho Code, shall not be considered to be a contested case as that term is defined
in the Administrative Procedure Act. An appeal conducted pursuant to section 67
675733(1)(c)(iii), Idaho Code, shall be conducted as a contested case according to the provisions of
chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code.).
Thus, Syringa has no standing, and ripeness of the administrative issue is absent, before
this Court due to Syringa's failure to exhaust the administrative remedies provided under the
APA. Consequently, the State Defendants' motion for summary judgment dismissing Count
Two should be granted.

3.

Syringa's Count Three For Declaratory Relief - - Violation of Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A - - Is Also Fatally Defective And Fails As A Matter Of Law.

In Count Three of the Complaint, Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the IDA

declaring that the award ofSBPO 01308 to Qwest is void pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5718A.
See Compo

~

94. For each of the reasons discussed above demonstrating the failures of Count

Two, Syringa is prohibited factually and as a matter oflaw from pursuing this claim for
declaratory relief against the IDA as well.

a.

Syringa Has No Standing And The Issue Is Not Ripe Before This
Court.

In summary, Syringa is not in privity of contract regarding either SBPO 1308 between
the State of Idaho and Qwest, nor is it in privity of contract regarding SBPO 1309 between the
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State ofIdaho and ENA. Furthermore, Syringa was not a responsive bidder pursuant to
Section 3.2 ofRFP 02160, because unlike Qwest and ENA, it did not submit its service provider
identification number from the Universal Service Administrative Company and it was not
intended to be the vendor eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount program
for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities. Therefore, Syringa
cannot satisfy the standing requirement of a "personal stake" which requires not only a "distinct
palpable injury" but also a "fairly traceable" causal connection between the claimed injury and
the challenged conduct. See Miles, supra, 116 Idaho at 641.
Syringa's standing argument based upon the so called "Teaming Agreement", which is
nothing more than an agreement to agree upon something in the future, should be disregarded by
the Court. Syringa has admitted, and ENA 's proposal/offer in response to RFP 02160 confirms,
that Syringa was hypothetically supposed to be a sub-contractor to ENA if ENA was awarded the
entire lEN contract. See Comp., Exh. B; see Little Aff. Only then would ENA and Syringa enter
into a subsequent enforceable contract providing for the sub-contracted scope of work. Even
under that scenario, the IDA is never in privity of contract with Syringa. As a potential sub
subcontractor, Syringa has a risk that it will never be hired to do any work on the project if the prime
contractor is not chosen to do the scope of work that it wants to do. Just like in any other
construction project, if the owner's contract award to the general contractor does not tum out to
the desired benefit of the hopeful sub-contractor, there is no standing conferred upon the sub
subcontractor to bring a breach of contract cause of action or any other claim for relief.
Again, even if Syringa was a bidder/offeror in response to RFP 02160, which assertion is
contradicted by irrefutable evidence, then it lacks standing and there is no ripe issue for
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declaratory relief as asserted in Count Three because of Syringa's failure to exhaust its
administrative remedies under the APA. See infra., pp. 14-17.
The Idaho Supreme Court has addressed this exact situation of the generalized and
hypothetical claim being asserted by Syringa in the case Troutner v. Kempthorn, 142 Idaho 389,
128 P.3d 926 (2006), wherein it confinned that, "An interest, as a concerned citizen, in seeing
that the government abides by the law does not confer standing." ld. at 391, citing Young v.

Ci~v

of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102,44 P.3d 1157 (2002). Syringa, as a limited liability company, is
ofKetchum,
acting as no more than a representative of certain concerned citizens in asserting that the multiple
award to Qwest and ENA was not made in compliance with the provisions ofIdaho Code §67
§675718A. Syringa has no standing to bring this declaratory relief action for an ostensible violation
of the multiple award statute.
Albeit Syringa has no standing, and the issue is not ripe before this Court, the IDA will
demonstrate the lack ofa genuine issue of material fact regarding Syringa's arguments asserted
under Idaho Code § 67-5718A.
(1)

RFP 02160 Involves The Purchase Of Same Or Similar
Technology Property And Services.

Syringa alleges that a multiple award of the scope of purchase called for by lEN
RFP 02160 to more than one vendor could not lawfully be made under Idaho Code § 67-5718A
because it would not be for the "same or similar" infonnation technology property. Syringa's
technical attempt to split hairs should be rejected by the Court. Under RFP 02160, Section 3.2
(SCOPE OF PURCHASE), it is stated that, "the objective of the RFP, as stated in the executive
summary above, is to create a network environment that will meet the needs of K-12
K-12 distance
learning environment, as defined in 67-5745D, and passed by the Idaho Legislature. This will
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include video services (Interactive and Streaming), Internet Services, and wide area data
transport. .. . Only E-Rate eligible entities will apply for E-Rate discounts." See Little Aff.,
Exh. A, § 3.2. Section 3.2 further provides that, "Bidders must also have a service provider
identification number from the Universal Service Administration Company and be eligible to
participate in the Universal Service Fund discount program for telecommunications services
provided to the E-Rate eligible entities ...."
.... " Id. Section 5.1 [ME] E-RATE
E-RATE ELIGIBILITY,
provides that, "Qualifying schools and libraries as Voluntary Users may acquire Internet
Services through any contracts arising from this RFP. The Proposer must participate in the
Universal Service Administrative Company's telecommunications support programs for eligible
schools and libraries, and E-Rate discounts must apply." Id. Section 5.3 (PRICING, LENGTH
OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS), provides that, "Any resulting contract from this
solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers."4 Id. Amendment Four (4) to RFP 01260,
provides that, "Any resulting contract from this solicitation may be awarded to up to four
providers. ,,5
The lEN project technology products and services specified in RFP 02160 for the buildout, implementation, maintenance, servicing, and billing for the lEN sites plainly involves the
"same or similar" property and technology services. Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308 between the
State of Idaho and Qwest and Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309 between the State of Idaho and

4

67-5733(1)(a), Syringa failed to challenge the
As discussed above, pursuant to I.e. § 67-5733(l)(a),
multiple award. Moreover, Syringa does not qualify
specifications provided in § 5.3 for the mUltiple
as a bidder pursuant to the specifications called for in RFP 02160, § 3.2.

5

As discussed above, pursuant to I.e. § 67-5733(1)(a), Syringa failed to challenge the
specifications provided in § 5.3 for the multiple award. Moreover, Syringa does not qualify
as a bidder pursuant to the specifications called for in RFP 02160, § 3.2.
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ENA, has Qwest and ENA working hand-in-hand with Qwest as the general contractor for all
lEN network services and ENA as the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-Rate
Forn1471. See Little Aff., Exhs. I and J. Qwest and ENA are working in coordination to deliver
and support the lEN technical network services for the lEN sites. Id. The rest of the same or
similar technology products and services involving internet services, local access connections
and providers, routing equipment, video teleconferencing, and Federal E-Rate billings, are also
all done in coordination between Qwest and ENA. Id. Accordingly, Syringa's argument that the
multiple award is improper because RFP 02160 does not involve the purchase of "same or
similar" property is a red herring and irrelevant.
(2)

The Timing Of The IDA's Written Determination Is Not
Prejudicial To Syringa And Does Not Warrant Judicial Relief.

Syringa alleges that the Court should declare void the award of SBPO 1308 to Qwest
under Idaho Code § 67-5725, because Burns, the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing of
the IDA, did not do a written determination pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5718A prior to the
award of the lEN contract to both Qwest and ENA. See Comp., '[~ 82, and 94. As stated in
Section 5.3 ofRFP 02160, and Amendment 4 ofRFP 02160, Syringa was clearly on notice of the
IDA's intent to do a mUltiple
multiple award contract for the lEN. Syringa never challenged this
specification. I.C. § 67-5733(1)(a). Now, without any standing to do so, and sitting solely as a
disgruntled sub-contractor who had a mere expectation to get future lEN work, Syringa is
attempting to raise a procedural violation ofIdaho
67-5718A.66 The Court, however,
of Idaho Code § 67-5718A.

6

Given Syringa's lack of standing, the Court need not go any further into the analysis and
should grant summary judgment on Count Three.
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should decline Syringa's improper invitation to remand this issue to the IDA based solely upon
this alleged procedural error.
Significantly, on February 22, 2010, Bums made a supplemental written detennination of
the mUltiple
multiple award justification pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5718A(1 )(a) and § 67-5718A(1 )(b).

See Bums Aff., ~ 12, Exh. A. Therefore, if the matter were remanded to the IDA on the basis of
the procedural error, the IDA would be free to adopt the substance of Bums' written
detennination and again conclude that a multiple award is appropriate. This alleged procedural
violation of the statute has not caused Syringa any injury which judicial relief can rectify.
The case Winstar Comm., Inc. v. the United States, 41 Fed. Cl. 748, 42 Cont. Cas. Fed.
(CCH) P 77, 371 (1998), involved a similar legal issue as that presented in the case at bar and is
persuasive authority that can be relied upon by the Court. In Wins tar, the United States General
Services Administration ("GSA") issued a solicitation for local telecommunications services for
federal agencies under a nationwide program known as the Metropolitan Area Acquisition
("MAA"). The program began with three cities, New York, San Francisco and Chicago. The
Request for Proposals ("RFP") for New York was issued on February 26, 1998. The Federal
("F ASA"),
Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994, Pub. L. No.1 03-355, 108 Stat. 3243 ("FASA"),
established a "preference for awarding, to the maximum extent practicable, multiple task or
delivery order contracts for the same or similar services or property." Id. at 750-51; citing
41 U.S.c. § 253h(d)(3) (1994). FASA also requires that regulations implementing the
preference "establish criteria for detennining when award of multiple task or delivery order
contracts would not be in the best interest ofthe Federal Government." ld at 751.
75l. Pursuant to
F
ASA, the Federal Acquisition Regulation ("FAR") was amended to establish a preference
FASA,
scheme for making multiple awards of indefinite-quantity contracts under a single solicitation.
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" ... No separate written determination
Jd. at 752. Specifically, FAR 16.504(c)(1) provides that, "...
to make a single award is necessary when the determination is contained in a written acquisition
plan or when a class determination has been made in accordance with subpart 1.7." Jd., citing
16.504(c)(1). The FAR lists six criteria for determining when multiple awards
48 C.F.R. § 16.504(c)(1).
should not be made. Jd.
On November 26, 1997, GSA, through its Office of the Federal Technology Service,
issued the Rate Quoting System ("RQS") initiating the first phase of the MAA program. Id.
at 753. The RQS states that GSA will award one indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity
("ID/IQ") task order contract under each metropolitan area RFP. None of the acquisition
planning documents predating the RQS discusses GSA's decision in this regard. Jd. The
Contracts officer ("CO") did not prepare a written determination to make a single award prior to
the release of the RQS. Jd. On February 26,1998, consistent with the RQS, section M.3.1. of
the New York RFP states that the government intends to award one ID/IQ contract for the New
Yark metropolitan area. Jd. at 754. There was no document in the record predating the New
York
York RFP explaining GSA's decision to award a single contract, and the CO did not prepare a
written determination to make a single award pursuant to FAR 16.504(c)(1) prior to issuance of
the RFP. Jd.
On June 4, 1998, WinStar notified the government of its intent to protest the New York
RFP on four grounds, including its objection to GSA's decision to award only one ID/IQ
contract. Jd. On June 5, 1998, before the due date for proposals, WinStar filed its complaint
with the Court of Federal Claims. On June 5,1998, the day after receiving notice of WinStar's
WinS tar's
intent to protest, the CO in charge of the New Yark
York MAA, prepared a "Detern1ination that the
Indefinite-Quantity Contract is to be Awarded as a Single Award Contract for the New York
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[MAA]" pursuant to FAR 16.504(c)(1).
16.504(c)(l). 1£1.
Id. The CO's determination was subsequently revised
and restated in a declaration dated June 19, 1998, attached to the defendant's motion for
summary judgment. Id. at 755.
In addressing WinStar's contention that GSA's decision to award a single contract under
the New York RFP was procedurally invalid because it was made months before the CO
prepared the written determination, the Court found that FAR's requirements were not followed
in this case. Id. at 757-58. The Court noted that making the written determination over three
months after issuance of the RFP and one day after WinStar notified GSA of its intent to file a
protest gives the impression that the CO's determination was prepared to defend against
WinStar's protest rather than to impartially determine in the first instance whether multiple
awards are appropriate. 1£1.
Id. at 758. However, the Court provided that not every impropriety in
the procurement process warrants relief, and that a protester must show it has been prejudiced by
the impropriety. 1£1.,
Id., citing Data Gen. Corp. v. Johnson, 78 F.3d 1556, 1562 (Fed. Cir. 1996);
see Central Ark. Maintenance, Inc. v. United States, 68 F.3d 1338, 1342 (Fed. Cir. 1995) ("only

a 'clear and prejudicial' violation of a procurement statute or regulation warrants relief'). The
Court held that the government's procedural violation of FAR 16.504(c)(1) has not caused
WinStar any injury which judicial relief can rectify. Id. at 758.
The Court reasoned that if the matter were remanded to the agency solely on the basis of
its procedural error, GSA would be free to adopt the substance of the CO's analysis and again
conclude that a single award is appropriate. Id. The Court found that was certain to occur since
GSA had strenuously argued throughout the proceedings that the CO's reasoning was sound. Id.
Therefore, the Court concluded that GSA's procedural violation of FAR 16.504(c)(l)
l6.504(c)(1) is not
prejudicial, and any judicial intervention on the basis of the violation would be futile. Id., citing
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Cubic Applications, Inc. v. United States, 37 Fed. Cl. 345, 353 nA
n.4 & 356-57 (1997) (declining to
set aside contract award based on Army's untimely determination to override preference for
multiple awards of advisory and assistance contracts because "there is no reason to think [the
Army] would come to a different conclusion if the award were voided and the solicitation
reissued. ").
Similar to the holdings in WinStar and Cubic, in the instant case, the IDA's alleged
procedural error under Idaho Code § 67-5718A has not caused Syringa any injury which judicial
relief can remedy. Again, Syringa lacks standing in the first place. Secondly, the Administrator
of the Division of Purchasing has properly made a written determination pursuant to the
requirements of the multiple award statute which ratifies the IDA's decision to award
SBPO 01308 to Qwest and SBPO 01309 to ENA. See Burns Aff., Exh. A. Furthermore, even if
the matter were remanded to the IDA on the basis of this procedural error, the IDA would adopt
the substance of Burns' analysis and again conclude that the multiple award is appropriate. Id at
'112. Therefore, just as was found in the WinStar case, this Court should conclude that the
IDA's alleged violation ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A is not prejudicial to Syringa, and any judicial
intervention done upon such basis would be futile. Wins tar, 41 Fed. Cl. at 758.
Thus, Count Three of the Complaint should be barred as a matter oflaw, and the entry of
summary judgment dismissing Count Three is appropriate.

4.

Syringa's Tortious Interference With Contract Claim Against IDA,
Gwartney And Zickau Is Fatally Defective And Fails As A Matter Of Law.

In Count Four of the Complaint, Syringa alleges that the State Defendants tortiously
interfered with an alleged agreement between ENA and Syringa by reason of the multiple award
ofSBPO 01308 to Qwest and SBPO 01309 to ENA and Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308 and
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Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309. This tortious interference with contract claim is readily disposed
of under the provisions ofIdaho Code § 6-904 and § 6-905. Idaho Code § 6-904 (exceptions to
government liability) provides, in relevant part, that:
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the
course and scope of their employment and without malice or
criminal intent shall not be liable for any claim which:
1.
Arises out 0off any act or omission of an employee of
the governmental entity exercising ordinary care, in reliance upon
or the execution or perfonnance of a statutory or regulatory
function, whether or not the statute or regulation be valid, ....
3.

Arises out of ... interference with contract rights.

I.C. § 6-904.
The Court presumes that the acts of the State Defendants were committed within the
6-903( e) ("It shall be
scope of employment unless Syringa can rebut that presumption. See I.C. § 6-903(e)
a rebuttable presumption that any act or omission of an employee within the time and at the place
of his employment is within the course and scope of his employment and without malice or
criminal intent."). The Idaho Supreme Court has stated that:
An employee's conduct is within the scope of his employment if,

but only if: (a) the conduct is of the kind he is employed to
perfonn; and (b) the conduct occurs substantially within that
period of the day during which the employer has the right to
control the employee's conduct and within the general area or
locality in which the employee is authorized to work; and (c) the
employee's purpose is, at least in part, to further his employer's
business interest. If the employee acts from purely personal
motives which are in no way connected with his employer's
business interest, then the employee is not acting within the scope
of his employment.

Richard J and Esther E. Wooley Trust v. DeBest Plumbing, Inc., 133 Idaho 180, 183,
983 P.2d 834,837 (1999).
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The allegations in Count Four of the Complaint state that the actions of Gwartney and
Zickau were committed while working for the IDA. See Compl.,

~~

97 - 104. Syringa has

provided no evidence to rebut the presumption that the acts which constitute the alleged tortious
interference with contract were committed by Gwartney and Zickau within the scope of their
employment and without malice or criminal intent. See I.C. § 6-903(e).
6-903( e). Plaintiffs tort claims
against the IDA, Gwartney and Zickau which rise out of interference with contract rights are
barred pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-904(1) and (3). Therefore, Count Four should be dismissed
on summary judgment.

IV.
CONCLUSION
The factual record is undisputed that Syringa is not in privity of contract with the State of
Idaho, that it lacks standing, that it has failed to exhaust administrative remedies if it was a
bidder/offeror in response to RFP 02160, that there is no actual or justiciable controversy before
this Court, and that the tort claim is barred pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-904. Thus, because there
is no genuine issue of material fact as to Counts One, Two, Three or Four of the Complaint, the
State Defendants most respectfully request that the Court grant this motion for summary
judgment in its entirety.

By~~~~~~~~~~
____________
By
-F-~Cfi~~~"===--=----,--,------erl
. Clark, ISB No.1 026
Stev n F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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COME NOW Defendants the Idaho Department of Administration ("IDA"), Michael
("Mike") Gwartney ("Gwartney") and Jack G. ("Greg") Zickau ("Zickau"), collectively referred
to herein as the "State Defendants," pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3), and submit this Memorandum
in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause dated February 23, 2010.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") has filed a Verified Complaint against the
State Defendants seeking $60,254,640 in damages over a twenty year period, and now seeks to
have this Court enter an injunction against the IDA based upon the fiction that it is a party to the
contract ("Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO 01309")
0 1309") between the State ofIdaho
ofldaho and
Education Networks of America ("ENA") dated January 28,2009. Syringa, however, is not a
party to SBPO 1309, and has no standing to claim damages for alleged breach of the contract or
to seek injunctive relief based upon the contract.
Further, in pursuing its claims for declaratory relief under Idaho Code § 67-5726 and
Idaho Code § 67
-5718A, Syringa makes the false assumption that it submitted a proposal/bid in
67-5718A,
response to the December 15, 2008, Request for Proposals ("RFP 02160") for the Idaho
Education Network ("lEN"). ENA alone submitted the signed signature page of the proposal in
EN A's signature page irrefutable, but
response to RFP 02160. Not only is the evidence of ENA's
Syringa concedes this point in its moving papers wherein it states, "For the purpose of executing
a contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the project with Syringa as a principal
partner and prime supplier." See Aff. of Greg Lowe dated February 22, 2010, ~ 15, Exh. 3.
Additionally, only ENA, and not Syringa, qualified as a responsive bidder under the
specifications of RFP 02160 because it was eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund
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discount program for telecommunications services provided to the Federal E-Rate entities. See
§§ 3.2, and 5.1. Consequently, because Syringa was not a bidder/offeror in response to
RFP 02160, it has no standing to challenge the multiple award made to ENA and to Qwest
Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") under the provisions of Title 67, Chapter 57 of the
Idaho Code.
In its motion, Syringa argues that although the requested relief is a preliminary injunction
under I.R.C.P. 65, this is really a motion brought under I.R.C.P. 6(c)(2)(A) for an order to show
cause and there is a lesser burden of proof. Syringa's legal maneuvering should be rejected by
the Court. An application under I.R.C.P. 6(c)(2)(A) is simply a notice of a motion to appear at a
stated time and place, and usually follows a prior motion which has been made in the case and
one party has failed to comply with the court's order granting the motion.
If Syringa had previously moved the Court for a temporary restraining order, and that
order was granted by the Court, then upon the expiration of the TRO an order to show cause why
a preliminary injunction should not issue would be appropriate. Even under that scenario, the
Plaintiff bears the burden of proving its entitlement to such relief. Harris v. Cassia County,
106 Idaho 513, 518, 681 P.2d 988, 993 (1984). It is poorly-founded cases like this one that
demonstrate why the Idaho Supreme Court keeps the bar high for parties who seek preliminary
injunctive relief. Such parties must show a substantial likelihood of prevailing on the merits and
that they will suffer irreparable harm absent an award of preliminary injunctive relief. Syringa,
however, cannot clear this high bar because it is not in privity of contract with the State of Idaho
and it has no standing to pursue any of the four claims asserted in the Verified Complaint, and
there is no potential for irreparable harm in any event. Syringa's motion must be denied.
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II.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
On December 3, 2008, Bill Burns, Administrator, Division of Purchasing, Department of
Administration, had a discussion with Mark Little, State Purchasing Manager, Division of
Purchasing, Department of Administration, regarding the development of the Idaho Education
Network ("lEN") Request for Proposal ("RFP"). See Affidavit of Bill Burns, ~ 3. During that
discussion, Burns agreed that no one vendor had the capability to service the State of Idaho and
its geography to enable the network. Id. at ~ 4. This was based on knowledge of existing supply
base capabilities and geographic areas currently covered by major Idaho service providers. Id. at
~

5. Based upon this discussion between Burns and Little, Burns concluded that the procurement

of the development ofIEN services met Idaho Code § 67-5718A(1)(a) and § 67-5718A(1)(b).

Id. at ~ 6.
On December 15,2008, the State ofIdaho, Department of Administration, Division of
Purchasing ("Purchasing") issued Request for Proposals ("RFP 02160") for the Idaho Education
Network ("lEN"). See
("Little Aff."),

~

I.e. § 67-5745D (Idaho Education Network).

See Aff. of Mark Little

3, Exh. A. The lEN is expected to be a collaborative effort between that State

of Idaho and telecommunication providers to construct and manage a statewide education
network, utilizing existing state infrastructure where possible as well as carrier provided services
and support. Id.
Section 3.2.1 (Project Overview) ofRFP 02160, provides that the objective of the RFP is
to identify a Contractor or Contractors that will design, develop, and implement high-speed data
connectivity that will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of eligible
participants over the term of the contract. Id. at § 3.2.1. The RFP is for the first phase of a
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
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multiple -phase project for connectivity to the lEN. Id. Section 3.3 [ME] (REQUIRED
QUALIFICA TIONS) provides that, "Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples of their
QUALIFICATIONS)
experience, engineering, installing/implementing and maintaining large-scale, statewide
education networks, including skills and experience in working with all aspects of the Federal ERate Process. Id. at § 3.3. Section 3.1 0 (Evaluation, Intent to Award Letters, and Award)
" ... The Division of Purchasing then issues a Letter ofIntent to Award to all
provides that, "...
BIDDERS, notifying them of the STATE'S intent to award the best qualified BIDDER as
BIDDERS,notifying
67identified through the evaluation process. After the passage of time set by Idaho Statute § 67
5733 for appeals, and the resolution of any appeals received, the Division of Purchasing
contracts for the purchase." Id. at § 3.10. Section 5.3 (PRICING, LENGTH OF THE
AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS) provides that, "any resulting contract from this solicitation
will be awarded to up to four providers." Id. at § 5.3. Section 6.3 (QUANTITY) provides that,
"Bidders will submit the following: One (1) original of the proposer's technical proposal marked
"Original". Must contain a signed and completed State of Idaho Signature page. Signature

proposal" Id. at § 6.3.
Page is to be the first page of the technical proposal."
On December 19,2008, Purchasing issued Amendment 1 to RFP 02160. Little Aff.,
at ~ 4. Amendment 1 provided the date, time and location of the Bidders' conference. On
December 23,2008, Purchasing issued Amendment 2 to RFP 02160. Id. at ~ 5. Amendment 2
provided a conference bridge for the December 29,2008 Bidders' Conference. On
December 29, 2008, the IDA, Office of Chief Information Officer (OCIO) hosted an RFP
Vendor Conference to solicit questions and input in response to RFP 02160. Id. at ~ 6. The lEN
Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow Up (the "Follow Up") provides that, "NOTE: The last day
for filing a specification appeal is January 9,2009." The Follow Up also notes the questions and
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answers, and in relevant part provides: "Q-5. Is this a single or multiple award contract? A-5.
It is a multiple award contract. 5 years, with 3 Five Year Extensions for a total of 20 years, per

lEN RFP02160, para 5.3, page 23." Id., Exh. A "lEN Bidder's Conference Q&A Follow Up."
On December 30, 2008, Purchasing issued Amendment 3 to RFP 02160. Id. at ~ 7.
Amendment 3 provided additional information and responded to questions. On January 6, 2009,
Purchasing issued Amendment 4 to RFP 02160. Id. at ~ 8. Amendment 4 amended Section 5.3,
in relevant part, as follows: "Any resulting contract from this solicitation may be awarded to up
to four providers." Id. On January 7, 2009, Purchasing issued Amendment 5 to RFP 02160. Id.
at ~ 9.
The State received four (4) proposals in response to RFP 02160 as follows: (l)
(1) ENA
Services, LLC ("ENA"), (2) Qwest Communications Company LLC ("Qwest"), (3) Verizon
Business Network Services, Inc. ("Verizon"), and (4) Integra Telecom ("Integra"). Id. at

~

10.

ENA's signature page of its proposal/bid provides, in relevant part, that:
Bids or proposals and pricing information shall be prepared by
typewriter or in ink and shall be signed in ink by an authorized
representative of the submitting vendor ....
This ITB or RFP response is submitted in accordance with all
documents and provisions of the specified Bid Number and Title
detailed below. By my signature below I accept the STATE OF
IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
and the SOLICIT
ATION INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS dated
SOLICITATION
10/2/07 as incorporated by reference into this solicitation. As the
undersigned, I certify I am authorized to sign and submit this
response for the Bidder or Offeror. I further acknowledge I am
responsible for reviewing and acknowledging any addendums that
have been issued for the solicitation.
BIDDER/OFFEROR (regular company name): Education
Inc./ENA Services, LLC BID Number:
Networks of America, Inc'/ENA
RFP 02160
BID TITLE: RFP Idaho Education Network
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Original signature: David M. Pierce Title: President & CEO

!d. at ~ 11. Pursuant to ENA's signature page, ENA was a responsive bidder/offeror to

RFP02160.Id.
RFP02l60.Id.
Additionally, Section 3.2 ofRFP 02160 provides that, "Bidders must also have a
service provider identification number from the Universal Service Administration
Company and be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount program for
telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities ...."
.... " Id. Section 5.1
[ME] E-RATE ELIGIBILITY, provides that, "Qualifying schools and libraries as Voluntary
Users may acquire Internet Services through any contracts arising from this RFP. The Proposer
must participate in the Universal Service Administrative Company's telecommunications
support programs for eligible schools and libraries, and E-Rate discounts must apply." Id.
ENA's proposal, § 9.13 (E) BILLING (Customized Billing Capability), states that:
As the prime contractor representing the lEN Alliance membership, ENA will be
providing all billing applicable under this contract. ENA is the lEN alliance member with the
most experience in the E-Rate program and will be responsible for all service billing. ENA has
significant experience billing K-12 entities at the state and local level for the services required by
the RFP .... ENA currently bills for services under three different statewide contracts ....
(E-Rate Billing) ENA is very experienced with the Form 474 - Service Provide Invoice, and has
utilized that method ofE-Rate invoicing successfully for the entire life of the E-Rate program on
behalf of numerous statewide customers. ENA will work with the State to develop invoicing
methods that use the discounted method required with the Form 474, where the State and local
entities will receive invoices only for the local portion of service and E-Rate will be billed
...."" See CompI.,
Comp!., Exh. B., § 9.13.
directly to USAC ....
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Purchasing received three other proposalslbids from Qwest Communications Company
LLC ("Qwest"), Verizon Business Network Services, Inc. ("Verizon") and Integra Telecom
("Integra"). Integra's proposal was found non-responsive for failing to provide required
information prior to the evaluation process, and Integra did not challenge the non-responsive
determination. Jd at ~ 12.
After evaluation of the three proposalslbids by six evaluators, none of whom were
Department of Administration staff, ENA received the most points, Qwest received the second
most points and Verizon received the least points. Jd. at ~ 13. It was the evaluators'
recommendation that the contract be awarded to both ENA and Qwest. Jd. at ~ 14. At that time,
Bums determined that awarding to multiple proposers was still appropriate, in the best interest of
-5718A. See Bums Aff. at ~ 9.
the State, and in accordance with Idaho Code § 67
67-57I8A.
On January 20, 2009, Purchasing issued a Letter of Intent to award the lEN contract to
both ENA and Qwest for being awarded the most points. See Little Aff. at ~ 15.
On January 28, 2009, the State of Idaho issued Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO
01308") to Qwest which, "constitutes the State ofIdaho's acceptance of your signed offer
(including any electronic bid submission), which submission is incorporated herein by reference
as though set forth in full." Jd. at ~ 16.
On January 28, 2009, the State of Idaho issued Statewide Blanket Purchase Order SBPO
01309 to ENA which, "constitutes the State ofIdaho's acceptance of your signed offer
(including any electronic bid submission), which submission is incorporated herein by reference
as though set forth in full." Jd. at ~ 17.
On February 26, 2009, the State ofldaho
ofIdaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308, which
further defined Qwest's scope of work under the multiple award. !d. at ~ 18. On February 26,
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2009, the State ofIdaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309, which further defined ENA's
scope of work under the multiple award. !d.
[d. at ~ 19.
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(a), following the State ofIdaho's issuance of
RFP 02160, and Amendments 1 through 5 to RFP 02160, Syringa did not challenge the
specifications which include the multiple award language in the RFP or Amendments 3 and 4.
See Burns Aff.,

~

11.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5733(c), following the State ofIdaho's multiple award of
the contract, Syringa did not appeal to the Director of the Department of Administration for
reversal of the Notice ofIntent to Award the resulting contract to Qwest and ENA and/or request
the appointment of a determinations officer to review the record to determine whether the
Administrator's intent to award was correct.
If Syringa was a bidder in response to RFP 02160, which is denied by the State
Defendants, then Syringa failed to exhaust its administrative remedies under the Administrative
Procedure Act ("APA"). I.C. § 67-5729, § 67-5733. Because Syringa failed to appeal to the
Division Administrator of Purchasing or to the Director of Administration pursuant to Idaho
Code § 67-5733(1 )(a) & (c)(iii), respectively, it has no standing or right to the judicial review
provisions of Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code. See I.e. § 67-5729. Syringa can not bypass the
APA,
mandatory appeal procedures under the AP
A, and having failed to do so this Court can not act in
APA.
any appellate capacity under the AP
A. Id.
III.

LEGAL ANALYSIS
As the party seeking preliminary injunctive relief, Syringa bears the heavy burden of
proving its entitlement to such relief. Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 518, 81 P.2d
P .2d 988,
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....

.,

993 (1984). Preliminary injunctive relief is not freely dispensed by the Idaho courts, but instead
may be awarded "only in extreme cases where the right is very clear and it appears that
of Homedale, 130 Idaho 569, 572,
irreparable injury will flow from its refusal." Brady v. City ofHomedale,
944 P.2d 704, 707 (1997). "[T]he substantial likelihood of success necessary to demonstrate that
[plaintiffs] are entitled to [preliminary injunctive] relief cannot exist where complex issues of
law or fact exist which are not free from doubt." Harris, 106 Idaho at 518. An injury is not
irreparable if it can be remedied by an award of money damages. See Utah Power & Light Co. v.
Idaho Public Uti!' Comm 'n, 107 Idaho 47,51 (1984) (citing BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY); see
eBay, Inc. v. Merc Capital Exchange, LLC, 2006 WL 1310670 at *2 (U.S. Sup. Ct., May 15,
2006). Thus, to be entitled to preliminary injunctive relief, plaintiffs must prove both (1) that it
is "very clear" or "free from doubt" that they ultimately will prevail on the merits, and (2) that
they will suffer harm that cannot be remedied by money damages if preliminary injunctive relief
is not awarded. Syringa cannot satisfy either element of this demanding standard.

A.

Syringa Has FaHed
Failed To Show A Substantial Likelihood Of Success On The Merits.
1.

Syringa's Breach Of Contract Claim Is Fatally Defective And Fails As A
Matter Of Law.

In Count One of the Complaint it is alleged that Syringa and ENA jointly submitted the
lEN Alliance proposal. See Compl.,
CompI., ,-r 56. This allegation is false because Syringa did not sign
the proposal as required by the RFP. See Little Aff., ,-r,-r 10-11. Syringa further alleges that the
IDA accepted the lEN Alliance proposal which created a contractual obligation by all parties
involved in the transactions to follow the process and criteria contained in the lEN RFP. Compl.,
,-r 58. This allegation is false. See Little Aff., ,-r,-r 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,15, and 17. Syringa further

alleges that the IDA breached the contract which arose from the lEN RFP and its acceptance of
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the lEN Alliance proposal. Compl.,,-r 59. This allegation is false. See Little Aff.,

~1~11O-15,

and

17.
The facts are undisputed that only ENA submitted a signed offer in response to
SBPO 1309. Little Aff., ,-r 11. The facts are undisputed that on January 28,2009, the State of
Idaho accepted ENA's offer and issued SBPO 1309 to ENA which, "constitutes the State of
Idaho's acceptance of your signed offer (including any electronic bid submission), which
submission is incorporated herein by reference as though set forth in full." Little Aff., ,-r 17.
There are only two parties to SBPO 1309 - - the State of Idaho and ENA. Little Aff., ,-r 11 and
,-r 17. Because Syringa was not a party to the contract (SBPO 1309), it has no standing to claim
damages for the alleged breach of contract. See Wing v. Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 272.
688 P.2d 1172, 1177 (1984).
In the Wing v. Martin case, the Idaho Supreme Court held as follows:
It is axiomatic in the law of contract that a person not in privity
cannot sue on a contract. "Privity" refers to "those who exchange
the [contractual] promissory words are those to whom the
promissory words are directed. CALEMARI & PERILLO,
CONTRACTS § 17-1 (2d ed. 1977); see generally 4 CORBIN ON
CONTRACTS

§ 778 (1951). Here, plaintiffs-appellants are not

parties to the prior lease between Montierth and San Tan, and
hence they have no privity and cannot sue to enforce the terms of
that prior contract. A party must look to that person with whom he
is in a direct contractual relationship for relief, in the event that his
expectations under the contract are not met. Pierson v. Sewell,
97 Idaho 38, 45, 539 P.2d 590, 597 (1975); Minidoka County v.
Krieger, 88 Idaho 395, 399 P.2d 962 (1965); Coburn v. Firemen's
Fund Ins. Co., 86 Idaho 415,387 P.2d 598 (1963).
107 Idaho at 272.
Syringa and the State of Idaho did not exchange the contractual promissory words of
"offer" and "acceptance". No, that was done by ENA and the State ofIdaho. See Little Aff.,
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~~

11 and 17; see id. Exh. A, RFP § 6.3 provides: (Bidders will submit the following: One (I)

original of the proposer's technical proposal marked "Original". Must contain a signed and
completed State of Idaho Signature page. Signature Page is to be the first page of the
technical proposal.") Thus, because Syringa did not submit a signature page and is not in
privity with the State of Idaho, it has no standing to bring a breach of contract claim against the
IDA, it has no basis to seek preliminary injunctive relief, and its motion must be denied.

2.

Syringa's Count Two For Declaratory Relief - - Violation Of Idaho Code
§ 67-5726 By IDA, Gwartney And Zickau - - Is Fatally Defective And Fails
As A Matter Of Law.

In Count Two of the Complaint, Syringa seeks a declaratory jUdgment
judgment against the IDA
declaring that its award of the contract (SBPO 1308) to Qwest is void because employees
belief,I
Gwartney and Zickau of the IDA allegedly, based solely upon information and belief,1

violated Idaho Code § 67-5726(2) providing that, "No officer or employee shall influence or
attempt to influence the award of a contract to a particular vendor, or to deprive or attempt to
deprive any vendor of an acquisition contract," and violated Idaho Code § 67-5726(3) providing
that, "No officer or employee, shall conspire with a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its
agent shall conspire with an officer or employee, to influence or attempt to influence the award
of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to deprive a vendor of an acquisition award." See Comp.,
~~

63, 64 and 76. This claim fails for a number of reasons.
a.

There Is No Actual Or Justiciable Controversy.

As a general rule, a declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case where an actual
P .2d 988,
or justiciable controversy exists. Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516, 681 P.2d
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991 (1984), citing Brown v. Oregon State Bar, 293 Or. 446, 648 P.2d 1289 (1982); Kahin v.

Lewis, 42 Wash. 2d 897, 259 P
.2d 420 (1953); Washakie County School Dist. No.1 v. Herschler,
P.2d
606 P.2d 310 (Wyo. 1980). While the elements of an actual or justiciable controversy are not
subject to a mechanical standard, the United States Supreme Court summarized the pivotal
elements of a justiciable controversy in Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Haworth, 300 U.S. 227,
57 S. Ct. 461, 81 L.Ed. 617 (1937), as follows:
A "controversy" in this sense must be one that is appropriate for
.... A justiciable controversy is thus
judicial determination
determination....
distinguished from a difference or dispute of a hypothetical or
abstract character; from one that is academic or moot. ... The
controversy must be definite and concrete touching the legal
relations of parties having adverse legal interests. . .. It must be a
real and substantial controversy admitting of specific relief through
a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished from an
opinion advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical state
of facts.

Harris, 106 Idaho at 516, quoting Aetna Life Ins. Co., 300 U.S. at 240-41. The Harris court
adopted these criteria. Id.
Additionally, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that justiciability is generally divided
into subcategories - - advisory opinions, feigned and collusive cases, standing, ripeness,
mootness, political questions, and administrative questions. Miles v. Idaho Power Co.,
116 Idaho 635, 639, 778 P.2d 757,761 (1989); citing 13 WRIGHT, MILLER & COOPER, FEDERAL
PRACTICE & PROCEDURE: JURISDICTION, § 3529 (2d ed. 1984).

See Comp., ~ ~ 70, 71, 72 and 73. See Qwest's memorandum and reply in support of motion
to dismiss counts four and five.
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(1)

Syringa Has No Standing.

The Miles court held that, "A central foundation of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act
is the requirement of adverse parties." Id. at 642; citing Whitney v. Randall, 58 Idaho 49,
70 P.2d 384 (1937). For the parties to be in an adversarial position, they must have such a
personal stake in the outcome of the controversy that a meaningful representation and advocacy
of the issues is insured. !d. In order for a plaintiff to have standing to bring a declaratory
judgment action, the Idaho Supreme Court has clarified that:
Standing is a preliminary question to be determined by this court
of Ketchum,
before reaching the merits of the case. Young v. City ofKetchum,
137 Idaho 102, 104,44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002). The doctrine of
standing focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues
the party wishes to have adjudicated. Miles v. Idaho Power Co.,
116 Idaho 635, 641, 778 P.2d 757, 763 (1989). To satisfy the
requirement of standing, "litigants generally must allege or
demonstrate an injury in fact and a substantia11ike1ihood that the
judicial relief requested will prevent or redress the claimed injury."
Id. "The injury must be distinct and palpable and not be one
suffered alike by all citizens in the jurisdiction." Selkirk-Priest
rei Batt, 128 Idaho 831, 833-34, 919
Basin Ass 'n, Inc. v. State ex reI
P.2d 1032, 1034-35 (1996). There must also be a fairly traceable
causal connection between the claimed injury and the challenged
of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 402, 44 P.3d 1157
conduct. Young v. City ofKetchum,
(2002). An interest, as a concerned citizen, in seeing that the

government abides by the law does not confer standing. Id.
Troutner v. Kempthorn, 142 Idaho 389, 391, 128 P. 2d 926 (2006).

In the present case, Syringa cannot satisfy the prerequisite
prereqUisite to a declaratory
deelaratory judgment
action that there is an actual or justiciable controversy because it has no standing and Syringa's
claims are not ripe. See Miles, supra, 116 Idaho 640-43.
As discussed above, the facts are undisputed that Syringa is not a party to SBPO 01308
between the State of Idaho and Qwest. The facts are undisputed that Syringa is not a party to
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SBPO 01309 2 between the State ofldaho
ofIdaho and ENA. Therefore, not being in privity Syringa
cannot sue to challenge or enforce the terms of those contracts. See Wing v. Martin, supra,
107 Idaho at 272.
Furthermore, in order to qualify as a responsive proposerfbidder under RFP 02160, the
"Bidders must also have a service provider identification number from the Universal Service
Administration Company and be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount
program for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities." RFP 02160,

§ 3.2. Syringa was not a proposer/bidder to RFP 02160 because it did not submit a service
provider identification number from the Universal Service Administration Company to the State,
and it was not going to be the eligible vendor to participate in the Universal Service Fund
discount program for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities.
Indeed, this is acknowledged in Exhibit B of the Complaint as follows: "As the prime

contractor representing the lEN Alliance membership, ENA will be providing all billing
applicable under this contract. ENA is the lEN alliance member with the most experience
in the E-Rate program and will be responsible for all service billing." See Comp., Exh. B,
§ 9.3, pp. 279-80.
Hence, a declaratory judgment cannot be rendered in this case because there is no actual
or justiciable controversy existing between the IDA and Syringa. The Court simply cannot
entertain Syringa's claim for declaratory relief because it is seeking an opinion advising what the
law would be upon a hypothetical state of facts, i.e., that it is a party to SBPO 01309 and/or that

2

This point is admitted by Syringa and uncontested: "For the purpose of executing a contract,
ENA will be the contracting entity for the project ...."
.... " See Lowe Aff., ~ 15.
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it was a responsive bidder/offeror to RFP 02160. There plainly is no adversarial relationship
between the IDA and Syringa.
(2)

If A Bidder/Offeror, Syringa Lacks Standing And Ripeness Is
Absent Because Syringa Failed To Exhaust Administrative
Remedies.

Even assuming arguendo that Syringa was a bidder/offeror to RFP 02160, it has no
standing and no right to be before this Court because it failed to exhaust its administrative
remedies. "As a general rule, a party must exhaust administrative remedies before resorting to
of Idaho,
the court to challenge the validity of administrative acts." Lochsa Falls, LLC v. State ofIdaho,
147 Idaho 232, 237, 207 P.3d 963, 968 (2009), quoting KMST, LLC v. County ofAda,
ofAda,
138 Idaho 577, 583, 67 P.3d 56, 62 (2003) (citing Arnzen v. State, 123 Idaho 899, 906,
854 P.2d 242, 249 (1993)). The APA requires an exhaustion of the "full garnet" of
administrative remedies before judicial review may be sought. Id.; I.C. § 67-5271 (citations
case," which the APA
AP A
omitted). The AP
A governs if the issue at hand arose from a "contested case,"
APA
defines as "a proceeding by an agency ... that may result in the issuance of an order." Id.;

I.e. § 67-5240 (citation omitted).

The APA defines an order as "an agency action of particular

applicability that determines legal rights, duties, privileges, immunities, or other legal interests of
one (1) or more specific persons." Id.; I.C. § 67-5201(12) (citation omitted).
Furthermore, exhaustion of administrative remedies is a prerequisite to seeking judicial
review under the AP
APA:
A:
The doctrine of exhaustion serves important policy considerations,
including "providing the opportunity for mitigating or curing errors
without judicial intervention, deferring to the administrative
process established by the legislature and the administrative body,
and the sense of comedy for the quasi-judicial functions of the
administrative body." Consistent with these principals, courts infer
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that statutory administrative remedies implemented by the
legislature are intended to be exclusive.
Lochsa Falls, 147 Idaho at 239; Park v. Banbury, 143 Idaho 576,579, 149 P.3d 851, 853-854
.3d at 618, internal citations omitted); see also
(2006) (quoting Reagan, 140 Idaho at 724, 100 P
P.3d
Wheeler v. Idaho Transportation Dep't, 223 P. 3d 761 (2010) (the reviewing court acting in its
appellate capacity under IDAPA does not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the
weight of the evidence presented, and defers to the agency's findings of fact unless they are
clearly erroneous .... In other words, the agency's factual determinations are binding on the
reviewing court, even where there is conflicting evidence before the agency, so long as the
determinations are supported by substantial and competent evidence in the record (citation
omitted)))
The APA governs the issues of appeal raised in Syringa's Complaint regarding
RFP 02160 and the State ofIdaho's
ofldaho's multiple award ofSBPO 01308 to Qwest and SBPO 01309
to ENA. See I.C. § 67-5729 ("Only appeals conducted as contested cases pursuant to section 6767
5733(1)(c )(iii), Idaho Code, shall be subject to the judicial review provisions of chapter 52,
5733(1)(c)(iii),
title 67, Idaho Code), and see I.C. § 67-5733. The factual record is undisputed that Syringa did

AP A. See Burns Aff.,
not exhaust the administrative remedies in this matter provided under the APA.
~

11; see Aff. of 1.
J. Michael Gwartney,

~

67-5733(l)(a) (providing
9; see I.C. § 67-5729; see § 67-5733(1)(a)

within ten (10) working days any vendor shall notify in writing the administrator of the division
of purchasing of intention to challenge the specifications ... . An appeal conducted under the
provisions of this subsection shall not be a contested case and shall not be subject to judicial

3

Syringa did not initiate a contested case pursuant to I.C. § 67-5733, there is no agency record
to review, and therefore, this Court can not act in any appellate capacity under the APA.
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review under the provisions of chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code.); and see § 67-5733(1 )(c)
(providing a vendor whose bid is considered, within five (5) working days following receipt of
notice that he is not the lowest responsible bidder, apply to the director of the department of
administration for appointment of a determinations officer... . (3) Challenges or appeals
conducted pursuant to § 67-5733(1)(a), § 67-5733(1)(b), § 67-5733(1)(c)(i) or § 6767
5733(1)(
c )(ii), Idaho Code, shall not be considered to be a contested case as that term is defined
5733(1)(c)(ii),
in the administrative procedure act. An appeal conducted pursuant to section 67-5733(1)(c)(iii),
Idaho Code, shall be conducted as a contested case according to the provisions of chapter 52,
title 67, Idaho Code.).
Thus, Syringa has no standing, and ripeness of the administrative issue is absent, before
this Court due to Syringa's failure to exhaust the administrative remedies provided under the
APA. Consequently, Syringa cannot prevail on the merits of this claim, and this motion must be
denied.

3.

Syringa's Count Three For Declaratory Relief - - Violation of Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A - - Is Also Fatally Defective And Fails As A Matter Of Law.

In Count Three of the Complaint, Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the IDA
67-57l8A.
declaring that the award of SBPO 01308 to Qwest is void pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5718A.

See Compo ,-r 94. For each of the reasons discussed above demonstrating the failures of Count
Two, Syringa is prohibited factually and as a matter of law from pursuing this claim for
declaratory relief against the IDA as well.

a.

Syringa Has No Standing And The Issue Is Not Ripe Before This
Court.

In summary, Syringa is not in privity of contract regarding either SBPO 1308 between
the State of Idaho and Qwest, nor is it in privity of contract regarding SBPO 1309 between the
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State of Idaho and ENA. Furthennore, Syringa was not a responsive bidder pursuant to
Section 3.2 of RFP 02160, because unlike Qwest and ENA, it did not submit its service provider
identification number from the Universal Service Administrative Company and it was not
intended to be the vendor eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount program
for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities. Therefore, Syringa
cannot satisfy the standing requirement of a "personal stake" which requires not only a "distinct
palpable injury" but also a "fairly traceable" causal connection between the claimed injury and
the challenged conduct. See Miles, supra, 116 Idaho at 641.
Syringa's standing argument based upon the so called "Teaming Agreement", which is
nothing more than an agreement to agree upon something in the future, should be discarded by
the Court. Syringa has admitted, and ENA's proposal/offer in response to RFP 02160 confinns,
that Syringa was hypothetically supposed to be a sub-contractor to ENA if ENA was awarded the
entire lEN contract. See Comp., Exh. B; see Little Aff. Only then would ENA and Syringa enter
into a subsequent enforceable contract providing for the sub-contracted scope of work. Even
under that scenario, the IDA is never in privity of contract with Syringa. As a potential sub
subcontractor, Syringa has a risk that it will never be hired to do any work on the project if the prime
contractor is not chosen to do the scope of work that it wants to do. Just like in any other
construction project, if the owner's contract award to the general contractor does not tum out to
the desired benefit of the hopeful sub-contractor, there is no standing conferred upon the sub
subcontractor to bring a breach of contract cause of action or any other claim for relief.
Again, even if Syringa was a bidder/offeror in response to RFP 02160, which assertion is
contradicted by irrefutable evidence, then it lacks standing and there is no ripe issue for
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declaratory relief as asserted in Count Three because of Syringa's failure to exhaust its
administrative remedies under the AP
A. See infra., pp. 15-18.
APA.
The Idaho Supreme Court has addressed this exact situation of the generalized and
hypothetical claim being asserted by Syringa in the case Troutner v. Kempthorn, 142 Idaho 389,
128 P.3d 926 (2006), wherein it confirmed that, "An interest, as a concerned citizen, in seeing
that the government abides by the law does not confer standing." !d. at 391, citing Young v. City

of
Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102,44 P
.3d 1157 (2002). Syringa, as a limited liability company, is
ofKetchum,
P.3d
acting as no more than a representative of certain concerned citizens in asserting that the multiple
award to Qwest and ENA was not made in compliance with the provisions of Idaho Code §67
§675718A. Syringa has no standing to bring this declaratory relief action for an ostensible violation
of the multiple award statute.
Albeit Syringa has no standing, and the issue is not ripe before this Court, the IDA will
demonstrate the lack of merit of Syringa's arguments asserted under Idaho Code § 67-5718A.
(1)

RFP 02160 Involves The Purchase Of Same Or Similar
Technology Property And Services.

Syringa first argues that a multiple award of the scope of purchase called for by lEN
RFP 02160 to more than one vendor could not lawfully be made under Idaho Code § 67-5718A
because it would not be for the "same or similar" information technology property. Syringa's
technical attempt to split hairs should be rejected by the Court. Under RFP 02160, Section 3.2
(SCOPE OF PURCHASE), it is stated that, "the objective of the RFP, as stated in the executive
summary above, is to create a network environment that will meet the needs of K-12 distance
learning environment, as defined in 67-5745D, and passed by the Idaho Legislature. This will
include video services (Interactive and Streaming), Internet Services, and wide area data
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transport .... Only E-Rate eligible entities will apply for E-Rate discounts." See Little Aff.,
Exh. A, § 3;2. Section 3.2 further provides that, "Bidders must also have a service provider
identification number from the Universal Service Administration Company and be eligible to
participate in the Universal Service Fund discount program for telecommunications services
provided to the E-Rate eligible entities ...."
.... " ld. Section 5.1 [ME] E-RATE
E-RATE ELIGIBILITY,
provides that, "Qualifying schools and libraries as Voluntary Users may acquire Internet
Services through any contracts arising from this RFP. The Proposer must participate in the
Universal Service Administrative Company's telecommunications support programs for eligible
schools and libraries, and E-Rate discounts must apply." ld. Section 5.3 (PRICING, LENGTH
OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS), provides that, "Any resulting contract from this
solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers.,,4
providers."4 ld. Amendment Four (4) to RFP 01260,
provides that, "Any resulting contract from this solicitation may be awarded to up to four
providers. ,,5
The lEN project technology products and services specified in RFP 02160 for the buildout, implementation, maintenance, servicing, and billing for the lEN sites plainly involves the
"same or similar" property and technology services. Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308 between the
State of Idaho and Qwest and Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309 between the State of Idaho and

4

As discussed above, pursuant to I.e.
I.C. § 67-5733(1 )(a), Syringa failed to challenge the
specifications provided in § 5.3 for the multiple award. Moreover, Syringa does not qualify
as a bidder pursuant to the specifications called for in RFP 02160, § 3.2.

5

As discussed above, pursuant to I.C. § 67-5733(1)(a), Syringa failed to challenge the
specifications provided in § 5.3 for the multiple award. Moreover, Syringa does not qualify
as a bidder pursuant to the specifications called for in RFP 02160, § 3.2.
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ENA, has Qwest and ENA working hand-in-hand with Qwest as the general contractor for all
lEN network services and ENA as the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-Rate
Form 471. See Little Aff., Exhs. I and 1. Qwest and ENA are working in coordination to deliver
and support the lEN technical network services for the lEN sites. ld. The rest of the same or
similar technology products and services involving internet services, local access connections
and providers, routing equipment, video teleconferencing, and Federal E-Rate billings, are also
all done in coordination between Qwest and ENA. ld. Accordingly, Syringa's argument that the
multiple award is improper because RFP 02160 does not involve the purchase of "same or
similar" property is a red herring and irrelevant.

(2)

The Timing Of The IDA's Written Determination Is Not
Prejudicial To Syringa And Does Not Warrant Judicial Relief.

Syringa argues that the Court should declare void the award of SBPO 1308 to Qwest
under Idaho Code § 67-5725, because Burns, the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing of
the IDA, did not do a written determination pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5718A prior to the
award of the lEN contract to both Qwest and ENA. See Comp.,

~~

82, and 94. As stated in

Section 5.3 ofRFP 02160, and Amendment 4 ofRFP 02160, Syringa was clearly on notice of the
IDA's intent to do a multiple award contract for the lEN. Syringa never challenged this
specification. I.C. § 67-5733(1 )(a). Now, without any standing to do so, and sitting solely as a
disgruntled sub-contractor who had a mere expectation to get future lEN work, Syringa is
ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A. The Court, however,
attempting to raise a procedural violation ofldaho
should decline Syringa's improper invitation to remand this issue to the IDA based solely upon
this alleged procedural error.
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Significantly, on February 22, 2010, Burns made a written determination of the multiple
award justification pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5718A(1)(a) and § 67-5718A(1)(b). See Burns
Aff.,

~

12, Exh. A. Therefore, if the matter were remanded to the IDA on the basis of the

procedural error, the IDA would be free to adopt the substance of Burns' written determination
and again conclude that a multiple award is appropriate. This alleged procedural violation of the
statute has not caused Syringa any injury which judicial relief can rectify.
The case Winstar
Wins tar Comm., Inc. v. the United States, 41 Fed. Cl. 748,42 Cont. Cas. Fed.
(CCH) P 77,371 (1998), involved a similar legal issue as that presented in the case at bar and is
persuasive authority that can be relied upon by the Court. In Wins
tar, the United States General
Winstar,
Services Administration ("GSA") issued a solicitation for local telecommunications services for
federal agencies under a nationwide program known as the Metropolitan Area Acquisition
("MAA").
("MAN'). The program began with three cities, New York, San Francisco and Chicago. The
Request for Proposals ("RFP") for New York was issued on February 26, 1998. The Federal
ASA"),
Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-355, 108 Stat. 3243 ("F
("FASA"),
established a "preference for awarding, to the maximum extent practicable, multiple task or

Id. at 750-51; citing
delivery order contracts for the same or similar services or property." ld.
41 U.S.c. § 253h(d)(3) (1994). FASA also requires that regulations implementing the
preference "establish criteria for determining when award of multiple task or delivery order
contracts would not be in the best interest of the Federal Government." ld at 751. Pursuant to
F
ASA, the Federal Acquisition Regulation ("FAR") was amended to establish a preference
FASA,
scheme for making multiple awards of indefinite-quantity contracts under a single solicitation.

Id. at 752. Specifically, FAR 16.504(c)(1) provides that, ""...
... No separate written determination
ld.
to make a single award is necessary when the determination is contained in a written acquisition
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plan or when a class determination has been made in accordance with subpart 1.7." Id., citing
48 C.F.R. § 16.504(c)(1). The FAR lists six criteria for determining when multiple awards
should not be made. Id.
On November 26,1997, GSA, through its Office of the Federal Technology Service,
issued the Rate Quoting System ("RQS") initiating the first phase of the MAA program. Id.
at 753. The RQS states that GSA will award one indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity
("ID/IQ") task order contract under each metropolitan area RFP. None of the acquisition
planning documents predating the RQS discusses GSA's decision in this regard. Id. The
Contracts officer ("CO") did not prepare a written determination to make a single award prior to
the release of the RQS. Id. On February 26,1998, consistent with the RQS, section M.3.1. of
the New York RFP states that the government intends to award one ID/IQ contract for the New
York metropolitan area. Id. at 754. There was no document in the record predating the New
York RFP explaining GSA's decision to award a single contract, and the CO did not prepare a
written determination to make a single award pursuant to FAR 16.504(c)(1)
16.504(c)(1) prior to issuance of
the RFP. Id.
On June 4, 1998, WinsStar notified the government of its intent to protest the New York
RFP on four grounds, including its objection to GSA's decision to award only one ID/IQ
contract. Id. On June 5, 1998, before the due date for proposals, WinStar filed its complaint
with the Court of Federal Claims. On June 5, 1998, the day after receiving notice of WinStar's
intent to protest, the CO in charge of the New York MAA, prepared a "Determination that the
Indefinite-Quantity Contract is to be Awarded as a Single Award Contract for the New York
16.504(c)(1). Id. The CO's determination was subsequently revised
[MAA]" pursuant to FAR 16.504(c)(I).
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and restated in a declaration dated June 19, 1998, attached to the defendant's motion for
summary judgment. Id. at 755.
In addressing WinStar's contention that GSA's decision to award a single contract under
the New York RFP was procedurally invalid because it was made months before the CO
prepared the written determination, the Court found that FAR's requirements were not followed
in this case. Id. at 757-58. The Court noted that making the written determination over three
months after issuance of the RFP and one day after WinStar notified GSA of its intent to file a
protest gives the impression that the CO's determination was prepared to defend against
WinStar's protest rather than to impartially determine in the first instance whether multiple
awards are appropriate. Id. at 758. However, the Court provided that not every impropriety in
the procurement process warrants relief, and that a protester must show it has been prejudiced by
the impropriety. Id., citing Data Gen. Corp. v. Johnson, 78 F.3d 1556, 1562 (Fed. Cir. 1996);
see Central Ark. Maintenance, Inc. v. United States, 68 F.3d 1338, 1342 (Fed. Cir. 1995) ("only
a 'clear and prejudicial' violation of a procurement statute or regulation warrants relief'). The
Court held that the government's procedural violation of FAR 16.504(c)(1)
16.504(c)(1) has not caused
WinStar any injury which judicial relief can rectify. Id. at 758.
The Court reasoned that if the matter were remanded to the agency solely on the basis of
its procedural error, GSA would be free to adopt the substance of the CO's analysis and again
conclude that a single award is appropriate. Id. The Court found that was certain to occur since
GSA had strenuously argued throughout the proceedings that the CO's reasoning was sound. Id.
Therefore, the Court concluded that GSA's procedural violation of FAR 16.504(c)(1) is not
prejudicial, and any judicial intervention on the basis of the violation would be futile. Id., citing
Cubic Applications, Inc. v. United States, 37 Fed. Cl. 345,353 nA & 356-57 (1997) (declining to
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set aside contract award based on Army's untimely determination to override preference for
multiple awards of advisory and assistance contracts because "there is no reason to think [the
Army] would come to a different conclusion if the award were voided and the solicitation
reissued. ").
Similar to the holdings in WinStar and Cubic, in the instant case, the IDA's alleged
procedural error under Idaho Code § 67-5718A has not caused Syringa any injury which judicial
relief can remedy. Again, Syringa lacks standing in the first place. Secondly, the Administrator
of the Division of Purchasing has properly made a written determination pursuant to the
requirements of the multiple award statute which ratifies the IDA's decision to award
SBPO 01308 to Qwest and SBPO 01309 to ENA. See Bums Aff., Exh. A. Furthermore, even if
the matter were remanded to the IDA on the basis of this procedural error, the IDA would adopt
the substance of Bums' analysis and again conclude that the multiple award is appropriate. Id
Jd at
~

12. Therefore, just as was found in the WinStar case, this Court should conclude that the

IDA's alleged violation ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A
67-57l8A is not prejudicial to Syringa, and any judicial
intervention done upon such basis would be futile. Winstar, 41 Fed. Cl. at 758.
Thus, Count Three of the Complaint should be barred as a matter of law, and cannot
serve as a basis for preliminary injunctive relief.

4.

Syringa's Tortious Interference With Contract Claim Against IDA,
Gwartney And Zickau Is Fatally Defective And Fails As A Matter Of Law.

In Count Four of the Complaint, Syringa alleges that the State Defendants tortiously
interfered with an alleged agreement between ENA and Syringa by reason of the multiple award
ofSBPO 01308 to Qwest and SBPO 01309 to ENA and Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308 and
Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309. This tortious interference with contract claim is readily disposed
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of under the provisions of Idaho Code § 6-904 and § 6-905. Idaho Code § 6-904 (exceptions to
government liability) provides, in relevant part, that:
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the
course and scope of their employment and without malice or
criminal intent shall not be liable for any claim which:
1.
Arises out of any act or omission of an employee of
the governmental entity exercising ordinary care, in reliance upon
or the execution or performance of a statutory or regulatory
function, whether or not the statute or regulation be valid, ....
3.

Arises out of ... interference with contract rights.

I.C. § 6-904.
The Court presumes that the acts of the State Defendants were committed within the
scope of employment unless Syringa can rebut that presumption. See I.C. § 6-903(e) ("It shall be
a rebuttable presumption that any act or omission of an employee within the time and at the place
of his employment is within the course and scope of his employment and without malice or
criminal intent."). The Idaho Supreme Court has stated that:
An employee's conduct is within the scope of his employment if,
but only if: (a) the conduct is of the kind he is employed to
perform; and (b) the conduct occurs substantially within that
period of the day during which the employer has the right to
control the employee's conduct and within the general area or
locality in which the employee is authorized to work; and (c) the
employee's purpose is, at least in part, to further his employer's
business interest. If the employee acts from purely personal
motives which are in no way connected with his employer's
business interest, then the employee is not acting within the scope
of his employment.
DeBest
Richard J and Esther E. Wooley Trust v. DeB
est Plumbing, Inc., 133 Idaho 180,183,

983 P.2d 834, 837 (1999).
The allegations in Count Four of the Complaint state that the actions of Gwartney and
Zickau were committed while working for the IDA. See Compl.,
CompI.,

~~

97 - 104. Syringa has
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provided no evidence to rebut the presumption that the acts which constitute the alleged tortious
interference with contract were committed by Gwartney and Zickau within the scope of their
employment and without malice or criminal intent. See

I.e. § 6-903(e).

Plaintiffs tort claims

against the IDA, Gwartney and Zickau which rise out of interference with contract rights are
barred pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-904(1) and (3). Therefore, there is no likelihood of Syringa
prevailing on Count Four and it can not serve as a basis for injunctive relief.
B.

Even If Syringa Had Shown A Substantial Likelihood Of Success On The Merits, It
Has Not Shown Any Realistic Potential For Irreparable Harm.

In addition to the requirement that Syringa must be able to demonstrate a substantial
likelihood of success on the merits, Syringa must show that it will suffer irreparable harm if the
requested preliminary injunction is not entered. Brady, 130 Idaho at 572. Syringa cannot
possibly make this showing. Syringa contends in unfounded conclusory fashion that, "The
affidavit of Greg Lowe also makes it clear that the injury to Syringa is likely to be irreparable
and not curable by a money judgment." Plaintiffs Memo at 18, citing Lowe Aff.,

~~

31 - 33. In

the Verified Complaint, Syringa pleaded that its estimated damage is approximately $251,061
monthly; $3,012,732 annually; $15,063,660 over a five-year period; and $60,254,640 over a
twenty-year period. The terms ofSBPO 01308 to Qwest and SBPO 01309 to ENA are for a term
of five years. Thus, Syringa's alleged harm may be remedied by money damages.
It is well-known that harm that is readily compensable by money damages is not

"irreparable" and cannot support an award of preliminary injunctive relief. See Utah Power
& Light Co. v. Idaho Public Uti!. Comm'n., 107 Idaho 47,51 (1984); See, e.g., eBay, Inc. v.

Merc Exchange, LLC, 2006 WL 1310670 at *2 (U.S. Sup. Ct., May 15,2006).
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Syringa further argues that because its tort claim against the State Defendants is in excess
of the $500,000 cap contained in the Idaho Tort Claims Act, Idaho Code § 6-926, that in the
event of tort liability, such a maximum money judgment would be ineffectual. Plaintiffs
argument has no merit because Count Four of the Complaint should be dismissed pursuant to
Idaho Code § 6-904. Moreover, even if Syringa's tort claim could be presented under the Idaho
Tort Claims Act, Syringa would be bound by Idaho Code § 6-926 and could not argue around it
for the purpose of asserting irreparable harm.
C.

If The Court Enters A Preliminary Injunction, The Court Must Require Syringa To

Post An Appropriate Bond.
No preliminary injunction can take effect without a requirement for "the giving of
security by the applicant, in such sum as the court deems proper, for the payment of such costs
and damages including reasonable attorneys' fees to be affixed by the court, as may be incurred
or suffered by any party who is found to have been wrongfully enjoined or restrained."
I.R.C.P.65(c). One item of cost for which the giving of security is required is the cost, including
attorney fees, the enjoined party would incur in obtaining dissolution of the preliminary
e.g., Durrant v. Christensen, 117 Idaho 70, 73, 785 P.2d 634,637 (1990).
injunction. See, e.g,

Given the amounts pled as damages in the Complaint by Syringa, and the expensive nature of
this litigation, the State Defendants submit that a bond in the amount of $5 million would be
proper in this case.
IV.

CONCLUSION
Syringa has shown no grounds whatsoever for the entry of a preliminary injunction
against the State Defendants. The factual record is undisputed that Syringa is not in privity of
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contract with the State of Idaho, that it lacks standing, that it has failed to exhaust administrative
remedies if it was a bidder/offeror in response to RFP 02160, and that there is no actual or
justiciable controversy before this Court. Thus, because Syringa cannot satisfy its heavy burden
of proving entitlement to preliminary injunctive relief, Syringa's motion for order to show cause
must be denied.
RESPECTFULLY
RESPECTFULL
Y SUBMITTED THIS ~ day of March, 2010.
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY

ByJ~~J~
~
By
J~~J~
Merlyn W. Clark, I~--
ISB No. 26
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and

REPL Y BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
REPLY
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ORDER
TO SHOW CAUSE

official capacity as Chief Technology

Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.
______
_ _ _ _ _ _.---lI
-----------------------~
Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") submits this reply to the Idaho Department of
Administration ("DOA") Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Order to Show
Cause ("DOA Opposition").
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Clark

I.

INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE

Syringa's Motion and the DOA Opposition have presented the Court with an extensive
documentary record concerning the Idaho Education Network procurement. Syringa is providing
the following overview of that record because understanding that record is fundamental to the
legal analysis that follows.
DOA issued lEN Request for Proposals 02160 (the "lEN RFP") in December 2008. 1 To
K -12 students to
meet the goal of establishing a statewide network that would enable Idaho K-12
connect, utilize and interact with online resources (such as streaming video, interactive learning
websites and virtual instruction tools), the RFP sought proposals for a comprehensive solution2
from "an industry partner or partners" who would:
•

"design and implement the Idaho Education Network (lEN)."

•

"describe a business model that they will initiate to service the state of Idaho lEN
network."

•

"take the initiative in areas of network design, network management to include
operations, maintenance and accounting processes."

•

provide an '''end- to-end service support solution' and supporting network
architecture,,3

The comprehensive lEN solution envisioned by the lEN RFP required multiple
mUltiple
components to be addressed in responsive proposals. 4 As explained in more detail below, these
components fall into the following three general categories: (1) E-Rate and education services;
(2) middle mile connectivity; and (3) last mile connectivity. In their practical application, these
See Verified Complaint, 1f
11' 16, Exhibit A (lEN RFP).
See lEN RFP § 3.1 Executive Summary.
3 See lEN RFP § 3.2 Scope of Purpose ("Rather than defining a specific technology, architecture or network design,
the Department of Administration is providing broad guidelines only and relying on industry expertise to design and
propose a network capable of meeting these requirements.").
4 See lEN RFP § 3.5.2 Phase I Requirements. Vendors must provide "a detailed proposal for accomplishing the
requirements of Phase I (including, but not limited to: Last-mile connections, backbone network, Internet Access,
Related Equipment needs, Video Conferencing Equipment, Network operations and monitoring, Video operations
and monitoring)."
I

2
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categories arrange themselves into a pyramid with responsibility for E-Rate and education
services at the tip and broad-band connectivity at the base, as illustrated below:

/~
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/~:Ji.\\

\

Middle Mile
Connectivity

\

.,

~l_a_s_t

"

\
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Given the broad scope ofthe lEN Project, the lEN RFP encouraged potential vendors to
form partnerships for providing lEN services, stating, in section 3.3(b) that "Strong consideration
will be given to proposals that incorporate partnerships between multiple providers."s
providers.,,5 The lEN
RFP further required vendors to "explain their partnering plan within their RFP response.,,6
Notably, the lEN RFP does not require a proposal that incorporates partnerships to be signed by
all the partners or signed by a partnership entity.
While the lEN RFP noted the possibility of a multiple bidder award for the lEN Project 7,
it explicitly expressed a preference to award the contract to a single proposal that represented
"comprehensive partnerships".8 Consistent with the requirements ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A,
the lEN RFP clearly forbade vendors from bidding on a "particular section of the RFP.,,9 This
prohibition is noteworthy because the result ofthe Amended SBPOs is the same as ifENA bid
on one section ofthe RFP and Qwest bid on another.

See lEN RFP § 3.3 Required Qualifications.
See lEN RFP § 3.3 Required Qualifications.
7 See Affidavit of Mark Little ("Little Aff.") ~ 8, Exhibit E (RFP Amendment 4) "Any resulting contract from the
solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers." (emphasis added).
g See Little Aff. ~ 8, Exhibit E containing Answer to Question 1
I to the lEN RFP.
AtI ~ 8, Exhibit E containing Answer to Question 15 to the lEN RFP (emphasis in original).
9 See Little Aff.
5

6
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"'", ....
While the State reserves the right to make multiple awards, it is the
State's preference to choose a single response that represents
comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still provides a single
point of accountability.

***

As stated in the RFP, the State desires to partner with a total service
solution provider. Vendors interested in bidding on a particular
section of the RFP, are highly encouraged to work with a major
service provider partner or partners, in an effort to meet all of the
10
required specifications as set forth in this document. 10
Syringa and ENA responded jointly to the lEN RFP as the lEN Alliance. II As required
by the lEN RFP, the lEN Alliance Proposal clearly explained the partnership plan between
Syringa and ENA and also emphasized their collaboration.
ENA Services, LLC (ENA) and Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa),
responding jointly as the lEN Alliance ... We will refer to our
combined team as the lEN Alliance. . . . For the purpose of
executing a contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the
project with Syringa as the principal partner and prime supplier ....
Weare confident the proposal we have provided in response to this
RFP not only meets or exceeds the stated requirements, but captures
the spirit of collaboration and partnership the state is seeking. 12
Syringa and ENA each brought specific skills and areas of expertise to the lEN Alliance
Proposal. While certain components of the lEN Alliance Proposal involved contributions from
both partners, ENA generally provided the E-Rate and education content services while Syringa

provided middle mile connectivity 13 and the ability to deliver last mile connectivity14 through its
members and other local providers. The following table demonstrates how the lEN Alliance
ENA and Syringa to respond to the lEN RFP.
Proposal combined the capabilities of ENA

See Little Aff.1I 8, Exhibit E containing Answer to Questions I and 15 to the lEN RFP (emphasis in original).
See Verified Complaint, 11 27, Exhibit B (lEN Alliance Proposal). The top of each page of the 304 page technical
proposal submitted by the lEN Alliance conspicuously contains both the Syringa and ENA logos.
12 See lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 1-2.
13 The "middle mile" is the segment of a telecommunications network linking a network operator's core network to
the local network plant, typically in the local company's central office, to provide access to the last mile.
14 The "last mile" is the fmalleg of delivering connectivity from a communications provider to a customer. This
final leg can be from the central office to the customer premises or from a point of presence (access point) to the
customer premises. The actual distance of this leg may be considerably more than a mile, especially in rural areas.
10

II
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Syrin2a (Connectivity)
Syrinea

ENA (E-Rate & Education Services)
•

•

•

•

•

An E-Rate eligible entity with a service
provider identification number from
USAC.
USAc. 15
Experience in the proper administration
of E-Rate federal funding and ability to
provide related training to the State and
Idaho school districts.
Experience with managing broadly
deployed
multi-carrier
statewide
education networks. 16
Experience with coordinating school
bell schedules with interactive learning
courses and providing educational
17
courses.17
content for those courses.
Ability to provide training to Idaho
school districts regarding distance
learning educational software and
programs. 18

•

Extensive fiber backbone throughout
southern Idaho. 19

•

Extensive IP connectivity including L3,
TWTC, Cogent, and 360 Networks. 20

•

Extensive experience designing and
building high performance networks to
support applications such as distance
learning.

•

Experience with managing broadly
deployed
multi-carrier
statewide
networks for enterprise customers. 221\

•

Operates the most extensive MPLS
network in Idaho. 22

•

Provides last mile connectivity for rural
Idaho through twelve ILEC member
owners and other vendors including
Qwest, CableOne, Frontier, Verizon,
etc?3

The proposals submitted in response to the IEN RFP were scored by an independent
committee of technically qualified individuals from State government selected by DOA. The
IEN Alliance Proposal was ranked as the highest rated, lowest cost proposal. 24 Despite this
ranking, on January 20, 2009, DOA stated its intent to award the IEN contract to ENA and to

15
\5 See lEN RFP § 3.2 Scope of Purpose; see lEN Alliance Proposal, p. 107 ("ENA is the lEN Alliance member with
the most experience in the E-Rate program and as the contracting entity, ENA will take responsibility for
coordinating the E-Rate process.").
16
\6 See lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 209-213.
17 See lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 214.
18 See lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 209-220 for a full summary of EN
A's qualifications and experience.
ENA's
19 See lEN RFP § 9.1 Proposer's Backbone; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 153-164 (describing backbone) and p.
220 ("Syringa Networks owns and operates diverse routed fiber optic backbone telecommunications networks in
Idaho. This network consists of over 1,300 route miles of fiber-optic cable.").
(describing fiber connections).
20 See lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 153-164 (describing backbone) and pp. 220-21
220-2 1(describing
21 See lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 220-23 for a full summary of Syringa's qualifications and experience.
22 See lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 153-164 (describing backbone).
23 See lEN Alliance Proposal, p. 220.
24 See Affidavit of Greg Lowe ("Lowe Aff.") ~ 17, Exhibit 4 (Letter of Intent). The lEN Alliance Proposal received
856 total points and the Qwest Proposal received 635 total points.
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Qwest. 25
The lEN award started with two virtually identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders
("SBPOs") on January 28,2009 (SBP01308 to Qwest and SBPOl309
SBP01309 to ENA26) which
contemplated ENA and Qwest each providing the full spectrum of services requested by the lEN
RFP (i.e., each providing (1) E-Rate and education services; (2) middle mile connectivity; and
(3) last mile connectivity), illustrated as follows:

Less than a month later, DOA issued amended SBPOs (1308-01 to Qwest and 1309-01 to
ENA)27 (collectively, "Amended SBPOs") that were no longer identical. The Amended SBPOs
eliminated Syringa as ENA's "principal partner and supplier" and substituted Qwest in its place
as illustrated below.

See Lowe Aff. '\117,
'Il17, Exhibit 4 (Letter of Intent).
See Lowe Aff.
Aff '\121,
'Il21, Exhibits 5 and 6 (SBPOs).
27 See Lowe Aff. '\122,
'Il22, Exhibits 7 and 8. (Amended SBPOs).

25

26
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The effect ofthe Amended SBPOs is to divide the property and services solicited by the
lEN RFP into two separate and mutually exclusive categories and require ENA and Qwest to
cooperate rather than to compete?8 These Amended SBPOs are the object of Syringa's Motion
for Order to Show Cause because the multiple bid award statute, Idaho Code § 67-5718A,
requires competition for the provision of same or similar property and services while the
Amended SBPOs require cooperation in the provision of dissimilar property and services.

II.
A.

ARGUMENT

An Order to Show Cause is the Appropriate Vehicle for the Declaratory
Judgment Issues Presented by Count Three of the Verified Complaint.

While DOA asserts it is improper for Syringa to move the Court for an order show cause,
rather than a motion for temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction, DOA cites no
Idaho law to support its asserted position?9 Syringa chose to file a motion for order to show
cause to address specific issues pertaining to Count Three of Syringa's Verified Complaint,
which requests declaratory relief. Seeking an order to show cause is consistent with Idaho's
Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act which states:
Further relief based on a declaratory judgment or decree may be
granted whenever necessary or proper. . . . If the application be
deemed sufficient, the court shall, on reasonable notice, require any
adverse party whose rights have been adjudicated by the declaratory
judgment or decree, to show cause why further relief should not be
granted forthwith. 3o
The only condition precedent to the issuance of an order to show cause is that the moving
party establishes a prima facie case for its requested relief See IRCP 6(a) ("If the court finds
that an application makes a prima facie showing for an order commanding a person to do or

'\! 22, Exhibits 7 and 8 (stating Qwest and ENA will work in "coordination" and that the State
28 See Lowe Aff. '1/22,
considers Qwest and ENA "equal partners.").
29 See DOA Opposition, p. 2.
30 See Idaho Code § 10-1208.
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refrain from doing specific acts ... the court shall enter an order to show cause to the opposing
party to comply with the request or show cause before the court at a time and place certain why
such order should not be entered.") (emphasis added).
Syringa has made the following prima facie showing, as set forth below and in Syringa's
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Order to Show Cause ("Syringa Memorandum"): (1)
Syringa has standing to challenge the legality of the Amended SBPOs; (2) DOA violated Idaho
procurement law in issuing the Amended SBPOs; and (3) the failure to restrain DOA will result
in waste or great or irreparable injury to Syringa, or render a judgment in favor of Syringa
ineffectual. Because DOA has failed to rebut the prima facie showing made by Syringa, the
Court should grant Syringa's Motion and issue the order to show cau0

B.

Syringa Has Standing Because the Issuance of the Amended SBPOs by DOA
in Violation of the Law Caused Particularized Harm to Syringa.

A generalized grievance suffered by all taxpayers and citizens alike does not confer
standing under Idaho law. Rather, "the plaintiff must set forth sufficient evidence of an injury in
fact, uncommon to other similarly situated taxpayers, wherein they would acquire personal stake
in the outcome of the controversy." Scott v. Buhl Joint School District, 123 Idaho 779, 781, 852
P.2d 1376, 1378 (1993). As further explained by the Idaho Supreme Court:
The essence of the standing inquiry is whether the party seeking to
invoke the court's jurisdiction has "alleged such a personal stake in
the outcome of the controversy
. . . ."
. " As refined by subsequent
controversy.
reformation, this requirement of "personal stake" has come to be
understood to require not only a "distinct palpable injury" to the
plaintiff, but also a "fairly traceable" causal connection between
the claimed injury and the challenged conduct.

Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 641, 778 P.2d 757, 763 (1989); see also Scott v. Buhl

t this early stage in litigation, the parties are at the beginning of the discovery process and have not yet taken
epositions. If the Court issues the order to show cause, Syringa anticipates the parties will need to complete further
discovery and take depositions to prepare for the show cause hearing.
31
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Joint School District, 123 Idaho 779,852 P.2d 1376,1383 (1993) (providing an example of

"specified and peculiar injury" that also involved a public contract and holding that because the
Scotts submitted a bid for a public contract and were denied the contract, they did "not bring a
generalized grievance suffered by all citizens and taxpayers, but instead brought a grievance
particular to them.").
DOA asserts "Syringa, as a limited liability company, is acting no more than a
representative of certain concerned citizens in asserting that the multiple award to Qwest and
ENA was not made in compliance with the provisions ofIdaho Code 67-5718A.,,32 DOA fails to
address whether, like the plaintiffs in Scott v. Buhl,
Buh/, Syringa has alleged a grievance particular to
it that is distinct from every other Idaho citizen.
The standing arguments raised by DOA lack merit. Syringa's standing is not based on
being a "hopeful" or "potential" sub-contractor to ENA but on being an essential and required
part ofthe proposal explicitly requested by the RFP. Syringa and ENA executed a Teaming
Agreement, partnered to submit the lEN Alliance Proposal, and described their partnering plan,
including the responsibility of Syringa to provide middle and last mile connectivity.33 Because
DOA accepted the lEN Alliance Proposal, and then chose to amend the SBPOs to cut Syringa
out of the lEN Project, Syringa suffered harm particularized to the DOA's actions and has a
direct stake in challenging the legality of the Amended SBPOs under Idaho procurement law.
1.

Syringa Has a Personal Stake in the lEN Project Based on the
Teaming Agreement.

On January 7,2009, Syringa entered into a Teaming Agreement with ENA for the
purpose of responding to the lEN RFP. 34 The Teaming Agreement provided that ENA would be

See DOA Opposition, p. 19.
See supra pp. 4-5.
34 See Lowe Aff. ~ 14, Exhibit 2.
32
33
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the prime contractor for the lEN Project, and ENA and Syringa would each have specific
35

responsibilities should ENA be awarded a contract for the lEN Project. 35 If ENA was awarded a
contract for the lEN Project, the parties agreed to "execute a partnership agreement" that would
"include any appropriate flow-down provisions or other appropriate terms" as set forth in the
lEN contract. 36
DOA misrepresents the substance and purpose of the Teaming Agreement. 37 When the
State accepted the lEN Alliance Proposae 8 and awarded ENA a contract (SBP01309) for the
lEN Project, the Teaming Agreement obligated ENA and Syringa to abide by the terms of both
the Teaming Agreement and the lEN Alliance Proposal. To the extent privity of contract is
relevant, Syringa has privity with a winning bidder for the lEN Project and a personal stake in
the performance ofSBP01309.
Further, Idaho law does not support DOA's contention that the Teaming Agreement is
merely an agreement to agree. A contract is unenforceable and deemed an agreement to agree
where the parties "leave a material term for future negotiations"-i.e. the future agreement is a
condition precedent to the contract. Maroun v. Wyreless Systems, Inc., 141 Idaho 604, 614, 114
P.3d 974, 984 (2005). The Teaming Agreement left no material terms to future negotiations.
Whether the lEN award was made solely to ENA or also to additional vendors as a multiple
bidder award was not material to the Teaming Agreement-in either case, ENA received an
award for the lEN Project, which bound ENA and Syringa to their contract. The only condition
precedent to the Teaming Agreement, the award of a contract to ENA for the lEN Project, was

Lowe Aff. ~ 14, Exhibit 2 § 3(b)-(c).
Lowe Aff. ~ 14, Exhibit 2 § 3(a).
37 DOA Opposition, p. 18.
38 See lEN RFP, § 2.0 Defmitions, which defines "Contract" as "The agreement between the Contractor and the
State. Contract shall be comprised of the Proposer's proposal in its entirety, the Request for proposal document
and all attachments either written or electronic ..."
..." (emphasis added).
35

36
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an objective event not dependant on future negotiations. See, e.g., McCulley Fine Arts Gallery v.

"X" Partners, 860 S.W.2d 473, 477-78 (Tex. App. 1993) (contrasting an unenforceable contract
where essential terms are left open for future negotiations with a contract that becomes
enforceable by the occurrence of an objective condition precedent to performance).

2.

Syringa Has a Personal Stake in the lEN Project Based on the lEN
Alliance Proposal.

DOA asserts, in direct conflict with Idaho Supreme Court precedent, most notably Scott
v. Buhl Joint School District, 123 Idaho 779, 852 P.2d 1376 (1993), a contract let by the state in
violation oflaw can only be challenged by a bidder for the contract. Standing to challenge
government contract awards under Idaho law does not tum on whether the plaintiff is a bidder,
but on the existence of particularized harm to the plaintiff. Syringa has standing to challenge the
amendments to the SBPOs because it suffered a particularized harm caused by DOA's actions
and because it is in privity with ENA, as successful bidder the bidder for the lEN RFP.
DOA further asserts Syringa has no standing unless it individually qualifies under each
and every part of the RFP, including obtaining a USAC service provider number for E-Rate
Federal funding. This position is not only inconsistent, it is directly contrary to the lEN RFP.
Pursuant to the lEN RFP, "Strong consideration will be given to proposals that incorporate
partnerships between multiple providers.,,39 If each partner to a collaborative proposal was
individually required to meet all components of the lEN RFP, the purpose of the partnerships
solicited by the RFP would be defeated. Both Syringa and ENA contributed specific skills and
expertise to the lEN Alliance Proposal that combined to provide the highest rated, end-to-end
lEN solution. Based on the Teaming Agreement and the lEN Alliance Proposal, Syringa has
standing to challenge the legality of the Amended SBPOs.

39

lEN RFP § 3.3 Required Qualifications.

II
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C.

DOA is Acting in Violation of the Law.

1.

Because the Amended SBPOs were Not for Same or Similar Property
and Defeat the Competitive Purpose of Multiple Bidder Awards,
Awards. they
were Issued in Violation of Idaho Procurement Law.

DOA awarded the lEN Project to ENA and Qwest as a multiple bidder award under
Idaho Code § 67-5718A. Under that statute, a multiple bidder award may only be made to
furnish the same or similar property where more than one contractor is necessary: (I) to furnish
types and quantities needed; (2) to provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition; or (3) to
enable agencies to acquire property which is compatible with property previously acquired.
Multiple bidder award contracts allow the State to acquire the same or similar property
from a choice of multiple vendors.

This offers an effective way for the multiple vendors

awarded the contract to compete on "price, availability, support services and delivery" and the
State to benefit from the most competitive pricing and services. 4o Although the initial SBPOs
awarded on January 28, 2009 would have permitted Idaho schools, libraries and agencies to
choose either ENA (with Syringa providing its services pursuant to the Teaming Agreement and
lEN Alliance Proposal) or Qwest as their vendor for the lEN Project after comparing their
respective prices, services and other relevant criteria, the Amended SBPOs issued on February
26, 2009 cut off all competition between the vendors. As set forth above and in the Syringa
Memorandum,41 the Amended SBPOs divided the services and property requested by the lEN
RFP into two, separate and mutually exclusive categories of work and required ENA and Qwest
to be "equal partners" instead of competitors in violation of Idaho procurement law.
In its attempt to sidestep whether the Amended SBPOs were for the "same or similar
property", DOA actually supports Syringa's position that the Amended SBPOs require the

40
41

See Idaho Code § 67-5718A(3).
See Syringa Memorandum pp. 5-12.
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recipients of the lEN multiple bidder award to cooperate rather than to compete, contrary to the
requirements ofIdaho Code §67-5718A by stating:
Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308 between the State of Idaho and Qwest
and Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309 between the State of Idaho and
ENA working hand-in-hand with Qwest as the general contractor for
all lEN network services and ENA as the Service Provider . . . .
Qwest and ENA are working in coordination to deliver and support
the lEN technical network services for the lEN sites. 42
The Amended SBPOs divide the work for the lEN Project between ENA and Qwest. By
doing this, DOA is requiring ENA and Qwest to provide different property and services, for
which there is not competition, contrary to competitive purpose of multiple bidder awards under
Idaho Code § 67-5718A. In short, the Amended SBPOs were issued in violation ofIdaho
procurement law.
2.

Because DOA Failed to Make a Written Determination in Compliance
with Idaho Code § 67-5718A, the Amended SBPOs were Issued in
Violation of Idaho Procurement Law.

DOA ignored the law and ignored the procedural process proscribed by Idaho Code § 67
67c)(2), when it failed to make the requisite written determination prior to issuing the
5718A( 1)(
1)(c)(2),
multiple bidder award. Had DOA made a written determination showing that making multiple
awards of the lEN contract would satisfy one or more criteria set forth in Idaho Code §
5718A(1), it might then have completed the important process of ensuring the multiple awards
and subsequent amendments complied with Idaho law. Omission ofthis simple, analytical step
may have been the genesis of the problem that has led to this litigation.
DOA argues it can correct its procedural error by making a new written determination. In
Winstar Comm., Inc. v. United States, 41 Fed.Cl. 748 (1998), cited by DOA, the court
overlooked an agency's procedural error in failing to make a timely written determination, but

42

See DOA Opposition pp. 20-21 (emphasis added).
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found the agency's substantive underlying analysis for the determination to violate federal law.
Even if the Court overlooks the improper timing of the DOA's written determination, it will, like
the court in Winstar, find substantive error in the DOA decision to make a multiple award in
violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A.
D.

No Administrative Remedies Apply to Syringa.

Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) states a bidder has "five (5) working days following receipt of
notice that he is not the lowest responsible bidder" to challenge the contract award by applying
"to the director of the department of administration for appointment of a determinations officer."
While DOA asserts Syringa failed to exhaust its administrative remedies by not protesting the
initial award to ENA and to Qwest, neither Syringa, ENA nor the lEN Alliance ever received
notification that it was not the lowest responsible bidder.
In a letter dated January 20, 2009, DOA notified bidders of its intent to award contracts
for the lEN Project to ENA and to Qwest. 43 The Letter ofIntent
oflntent clearly stated the proposal
submitted by ENA had been awarded the highest score. Because ENA was the bidding and
contracting party for the lEN Alliance Proposal, and Syringa was in privity with ENA under
Teaming Agreement, Syringa had no duty or desire44 to challenge the award.
The multiple awards to ENA and Qwest on January 28,2009, positioned the lEN
Alliance team to compete with Qwest for providing their respective end-to-end lEN solution to
individual school districts and agencies. This Motion does not involve a bid protest brought by a
disappointed bidder or a challenge to the specifications of the RFP. Rather, Syringa challenges
the amendments to the SBPOs that divide the work between ENA and Qwest and exclude
Syringa.

43
44

'1117, Exhibit 4 (Letter ofIntent).
See Lowe Aff. '\117,
'1118.
See Lowe Aff. '\118.
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E.

Failure to Restrain DOA from Enforcing the Amended SBPOs Will Result in
Great or Irreparable Injury to Syringa.

The unrebutted Affidavit of Greg Lowe describes how Syringa will suffer great or
irreparable injury ifDOA is not restrained from enforcing the Amended SBPOs:
The Amended SBPOs effectively transfer this annual [$600,000.00]
revenue stream from Syringa to Qwest for at least five years and
potentially twenty years. This lEN cash flow will be used by Qwest
to build and enhance its "backbone" in Idaho with increased
bandwidth and fiber and to enter those parts of the state where
Syringa and/or its members have been the only telecommunications
provider using fiber optic cable.
Syringa will never be able to recover from an extreme and
potentially irreparable competitive disadvantage if the Amended
SBPOs are allowed to continue and remain unrestrained so that
Qwest will be able, with the assistance of federally assisted funds
and income exceeding $500,000 per month from the lEN Project, to
enter markets currently served by Syringa. 45
This sworn, unrebutted testimony by Greg Lowe demonstrates the irreparable harm to
Syringa and is clearly sufficient to make Syringa's prima facie showing on this issue.
F.

The Bond Amount for a Preliminary Injunction is not Material to the Motion
for Order to Show Cause.

DOA states that if the Court enters a preliminary injunction, an appropriate bond amount
would be $5 million. 46 The amount of bond is not properly framed before the Court. Should the

Court grant the Motion, this issue should be argued at the subsequent show cause hearing.
III.

CONCLUSION

Syringa has established a prima facie showing that it is entitled to the relief demanded.
DOA should therefore be enjoined from acquiring further services or property for the lEN
pursuant to the Amended SBPOs or from otherwise directing ENA to select Qwest as the
exclusive telecommunications supplier for the lEN Project.

45
46

Lowe Aff.1[1[ 31and 32.
DOA Opposition, p. 28.
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DATED this 5th day of April 2010.

/l
/

By:
DAVID R. LOMBAR
Attorneys for Plaintiff

By:

KMBERN. DINA
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
.y..

I hereby certify that on this ~ day of April, 2010, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HA
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. of
Administration; J.
ofAdministration;
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ax (954-5210)

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
~Fax(395-8585)
~Fax(395-8585)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
P.o.
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~Fax (385-5384)

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail

\

\

David R. Lombardi
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ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
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vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
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Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") respectfully submits this
Joinder in Defendants the Idaho Department of Administration, Michael ("Mike") Gwartney, and
Jack G. ("Greg") Zickau's (collectively, "State Defendants") Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for
Order to Show Cause.
1.

Qwest joins the Memorandum Opposition to Plaintiff s Motion for Order to Show

Cause filed by the State Defendants for all the reasons stated by the State Defendants.
2.

In addition, Qwest asserts that Plaintiff cannot show a substantial likelihood of

success on the merits of its claims for all the reasons stated in Qwest's Motion to Dismiss.
3.

Qwest further states that the Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause is

improperly styled as a motion to show cause pursuant to I.R.C.P. 6(c)(2)(A). The motion seeks a
preliminary injunction, should be deemed to be a motion for preliminary injunction brought
under I.R.C.P. 65, and should be considered under the strict standards set forth in that rule,
65(c)
including without limitation Rule 65(
c) (no injunction without applicant giving security for costs
and damages, including attorney fees, for wrongful restraint).
4.

Qwest also objects to Plaintiffs attempt to misapply Idaho Code § 10-1208,

which entitles petitioner to "further relief based on a declaratory judgment or decree." (emphasis
added). Thus a party is entitled to "further relief' only if the adverse party's "rights have been
adjudicated by the declaratory judgment or decree," i.e., after trial. Id. Because no rights have
yet to be adjudicated, Plaintiff cannot invoke this statutory provision at the opposite end of the
lawsuit.
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5.

Qwest requests that Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause and request for a

preliminary injunction be denied.
RESPECTFULL
Y SUBMITTED this 6th day of April, 2010.
RESPECTFULLY

Stephen . U'homas, ISB No. 2326
MOFFATT, HOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srt@moffatt. com
B. Lawrence Theis (Pro Hac Vice)
Steven J. Perfrement (Pro Hac Vice)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
larry. theis@hro.com
steven.perfrement@hro.com
steven.perjrement@hro.com
Attorneys for Defendant Qwest Communications
Company, LLC
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1600 Division St., Suite 700
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COMES NOW the above-named Defendants Idaho Department of Administration,

1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau, by and through their counsel of record,
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and move that the Court strike Plaintiffs Motion for
Order to Show Cause or, in the alternative, Convert Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause
to a Rule 65 proceeding.
As set forth in more detail in the Memorandum in support of this motion, filed
concurrently herewith, Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause is a procedurally improper
attempt to circumvent the requirements of Rule 65 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and
improperly avoid the high burden established by the rules for the granting of a preliminary
injunction.
Because it is procedurally defective, Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause should
be stricken in its entirety or, in the alternative, converted to a proceeding under Rule 65 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

DATED THIS

~f

April, 2010.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By~~~~~~==~~~~
__________
By
::--:--h~~-:---=-==~~=-=-=------
M
Steve . Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Plaintiff') filed its Verified Complaint on December
15,2009. On February 23,2010, Plaintiff filed a Motion for Order to Show Cause ("Show
Cause Motion"), together with a Memorandum in Support, and noticed it for hearing on April 13,
2010. Defendants Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau, (collectively, "State Defendants"), filed a Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause on March 19,2010, and Plaintiff
replied on April 5,2010.
II.
ARGUMENT

By its Show Cause Motion, Plaintiff seeks an order from the court granting a preliminary
injunction restraining the State Defendants from acting pursuant to the purchase orders issued in
connection with the awarding of contracts for the Idaho Education Network Project. Rather than
seek a preliminary injunction or temporary restraining order through the well-established

procedures under LR.C.P. Rule 65, however, Plaintiff attempts to circumvent the strict
requirements of Rule 65 by requesting an Order to Show Cause under LR.C.P. Rule 6(c). In
essence, by this procedural maneuvering, Plaintiff appears to be attempting to improperly shift
its burden onto the shoulders ofthe State Defendants and to improperly avoid the requirement in
Rule 65(
c) for the posting of security by the applicant for injunctive relief. Because allowing
65(c)
this maneuver would essentially render the strict requirements of Rule 65 ineffectual, this Court
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should strike Plaintiffs Show Cause Motion or, in the alternative, simply convert Plaintiffs
proposed motion to what it really ought to be - a proceeding under Rule 65.
Plaintiff seeks a Preliminary Injunction to enjoin DOA "from acquiring further services
or property for the [Idaho Education Network] Project" pursuant to the purchase orders issued in
connection with that project. Show Cause Motion at 2. It is undisputed that the burden for
establishing the right to a preliminary injunction rests squarely on the shoulders of the party
seeking injunctive relief. Moreover, the burden is substantial: "a preliminary mandatory
injunction is granted only in extreme cases where the right is very clear and it appears that
irreparable injury will flow from its refusal." Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 518,681
P.2d 988, 993 (1984) (emphases added).
An order to show cause, in contrast, can issue upon the mere demonstration of a prima

facie case, and the result of such an order is a requirement that the opposing party "show cause
before the court ... why such order should not be entered." LR.C.P.6(c)(2).
I.R.C.P.6(c)(2). See Fuller v.
Fuller, 101 Idaho 40, 42, 607 P
.2d 1314, 1316 (1980) (order to show cause is "simply a notice of
P.2d

motion ... in the nature of a citation to a party to appear at a stated time and place and to show
why the requested relief should not be granted"). An order to show cause thus places the burden
on the opposing party upon a mere prima facie showing by the party seeking the order; in other
words, it switches the usual presumption that the party who seeks a court order commanding an
opposing party to take an action or refrain from taking an action must meet a high burden. For
this reason, this procedural mechanism is typically reserved for situations in which a judgment or
decree against the opposing party has already been entered, such as child support matters, to
which the vast majority of Rule 6(c) is addressed. If that were not the case, an order to show
cause could be used in connection with the seeking of a preliminary junction prior to any
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S
Il'J"
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previous judgment or decree from the court, and the high bar for injunctive relief would
effectively be rendered superfluous. Instead, a party seeking injunctive relief could, upon a mere
prima facie case, require the opposing party to demonstrate why relief should not be ~'Tanted,
effectively shifting the burden, as Plaintiff seeks to do here.
Plaintiffs discussion of the relative burdens illustrates the objective of its procedural
maneuvering. Plaintiff acknowledges that the burden for establishing the right to injunctive
relief rests squarely with the party seeking the relief. See Plaintiffs Memo. in Support
("Plaintiffs Memo.") at 14, citing Harris, 106 Idaho at 518,681 P.2d at 993. Plaintiff also
points out that a party seeking an order to show cause has the much lower burden of establishing
only a prima facie case. Plaintiffs Memo. at 14. Plaintiff then gives the game away, however,
w ]hether the evidence is sufficient to satisfy the
of"[w]hether
by asserting that the determination of"[
requirements for a preliminary injunction" should be determined at the show cause hearing.
Plaintiffs Memo. at 15.
Plaintiffs goal is apparent: it would have a preliminary injunction determination made at
a show cause hearing, thus improperly transposing an inquiry under which it would shoulder a
heavy burden into a proceeding in which the burden would be improperly hoisted onto the State
Defendants. This is inconsistent with the well-settled requirements for granting injunctive relief
and would essentially render those requirements impotent. Indeed, if Plaintiffs attempted
procedural maneuver were allowed, no sensible party seeking injunctive relief would ever bother
with the traditionally taxing Rule 65 route, but would instead opt for the much gentler Rule 6(c)
path. Should the bar to injunctive relief be so dramatically lowered, an explosion of preliminary
injunctions would likely follow, contrary to the well-accepted notion that such relief is reserved
only for "extreme" cases. Harris, 106 Idaho at 518, 681 P.2d at 993.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S
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Plaintiff also muddies the waters by attempting to conflate the requirements under Rules
65(e) and 6(c) by suggesting that the requirements of Rule 6(c) are somehow incorporated into or
65( e). See Plaintiffs
contemplated by the requirements for a preliminary injunction under Rule 65(e).
Memo. at 14. Contrary to Plaintiffs assertion, the "prima facie" showing required for an order
to show cause under rule 6(c) is not addressed by Rule 65(e). Rather, Rule 65(e) sets forth the
grounds on which a preliminary injunction may be granted, and it says nothing at all about a
prima facie case. This is likely because establishing a prima facie case is far from establishing
the "very clear" right to injunctive relief that must be demonstrated by the party seeking a
preliminary injunction. Harris, 106 Idaho at 518, 681 P.2d at 993.
Plaintiffs argument, in reply, that the State Defendants have failed to cite a single case
supporting the assertion that Plaintiffs maneuvering is procedurally improper may be technically
correct, but it is actually misleading. See Plaintiffs Reply Brief ("Plaintiffs Reply") at 7.

The

State Defendants have found no case law addressing the use of an order to show cause to obtain a
preliminary injunction at all. Contrary to Plaintiffs implication, this is likely because the
procedural path advocated by Plaintiff has never been taken. Court orders to show cause are
simply a different procedural species than temporary restraining orders and preliminary
injunctions. Indeed, despite briefing the issue twice before this Court, Plaintiff has not cited a
single authority suggesting that its procedural machination is proper, is contemplated by the rules
of civil procedure or condoned by the courts, or has even been attempted before - let alone used
successfully.
The only authority that Plaintiff attempts to muster in support actually undermines its
argument. Plaintiff asserts that seeking an order to show cause is "consistent with Idaho's
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Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act," and cites in support the supplemental relief provision of
that act, Idaho Code Section 10-1208, which provides:
Further relief based on a declaratory judgment or decree may be
granted whenever necessary or proper. The application therefor
shall be by petition to a court having jurisdiction to grant the relief.
If the application be deemed sufficient, the court shall, on
reasonable notice, require any adverse party whose rights have
been adjudicated by the declaratory judgment or decree, to show
cause why further relief should not be granted forthwith.
(emphases added). See Plaintiff s Reply at 12. As the underlined portions of the statutory
language demonstrate, Section 10-1208 applies to further relief in situations where a declaratory
judgment or decree has already issued; it does not apply and provide for an order to show cause
prior to the entry of a judgment or decree. The Idaho Supreme Court has made this clear: "Relief
on a show cause order under I.e. s 10-1208 is not, therefore a new action, but merely an
execution to give effect to the judgment which settled all of the rights of the parties, and,
therefore, delineated their future lawful conduct." Coeur D'Alene Turf Club. Inc. v. Cogswell,93
Cogswell, 93
Idaho 324,336,461 P.2d 107, 119 (1969). What the plain language of Section 10-1208
therefore suggests, and the Cogswell case makes clear, is that, contrary to Plaintiffs assertion,
seeking an order to show cause is only consistent with Idaho's Uniform Declaratory Judgment
Act where the order is sought after the entry of a judgment, not when it is sought at the same
time as the declaratory judgment. See 22A AmJur. 2d § 259 at 803-804 ("A supplemental relief
provision requiring an order to show cause, applies when additional relief is requested, after a
declaratory judgment has been granted, in order to supplement or enforce the declaratQIY
judgment, and does not apply where the nondeclaratory relief is requested in the original
complaint together with the declaratory relief.") (emphases added).
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In this case, of course, no such judgment has yet been entered by the Court. Hence,
Plaintiffs procedural maneuvering is inconsistent with the provisions of the Declaratory
Judgment Act. In fact, the provision for showing cause in Section 10-1208 is consistent with the
well-established use of Rule 6(c) in situations where one party has failed to comply with a prior
c) is not proper in situations where, as here, a party
court order, and it reinforces that Rule 6(
6(c)
seeks injunctive relief in connection with an order to show cause.
65( c) through its
Plaintiff also seeks to avoid the bond-posting requirements of Rule 65(c)
procedural maneuvering. This improper motivation behind the Motion only reinforces the
impropriety of an order to show cause in these circumstances. Plaintiff asserts that "the bond
amount for a preliminary injunction is not material to a motion for order to show cause."
Plaintiffs Reply at 20. This assertion highlights that a motion for an order to show cause is
simply an inapt procedure for seeking a preliminary injunction, because LR.C.P. 65(c) requires
the posting of a bond should the requested injunctive relief be ordered by the Court.
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III.
CONCLUSION

Based upon each of the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant the State Defendants'
Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause and prevent Plaintiff from
improperly avoiding Rule 65's requirements. In the alternative, the Court should convert
Plaintiff s Motion for Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 Proceeding. If Plaintiff feels that it has
legitimate grounds for a preliminary injunction or a temporary restraining order, then Plaintiff
must make its case under Rule 65.

DATED

THIS~Pril'

2010.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By~~~~==~-=~~
__~~___________
B
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
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Department of Administration; JACK G.

TO SHOW CAUSE TO A RULE 65

"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
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Officer and Administrator of the Office of
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AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
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COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
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Cieri

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Plaintiff' or "Syringa") hereby submits this
Opposition to Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause, or in the Alternative,
Convert Plaintiff s Motion for Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 Proceeding and Opposition to
Motion to Shorten Time in response to the motions filed by Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau (collectively "DOA")
on April 8, 2010.
ARGUMENT

On February 23, 2010, Syringa filed a Motion for Order to Show Cause ("Show Cause
Motion"), which is set for hearing on Tuesday, April 13,2010. In compliance with the parties'
Stipulation to Mediate, on March 19,2010, DOA filed a Memorandum in Opposition, and
Syringa filed its Reply seventeen days later on Monday, April 5, 2010.'
After the parties had fully briefed all issues raised by the Show Cause Motion, and five
days before the scheduled hearing, DOA filed a motion on Thursday, April 8, 2010, seeking to
strike Syringa's Show Cause Motion and to have its motion heard on shortened time at the April
13 hearing.
Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ("IRCP") allows the Court to shorten
time for hearing a motion "for cause shown." Similar to the Court's discretion to shorten
summary judgment time limitations under IRCP 56(c) for "good cause shown", at least some
evidence of good cause should be provided by the moving party for a motion to be heard on a
shortened or "emergency" basis. See, e.g., Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson &
Tucker, 133 Idaho 1,6,981 P.2d 236,241 (1999) (refusing to alter time limitations ofIRCP
I See Stipulation to Mediate filed on March 5, 2010, 114
~ 4 ("the parties further agree that the deadlines for Defendants'
responses to Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause will be filed and served by fax or hand delivery on
Monday, March 29, 2010. Plaintiffs reply thereto will be filed and served by fax or hand delivery on Monday,
April 5, 2010.").
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56(c) to permit untimely filing of an affidavit in support of a motion for summary judgment
56(c)
where "the record reflects no reason why the affidavit could not have been timely filed").
of judicial economy",
Despite DOA's assertion that its "motion is made in the interests ofjudicial
nowhere in its Motion to Shorten Time does DOA even attempt to explain why it did not file a
Motion to Strike on March 19, 2010 instead of, or in addition to, its Memorandum in Opposition.
It appears that although DOA chose to fully brief its opposition to the Show Cause Motion, it
decided to modify its litigation strategy after it received Syringa's Reply on April 5, 2010. DOA
has provided no good cause for filing an "emergency" Motion to Strike over six weeks after the
Show Cause Motion was filed and days before the scheduled hearing. DOA's Motion to Shorten
Time and Motion to Strike should be denied.
In addition to being untimely filed, DOA's Motion to Strike lacks merit. DOA
misrepresents the context and scope of the Show Cause Motion. While DOA correctly points
out that Idaho Code § 10-1208 explicitly refers to an order to show cause to clarify or enforce a
previously entered declaratory judgment, the lack of an explicit reference to pre-judgment show
cause hearings in the statute does not negate the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure or Syringa's core
argument under IRCP 6(c)(2). Syringa seeks an order to show cause to require the DOA to show
at a subsequent evidentiary hearing why it should not be enjoined from acquiring further services
SBP01309or property for the lEN Project pursuant to the amended SBPOs (SBP01308-01 and SBP01309
01) or from otherwise directing ENA to select Qwest as the exclusive telecommunications
supplier for the lEN Project. Syringa has fully briefed its prima facie showing for the show
6( c)(2)(A) ("If the court finds that an application makes a
cause order as required by IRCP 6(c)(2)(A)
prima facie showing for an order commanding a person to do or refrain from doing specific acts
or to pay a sum of money, the court shall enter an order to show cause to the opposing party to
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comply with the request or show cause before the court at a time and place certain why such
order should not be entered.").
The outcome of the April 13, 2010 hearing will determine whether the Court issues the
requested Order to Show Cause. Contrary to DOA's assertions, the April 13 hearing will not
determine whether Syringa is entitled to a preliminary injunction-that will be scheduled for a
later evidentiary hearing and fully briefed in accord with IRCP 65(c) after the Court decides
Syringa has established its prima facie case for injunctive relief and issues the Order to Show
of judicial economy, the Court should deny DOA's Motion to Strike and
Cause? In the interest ofjudicial
proceed with the April 13, 2010 hearing on the Motion to Show Cause as scheduled. This will
allow the Court to address the issues raised in the Show Cause Motion, including Syringa's
standing, before the parties proceed with discovery and additional briefing on the preliminary
injunction.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Syringa Networks, LLC requests that the Court deny the
DOA's Motion to Shorten Time and Motion to Strike and proceed with the hearing on April 13,
2010 on Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause as scheduled.

See Syringa Memo, p. 15 ("Whether the evidence is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for a preliminary
injunction will depend upon the evidence presented at the show cause hearing. The inquiry, at this point, is whether
Syringa has made a prima facie case so that DOA must come forward to show cause why an injunction should not
issue."); see also Syringa Reply, p. 8, footnote 31 ("At this early stage in litigation, the parties are at the beginning
of the discovery process and have not yet taken depositions. If the Court issues the order to show cause, Syringa
anticipates the parties will need to complete further discovery and take depositions to prepare for the show cause
hearing."); see also Syringa Reply, p. 15 ("The amount of bond is not properly framed before the Court. Should the
Court grant the Motion, this issue should be argued at the subsequent show cause hearing .").
2
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DATED this 9th day of April 2010.
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By:
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AMBER N. DINA
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Case No. CV OC 0923757
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vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARIl\TEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho

MOTION TO STRIKE QWEST
COMMUNICATION COMPANY, LLC'S
JOINDER IN MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHOW

Department of Administration; JACK G.

CAUSE

"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.
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Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") moves to strike Qwest Communication Company,
LLC's ("Qwest") Joinder in Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show
Cause filed on April 6, 20 I O.
On February 23, 2010, Syringa filed a Motion for Order to Show Cause ("Show Cause

Motion"), which is set for hearing on Tuesday, April 13, 2010. Pursuant to the Stipulation to
Mediate filed on March 5, 2010, the parties agreed "that the deadlines for Defendants' responses
to Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause will be filed and served by fax or hand delivery on

Monday, March 29,2010. Plaintiffs reply thereto will be filed and served by fax or hand
delivery on Monday, April 5, 2010." In compliance with the Stipulation to Mediate, on March
19,2010, Defendant Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") filed a Memorandum in
Opposition, and Syringa filed a Reply on April 5, 2010.
20 I O. 11
Because the Stipulation to Mediate required Qwest to respond the Show Cause Motion by

March 29, 2010, it is untimely for Qwest seek to "join" the DOA Memorandum in Opposition
after Syringa's Reply and days before the scheduled hearing on the Show Cause Motion.
Further, the Show Cause Motion pertains to Count Three of Syringa's Verified Complaint, which
is only pled against DOA. To the extent Qwest has an interest in the outcome of the Show Cause

Motion, its interests are undoubtedly aligned with DOA. It would be prejudicial to Syringa for
the Court to allow Qwest, who has filed no timely briefing on the Show Cause Motion, to
consume time at oral argument which reduces the time available to Syringa. Due to the limited
time available at the April}3,
April 13, 2010 hearing, if the Court wishes to hear from Qwest, Syringa
requests it be allocated a portion of time from that available to DOA.

I

See Stipulation to Mediate, ,-r 4.
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DATED this 9th day of April 2010.
2010,

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
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DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff

...
By:

~1(~
AMBER N. DINA
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Defendants Idaho Department of Administration, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack
G. "Greg" Zickau (collectively, "State Defendants"), by and through their counsel of record,
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, hereby submit this Response to Plaintiffs Opposition to
Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause or, in the alternative,
Convert Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 proceeding and to Plaintiffs
Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Shorten Time.

II.
ARGUMENT
Plaintiffs Opposition to the State Defendants' Motion to Strike ("Plaintiffs Opp.")
illustrates the problems with Plaintiffs novel attempt to circumvent the strict Rule 65
requirements through its Motion for Order to Show Cause. Plaintiff states that it "seeks an order
to show cause to require the DOA to show at a subsequent evidentiary hearing why it should not
be enjoined from acquiring further services," and that "[t]he outcome of the April 13,2010,

hearing will determine whether the Court issues the requested Order to Show Cause." Plaintiffs
Opp. at 3-4. In other words, Plaintiff is seeking, at the April 13, 2010, hearing, an order from
this Court that would shift the burden from Plaintiff, to demonstrate why a preliminary
injunction should issue, to the State Defendants, to show why it should not issue. The utility of
such a maneuver to Plaintiff is readily apparent. By shifting the burden upon merely a prima
facie showing, Plaintiff would evade the strict requirements established by LR.C.P. Rule 65 for
granting a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction. Rule 65 contemplates no
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such burden-shifting, however, and case law makes clear that because injunctions are rarely
appropriate, a party seeking a restraining order and preliminary injunction shoulders a heavy
ofHomedale, 130 Idaho 569, 572, 944 P.2d 704,707 (1997); Harris v.
burden. See Brady v. City a/Homedale,
Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 518, 681 P.2d 988,993 (1984). Moreover, allowing Plaintiff to

avoid that burden via a novel procedural maneuver would effectively render the requirements of
Rule 65 meaningless.
Plaintiff misunderstands the State Defendants' argument and overreaches in its assertion
that the State Defendants "misrepresent[]" its Show Cause Motion. Plaintiffs Opp. at 3. The
State Defendants' discussion of Idaho Code Section 10-1208 was in response to Plaintiffs
Plaintiff s
suggestion that its procedural maneuver was "consistent with Idaho's Uniform Declaratory
Judgments Act." Plaintiffs Reply at 7. As the State Defendants' discussion of Section 10-1208
now concedes, see Plaintiffs Opp. at 3, that statute does not
P1aintiffnow
demonstrates, and as Plaintiff
support Plaintiff s attempted novel use of Rule 6(c).
6( c). In fact, it does just the opposite.
Moreover, the State Defendants do not, as Plaintiff suggests, assert that the April 13,
2010, hearing will determine whether Plaintiff is entitled to a preliminary injunction. See
Plaintiff s Opp. at 4. Rather, the State Defendants correctly point out that Plaintiff seeks,
through the April 13, 2010, hearing, to improperly shift its burden for establishing a right to a
preliminary injunction.
Likewise, Plaintiffs attempt to erect and tear down a straw man is ill-conceived and
unavailing. Plaintiff is certainly correct that the lack of explicit reference to pre-judgment show
cause hearings in Section 10-1208 does not negate the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Plaintiffs Opp. at 3. That is irrelevant, however, as is Plaintiffs assertion that such lack of
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explicit reference does not negate Plaintiffs
Plaintiff's "core argument under I.R.C.P. 6(c)(2)." [d. While
0-1208 certainly undermines Plaintiff's
Plaintiff s support for its
the lack of reference in Section 110-1208
argument, it is Rule 65 and the case law interpreting it, as well as established practice, that
negates Plaintiffs
Plaintiff's argument for its novel procedural maneuver.
Indeed, it is not entirely clear what Plaintiffs
Plaintiff's argument is. Plaintiff merely offers up,
repeatedly, its assertion that a party seeking a show cause order must only establish a prima facie
Plaintiffs Reply at 7; Plaintiff's
Plaintiffs Opp.
case for the requested relief. See Plaintiffs
Plaintiff's Memo. at 14; Plaintiff's
at 3. This may be true, but it is incomplete. Plaintiff's
Plaintiffs focus on the requirement for what must be
shown at the Show Cause Hearing simply ignores the precedent question: Under what
circumstance maya party seek an order to show cause? Despite three opportunities to brief the
issue, Plaintiff has neither cited any authority supporting its assertion that an order to show cause
is appropriate in these circumstances nor provided a single example in which a party has
attempted a similar procedural maneuver.
Plaintiff has likewise not stated any reason why it has eschewed the traditional procedural
route of seeking a temporary restraining order followed by a preliminary injunction and opted
instead for a procedural maneuver that was not intended for, and does not fit with, what Plaintiff
seeks. The only plausible explanation is that Plaintiff seeks by this maneuver a means to obtain a
preliminary injunction without having to satisfy the high standard required under Rule 65. If
Rule 65 only comes into play after the issuance of an order to show cause, the burden has shifted
and the bar lowered. This attempt to improperly shift the burden to the State Defendants should
be rejected as an improper effort to evade the requirements of Rule 65.
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Plaintiffs argument that the State Defendants' Motion to Strike is untimely is similarly
unconvincing. The State Defendants filed their motion only three days after Plaintiff filed its
Reply. It was not until Plaintiffs Reply was filed that Plaintiffs strategy became clear and the
State Defendants realized that the procedural issue needed to be squarely presented to this Court.
Prior to that time, it was not apparent, from Plaintiffs moving papers, what exactly Plaintiff was
seeking to do or why it was seeking to do it.
Moreover, Plaintiffs authority does not provide the support it seeks. For one, Plaintiff
fails to support its argument that the requirements related to a dispositive summary judgment
motion under Rule 56(c) should apply in these circumstances. Plaintiffs attempt, therefore, to
raise the bar for a motion to shorten time by arguing that the standard should be "good cause
shown" rather than what Rule 7(b
)(3) expressly provides, "cause shown," is meritless. In
7(b)(3)
addition, Plaintiff s characterization of State Defendants' motion as an "emergency" motion is
without basis.
Finally, it bears remembering that, by their motion, the State Defendants simply seek to
require Plaintiff to proceed through the well-established procedures for obtaining a restraining
order and preliminary injunction. Indeed, the State Defendants styled their motion to include, as
an alternative to the motion to strike, a motion to convert Plaintiffs motion to what it ought to be
- a proceeding under Rule 65. Of that, Plaintiff can hardly be heard to complain.
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III.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should reject Plaintiffs Opposition, grant the State
Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause or, in the alternative,
Convert Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 Proceeding, and the State
Defendants' Motion to Shorten Time, and prevent Plaintiff from improperly avoiding Rule 65's
65' s
requirements.

It_"ff
It_f!

DATED THIS ~ day of April, 2010.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By
~~~,L:::----",-,-~=---=
By~~~~~~~~~~~
__________
r
W. Clark, ISB No.1 026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
_ _- , -
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The undersigned parties enter into this stipulation as of April 29, 2010.
1.

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") and Defendants Idaho Department

of Administration, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau (collectively the
"State Defendants"), stipulate that only the issues, as set forth in the State Defendants' Motion
for Summary Judgment, of whether (1) Syringa has standing to assert its claims (Counts One,
Two, Three and Four of the Complaint); and whether (2) Syringa's claims (Counts One, Two,
Three and Four of the Complaint) are barred because Syringa failed to exhaust administrative
remedies, shall be heard at the hearing scheduled for May 25, 2010. Paragraphs 11 and 14 of the
Affidavit of Mark Little, Paragraphs 10 and 11 of the Affidavit of 1. Michael Gwartney, and the
entire Affidavit of Bill Bums, except for Paragraph 1, 2, 10 and 11, shall not be considered at the
May 25,2010 hearing.
2.

Syringa and the State Defendants stipulate that the remaining factual arguments

raised in the State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment shall be continued until Syringa
has had the opportunity to take the depositions of J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney, Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau, Bill Burns, Mark Little, Andy Hung, Randy Gaines, Ryan Gravette, Bill Finke, Jerry

Reininger and Bob Hough (the "Depositions"). Syringa shall not proceed with the Depositions
until after the Court has ruled on the standing and administrative remedies issues, and Syringa
shall complete the Depositions within 90 days of the Courts' decision.
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APR.29.2010

12:51PM

NO. 780

P.3/3

DATED as of the 291~ day of April, 2010.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION.
ADMINISTRATION, 1. MICHAEL 'IMlKEI!
'IMlKE"
GWARTNEY, AND JACK O. "GREGI!
"GREO"

ZIC~<AU
ZIC~<AU
___________
W. Clark of
HA
WLEY TOXELL ENNIS &
HAWLEY

By:~~~~~~~
By: ..,c...,.U9:~==-&.ttC...c;..:=-------

e

HAWLEY IJLP, Attorney for Idaho
DeplUtment of Administration, J. Michael
I'Mike" Gwartney, and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC
By: ~..:..:::l..u.'-1..--~~.IIC:.::.k::~..--fJ.f'O
f ?{",
By:
David R,
R. Lombardi of
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
Attorney for Syringa Networks,
Ne1Works, LLC
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U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
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Robert S. Patterson
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Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC
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Stephen R. Thomas
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101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, 10 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

Hand Delivery
~ Fax (385-5384)

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Fax (303-866-0200)
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Amber N. Dina
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1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3
4

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

5
6

Plaintiff,

CV-OC-09237S7
Case No. CV-OC-0923757

7

vs.
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

III

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF,
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GW
AR TNEY, in his personal and
GWARTNEY,
official capacity as Director and Chief
Infomlation Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.

18
19

This matter is before the Court on Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC's

20

(Qwest) motion to dismiss two of the counts ofthe complaint: Count Four - Tortious Interference

21

with Contract, and Count Five - Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage.

22

For the reasons set forth below, the Court will deny the motion.

23

Background and Proceedings

24

In 2008, the Idaho State Legislature authorized the creation of a "statewide coordinated and
25

funded high-bandwidth education network" called the Idaho Education Network (lEN). 2008 Idaho
26
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Sess. Laws, ch. 260 § 3. (codified at Idaho Code § 67-5745D.) The IEN was meant to be "the
1

coordinated, statewide telecommunications distribution system for distance learning for each public

2
3

school ...."
.... " Idaho Code § 67-5745D(2). The legislation assigned the Idaho Department of

4

Administration (DOA) with oversight responsibility for development and implementation of the lEN.

5

"[p ]rocure telecommunications
Idaho Code § 67-5745D(3). Among its duties, the DOA was to "[p]rocure

6
I

7

services and equipment for the IEN through an open and competitive bidding process." Idaho Code §

I

67-5745D(5)(h).
8

In December of 2008, the DOA issued the IEN Request for Proposals 02160 (IEN RFP),
9

10

seeking bids for the first phase of the IEN project. A copy of the IEN RFP is attached as Exhibit

11

A to the Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. The IEN RFP was for a five (5) year

12

term with the option to renew for three (3) five (5) year extensions. IEN RFP at § 5.3. The IEN

13

14
15

! RFP
i

provided that "[s]trong consideration will be given to proposals that incorporate

partnerships between multiple providers." Id. at § 3.3(b). The IEN RFP also provided that
multiple awards could be made. Id. at § 5.3. The IEN RFP specified that a bidder had to be a

16

participant in what is referred to as the "E-Rate" funding program.! Id. at § 5.1.
17

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa) is an Idaho telecommunication network
18
19

provider in Idaho. Education Networks Of America, Inc. (ENA) provides managed internet

20

access services to governments, schools and libraries. Syringa and ENA entered into a "Teaming

21

Agreement" for the purposes of responding to the IEN RFP. A copy of the Teaming Agreement

22

is attached as Exhibit 2 to the February 23, 2010 affidavit of Greg Lowe.

23

24
2255
26

I Federal law requires interstate telecommunication providers to make contributions to a "Universal Service Fund."
The fund subsidizes public telecommunication programs. The funding for schools and libraries is called "E-Rate"
us. v. Green, 592 F.3d 1057, 1060-61 (9 1h'11 Cir. 2010) for a description of the "E-Rate" funding
funding. See Us.
program.
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''IEN RFP. A copy of the joint proposal (RFP
Syringa and ENAjointly responded to the lEN
1

2

Proposal) is attached as Exhibit B to the Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. ENA

3

referred to their joint effort as the "lEN Alliance." The RFP Proposal is printed on stationary that

4

identifies both Syringa and ENA in the letterhead. In the proposal, ENA is identified as the

5

contracting entity. The Court understands that ENA is a participant in the E-Rate funding

6

7

I program.

Syringa is identified as the "principal partner and prime supplier." In the RFP proposal

I Syringa would have responsibility for telecommunication services and equipment; ENA would

8

have responsibility for management of the education network. The signature page for the bid
9

10

proposal was signed by ENA.

11

DOA received three (3) qualifying proposals: the lEN Allience (ENAJSyringa) proposal, a

12

proposal from Qwest, and a proposal from Verizon Communications, Inc. Based upon evaluation

13

criteria, the DOA scored the proposals as follows:

14

Criteria

15

l

Points

I Qwest

ENA
'lENA

Verizon

110

145
1145

65

I

16

Prior Experience~ 200

17

Legislative Intent

100

73

Mgt. Capacity

100

Financial Risk
Subtotal

I

1

1

1

18

II

83

15

56

72

35

100

29

82

35

500

268

382

150

19
1

20

21

I

-1

~
~

~

1

E-Rate Cost (1)

400

267

400

278

23

Non-E-Rate (1)

100

100

74

64

24

Total

1000

635

856

492

22

I
1

25

I

I

26
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(J anuary 20, 2009 Letter from DOA to ENA, attached as Exhibit C to Verified Complaint and
1

2

oflntent expressing its
Demand for Jury Trial.) On January 20,2009, the DOA issued a Letter ofIntent

3

intent to award the lEN project to ENA and Qwest. Id. Thereafter, the DOA issued one

4

statewide blanket purchase order to ENA and another to Qwest.

5

6
7

8

On February 26,2009, the DOA issued Amendment 1 to the Qwest blanket purchase
order. A copy is attached as Exhibit E to the Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial.

;I Syringa asserts that this purchase order amendment effectively awarded Qwest all of the work
;I
II that Syringa had proposed to do in the lEN Alliance RFP Proposal. Syringa asserts it has been

9

10
11

shut out of all lEN RFP work.
On December 15,2009, Syringa filed a Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial

12

asserting various causes of action against DOA, Qwest and others. In Count Four, Syringa

13

alleges that Qwest is liable for tortious interference with contract. In Count Five, Syringa alleges

14

that Qwest is liable for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage.

15

On January 25,2010, Qwest filed this Motion to Dismiss Counts Four and Five. Syringa

16

opposes the motion to dismiss. The Court heard oral argument on March 10, 2010. Stephen R.
17

Thomas, Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered, Boise, Idaho and B. Lawrence
18
19

Theis pro hac Vice,
vice, Holme Roberts & Owen LLP, Denver, Colorado appeared on behalf of

20

Qwest, argument by Mr. Theis. David R. Lombardi, Givens Pursley LLP, appeared and argued

21

for Syringa. Phillip S. Oberrecht, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., appeared for ENA.

22
23

Standard of Review

8( a)(2) requires "a short and plain
In pertinent part, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2)

24

statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." LR.C.P.8(a)(2). A
25

complaint is subject to dismissal if it fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.
26
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LR.C.P. 12(b
)(6). In considering a motion to dismiss under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
12(b)(6).
1

2

12(b)(6), the court may examine only those facts that appear in the complaint and any facts that

3

are appropriate for the court to take judicial notice of. Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 276,

4

796 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct. App. 1990). "A copy of any written instrument which is an exhibit to a

5

pleading is a part thereof for all purposes." I.R.c.P. 10(c).

6

The assertions of a complaint "are taken as true." Harper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 535, 536,

7

835 P.2d 1346, 1347 (Ct. App. 1992). "[T]he nonmoving party is entitled to have all inferences
8

from the record and pleadings viewed in its favor, and only then may the question be asked
9

10
11

whether a claim for relief has been stated." Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388,
398, 987 P.2d 300, 310 (1999). '''The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail,

12

but whether the panty is entitled to offer evidence to support the claims." Orthman v. Idaho

13

Power Co., 126 Idaho 960, 962, 895 P.2d 561,563 (1995) (quoting Greenfield v. Suzuki Motor

14

Co. Ltd., 776 F.Supp. 698, 701 (E.D.N.Y.1991)) (internal quotation omitted).

15

"A court may grant a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim under Rule 12(b)(6)
12(b)( 6)

16

only 'when it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of [the]
17

claim which would entitle [the plaintiff] to relief." Harper, 122 Idaho at 536, 835 P.2d at
18

19

1347 (citing Wackerli v. Martindale, 82 Idaho 400, 405, 353 P.2d 782,787 (1960); Ernst v.

20

Hemenway and Moser, Co., 120 Idaho 941,946,821 P.2d 996,1001 (Ct. App. 1991)). "[A]s a

21

practical matter, a dismissal under Rule 12(b)(
6) is likely to be granted only in the unusual case
12(b)(6)

22

in which the plaintiff includes allegations showing on the face ofthe complaint that there is some

23

insurmountable bar to relief." Id. (internal citation omitted.)

24

Qwest argues that the above standard is no longer applicable because the Supreme Court
25

of the United States has clarified its interpretation of the comparable Federal Rule of Civil
26
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Procedure? In Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41 (1957), the Supreme Court stated it would follow
1
2

the accepted rule that "a complaint should not be dismissed for failure to state a claim unless it

3

appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which

4

would entitle him to relief." Id. at 45-46. This formulation that a complaint should not be

5

dismissed unless there are "no set of facts" that would merit relief has been widely accepted and

6

applied.

7

Recently, the United States Supreme Court stated that while a complaint "does not need
8

detailed factual

alle~gations,"

"a plaintiff s obligation to provide the' grounds' of his

9

10

'entitle[ment] to relief requires more than labels and conclusions, and a formulaic recitation of

11

the elements of a cause of action will not do." Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544,

12

555, (2007) (citations omitted). The Twombly Court abrogated Conley's "no set of facts"

13

formulation and found that the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure require that pleadings must state

14

enough facts "to state a claim to relief that is plausible," and not merely conceivable, on its face.

15

Id. at 570. ("Because the plaintiffs here have not nudged their claim across the line from

16

conceivable to plausible, their complaint must be dismissed. "). See also Ashcroft v. Iqbal. __
17

U.S. _ , 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009).
18
19

Idaho has a ''''preference for interpreting the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure in

20

conformance with the interpretation placed upon the same language in the federal rules'" when

21

ide~nticallanguage. Obendorfv. Terra Hug Spray Co., Inc., 145 Idaho 892, 897,
the rules contain ide:nticallanguage.

22

188 P.3d 834, 839 (2008) (quoting Wait v. Leavell Cattle, Inc., 136 Idaho 792, 796, 41 P.3d 220,

23
24
25
26

2 Although the state and federal rules are not wholly identical, they do contain identical language. I.R.c.P. 8(a)(2)
and F.R.C.P. 8(a)(2) both provide that a complaint must contain "a short and plain statement of the claim showing
that the pleader is entitled to relief." I.R.c.P.1 2(b)(6) and F.R.C.P. l2(b)(6) allow a party to make a motion to
dismiss for failure "to state a claim upon which relief can be granted."
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"'"'
224 (2001)). This is because '''part of the reason for adopting the Federal Rules of Civil
1

Procedure in Idaho, and interpreting our own rules adopted from the federal courts as uni formly

2
3

as possible with the federal cases, was to establish a uniform practice and procedure in Idaho's

4

federal and state courts." Wait, 136 Idaho at 795-96, 41 P. 3d at 223-24 (quoting Chacon v.

5

Sperry Corporation, 1] 1 Idaho 270, 27
5, 723 P.2d
P .2d 814, 819 (1986)).
275,

6

However, where Idaho appellate courts have already interpreted an Idaho Rule of Civil

7

Procedure, it is not appropriate to tum to different interpretations of similar federal rules. See
8

Herrera v. Estay, 146 Idaho 674,678,201 P.3d 647,651 (2009) ("Given the virtual identity
9

between these rules.
rules and their counterparts in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and the lack

10
11

of case law in Idaho, it is appropriate for this Court to tum to federal authority to address the

12

standard of review.''') (emphasis added) (footnotes omitted).
Idaho has lo.ng
long accepted the "no set of facts" formulation for the standard for dismissal

13

14

under Rule 12(b
)(6). Even after the 2007 decision by the United States Supreme Court in
12(b)(6).

15

TwombZv, the Idaho.
Idaho Supreme Court has continued to rely on the "no set of facts" formulation. "A

16

motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim should not be granted 'unless it appears beyond
17

doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim that would entitle him to
18

relief.'" Shelton v. Shelton, 148 Idaho 560, _ , 225693,698 (2009) (quoting Taylor v. Maile,

19
20
20

.

142 Idaho 253,257"
127 P.3d 156,
160 (2005) (quoting from Gardner v. Hollifield, 96 Idaho
156,160
253,257,,127

21

609,611,533 P.2d 730, 732 (1975)). See also Orrock v. Appleton, 147 Idaho 613, 618, 213 P.3d

22

398,403 (2009). The district court is not free to ignore these controlling Idaho decisions setting

23

forth the applicable standard for granting relief under Rule 12(b)(6).
12(b)(6). Accordingly, Qwest must

24

demonstrate beyond doubt that Syringa can prove no set of facts in support of Syringa's claims
25

that would entitle it to relief against Qwest.
26
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..""""
"""
Discussion
1

Tortious interference with contract, is comprised of four elements: "(1) the existence of a

2
3

contract; (2) knowledge of the contract on the part of the defendant; (3) intentional interference

4

causing a breach of the contract; and (4) injury to the plaintiff resulting from the breach." Bybee

5

v. Isaac, 145 Idaho 251,259, 178 P.3d 616,624 (2008) (citing Idaho First Nat'l Bank v. Bliss

6

Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 283-84,824 P.2d 841,858-59 (1991)).

7

Syringa alleges that there was a contract between Syringa and ENA, the Teaming
8
I

Agreement, which sets forth the respective responsibilities for division of the scope of work in

9

the lEN RFP. (Verified Complaint at ~~ 24,25,96.) Syringa alleges that Qwest knew of the

10
11

existence of the Teaming Agreement. (Verified Complaint at ~ 97.) Syringa alleges that Qwest

12

interfered with the Teaming Agreement by instructing ENA to only work with Qwest. (Verified

13

Complaint at ~ 99.) Syringa alleges that it has been injured and sustained damages as the result

14

of Qwest' conduct. (Verified Complaint at ~ 104.) Syringa alleges damages accruing at the rate

15

of over $250,000 per month. Id.

16

Qwest
17

argu<;~s

that these allegations are alleged upon information and belief. The Court

iI
, agrees that many of the critical allegations are stated upon information and belief. However, an

18
19

!

allegation upon information and belief does not warrant treating the allegations any differently.

20

Counsel's signature on the complaint constitutes a certificate by the attorney that the factual

21

allegations are well grounded in fact. I.R.C.P. 11 (a)(1). Allegations based upon information and

22

belief are common in pleadings. Moreover, the court can accept well-pleaded facts, including

23

those alleged upon information and belief. See Melo-Sonics Corp. v. Cropp, 342 F.2d 856, 859

24

(3d Cir. 1965).
25

26
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Qwest argues that the allegations are vague. An allegation is vague when its meaning
1

cannot be detennined with any certainty. While Syringa's factual allegations lack a number of

2
3

details, for instance, the identity of the Qwest and ENA actor(s), the precise time frame(s)

4

involved and the specifics of any statements made by the parties. At the same time, the Teaming

5

Agreement clearly iis identified; Qwest's knowledge of, and interference with, the contract is

6

plainly stated; and the fact of damage is set forth with particularity. The statements in the

7

complaint are not so vague as to prevent Qwest from detennining their meaning and
8

understanding the claim that has been made. Further details can be explored in discovery.
9

Qwest argues that the complaint fails to allege that Qwest's conduct was improper.

10

I

11

I

Syringa alleges that Qwest officials met with DOA officials and influenced those officials to split

12

IEN project award. The intent required in the third element of this claim maybe shown if the
the lEN

13

actor "knows that the interference is certain or substantially certain to occur as a result of his

14

action." BECO Const. Co., Inc. v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719, 723,184 P.3d 844,

15

848 (2008) (citing Highland Enter., Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 340, 986 P.2d 996, 1006

16

(1999)). Six factors are relevant in detennining whether interference is improper: (a) the nature
l7

of the actor's conduct, (b) the actor's motive, (c) the interests of the other with which the actor's
18

19

conduct interferes, (d) the interest sought to be advanced by the actor, (e) the social interests in

20

protecting the freedom of the action of the actor and the contractual interests of the other, and (g)

21

P .3d at 848-49.
848-49 . (quoting Restatement
the relations between the parties. Id. at 723-24, 184 P.3d

22

(Second) of Torts § 767 (1979)). Syringa's allegations that Qwest met with DOA officials and

23

influenced them to award part of the lEN project to Qwest, to the detriment of Syringa, satisfy

24

both the intent and improper requirements for intentional interference. The Court will find that
25

Syringa has sufficiently alleged improper interference by Qwest.
26
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The Court does agree that the specific factual allegations regarding Count Four are sparse.
1

2

However, at this stage of the proceedings, the task for the Court is to view the allegations in the

3

light most favorable to Syringa and determine whether the facts that are alleged, as well as the

4

inferences that can be drawn from those facts, would provide a basis for Syringa to prevail on its

5

claim of tortious interference. The Court concludes that Syringa has alleged a sufficient state of

6

facts regarding the claim of tortious interference with contract to defeat the motion to dismiss.

7

Accordingly, the Court will deny Qwest's motion to dismiss Count Four of the verified
8

complaint.
9

10
11

12
13

14

15
16

Qwest argues that Count Five, tortious interference with prospective economic advantage,
should be dismissed for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. The elements
of this cause of action are:
(1) The existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the
expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing
termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure
beyond the fact of the interference itself (i.e. that the defendant interfered for an
improper purpose or improper means) and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff
whose expectancy has been disrupted.

l7

Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex M. & Lynn Lea Family Trust, 145 Idaho 208,
20S, 217, 177 P.3d
P .3d

18

955,964 (2008) (quoting Highland Enters., Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338, 986
9S6 P.2d 996,

19

1004 (1999). Qwest argues that this claim should be dismissed because Syringa has not alleged

20

specific facts supporting any element of its claim.
21

In the verified complaint, Syringa alleges that it had an expectancy based upon submitting
22
23

the lowest responsible bid, that Quest conspired with others to prevent Syringa from receiving

24

the work Syringa expected to receive, and that Syringa has incurred damages estimated at more

25

lOS.) Viewing these allegations
than $250,000 monthly. (Verified Complaint at ~~ 106, 107, 108.)

26
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and all inferences in the light most favorable to Syringa, the Court will find that Syringa has
1

alleged a sufficient, although sparse, set of facts that would provide a basis for Syringa to prevail

2

in this claim. The Court will deny the motion to dismiss Count Five of the Verified Complaint.

3

Conclusion

4

55

6

For the foregoing reasons, the Court will deny Qwest's Motion to Dismiss Counts Four
,

and Five of the Verified Complaint.

I

77

I
I

IT IS SO ORDERED.
8

Dated this 4th day of May 2010.
9

10
11

12
13

14

15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
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I.

ISSUES PRESENTED

This matter is before the Court for determination of two issues:
1.

Wh,~ther Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") has standing to assert its
Whl~ther
claims against the Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), J. Michael
"Mike" Gwartney ("Gwartney") and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau ("Zickau")
(collectively the "State Defendants"); and

2.

Whether Syringa was required to exhaust administrative remedies before making
its claims.

Syringa and the State Defendants have agreed, pursuant to the Stipulation re Plaintiffs
Motion for Partial Continuance of Summary Judgment Proceedings under IRCP 56(f) filed on
April 29, 2010, that any other issues presented in the State Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment shall be heard at a later time after Syringa completes additional discovery.

II.

FACTUAL AND LEGAL CONTEXT

Syringa brought this suit because it has been damaged by the State Defendants' violation
of the law and Syringa's established contractual rights to provide services for the Idaho
Education Network ("lEN"). Syringa has standing to assert its claims because it suffered
particularized harm directly caused by the conduct of the State Defendants. In addition, Syringa
had no duty to exhaust administrative remedies inapplicable to its claims.

The Idaho Education Network
The lEN was created by the Idaho Legislature to provide a coordinated, statewide
telecommunications distribution system for distance learning for public schools, including twoway interactive vid(!o,
vid(~o, data, internet access and other telecommunications services. See I.C. §
67-5745D(2). It wa.s also intended by the Legislature that DOA would apply for federal funding
(known as E-Rate) for the lEN and leverage its statewide purchasing power to promote private
investment in telecommunications infrastructure. See I.C. § 67-5745D(4)(c), (5)(g).
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DOA issued IEN Request for Proposals 02160 (the "IEN RFP") in December 2008.' The
lEN RFP sought proposals to meet the goal of establishing a statewide network that would
enable Idaho K-12 students to connect, utilize and interact with online resources through the
development of a comprehensive solution2 from "an industry partner or partners" who would:
•

"design and implement the Idaho Education Network (lEN)."

•

"describe a business model that they will initiate to service the state of Idaho IEN
network."

•

provide an ""end- to-end service support solution' and supporting network
archi tecture,,3
architecture,,3

The compn:hensive IEN solution envisioned by the IEN RFP (the "lEN Project")
required multiple components to be addressed in responsive proposals. 4 These components fall
into the following three general categories: (I)
(1) E-Rate funding and education services; (2)
middle mile connectivity 5; and (3) last mile connectivity.6 From a practical and graphic
standpoint, these categories arrange themselves into a pyramid with responsibility or E-Rate
funding and education services at the tip and broad-band connectivity at the base, as illustrated
below:

A~:,
A~2,

;'
!I

Middle Mile
Connectivity

j.. "," -..'' ·. .

i ..·.......... '·"..

/1

I

.......

last Mile Connectivity

"

~......~,~~
~,~~ '" ''lI'~liM!~'l1lilil''~,,'"
'''oiliM!~'''''·'~''';'

'~'~~.-.~_- --~

See Affidavit of Mark Little ("Little Aff."), 11' 13 Exhibit A (lEN RFP).
3,1 Executive Summary.
See lEN RFP § 3.1
3 See lEN RFP § 3.2 Scope of Purpose.
4 See lEN RFP § 3.5.2 Phase I Requirements.
Requirements,
I

2

The "middle mile" is the segment of a telecommunications network linking a network operator's core network to
the local network plant, typically in the local company's central office, to provide access to the last mile.
6 The "last mile" is the Ifinalleg of delivering connectivity from a communications provider to a customer. This
final leg can be from the central office to the customer premises or from a point of presence (access point) to the
customer premises. The actual distance of this leg may be considerably more than a mile, especially in rural areas.
5
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Given the broad scope and statewide reach of the lEN Project, the lEN RFP encouraged
potential vendors to form partnerships for providing lEN services, stating, in section 3.3(b) that
"Strong consideration will be given to proposals that incorporate partnerships between multiple
providers." 7 The lEN RFP further required vendors to "explain their partnering plan within their
RFP response."s Notably, the lEN RFP did not require proposals that incorporated partnerships
to be signed by all the partners or signed by a partnership entity.
Svringa Teams with ENA to Respond to the lEN RFP

Syringa is an Idaho company that provides telecommunications services to other
telecommunications providers and commercial users via an extensive network of fiber optic
cable in southern Idaho. Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA") is a highly experienced
company that specializes in providing managed network and telecommunications services to
technology-enabled education customers, including K-12 schools and libraries. ENA also has a
depth of experience managing projects involving federal E-Rate funding.
In order to provide the breadth of services and statewide coverage required by the lEN
RFP, Syringa and ENA pooled their resources to respond to the lEN RFP and entered into a
bilaterally enforceable Teaming Agreement containing all the material terms related to their
respective rights and obligations for the lEN Project. 9 Pursuant to those terms, ENA agreed to
conitractor for the lEN Project, and agreed that ENA and Syringa would each
act as the prime conltractor
have specific responsibilities should ENA be awarded a "Prime Contract" (defined as "the
resultant contract(s) between ENA and/or Syringa with the State ofIdaho regarding the
Project,,).IO The Teaming Agreement further provides that the parties would "execute a

See lEN RFP § 3.3 Required Qualifications.
See lEN RFP § 3.3 Required Qualifications.
9 See Affidavit of Greg Lowe filed on February 23,2010 ("Lowe Aff.") 1114, Exhibit 2.
Aff.1l14, Exhibit 2 §§ lea)
l(a) and 3(b)-(c).
10 See Lowe Aff.lll4,
7

8
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partnership agreement" to include "any appropriate flow-down provisions or other appropriate
tenns" as set forth in the Prime Contract, upon ENA's receipt of a Prime Contract. 11
Whether th(: lEN award was made solely to ENA or also to additional vendors as a
E).IA
multiple bidder award was not material to the Teaming Agreement-in either case, E),IA

received a "Prime Contract", as defined in the Teaming Agreement, which bound ENA and
Syringa to their contract. Under standard procurement law and practice, while an agency may
award contracts to multiple bidders, each of those awards is to a prime contractor. By way of
example, there is a preference under federal law for awards to "multiple contractors rather than a
single contractor." Ralph C. Nash, Jr., Steven L. Schooner, Karen R. O'Brien-DeBakey &
Vernon J. Edwards, The Government Contracts Reference Book 383-84 (3d ed. 2007) (citing 10
U.S.C. 2304a(d)(3) and 41 U.S.c. 253h(d)(3». Each such multiple awardee is, under these same
principles, a prime contractor, i.e., a "person or organization entering into a contract directly"
with the government. ld. at 446 (citing FAR 3.502-1). Indeed, the tenn "prime contractor" is
generally synonymous with the tenn "contractor." ld.
Syringa and ENA called themselves the lEN Alliance and jointly submitted a written
proposal in the fOffilat
fomlat required by the lEN RFP (the "lEN Alliance Proposal"). This fonnat
included the State of Idaho proposal signature page which was signed only by ENA. The
submission letter, signed by both ENA and Syringa, explained their joint relationship and
summarized the respective roles of each in the lEN Alliance Proposal as follows:
ENA Services, LLC (ENA) and Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa),
Alliance. . . . We will refer to our
responding jointly as the lEN Alliance.
combined team as the lEN Alliance. For the purpose of executing a
contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the project with
Syringa as the principal partner and prime supplier . . . . We are
II Lowe Aff. ~ 14, Exhibit 2 § 3(a). Construction contracts between a prime contractor and its subcontractor
typically contain flow-down provisions binding the subcontractor to the tenns in the prime contractor's agreement
with the owner.
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ca~tures the spirit of
confident the proposal we have provided ... ca~tures
collaboration and partnership the state is seeking. I

Syringa and ENA each brought specific skills and areas of expertise to the lEN Alliance
Proposal. While c(:rtain components of the lEN Alliance Proposal involved contributions from
both partners, the £)llowing requirements were met exclusively by either ENA or Syringa:

lEN RFf' REQUIREMENTS
Possess a service provider identification number
from USAC for E-Rate funding. 13

ENA

SYRINGA

../

Demonstrate ability to support multiple
applications and understand and coordinate
l4
school bell schedules. 14

../

Provide security against hackers and other threats
to the lEN network and provide content filtering
to ensure compliam:e with E-Rate policies. IS

../

Describe the proposer's backbone in both
narrative and graphic :fiJrm
fi)rm and provide historical
data for the backbone over the last 12 months. 16

../

Maintain an ingress internet bandwidth capacity
at the main hub site: that is no less than 50% ofthe
17
total bandwidth provided to all local sites. 17

../

Provide a network design that will, among other

things, adequately support low-latency sensitive
applications (i.e. Video over IP).18

../

Include results of certain ping tests that measure
the round trip time for information to travel from
. h
d
. d estmatlOn.
. . 19
I t even or to Its

../

I

See lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 1-2.
See lEN RFP § 3.2 S<cope of Purpose; see lEN Alliance Proposal, p. 107.
14 See lEN RFP § 8.1 Technical Requirements; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 82-83.
15 See lEN RFP § 8.1 Technical Requirements; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 72-74, 87-90.
Propo~er's Backbone; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 153-64.
16 See lEN RFP § 9.1 Propo~er's
17 See lEN RFP § 8.1 Technical Requirements; see lEN Alliance Proposal, p. 29.
18 See lEN RFP § 8.1 Technical Requirements; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 96-98.
19 See lEN RFP § 9.4 Trace Route and Ping Tests; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 173-78.
12

13
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Proposals Submitted in Response to the lEN RFP Were Required to Be Awarded
in Accordance with the Idaho Competitive Bid Statutes
Idaho has a strong interest in the use of an open competitive bid process. This interest
finds its general expression in Idaho Code § 67-5715. Passed in 1975 as S.L. 1975 ch. 254 § 2,
Idaho Code § 67-5715 provides:
The Idaho legislature, recognizing that an offered low price is not
always indicative of the greatest value, declares it to be the policy
of the state to expect open competitive bids in acquisitions of
property, and to maximize competition, and maximize the value
received by the government of the state with attendant benefits to
the citizens.
Consistent with this competitive bid process policy, a specific requirement that lEN
telecommunications services and equipment be acquired through "an open and competitive
bidding process" is contained in the enabling legislation for lEN. See I.C. § 67-5745D.
The competitive bid process policy is further served by the mandate that the State acquire
property from the lowest responsible bidder. See Idaho Code § 67-5717; see also IDAPA
38.05.01.
The only exception to the requirement that State property be acquired from the lowest
responsible bidder permits the State to make multiple awards to more than one bidder under
specified conditions. This multiple bidder award exception was first created by the Idaho
Legislature in 1996 for "same or similar information technology property". The exception was
expanded in 2001 to apply generally to all "same or similar property" and is codified in Idaho
Code § 67-5718A. The statute describes the property and circumstances to which it may be
applied as follows:
67-5718A. ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY BY CONTRACT-
CONTRACT-AWARD TO MORE THAN ONE BIDDER -- STANDARDS
BY
AWARDS
APPROVAL
FOR
MULTIPLE
A
WARDS
ADMINISTRATOR.
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(1)
Notwithstanding any provlSlon of this chapter to the
contrary, the administrator of the division of purchasing may make
an award of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the
same or similar property where more than one (1) contractor is
nec{:ssary:
(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required
by state agencies;
(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of
property for state agencies; or
(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is
compatible with property previously acquired.

***
(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or
more bidders in accordance with this section, a state agency shall
make purchases from the contractor whose tenns and conditions
regarding price, availability, support services and delivery are most
advantageous to the agency.
(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section
shall not be made when a single bidder can reasonably serve the
acquisition needs of state agencies. A multiple award of a contract
shall only be made to the number of bidders necessary to serve the
acquisition needs of state agencies.
I.C. § 67-5718A (emphasis added). The multiple bidder award exception created by Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A is clear and limited. Where the State intends to acquire property that is not "the
same or similar" it is clear, from the plain language of the statute, that a multiple bidder award is
not appropriate. See State v. Mubita, 145 Idaho 925, 940, 188 P.3d 867, 882 (2008) ("When
construing a statute, the focus of the Court is to detennine and give effect to the intent of the
legislature .... The language of the statute must be given its plain, obvious and rational
meaning. Unless the result is palpably absurd, this Court assumes the legislature meant what is
clearly stated in the statute.") (internal citations omitted).
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DOA Elects to Make a Multiple Bidder Award ofthe lEN Project
The proposals submitted in response to the IEN RFP were scored by six independent,
technically qualified individuals selected by DOA.

2o

The lEN Alliance Proposal was ranked as

the highest rated, lowest cost proposa1. 21 For reasons that are not fully apparent in the record, on
January 20,2009, DOA stated its intent to make a multiple bidder award to ENA and to Qwest. 22
While Syringa admits it did not protest the award, Syringa asserts it had no duty to exhaust
administrative remedies because its claims arise by virtue of its contractual relationship with
ENA which receive:d a contract for the IEN Project.
67 -5718A, with two
The IEN multiple award started, as required by Idaho Code § 67-5718A,
virtually identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders on January 28, 2009 ("SBPOs")
(SBPO 1308 to Qwest and SBPO 1309 to ENA 23). Each SBPO contemplated, according to its
terms, that ENA and Qwest would each providing the full spectrum of services requested by the
IEN RFP (i.e., each providing (1) E-Rate and education services; (2) middle mile connectivity;
and (3) last mile connectivity), illustrated as follows:

See Little Affidavit'l 13.
21 See Lowe Aff. ~ 17, Exhibit 4 (Letter of Intent). The lEN Alliance Proposal received 856 total points and the
Qwest Proposal received 635 total points.
22 See Lowe Aff. ~ 17, Exhibit 4 (Letter of Intent).
23 See Lowe Aff. ~ 21, Exhibits 5 and 6 (SBPOs).
20
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The effect of the multiple bidder award was to eliminate further competition for the lEN
Project among all prospective contractors except ENA and Qwest. The multiple bidder award
represented by the SBPOs would have provided Idaho school districts and agencies with the
opportunity to determine which of the two successful bidders (ENA or Qwest) could
expeditiously provide the property and services they required in a cost efficient manner. In other
words, the SBPOs issued on January 28,2009, required competition between the ENA pyramid
and the Qwest pyramid, just like all other multiple bidder awards (e.g., the State awards for
acquisition of body armor, court reporting services, fuel, photocopiers, vehicles, office furniture
and other groups of similar items),24 on the basis of "'price,
"price, availability, support services and
delivery." See Idaho Code § 67-5718A(3).

DOA Issues Amended SBPOs that Divide the Project into Two Discrete Parts,
Award Separate Parts to ENA and Owest and Eliminate Competition
Less than a month after issuance of the original SBPOs, DOA issued amended SBPOs
(1308-01 to Qwest and 1309-01 to ENA)25 (collectively, "'Amended
"Amended SBPOs") that were no
"principal partner and
longer identical. The Amended SBPOs eliminated Syringa as ENA's "'principal
supplier" and substituted Qwest in its place as illustrated below:

-

24
25

http://adrn.idaho.gov/purchasinglstwidecntrcs.htrnl.
See list of statewide contracts, available at http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasinglstwidecntrcs.html.
See Lowe Aff. ~ 22, Exhibits 7 and 8 (Amended SBPOs).
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The Amended SBPOs issued to ENA and Qwest do not, contrary to the purpose of
multiple bidder awards and the requirements ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A, permit Idaho school
districts and agencies to choose either ENA or Qwest as their vendor for the lEN Project after
comparing their respective prices, availability, support services and delivery. Instead, the
Amended SBPOs divide the property and services solicited by the lEN RFP into two separate
and mutually exclusive categories, require ENA and Qwest to cooperate rather than to compete,
and provide no choice to purchasing school districts and agencies.

III.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

The State Defendants moved for summary judgment under I.R.C.P. 56, which provides in
relevant part:
The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings,
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.
If the moving party has shown that there are no disputed facts, then the non-moving party "must
respond to the summary judgment motion with specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for
trial." Samuel v. Hepworth, Nuengester and Lezmiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 87, 996 P.2d 303, 306
(2000) (internal citations omitted).
Upon consideration of a motion for summary judgment, the record must be liberally
construed in the light most favorable to the party opposing the motion, and all reasonable
conclusions must be drawn in that party's favor. Construction Management
inferences and conc:1usions

ofAmerica,
America, 135 Idaho 680, 682, 23 P.3d 142, 144 (2001).
Systems, Inc. v. Assurance Co. of
Accordingly, the Court must draw all reasonable inferences and conclusions in favor of Syringa.
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IV.

A.

ARGUMENT

Syringa Has Standing.

A generalizt::d grievance suffered by all taxpayers and citizens alike does not confer
standing under Idaho law. See Pro Indiviso, Inc. v. Mid-Mile Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 741, 746,
963 P.2d 1178, 1183 (1998) ("A generalized interest in seeing that the government follows the
law or its regulations is insufficient to confer standing absent some particularized harm to the
party.
"). Rather, "the plaintiff must set forth sufficient evidence of an injury in fact, uncommon
party.").
to other similarly situated taxpayers, wherein they would acquire a personal stake in the outcome
of the controversy." Scott v. Buhl Joint School District, 123 Idaho 779, 781, 852 P.2cl1376,
1378 (1993). As further explained by the Idaho Supreme Court:
The essence of the standing inquiry is whether the party seeking to
invoke the court's jurisdiction has "alleged such a personal stake in
controversy. . . ."
. " As refined by subsequent
the outcome of the controversy.
refonmation, this requirement of "personal stake" has come to be
understood to require not only a "distinct palpable injury" to the
plaintiff, but also a "fairly traceable" causal connection between
the claimed injury and the challenged conduct.
Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635,641, 778 P.2d 757, 763 (1989); see also Campbell v.
Kildew, 141 Idaho 640, 647, 115 P.3d 731,738 (2005) (holding plaintiffs had standing to
challenge approval of a subdivision zoning change because they owned property adjacent to the
subdivision. As no1i;!d
noh~d by the court, the plaintiffs' "injury is not a generalized grievance. As
neighboring property owners, [they] would suffer a distinct injury as a result of the proposed
property. "); Gibbons v. Cenarrusa,
subdivision's interference with the quiet enjoyment of their property.");
140 Idaho 316, 318, 92 P.3d 1063, 1065 (2002) (holding candidate for county commissioner had
standing challenge the legislative repeal of the Term Limits Act, because, unlike other members
of the public, she was "running for election against an opponent who would be ineligible to run
unconstitutional.").
for office if the repeal of the Term Limits Act were unconstitutiona1.").
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In addition to the foregoing cases which demonstrate the difference between a
generalized grievance and distinct injury, Scott v. Buhl Joint School District, provides an
example of "specified and peculiar injury" that involved a public contract. 123 Idaho at 779, 852
P.2d at 1376. In that case, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed whether bidders (the Scotts),
who were denied a public school transportation contract, had standing to challenge the contract
award. The Court {:mphasized that in order to establish standing, the "plaintiffs must set forth
sufficient evidence of an injury in fact, uncommon to other similarly situated taxpayers, wherein
P .2d at
they would acquire a personal stake in the outcome of this controversy." !d. at 781, 852 P.2d
1378. Because the Scotts submitted a bid for a public contract and were denied the contract, they
did "not bring a generalized grievance suffered by all citizens and taxpayers, but instead brought
a grievance particular to them", and had standing to maintain their lawsuit. !d. at 786, 852 P.2d
at 1383. Scott follows the general rule for standing under Idaho law and does not, as asserted by
the State Defendants, hold that only a disappointed bidder has standing to challenge a
procurement decision.
The State Dc:::fendants assert "Syringa, as a limited liability company, is acting as no more
than a representative of certain concerned citizens in asserting that the multiple award to Qwest
and ENA was not made in compliance with the provisions ofIdaho Code 67-5718A.,,26 This
assertion fails to address the fact that, like the plaintiffs in Scott v. Buhl, Syringa had distinct
contractual rights under the Teaming Agreement and a grievance particular to it distinct from
every other Idaho citizen.
Syringa's standing is not based on being a "hopeful" or "potential" sub-contractor to
ENA but on being an essential and required part of the proposal submitted in response to the lEN
RFP. It is undisput{:d that Syringa and ENA executed a Teaming Agreement, partnered to
26

See Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment ("State Defendants Memo"), p. 19.
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submit the lEN Alliance Proposal, and described their partnering plan, including the
responsibility of Syringa to provide middle and last mile connectivity in the lEN Alliance
Proposal. Syringa suffered particularized hann because DOA accepted the lEN Alliance
Proposal, and then ehose to amend the SBPOs to cut Syringa out ofthe lEN Project. The hann
to Syringa is more than "fairly traceable" to the Amended SBPOs; it is a direct result of DOA's
DO A's
decision to amend the SBPOs and to preclude Syringa from all ENA directed lEN work. To the
extent the Court is (:oncemed whether the hann is "fairly traceable" to the State Defendants'
conduct, that issue is a factual question bearing on proximate cause that is generally reserved for
the jury. See Doe v. Sisters a/Holy
ofHoly Cross, 126 Idaho 1036, 1039,895 P.2d 1229,1234 (1995)
("[P]roximate caus!;: is one of fact to be submitted to the jury and not a question of law for the
court; if, upon all the facts and circumstances, there is a reasonable chance or likelihood of the
jury. ").
conclusions of reasonable [people] differing, the question is one for the jury.").
DOA cites Wing v. Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 688 P.2d 1172 (1984), for the correct, but
inapposite proposition that "a person not in privity cannot sue on a contract". Wing involved a
suit under successive leases and had nothing to do with public procurement, the solicitation of
proposals, or Teaming Agreements. Wing involved a suit for breach oflease covenants, by a
subsequent tenant, against a fonner tenant who had applied agricultural chemicals to the leased
land. There was no privity or relationship between the two consecutive tenants and no
explanation why the subsequent tenant didn't sue the landlord or why the landlord didn't sue the
first tenant that had applied the chemical to it land. The decision simply held that the absence of
privity between the first tenant and the second tenant was fatal to the second tenant's claim.
Wing has no application to this case in which the award to ENA satisfied conditions precedent to
the ENAlSyringa
ENA/Syringa n:aming Agreement and created specific contractual rights in Syringa. The
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subsequent conduct ofthe defendants violated those rights, caused particularized damage to
Syringa, and created standing to bring this suit.
Syringa had clearly established contractual rights under the Teaming Agreement and
SBPO 1309 which were violated, with resulting damage to Syringa, by the issuance of the
Amended SBPOs. The violation of these rights and resulting damage constitutes particularized
harm which gives Syringa a direct stake in challenging the legality of the Amended SBPOs and
meets the requiremt:nts for standing under Idaho law.
1.

Syringa Has Standing Under Count One of the Complaint.

Count One of the Syringa Complaint seeks damages for breach of the contract that arose
as a result of DOA issuing the lEN RFP (which contained representations and established rules
by which proposals were to be submitted), and DOA's acceptance of the lEN Alliance Proposal
as responsive to the lEN RFP. DOA's failure to adhere to the lEN RFP rules, terms and
conditions for awarding the lEN Project caused Syringa particularized harm because it jointly
submitted a proposal with ENA in reliance on the rules and representation in the lEN RFP.
The sole basis for the State Defendants' argument is that Syringa lacks privity with the
State because it is not a party to SBPO 1309. However, Syringa does not seek damages for
breach ofSBPO 1309 between the State and ENA. Rather, Count One is based on DOA's
failure to follow the process and criteria contained in the lEN RFP. Specifically, the lEN RFP
encouraged partnerships and clearly forbade vendors from bidding on a "particular section of the
RFP."
As stated in the RFP, the State desires to partner with a total
service solution provider. Vendors interested in bidding on a
particular section of the RFP, are highly encouraged to work with a
major service provider partner or partners, in an effort to meet all
ofth;!
ofth~ required specifications as set forth in this document. 27
27

Aff.1J 8, hhibit E containing Answer to Question 15 to the lEN RFP (emphasis in original).
See Little Aff.1[
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Syringa jointly submitted the IEN Alliance Proposal with ENA in reliance on the rules
DOA accepted the IEN Alliance Proposal in its entirety and
and representation in the IEN RFP. OOA
DOA also accepted the Qwest proposal and awarded SBPO 1308
awarded SBPO 1309 to ENA. OOA
to Qwest. Less than a month later, OOA
DOA amended the SBPOs, dividing the work between ENA
(E-Rate and education services) and Qwest (connectivity). The result of the Amended SBPOs is
the same as ifENA had bid on one section of the RFP and Qwest bid on another. Had "bidding
by sections" been allowed by the lEN RFP, Syringa alone could have bid on the very same
sections that were exclusively awarded to Qwest by the Amended SBPOs. Syringa suffered
particularized harm by this after the fact change in the IEN Project rules because it was not
allowed to submit a bid for some, rather than all, sections of the IEN RFP.

2.

Syringa Has Standing Under Count Two of the Complaint.

Count Two of the Syringa Complaint seeks a declaratory judgment against Gwartney,
57 -5726,
Zickau and Qwest declaring the award to Qwest void for violation of Idaho Code § 57-5726,
which prohibits State officers and employees from conspiring with a vendor or its agents to
"influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to deprive a
vendor of an acquisition award." Whether Gwartney and Zickau influenced DOA to make a
multiple award to ENA and Qwest and then to subsequently amend the award is an issue which
is beyond the agreed scope of the Motion for Summary Judgment which is currently pending.
The focus on Count Two at the moment, therefore, concerns whether Syringa has standing to
make a claim based on the frustration and elimination of its rights under the Teaming Agreement
and SBPO 1309.
The State Defendants assert, in direct conflict with Idaho Supreme Court precedent, most
notably Scott v. Buhl Joint School District, 123 Idaho 779,852 P.2d 1376 (1993), that a contract
let by the state in violation oflaw can only be challenged by a bidder for the contract. The State
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 15
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Defendants have cited no case law that limits standing to bidders. Standing to challenge
procurement decisions does not tum on whether the plaintiff is a bidder, but like any other
standing analysis, on the existence of particularized harm to the plaintiff that is fairly traceable to
the challenged conduct. That requirement is satisfied, in this case, by the undisputed evidence of
the Teaming Agreement, the lEN Alliance Proposal, the SBPOs and the Amended SBPOs.
The State Defendants further assert Syringa lacks standing to bring this claim because it
did not individually qualify under each and every part ofthe lEN RFP, including obtaining a
USAC service provider number for E-Rate funding. This position is not only inconsistent with
the lEN RFP, it is directly contrary to the lEN RFP. The lEN RFP clearly stated, "Strong
consideration will be given to proposals that incorporate partnerships between multiple
providers."z8
providers.,,28 If each partner to a collaborative proposal was individually required to meet all
components of the IEN RFP, the purpose of the partnerships solicited by the RFP would be
defeated. Neither Syringa nor ENA was individually qualified to provide the entire spectrum of
services requested by the lEN RFP. Instead, each possessed and agreed to contribute specific
endskills and expertise to the lEN Alliance Proposal that combined to provide the highest rated, end
to-end lEN solution.
Buhi,
The circums.tances and legal analysis of this case fall directly within rule of Scott v. Buhl,
even if the facts are different. The undisputed facts clearly support an inference, ifnot a
conclusion that Syringa suffered a particularized harm caused by the State Defendants' actions,
which as discussed in more detail below, eliminated its rights under the Teaming Agreement.
Syringa therefore has standing to challenge the award to Qwest, including the Amended SBPOs,
based on its personal stake in the outcome of this litigation.

28 See lEN RFP § 3.3 Required Qualifications. See also additional statements in the lEN RFP emphasizing
comprehensive partnerships and forbidding vendors from bidding on a particular section of the RFP, supra p. 15.
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3.

Syringa Has Standing Under Count Three of the Complaint.

Count Three of the Syringa Complaint seeks a declaratory judgment against DOA
declaring the award to Qwest void pursuant to Idaho Code § 57-5718A, which sets forth the
procedural and substantive requirements for issuing multiple bidder awards. DOA's failure to
follow these requirements for multiple bidder awards directly hanned Syringa by prohibiting
ENA from using Syringa to compete against Qwest.
The State Defendants argue Syringa lacks standing based on their unsupported
conclusion that the Teaming Agreement is unenforceable because a multiple bidder award was
made. The State D(;:fendants
Dt;:fendants fail to cite any law or specific language in the Teaming Agreement
that supports this argument. The Teaming Agreement was not conditioned upon the State
awarding the lEN Project solely to ENA. Once the State accepted the lEN Alliance Proposae
Proposat2 9
and awarded ENA a contract (SBPO 1309) for the lEN Project (a "Prime Contract" as defined in
the Teaming Agreement), ENA and Syringa were contractually bound to abide by the tenns of
both the Teaming Agreement and the lEN Alliance Proposal.
The State D(!fendants
D(~fendants also contend, without analysis or support, that Syringa lacks
standing because the Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa is an unenforceable
"agreement to agree on something in the future ... where Syringa was hypothetically supposed
to be a sub-contractor to ENA.,,3o
Idaho law does not support DOA's contention that the Teaming Agreement is merely an
agreement to agree. A contract is unenforceable and deemed an agreement to agree where the
parties "leave a material tenn for future negotiations"-i.e. the future agreement is a condition

*

29 See lEN RFP, 2.0 Definitions, which defines "Contract" as "The agreement between the Contractor and the
State. Contract shall be comprised of the Proposer's proposal in its entirety, the Request for proposal document
and all attachments either written or electronic ...
..."" (emphasis added).
30 See State Defendants' Memo., p. 18.
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precedent to the contract. Maroun v. Wyreless Systems, Inc., 141 Idaho 604, 614, 114 P.3d 974,
984 (2005). The State Defendants have identified no material terms in the Teaming Agreement
left to future negotiations. The only condition precedent to the Teaming Agreement, the award
of a contract to ENA for the lEN Project, was an objective event not dependant on future
negotiations. See, e.g., McCulley Fine Arts Gallery v. "X" Partners, 860 S.W.2d 473, 477-78
(Tex. App. 1993) (contrasting an unenforceable contract where essential terms are left open for
future negotiations with a contract that becomes enforceable by the occurrence of an objective
condition precedent to performance).
Other jurisdictions have found teaming agreements 3 ) enforceable where, as in this case,
(1) the parties manifest an intention to be bound by the teaming agreement, and (2) the teaming
agreement contains sufticiently definite terms. See ATACS Corp. v. AIRTACS Corp., 15 F.3d
659, 667 (3rd Cir. 1998).
With teaming agreements, courts are particularly sensitive to what
the parti es intended in agreeing to "team"-that
"team"-that is, searching for
sufticiently definite terms for enforcement other than the simple
promise to enter into a subcontract at a later date-and whether that
teaming agreement was intended to bind the parties during the
various stages of government contract procurement.
The fact that the parties never finalized an implementing

subcontract is usually not fatal to enforcing the teaming agreement
on its own-if the parties intended the teaming agreement itself to
constitute a binding agreement that enumerated definite terms of
behavior governing the parties during, or even after, the bidding
proc'ess. Such terms might include the subcontractor's assistance in
the prime contractor's proposal in return for the prime contractor's
delivery of an agreeable subcontract. Or, the parties might promise
to work exclusively with each other in preparing the bid for the
gove:mment contract.

31 A "teaming agreement" is not a term with a "fixed meaning"; it can include an arrangement, memorandum of
understanding, joint-venture agreement, strategic alliance or other collaboration under which the signatories
cooperate to pursue a particular contract. Cable & Computer Tech., Inc. v. Lockheed Sanders, Inc., 213 F.3d 1030,
1034-35 (9th Cir. 2000).
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Id. (internal citations omitted) (emphasis added). For example, in Operations Management
International v. Tengasco, Inc., 35 F. Supp.2d 1052 (E.D. Tenn. 1999), a water management

company ("OMI") sought declaratory relief that the teaming agreement it entered into with a gas
company ("Tengas1co") to collaborate in seeking a contract with the Department of Energy was
an unenforceable agreement to agree and therefore did not obligate OMI to subcontract certain
services through T(:ngasco. The court determined the teaming agreement was a binding
"agreement to team up, to cooperate, and to pursue a common goal" based on the contract terms
which included mutual promises of both parties and a statement that should OMI receive a public
contract, "Tengasco will be a subcontractor to OMI and will perform the management, operation
and maintenance of the steam plant and distribution system, the electrical substations and the
distribution system and the natural gas distribution system." Id. at 1056 (emphasis added).
Like the parties in Tengasco, Syringa and ENA entered into a binding Teaming
Agreement to pursue the common goal of obtaining a government contract. The Teaming
Agreement clearly manifests ENA and Syringa's intention to be bound by it and contains
sufficiently definite terms, including the following responsibilities:
(b) ENA Responsibilities. If ENA wins the Project as provided in
Section 2(a) above, in connection with performing the Prime
Contract, ENA shall be responsible for the following functions for
all participating schools and libraries: (i) procuring and owning all
customer premises equipment, (ii) coordinating field service, (iii)
managing the customer relationship; (iv) serving as the fiscal and
contracting agent, including responsibility for invoicing and
collel;;tions;
colle(:tions; (v) management of E-Rate funds; and (iv) procuring,
managing and provisioning last-mile circuits.
(c) Syringa Responsibilities. If ENA wins the Project as provided
in St:ction 2(a) above, in connection with performing the Prime
Contract, ENA shall be responsible for: providing the statewide
backbone for the services, (ii) providing and operating a network
operations center for the backbone, (iii) providing for co-location
of core network equipment, (iv) procuring and owning all customer
premises equipment not provided by ENA, (v) coordinating field
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 19
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service non-school or library sites, (vi) managing the customer
relationship for non-school or library sites, and (vii) procuring,
managing and provisioning last mile circuits or non-school or
library sites. 32
The Teaming Agreement also contained confidentiality provisions and prohibited ENA and
Syringa from "submitting a Proposal, whether by itself as a prime contractor or with another
party, independently of the other party without the other party's prior written consent.,,33 These
terms further demonstrate that ENA and Syringa intended the Teaming Agreement to constitute a
binding agreement governing their behavior prior to and during the bidding process.
The Amended SBPOs eliminated Syringa's rights and responsibilities under its binding
Teaming Agreement with ENA, causing Syringa particularized harm that is directly traceable to
the State Defendants' actions. Syringa therefore has standing to challenge the award to Qwest,
including the Qwest Amended SBPO, based on its personal stake in the outcome of this
litigation.

4.

Syringa Has Standing Under Count Four of the Complaint.

Count Four of the Syringa Complaint seeks damages from the State Defendants and
Qwest for tortious interference with the Teaming Agreement. Although not specifically briefed
by the State Defendants, for the reasons set forth above, including its binding Teaming

Agreement with ENA, Syringa has standing under Count Four of the Complaint.

B.

No Administrative Remedies Apply to Syringa.

While the State Defendants assert Syringa failed to exhaust its administrative remedies,
Syringa's claims do not involve a bid protest brought by a disappointed bidder or a challenge to
the specifications of the RFP. Rather, Syringa's claims directly relate to the State Defendants'

32
33

See Lowe Aff.
See Lowe Aff.

,-r 14, Exhibit 2 § 3(b)-(c) (emphasis added).
,-r 14, Exhibit 2 §§ I (a), 2(e),(g).
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violation of Idaho procurement law in issuing an award to ENA and subsequently amending the
award to force a marriage between ENA and Qwest to the detriment and exclusion of Syringa.
1.

Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) Has No Application to this Case.

Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) states a "vendor whose bid is considered" has "five (5) working
days following recdpt of notice that it is not the lowest responsible bidder" to challenge the
contract award by applying "to the director of the department of administration for appointment
of a determinations officer." This appeal procedure specifically applies to single bidder awards
made to the "lowest responsible bidder" through a competitive bid process. See Idaho Code §
67-5717; IDAPA 38.05.01.
As explained above, the only exception to the requirement that the State award
67competitively bid contracts to the "lowest responsible bidder" is found in Idaho Code § 67
5718A. This exception contains no reference to the "lowest responsible bidder" and permits the
State to make multiple awards "to two or more bidders to furnish the same or similar property
where more than one bidder is necessary: (a) To furnish the types of property and quantities
required by state agencies; (b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of property
for state agencies; or (c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is compatible with
property previously acquired." Since there is no lowest responsible bidder for multiple bidder
67 -5718A, it is apparent that the Legislature did not intend Idaho
awards under Idaho Code § 67-5718A,
Code § 67-5733(c) to apply to multiple bidder awards.
2.

In the Alternative, if Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) Applies to Multiple
Uidder Awards, Syringa Had No Duty to Appeal the Award because it
was in Privity with the Lowest Cost, Highest Ranked Bidde!:.

Should the Court determine the appeals process under Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) for those
not named the "lowest responsible bidder" applies to multiple bidder awards, Syringa had no
duty to appeal the initial award to ENA and to Qwest because it was in privity with the lowest
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cost, highest ranked bidder. While the State Defendants assert Syringa failed to exhaust its
67-S733(c), neither Syringa, ENA nor the lEN
administrative remt:::dies under Idaho Code § 67-5733(c),
Alliance ever received notification that it was not the lowest responsible bidder.
In a letter dated January 20,2009, DOA notified bidders of its intent to award contracts
for the lEN Project to ENA and to Qwest. 34 The Letter of Intent clearly stated the proposal
submitted by ENA had been awarded the highest score. Because ENA was the bidding and
contracting party for the lEN Alliance Proposal, and Syringa was in privity with ENA under
Teaming Agreement, Syringa had no duty or desire 35 to challenge the award that positioned the
lEN Alliance team to compete with Qwest for providing their respective end-to-end lEN solution
to individual school districts and agencies.

v.

CONCLUSION

The Teaming Agreement was a bilateral enforceable contract between Syringa and ENA
that created rights and obligations for both parties. These contractual rights and obligations set
Syringa apart from ordinary taxpayers who might object to a State purchasing decision on a
theoretical basis. The frustration and elimination of these rights and obligations caused direct
harm and actual damages to Syringa. This particularized harm gives Syringa standing to pursue
its claims. Syringa also had no duty to exhaust administrative remedies inapplicable to its
claims. Syringa therefore requests the Court deny the State Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment as to thesle issues.

34
35

See Lowe Aff. ~. 17, Exhibit 4 (Letter of Intent).
See Lowe Aff. ~ 18.
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DATED this

tl!-~ay
tf!-~ay of May 2010.
G[VENS PURSLEY
GlVENS

LLP

8y:ttkft~
By:iJ&1!.~
DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff

By:~-j{_~,
8Y:i.k~_~,
AMBER N. DINA
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss:
)

Greg Lowe, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge.

2.

I am the Chief Executive Officer of Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"). I have

been employed by Syringa since September, 2008.
3.

I was one of the people responsible for reviewing and organizing the Syringa

response to the Idaho Education Network Request for Proposals 02160 (the "lEN RFP"), which
was issued in December, 2008.
4.

Syringa and Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA")
("EN A") teamed for the

purpose of preparing a response to the lEN RFP and jointly submitted their proposal as the lEN
Alliance (the "lEN Alliance Proposal").
5.

A true: and correct copy of the lEN Alliance Proposal is attached to Syringa's

Verified Complaint as Exhibit B. I have not attached the lEN Alliance Proposal to this affidavit
in an effort to reduce: the paper burden on the Court. If any party objects, counsel for Syringa
will provide them with an additional copy of the lEN Alliance Proposal.
6.

Syringa and ENA each brought specific skills and areas of expertise to the lEN

Alliance Proposal.

While certain components of the lEN Alliance Proposal involved

contributions from both partners, the following table sets forth examples of some of the
requirements ofthe lEN RFP that were met exclusively by either ENA or Syringa:
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lEN RFP REQUIREMENTS
Possess a service provider identification number
from USAC for E-Rate funding.!

ENA

SYRINGA

./
-/

Demonstrate ability to support multiple
applications and understand and coordinate
school bell schedules. 2

./
-/

Provide security against hackers and other threats
to the lEN network and provide content filtering
to ensure compliance with E-Rate policies. 3

./
-/

Describe the proposer's backbone in both
narrative and graphk form and provide historical
data for the backbone over the last 12 months. 4

./
-/

Maintain an ingress internet bandwidth capacity
at the main hub site that is no less than 50% of the
total bandwidth provided to all local sites. 5

./
-/

Provide a network d(~sign that will, among other
things, adequately support low-latency sensitive
applications (i.e. Video over IP).6
Include results of certain ping tests that measure
the round trip time for information to travel from
the vendor to its destination. 7

lEN RFP
See lEN RFP
3 See lEN RFP
4 See lEN RFP
5 See lEN RFP
6 See lEN RFP
7 See lEN RFP
1 See

2

./
-/

-/
./

§ 3.2 Scope of Purpose; see lEN Alliance Proposal, p. 107.
§ 8.1 Technical Requirements; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 82-83.
§ 8.1 Technical Requirements; see lEN AlIiance
Alliance Proposal, pp. 72-74, 87-90.
§ 9.1 Proposer's Backbone; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 153-64.
§ 8.1 Technical Requirements; see lEN AlIiance
Alliance Proposal, p. 29.
§ 8.1 Technical Requirements; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 96-98.
§ 9.4 Trace Route and Ping Tests; see lEN Alliance Proposal, pp. 173-78.
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Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 56(c), Defendants Idaho Department of Administration
("IDA"); J. Michael Gwartney and Jack G. Zickau (hereinafter the "State Defendants"), by and
through their counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, submit this Reply
Memorandum in support of their Motion for Summary Judgment on Plaintiff Syringa Networks,
LLC's ("Syringa") Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 56(c)
56( c) and 56(
e), Syringa has the burden of
56(e),

demonstrating to the Court that there is a genuine issue of material fact as to the following two
(1) whether Syringa has standing to assert Count One (breach of contract), Count Two
issues: (l)

(declaratory relief, I.C. § 67-5726), Count Three (declaratory relief, I.C. § 67-5718A), and
Count Four (tortious interference with contract) against the State Defendants; and (2) whether
Syringa's claims bt:fore this Court are not ripe because Syringa failed to exhaust administrative
remedies. Syringa has failed to meet its burden of proof to create a triable issue of fact on either

of these issues presented to the Court. Instead, Syringa wants to argue to the Court that there is
an enforceable contract (Teaming Agreement) between it and ENA Services, LLC, et al.
("ENA").
Syringa wants to argue to the Court and prove that there is privity of contract between it
and ENA. Syringa is completely missing the mark - - it needs to prove privity of contract

between it and IDA. Syringa has created its own "straw man" which is instantly knocked down
in light of its own admissions and the irrefutable facts in the record. Syringa concedes that there
are only two parties to SBPO 1309, IDA and ENA. Syringa also concedes that it was not a
bidder in response to RFP 02160. Syringa concedes that ENA is the Prime Contractor in privity
of contract with IDA pursuant to SBPO 1309. Syringa concedes that it was intended to be a
subcontractor to ENA. The State Defendants agree with these undisputed material facts.
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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For the purpose of the State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, however,
ENA's prime contractor-subcontractor relationship with Syringa under the purported Teaming
Agreement confers NO standing upon Syringa in this action against the State Defendants. If
anything, Syringa's opposition and cited authorities confirm its lack of standing in this matter
and seals its fate under the State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. Simply put,
Syringa may be in privity of contract with ENA and may have standing to assert rights under the
Teaming Agreement against ENA. Under the undisputed facts in the record, however, Syringa is
limited to its breach of contract claim against ENA (Count Six) of the Complaint. Syringa's
claims against the State Defendants, however, must be dismissed on summary judgment due to
lack of standing and ripeness.
II.
THE FOLLOWING FACTS ARE UNCONTROVERTED AND SUPPORT ENTRY OF
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

FACT

AUTHORITY/CITATION
~

1. On December 15, 2008, IDA issued
RFP 02160 for the Idaho Education
Network ("lEN").

See Little Aff.,

2. At the time of the issuance ofRFP 02160,
Syringa was a vendor capable of providing
certain services specified in RFP 02160.

See ENA Proposal attached as Exhibit B to the
Complaint.

3. RFP 02160, Section 5.3 (PRICING,
LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND
RENEWALS) provides that, "Any
resulting contract from the solicitation will
be awarded to up to four providers."

Little Aff., Exh. A, § 5.3.

4. Following the issuance of Amendment 1 of
RFP 02160, on December 29,2008, IDA
hosted an RFP vendor conference to solicit
questions and input in response to
RFP 02160.

Little Aff.,

5. Syringa attended the conference.

Little Aff., Exh. D, Amendment 3 to
RFP 02160, at 5.

6. The lEN Bidders' Conference Q&A
Follow Up (the "Follow Up") provides

Little Aff., Exh. D "lEN Bidder's Conference
Q&A Follow Up."

~

3, Exh. A.

6.
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FACT
that, "NOTE: The last day for filing a
specification appeal is January 9, 2009."
The Follow Up also notes the questions and
answers, and in relevant part provides: "Q
"Q5. Is this a single or multiple award
contract? A-5. It is a multiple award
contract. 5 years, with 3 Five Year
Extensions for a total of 20 years, per lEN
RFP 02160, para 5.3, page 23."

AUTHORITY/CITATION

7. Amendment 4 ofRFP 02160 dated
January 6, 2009, amended Section 5.3 in
relevant part, provides as follows: "Any
resulting contract from the solicitation may
be awarded to up to four providers."

Little Aff., Exh. E.

88.. Following the issuance of RFP 02160, and
Amendments 1 through 5 thereto, between
December 18, 2008, and January 7, 2009,
pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(a),
67-5733(l)(a),
Syringa did not challenge the
specifications, particularly including that
there would be a multiple award contract
for the lEN project, provided in RFP 02160
and in Amendments 1 through 5.

See Bums Aff., ,-r,-r.l 0 - 11.

9. IDA received four (4) proposals in
response to RFP 02160 as follows:
(l) ENA Services, LLC ("EN
("ENA"),
(1)
A") ,
(2) Qwest Communications Company,
LLC ("Qwest"), (3) Verizon Business
Network Services, Inc. ("Verizon"), and

Little Aff.,,-r 10.

(4) Integra Teleeom ("Integra").

10. ENA's signature page of its Response to
RFP 02160 is signed only by David
M. Pierce, its President and CEO.

Little Aff., Exh. G.

11. On January 20, 2009, Purchasing issued a
Letter of Intent to award the lEN contract
to both ENA and Qwest for being awarded
the most points.

Little Aff. at,-r 15.

12. On January 28,2009, IDA issued
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order
("SBPO 01308") to Qwest which,
ofIdaho's acceptance
"constitutes the State ofldaho's
of your signed offer (including any
electronic bid submission), which
submission is incorporated herein by

Little Aff., ,-r 16.
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FACT
reference as though set forth in full."

AUTHORITY/CITATION

13. On January 28, 2009, IDA issued
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order
SBPO 01309 to ENA which, "constitutes
the State ofldaho's
ofIdaho's acceptance of your
signed offer (including any electronic bid
submission), which submission is
incorporated herein by reference as though
set forth in full."

Little Aff.,

~

17.

14. On February 26, 2009, IDA issued
Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308, which
further defined Qwest's scope of work
under the multiple award.

Little Aff.,

~

18.

IS. On February 26,2009, IDA issued
15.
Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309, which
further defined ENA's scope of work under
the multiple award.

Little Aff.,

~

19.

16. Following the Letter of Intent dated
January 20, 2009, to award the lEN
contract to both ENA and Qwest, pursuant
67-5733(1)(c), the
to Idaho Code § 67-S733(1)(c),
Director of IDA did not receive an
application or appeal from Syringa setting
forth in specific: terms why the
Administrator's decision is erroneous.

Gwartney Aff.,

17. Syringa was not a responsive bidder to
RFP 02160.

Schossberger Aff., Exh. C, p. 14, LL. 16-18,
Syringa's counsel states that: "It is undisputed
and we concede that, no, Syringa was not a

~

9.

bidder per se."; See Syringa's Opposition

Brief providing, "This format included the
State of Idaho proposal signature page which
was signed only by ENA."; see Syringa's Opp.
Brief at p. 20 providing that, "Syringa's claims
do not involve a bid protest brought by a
.... " See Syringa Opp.
disappointed bidder ...."
Brief at p. 22 providing that, "Because ENA
was the bidding and contracting party for the
.... "
lEN Alliance proposal, ...."

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY .JUDGMENT - 4
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FACT
18. There was no privity of contract between
IDA and Syringa.

19. ENA was the prime contractor for the lEN
project and Syringa was a contemplated
subcontractor to ENA.

AUTHORITYfCIT ATION
AUTHORITYfCITATION

See Schossberger Aff., Exh. C, p. 9, LL. 10-12,
Syringa's counsel states that, "The Department
of Administration has objected that while there
is no privity - - and there is, in fact, privity,
.... "; See Syringa's
not with DOA, however ....";
Opp. Brief at p. 4, providing that, "This format
included the State of Idaho proposal signature
page which was signed only by ENA.";
Syringa's Opp. Brief at p. 8, providing that,
" ... ENA which received a contract for the lEN
project."; Syringa Opp. Brief at p. 13,
providing that, " ... the award to ENA ... ";
Syringa Opp. Brief at . 13, providing that,
"Syringa does not seek damages for breach of
SBPO 1309 between the State and ENA.";
Syringa Opp. Brief at p. 15, providing that,
"DOA ... awarded SBPO 1309 to ENA.";
Syringa Opp. Brief at p. 22, providing that,
"Because ENA was the bidding and
contracting party for the lEN Alliance
proposal, and Syringa was in privity with ENA
.... "
under Teaming Agreement, ...."
Syringa Opp. Brief at p. 3, providing that,
"ENA agreed to act as the prime contractor for
the lEN project, and agreed that ENA and
Syringa would each have specific
responsibilities should ENA be awarded a
'prime contract' ... "; Syringa Opp. Brief at
p. 4, providing that, " ... ENA received a
.... "; Syringa Opp. Brief at
'Prime Contract' ....";
p. 17, providing that, "Once the State

... awarded ENA a contract (SBPO 1309) for
the lEN project (a 'prime contract' as defined
; ... "; Syringa
in the Teaming Agreement), ;...";
Opp. Brief at p. 21, providing that, "Syringa
had no duty to appeal the initial award to ENA
... because it was in privity with the lowest
cost, highest ranked bidder."; Syringa Opp.
Brief at p. 22, providing that, " ... because
ENA was the bidding and contracting party for
the lEN Alliance proposal, and Syringa was in
privity with ENA under the Teaming
Agreement, ...
'" ."
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III.
ARGUMENT
A.

Syringa Does Not Have Standing To Sue The State Defendants Under The Prime
Contract Awarded To ENA.
Syringa asserts that it has standing not based upon a prime contract between IDA and

Syringa, but upon a completely separate third party document called a Teaming Agreement
between ENA and Syringa. Syringa's premise is that because it has contractual rights against
ENA, the prime contractor, it somehow becomes in privity of contract with IDA. Syringa
contends that it can bypass ENA' s role as the prime contractor and assert causes of action
directly against IDA. Syringa's argument fails and is refuted by the very authority that it relies
upon.
Syringa concedes that ENA is the Prime Contractor in privity of contract with IDA
pursuant to SBPO 1309. Ironically, Syringa relies upon the authority: RALPH C. NASH, JR.,
ET AL., THE GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS REFERENCE BOOK, A Comprehensive Guide
to the Language of Procurement (3 rd ed., 2007), which provides that:

PRIME CONTRACT. A contract entered into directly between the
government and a contractor (the PRIME CONTRACTOR). "Prime" is
used to distinguish that contract from any SUBCONTRACT entered into
between the PRIME CONTRACTOR and a supplier or vendor called a
subcontractor, or between such a subcontractor and another, lower-level

subcontractor. FAR 3.502-1; FAR 44.101. There is PRIVITY OF
CONTRACT between the government and prime contractors, but not
between the government and subcontractors.
See Schossberger Aff., Exh. E.

This is also the recognized and established law in Idaho. See Minidoka Cty. v.
L.H Krieger, 88 Idaho 395, 421,399 P.2d 962,979 (1965) (Idaho Supreme Court providing that,

"The surety asserts that a duty rested upon the county to see that the money retained was applied
by Krieger, the prime contractor, in payment of Krieger's subcontractors. We are unable to
entertain such view simply because the privity of contract existed between the County and
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY .JUDGMENT - 6
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Krieger, the prime contractor, and not between the County and the subcontractors.")
(Emphasis added).
Federal law is in accord. Under federal government prime contracts, subcontractors do
not have standing to sue the government under the Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1491, in the event of
an alleged government breach or to enforce a claim for equitable adjustment under the Contract
Disputes Act of 1978. See United States v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 713 F.2d 1541 (Fed. Cir.
1983); Putnam Mills Corp. v. United States, 479 F.2d 1334,202 Ct. Co. 1 (1973). The
government consents to be sued only by those with whom it has privity of contract, which it does
not have with subcontractors. See Johnson Controls, Inc., 713 F.2d at 1550-52. The federal
courts have further held that aggrieved subcontractors have the option of enforcing their
subcontract rights against a prime contractor in appropriate proceedings, or of prosecuting a
claim against the government through and in the right of the prime contractor's contract, and
with the prime contractor's consent and cooperation. See Erickson Air Crane Co. of
Washington, Inc. v. United States, 731 F.2d 810, 813 (C.A. Fed. 1984); see Opinion by
Administrative Judge Stempler on the Government's Motion to Dismiss, Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals No. 56201, March 7, 2008 (ruling that, "...
" ... The government's moves to
dismiss the appeal for lack of
jurisdiction on the basis that the appellants, ... are subcontractors
ofjurisdiction

with whom the gov1ernment has no privity of contract. We grant the government's motion and
jurisdiction.... ") See Schossberger Aff., Exh. D.
ofjurisdiction....")
dismiss the appeal for lack of
In the case at bar, the facts are uncontroverted that there is privity of contract between
IDA and ENA, the prime contractor. Hence, there is no privity of contract between IDA and
Syringa, ENA's proposed subcontractor. See id. Given Syringa's purported subcontractor
relationship solely with ENA, Syringa has no standing to assert its claims against IDA. See Wing
v. Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 272, 688 P.2d 1172, 1177 (1984) ("It is axiomatic in the law of

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION
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contract that a person not in privity cannot sue on a contract."); see Minidoka CIy.,
Cty., supra,
88 Idaho at 421 (Idaho Supreme Court confirming that there is no privity of contract between the
county and the subeontractors); see also Memorandum Decision and Order, Hon. Ronald Wilper,
April 24, 2007 (district court granting the Idaho Department of
Case No. CV OC 0508037, filed April24,
Public Works' (DPW) motion for summary judgment on plaintiffs claim against DPW based on
a claim of breach of the termination for convenience contractual provision because the contract
was between DPW and SE/Z Construction, LLC, the prime contractor for the DPW project
number 02-353, and because plaintiff was a subcontractor under SE/Z, and not a party to the
contract and had no standing to claim damages for the breach of the contract.) See Schossberger
Aff., Exh. A.
Syringa's argument that it has standing against the State Defendants, under whatever
rights it had under the Teaming Agreement with ENA, is akin to arguing that it is a third party
beneficiary of the contract between IDA and ENA. This argument also fails because Syringa
was not an intended third party beneficiary of SBPO 1309. In Nelson v. Anderson Lumber Co.,
140 Idaho 702, 708, 99 P.3d 1092, 1098 (Ct. App. 2004), the Idaho Court of Appeals held that:
In order for a third party beneficiary to recover on a breach of contract
claim, the third party must show that the contract was made for his or her
direct benefit and that he or she is more than a mere incidental beneficiary.

Dawson v. Eldredge, 84 Idaho 331, 337, 372 P.2d 414, 418 (1962). The
contract iltselfmust express an intent to benefit the third party. Stewart v.
Arrington Constr. Co., 92 Idaho 526, 532, 446 P.2d 895, 901 (1968).
See also Schossberger Aff., Exh. A, Memorandum Decision and Order at 8.
In sum, there is no privity of contract between IDA and Syringa, ENA's potential
subcontractor. The record further establishes that Syringa was not an intended third party
beneficiary of the contract between IDA and ENA. Syringa's creative argument which is
advanced under the so-called Teaming Agreement does not change these undisputed facts.
Accordingly, the Court should grant the State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on
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'

.......

Counts One through Four of the Complaint because Syringa is not in privity and, therefore, has
no standing to sue the State Defendants.

B.

Syringa's Standing Argument Under Scott v. Buhl Joint School District Is Misplaced
And Irrelevant.
Syringa is attempting to force a square peg into a round hole in arguing that the purported

Teaming Agreement provides the missing nexus of standing between it and IDA because it can
create a "fairly traceable" causal connection between its alleged deprivation of the work it
expected to receive from ENA, and the challenged conduct of the amendment to SBPO 1309.
Under the authority discussed above, establishing that Syringa is not in privity of contract with
IDA, Syringa has no standing to prosecute a claim against IDA. Syringa may only assert its
alleged subcontractor rights against the prime contractor, ENA. Syringa cannot bypass this black
letter contract law by asserting a declaratory relief action based upon facts which arise out of the
contract between IDA and ENA. The discussion in Scott v. Buhl Joint School District,
123 Idaho 779, 852 P.2d 1376 (1993), is readily distinguishable and irrelevant to the instant facts
because the Scotts were disappointed bidders on a contract for public school transportation,
which did not fall under the Administrative Procedures Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code.
As bidders, the Scotts did have standing to assert that the successful bid was unresponsive and
that the contract was erroneously awarded. The Scott case does not support Syringa's
proposition that had the Scotts been a subcontractor to the prime contractor who was awarded the
transportation contract, they would have standing at a future date to directly sue the public school
district if the prime contract was amended such that their contemplated work was no longer
present. Syringa is bound by whatever subcontractor rights it may have to assert against the
prime contractor, ENA. Therefore, each of the standing cases cited by Syringa, which do not
factually involve governrnent prime contracts, and a subcontractor trying to step into the shoes of
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the prime contractor and assert claims directly against the government, are all inapplicable and
irrelevant.
The more p,ertinent
p1ertinent line of authority, which has been completely ignored by Syringa, is as
pronounced in Harris v. Cassia Cty., 106 Idaho 513,681 P.2d 988 (1984), providing that as a
general rule, a declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case where an actual or justiciable
controversy exists. The Idaho Supreme Court provided that a "justiciable controversy" ripe for a
declaratory judgment must be one that is appropriate for judicial determination, must be definite
and concrete, touching the legal relations of parties having adverse legal interests, and must
be real and substantial admitting of specific relief through a decree of a conclusive
character, as distinguished from an opinion advising what the law would be upon a
hypothetical state of facts. (Emphasis added). Id. at 516. The Harris court also stated that, "A
declaratory judgment must clarify and settle the legal relations in issue, and afford relief from the
uncertainty and controversy which gave rise to the action." !d. at 517. As discussed above, there
is no justiciable controversy between IDA and Syringa because there is no privity of contract,
and they do not have any actual adverse legal interest that can be settled by theCourt. Rather,
IDA has a legal relation pursuant to SBPO 1309 with ENA. As the prime contractor, ENA may
have a legal relation through the purported Teaming Agreement with Syringa, but Syringa

unquestionably does not have any legal relation with IDA.
As argued in the State Defendants' opening brief, Syringa is really asking this Court for
an opinion advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical state of facts. See id. Following
the precedent of Harris v. Cassia Cty., Syringa's declaratory relief -- Counts, Two and Three, of
the Complaint -- do not amount to a justiciable controversy and have been improperly asserted
against the State Defendants. Moreover, because the present facts involve a government prime
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contract, Syringa is precluded from asserting declaratory relief directly against the government,
especially since any declaratory relief lies exclusively against the Prime Contractor, ENA.
Thus, because Syringa is not like the plaintiffs in Scott v. Buhl, that case is inapposite.
Scott provides no support for Syringa's hypothetical set of facts under the ostensible Teaming
Agreement, or Syringa's argument that IDA's award of the prime contract to ENA, and the
subsequent amendment, somehow magically created standing upon Syringa such that it could
ignore its subcontractor status and assert the rights of the prime contractor directly against IDA.
Syringa's legal theory has no merit and should be rejected outright by the Court. Under the real
and undisputed material facts that Syringa is not in privity of contract with IDA, and that Syringa
was not a bidder in response to RFP 02160, it has no standing to assert its claims against the
State Defendants. The Court should grant the Motion for Summary Judgment.

C.

Whether The Teaming Agreement Is Enforceable Is Irrelevant.
As discussed above, Syringa's conclusory argument that the Teaming Agreement with

ENA confers standing upon Syringa to assert its claims around ENA, and directly against IDA, is
nothing more than a red herring. In Syringa's 22 page opposition brief, it basically reasserts the
same argument that the Teaming Agreement established privity of contract between ENA and
Syringa. Thus, Syringa would argue that because the scope of work in the prime contract was

amended to Syringa's disfavor, Syringa can use the Teaming Agreement as a springboard to
jump over ENA and assert claims directly against the State Defendants. Syringa spends four
pages of its brief arguing that the Teaming Agreement is enforceable and relies upon federal case
law from other jurisdictions. The cases cited by Syringa, e.g., Atacs Corp. v. Airtacs Corp.,
155
ISS F.3d 659,667 (3d Cir. 1998), and Operations Mgmt. Int'l v. Tenjasco, Inc.,
35 F. Supp. 2d 1052 (E.D. Tenn. 1999), both involved a claim by and against the parties to the
teaming agreement.
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In Atacs Corp., the unsuccessful bidder for the subcontract brought an action against the
primary contractor based upon the teaming agreement, and did not file a direct action against the
government based upon the teaming agreement with the prime contractor. In Operations

Management International, a water management company sought a declaratory judgment that its
teaming agreement with a gas company was not a binding contract, and that it was not obligated
to subcontract certain services through the gas company in seeking a contract with the
Department of Energy, and the subcontractor gas company counterclaimed for breach of
contract. The declaratory relief action was appropriate to determine the parties' rights and
obligations under their teaming agreement. However, these cases do not lend support to
Syringa's argument that a teaming agreement between a subcontractor and a prime contractor
gives standing to the subcontractor to directly assert claims against the government awarding the
prime contract.
For the purpose of this Motion for Summary Judgment, whether the Teaming Agreement
between ENA and Syringa is enforceable is irrelevant. Even assuming for the sake of argument
that the Teaming Agreement is enforceable, it makes no difference because Syringa only has
standing to assert a declaratory judgment against the other party to the Teaming Agreement,
ENA, or a breach of contract action against ENA, just like what is pleaded in Count Six of the

Complaint. Syringa must accept that its contractual rights are confined to whatever rights and
obligations exist under the terms of the Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa. Syringa
plainly has no contractual or other legal rights against IDA.
More speciflcally, there is no triable issue of material fact that under the terms of the
prime contract with ENA, IDA and ENA could amend the contract. ENA agreed to the
amendment of SBPO 1309. Whether the Teaming Agreement is enforceable or not, Syringa is
bound by ENA's agreement to the amendment. Syringa argues over and over again that its harm
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arises under its "binding Teaming Agreement with ENA" because of the issuance of SBPO 1309
to ENA, and ENA's agreed upon amendment to SBPO 1309. Therefore, Syringa's asserted
particularized harm is directly traceable only to ENA's action as the prime contractor in agreeing
to the amendment of SBPO 1309. Contrary to Syringa's assertion, the amended SBPO 1309 did
not eliminate "Syringa's rights and responsibilities," but by agreement of IDA and ENA, ENA's
scope of work as the prime contractor was narrowed under the specifications of RFP 02160 and
SBPO 1309. Syringa had no vested rights which could be eliminated in and under SBPO 1309.
As presently argued by Syringa, it could only assert exclusively against ENA those rights and
responsibilities arising under their Teaming Agreement. Consequently, whether the Teaming
Agreement is enfon;eable as to any of its terms is immaterial for the 'purpose of deciding the
State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. Syringa's grievance stops in front of ENA's
ENA's
gate. Syringa has no standing to move past the prime contractor and assert alleged subcontractor
claims directly against the State Defendants.
D.

The APA Governs The Issues Raised In Syringa's Complaint.
Syringa does not refute the discussion in the State Defendants' supporting memorandum

that the Administrative Procedures Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code, ("APA") governs the
issues raised in the Complaint stemming from the specification of a multiple award in

RFP 02160, IDA's award of SBPO 1308 to Qwest and SBPO 1309 1,0 ENA, Amendment No. 1
to SBPO 1308, and Amendment No.1 to SBPO 1309. See Supporting Memo at 15-17. Syringa
A in this
concedes that it failed to exhaust the administrative remedies provided under the AP
APA
matter. Contrary to Syringa's contention, a party must exhaust administrative remedies before
resorting to the Court to challenge the validity of administrative acts. See Locksaw Falls, LLC v.

State o/Idaho,
a/Idaho, 147 Idaho 232, 237, 207 P.3d 963, 968 (2009).
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The Idaho Supreme Court has made it clear that the APA
AP A requires an exhaustion of the
"full gamet" of administrative remedies before judicial review may be sought. !d.;
I.C. § 67-5271. Syringa would have the Court ignore this well-established stare decisis and the
provisions of Chapter 52, Title 67, of the Idaho Code, based upon its excuse that its claims are
outside of the AP
A because: (1)
APA
(l) they do not challenge the specifications of the RFP; and (2) do
not involve a bid protest brought by a disappointed bidder. See Syringa Opp. Brief at 20.
Syringa's argument is lmtenable. Counts Two and Three of the Complaint assert declaratory
relief action that there has been a violation of the multiple award statute, Idaho Code
§ 67-5718A, based upon the argument that the specifications ofRFP 02160 do not support the
IDA's decision to enter a multiple award of the contract. As a vendor, Syringa DID have
standing pursuant to I.e. § 67-5733(1)(a)
67-5733(l)(a) to challenge the multiple award specifications set forth
in RFP 02160 and its amendments. Syringa chose not to assert its rights as a vendor under Idaho
Code § 67-5733(1)(a)
67-5733(l)(a) and, consequently, it has waived its right to challenge the multiple award
specification in RFP 02160. That administrative action was Syringa's sole avenue to assert its
challenge to the multiple award specification. I.C. § 67-5733(l)(a).
67-5733(1)(a). Not surprisingly, Syringa
has completely failed to respond to this basis argued by the State Defendants' for entry of
summary judgment on Counts One, Two and Three of the Complaint. Syringa's failure to

challenge the multiple award specification pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5733(l)(a)
67-5733(1)(a) was fatal.
Syringa is now barred from its attempt to circumvent the requirements of the APA
AP A to exhaust
administrative remedies.
Syringa also argues Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c)
67-5733(l)(c) is not applicable because it had no duty
to appeal the initial award to ENA "because it was in privity with the lowest cost, highest-ranked
bidder." Syringa Opp. Brief at 21-22. Contrary to the pleading in the Complaint that Syringa
was ajoint bidder with ENA, the "joint proposal by the lEN Alliance", Syringa now admits that
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it was not a bidder. Syringa therefore argues that it did not have to exhaust administrative
remedies pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c)
67-5733(l)(c) since it was not a bidder and it did not receive
notice that it was not the lowest responsible bidder. Syringa is caught in a "mouse trap,"
however, because if it was not a bidder, it would only have standing as a vendor to
administratively challenge the multiple awards specification of RFP 02160, and that was it.
Syringa's admission that "ENA was the bidding and contracting party for the lEN Alliance
proposal," nails Syringa to the wall that only ENA had standing under the APA to assert
challenges or claims against IDA as a bidder and as the prime contractor. Because ENA did not
assert any rights against IDA under the APA, Syringa can only be heard to complain against
ENA.
IV.
CONCLUSION

The State Defendants have established that there is no genuine issue of material fact that
Syringa lacks standing to assert claims against the State Defendants. The State Defendants have
further demonstrated that there is no genuine issue of material fact that Syringa's claims are not
ripe. Accordingly, the State Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant their Motion
for Summary Judgment and dismiss Counts One, Two, Three and Four of the Complaint.
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STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I am a partner of the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, counsel of

record for the Idaho Department of Administration, 1. Michael Gwartney and Jack G. Zickau (the
"State Defendants"), in the above captioned matter.
2.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and I an1 competent

to testify hereto if c:alled upon to do so.
3.

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 201, a true and correct copy of the

Memorandum, Decision and Order by the Honorable District Judge Ronald 1. Wilper, dated
April 24, 2007, in Case No. CV OC 0508037, in pertinent part at page 8, is attached hereto as
Exhibit A and is incorporated herein by reference.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the State ofIdaho

Special Contract Tc;:rms and Conditions for Telecommunication Services, Solicitation and
Instructions to Vendors, and State ofldaho
ofIdaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, which form
a part ofRFP 02160. These pages from RFP 02160 are in the record attached to the Affidavit of
Mark Little, Exhibit A.
The State of Idaho Special Contract Terms and Conditions for Telecommunications
Services, which fonns
fonus a part of RFP 02160, provides in relevant part as follows:
1.
A. (1) Agreement: A contract or purchase order,
including solicitation or specification documents, the State of
Idaho standard contract terms and conditions, and the State of
Idaho special contract terms and conditions for telecommunication
services, as well as any amendments mutually agreed upon by both
parti,~s.
partil~s.
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(4) Provider: The sole proprietorship, partnership,
consortium, LLC, corporation or other form of business entity is
obligated under the agreement to offer, install and maintain
telecommunication services to users.

F. Save Harmless: The provider shall defend, indemnify
and hold the State harmless from any and all liability,
liability , claims,
damages, costs, expenses, and actions, including reasonable
attomeys' fees, to the extent caused by or arising from the
negligent or wrongful acts or omissions under the Agreement of
the provider, its employees, agents, or subcontractors, ....
G. Subcontracting: The provider may enter into any
subc:ontract(s) relating to the performance of the Agreement or any
part thereof. The provider's use of subcontracts shall not in any
way relieve the provider of its responsibility for the professional
and technical accuracy, adequacy, and timeliness of the work to be
perD)rmed under the Agreement. The provider shall be and remain
liable for the performance of the work in accordance with the
Agn~ement, as well as for any damages to the State caused by the
negligent performance or nonperformance of provider's
subcontractor(
s).
subcontractor(s).
H. Assignment: Neither the Agreement nor any service
order or any interest therein shall be transferred by the Provider to
any other party without the approval, in writing, of the
Administration of the Division of Purchasing. Any attempt to
assign the Agreement, without prior written approval, shall result
in the termination of the Agreement or service order, at the sole
..
discretion of the State. ..,.

See RFP 02160, State of Idaho Special Contract Terms and Conditions for Telecommunication
Services, pp.
Pl'. 1 - 8.
The solicitation instructions to vendors, which forms a part of RFP 02160, provides in
relevant part that:
A. Agreement - - Any State written contract, lease, or
4.
purchase order, including solicitation or specification documents
and the accepted portions of the submission for the acquisition of
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property. An agreement shall also include any amendments
mutually agreed upon by both parties.
B. Bid - - A written offer that is binding on the bidder to
supply property in response to an invitation to bid.

C. Bidder - - A vendor who has submitted a bid or
quotation.

E. Offeror - - A vendor who has submitted a proposal.
F. Proposal - - A written response, including pricing
information, to a request for proposals that describes the solution
or means of providing the property requested in which proposal is
considered an offer to perform in full response to the request for
proposals.
G. Purchase Order - - See also definition of Agreement.
Typically used to acquire property. A notification to the bidder to
provide the stated property, required material, equipment, supplies
or services under the terms and conditions set forth in the purchase
order. It may include the form of the State's acceptance of a
bidder's proposal or bid.

I. Request for Proposals (RFP) - - Includes all
documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, utilized
for soliciting competitive Proposals and is generally utilized in the

acquisition of services or complex purchases.

11. Specifications: Specifications describe the Property the State
wants to acquire. If you are unsure of what the State wants, please
prestmt written questions within prescribed time periods to the
designated purchasing official. See also ~ 15 on Administrative
App(:als.
App(!als. The State is prohibited from accepting Property that does
not meet the minimum specifications pursuant to Idaho Code
Section 67-5726(4) and Section 67-5736.

15. Administrative Appeals: The laws applicable to
administrative appeals are set forth at Idaho Code Section
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67-5733(l)(a) (Specification Appeals), Idaho Code Section
67-5733(1)(b) (Bid Rejection Appeals), Idaho Code Section
67-5733(1)(c)
67-5733(l)(c) (Bid Award Appeal), and Idaho Code Section
67-5733(1)(d) (Sole Source Appeal).

19. Terms and Conditions of Ensuing Agreement: Any
ensuing agreement will be governed by the State of Idaho standard
contract terms and conditions, any applicable special terms and
conditions, and, if applicable, any negotiated provisions, all as
spec:ified in the solicitation documents.

21. Rejection of Bids and Proposal and Cancellation of
Solicitation: A. Prior to the issuance of an Agreement, the
Administrator of the Division of Purchasing shall have the right to
acce:pt or reject all or any part of a Bid or Proposal or any and all
Bids or Proposals when: i. it is in the best interests of the
Statl;:; ••••

See RFP 02160, Solicitation Instructions to Vendors, pp. 1-8.
1 - 8.
The State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, which forms a part of
RFP 02160, provides in relevant part that:
1.
A. Agreement - - Any State written contract, lease or
purchase order including solicitation or specification documents
and the accepted portions of the submission for the acquisition of
property. An agreement shall also include any amendments
mutually agreed upon by both parties.

B. Contractor - - A vendor who has been awarded an
Agreement.

ChangeslModifications: Changes of
5. Changes/Modifications:
specifications or modifications of this Agreement in any particular
can be effected only upon written consent of the Division of
Purc:hasing, but not until any proposed change or modification has
been submitted in writing, signed by the party proposing the said
charlge.
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8. Contract Relationship: It is distinctly and
particularly understood and agreed between the parties hereto that
the State is in no way associated or otherwise connected with the
performance of any service under this Agreement on the part of the
Contractor or with the employment of labor or the incurring of
expenses by the Contractor. Said Contractor is an independent
contractor in the performance of each and every part of this
Agreement, and solely and personally liable for all labor, taxes,
insurance, required bonding and other expenses, except as
spec:ifically stated herein, and for any and all damages in
connection with the operation of this Agreement, whether it be for
. .. The State does not
personal injuries or damages of any kind. ...
assume liability as an employer.

11. Save Harmless: Contractor shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless the State from any and all liability,
claims, damages, costs, expense, and actions, including reasonable
attomey fees, caused by or that arise from the negligent or
wrongful acts or omissions of the Contractor, its employees,
agents, or subcontractors under this Agreement that cause death or
injury or damage to property or arising out of a failure to comply
with any state or federal statute, law, regulation or act.

13. Contractor Responsibility: The Contractor is
responsible for furnishing and delivery of all property included in
this Agreement, whether or not the Contractor is a manufacturer or
producer of such property. Further, the Contractor will be the sole
point of contact on contractual matters, including payment of
charges resulting from the use or purchase or property.
14. Subcontracting: Unless otherwise allowed by
the State in this Agreement, the Contractor shall not, without
written approval from the State, enter into any subcontract relating
to the performance of this Agreement or any part thereof.
Approval by the State of Contractor's request to subcontract or
acceptance of or payment for subcontracted work by the State shall
not in any way relieve the Contractor of any responsibility under
this Agreement. The Contractor shall be and remain liable for all
damages to the State caused by negligent performance or
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non··perfonnance of work under the Agreement by Contractor or
sub(;ontractor or its sub-subcontractor.
sub(:ontractor

20. Assignments: No agreement or order or any
interest therein shall be transferred by the Contractor to whom such
Agreement or order is given to any other party without the
approval in writing of the Administrator, Division of Purchasing.
Transfer of an Agreement without approval shall cause the
annulment of the Agreement so transferred, at the option of the
State. All rights of action, however, for any breach of such
Agreement are reserved to the State. (Idaho Code Section
67-5726[1].)
See RFP 02160, State ofIdaho Standard Contract Tenns and Conditions, pp. 1-3.

5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Reporter's

Transcript from the hearing before the Court on April 13, 2010, Case No. CVOC-2009-0923757.
6.

Attaehed hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the Opinion By

Administrative Judge Stempler On the Government's Motion To Dismiss, Anned Services Board
of Contract Appeals, ASBA No. 56201.
7.

Attaehed hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy ofthe following excerpt

cited in Syringa's opposition brief at page 4: RALPH C. NASH, JR., ET AL., THE
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS REFERENCE BOOK, A Comprehensive Guide to the
Language of Procurement (3 rd • ed., 2007).
Further your affiant sayeth naught.
DATED THIS

----Ii.---li.-

day of May, 2010.

~/
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STATE OF IDAHO

County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this !t/;;
l-:f /;; day of May, 2010.

Notary ublic for Idaho
Residing atl-Vp"c~
at;.:Vp-c~ /c:zk~
--,"6~-L-/t""lf_'-_u'-'/'--_
My commission expires --,"6~-L-A.=::lf_'
-_u<-.</:....- _ _ __
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of May, 2010, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL RE STATE DEFENDANT'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
David R. Lombardi
AmberN. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
_ _ Telecopy 208-388-1300

B. Lawrence Theis
Meredith A. Baxter
Steven J. Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
[Attorneys for Qwe:st Communications Company, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
JE-mail
~ Telecopy 303-866-0200

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W Idaho, Ste 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
~ E-mail
---1S- Telecopy 208-395-8585
-L

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
Stre(~t, Suite 700
1600 Division Stre(~t,
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
~ Telecopy 615-252-6335
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Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 s. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

__ u.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
------.;T" Overnight Mail
A., E-mail
A$- Telecopy 208-385-5384

Steven F. Schossberger
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nIB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS"tiKI'
T f'~
e
IN THE
DIS §JtilC:[j~Sl~~~~
.
I

1

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

RE

3

,•

HOBSON FAB1UCATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,

55
6
7

vs.

8E1Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho

8

limited Iiabilityc::ompany; and STATE OF
IDAHO, acting by and through its

9

Department of Administration, Division of

10
11

13

Case No. CVOC 0508037

Plaintiff.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER

Public Works,

Defendants.

II----...-;;~==;;;,_.

I

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of
of' Administration, Division
Works,
of Public Works.
Counter-Claimant,

15

VI.

16

HOBSON FABRlCATING CORP., an
17
18

Idaho corporation,

Counter -Defendant.

19
20

21

:u
23
24
25
26
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MAIL

.

1

SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Cross -Claimant,

3

vs.
4

5
6

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
of Administration, Division
its Department ofAdministration,
of Public Worb,
Cross -Defendant.

7

8
9

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division
of Public Works,
ofPublic

10

Count,er-Cross-Clairnant,
Count1er-Cross-Clairnant,

11

VS.

12
13

SFJZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability c:ornpany,

14

15
16

Countcrr-Cross-Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
of Administration, Division
its Department ofAdministration,

of Public Works.,
ofPublic
17

Third-Party Plainti~

18
19
20

21
22

vs.
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Thini-F'arty Defendant.
Third-F'arty

23
24
25
26
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1

On Thursday March 15, 2007, the following matters came before the Court: (1) the State of

2

Idaho's Motion filr Sununary Judgment against Hobson; (2) the State's Motion for Partial Summary

3

Judgment against SElZ; (3) the State's Motion for a Protective Order; (4) the Individual Defendants'

4.

Motions for Swmnmy
SWDlInmy Judgment against Hobson on all claims; and (5) Plaintiff Hobson's request for

5

I.R.C.P. 56(f) protection with respect to the Motions for Summary Judgment filed by the Individual

6

Defendants.

7

8
9

The Court took the matters under advisement
Factual Background

On or about July 1,2003, the State awarded a contract ("the Contract") to SE/Z for the DPW

10

Project #02-353, Health and Welfare Remodel State Lab for BSL-3:'
BSL-3." ("the Project"). The Project

11

involved the construction of a Level 3 Bio-Safety Lab ("the BSL-3") in Boise, Idaho. The BSL-3,

12

ofhandling extremely dangerous
once constructed, was intended to serve as a facility capable ofhandIing

13

substances, enabling the State to analyze and contain such substances.
sUbstances,

14

("the Subcontract")
SUbcontract") with
On or about August 25, 2003, SEIZ signed a subcontract agreement (''the

15

Hobson, whereby Hobson agreed to perfonn mechanical work on the Project as a subcontractor under

16

SEIZ. Work on tht~ Project commenced in approximately September 2003, with an anticipated

17

of May 26, 2004. To date, the Project has yet to be completed.
completion date ofMay

18

iss:ues with SEIZ and Hobson's workmanship arose during the Project In June 2005,
Various issues

19

the Department ofPublic
of Public Works (DPW) terminated its Contract with SEIZ for convenience. Based

20

upon a third-party audit conducted by Washington Group International (WGI), the State estimates tha

21

of the woite required to complete the Project to specification to be over one million dollars.
the cost ofthe

22

Analysis
An~su

23

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) provides that summary judgment is "rendered forthwith i

24

the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any.
any, show that there

25

is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to ajudgment as a

26
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1

matter oflaw." &e also First Sec. Bank of
Idaho, N.A. v. Murphy, 131 Idaho 787, 790,
790,964
ofIdaho,
964 P.2d 654,

~2

657 (1998). Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 56(e) provides that an adverse party may not simply rely
ofCivil

3

upon mere allegations in the pleadings, but must set forth in affidavits specific facts showing there is

"..

a genuine issue for trial. See Modehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 211, 868 P.2d 1224, 1227 (1994).

s5

The affidavits either supporting or opposing the motion must set forth facts that would be admissible

6

in evidence and show that the affiant is competent to testify. See id.; I.R~C.P.
I.R~C.P. 56(e).
To withst~tI1d
judgment, the non-moving party's case must be anchored
withst~tI1d a motion for summary
summaryjudgment,

7

88

in something mOI1e
mOlle than speculation; a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine

9

issue. Zimmerman v. Volkswagon of
America, Inc., 128 Idaho 851, 854, 920 P.2d 67, 69 (1996).
ofAmerica,

10

Liberal construction of
the facts in favor of
the non-moving party requires the court to draw all
ofthe
ofthe

11

reasonable factual inferences in favor oftbe non-moving party. See Williams v. Blakley, 114 Idaho

12

323,324,757 P.2d 186, 187 (1988); Blake v. Cruz, 108 Idaho 253, 255, 698 P.2d 315, 317 (1985).
On a motion for summary judgment, the burden is always upon the moving party to prove the

13
14

ofmaterial
absence ofa genuine issue of
material fact. Petricevich v. Salmon River Canal Co., 92 Idaho 865,

15

869,452 P.2d 362, 365 (1969) (citations omitted). If, bowever, the basis for a properly supported

16

ofmaterial
motion is that no genuine issue of
material fact exists with regard to an element of the non-moving

17

party's case, it is m.cumbent upon the non-moving party to establish an issue of fact regmding that

18

Banko/Spokane v. Stevenson, 125 Idaho 270, 272-73,869 P.2d 1365, 1367-68
element. Farm Cnedit BanJco/Spokane

19

(1994).

20

DPW's Motlonfolr'Summary Judgment on Hobson's Claim based on Breach ofImplied
ofImplied Warranty

21

The DPW argues that the Court should dismiss this claim because there was no privity of

22

contract between Hobson and the DPW and privity ofcontract
of contract is required to bring a claim of a breach

23

warranty. See Nelson v. Anderson Lumber Co., 140 Idaho 702, 707, 99 P.3d. 1092,
of an implied wa.rranty.

24

1097 (Ct. App. 2004). Although many courts, including the Idaho Supreme Court, have relaxed the

25
2S
26
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1

privity of
contract requirement in certain limited situations, the DPW argues that this is not one of
ofcontract

2

those limited situations.

3

Hobson claims that the DPW breached an implied warranty because the construction plans for

4

the Bio-safety Lab were not correct. 1n
In several jurisdictions, a contractor may bring a suit against an

5

owner that supplied the plans and specifications for a construction project if the plans or

6

specifications were incorrect and led to an increased workload or other damages. See Gillingham

7

Const., Inc. v. Newby-Wiggills Const., Inc., 136 Idaho 887, 890-91,42 P.3d 680,683-84 (2002). In

8

Idaho, a subcontrllLctor may not bring suit against a contractor for breach ofan
of an implied warranty that

9

the plans and specifications for a construction project are correct. Id. The Gillingham Court found

10

that absent a contractual provision between the contractor and the subcontractor, there would be

11

nothing to tie to any implied warranty of fitness. Id. But see APAC Carolina.
Carolina, Inc. \I.
\/. Town of

12

Allendale, S.C., 41 F.3d 157 (4th Cir. 1994) (holding that breach of implied warranty could be

13

brought against contractor by subcontractor in cases where defective plans were supplied to the

14

subcontractor).

IS

The Court in Gillingham relied on the fact that there was no contract wherein the contractor

16

provided any implied warranty concerning the correctness of the plans. 136 Idaho at 890-91, 42 P.3d

17

at 683-84.

18

the ability of a subc:ontractor to bring a case against an owner for a breach of implied warranty of

19

fitness of
plans and specifications. ld. at n.l. Hobson argues that the question before this Court is
ofplans

20

therefore open for interpretation, and moreover, that the Idaho Supreme Court was pemaps signaling

21

a willingness to relax contractual privity requirements in this situation. However, it is still the general

22

rule in Idaho that privity of contract is required to bring a claim for economic losses due to a breach 0

23

an implied warranty, and the only exception to this rule that the Idaho appellate courts have to date

24

recognized does not apply to the facts of this case.

Howevc~r,
Howevc~r,

the Gillingham Court stated specifically that no holding was being entered on

2S

26
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1

The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized the general trend to relax the rule that privity of

2

contract is require:d to bring a case for a breach of an implied warranty, however in Idaho the

3

of homes. See Tusch Enterprises v.
relaxation of privi.ty still applies only to subsequent purchasers ofhomes.
of the case,
Coffin, 113 Idaho 37,50-51, 740 P.2d 1022, 1035-36 (1981) (limiting holding to the facts ofthe

5

of homes who
and relaxing privity requirement only in situations involving subsequent purchasers ofhomes

6

bring a claim against the builder for breach of implied warranty). This trend is not wUversal. See

7

e.g., Hansen v. Residential Dev
Dev.... Ltd., 128 Wash. App. 1066, Not Reported in P.3d, 2005 WL

8

1811127 (Wash. App. Div. 1 2005) (holding that Washington has not extinguished requirement of
of contract as predicate for claim ofbreach
of breach of implied warranty resulting in economic
privity ofcontract

10
11

12

13
14
15
16

damages).
of the privity requirement has been called
This Court recognizes that the continued vitality ofthe
into question by the Idaho Supreme Court:
We recognize that in Salmon Rivers Sportsman Camps, Inc. v. Cessna Aircraft Co., 97
Idaho 348,544 P.2d 306 (1915), a case dealing with a sale of goods, we held privity of
of pure economic losses in an action for breach of
contract is a prerequisite to recovery ofpure
implied warranty. Nonetheless, in State v. Mitchell Construction Co., 108 Idaho 335,
of this Court expressed the view that this privity
699 P.2d 1349 (1984), three members ofthis
requirement should be abolished.
Tusch, 133 Idaho 8.t 49, 740 P.2d at 1034.

17

The Idaho Supreme Court has perhaps even calIed
called for a situation that would allow it to
18

19

20
21

of the privity requirement:
reconsider the applicability ofthe
plaintiff may be unfairly prejudiced by the
We agree that there may be cases where the plaintiffmay
of the economic loss rule in combination with the privity requirement
operation ofthe
articulated in Salmon Rivers. Given such a case, further relaxation of Salmon Rivers
may be justified.
194,983 P.2d 848 (1999)
Ramerth v. Hart, 133 Idaho 194.983

22
23

However, the COUJ1: has recently re-iterated the viability of Salmon Rivers and the privity rule. See

24

Melichar v. State FlJrm Fire and Cas. Co., 152 P.3d 587, 593 (Idaho 2007) (stating that the Court still

2S

adheres to the rule announced in Salmon Rivers).

26
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In requesting the Court to deny the DPW's motion for summaryjudgment
summary judgment on the breach of

1
2

implied warranty claim, Hobson essentially argues that this Court should overrule Salmon Rivers.

3

This Court is bound by the holding of the Idaho Supreme Court in Salmon Rivers until the Idaho

Supreme Court or the Idaho Court of
Appeals holds that privity of contract is no longer required for a
ofAppeals
5

party to aUege
allege a breach of an implied warranty in cases other than the limited exception set forth in

6

Tusch.

7

Because the law in Idaho is that, in all but one limited area, privity ofcontract
of contract is required to

8

bring a cause of w;tion based on a breach of
an implied warranty,
warranty. and there was no privity of contract
ofan

9

between Hobson ~Uld the DPW, the DPW's motion for swnmary judgment on this claim is granted.

10

TIre DPW's Mt.,tion for Summary Judgment on Hobson's Termination for Convenience Claim

11

Hobson has brought claims against the DPW for breaching the termination for convenience

12

clause contained ill the contract between the DPW and SEJZ.
SEIZ. Because Hobson was not a party to the

13

contract, the DPW argues that the protections afforded under the termination for convenience clause
only protect SE/Z, and not Hobson. Hobson argues that the: law ofthe
of the case holds that the DPW is

15

liable to Hobson fbr breaching the contract provision. Alternatively, Hobson argues that it is a third

16

party beneficiary to the DPW & sm contract

17

18

The Law of the Case

This Court previously ruled that the DPW breached the termination for convenience provision

19

of the contract between the DPW and SEIZ. However, the Court did not previously consider the

20

ofthe
lack of a contractual relationship between Hobson and the DPW when analyzing the
question of
the lw;k

21

DPW's alleged bre:ach of the contract. The Court in fw;t held that:
Hobson and SElZ's entitlement to the costs and losses described in Subparagraph
14.1.3 does not preclude the State from asserting Its opposing affirmative defenses
and counterlcross-claims as a matter of law
\0'. 8E1Z Construction, CV OC 0508037 (4th Dist.
Hobson Fabricating Corp. 'Y.
Disl. Idaho July 24,
2006) (order granting summary judgment) (emphasis added).

22
23

25
26
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The law of the case does not hold that Hobson may maintain a direct action against the DPW

1

2

of privity
for breaching any contractual provision in the contract between the DPW and SFJZ. A lack ofprivity

3

is an atrmnative defense, and because the Court found that the DPW was not barred from asserting its

4

affirmative defenses, the Court has not already detennined that Hobson may recover from the DPW

5

due to the DPW's breach of the termination for convenience clause.
The Court: holds that Hobson may not recover from the DPW based on the breach of the

6

7

tennination for convenience contractual provision because the contract was between the DPW and

8

bl~cause it was not a party to the contract, has no standing to claim damages for the
SFJZ. Hobson, bl~cause

9

Marlin, 107 Idaho 267, 272, 688 P.2d 1172, 1177 (I
(1984)("It
984)("1t is
breach of the contract. See Wing v. Martin,

axiomatic in the law ofcontract
of contract that a person not in privity cannot sue on a contract.").

10
11

Hobson also argues that it is the third party beneficiary of the contract between the DPW and

SFlZ.

12

of contract claim, the third
In order for a third party beneficiary to recover on a breach ofcontract
party must show that the contract was made for his or her direct benefit and that he or
she is morl;: than a mere incidental beneficiary. Dawson v. Eldredge, 84 Idaho 331,
itself must express an intent to benefit
337,372 P.2d 414,418 (1962). The contract itselfmust
Conslr. Co., 92 Idaho 526. 532, 446 P.2d 895,
the third party. Stewart v. Arrington Constr.
901 (1968)1.
.
Nelson v. Anderson Lumber Co., 140 Idaho 702, 708, 99 P.3d 1092, 1098 (Ct. App. 2004).

13

14
15
16

17

The facts ofthe case demonstrate that Hobson was merely an incidental beneficiary ofthe

18

contract between SE/Z
SEiZ and the DPW. Hobson was not an intended third party beneficiary.

19

In conclusion, the Court grants the DPW's motion for summary judgment on this claim

:10

of contract claim against the DPW.
because Hobson h~lS no standing to bring a breach ofcontract

21

The DPW's MotJ'on for Partial Summary Judgment on all claims relating to the Hot Gas Bypass

22

One of SElZ's claims for relief involves costs associated with problems surrounding the

23

of the hot gas bypass. The hot gas bypass plans contained in the original contract needed
installation ofthe

24

modified. so the DPW issued a change order (Change Order #1 0) th~t changed the plans,
to be modified,

25
26
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1

increased the cost of the project by approximately $13,000, and gave SFJZ an additional two weeks to

:2

complete the project. The DPW argues that any additional requests for costs that stemmed from the

3

change in the hot gas bypass plans and specifications have been waived by SFJZ pursuant to a

•

contract provision that unambiguously stated a change order would constitute a full and final

5

settlement ofthe matters relating to the change in the work, including all direct and indirect costs.

6

The contract further stated that the owner is not obliged to make any cost adjustments that the

7

contractor could have reasonably discovered. The contract language is not ambiguous and clearly

8

states that the waiver of future claims that accompanies accepting a change order applies to both

9

direct and indirect costs. If a contract is clear and unambiguous, the detennination of the contract's

10

of the parties must be detennined from
meaning and legal effect are questions oflaw, and the intent ofthe

11

ofIdaho Falls \I. Home Indem. Co., 126 Idaho
the plain meaning ofthe contract's own words. City ofIdaho

12

SEiZ from claiming any
604,607,888 P.2d 383,386 (1995). The plain language of the contract bars SE/Z

13

additional costs associated with the hot gas bypass.

u
14

SE/Z
SEIZ argues that these provisions do not preclude their claims because the release only

15

provided for claims for direct costs and the time needed to complete the changed work. SEIZ argues

16

that it did not waive any claim for cumulative or impact costs, that is, costs incurred for time the

17

contractor was not working and other assorted incidental costs. 11Us
TIlls argument is not based on the

18

language ofthe
oCthe
of the contract, or the language of
the work order. The contract language reads that indirect

19

costs must be included in change orders. Also, in a letter sent to Rudeen Associates, SFJZ's project

20

manager Barry Hayes writes that the requested $13,000 and 14 day extension will cover, "delays and

21

specifications:' Second Mfidavit ofHill
Change in Conditions to the plans & specifications."
of Hill in Support ofPartial
of Partial

22

Motion for Swnmary Judgment, Ex. A, Bates # 01330 (emphasis added). SE/Z
SEiZ either knew or had

23

reason to know after a reasonable inquiry about any costs associated with a delay due to the DPW's

24

defective plans. TIlerefore, under the language of the contract, the claims associated with the hot gas

25

bypass have been waived.

26
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contractor'S right to claim impact or
SFiZ argues that situations exist where the waiver of a contractor's

1
2

cumulative costs would not be valid in spite of a contractual provision stating that the acceptance of a

3

change order constitutes a waiver.

4

of rights was found to be invalid. While the Court recognizes that certain factual scenarios
waiver ofrights

s

exist where a contractor's waiver of the right to make a claim for cumulative impact costs would be

6

invalid, the Court finds that the waiver between SFJZ and the DPW was valid.

sm has provided examples of situations where a contractor's

The instant situation does not present the Court with a contractor who waived his right to

7

8

make a claim for cumulative impact costs by inadvertently executing a waiver after attempting to file

9

a claim for cumulative impact costs, or a contractor who reserved the right to make a claim for

10

cumulative impact costs at the end of the project, nor a situation where the owner and contractor

11

executed a waiver with no intent that the contractor waive their rights to impact costs. See Appeal of

12

Arnold M. Diamond, Inc., 75-2 BCA P 11605, ASBCA No. 19080, 1975 WL 1630 (A.S.B.C.A)

13

(finding that waive:r was invalid where contractor had requested an equitable adjustment on the

14

contract price, theIll accounting department inadvertently executed a boilerplate
boi1erplate waiver project owner

15

automatically sent with all payments); Appeal ofCentex
of Centex Construction Company.
Company, 83-1 BCA P 16525

16

(1983 AS.B.C.A) (waiver was invalid in situation where contractor provided notice to the project

17

I owner that the amount of impact fees was not easily discemable at the time the change order was

18

submitted, and reserved the right to calculate
calcu1ate the costs at a later date despite fact that contract stated

19

accepting change order constituted a waiver); Appeal ofMiddlesex
ofMiddlesex Contractors & Riggers, 89-1 BCA

20

1964, 1989 WL 10529 (representative ofthe
of the project owner took
P 21557, 96 Interior Dec. 31,
31. mCA 1964.

21

the

22

boilerplate release language actually constitute a release or waiver of future claims); see also

23

Chanti//yConstruction
Chantilly
Construction Corp., 81-1 BCA P 14863, ASBCA No. 24138,1980 WL 2771 (A.S.B.C.A.)

24

(contract language dlid not contain statement that release ofclaims
of claims also covered impact costs).

stand and testified that the owner did not intend that the change work orders which contained the

2S
26
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1

The contract language precludes SEIZ from receiving an equitable adjustment on the alleged
of the defective plans regarding the hot gas bypass.
impact or cumulaltive damages incUITed as a result ofthe

3

"

SElZ's acceptance of the change order constituted a waiver of the right to request adjustments for any
SE/Z's
direct or indirect ICOSts associated with the work changed.

5

The DPW also claims that the execution of the change order constituted an accord and

6

satisfaction. While this legal theory usually appears in cases where debts are involved, an accord and

7

satisfaction can di.scharge a claim. However, the situation presented to the Court involves the

8

entering of a substitute contract. The distinction is explained in 1 C.J.S. Accord and Satisfaction § 2:

9

A ~;ubstitute contract may be distinguished from an accord and satisfaction in
itself accepted by the obligee in
that a substitute contract is a contract that is itselfaccepted
satisfaction of the obligor's existing duty, while an accord is a conb'act
conll"act WIder which the
obligee promises to accept a stated perfonnance in satisfaction of the obligor's existing
pl~rfonnance of the accord discharges the original duty. In other words, a
duty and pl~rfonnance
substitute contract is an agreement to discharge a prior contract entered into before a
liabiHty WIder a prior
breach, while an accord is an agreement to discharge an existing liability
contract entered into after a breach of it. Whether the parties' agreement is an accord
or a substituted contract is a question ofcontract
of contract interpretation, hinging on the parties'
intent.

10
11

12
13
14

lS
16

17
18

19
20

In analyzing the contract language, change orders would be a substitute contract rather than an accord

and satisfaction. The Court therefore finds that the change order was a substitute contract.

By accepting the change order SFJZ
SBIZ released any claims for costs not included in the change
summaryjudgment
order. Accordingly, the Court grants summary
judgment to the DPW on the claims relating to the
costs associated with the hot gas bypass. The Court hereby specifies, pursuant to l.R.C.P.
I.R.C.P. 56(d) that

21

the damages assOCililted with the indirect, or impact, or cumulative, or ripple costs incurred due to the

22

defective plans with respect to the hot gas bypass are not in controversy because SEiZ waived the

23
24

right 10
to make a claim for these costs pursuant to the contract.

The DPW's Motiol' for Protective Order

25
26
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1

SFJZ and Hobson seek to depose Pamela Ahrens, the Director at the Department of

2

of Public Works at the time the
Administration and the acting Administrator of the Department ofPublic

3

the DPW,
contract was entered into and then tenninated. It was Ahrens who, as Administrator of
oftbe

4

supervised the construction contract and eventually tenninated the contract between the DPW and

5

of the executive
SEIZ for convenience. The DPW claims that the deposition is proJubited because ofthe

6

privilege granted to high ranking government officials as well as the privilege protecting government

7

officials from testifying about the mental or deliberative process that bas led to a policy decision.

8

"[1]t is well established that testimonial privileges are to be construed as narrowly as possible, and

9

that the party invoking a privilege bears the burden of demonstrating its applicability." U.S. v.

10
11
I
I

Hooker Chemicals & Plastics Corp., 123 F.R.D. 3,14 (W.D.N.Y. 1988).

Hobson argues that the privileges do not apply and alternatively that the exceptions to the

12

privileges apply in this situation. The Court agrees and finds that Ahrens is not entitled to a

13

protective order.

14

15

Executive Privilege
of Public Works could be considered a
The Court finds that the Director of the Department ofPublic

16

high-ranking official who would be entitled to the qualified privilege. The privilege is nonnally

17

extended to either state governors, the heads of executive agencies.
agencies, or cabinet positions. See Simp/ex

1B

ofLabor, 766 F.2d 575, 586 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (listing situations whe
Time Recorder Co. v. Secretary ofLabor,

19

the privilege applies). However, Ahrens is requested to appear at a deposition in her capacity as

20

of Public Works. The Court finds that the administrator ofa
of a division
Administrator of the Division ofPublic

21

of an executive agency would not be entitled to the protections afforded by this qualified executive

22

privilege. Therefore, despite the fact that Ahrens was the Director of an executive agency, the Court

23

of the Division ofPublic
ofPubIic Works.
finds she may be deposed in her capacity as Administrator ofthe

24
25

pr1esents the Court with an extraordinary circumstance. See Detoy \I. City and
This case pr,esents
County ofSan
ofSan Francisco, 196 F.R.D. 362 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (stating that extraordinary circumstances

26
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.....

,
"'

1

must exist before involuntary depositions of high government officials wi11 be pennitted). The head

2

of the department was also the acting administrator of a smaller division within the agency.

3

Ordinarily, the administrator of the division would be called to appear at the deposition, where the

4

director of the ex.ecutive
ex,ecutive agency would be protected by the executive privilege. See Rice-Lamar v.

5

City of
Fort Lauderdale, 853 So.2d 1125, 1134 (Fla. App. 4 Dist. 2003) (where mayor and vice
ofFort

6

mayor could have: testified about relevant matters, privilege extended to the mayor while vice-mayor

7

was required to testify). However, in this case the lower echelon official happens to also be the head

8

of the department. As Administrator of the Division of Public Works, Ahrens is not entitled to the

9

qualified privilege:.
Additionally, when a department head is asked to answer questions that are within his or her

lO
10

11

personal knowledge or the person is directly involved in the events, the privilege does not apply. See

12

Union Savings Ba;Plkv. Saxon, 209 F. Supp. 319 (D.D.C. 1993) (holding that the deposition of an

13

agency official may be permitted when the official has relevant first-hand personal knowledge of

14

matters material tOI
other ,source). The Court finds it
tO' the decision which are not available from some other,source).

15

is likeJy
likely that deposing Ahrens will lead to the discovery of Ahren's personal knowledge Dfthe events

16

surrounding SElZ's
SE/Z's termination.

17

The Court finds that Ahrens is not entitled to any executive privilege.

18

Deliberative Process and Mental Process Privilege
The mental process rule protects the secret mental processes of those who, acting in a judicial

19'

20

or quasi-judicial capacity, make decisions as to facts or as to law. See, e.g., Chicago. B. & Q. R. Co.

21

v. Babcock. 204 U.S. 585 (1907).1
(1907).\ That is not the case in this situation. Ahrens was not acting in a

22

judicial or quasi-judicial manner.

23
24

25

I

The following further :t1csbes out the contours of
the mental process privilege:
ofthe
The olental processes privilege protects certain testimony of a governmental official who acts
in a judicial, quasi-judicial, or administrative decision-making capacity and has arrived at decisions
within the scope of his or her power. The protection covers testimony as to the: mental processes by

26
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The delib'erative
delib1erative process privilege, while closely related to the mental process privilege is a

1
2

distinctly different privilege. See U.S. v. Hooker Chemicals & Plastics Corp., 123 F.R.D. 3, 5

3

(W.D.N.Y.
(W.O.N.Y. 1988) ("Inextricably intertwined, both in purpose and objective, are these two

4

principles."). However, this privilege also only applies to documents and only when policy making

5

decisions are made, not any and every decision made by any person within an administrative agency.

6

/d. (stating that, "the deliberative privilege ... protects documents comprising part ofthe
of the judicial or

7

quasi-judicial decision- or policy-making process.").
In conclusion, these privileges do not apply. Therefore, the request for a protective order is

8
9

denied. The motion to compel filed by SEIZ and Hobson is granted.
Individual Defendant'S
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment

10

The Individual Defendant's are being sued for defamation, tortuous interference with

11

12

contractual relations, and intentional interference with prospective economic relations. The

13

Individual Defendants are all employees of
the state ofIdaho. The Defendant's argue that because the
ofthe

14

notice provision of the Idaho Tort Claims Act, which requires notice to be sent to the Secretary of

15

State as a mandatory predicate to any action against a state employee acting within the scope of

16

employment, was not complied with, all of the complaints against the individual defendants should be

17

dismissed. There iis no dispute that the notice was not sent. Therefore, if the Defendants were acting

18

within the scope of their employment, the claims are procedurally barred. See Magnuson Properties

19

Partnership v. City afCoeur D'Alene, 138 Idaho 166, 169-70, 59 P.3d 971, 974-75 (2002) (stating

20
21

22

23
24

25

which the ofiicial arrived at such decisions, the manner and extent ofhislher study ofthe
of the subject, and
hislher consultations with subordinates. Thus, included within and protected by the privilege is
ofthe
testimony concerning the mental activities of
the official, the methods by which a detision was reached,
the matters considered, the contributing influences, and the role played in the decision by the work or
expressions of others. Similarly,
the process of sifting and analyzing the evidence, ifuscd by
Similarly. a resume of
ofthe
the official and therefore a part of
the internal decisional process, is protected. lbc justification for this
ofthe
protection is tille fear that to permit examination ofsuch
of such matters would be destructive of executive
scrutiny, so the
responsibility and the decisional process. JUst as a judge may not be subjected to such acrutiny,
integrity oflhl:
ofthl: administrative decisional process must be equally respected.
U.s. v. Hooker Chemicals & Plastics Corp., 123 F.R.D. 3, 17 (W.D.N.Y. 1988).
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1

that failure to comply with notice provision of the Idaho Tort Claims act is fatal to even the most

2

of the Defendants were committed within the
legitimate claim). The Court preswnes that the acts ofthe

3

employment unless the Plaintiff can rebut that preswnption. See l.e. 6-903(e) (2006) ("it
scope of
ofemployment

4

shall be a rebuttable presumption that any act or omission of an employee within the time and at the

5

place of his employment is within the course and scope ofhis
of his employment and without malice or

6

criminal intent.").
intent.'').

7

The Idaho Supreme Court has stated that:
An employee's conduct is within the scope ofhis
of his employment if, but only if:
(a) the conduct is of the kind he is employed to perfonn; and
(b) the conduct occurs substantially within that period of the day during which the
employer has the right to control the employee's conduct and within the general area or
locality in which the employee is authorized to work; and
(c) the employee's purpose is, at least in part, to further his employer's business
interests. If the employee acts from purely personal motives which are in no way
connected ,with
-with his employer's business interests, then the employee is not acting
within the scope of his employment.
Richard J. and Esther E. Wooley Trust v. DeBest Plumbing, Inc., 133 Idaho 180, 183,983 P.2d 834,
837 (1999).

8
9

10
11

12

13
14

Interference with Contract and Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage

15

plaintiJff has provided no evidence to rebut the presumption that the acts that constitute
The plaintilff

16

the alleged tortuous interference with contract or the alleged intentional interference with prospective

17

economic advantage were acts committed by the defendants within the scope of their employment. 2

18

While the Plaintiff need only demonstrate there is a genuine issue of fact about whether or not the

a
19
20

Defendants were ac:ting within the scope of their employment at this stage in the proceedings, they

burden. 3 While the detennination ofwhether
of whether or not an
have failed to meet that relatively low burden.3

21

22

23
24
25

reprcs€:ntative admitted that the acts the Plaintiffclaims
1 The Plaintiff's reprcst:ntative
Plaintiff claims were tonuous
tortuous under these COWlts were committed
DefendaDls were working for the State. See Affidavit ofPbillip S. Oberrecht in Support of Individual
while the Defendants
A. p. 118, 11.1-10; Id. at p.p. 121-22, n. 23-3.
Defendants' Motion fol' Summary judgment, Ex. A,
3 The Court disagrees with the Defendants' argument that the Plaintiff has the burden at swnmary judgment to rebut the
aCI'S were committed within the scope ofemployment
of employment See Thompson v. City ojIdaho
ojIdaho Falls, 126
presumption that the aCl~
Idaho 587,881 P.2d 10'94 (Ct. App. 1994) (dismissing claim against State for failure to provide notice pursuant to Idaho
committed during the scope of employment). In Thompson, the plaintiff pie
Tort Claims Act after pleading that acts were cOlIlIIUtted
/d. at 594,881 P.2d 1101. The
that the acts conunitted by the defendant acted within the scope of her employment. Id.

26
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1

employee was acting within the scope of employment is nonnally a question of {act for a jury, when

2

the matter clearly falls within the scope of employment that question may be decided as a matter of

3

law. Cj Podolan v. Idaho Legal Aid Services, Inc., 123 Idaho 937,945,854 P.2d 280,288 (Ct. App.

4

1993). With resp1ect
resp,ect to the Plaintiff's intentional interference with prospective economic advantage

5

and tortuous interference with contract claims, the Plaintiff has provided no evidence or arguments to

6

counter the preswnption that the alleged tortuous acts were committed while the Defendants were

7

acting within the scope of their employment. The Court finds as a matter of law that the alleged

8

tortuous interference with Hobson's contract and Hobson's economic relations were acts committed

9

by the Defendants while they were acting within the scope of their employment. Therefore, the Court

10

grants the Defendants' motions for summary judgment on the claims that the Defendants tortuously

11

interfered with the: Plaintiff's contract or intentionally interfered with the Plaintiff's prospective

12

failed to comply with the notice provision of the Idaho Tort
economic advantage because the Plaintiff
Plaintifffailed

13

Claims Act.

14

15

Defamation
The Plaintiff has presented some evidence that the Defendants were not acting within the

16

scope oftheir
of their employment with respect to the defamation claims. The Plaintiff also argues that more

17

discovery is required in order to demonstrate a genuine triable issue of fact about whether or not the

l8
18

stateml:!nts were made by the Defendants during the scope of their employment. See
defamatory stateml::nts

19

v. May, 143 Idaho 595, --' 150 P.3d 288, 292 (2006) ("In order to
Country Cove Devlelopment. Inc. v,

20

survive a motion f()r
fhr summary judgment the plaintiff need not prove that an issue will be decided in

21

its favor at trial; rather, it must simply show that there is a triable issue.").

22

!Rep 56(0
!RCP

23
24
25

of material fact about the scope of
Thompson Court found that the Plaintiff had not demonstrated a genuine issue ofmaterial
question~ 110t
Ilot that pl~s are required to rebut the statutory presumption under the stricter standard they
employment question~
need only demonstrate that there is a genuine issue ofmaterial
of material fact about whether
would be held to at triaL Id. A PlamtIff
PlamtIffneed
swnmary judgment.
an aUeged tort was committed during the scope of employment to survive summary

26
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Hobson has request an I.RC.P. 56(f) continuance to depose the remaining Individual

1
2

Defendants who have not yet been deposed. Hobson requests 56(f) protection in order to allow the

3

Plaintiff time to dc:;pose
dc;;pose Defendants and witnesses concerning, "facts regarding what each individual

"

defendant said, to whom, under what circumstances, and whether or not those statements were made

5

the individual defendant's duties with an intent to serve the purpose of the individual
in the scope of
ofthe

6

defendants' employers." Affidavit of Thomas Larkin, ~-W 3.

7

8

10

11
12

13

It has been noted that a party who invokes the protection ofRule
of Rule 56{f) must
"do so in good faith by affinnatively demonstrating why he cannot respond to a
movant's affidavits ...._and
, and how postponement of a mling
ru1ing on the motion will enable
him, by discovery or other means, to rebut the movant's showing of the absence of a
genuine issue of fact." Allen v. Bridge8toneIFirestone.lnc.,
Bridge8tonelFirestone.lnc.. 81 F.3d 793, 797 (8th
Cir.1996). Further.
Further, in order to grant a motion for additional discovery before hearing a
has the burden of setting out "what further
motion on swnmary judgment, the plaintiff
plaintiCfhas
discovery would reveal that is essential to justify their opposi tion~ n making clear "what
judgment" Nicholas v.
infonnation is sought and how it would preclude summary judgment."
Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89 (9th Cir.2001).
eir.200l).
Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005).

Whether or not to grant a motion under LR.C.P. 56(f) is within the discretion of the trial court.
15
16

17

relieCUcannot complain ifit [has failed] diligently to pursue discovery
[d. The party seeki.ng relief"cannot
before summary judgment." Mackey v. Pioneer Nat'l Bank, 867 F.2d 520, 523-24 (9th Cir.
1989).

18
19

20
21

22

23
24

Hobson states that it has not been able to depose witnesses to the alleged statements
made by the individual defendants. However, Hobson presents no reasons why subpoenas for
unwilling witnesses could not have been acquired or why depositions have not been diligently
sought before this time considering that the case was filed more than a year ago. The Court
fmds that the Plaintiff is not entitled to further discovery in order to find out facts regarding
what each individual defendant said. The party requesting protection under I.R.e.p. 56(f) has

ofdemolilstrating
the burden of
demolilstrating to the Court what further discovery will uncover. The Plaintiff

25

26
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1

has not presented any good reasons for failing to depose or secure affidavits from any

2

witnesses, except an un-named third party witness who refused to provide an affidavit,

J

Plaintiff has the burden at trial to
regarding the alleged defamatory statements.4 The Plaintiffhas

4

demonstrate that the Defendants made defamatory statements. The Plaintiff has not presented

5

any reason, save for scheduling conflicts and one witness' refusal to cooperate, that would

6

explain the lack of diligence in discovering the facts vital to the viability of the Plaintiff's

7

claims. With respect to the third party that has refused to cooperate with the Plaintiff, the

8

Court has not been provided with any specific details as to what this witness heard, nor how

9

the witness' affidavit would preclude summary judgment.

10

The Plaintiiffhas failed to establish a genuine factual issue about whether or not any

11

defamatory statements, other than the ones listed in the Defendants' briefing on their collective

12

motion for summary judgment, were allegedly made by the Defendants. Nor has the Plaintiff

13

adequately demonstrated that further discovery would lead to the discovery of any additional allegedl

14

defamatory statements. The Court does however find that the Plaintiff has demonstrated that

15

additional depositions might be necessary to oppose the Defendants' assertion that the allegedly

16

defamatory statem'cnts were made while acting within the scope of employment, except with respect

17

to the claims against Defendant Osgood, Rooke, and Frew.

18

The facts

OJ[)

record in this case demonstrate that Mr. Osgood said, in a meeting with Hobson

19

employee. that he, Osgood, would deal with contractors like Hobson that do not
and another state employee,

20

perfonn up to standards by not using them. See Affidavit of Phillip S. Oberrecht in Support of

21

Individual Defendants' Motion for Swnmary judgment, Ex. A, p. 69, n. 8-19. The statement was

n

of Hobson's performance on the
made at a meeting Galled by the Plaintiff to discuss the subject ofHobson's

23

Biosafety Project. 1d. The Court finds that there is no genuine issue of fact about whether or not this

24
25

4 While the Plaintiff states that affidavits from some witnesses to the alleged defamatory statements were procured, the
Plaintiffhas not presented the Court with any of these affidavits. See Affidavit of Thomas Larkin, ~ 2.
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1

of Osgood's employment. The statement concerns Hobson's
statement was made within the scope ofOsgood's

2

performance on the Biosafety Project and was made at a meeting called by Hobson with

3

representatives from the DPW, Osgood and Jan Frew. The Court finds as a matter oftaw that the

"4

statement made by Osgood during the meeting requested by Hobson to discuss Hobson's performance

5

on the Biosafety Project and made with respect to the DPW's position that Hobson was not

6

performing up to standards on the project was made while Osgood was acting within the scope of his

7

Pod'olan, 123 Idaho at 945,854
945.854 P.2d at 288. (holding thatdetennination ofwhether
of whether or
employment. Podolan,

8

not an employee was acting within the scope of employment is matter oflaw when the act clearly fall

9

Plaintiff failed to provide notice of this
within the scope of employment). Therefore, the fact that the Plaintifffailed

10

claim as mandated in the Idaho Tort Claims Act is fatal to this claim. The claim is therefore

11

dismissed.

The statement made by Defendant Frew was contained in a stop work order filed by the State

12

13

during the constru(:tion. See Affidavit of Phillip S. Oberrecht in Support of Individual Defendants'

14

11.14-18; p. 69-70,11.22-7.
Motion for Summaryjudgment,
Summary judgment, Ex. A,
A. p. 64,
64.11.14-18;
69-70.11.22-7. Frew signed the work

15

order. [d. The C01l1rt
COlLlrt fmds as a matter of law that this statement was made during the scope ofFrew's

16

employment. This claim is therefore dismissed due to the Plaintiffs failure to comply with the Idaho

17

Tort Claims Act's notice provision.
Defendant Rooke allegedly stated that Hobson was the reason a project Hobson was working

18
19

on was so far behind and that he was going to "bum" Hobson with liquidated damages. See Affidavit

20

ofPhillip
of Phillip S. Obem:cht in Support of Individual Defendants' Motion for Summaryjudgment,
Summary jUdgment, Ex. A,

21

p. 42, 11.7-10
ll. 7-10...5 Thils statement was clearly made during the scope ofemployment.
of employment. The statement

22

23
24
25

The Plaintiffhas
Plaintiff has failed to identity what statements made by Rooke were alledly defamatory. The Court proceeds on the
only statements attributed to Mr. Rooke that are contained in the record. The only alleged defamatory statement attributed
to Rooke is that Hobson
HobSOJl was the cause ofdelays
of delays on the BSU Math/Geo lab project. See Affidavit of Phillip S. Obcrrccht
II. 7-10. The Plaintiff has not
in Support oflndividual
ofIndividual Defendams' Motion for Summary judgment, Ex. A, p.42, 11.
presented any evidence of another alleged defamatory statement, nor haa the Plaintiff argued that the Defendants'
understanding of what statements made by the Defendants were considered defamatory was incorrect
S
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1

related to the assessment of an employee about the status of a project that employee had the duty of

2

supervising. The Plaintiff attempts to rebut the presumption that the Defendant was not acting within

3

of employment by presenting statements from Rooke attesting that defamation of
the scope ofemployment

4

contractors was not within the scope of employment. However, that does not rebut the presumption

5

that Rooke's assessment of who was the cause of the project delays was, not made during the scope of
of.

6

employment. The: claim against Rooke is dismissed because the alleged defamatory statement was

7

made while Rook!'
Rook!, was acting within the scope of employment and the Plaintiff failed to comply with

8

the notice provisions of the Idaho Tort Claims Act.

9

For the pUlrposes of ruling on the Defendants' motion for summary judgment on the remaining

10

defamation claim~~, the Court will assume, for the pUIposes of this summary judgment motion only,

11

that there is a genuine issue of fact about whether or not the remaining Defendants were acting within

12

of employment when the allegedly defamatory statements were uttered. That is, the
the scope ofemployment

13

Defendants' motion for summary judgment on the defamation claims against Motley, Hill and

14

Gardener will not be dismissed, at this point, for failing to provide notice as prescribed in the Idaho

15

Tort Claims Act.

16

Hobson's 56(f) request need only be granted ifit can survive swnmaxy judgment on all of the

17

of the cause of action. Therefore, before ruling on the merits of the motion for 56(f)
elements ofthe

18

detennine that Hobson can survive summary judgment on the legal
protection, the Court must dctennine

19

elements of a claim for defamation.

20

Defamation
of defamation, the plaintiff has the burden of proving each of the
In order to prove a claim ofdefamation,
following elementl!>;
1.
plaintiff to others;
The defendant communicated infonnation concerning the plaintiffto
and
2.
The infonnation impugned the honesty, integrity, virtue or reputation of the
plaintiff or exposed the plaintiff to public hatred, contempt or ridicule; and
3.
The infonnation was false; and

21
22

23

24

25
26
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I

4.
1

5.
6.

2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

1.
15

16

17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24

The defendant knew it was false, or reasonably should have known that it was
faIse; and
false;
plaintiff suffered actual injury because of the defamation; and
The plaintiffsuffered
The amount of damages suffered by the plaintiff

1OJ14.82

Essentially,
must prove that a defendant made a
EssentiallY, to establish actionable defamation, a plaintiff
plaintiffmust
defamatory statement that was false and was communicated to a third party. Because an opinion can
be neither true nor false and because opinion is constitutionally protected free speech, opinions
generally are not actionable as defamation. See, e.g., Wiemer 'V. Rankin, 117 Idaho 566, 572, 790 P.2
347,353 (1990). However, the Idaho Supreme Court has cautioned that:
of fact or of constitutionally
In determining whether a statement is an assertion offact
protected opinion, "[t]he important consideration ... is not whether the particular
statement lfits into one category or another, but whether the particular article provided
jnformation upon which the reader could make an independent judgment for
sufficient information
himself." Wiemer v. Rankin, 117 Idaho 566,572, 790 P.2d 347,353 (1990) (quoting
Herbert W. Titus, Statement o/Fact Versus Statement o/Opinion-A Spurious Dispute
1203, 1216 (1962). Thus, even statements which
in Fair Comment, 15 Vand.L.Rev. 1203.
appear to be opinion will nonetheless be treated, for constitutional purposes, as
assertions of fact if the speaker implies that he is privy to undisclosed facts and that he
has ··private.
"private, first-hand knowledge which substantiate[s]
sUbstantiate[s] the assertions made." Id.
When such statements are made, the audience is not given sufficient infonnation upon
which to fClrm an independent judgment; therefore, the expression of opinion is as
damaging as an assertion oHact.
offact. Id. at 571-72, 790 P.2d at 352-53 (citations omitted).
Idaho State Bar 'V. Topp, 129 Idaho 414, 416, 925 P.2d
P .2d 1113, 1115 (1996).
The individlual defendants have argued that the statements are all opinions and therefore not

actionable as defamatory statements.
Defendant Gardener stated that Hobson is the worst roofer in the state. This statement is an
opinion with no velrifiable facts. Gardener did not imply that he was privy to facts about Hobson's
perfonnance as a roofer to which his audience would not have access. See, e.g., Moyer v. Amador
Valley J. Union High School Dist., 225 Cal.App.3d 720,275 Cal.Rptr. 494 (Cal. App. 1 Dist. 1990)

(statement by stude:ot ofhis
'<Worst in school" was not
of his subjective opinion that teacher was the ''worst
actionable as slande:r); see also Jail/ell 'V. Georgia Television Co., 238 Ga. App. 885, 891, 520 S.E.2d

25
26
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1

721, 726 (1999) (the term "rip off' does not imply an assertion of objective facts actionable in

2

defamation action); Webster v. Wilkins, 217 Ga.App. 194, 456 S.E.2d 699 (1995) (statement that

3

and
disproofand
woman is "unfit to have a kid" is wholly subjective opinion not capable of proof or disproof

4

cannot support defamation action). Whether or not the statement was made within the scope of

5

employment is not relevant, so 56(f) protection is not warranted to anow Hobson to conduct

Ii

discovery on this Icontention. The defamation claim against Defendant Gardener is dismissed.
Defendant Hill allegedly stated to a third party that she did not like the way Hobson did

7

8

business on the fire reconstruction or Bio-safety aspects of the construction project. See Affidavit of

9

of Individual Defendants' Motion for Sununaryjudgment,
Sununary judgment, Ex. A, p.
Phillip S. Oberrecht in Support ofIndividual

10

Hill liked the way Hobson performed their job is not capable of being
98, 11. 4-11. Whether or not HilI

11

demonstrated as true or false. The Court finds that Hill did not imply a faIse assertion of fact in her

12

statement, nor did she impede the listener from making an independent judgment Hill's statement

13

that she did not like the Plaintiff's performance is not a defamatory opinion, but is a protected

If

subjective opinion. Therefore, this claim is dismissed.
Defendant Motley's statements that he disliked Hobson, felt they were a piece of shit and that

IS
16

he would like to bum them6 are clearly expressions ofa
of a subjective opinion that were made out of

17

anger. These statements do not imply a false assertion of fact. The defamation claim with respect to

18

these statements is dismissed.
The Plaintiff also claims that Defendant Motley called Hobson a bad faith contractor. 7 An

u
20

utterance that impu.tes conduct or a characteristic that may be considered incompatible with the prope

21

conduct of a lawful business is defamatory per se. See Barlow v. International Harvester Co., 95

22

Idaho 881, 890, 522 P.2d 1102, 1111 (1974). The Court dismisses the claim because the only

23

24

Sec Affidavit ofPhillip
of Phillip S. Obcnecht in Support ofIndividual
of Individual Defendants' Motion for Swnmary judgment, pp. 79-80, 11.
22-6;p. 81.
.
Bl, U. 5-17.
83-84, U. 21··25.
21 ..25.
7 Id. at pp. 83-84.
6

25

26
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1

evidence that Motley uttered this statement is inadmissible hearsay. A party may not oppose a motion

2

for summary judgment with inadmissible evidence. R.G. Nelson, A.IA. v. Steer, 118 Idaho 409,415,

3

797 P.2d 117, 123 (1990) ("hearsay evidence in depositions is not admissible in summary judgment

4

deliberations."); see also Matthews v. New York Life Insurance Co., 92 Idaho 372, 375,443 P.2d 456,

5

459 (1968) (hearsay in supporting affidavit is inadmissible and insufficient to support a motion for

6

summary judgment); I.R.C.P. 56(e). The Plaintiff has had over one year to obtain an affidavit from

1

Bill Carter wherein Carter could have attested that he heard the Defendant utter that Hobson was a

8

bad contractor. Hobson was not surprised by the need to eventually provide admissible evidence to

9

claims . The failure to do so forces the Court to grant the Defendant's motion to dismiss 0
support its claims,.

10

this claim.
conclus.ion. the claims against Defendants Frew, Osgood, Hill, Motley, Rooke and Gardner
In conclus.ion,

11

12

are dismissed.

Conclusion

13
14
15

16

of the implied warranty
The State's motion for summary judgment on the claim of breach ofthe
brought by Hobson is hereby GRANTED.
The State's: motion for summary judgment on Hobson's termination for convenience claims is

17

GRANTED. Hobson was not a party to the contract and cannot bring an action against the State

18

directly.

19

The State's motion for summary judgment against SEiZ on the limited issue of the claims

20

based on damages incurred with respect to the hot gas bypass matter is GRANTED. The contract

21

clearly states that the contractor waives any costs, direct or indirect, that are not covered by the

22

change order.

23

The State's request for a protective order to bar the deposition of Pam Ahrens is DENIED.

24
25
26
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1

The Individual Defendants' Motions for Sununary Judgment is GRANTED with respect to th

2

defamation claimi~ against Defendants Hill, Frew, Osgood, Motley, Rooke and Gardner. Hobson's

3

request for 56(f) protection is DENIED. The defamation claims are he~by dismissed.

4

The Individual Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment on the tortuous interference with

5

contract and intentional interference with prospective economic advantage claims are GRANTED.

6

The tortuous interference with contract and intentional interference with prospective economic

7

advantage claims are hereby dismissed.

8

9
10

IT IS SO ORDERED.

~~-L...Atr...:...,·
2007.
this~~~2007.

Dated this

t-!---.:t_'.l...l_ _

11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
l~

20
21
22
23

25
26
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STATE OF IDAHO SPECIAL CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

These State of Idaho Special Contract Tenns and Conditions for Telecommunications Services
supplement the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions. In case ofconflict,
of conflict, these State
of Idaho Spec:ial Contract Tenns and Conditions for Telecommunications Services prevail.
1. GENERA,L TERMS AND CONDITIONS
A.

DEFII~1TI0NS:
DEFII~1TI0NS: Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions set forth in the State
of Idalho
Idslho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions shall apply to capitalized terms used in these
State of Idaho Special Contract Tenns and Conditions for Telecommunications Services. In
addlti<on, the following terms shall have the following meanings when used in these State of Idaho
Special Contract Tenns and Conditions for Telecommunications services.
Services.

(1) Agreement: A contract or purchase order, including solicitation or specification
specifICation documents,
the State of Idaho Standard Contract Tenns and ConditIons,
Conditions, and the State of Idaho Special
Contract Terms and Conditions for Telecommunications Services, as well as any
amendments mutually agreed upon by both parties.
(2) Major Trouble:

(a) "Major Trouble" is defined as anyone or a combination of the following:
(I) The loss of a Critical Business Function;

(II) The failure of a Critical Circuit; or
(Iii) The loss of data service at a Critical Facility.

(b) "Critical Business Function" Is defined as a discipline directly related to life safety, public
safety, finance or revenue and taxation.
(c) ·Critical
"Critical Circuits" are defined as any circuit with a capacity of,.1 or greater.
(d) "Critical Facilities" are defined as any location with circuit connection of DS3 or greater.
Notwithstanding the State's identification of Critical Circuits, ~riority for restoring service In the
("TSP")
event of a Service outage is governed by Telecommunications Service Priority ("TSP-)
re!~ulatlons.
(·NSEP") telecommunications
rel~ulatlons. National Security Emergency Preparedness (-NSEP")
services are given first priority for restoration In the event of service outages. Service will be
rel;tored to all other customers pursuant to the terms of the applicable service level
agreements.
(3) Minor Trouble: "Minor Trouble" Is defined as netwom
networ1c problems not classified as Major
Trouble but which fail to meet perfonnance objectives identified in the Agreement.

(4) Pr4)vlder:
Prl)vlder: The sale proprietorship, partnership, consortium, ,L.L.C., corporation or other form
of business entity that is obligated under the Agreement to offer, install and maintain
Tel!ecommunicatlons Services to Users.
Tel1ecommunications
(5) Selrvlce(s): Those Telecommunications Services and other related services ordered by User
and provided by the Provider pursuant to a Service Order, subject to the tenns and conditions
of the Agreement and the applicable Service Order.

State of Idaho Special Contract Tenns and Conditions
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Service Order: A document provided by the User to Provider which details the type of
(6) Siervice
Service desired and provides all information necessary for Provider to provide the Service to
User.
(7) S,tate:
S>tate: The Department of Administration, Division of Purchasing, acting as statutory agent
for the ordering agency.
(8) Telecommunications Services: The transmission of two-way interactive signs, signals,
....'fiting, images, sounds.
sounds, messages.
messages, data or other information of any nature by wire.
wire, radio,
....'"ting.
Ii!~ht waves or other electromagnetic means, which are offered to or for the public, or some
portion thereof, for compensation.
(9) User: The ordering entity or State agency.
B. SER\nCES
(1) T:Vpes of Service: The Services acquired pursuant to the Invitation to Bid or Request for
Proposals and an applicable Service Order may include, but are not limited to, Asynchronous
("ATM"), frame relay, private line, hosting, Private Network Satellite.
Satellite, Private
Tlransfer Mode ("ATM").
Network xDSL and ATM/DSL Hybrid Services (Layer 2 connectivity), network management
sorvices, and other Telecommunications Services. The Services do not include any
sorvices.
Customer Premises Equipment ("CPE").
(2) E··Rate Service: The Provider acknowledges and agrees that Telecommunications Services
offered under the Agreement may be eligible for E-Rate discounts. Qualifying schools or
libraries may acquire Services offered through the Agreement. and related E-Rate discounts
may apply. To qualify for E-Rate discounts. schools or libraries must comply with all program
requirements, including but not limited to,
to. the E-Rate application process, technology plan
approval, reimbursement and invoicing prerequisites. Upon receipt of all property executed
E·Hate forms and related documents, Provider will apply the E-Rate discounts. Provider's
salles account team and the State's E-Rate coordinator will work together to ensure timely
application of discounts under the USF E-Rate program.
C. PRICING: As designated in the Agreement itself.
D. LATE PAYMENT AND EARLY TERMINATION
(1) Lalte Payment: A late charge shall be assessed and accrue at the rate determined in the
application of Idaho Code Section 63-3045 commencing ten (10) calendar days after
payment is due. Payments will be made in accordance with Idaho Code Section 67-2302(2).
(2) Ealrly Termination: The User may terminate for any or no reason at any time any Service
Order for ongoing Services.
(a) If early termination is prior to installation of Service as requested in a valid Service Order,
charges shall be those actual expenses incurred by Provider through the date of
termination.
(b) If the State terminates a Service, or individual circuit, during the first twelve (12) months
after commencement of any Service, for any reason other than what is described in
sections 1.E.(1) [For Cause] and 1.E.(2) [For Non-Appropriation],
Non-Appropriation]. the State shall pay a
termination charge of one hundred percent (100%) of the monthly recurring charges for
that Service (or the applicable fraction thereof).
thereof), multiplied by the number of months
remaining in the first twelve (12) months of the Service term, plus a termination charge of
fifty percent (50%) of the monthly recurring charges for the Service (or the applicable
fraction thereof), multiplied by the number of months remaining in the Service term after
State of Idaho Special Contract Terms and Conditions
for Telecommunications Services
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the first twelve (12) months, plus the balance of all billed but unpaid recurring and all
outstanding nonrecurring charges. Cause is defined in Section 1.E.(1) [For Cause].
(c) If the State terminates any Service, or individual circuit (other than pursuant to Sections
1.E.[1] [For Cause] and 1.E.[2] [For Non-Appropriation]) after installation and after the
first twelve (12) months after commencement of any Service, but less than eighty percent
(80%) through the Service term, the State will pay a termination charge of fifty percent
(50%) of the monthly recurring charges for the Service (or the applicable fraction thereof),
multiplied by the number of months remaining in the Service term after the first twelve
(12) months, plus the balance of all billed but unpaid recurring and all outstanding
nonrecurring charges.
(cI)
(e1) The State may avoid termination charges for a circuit if a circuit of equal or greater value
is ordered within thirty (30) days after termination of the original circuit. The disconnected
circuit must have been in place at least twelve (12) months and the new circuit must be
ordered for a period at least equal to the remaining contract term of the disconnected
circuit.

E. TERMINATION
(1) F4Jr Cause: The State may terminate the Agreement or any Service Order issued pursuant
to the Agreement when the Provider has been provided written notice of default or non
noncClmpliance and has failed to cure the default or non-compliance within a reasonable time, not
to exceed ten (10) calendar days, after receipt of such notice. If the Agreement is terminated
for default or non-compliance, the Provider will be responsible for any direct costs and/or
damages incurred by the State for placement of a new Agreement. The State, upon
telrmination for default or non-compliance, reserves the right to offset damages against
palyment due, and to take any legal action it may deem necessary. If the State terminates the
Aoreement
Aureement for cause and such termination is subsequently determined by a court of
competent jurisdiction to have been without cause, the termination shall be deemed a
telmination under Section 1.0.(2) [Early Termination] and the State shall only be responsible
for payment in accordance with that section, which shall be the full extent of the State's
liability.

(2) For Non-Appropriation:
Non-AppropriatIon: Provider acknowledges that the State is a governmental entity, and
thelt the Agreement shall in no way be construed so to bind or obligate the State of Idaho
beyond the term of any particular appropriation of funds by the State Legislature, as may
exiist from time to time. The State reserves the right to terminate the Agreement, in whole or
in part, if, in Its sole judgment, the Legislature of the State of Idaho fails, neglects or refuses
to appropriate sufficient funds as may be required for the State to continue payment or
requires any give-back of funds as may be required for the State to continue payment, or if
the,
the' Executive Branch mandates any cuts or holdback in spending. Any such termination
sh'311
Shl311 take effect on ten (10) calendar days' notice and be otherwise effective as provided in
the Agreement. It is understood and agreed that the payments provided for in the Agreement
shall be paid from Legislative appropriations.
F. SAVE HARMLESS: The Provider shall defend, indemnify and hold the State harmless from any
and all liability, claims, damages, costs, expenses, and actions, Including reasonable attorney's
fees, to the extent caused by or arising from the negligent or wrongful acts or omissions under the
subcontractors, that cause death or bodily
Agreement of the Provider, its employees, agents, or SUbcontractors,
injury, or damage to property, or arising out of a failure to comply with any state or federal statute,
law, regulation or act. IN NO EVENT WILL PROVIDER BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL,
INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. The Provider shall have no
indemnification liability under this section for death, injury, or damage to the extent that the same
is attributable to the negligence or misconduct of the State.
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G. SUBGONTRACTING:
The Provider may enter into any' subcontract(s) relating to the
performance of the Agreement or any part thereof. The Provider's use of subcontracts shall not in
any way relieve the Provider of its responsibility for the professional and technical accuracy,
adequacy, and timeliness of the work to be performed under the Agreement. The Provider shall
be and remain liable for the performance of the work in accordance with the Agreement, as well
as for any damages to the State caused by the negligent performance or non-performance of
Provider's subcontractor(s).

H. ASSIIGNMENT: Neither the Agreement nor any Service Order or any interest therein shall be
transferred by the Provider to any other party without the approval, in writing, of the Administrator
of thEl Division of Purchasing. Any attempt to assign the Agreement, without prior written
approval, shall result in the termination of the Agreement or Service Order, at the sole discretion
of the State. All rights of action for any breach of the Agreement by the Provider are reserved to
the State. Notwithstanding the preceding and subject to the provisions contained herein, the
Provider may assign the Agreement or any Service Order, without prior written consent, to an
entity that controls, is controlled by, or Is
is in common control with the Provider, or to any successor
in interest to the Provider, or, if necessary, to satisfy the rules, requirements and/or regulations of
any fElderal, local or state governmental agency. In the event of an assignment without prior
written approval, the Provider shall remain fully responsible and liable for performance under the
Agreement.
I.

PATENT AND COPYRIGHT INDEMNITY

(1) TIle Provider shall indemnify and hold the State harmless from, and shall defend at its own
expense, any action brought against the State based upon a claim that the Services provided
under the Agreement infringe any patent, trademark, copyright or trade secret. The Provider
will pay all damages and costs finally awarded and attributable to such claim, but such
defense and payments are conditioned on the following:
(a) That the Provider shall be notified promptly in writing by the State of any notice of such
claim;
(b)l That the Provider shall have the sole control of the defense of any action on such claim
and all negotiations for its settlement
setUement or compromise, and State may select at its own
expense an advisory counsel; and

(c) That the State shall cooperate with the Provider in a reasonable way to facilitate
settlement or defense of any claim or suit.
(2) The Provider shall have no liability to the State under any provision of this section with
respect to any claim of infringement that is based upon:
(a) State content;
(b) Unauthorized modifications to the Telecommunications Services by the State;
(c) The Provider'S
Provider's adherence to the State's written requirements; or
(d) The use of the Telecommunications Services in violation of the Agreement.
(3) Should the Telecommunications Services become, or in the Provider's opinion be likely to
bec:ome, the subject of a claim of infringement, the State shall permit the Provider, at its
opt'on and expense, either to procure for the State the right to continue using the
Tell:lcommunications
Tell;!communications Services, to replace or modify the Telecommunications Services so that
it bl:lcomes
blacomes non-infringing, or, if those alternatives are not reasonably available, the Provider
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may terminate the infringing Telecommunications Services without liability, except as
otherwise provided.

J. FORCE MAJEURE: Neither party shall be liable or deemed to be in default for any delay in
performance occasioned by unforeseeable causes beyond the control and without the fault or
neglig43nce of the parties, including, but not restricted to, acts of God or the public enemy, fires,
floods, epidemics, quarantine, restrictions, strikes, freight embargoes, sabotage, cable cut not
caused by Provider, or unusually severe weather; provided that in all cases of delay in
performance, the Provider shall immediately notify the State by telephone, of such delay, and
follow
fol/ow up such oral notice with prompt written notice detailing the cause for delay. The Provider
shall make every reasonable effort to complete performance as soon as practicable. This clause
does not apply to Service issues involving network outages caused by or related to a network that
is not owned or controlled by Provider.
.
K. LIMITS OF LIABILITY: For Service issues, the limits of liability are as provided in Section 2.E.
[ProbIE!m
[ProblElm Management] below. For all other claims, except with regard to its indemnification
obligations under Sections 1.F. [Hold Harmless] and 1.1. [Patent and Copyright Indemnity],
Providl9r's aggregate liability shall be limited to twice the aggregate value of the Agreement or
One Million and 00/100 Dollars ($1,000,000.00), whichever is greater. IN NO EVENT WILL
EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES. Direct damages include costs or damages incurred by the State for placement of a
new A!~reement
A!~reement upon a termination for cause so long as the State:
(1) Procures a substantially similar product or Service under the same terms and conditions as
provided in the Agreement;
(2) Procures such product or Service for the same term as the term applicable to the product or
Service being replaced; and
(3) Otherwise takes all reasonable steps to mitigate the amount of costs incurred.
L. WARRANTIES: Except as set forth in Section 2.C. [Performance Objectives], the Provider
makes no warranties, express or implied.

2.

SERVICE LEVELS
A. STATE: RESPONSIBILITIES
(1) ReiElsonable Access to State Sites: The State will ensure reasonable access for the
Provider's employees and Provider's subcontractors' employees to State-controlled sites
whl9re Provider's equipment is or will be installed. Access will be provided for the purposes
of installation and preventative and corrective maintenance. To the extent access is outside
the control of the State, the State will cooperate with Provider in obtaining access to the
premises to install, operate, maintain, repair and remove Provider's equipment. Provider's
employees or agents will comply with the State and/or federal access and security rules and
regulations which have been communicated to Provider. Provider will provide notice to the
State prior to entering the State's premises to install, maintain or repair any Provider
equipment in connection with the Service(s) provided under the Agreement. Provider will
only enter the State's premises if escorted by State authorized personnel, unless State grants
written permission to Provider for unescorted
un escorted access. Outage credits under applicable
sen/ice level agreements will not be granted for service interruptions or times of service
deglradation during any period in which Provider or its agents are not afforded access to the
Stale's premises if such access is reasonably necessary to prevent a degradation or restore
State's
Service.
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B. PROVIDER RESPONSIBIUllES
(1) Fiiling Individual Case Based Contracts (lCBs): The State represents that less than ten
percent (10%) of data traffic traversing the Provider's network will be interstate. The Provider
shall file ICB's with the appropriate regulatory authority and supply copies to the Division of
Purchasing.
(2) A:sslgnlng Account Team: The Provider shall assign an account team made up of the
following functional positions:

(a) An executive sponsor;
(b) An account manager;
(c) A network engineer; and
(d) A billing specialist.
This account team will be assigned within thirty (30) calendar days after signing the
The executive sponsor will be empowered to authorize credits and mobilize
Provider resources; the account manager will liaise with the State; the network engineer will
assist with network design and capacity planning; and the billing specialist will correct
erroneous billings.
A~lreement.
A~lreement.

(3) Providing an Escalation LIst: Upon request of the State, the Provider will submit an
escalation list. The escalation list will contain the contact name, work telephone number, cell
telephone number, e-mail address for key operations and technical contacts, and the
Provider's twenty-four (24) hour network administration and control center. The Provider will
deliver this list to the State within five (5) calendar days after request.
(4) Provide Constant Network Monitoring: Provider will maintain a twenty-four (24) hour,
seven (7) day a week, three hundred sixty-five (365) days per year staffed network
operations center to monitor Services provided to the State, in order to facilitate response to
Major and Minor Trouble.

C. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
(1) The Provider warrants its network elements, including, without limitation, hardware,
equipment and cables, are designed to meet its Service objectives pursuant to this section.
Provider represents that all interfaces and protocols extended to the State are designed to
meet the specifications described in Provider's technical publications. These technical
publications may include, but are not limited to, the ATM Forum, the Frame Relay Forum,
EIAffIA, ANSI or ITU. There are no other warranties expressed or implied. Remedies that
apply to this area are contained in 2.E.(2) [Liquidated Damages).
Damages}.
(2) Further, the Provider will submit to the State, within five (5) business days after signing the
Agreement, the Provider's standard targeted Service level objectives for its network for each
of its offered Services. The objectives will include some or all of the following: availability,
reliability, mean-time-to-repair ("MTTR"), mean-time-between-failure ("MTBF").
("MTBF"), and bit error
rate ("BER"). The targeted Service level objectives will become part of and incorporated into
rato
the Agreement as if set forth in full.

D. SERVICE MANAGEMENT
(1) Initiation of New Service: The State will place a Service Order for new Service either by fax
or bye-mail. The due date for a Service Order will be mutually agreed upon when the State
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places an Order. If the Provider cannot complete installation after thirty (30) calendar days
past the established due date for a Service Order, the Service Order will automatically
cancel, with no further liability to the State, and the State, at its option, may seek, without
penalty, substitute services from another Provider. The State will track the status of a
Service Order via telephone, written form, or, preferably, electronic form.
(2) Dh!connection
Dil!connection of Service: The State will place a Service Order for discontinuance of
Service either by fax or bye-mail. Except as otherwise provided in the Agreement, the State
will provide the Provider with thirty (30) calendar days' written notice to discontinue Service.
The State is not obligated to pay for Service beyond this thirty (30) day notice period unless
an early termination charge applies, pursuant to Section 1.0. [Late Payment and Early
Termination] above. The State will track the status of a Service Order via telephone, written
form, or, preferably, electronic form.
E. PROBILEM MANAGEMENT
(1) Trc)uble Reports: The State will place a Major or Minor Trouble report with the Provider
either in written form (e.g., memo or fax), telephonically or, preferably, electronic form (e.g.,
web-based forms). Tracking the progress of problem resolution will be accomplished via
teh~phonic or electronic notification (e.g., web-based or e-mail).
(2) LlC:luldated
L1C:luldated Damages
(a) It is essential for the State's business that the Services be provided uninterrupted. The
Provider agrees to delivery of Service as agreed upon pursuant to the Agreement and
any Service Order issued pursuant to the Agreement, including the targeted Service level
objectives submitted in accordance with Section 2.C.(2} [Performance Objectives] above.
Failure to provide Services in accordance with the Agreement constitutes an event of
default. The parties agree that actual damages to the State for the failure of or delay in
delivery will be difficult or impossible to determine. Therefore, if the Provider misses the
initial response time for a Major Trouble, the Provider may be assessed Two Hundred
Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($250.00) per hour for each hour missed, up to eight (8) hours as
described below, as liquidated damages, not as a penalty. If the Provider misses the
initial response time for a Minor TrOUble,
Trouble, the Provider may be assessed One Hundred
Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($150.00) per hour for each hour missed, up to eight (8) hours as
described below, as liquidated damages, not as a penalty. Any sums due to the State
under this section will be handled as a credit against payments due from the State on
subsequent invoices.
(b) If either a Major or Minor Trouble has not been fUlly
fully remedied after eight (8) hours from
the time of the trouble report, Seven Hundred Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($750.00) per hour
may be assessed as liquidated damages, not as a penalty, until such time as the Major or
Minor Trouble is fully remedied. In no event will the sum of liquidated damages per
outage exceed one months' recurring revenue for the circuit under repair. The State
reserves the right to offset the amount of liquidated damages against other sums owing
under the Agreement or any Service Order issued hereunder. The Provider shall not be
assessed Service credits when delay arises out of cause beyond the control and without
the fault or negligence of the Provider.
(3) Chlronlc Trouble Remedy
(a) ·Chronic Trouble Circuit" is a particular circuit for which:
(i) Three (3) or more trouble tickets have been opened for the same trouble within a
ninety (90) day period;
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(ii) One (1) Service outage has occurred for a duration of more than twenty-four (24)
hours; or

(iii) Service outages accumulating one hundred twenty (120) hours or more over any
period of one hundred eighty (180) consecutive calendar days and the cause of each
such trouble is determined to be in Provider's network and is not the result of a cause
beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of the Provider.
(b) Whenever State or User reports to Provider, and Provider confirms that a Service is a
Chronic Trouble Circuit, Provider will immediately perform a detailed investigation and
report the findings to the State and the User. The State or User may disconnect a
specific Chronic Trouble Circuit without incurring termination liability or further obligation,
except for payment due and owing for Services received prior to disconnection, by
providing Provider written notice, unless such circuit has remained trouble-free for a
period of thirty (30) days prior to such termination notice.
F. PLANNED OUTAGES: The Provider shall provide at least twenty-four (24) hours advance notice
to the State, via e-mail or telephone, of any planned outages affecting the Provider's network.
G.

BILlIl~G
BILlIl~G

AND CREDITS

(1) Billing Address and Interval: The Provider will render a timely, accurate and complete
invoice to the proper billing address. The billing address will be identified on the Service
Order. Further, the billing "end date" will be mutually agreed upon between the State and the
Provider.
(2) Invoicing for a Finished Service: Where by necessity a finished Service is provisioned by
thl! Provider and other telecommunications carriers, the Provider will submit a single
consolidated invoice.
(3) BiUing Elements: Invoices submitted by the Provider must include applicable one-time
charges, recurring charges and any prorated charges.
(4) Application of Credits: The State will notify the Provider in writing of any billing or
administrative errors within sixty (60) calendar days of receipt of invoice, including identifying
thEt amount of the apparent error. The Provider shall respond in writing to such notification
within fifteen (15) calendar days of receipt. Failure to so respond shall be deemed
agreement by the Provider to the amount of the claimed mistake. Credits for any billing or
administrative errors shall be applied by the Provider to the proper account within forty-five
(4~;) calendar days of notification of such error. The State reserves the right to offset
(4!:i)
amounts in dispute pursuant to this section pending resolution thereof.
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SOLICITATION INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS

AUTHORITY 1"0 PURCHASE: The Administrator of the Division of Purchasing, Department of
1. AUTHORITY,.O
Administration or the Administrator's delegates are the only statutory agents authorized to execute
Agreements for the procurement of goods and services, unless exempted pursuant to statute or rule.
Pursuant to Idclho Gode Section 67-5725, all agreements made in violation of the applicable purchasing
statutes or rules shall be void and any sum of money advanced by the State shall be repaid.
2.

E-PLJRCHASING: The State of Idaho, Division of Purchasing and some individual agencies utilize an
E·PLJRCHASING:
electronic proclUrement system. Vendors will be sent e-mail notifications of acquisition opportunities on those
eh~ctronically posted.
Solicitations eh~ctronically

3.

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES: The e-Purchasing system processes all information electronically on the
ELECTRONiC
Internet. Signaltures by both the Bidder and the State when using the e.;.Purchasing
e.:.Purchasing system may be electronic
and electronic signatures used with the e-Purchasing system are as fully binding and legal for the State's
purchasing process as a manually affixed signature. Any reference in these Solicitation Instructions To
ink,· or equivalents will include electronic signature, if
Vendors to "signed," "signature," "manually signed in ink,"
the Bidder is using the e-Purchasing system.

4.

DEFINITIONS: Unless the context requires otherwise, all terms not defined below shall have the meanings
defined in Idaho Code Section 67-5716 or IDAPA 38.05.01.011.
A. Agreement - Any State written contract, lease, or Purchase Order, including Solicitation or specification
documents and the accepted portions of the submission for the acquisition of property. An Agreement
shall also include any amendments mutually agreed upon by both parties.
B. Bid - A written offer that is binding on the Bidder to supply Property in response to an Invitation to Bid.
C. Bidder - A Vendor who has submitted a Bid or Quotation.
D. Invitation To Bid - All documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, utilized for soliciting
formal sealod Bids.
E. Offeror - A Vendor who has submitted a Proposal.
F.

Proposal - A written response, Including pricing information, to a Request For Proposals that describes
the solution or means of providing the Property requested and which Proposal is considered an offer to
perform in full response to the Request For Proposals. Price may be an evaluation criterion for
Proposals, but will not necessarily be the predominant basis for award.

G. Purchase Order - See also definition of Agreement. Typically used to acquire Property. A notification to
the Bidder to provide the stated property, required material, equipment, supplies or services under the
terms and conditions set forth In
in the Purchase Order. It may include the form of the State's acceptance
of a Bidder's Proposal or Bid.
.
H. Quotation - An offer to supply Property in response to a Request For Quotation and generally used for
small or emergency purchases.
I.

Request For Proposals (RFP) - Includes all documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference,
utilized for soliciting competitive Proposals and is generally utilized in the acquisition of services or
complex purchases.

J. Request For Quotation - The document, form or method generally used for purchases solicited in
accordance with small purchase or emergency purchase procedures.
K. Solicitation _. An Invitation To Bid, a Request For Proposals or other document issued by the purchasing
activity for the purpose of soliciting Bids, Proposals or offers to perform a contract.
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State - ThEl State of Idaho including each agency unless the context implies other states of the United
States.

M.
M, Vendor - A person or entity capable of supplying Property to the State.
5. AWARD METHIOD: Agreements may only be awarded to the "Lowest Responsible Bidder,"
Bidder." The Lowest
Responsible Bidder is defined by Idaho Code Section 67-5716(12) as ''The responsible bidder whose bid
reflects the lowest acquisition price to be paid by the state; except that when specifications are valued or
comparative performance examinations are conducted, the results of such examinations and the relative
score of valued specifications will be weighed, as set out in the specifications, in determining the lowest
acquisition pricl~." When deemed to be in the best interest of the State, and set forth in the Solicitation
documents, additional consideration may be given to the elements of discounts, supply location, quality of
products or previous service, delivery time, or other elements.
6.

DETERMINATION OF RESPONSIBILITY: The State reserves the right to make reasonable inquiry about or
from the submitting Vendor or from third parties to determine the responsibility of a submitting Vendor. Such
inquiry may include, but not be limited to,
to. inquiry regarding financial statements, credit ratings, references,
potential subcontractors, and past performance. The unreasonable failure of a submitting Vendor to
promptly supply any requested information may result in a finding of nonresponsibility.

7.

ADDENDA/AMENDMENTS: It will be the Vendors' responsibility to check for any addenda/amendments
prior to submitting a Bid, Proposal, or Quotation. In the event it becomes necessary to revise any part of the
Solicitation documents, addenda/amendment will be made available. Information given to one Vendor will
be available to all other Vendors if such Information is necessary for purposes of submitting a Bid or
Proposal or if failure to give such information would be prejudicial to uninformed Vendors.

8.

NOTICE OF EFFECTIVENESS: No Agreement is effective until the authorized State purchasing official has
signed (which signature may be electronic) the Agreement and the effective or award date has passed. The
Vendor shall not provide any goods or render services until the Agreement has been signed by the State
purchasing official and the Agreement has become effective. Furthermore, the State is in no way
responsible for reimbursing the Vendor for goods provided or services rendered prior to the signature by the
authorized Statel purchasing official and the arrival of the effective date 9f the Agreement.

9.

INCURRING COSTS: The State is not liable for any cost incurred by Vendors prior to the effective date of
the Agreement.

10. ECONOMY OF PREPARATION: If submitting a Proposal, please note that Proposals should be prepared
simply and economically, providing a clear, complete and concise description of the Offeror's capabilities to

satisfy the State's requirements.
11. SPECIFICATIONS: Specifications describe the Property the State wants to acquire. If you are unsure of
what the State wants, please present written questions within prescribed. time periods to the designated
purchasing official. See also paragraph 15 on Administrative Appeals. The State is prohibited from
accepting Property that does not meet the minimum specifications pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67
675726(4) and Section 67-5736.
"No officer Olr employee shall conspire with a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall
conspire with an officer or employee, to influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract,
or to deprive or attempt to deprive a vendor of an acquisition award. (Idaho Code Section 67
67.. , (b) Attempts by
5726 [3]) Vendors may be disqualified for any of the following reasons: ...
whatever means to cause acquisition specifications to be drawn so as to favor a specific vendor."
(Idaho Code Section 67-5730 [2])
12. CONFLICT OF IINTEREST: No member of the legislature or officer or employee of any branch of the State
shaH directly himself.
himself, or by any other person, execute, hold or enjoy, in whole or in part, any
government sha/ll
contract or agreement made or entered into by or on behalf of the State of Idaho, if made by, through or on
behalf of the agency in which he is an officer or employee or if made by, through or on behalf of any other
agency unless thl9 same are made after competitive Bids. (Idaho Code Section 67-5726[1]). No Vendor or
Revised 10-02-2007
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related party, or subsidiary, or affiliate of a Vendor may submit a Bid to obtain a contract to provide Property
to the State, if the Vendor or related party, or affiliate or subsidiary was paid for services utilized in preparing
specific;ations or if the services influenced the procurement process. (Idaho Code Section 67
67the Bid specific;:ltions
675726[6]) To prElvent the perception of a conflict of interest, Vendors subject to Idaho Code Section 67
5726(6) will be prohibited from competing as a contractor or subcontractor for any project(s) that may result,
directly or indirElctly, from the implementation of recommendations made during a project.
13. LAWS: The laws governing the State's purchases of goods and services are found in the Idaho Code
Section 67-5714 through Section 67-5744 and IDAPA 38.05.01, both available on the Internet at
http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/purchasinqrules.html. It is the Vendor'S
Vendor's responsibility to conform to ALL
applicable federal, state and local statutes or other applicable legal requirements. The information provided
herein is intendl~d to assist Vendors in meeting applicable requirements but is not exhaustive and the State
will not be responsible for any failure by any Vendor to meet applicable requirements.
14. PREFERENCE FOR IDAHO SUPPLIERS FOR PURCHASES: Idaho preferences are governed by Idaho
6".7-2349 (Reciprocal Preference) and Idaho Code Section 60-101 -103 (Printing).
Code Section 6'.7-2349
15. ADMINISTRATIIVE APPEALS: The laws applicable to administrative appeals are set forth at Idaho Code
Section 67-573~1(1 )(a) (Specification Appeals), Idaho Code Section 67-5733(1 )(b) (Bid Rejection Appeals),
Idaho Code Section 67-5733(1)(c) (Bid Award Appeal), and Idaho Code Section 67-5733(1)(d) (Sole Source
Appeal).
16. SUBMISSION FORMS:
A. Manual Submissions - For manually sealed and submitted Bids or Proposals, a submitting Vendor must
use the State's supplied signature page (or other binding document as specified) when submitting its Bid
or Proposal. The signature page must be manually signed in ink by an authorized agent of the
submitting Vendor and returned with the submission package. Manually submitted Bids or Proposals
submitted without the signature page shall be found nonresponsive and will not be considered.
Incomplete and/or unsigned documents will be cause for non-acceptance and a finding of
nonresponsiveness. The signature page must contain an ORIGINAL HANDWRITTEN signature
executed in INK and be returned with the relevant Solicitation documents. PHOTOCOPIED
SIGNATURIES or FACSIMILE SIGNATURES are NOT ACCEPTABLE. Submissions must be
completed either in ink or typewritten. Forms or figures written in pencil are not acceptable. Mistakes
should not be erased but may be crossed out and corrections inserted next to the errors and initialed IN
INK by the person signing. THIS INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO CORRECTIONS MADE USING
WHITEOUT CORRECTION FLUID AND TYPEWRITER CORRECTION TAPE.
B. Submission Forms - Manual Quotations - For manually submitted Quotations, the Bidder may use any
including oral, telephonic,
response and submission form authorized by the Request For Quotation, inclUding
facsimile, e-mail, or regular mail.
C. Submission Forms - Electronic - For Vendors using the e-Purchasing system, proper completion of the
.
electronic fOlrms is required.
D. Submission 1forms -Manual or Electronic - Regardless of Submission Form, Vendor warrants that it
accepts the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions and the Solicitation Instructions to
Vendors. AdiditionaHy, one or more of the following may be applicable:
1. If the Vendor is a corporation, partnership, sole proprietorship or other legal entity, and employs
individual persons, by submitting its Bid, Proposal or Quotation, vendor warrants that any contract
resulting from this Solicitation is subject to Executive Order 2006-40
[http://gov.idaho.gov/mediacenter/execorders/eo06/eo2006-40.html]; it does not knowingly hire or
engage any illegal aliens or persons not authorized to work in the United States; it takes steps to verify
that it does not hire or engage any illegal aliens or persons not authorized to work in the United States;
and that any misrepresentation in this regard or any employment of persons not authorized to work in the
United States constitutes a material breach and shall be cause for termination of its contract; or
Revised 10-02-2007
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2. If Vendor is a natural person eighteen (18) years of age or older, .
a. by submitting its Bid, Proposal or Quotation, warrants that its Bid, Proposal or Quotation is subject
to Idaho Code section 67-7903 [http://www3.state.id.us[cgi-bin/newidst?sctid=670790003.K]
[http://www3.state.id.us[cgi-bin/newidst?sctid=670790003.Kl and,
pursuant thereto, by submitting its Bid, Proposal or Quotation, attests, under penalty of perjury, that it
is a United States citizen or legal permanent resident or that it is otherwise lawfully present in the
United States pursuant to federal law; and
b. prior to being issued a contract, Vendor will be required to submit proof of lawful presence in the
United States in accordance with Idaho Code section 67-7903.
3. If this Request for Quotation, Invitation to Bid or Request for Proposals is for the acquisition of
services or for the development, sale or lease/licensing of software to the State, it is subject to Executive
Order 2007-()9 [http://gov.idaho.gov/mediacenter/execorders/eo07/e0200709.htmlJ.
[http://gov.idaho.gov/mediacenter/execorders/eo07/e0200709.htmll. Pursuant to
Executive Order 2007-09, vendors must disclose (i) the location by country where services under or
thEI contract will be performed; and (ii) the location by country where any subcontracted
related to thE'
services under or related to the contract will be performed.
Unless it fits into an exception discussed below, no contract shall be awarded to any vendor that refuses
to make such disclosure. Vendor shall complete and submit a completed form of Exhibit 1 to these
Instructions (attached to the signature page) (or include a document identical in required substance)
along with its, Bid or Proposal. By submitting its Bid or Proposal, vendor warrants that it is subject to
Executive Order 2007-09. Vendor further warrants that it must notify the Division of Purchasing in
advance if, during the term of any contract awarded to it pursuant to this Invitation to Bid or Request for
Proposals, it seeks to shift services or work that it has represented would be done inside the United
States to outside the United States. Failure to obtain the consent of the Division of Purchasing for such
shift constitutes a material breach.
Executive Order 2007-09 provides that the Division of Purchasing shall not award a service contract or a
contract for the development, sale or licensing of software where related services shall be done outside
the United States. There are EXCEPTIONS TO THIS PROHIBITION. Please use the form attached to
the signature page (or include a document identical in required substance) to identify any of the
exceptions that you believe apply to your Bid or Proposal. The Division of Purchasing reserves the right
to inquire of you and independently as to the factual basis for any claimed exception. The Division of
Purchasing shall determine if any exception applies

17. BID AND REQUE:ST FOR PROPOSAL SUBMISSIONS:
A. Manual Submissions - The submission package or envelope must be SEALED and plainly marked in the
sought; (Ii)
(ii) opening date
LOWER left corner with the following: (i) the name of the item or service being sought:
and time;
time: and (iii) the Solicitation number. This information is found in the Solicitation information. The
submitting Vendor's return address must appear on the envelope or package. Any Bid sheets and the
signature page containing an original authorized signature must be submitted in a sealed envelope or
envelopeJ) A submission
(DCI not respond to more than one Solicitation In the same envelopel)
package. (Dcl
made using "Express/Overnight" services must be shipped in a separate sealed inner envelope/package
above. and enclosed inside the "Express/Overnight"
identified as s;tated above,
"ExpresS/Overnight" shipping container or package.
No responsibility will attach to the State, or to any official or employee thereof, for the pre-opening of,
post-opening of, or the failure to open a submission not properly addressed and identified. DO NOT FAX
YOUR BID OR PROPOSAL. Bids and Proposals must be submitted in writing. No oral, telephone,
sUb.missions must be received at the
facsimile, telegraphic, or late submissions will be considered. All sUb,missions
State's reception desk (or other designated depository) and time and date stamped prior to the closing
date and time. It is the submitting Vendor's responsibility to timely submit its Bid or Proposal in a
properly marked envelope, prior to the scheduled closing, for receipt in sufficient time to allow the
submission to be time and date stamped.
B. Bid Submissiclns - Electronic - For Bids submitted by means other than manual methods, Bidders using
the e-Purchasing system must complete all steps in the submission process prior to the scheduled
closing date and time.
Revised 10-02-2007
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C. Late Submi~;slons
Submi~;slons -It
- It is the Vendor's responsibility to ensure that its Bid, Quotation, or Proposal is
delivered or electronically submitted to the place designated for receipt on or before the specified dosing
time. Late submissions will not be considered under any circumstances. Submissions may not be
completed, amended or clarified on the face of the submission after the official opening time. The
official time used in the receipt of manual submissions is the prevailing local time as evidenced by the
automatic time/date stamp located in the State's purchasing office or other designated depOSitory
depository
location. EIi~ctronic submissions will use the e-Purchasing system's time to determine receipt time. No
responsibility will be assumed for delays in the delivery of mail by the U.S. Post Office, private couriers,
the intra-Staltemail system, or for the failure of any computer or electronic equipment. Bidders and
Offerors shCluld be advised the intra-State mail system may increase delivery time from Central Postal to
the place designated for receipt and should plan accordingly. LATE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE
DECLARE[)I REJECTED AND RETURNED TO THE SUBMITTING VENDOR. NO DEVIATIONS WILL
BE ALLOWED.
18. TABULATION INFORMATION:
A. Manual/Electronic Opening - Electronic and manually distributed Solicitations will contain detailed
information Iregarding closing/opening dates and times. Vendors may attend openings of manually
SlOlicitations at the place, date, and time specified on the Solicitation. At that time, for Bids,
submitted Solicitations
announced, For Proposals, only the name of the Offerors
the names o,f Bidders and Bid amount will be announced.
will be announced. No other Information will be disclosed at that time. Persons may request tabulation
information when it becomes available. Depending upon the complexity of the Solicitation, tabulations
b.e given over the phone.
may take as long as thirty (30) days. No tabulation information will b,e
B. Tabulation Information - Electronic Openings - Unless otherwise noted in the Solicitation documents,
electronic Solicitations will close at 5:00 p.m. By 10:30 a.m. the following business day, Vendors may,
except for RFP's, view a preliminary price tabulation on the Internet.
19. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ENSUING AGREEMENT: Any ensuing Agreement will be governed by the
State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, any applicable Special Terms and Conditions and, if
applicable, any negotiated provisions, all as specified in the Solicitation documents. No additional or
supplemental terms and conditions submitted by the Bidder as part of its response shall be evaluated or
considered. Any and all such additional terms and conditions shall have .no force and effect and shall be
inapplicable to this Solicitation and any ensuing Agreement. If additional or supplemental terms and
conditions, either intentionally or inadvertently appear separately in transmittal letters, specifications,
literature, price liists or warranties, it is understood and agreed that the general and ANY special conditions in
this Solicitation are the only conditions applicable to this Solicitation and any ensuing Agreement and the
Bidder's authori2:ed signature affixed to the signature page form attests to this. If you condition your Bid or
Proposal on sucil
sucl1 additional terms and conditions, your Bid or Proposal will be deemed nonresponsive. IF
YOU HAVE QUE:STIONS OR CONCERNS REGARDING THE STATE'S TERMS AND CONDITIONS,
ADDRESS THEM IN WRITING TO THE DESIGNATED PURCHASING OFFICIAL WITHIN THE TIME
PERIOD PRESC:RIBED PRIOR TO THE SOLICITATION CLOSING DATE.

20. PRE-OPENING SOLICITATION WITHDRAWALS OR MODIFICATION:
M~lIlual submissions may be withdrawn or modified only as follows: Bids or Proposals may be
A. ManualManual - Ml:lIlual
dosing by written communication signed in ink by the SUbmitting
submitting
withdrawn or modified prior to the closing
Vendor. Bids or Proposals may be withdrawn prior to closing in person upon presentation of satisfactory
evidence establishing the individual's authority to act on behalf of the submitting Vendor. Bids or
Proposals may be withdrawn or modified by telegraphic communication provided the telegraph is
dosing. The withdrawal or modification, if done via telegraph, must be confirmed in
received prim to the closing.
writing, signEld in ink. The written confirmation must be mailed and postmarked no later than the closing
date. If the written confirmation of the withdrawal or modification is not received within two (2) working
days from thiS
thl~ closing date, no consideration will be given to the telegraphic modification. Any
induding a telegram, must clearly identify the Solicitation. A
withdrawing lOr
or modifying communication, including
modifying letter or telegram should be worded so as NOT to reveal the amount. No other form of
01" modification (e.g., telephone or facsimile) will be accepted.
withdrawal 01'
Revised 10-02-2007
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B. Pre-Openin!g Solicitation Withdrawals - Electronic - A submitting Vendor using the e-Purchasing system
may withdraw a previously submitted Solicitation response at any time prior to the closing by submitting
another response with a zero unit price for each affected line item of the Solicitation and inserting the
"NO 1310" in the comments field for each affected line item.
words aNO
C. Pre-Openin!~ Solicitation Modification - Electronic - A submitting Vendor using the e-Purchasing system
may modify or change a previously submitted Solicitation response at any time prior to the closing by
submitting ~mother
~mother Solicitation response which modifies the affected line items. Each additional
response or submission has the effect of canceling the previous response and replacing it with the
submitting Vendor's most current Solicitation response.

21. REJECTION OF BIDS AND PROPOSALS AND CANCELLATION OF SOLICITATION:
A.

Prior to the iissuance of an Agreement, the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing shall have the
right to aCC€ipt
aCC€ipt or reject all or any part of a Bid or Proposal or any and all Bids or Proposals when: (i) it is
in the best interests of the State; (ii) the Bid or Proposal does not meet the minimum specifications; (iii)
the Bid or Proposal is not the lowest responsible Bid or Proposal; (iv) a finding is made based upon
available evidence that a Bidder or Offeror Is not responsible or is otherwise incapable of meeting
specifications or providing an assurance of ability to fulfill contract requirements; or (v) the item offered
deviates to it major degree from the specifications, as determined by the Administrator (minor
substantially meeting the
deviations, CiS determined by the Administrator, may be accepted as sUbstantially
Solicitation requirements of the State). Deviations will be considered major when such deviations appear
to frustrate the competitive Solicitation process or provide a Bidder or Offeror an unfair advantage.

B. Prior to the issuance of an Agreement, the Administrator of the Division of Purchasing shall have the
right to reject all Bids, Proposals, or Quotations or to cancel a Solicitation or Request For Quotations.
Cancellation may be for reasons that include, but are not limited to: (I) inadequate or ambiguous
specifications; (ii) specifications have been revised; (iii) Prop6rty is no longer required; (iv) there is a
change in requirements; (v) all submissions are deemed unreasonable or sufficient funds are not
available; (vi) Bids, Proposals or Quotations were not independently arrived at or were submitted in bad
faith; (vii) it is determined that all requirements of the Solicitation process were not met; (viii) insufficient
competition; or (ix) it is in the best interests of the State.

22. SPECIAL BRANDS: Special brands, when named, are only to indicate the standard of quality desired.
Submitting Vendors may offer their equal, except when specifications require no substitution. Offerings on
other brands, if tl1eir equal, may be considered, but brands or descriptions of the equal must be plainly
stated. "Equal" means any other brand that is equal in use, quality, economy, and performance to the brand
listed. If the submitting Vendor lists a trade name andlor
and/or catalog number, the State will assume the item
meets the specifications, unless the submission clearly states it is an alternate.
alternate, and describes specifically
how it differs from the item specified. MULTIPLE OR ALTERNATE BIDS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED
UNLESS SO STATED IN THE SPECIFICATIONS.
23. BURDEN OF PR:OOF: It shall be the responsibility and burden of the submitting Vendor to furnish, with its
original submission, unless otherwise provided in the Solicitation document, sufficient data for the State to
determine if the ~loods or services offered conform to the specifications.
24. DISCOUNTS: Discounts, when applicable, shall be shown in a single net percentage figure (e.g., 57-1/4%
instead of 50,10, and 5 percent). DISCOUNTS FOR PROMPT PAYMENT WILL BE ACCEPTED BUT
CANNOT BE USED TO DETERMINE THE LOWEST BID.
shall govern, but please extend the amount column, to avoid mistakes.
25. UNIT PRICES GOVERN: Unit prices shalf
IMPORTANT: Prices must be given in the "unit of quantity" asked for. Example: If the documents ask for an
item by the "pieco," bid by the "piece." If the documents ask for an item by the "foot," bid by the "foot."

26. FIRM PRICES: The Bidder or Offeror agrees that its Bid, Quotation or Proposal shall be good and may not
be withdrawn for;a period of sixty (60) days after the scheduled closing date. No Bid, Quotation or Proposal
prices,· "actual costs to be billed,"
will be accepted i'f marked "price prevailing at time of delivery," "estimated prices,"
Revised 10-02·2007
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or similar phrasEts.
phrasEls. After the date and time of closing, no price increase will be allowed, unless otherwise
stipulated by the State's Solicitation documents. All Bids, Quotations and Proposals must be in U.S. Dollars.
INFORMJ~TION:
INFORMJ~TION: Questions concerning a Solicitation must be directed in writing to the designated
. purchasing official in the period of time prescribed in the Solicitation document. Bids, Proposals, or
Quotations deviating from the specifications by any means other than an authorized written addendum will
be subject to rejection. The State will not be responsible for any verbal or oral information given to Vendors
by anyone other than an authorized purchasing official. Reliance on any oral representation is at the
Vendor's sole risk. Unless otherwise provided in the Solicitation documents, questions will not be considered
if received less than five (5) working days before the closing.

27., ORAL

28. PAYMENT: UnlElss otherwise specified in the Solicitation documents, payment will be made after acceptance
of the conformin!9 Property and after receipt by the requisitioning agency'of a proper invoice. In general, no
advance or proglress payments will be made.
29. PACKAGING: Submitting Vendors are to list their standard packaging for the items listed if other than
specified.

30.

GOVERNMENTj~L
Solicitation documents, all purchases made
GOVERNMENTJ~L USE ONLY: Unless otherwise noted in the SOlicitation
pursuant to the Solicitation documents are for the internal use of government only and will not be resold to
the general public at retail. Upon request, the State will issue a certification that all purchases made
pursuant to the Solicitation documents are intended for the internal use of government and will not be resold
.'
to the general public at retail.

31. PUBLIC RECOR~DS:
RECOR~DS: The Idaho Public Records Law, Idaho Code Sections 9-337 through 9-348, allows the
open inspection and copying of public records. Public records include any writing containing information
relating to the conduct or administration of the public's business prepared, owned.
owned, used, or retained by a
State or local agoncy regardless of the physical form or character. All, or most, of the information contained
in your response to the State's Solicitation will be a public record subject to disclosure under the Public
Records Law. The Public Records Law contains certain exemptions. One exemption potentially appl icable to
response may be for trade secrets. Trade secrets include a formula, pattern, compilation,
part of your resp()nse
method. technique or process that c;Ierives
program, computer program, device, method,
c;lerives economic value, actual or
not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by other
potential, from nClt
persons and is subject to the efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy. If
you consider any element of your Bid or Proposal to be a trade secret, or otherwise protected from
disclosure, you MUST so indicate by marking EACH PAGE of the pertinent document. Include the specific
basis for the your position that it be treated as exempt from disclosure. Marking your entire Bid or Proposal
as exempt is not acceptable or in accordance with the Solicitation documents or the Public Records Law and

WILL NOT BE HONORED. In addition, a legend or statement on one (1) page that all or substantially all of
the response is exempt from disclosure is not acceptable or in accordance with the Public Records Law and
WILL NOT BE HONORED. Prices quoted in your Bid or Proposal are not a trade secret. The State, to the
extent allowed by law and in accordance with these Solicitation Instructions, will honor a designation of
nondisclosure. You will be required to defend any claim of trade sacret or other basis for nondisclosure in
the event of an administrative or judicial challenge to the State's nondisclosure. Any questions regarding the
applicability of thl3 Public Records Law should be addressed to your own legal counsel- PRIOR TO
SUBMISSION.

32. PRIOR ACCEPTANCE OF DEFECTIVE BIDS OR PROPOSALS: Due to the limited resources of the State,
the State generally will not completely review or analyze Bids or Proposals that appear to fail to comply with
the requirements of the Solicitation documents or that clearly are not the best Bids or Proposals, nor will the
State generally investigate the references or qualifications of those who submit such Bids or Proposals.
Therefore, any acknowledgment that the selection is complete shall not operate as a representation by the
unsllccessful Bid or Proposal was responsive, complete, sufficient, or lawful in any respect.
State that an unsuccessful
33. LENGTH OF COI'ITRACT: Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5717(9), the State may enter into contracts,
inclUding leases and rentals, for periods of time exceeding one (1) year provided that such contracts contain
including
rE!striction upon the State in the event cancellation is necessitated by a lack of financing for
no penalty to or rEtstriction
any such contract or contracts.
10..()2·2007
Revised 10..()2-2007
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34. LEASE-PURCHASE OPTIONS: Idaho Code Section 67-5721 reads, in part.
part, as follows: "Any exercise of an
option to acquirE! (goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment), or any other procedure which shall serve
to pass title to the state where no passage of title existed before, shall be deemed to be a new acquisition
. and prior to execution all applicable provisions and procedures of this chapter [67-5714 through 67-5744]
shall be exerciSE!d." (NOTE: This provision is NOT applicable to time purchase or installment purchase
contracts).

Revised 10-02-2007
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1. DEFINITIONS: Unless Ire contexl requires otherwise.
olherwise. all terms
lerms nol defined below shall have Ihe
defined in Idaho Code Section 67-5716 or IDAPA 38.05.01,011.
38.05.01.011.

me~/!J}P
mrg;~}P

A. Agreement -- Any State VvT"itten
VvT'itten contract, lease or purchase order including solicitation or specification
documents and the accepted portions of the submission for the acquisition of Property. An Agreement
shall also include
indude any amendments mutually agreed upon by both parties.
B. Contractor -,
_. A vendor who has been awarded an Agreement.
C. Property - Goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment, both tangible and intangible, including, but
not exciusivl~ly,
exciusivl~ly, designs, plans, programs, systems, techniques and any rights and interest in such
property.
D. State - The State of Idaho including each agency unless the context implies other states of the United
States.
2.

TERMINATION: The State may terminate the Agreement (and/or any order issued pursuant to the
Agreement) when the Contractor has been provided VvT'itten
VvT"itten notice of def~ult
def~ult or non-compliance and has
failed to cure the! default or non-compliance
non-eompliance within a reasonable time, not to exceed thirty (30) calendar days.
If the Agreement is terminated for default or non-compliance, the Contractor will be responsible for any
costs resulting from the State's placement of a new contract and any damages incurred by the State. The
State, upon termination for default or non-compliance,
non-eompliance, reserves the right to take any legal action it may
deem necessary including, without limitation, offset of damages against payment due.

3.

RENEWAL OPTIONS: Upon mutual agreement by both parties (unless otherwise modified by a special
contract term, cQ,ndition,
cQlndition, or specification), this Agreement may be extended under the same terms and
conditions for one (1) year intervals or the time interval equal to the original contract period.

4.

PRICES: Prices shall not fluctuate for the period of the Agreement and any renewal or extension, unless
otherwise specified by the State in the bidding documents or other terms of the Agreement. Prices include
all costs associated with shipping and delivery to the F.O.B. destination address, prepaid and allowed. If
installation is requested by the State or specified in the State's solicitation documents, pricing shall include all
charges associated with a complete installation at the location specified.

5.

CHANGES/MOCIIFICATIONS: Changes of specifications or modification of this Agreement in any particular
clnly upon VvT"itten
VvT'itten consent of the Division of Purchasing, but not until any proposed change or
can be affected cmly
VvT'iting, signed by the party proposing the said change.
modification has been submitted in VvT"iting,

6.

CONFORMING PROPERTY: The Property shall conform in all respects with the specifications or the State's
solicitation documents. In event of nonconformity, and without limitation upon any other remedy, the State
fincmcial obligation in regard to the non-conforming goods or services.
shall have no fimmcial

7.

OFFICIAL, AGENT AND EMPLOYEES OF THE STATE NOT PERSONALLY LIABLE: In no event shall
any official, officer, employee or agent of the State be in any way personally liable or responsible for any
covenant or agre,ement
implied, nor for any statement, representation
agre1ement herein contained whether expressed or implied.
or warranty made! herein or in any connection with this Agreement.

8.

CONTRACT REILATIONSHIP: It is distinctly and particularly understood and agreed between the parties
hereto that the State is in no way associated or otherwise connected with the performance of any service
under this Agreernent on the part of the Contractor or with the employment of labor or the incurring of
expenses by the Contractor. Said Contractor is an independent contractor in the performance of each and
every part of this Agreement, and solely and personally liable for all labor, taxes, insurance, required bonding
and other expenses, except as specifically stated herein, and for any and all damages in connection with the
operation of this Agreement, whether it may be for personal injuries or damages of any other kind. The
Contractor shall e!xonerate, defend, indemnify and hold the State harmless from and against and assume full
responsibility for payment of all federal, state and local taxes or contributions imposed or required under
unemployment insurance, social security, workman's compensation and income tax laws with respect to the
Contractor or Contractor's employees engaged in performance under this Agreement. The Contractor will

StandardTC (Revised 10-02-2007)
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maintain any applicable workman's compensation insurance as required. by law and will provide certificate of
same if requesteid. There will be no exceptions made to this requirement and failure to provide a certification
of workman's compensation insurance may, at the State's option, result in cancellation of this Agreement or
in a contract price adjustment to cover the State's cost of providing any necessary workman's compensation
insurance. The contractor must provide either a certificate of workman's' compensation insurance Issued by
a surety licensed to write workman's' compensation insurance in the State of Idaho, as evidence that the
contractor has in effect a current Idaho workman's compensation insurance policy, or an extraterritorial
certificate approved by the Idaho Industrial Commission from a state that has a current reciprocity agreement
with the Industrial Commission. The State does not assume liability as an employer.
9.

ANTI·DISCRIMII""ATION/EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE: Acceptance of this
Agreement binds the Contractor to the terms and conditions of Section 601, Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964,
in that "No person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color, national origin, or sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination under any program
or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." In addition, "No other wise qualified handicapped
individual in the United States shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in,
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance" (Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). Furthermore, for contracts involving
th.~ applicable provisions and requirements of Executive Order 11246 as amended, Section
federal funds, thl~
402 of the Vietnslm Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, Section 701 of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA), 29 USC Sections 621, et
seq., the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, U.S. Department of
Interior regulations at 43 CFR Part 17, and the Americans with Disabilities Action of 1990, are also
incorporated into this Agreement. The Contractor shall comply with pertinent amendments to such laws
made during the term of the Agreement and with all federal and state rules and regulations implementing
such laws. The Contractor must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement.

10. TAXES: The State is generally exempt from payment of state sales and use taxes and from personal
property tax for property purchased for Its use. The State is generally exempt from payment of federal
excise tax under a permanent authority from the District Director of the Internal Revenue Service (Chapter
32 Internal Revenue Code [No. 82-73-0019K]). Exemption certificates will be furnished as required upon
written request by the Contractor. If the Contractor is required to pay any taxes incurred as a result of doing
business with the State, it shall be solely and absolutely responsible for the payment of those taxes. If, after
the effective datEl
datE' of this Agreement, an Idaho political subdivision assesses, or attempts to assess, personal
property taxes nelt applicable or in existence at the time this Agreement becomes effective, the State will be
responsible for such personal property taxes, after reasonable time to appeal. In no event shall the State be
pE3rsonai property taxes affecting items subject to this Agreement at the time it becomes
responsible for pl3rsonal
effective.
11. SAVE HARMLESS: Contractor shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the State from any and all
liability, claims, damages, costs, expenses, and actions, including reasonable attorney fees, caused by or
that arise from the negligent or wrongful acts or omissions of the Contractor, its employees, agents, or
subcontractors under this Agreement that cause death or injury or damage to property or arising out of a
failure to comply with any state or federal statute, law, regulation or act. Contractor shall have no
indemnification liability under this section for death, injury, or damage ariSing
arising solely out of the negligence or
misconduct of thEi State.
12. ORDER NUMBERS: The Contractor shall clearly show the State's Agreement order numbers or purchase
order numbers on all acknowledgments, shipping labels, packing slips, invoices, and on all correspondence.

13. CONTRACTOR FtESPONSIBILlTY:
F~ESPONSIBILlTY: The Contractor is responsible for furnishing and delivery of all Property
Aoreement, whether or not the Contractor is the manufacturer or producer of such Property.
included in this Aoreement.
Further, the Contractor will be the sole point of contact on contractual matters, including payment of charges
resulting from the use or purchase of Property.
14. SUBCONTRACTING: Unless otherwise allowed by the State in this Agreement, the Contractor shall not,
without written approval from the State, enter into any subcontract relating to the performance of this
Agreement or any part thereof. Approval by the State of Contractor's request to subcontract or acceptance
StandardTC (Revised 10-02..2007)
10-02··2007)
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of or payment for subcontracted work by the State shall not in any way relieve the Contractor of any
responsibility under this Agreement The Contractor shall be and remain liable for all damages to the State
caused by negli~lent performance or non-performance of work under the Agreement by Contractor's
subcontractor or its sub-subcontractor.
15. COMMODITY STATUS: It is understood and agreed that any item offered or shipped shall be new and in
first class conditiion and that all containers shall be new and suitable for storage or shipment, unless
otherwise indicated by the State in the specifications. Demonstrators, previously rented, refurbished, or
reconditioned items are not considered "new" except as specifically provided in this section. "New" means
items that have not been used previously and that are being actively marketed by the manufacturer or
Contractor. The items may contain new or minimal amounts of recycled or recovered parts that have been
reprocessed to meet the manufacturer's new product standards. The items must have the State as their first
customer and the items must not have been previously sold.
sold, installed, demonstrated.
demonstrated, or used in any manner
(such as rentals, demonstrators, trial units, etc.). The new items offered. must be provided with a full,
unadulterated, and undiminished new item warranty against defects in workmanship and materials. The
warranty is to indude replacement,
replacement. repair, and any labor for the period of time required by other
specifications or for the standard manufacturer or vendor warranty.
warranty, whichever is longer.
16. SHIPPING AND DELIVERY: All orders will be shipped directly to the ordering agency at the location
.O.B. Destination freight prepaid and allowed basis with all transportation,
specified by the State, on an F
F.O.B.
unloading, uncrating,
unerating. drayage, or other associated delivery and handling charges paid by the Contractor.
"F.O.B. Destinatiion", unless otherwise specified in the Agreement or solicitation documents, shall mean
delivered to the State Agency Receiving Dock or Store Door Delivery Point. The Contractor shall deliver all
orders and complete installation, if required, within the time specified in the Agreement. Time for delivery
commences at the time the order is received by the Contractor.
17. INSTALLATION AND ACCEPTANCE: When the purchase price does not include installation, acceptance
shall occur fourtE~en
fourtE~en (14) calendar days after delivery, unless the State has notified the Contractor in writing
that the order does not meet the State's specification requirements or otherwise fails to pass the Contractor's
established test procedures or programs. When installation is included, acceptance shall occur fourteen (14)
calendar days after completion of installation,
installation. unless the State has notified the Contractor in writing that the
order does not meet the State's specification requirements or otherwise fails to pass the Contractor's
established test procedures or programs. If an order is for support or other services, acceptance shall occur
fourteen (14) callendar days after completion, unless the State has notified the Contractor in writing that the
order does not meet the State's requirements or otherwise falls to pass the Contractor's established test
procedures or pmgrams.
18. RISK OF LOSS: Risk of loss and responsibility and liability for loss or damage will remain with Contractor

until acceptance when responsibility will pass to the State except as to latent defects.
defects, fraud and Contractor's
loss. injury or destruction shall not release the Contractor from any obligation
warranty obligations. Such loss,
under this Agreement.
19. INVOICING: ALL INVOICES are to be sent directly to the ORDERING AGENCY ONLY. The Agreement
number and/or purchase order number is to be shown on all invoices. In no case are invoices to be sent to
the Division of Purchasing.
20. ASSIGNMENTS: No Agreement or order or any interest therein shall be transferred by the Contractor to
whom such Agre4~ment or order is given to any other party without the approval in writing of the
Administrator, Division of Purchasing. Transfer of an Agreement without approval shall cause the annulment
transferred. at the option of the State. All rights of action, however, for any breach of
of the Agreement so transferred,
such Agreement are reserved to the State. (Idaho Code Section 67-5726[1])
PROCESSING: Idaho Code Section 67-5735 reads as follows: "Within ten (10) days after the
21. PAYMENT PROC:::ESSING:
acquired is delivered as called for by the bid specifications, the acquiring agency shall complete all
property acquiredl
processing required of that agency to permit the contractor to be reimbursed according to the terms of the
bid. Within ten (10) days of receipt of the document necessary to permit reimbursement of the contractor
according to the terms of the contract, the State Controller shall cause a warrant to be issued in favor of the
de'livered."
contractor and de-livered."
StandardTC (Revised 110-o~:·2007)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
. SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

) Case No. CVOC-2009-0923757
)

vs.

)
)

•

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
)
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE" )
GWARTNEY, in his personal and
) REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
and
official capacity as Director and)
Chief Information Officer of the )
Idaho Department of Administration)
JACK G. "GREG" ZIKAU, in his
)
personal and official capacity as )
Chief Technology Officer and
)
Administrator of the Office of the)
CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division)
of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA, )
INC., a Delaware corporation;
)
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC,)
a Delaware limited liability
)
company,
)
)

Defendants.

)

-----------------)
--------------------------------)

BEFORE THE HONORABLE PATRICK H. OWEN,
DISTRICT JUDGE

BE IT REMEMBERED, that this matter came on
regularly for hearing before the Court, in the courtroom of
the Ada County Courthouse in Boise, Idaho, on April 13,

•

2010.
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April 13, 2010
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APPEARANCES
For the Plaintiff:

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Givens Pursley, LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
Boise, Idaho 83701

For the Defendants:

MERLYN W. CLARK
STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, Idaho 83701
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rugSDAY, APRIL 13, 2010
1
OOISE, IDAHO, TUgSDAY,
1 treat it as a mtion under Rule 65 and have opposed the
2
2 mtion to hear this on shortened t:irre.
3
THE COORT: Good afternoon. We'll take up
3
And then lastly, I think yesterday, the State
[)~partmlt of Actninistration,
4 defendants filed a response to the opposition to this
4 Syringa Networks v. Idaho Dl~parmmt
•
County case 2009-23757. Mr. Lanbardi
time.
5 et al. This is Ada COunty
5 mtion to strike/mtion to hear on shortened t:irre.
6 here for the plaintiffs; Mr. Clark -- is it,
6
In any event, those are the items that I had
7 Mr. Schossberger?
noted that have either been scheduled for hearing or
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Yes, Your Honor.
8 which I have reviewed for today's hearings.
8
9
THE COORT: -- here! for the State -- what is
Mr. Lartardi, do you have a different list?
9
UJ.!BARDI: No, I don't, Your Honor.
10 referred to as the State defendants, the Idaho Departmant
~partmant
10
MR. U}lBARDI:
11 of Adninistration, Mr. Gwartney and Mr. Zickau.
11
THE COORT: All right. Mr. Clark, Mr.
mmber of things that have been
12
And there are a mmi:ler
12 Schossberger, who's going --notic,a<i for hearing this afternoon.
13 noticed and nominally noticlad
13
MR. WRK: The only thing I ha~, Your Honor,
14 I'll just kind of run throu9h what live
I've got on my list.
14 there is an affidavit of Michael Gwartney that was also
15
On February 23rd the plaintiff filed a mtion
15 filed and I didn't hear the Court IOOntion that.
seeking an order restraining
16 for an order to show cause :seeking
16
THE COORT: Yeah. I couldn't tell if that was
17 the conduct of the State defendants in the fashion that
17 filed in connection with the stmnary
stmrnary judgrrent or the
nUllber of
18 is described, which is supported by a nUllDer
18 order to show cause. I do have it with 100 and I have
19 affidavits with attachments.
19 read it.
20
On March 19, 2010, the, what I'll refer to as
20
MR. WRK: All right. Then the record's
21 cCllplete.
21 the State defendants, filed the -- a llSOOrandum in
22
22 opposition to the plaintiff's mtion for this order to
THE COORT: All right. Thank you. Well, let 100
23 take these things easiest first.
23 show cause.
24
In addition, they filed a mtion for leave to
24
The mtion to file the over-length brief in
25 file an over-length brief and sorret:irres counsel are aware
25 support of the opposition is granted. I've read it and I
+-_________________________________________3_________
•~ ___________________________________________1____
_ _+-

•

1 of the local rule that limits you to 25 pages, but I
2 appreciate you bringing that to a lot mre directed

•
~

3 attention.
4
The opposition includes affidavits of Mr. Burns
5 and Mr. Little. Plaintiff has opposed the mtion for
6 leave to file an over-length brief. On April 5th, the
7 plaintiff filed its reply bdef in support of its mtion
8 for an order to show cause.
9
CWest Comtnmications filed a
On April 6th, cwest
10 joinder to the State deferx:lcmts' cwosition to the mtion
11 for order to show cause, prorrpting a mtion to strike by
thE!y argue that the joinder is
12 the plaintiff's in which the!y
13 unt:irrelYi in any event, if they are to be heard on it,
14 they want it to cane
ccme out of the State defendants' tiIOO
15 for argument today.
16
~ On April 8th, the State defense filed a mtion
17 to strike the mtion for order to show cause, on the
18 alternative, requested the Court to treat the plaintiff's
19 mtion for an order to show cause as a mtion for
20 injunctive relief under Rule of Procedure 65.
21
The State defendant1!
defendant11 also ask that it's -- this
22 latest mtion be heard on shortened t:irre so we can take
23 it up today.
24
The plaintiff's haVE! filed an opposition to this
25 mtion to strike or, in the alternative, for the Court to

1 will review it and I thought it was a reasonable request.
2 And as I said, I'm always flattered when sorrebody
3 recognizes the rule limiting the page llIlIIDer
mmi:ler for various
llSOOrancium. That's not to be taken as a blanket future
4 llSOOrandum.
5 request that you explain things in mre detail in this
6 than will be necessary. But I thought it was a
7 reasonable request, I'll grant it.
The -- with respect to your opposition to hear
8
9 the mtion to strike on shortened t:irre. Mr. Lanbardi, I
10 did see that you filed a substantive opposition in
time.
11 addition to objecting to hearing it on shortened t:irre.
12 Do you wish to have any mre t:irre to respond to that?
UJ.!BARDI: No, thank you, Your Honor.
13
MR. U}lBARDI:
14
time, to be
THE COORT: If you wanted mre t:irre,
15 clear, I would give you mre t:irre so that you could take
16 that up on a different day. And if you wanted mre t:irre,
17 I'm happy to give you mre t:irre.
18
MR. IalBARDI: Well, Your Honor, if I may.
19
THE COORT: Yes, sir.
20
MR. IDIBARDI: My concern is -- is that this
I'd like to
21 hearing has been waiting for a while and lid
22 proceed with the hearing on the primary mtion that we
23 filed, which was the mtion for order to show cause.
24
1I'm
t:irre, but -- in
' m happy to ask for additional time,
25 connection with the mtion to convert this, but it seems

2

4
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1 as if that would ooot
root their IOOtion. If that does, then I
2 would request it.
3
But to be perfectly honest, Your Honor, if we're
going to go forward with the original IOOtion for order to
5 soow cause, then I'll simply stand on my written
6 objection.
THE COORT: All right. Mr. Wmbardi,
wmbardi, thank you.
7
8
As I looked at the IOOtion to strike, it seene:l
9 to me that that was -- as I read it, it was simply a
op~~sition to your IOOtion for
10 further articulation of an opposition
11 the order to show cause.
12
I suppose that I could get IOOst of what I got
13 out of the IOOtion to strike fran the earlier filed
14 opposition of the IOOtion for order to show cause.
15
The obvious tension between the threshold
16 standard for granting the IOOtion for order to show cause
17 and the Rule 65 IOOtion for a preliminary injunction, I
18 can't avoid it. That's something that we're going to
19 have to discuss today.
20
I think it would have been preferable to have
21 had those things in -- however you want to articulate
22 them -- they are all part of that same opposition.
23
It I«luld have been made an over-length
24 opposition. That would have been IOOre overly lengthy,
25 but I'm going to consider it and -- in deciding that part

1 show cause and Rule 65 relating to preliminary
2 injunction.
common practice to
3
I will grant that it is canron
4 accompany a IOOtion for order to show cause with the
5 request for a temporary retraining order. I've done
6 several in the last couple years and, certainly, that's
7 one of the things that an order to show cause can be used
B for.
But there is nothing in the rules that says you
9
10 can't file an order to show cause all by itself. And
11 that's what we chose to do in this case because, quite
12 frankly, this is a case with a lot of IOOving parts, I
13 believe. At least for roo it's a very corrplex case.
And to try to present the case initially by way
14
ternporary
15 of affidavit in support of a IOOtion for temporary
16 restraining order, frankly, just didn't make sense. And
17 I thought that the better way to proceed I«luld be to make
18
IB a prima facie case by our affidavits and presentation
19 which we're culminating today and to ask the Court to
20 issue an order to show cause directed to the Department
21 of Administration for the State of Idaho which asks the
22 Court -- or asks the State of Idaho to then come forward.
23
It's not changing the burden of proof, but it is
24 changing the responsibility to come forward with evidence
25 at a hearing on a IOOtion for preliminary injunction.
7

5

wmbardi.
1 of my decision-making process,_
process" Mr. Wmbardi.
2
If you felt that you really needed some
3 acXlitional time in fairness to respond, I would give you
4 some IOOre time. But I would :just as soon deal with the
5 these matters today, and so I will consider the arguments
strikE~ that, as I indicated, it
6 raised in the IOOtion to strikl~
diffE~rent articulation of some
7 is essentially a similar diffl~rent
8 of the sane arguments that were made as I construe these
rlDtion for order to show
9 things in opposition to your IlDtion
10 cause.
MR. UJoIBARDI:
UlIBARDI: That ...as
...as my take, Your Honor.
HOllOr.
11
TIlE COORT: Pardon?
12
13
...as my take as well.
MR. UlIBARDI:
UJoIBARDI: That ...as
14
TIlE COORl': All right. Those things having been
15 said, would it be appropriate then to hear fran you,
wmbardi, on your IOOtion for an order to show cause?
16 Mr. Wmbardi,
UlIBARDI: Your Honor, there's a lot of
MR. UJoIBARDI:
17
18
IB ground to cover and there are a lot of footnotes in the
19 briefing that referred to certain items and certain pages
20 of docurrents that are in the record, and I've tried to
stJ1lll\3rize those with a power point to quickly run through
21 stlllll\3rize
22 the highlights of the IOOtion.
But before I actually get to the docurrents in
23
24 connection with the IOOtion, I"d like to speak briefly
25 about Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 6(c) and the order to

1
I would anticipate that if the Court were to
2 entertain the IOOtion and to grant the IOOtion that we
3 would be talking about having an evidentiary hearing of
4 potentially a couple days' length, 45 or so days down the
5 road, so that everyone could have the opportunity to take
6 the depositions and gather the evidence that is going to
7 be necessary in order to prove -- or, rather, in order to
8 present the Court with an adequately-developed record
9 upon which to determine whether a preliminary injunction
10 is appropriate.
11
So just for the record, Your Honor, it's my
12 interpretation of Rule 6(c), and I believe the Court's
13 right, there is tension. Under Rule 6(c), the plaintiff
14 is required -- or the IOOving party is required to make a
15 prima facie showing.
16
And upon making a prima facie showing, the Rule
17 makes it -- appears that the language is imperative, "the
shall. n I distinguish that, Your Honor, with Rule
18 court shall."
19 65 which has discretionary standard and which also has
20 sane
some judicial gloss in terms of what needs to be proven
21 in order to justify the issue in a preliminary
22 injunction.
We
23
we are not there yet. We are at the initial
24 stage of asking this Court, asking you, Your Honor, to
25 determine that we have made a prima facie showing

6

8
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1 demonstrating
daoonstrating a violation of the plaintiff's rights that
2 was unlawful, resulting in potentially irreparable ham
3 which would justify, if unopposed, a -- the entry of a
preliminary injunction.
Let me start, Your Honor, with the idea of
5
6 standing. So, Your Honor, the plaintiff's motion
ootion for

So what happened, Your Honor, is pursuant to the
-2 teaming agreenent, ENA and lEN nominally through lEN -
1

RFP.•
3 or through ENA responded to the State of Idaho RFP
4
6

order to show cause starts Clut
out with the -- what we

7

8 believe is the demonstration
denvnstration of standing in this case.
9

8

And does Syringa have standing? Yes, it does.

10 The Department of lIdninistration
Adninistration has objected that while

9
10

in fact, privity, not

11

12 with OOA, however -- the privity, Your Honor, is between
13 ENA am Syringa pursuant to a teaming agreement.
agreerrent.
14
The teaming agreement is before the Court
15 attached to the affidavit of Greg Lowe. And basically
16 what it sets out is what the:
the, responsibilities are going
17 to be of Syringa and of 00 in the event that the
18 contract is awarded.
19
So that if you take a look at the teaming
20 agreements,
agreerrents, Your Honor, you'll see that it clearly
21 specifies 00 responsibilities. If 00 wins the project,
22 as provided in Section 2-A, ENA shall be responsible for
23 the following functions.
24
Subsection C, Syrin9a responsibilities. If ENA
25 wins the project as provided in Section 2-A, Syringa

12

11 there's no privity -- am there is,

Now, to just take a mrent and look at the RFP.
And
the vision was that the State would actively pursue a
contract for a total solution, education-focused nanaged
Internet network service provider that can leverage
existing infrastructure.
And basically the thing about it, Your Honor, is
this didn't tell anyone how to build it. What this said
is we'd like to have this network and here are the kinds
of things we'd like for it to be able to do.
So when we get to Section 3.2, the scope of the
purchase, they even talk about desiring to contract with
a qualified industry partner. And they say in the third
paragraph in Section 3.2, rather than defining a specific
technology architecture or network design, they're
providing broad guidelines.
And they're asking also -- and this, I think, is
extremely inplrtant
important because it ties in with the teaming
extrerrely
agreement. Within the context of this RFP, the State is
agreerrent.
asking potential industry partners to describe a business
m:x:Iel that they will initiate to service the State of
Idaho lEN network. That's precisely what the teaming

5 The RFP was issued by the State am had a vision.

13
14
15
16
11

18
19

20

21
22
23

24
25
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1 shall be responsible for providing certain things.
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agreement does.
1 agreerrent

And, excuse me, Your Honor.

I had prepared
3 copies for counsel and for the Court. May I awroach?
TIlE
4
TIIE COORT: Sure. 'I1l.ink
'I1Jank you, Mr. Lombardi.
MR. UHWU)I:
5
'UHWU)I: Thank: you, Your Honor.
Now, the contract is quite specific that if ENA
7 wins the project, ENA and Syringa are going to have
8 different responsibilities.
9
And, in fact, there's
there 1 s a contemplation
contSlPlation that there
10 will be a partnership agreememt which will actually be
11 entered into between 00 and Syringa. This is not,
12 however, an agreement
agreerrent to agree. The reason it's not an
13 agreenent to agree, Your Hone-r,
Honor, is twofold.
14
First of all, the contract itself is an
15 enforceable obligation, both of 00 and of Syringa, so
16 that once the award was nade to 00, Syringa was
17 obligated to 00 to perfODD under its tenns.
18
The secom reason, Your Honor, is that to the
19 extent there was any ambiguity or uncertainty about what
20 the responsibilities were going to be, this contemplates
contSIPlates
21 the suhnission made by ENA and Syringa as the !EN
22 Alliance and that, in fact, provides the interpretation
23 of the parties concerning any ambiguity in the teaming
24 agreement,
agreerrent, naking it very certain in accordance with its
25 terms.
2

That is precisely what the lEN Alliance

2 proposal does.

And then further down, there are requests for

3

acconplishing things.
4 providing detailed proposal for accOllplishing

In

5 the next slide 13, there is consideration of
6 partnerships:

nStrong consideration will be given to proposals
"Strong

7

IIIlltiple providers.
8 that incorporate partnerships between IIIJ1tiple
9 Vendors ImlSt explain their partnering plan within their
response. n
10 RFP response."

That is precisely what the lEN Alliance corrposed

11

12 of Syringa and 00 did.
Now, saoo questions followed the RFP.

13

14 the -- I believe

And

sane of these questions have been the

15 focus of the State's briefing.

But the State reserved
And we don't dispute

nulltiple awards.
16 the right to make JlUl1tiple
17 that fact.

But the idea still is that there would be a
is, one person to
20 call in the event there's a problem.
18

19 single point of accountability; that

And, in fact, in response to question 15, "As

21

in the RFP, the State desires to partner with a
total service solutions provider. Vendors interested in

22 stated
23

bickting on a particular section are highly encouraged to
24 bickti.ng
partner. n
25 work with a najor service provider partner."

10

12
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1
And so what that was, Your Honor, if we make a
cCllq)c1l\ies that cOJlf'Ose
cOJlflOse the
2 distinction between the cCllq)c1l1ies
3 rranbership of Syringa, the local telephone providers in
4 Burley and Oakley, those are the folks to which this
5 refers.
What the RFP

6

cont~lated,
cont~lated,

Your Honor, was

7 essentially a pyramid with e-rate, which is federal funds

8 management arrl qualifications, at the very top of the

The educational provider, if you will, would be
providing the e-rate acmmstration,
achlnistration, bell schedules,
educational content arrl things of that nature.
Then below that would be what we call mictlle
mile connectivity and what the RFP calls mictlle mile
connectivity, which is essentially the backbone in going
through the state in carrying these electronic signals.
And then last mile connectivity is in sooe
SOJre cases, Syringa; in sooe cases, one
cases, Qwest; in SOlre
companies who are providing that
of the local telephone coopanies
last little bit of service to the recipient.
But the inportant thLng, Your Honor, is that in
terms of an end-to-end, soup-to-nuts solution, this is
tenns
cont~lated.
what the RFP cont~lated.
cont~lated, what
So, given that was what was cont~lated,
shape did the proposal take or did the response take?
The lEN Alliance proposal is on the screen with

9 pyramid.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

13

1 every page of over, I belieVE! over 400 pages carried the
2 logo of Syringa and 00.
3
The cover letter cle.arly
clearly described what it was
4 that was being aCCOO{llished by these two entities who had
5 cooe together for the purpoSE! of responding to the
6 State's RFP.
7
And the letter indicates, "we're responding
B jointly as the lEN Alliance. we refer to our cooDined
conDined
9 team as the lEN Alliance. And 00 and Syringa will lead
10 the partnership.
- - using a term from the RFP -- "But
partnership."II -11 for the purpose of executing a contract, ENA will be the
12 contracting entity for the project with Syringa as the
13 principal partner and priJoo Elupplier.
Elupplier."II
14
Now, once again, Your Honor, in terms of
15 standing am in terms of the case of Scott v. &1hl,
aml, which
16 we've cited, and Young v. City of Ketchum,
KetchlJl1l, it is
17 undisputed and we concede thclt,
t:hclt, no, Syringa was not a
18 bidder per se. Syringa did not sign the final page of
19 the sullnission
sul:mission because of thE!
thE~ indication by the State of
20 wanting a single point of accountability.
21
But virtually every page of the response to the
22 RFP describes the relationship
relationshi.p and the partnership
23 between 00 and Syringa. ThE!
ThE~ teaming agr~nt
agr~nt describes
24 that very same thing.
25
And the teaming agreement is not contingent on
14

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

the creation of obligations other than the outside
contingency of acceptance by the State of Idaho. That
was accepted, and that created a specific contractual
right by Syringa to participate with 00 in performance
under the lEN award.
That, Your Honor, consistent with Scott v. Buhl
particularized and specific damage that
is sufficient, particulariZed
distinguishes Syringa from other taxpayers who may think
nruch ooney. That specific
the contract is costing too much
injury, those specific rights give Syringa standing in
this case under Scott v. &1hl
aml and Young v. Ci ty of
KetchlJl1l.
Ketchum.
The proposal went on to describe in great detail
that we'll go through very quickly, Your Honor,
concerning the Syringa network, its fiber connections and
the abilities that it was bringing to the project. So
ultimately after -- there was a rranber -- or there
that ult.iroately
was a coomittee of six evaluators appointed by OOA who
took a look at the proposals that were sullnitted,
sul:mitted, and
they scored each of the proposals along different
parameters.
Those scores were contained in the notice of
award that went to Qwest and to 00. And ENA had the
highest total at the end of the column of 856, with Qwest
coming quite a ways down below that at 635.
15

1
What happened after the notice of award is a
2 couple things. First of all, no one claiJood that they
3 were the lowest bidder and so no one appealed from this
4 letter of intent. And, in fact, no one ever appealed
5 from the first blanket purchase order.
6
The reason why there was no appeal is because
7 00, the lEN Alliance, Syringa, was the lowest bidder,
8 did receive the notice of intent, did get the award. And
9 so there was no basis for any assertion of an appeal.
10
So what happened is a little bit after the
11 letter of intent then a statewide, blanket purchase order
12 was issued, actually, two; one to Qwest, one to 00. And
13 as we show the qetail on the blanket purchase order to
14 Q.oest,
Q.,oest, you can see that it is very broadly stated.
15
It is a contract for Idaho Education Network for
16 the benefit of "The State Division of Purchasing or the
17 requisitioning agency will issue individual releases
18 against the contract on an as-needed basis per the lEN's
19 strategic implementation plan."
20
If you take a look at the contract -- the
21 purchase order for 00, it is virtually identical.
22 "Requisitioning agency will issue individual releases
23 against this contract on an as-needed basis in accordance
24 with the lEN strategic implementation plan."
25
And so, Your Honor, if we can go back to the
16
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1 pyramid again for l!KlIIIent,
llKlIIIent, what
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we have is we have a

marriage between Qwest and ENA that
1 or sinply forced a Il'arriage

2 determination by the Deparbnent of Administration that
3 essentially was, we think, l~ill make
Il'ake a multiple bid
4 award. Syringa's not conteating that at this IOOIlIent.
5
But what we are saying is these 00 blanket
6 purchase orders and this letter of intent basically said
7 both of these contractors are fully qualified to provide
8 the services requested in the RFP.
9
And so what we have, Your Honor, is shoulder to
10 shoulder.

11
12

13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

They're both going to be doing A to Z, soup to
nuts, portal to portal, end to end.
The reason we're here is because the State
abandoned the shoulder-to-shoulder equals doing equal
jobs or at least COIIp!ting to do equal jobs.
Now, the idea behind the multiple bid award and
behind allowing these 00 to stand shoulder-to-shoulder
is that they could carpete.
But what happened to the disadvantage of
Syringa, the disadvantage of, frankly, the taxpayers of
the State of Idaho as well, the Deparbnent of
Mninistration issued amendments.
And in the amendments
amendlnents they got rid of standing
side by side, shoulder to shoulder.
And what we have with the Qwest ameOOroont,
amerxlroont, Qwest
will be the general contractor for all lEN technical

2 was neither conterrplated in the request for proposal nor
sul:missions Il'ade
made in response to the requests for
3 in the subnissions
4 proposal.

teI1llS of the
This is unlawful, Your Honor, in teI1l\S
67-5718(A), I believe it is. It's
6 procurement statutes 67-5718(Aj,
contemplates multiple awards for
7 cited in our brief which conterrplates
8 similar property.
5

9

This is not similar. This does not create a
Only by caning together in
this fashion is the end-to-end solution provided, because
the State has said you have to do it this way.
That, Your Honor, is a violation of the law.
That is a violation of the rights of Syringa, which was
contracted to provide the middle-mile connectivity and as
ruch as the last-mile connectivity for ENA as it could.
The affidavit of Greg klwe, Your Honor, has been
sul:mitted and is unopposed. The affidavit of Greg klwe
subnitted
k>we
establishes that this will create irreparable harm and
irreparable carpetitive disadvantage to Syringa as a
marriage of ENA and
consequence of the unlawful forced Il'arriage
Qwest and the unlawful elimination of 00 contractors
competing, essentially, on a
standing side by side cOfilletin9,
connection-by-connection basis, which is what the
contemplates.
multiple bid award statute conterrplates.

10 carpetition between equals.

11
12

13
14
15
16
17

18
19
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1 network services and so on.

1

And for the sake of tillie, Your Honor, I won't
3 try to go through all of the:3e, except then it comes down
4 to No.8. "The State considers Qwest and ENA equal
5 partners in the lEN project."
And that's a very ilI1portant
6
ilnportant concept. Because
7 under the notice of intent, (>west and ENA -- or the lEN
8 Alliance -- were competitors. Now, under the amended
9 blanket purchase orders, they're partners. And, in fact,
10 the Deparbnent of Administration is asking them and
11 telling them to coordinate and cooperate.
12
And so in the amerdnlmt
amermmt to 00, we see the very
13 same thing. Now, this till1e ENA
EN! will be the service
14 provider in the e-rate fODD. So
SO Qwest isn't doing
15 anything on e-rate; 00 is going to do it all. And then
16 ENA will coordinate with Qwest on delivery of the
17 electronic services. And, once again, in the final
18 paragraph 8, the State considl~rs
considl~rs Qwest and 00 equal
19 partners.
20
So
SO what happened, Your Honor, to go back to our
21 pyramid again, is we had two pyramids before. ENA was at
22 the top of one; Qwest was at the top of the other.
23
And what's happened is the State of Idaho,
IdahO, by
24 its amended blanket purchase orders, has brought the two
25 together and put -- engrafted 00 onto the head of Qwest
2

•

18

2
3

4
5

6
7

making it, essentially, a single award but
By Il'aking
calling it multiple bid award, the State has severely
harmed Syringa. It will be irreparable, if not
restrained, great waste will occur, and also, as we've
stated, Your Honor, I believe it would render any
judgment ineffective.
prima facie case. we
We believe, Your
This is our priIl'a
'We have provided the Court with a sufficient
basis upon which to issue an order to show cause and to
require a hearing -- an evidentiary hearing on whether
there is, in fact, a sufficient basis, after the defense
has been provided, to issue a preliminary injunction.
The only difference, Your Honor, is that at this
hearing, pursuant to the order to show cause, instead of
Syringa starting, the first presentation of evidence
would be by the Deparbnent of l\dministration.
Thank you, Your Honor.
THE COORT: Mr. Larbardi, thank you.
Mr. Clark.

8 Honor, that

9

10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
MR. CLARK: Thank you, Your Honor.
21
I guess the first thing I'd point out to the
22 Court is that Rule 6(c) does not stand alone. It has to
23 be applied in conjunction with Rule 65. In their
24 briefing -- the fallacy, I think, is found on page 4 of
25 their briefing where they say, "The party seeking the
20
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1 application. It was certainly never meant as a
2 substitute for Rule 65.
3
They say they want to make a prilla facie
4 showing, and that's what they claim to have made today.
5 But a prilla facie showing, generally what they then are

preliminary injunction bears the burden of proving its
2 right to the injunction." Thalt's Harris v. cassia
3 County.
And they iI1Irediately
iIlIrediately jllllP
jllllp and say, "The party
4
IlUlSt only
5 seeking an order to show caUSE!, however, rust
6 establish his prilla facie casE!." And they cite Fuller.
What they miss is the rest of the staterrent frClll
7
8 Harris v. cassia County
COunty that flays, "One who seeks an
9 injunction has the burden of proving a right thereto."
10 And that's Lawrence Warehouses v. Rudel (phonetic)
11 Lumber.
12
And based on the evidence presented herein,
13 appellants have not carried their burden of proof as to
14 any of the enUITerated grounds under Rule 65 (e) .
15
First, as to Rule 65
(e) (1), appellants did not
65(e)
16 daronstrate that based on their ccxnplaint they were
17 entitled to the relief they d4~lIIcmded, and as such were
18 likely to prevail at trial.
19
The substantial likelihood of success necessary
20 to daronstrate that appellant!~
appellant:~ are entitled to the relief
21 they dem:!nd
dem:lnd cannot exist where corrplex issues of law and
22 fact exist which are not free from
frOlll doubt.
23
That's our situation here. Appellants claim of
24 right in this case is not one which is free frClll doubt,
25 and accordingly, we hold that appellants have not carried
21

6 trying to establish is they're saying, Your Honor, we've
7 made a prilla facie showing that we will prevail at trial
8 and that there's a high likelihood that we will prevail
9 at trial.
10
They claim they've made a prilla facie showing
11 today that they're entitled to relief that they seek and
from doubt. And they claim that they
12 that is not free frOlll
13 have proven to this Court today by prima facie evidence
14 that there is irreparable injury that will flow if you
15 refuse the order.
16
And they rely in large part on their teaming
agreement to establish that they were a bickler,
bidder, or at
17 agreetlEnt
bidder, and that
18 least that they were a partner with a bickler,
19 they have all the rights -- that ENA would have if it had
20 been denied a successful award.
21
But what they did not read to you under the
22 teaming agreetlEnt
agreement is that it's not a partnership. The
23 purpose of the teaming agreerrent, in the language of the
agreement, page 1 is Exhibit 2 to the Greg Lowe
24 agreetlEnt,
become either the prime
25 affidavit, "ENA is seeking to becane
23

1 their burden of proof under Rule 65 (e) (1); neither have
1 contractor for the project or this prime contractor for
2 the portion of the project which provides all services to
burd4~n of proof under Rule
2 appellants carried their burd4~n
3 65(e) (2).
3 schools and libraries."
4
4
It doesn't say ENA and Syringa. It says ENA.
We have previously stated that a preliminary
grant4~ only in extrerre cases
5 It says, "If ENA or Syringa are awarded the prime
5 mandatory injunction is grant4~
6 contract, ENA and Syringa will enter into an agreetlEnt
6 where the right is very clear and it appears that
agreement
7 irreparable injury will flow from
frOlll its refusal.
7 pursuant to which Syringa shall provide connectivity
To apply Rule 66(c)
(c) as advocated by the
8
8 services statewide to ENA."
9 plaintiff, Syringa, would nullify Rule 65. There would
9
They didn't even have an agreenent at that
10 point. And that's one of the reasons we argue it's an
10 be no need for it. There would be no application of it.
COunty would have no
11 agreetlEnt
11 And the case of Harris v. cassia County
agreement to agree.
12 meaning or significance in Idaho jurisprudence. And we
12
Under "Relationship" it says, "ENA will be the
sul:mi.t that l«)uld
I«)uld be the wron~, result in this case.
13 prime contractor for either the project or the prime
13 sut.mit
14
And when you talk about -- the burden of proof
14 contractor for the portion of the project which provides
15 normally -- the case is well-established. It's assigned
15 services to schools am libraries."
16 to the party who has the affirrrative
affirl'rative on a mtion or on a
16
And if ENA wins the prime contract, Syringa will
17 matter on a point of law.
17 provide connectivity services in connection with the
18
Here they're asking for the injunction. They
18 project. The parties are and will be independent
19 have the burden of proof to show they're entitled to the
19 contractors with respect to this agreetlEnt
agreement and the
20 injunction under Rule 65. ThE!re'S no way to escape that.
20 project. There was never an intent to be a partnership.
21 Trying to apply Rule 6(c) to avoid that is not -- it
21
It says, "ENA will assUITe the lead role in
doesn I t make sense.
22 preparing the proposal." And you see their respective
22 doesn't
23
We use show cause when we wanted to change child
23 responsibilities. There is no way that Syringa can
24 support or we wanted to changE! custody visitation
24 conclude
concltxle or can advocate to this Court that they were in
25 matters, but it was never meant for this type of
25 a partnership and that the sut.mission of ENA for the
_2_5_ma_t_te_r_s_,_b_ut_i_t_w_as_ne_v_e_r_me_a_I',_lt_f_o_r_t_hl_'s_type
__O_f
__f_Or_th_e_2_4
22_ _ I_2_5_a_pa_r_tn_e_r_shi_'_p_a_nd_tha_t_th_e_s_ul:mi._'_S_Si_o_n_o_f_ENA
24
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proposal was a submission for Syringa or that it gave
Syringa any rights whatsoever.
There was a huge condition precedent in that
agreemant, and it did not occur because ENA was not
awarded the total contract, the entire contract.
And, of oourse, ili! State was not a party to the
contract so they're not bound by it.
They want to argue that under Scott v. Bubl they
have standing. 1I'm
' m familiar with that case. I
represented Mayflower School Bus Company in that case.
And in that one -- and I can read to the Court
exactly what they said on the standing issue because
Scotts were claiming -- Scotts had been the school bus
service provider and they lost the bid to Mayflower.
Scotts
SCotts came in and claine:! they had been the
lowest bidder, the JOOst responsible bickier and should
have gotten the contract, or they were the lowest on
certain parts of the contract and they wanted to parse it
out. And the district judg1e refused to do that, and the
Suprema Court affirmed the district judge.
And they refer to the Nelson case. They say
Scotts are disappointed bidders. They submitted a bid
for a pupil transportation contract. They were not
awarded the contract.
And then the Suprsne Court talks about the

---.'

1
THE COORT: can I ask you to back up and ask you
sClllE!thing, Mr. Clark?
2 sc:mething,
Yes..
3
MR. CLARK: Yes
4
THE COORT: Is it your position that Syringa
5 would have standing to file an acininistrative appeal of
6 the nanner in which the bid was awarded where it would
7 not have appeal in this case to make a judicial claim?
8
MR. CLARK: No. If they were a bickier, they
9 would then have standing to file the appeal. CArr
10 position is they were not a bickier.
11
THE COORT: And so they can't file the appeal?
12
MR. CLARK: And so they can't file the appeal.
13 And even if they 14
THE COORT: They're not a bickier, and so they
15 can't file this action?
16
MR. CLARK: That's right.
17
THE COORT: I gotcha.
18
MR. CLARK: Okay.
19
They want to say that we can't make the I11Jltiple
I11.Iltiple
20 awards -- that the State could not issue the multiple
21 awards because it's not for the same or similar property.
22 It certainly is for the same network. It's all one
23 network.
24
They want to say that, well, the statutes
25 intended to create competition. I submit to the Court,

2_5____
+-________________________________________2_7_________
•~ __________________________________________2_5_
_+-

case where the second lowest bickier contested not
2 getting the award of the contract.
3
"Like Nielson, the Scotts do not bring a
4 generalized grievance suffered by all citizens and
5 taxpayers; instead bring a qrievance peculiar to them.
6 The Scotts do have standing to maintain this action."
7
So their right to maintain the action was based
bE!en a losing bidder and they
8 on the fact that they had bElen
9 had rights as bidders.
10
Syringa does not have -- Syringa is not a
11 bidder; they were never a bi.dder; they weren't even a
12 partner to a bidder. So the,y
thE'y get no canfort fran the
13 Soott case.
14
They claim that there was no basis for appeal.
15 We've
we've argued they don't have standing because they failed
16 to exhaust their administrative remedies. And we've
not going
17 briefed that thoroughly to the Court. And 1I'm
' mnot
18 to argue that to the Court, other than to point out that
19 there is a basis for the appeal; they did have notice
20 that they did not get an award of the contract and they
21 failed to act on it.
that: -- they show you the two
They try to say that
A 22
. , 23 pyramids, the shoulder-to-shoulder, and they say -- they
24 didn't
diOO t object at that point. But when it was split out
25 between --1 Nielson

•
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the RFP requested coopeting proposals. That was the
2 competition. Once the RFP decision was made to award the
3 bids, the competition was over. The multiple award
4 statute is not intended to create competition.
5
They use the e~le the furniture cases where
6 the State can say we're going to have multiple awards and
7 State agencies can go to different vendors for the same
8 equiprent. But the price is set, the specifications are
9 set.
10
And even here in this matter, the specifications
11 were set. There was no coopetition. It was over.
12
They want to say that -- that because Mr. Lowe
13 made some conclusory allegations that his coopany,
14 Syringa, would suffer irreparable harm, this Court should
15 accept those.
16
And I would submit to the Court that "The
17 concept of prima facie proof refers to proof sufficient
18 to justify a finding of the matter in question by the
19 trier of fact in the absence of proof to the contrary.
20 When prima facie proof of a matter has been presented,
21 the opponent must meet it with contravening proof or
22 suffer whatever judgment the prima facie proof will
23 support; however, a failure to rebut prima facie proof
'finding on the
24 does not necessarily conpel
compel a directed finding
25 issue. If the party who presented the prima facie proof
1

26

28
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1 bears the burden of persuasion on the issue and the proof

1 come out of this is about, well, the burden of proof

2 is such that a fact finder rea.sonabl
reasonablyy could choose to

2 under Rule 65 versus the burden of proof under Rule 6(c)

prope!dy should be sul:mitted to
3 disbelieve it, the issue prope!rly

3 is a little bit of a sky-is-falling argument, because

4 the fact finder."

4 we're not asking for the issuance of an injunction today.
5 We're asking for the opportunity to hear from the State

And that's what we're asking this Court to do is

5

6 and then to present the balance of our case in rebuttal

6 we're asking this Court under Rule 65 to set up a

to the State at a full evidentiary hearing.

hearing, allow the plaintiff's to come in and present

I think it's particularly noteworthy that

8 their proof to this Court as to why a preliminary

8

9 injunction should issue under Rule 65 and upon the

9 Syringa's case has largely been unrebutted, the affidavit

10 grounds established in Rule

6~i.

And the State defendants

10 of Mr. Lowe is unrebutted.

11 will be there to !leet that evidence and refute it.

11 elements.

12

Thank you.

12

13
14

THE COORT:

15

MR. IJ::MBARDI:

16

THE COORT:

17

MR. IJ::MBARDI:

Mr. Clark, thank you.

13

Mr. Lombardi, anything else, sir?

14

If I may, Your Honor.

Please.

15
16

I've got a few minutes.

Your Honor, as I understand

17

18 Mr. Clark's closing ranarks, I heard him say, Well,
well, let's

18

19 just let Syringa file a IOOtion for preliminary injunction

19

20 and then you can have a hearing and Syringa can put on

20

21 its evidence and then the State of Idaho will put on its

21

22 evidence and presumably Syrinqa would rebut after that.
23
The only difference between that and what we've

22
23

24 requested, Your Honor, is that we believe that by

24

25 sul:mitting -- making the subnission we have, we have

25

And we have, in fact, !let the

And when it -- there are a couple things, just
Departrrent of
real quickly, Your Honor. The Departllent
Administration wants to say, Well,
Mninistration
well, there wasn't an entity
that sul:mitted the response to the RFP. That is true.
There was not yet a partnership.
There would be a partnership as contenplated by
the teaming agreement.
agrearent. But the teaming agreement itself
is an enforceable contract capable of standing on its own
and, in fact, does.
Mr. Clark talked about the rule in Scott v.
Buhl. And the distinction here, Your Honor, is that this
is not a generalized grievance by Syringa. As the Court
indicated, Syringa wasn't a bidder.
And so what the State is saying is that Syringa

29

1 eliminated the need for the Court to spend the tin¥:! to
2 listen to a full evidentiary presentation in support of
3 the IOOtion for preliminary in:iunction.
4

An adequate showing has been made, the prima

5 facie case has been made so that we can roove to the
6 State's presentation of evidence in a hearing and then
7 the rebuttal by Syringa.

8

THE COORT:

But it seems to 1M
lie the difference is

9 in the interim the State defendants would be restrained
10 in the manner that you've requested.
11
MR. IJ::MBARDI: No, Your Honor.
12 made that clear, let
13

!Ie

Arxi if I've not

do so now.

I have not asked for a temporary
terrporary restraining

14 order; I have not asked for the constraints of the 14
15 days in which to get all of this done. Arxi I'm not
16 asking the Court to restrain the State; I'm asking the
17 Court to require the State to show cause why they should
18 not be restrained.
19
20 now.

So if my papers are unclear, let !Ie clarify it

All we're saying is we t.hink the State should start

31

1 has no rights whatsoever.

Syringa
I s position is
Syringa's
2 indistinguishable from every taxpayer in the State of
3 Idaho that was not a bidder.
4
But that's not the law, because Syringa has
5 peculiar, specific, particular damage that results from
6 its participation in the preparation of the proposal, its
7 obligations under the teaming agreement and its rights to
ENA.
8 participate under the teaming agreement with 00.
9
It's noteworthy, Your Honor -- and there's a lot
10 of stuff to go through in connection with this -- you
11 have to be an e-rate provider in order to receive e-rate
12 funds and to manage the lEN project. There are only two
13 e-rate providers that are in this cirC\Jl1Stance. One was
ENA.
14 Qwest and the other was 00.
ENA -- if the Court
15
So that, in fact, if 00
16 abandons or enjoins the arrended purchase orders, then the
17 e-rate provider that was selected by the State would, in
18 fact, be the e-rate provider contractually obligated to
19 Syringa.
20

Mr. Clark talks about, Well, this can't be ---

21 at an evidentiary hearing and show why an injunction

21 you know, this is still a multiple bid award because

22 should not issue.

22 they're providing the sarre network and furniture has an

23 Your Honor.

That's all Rule 6(c) is requiring,

We have not coupled it with the request for

24 a temporary restraining order.
25

And that's why, you

~10W,

23 established price.
24

the confusion that's

Well,
well, the prices are established by the
25 cO!lq)etitors.
cOllq)etitors. And even if you take Mr. Clark's

30
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1
explanation at face value, there are also items on which
I mention these things because typically the
terms -- even with furniture -- service,
2 context of these things are this vacuum of one-sided ex
you canpete in teDllS
arxi judges are required to make
I113ke a
delivery date, selection, those kinds of things, which
3 parte presentation, aoo
4 ruling based on the application.
also are the basis for conpetition in statewide
procurement contracts.
And, typically, when you look at these things,
5
bE~hind the statute is, in fact,
ll'ake sensei however, in fact, I think it'
it's5 very rare
6 they make
So that the idea bEmind
b«> together to one
same or similar services, putting the 00
7 for a defeOOant to ever object to it because the facts
end-to-end solution is not i3 same
saIre or similar service. It
8 are so clear.
lIUl1tiple bid award law.
is, in fact, a violation of the IIUlltiple
9
Here the facts aren't as clear as that. I'll
I113de its
it.s prima
pri1113 facie case, Your
Syringa has made
10 sinply agree with a portion of what you said
Honor. It is appropriate to IOOve forward to a
11 preliminarily, Mr. laIDardi,
IatDardi, there are aspects of this
preliminary injunction hearing. There is no request
12 that are quite cOllplicated.
COurt that there be an injunction or terrporary
before the Court
13
And I've reviewed all of this. I've given it a
restraining order in place pending the outcOIOO of that
14 great deal of thought. To me this feels like a request
hearing.
15 for a preliminary injunction. This is not an order to
This, to be perfectly honest, put in the
16 show cause context.
terms is that the entry of the order to show
s~lest of teDllS
17
I don't feel comfortable enough to enter an
cause will require the StatE~ to be the first to COIOO
18 order to show cause requiring the State to either consent
forward with proof at a hearing on a IOOtion for
19 to the doing or refraining of doing of sarething
sanething or to
cane back and show cause why I shouldn't enter that
preliminary injunction.
20 care
&1t it does not change the burden of proof.
But
21 order.
arxi is fully
Syringa is aware of its burden of proof aoo
22
It seems to me that the appropriate burden here
demonstrate their entitlement
prepared to address that.
23 is on the plaintiff to derronstrate
&1t the legal issue:~
issue:~ presented concerning
But
24 under Rule 65 to a preliminary injunction or tenporary
multiple bid awards, standing and related issues seemed
25 restraining order, as the case l113y
may be, in all likelihood,
__________________________________________33
3_3____~________________________________________35
3_5________

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

----------+--------1
1 appropriate to present to the Court
COurt now, at this tire,
time, so
2 we could begin to rove forward with this case.
Thank you very much, Your Honor.
3
4
THE COORT: Mr. laItlardi,
Iaitlardi, thank you.
5
In my experience, t}pically when these orders to
6 show cause are presented, thl~y
th.~y are presented typically ex
parte at the beginning of the
thl~ case, and there'
there'ss only one
8 showing made, and that's the awlication. And it's
9 supported by either the verified allegations in the
10 conplaint or by sane
sare sort of affidavit.
11
And it is that vacuum
vacuUJn that these orders to show
12 cause are norlll311y
normally issued. Jim the order to show cause
13 s~ly
s~ly directs the opposing party to c~ly
cOllply with whatever
14 relief has been requested in this vacuum or to appear at
15 an order to show cause and delOOnstrate
deroonstrate why the COurt
Court
16 should not have entered the order to either do SOIOOthing,
17 refrain fran doing SOIOOthing, or to pay lOOney.
18
/otlst typically, in my experience, these orders
19 to show cause COIOO up in claim and delivery cases. Arxi
And
20 in alroost all of those cases there is no opposition
21 because, in my limited experil~nce,
experi!~nce, the defendant doesn't
22 usually take the position that he has paid lOOney that he
23 hasn't or that the debtor's no longer entitled to
24 possession of whatever property secures the note that
25 hasn't been paid.

1 a preliminary injunction.
inj unction.
And so I will decline Syringa Network's
2
Neoork's
3 invitation to enter an order to show cause because this
4 doesn't sean
seen to be the sort of context in which that
5 order should be issued.
The tension that I noticed that I remarked on
6
7 initially I resolved in favor of treating this as a
8 request for a preliminary injunction at which Syringa
9 Network will have the burden of dE!OOnstrating
deoonstrating entitlement
10 under (e) (1), (2l
(2) or (3l,
(3), if those are the three
11 sections -- there are different standards that apply to
12 each of those provisions -- and I would certainly
13 cooperate in scheduling a tire
time for that evidentiary
14 hearing so that those things can be fleshed out, but I
15 don't think that the order to show cause is appropriate.
16
Mr. Lanbardi, I happen to agree with you,
17 there's just siJrIJly
siIrIJly nothing in the rule that says you
18 cannot use that rule to get where you are today. It just
19 seems to me that that's not the appropriate application
20 in a contested I113tter
matter such as this that has SOIOO degree
21 of COIIplexity involving all of the issues that have been
22 presented
presented.•
23
And, additionally, these orders to show cause
24 typically restrain or cormand
command behavior for a very short
25 period of time. Typically, you're going to have one of
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4
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9
10
11
12
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14
15
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20
21
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24
25
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..""
these hearings within a matter of days. And 1 was
concerned when I read, you kn01~,
knOl~, for instance, your
description of what was going to happen.
And my concern was thillt when you start talking
about, well, we're going to have some discovery before we
do this, and
am then I get concer~ed
concerned about the number
OlJllDer of
parties and the number
mmer of depositions and all that, how
far down the road are we going to get to that?
It may be that the pa1:ties
pal:ties do decide that you're
[OOre well-informed in terms of
going to have to be lOOre
discovery before you want to have this hearing. But I'll
leave that to the parties.
And so 1
I won't take tllis
tlJis under adviselll!nt. I'll
give you my ruling today. This feels like it should be
handled as the plaintiff's request for preliminary
injunction. It should be handled under the requirements
of Rule 65. And at that hearing, it would be the
plaintiff's burden to deroonstrate the
t.he entitlelll!nt.
I1 don't think I'm comfortable with accepting
your suggestion or application that the State should have
the burden of going forward and yet you would retain the
burden of persuasion under Rule 65.
In any event, it was an interesting argurrent and
am
interesting application. 1I will deny it for the reasons
I've expressed.
37

1

Court I s
Mr. Imbardi, any questions about the Court's

2 ruling?
UloIBARDl: No, thank you, Your Honor.
MR. UloIBARDI:
THE COORT: Thank you.
Mr. Clark?
S
MR. CLARK: None, Your Honor.
6
7
THE COORT: All right. Anything else for the
8 Court to take up today then?
9
MR. I£MBARDl: Not from the plaintiffs, Your
10 Honor.
11
MR. CLARK: Not from the defense, Your Honor.
12
THE COORT: That's all in this case then. We'll
13 be in recess.
3

4

14

15
16

(End of proceedings.)
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ARMED SERVICES BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS
Appeal of -Mr. Michael Ronc;hetti and RFIDcomplete, LLC
Under Contract No. SPOI03-06-C-0013

)
)
)
)
)

ASBCA No. 5620 I

APPEARANCE FOR THE APPELLANT:

Christopher D. Cyphers, Esq.
Frontier Law Group, LLC
Palmer, AK

APPEARANCES FOR THE GOVERNMENT:

Michael L. McGlinchey, Esq.
Chief Trial Attorney
Suzanne M. Steffen, Esq.
Trial Attorney
Defense Supply Center (DLA)
PA
Philadelphia, PA

OPINION BY ADMINISTRATIVE mDGE STEMPLER
,ON THE GOVERNMENT'S MOTION TO DISMISS
The government moves to dismiss the appeal for lack ofjurisdiction
of jurisdiction on the basis
that the appellants, RFIDcomplete, LLC (RFIDc) and Mr. Micheal Ronchetti, are
subcontractors with whom the government has no privity of contract. We grant the
of jurisdiction.
government's motion and dismiss the appeal for lack ofjurisdiction.
FINDINGS OF FACTS FOR PURPOSES OF THE MOTION
1. On 27 September 2006, Naniq Systems, LLC (Naniq) and RFIDc entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOD). The MOU provided that the parties would
work together to obtain Federal contracts. Paragraph 4(a) of the MOU stated that for
each project the re:lationship between Naniq and RFIDc would be either a joint venture,
prime subcontractor or teaming agreement. The MOU is signed on RFIDc's behalf by
Mr. Michael Ronc:hetti. (R4, tab 26, ex. 3 at 3b)
2. The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Enterprise Services, Defense Supply
Center Philadelphia awarded Contract No. SP0103-06-C-0013 (the prime contract) to
Naniq on 30 Septe:mber 2006. The contract was for enhancement of the efficiency of
Department of Defense global supply chain processes through implementation of Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) technology. The contract incorporated by reference
Naniq's cost proposals. (R4, tab 2)

001011

3. Naniq's cost proposal II also stated in relevant part:
The operating arrangement between Naniq and the Team
companies will be a prime/sub contract. Naniq will be the
Prime Contractor with each Team company acting as a
Naniq ....
subcontractor to Naniq....

The "Role and Obligations of Each Party" stipulate that
N aniq will offer a subcontract for specified services to each
Naniq
Team member as follows:
RFIDcomplete -" ... Automatic Data Capture Services and
Engineering. i.e. barcoding, RFID, Real Time tracking
systl~ms- and other descriptions for this particular market."
(R4, tab 2 at 3 of 12, ~ 1.1) RFIDc's invoices were submitted directly to Naniq for
payment (R4, tab 26, attachment).
4. The prime contract incorporated FAR 52.233-1 DISPUTES (JUL 2002)
(R4, tab 26 at 27 of 46). It did not include any language authorizing a direct appeal by a
subcontractor. Nor did it refer to FAR 9.6 CONTRACTOR TEAM ARRANGEMENTS, which
states in part:
9.601 Definition.
"Contractor team arrangement," as used in this subpart,

means an arrangement in which (1) Two or more companies form a partnership or joint
venture to act as a potential prime contractor; or
(2) A potential prime contractor agrees with one or more
oth€!r
oth(~r companies to have them act as its subcontractors under
a specified Government contract or acquisition program.

2

001012

claim]l
5. By letter dated 2 May 2007, outside counsel submitted a $129,152.10 claim
under the prime contract on behalf of Mr. Michael Ronchetti and RFIDc to the
contracting officer and requested a final decision. In its claim, appellants state in
pertinent part:
In September of 2006, four RFID Implementing
Contractors ... entered into a teaming arrangement
and submitted a joint proposal (the "Joint Offer") in
response to a request for proposal .... On September
30,2006, DLA accepted the team's final revised Joint
Offer and awarded the DLA Contract to the team
under a Contractor Team Arrangement as authorized
by FAR 9.6 and as further set out in the DLA Contract.
Thereafter, the RFID Implementing contractors
proceeded as agreed under the Contractor Team
Arrangement for a brief period of time until Naniq
N aniq
Systems LLC ("Naniq") unilaterally, and without
notice to the balance of the RFID Implementing
Contractors, attempted to make modifications and/or
amendments to the DLA Contract without RFIDc' s
FARs, the DLA
approval as required by applicable FARs,
Contract and ... RFIDc's Memorandum of
Understanding with Naniq (the "Teaming
Agreement"). [emphasis in original]
(R4, tab 26)
6. By final decision dated 27 June 20072 the contracting officer detennined that
the government had no privity of contract with appellants. The claim, therefore, was not
considered. The contracting officer suggested that any disagreement that RFIDc has with
Naniq should be pursued directly with Naniq and provided appellants with the mandatory
language concerning their right of appeal. (R4, tab 27)
7. By letter dated 21 September 2007, appellant's appealed from the contracting
officer's decision.
DECISION
The government moves to dismiss this appeal on the basis that the Board lacks
jurisdiction over the appeal because appellants are subcontractors with whom the
I]

2

The claim was certified by appellants' outside counsel. We express no opinion on this
certification.
The letter was mistakenly dated 27 June, 2008.
3
001013

government has no privity of contract. Our jurisdiction stems from the Contract Disputes
Act of 1978 (CDA), as amended, 41 U.S.C. §§ 601-613, which "gives the right to appeal
to a Board of Contract Appeals to contractors only and not to subcontractors." Technic
Services, Inc., ASBCA No. 38411, 89-3 BCA ~ 22,193 at 111,651. A subcontractor
"may prosecute its claims only through, and with the consent and cooperation of, the
.... " Erickson Air Crane Co. of
Washington, Inc. v. United States, 731 F.2d 810,
prime ...."
o/Washington,
814 (Fed. Cir. 1984). A subcontractor whose claims are not sponsored by the prime lacks
privity with the government. United States v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 713 F.2d 1541,
1550-51, 1556 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
Appellants argue that the offer encompassed in Naniq's cost proposal, which was
accepted by the government, was actually a joint offer. As such, the government entered
into the contract under a "Contractor Team Arrangement as authorized by FAR 9.6
[emphasis in original]" and as further set out in the contract. The contract does not, as
appellants contendl, award the contract to a team. The only party to the contract with the
government was Naniq. Naniq's cost proposal as incorporated into the contract clearly
N aniq and the team companies were operating under a "prime/sub"
stated that Naniq
relationship. The contract makes no reference to FAR 9.6, or that the contract was being
awarded under FAR 9.6. Further evidence of the prime-subcontractor relationship
between Naniq and appellants is that RFIDc submitted its invoices directly to Naniq, not
the government.
Appellants further allege that the teaming agreement contemplated a joint working
Naniq
relationship betwe:en N
aniq and RFIDc with the "potential for developing into a
prime/sub relationship." Appellants urge the Board to determine that the failure ofNaniq
to honor its duties under the contract should not affect the government's obligation to pay
RFIDc for its work under the contract. We have not made any finding of fact concerning
RFIDc's allegation that Naniq failed to honor its obligations under the contract because,
th(;,y would be irrelevant to our decision on the motion.
even if proven, thl;'y

The prime contract did not provide for a direct subcontractor appeal and there is
no evidence that appellants were part of a joint offer or teaming arrangement that gave it
prime contractor status.

4
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of jurisdiction.
The appeal is dismissed for lack ofjurisdiction.

Dated: 7 rvlarch 2008

MARK N. STEMPLER
Administrative Judge
Acting Chairman
Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals

I concur

I concur

EUNICE W. THOMAS
Administrative Judge
Vice Chairman
Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals

MONROE E. FREEMAN, JR.
Administrative Judge
Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals

I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the Opinion and Decision of the
Anned Services Board of Contract Appeals in ASBCA No. 56201, Appeal of Mr.
Michael Ronchetti and RFIDcomplete, LLC, rendered in conformance with the Board's
Charter.
Dated:

CATHERINE A. STANTON
Recorder, Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals
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Customel'll for 1be'pUTpo.!iCli
this principle. OSAR, 538.271. r.t
~ IIddhiOI:l,
IlddhiOl:l, cOntrading offlcm are ptrm.lt.
ted ia
than tl:Ie pric~ of a lIIO"t
lIIO'It faYQred ,CUS"
.cns..
{tt award FSS ~ntIIWb
~ntIlWb at more iliaD
~mcr it the price il'
ii' fair and l'ca\onable,
fca\onable, GSAR 538.270. The'most favon:d
C:1J;.~tomer requiremenlis imtp'em,ented
imlpJem,ented by inciudinSlhc Price Reduetion~
c:U;.~tomer
Reduction~
clause in GSAR SS2.23S.7,51n
SS2.23f!.7,51n PSs. eQntt~U,
eQntt~u. This clause slates ~t the

govemruenl.is
dis-government ,is entitled to te,~=ive a.a, redll.ction
redu.ction in price (or ItJl increase j ndis-
countjif duril\lPhe teerm
change.,
term of the wntra~t t~ (()rI;tQCtor
(()rI;tQCTor m'Kes
m'kes any change"
in it!t.discount
itlt<llscount .dr
,dr pricing pl~actices wltich would
wOUld result in II leu IIdvanta·
J~U5 relalionship
tlateSOl)'
rela\ionship betWeen the government and the cllittlmer
cUittlmer or ~atel0l)'
(If cU!ltom~rs
customers upon which the Clontll\Cit
Clontl'8Cit discount ·or
,or price was predicated.
See Hu~chlnson. TipJ
ProTlpJ On.
On, Selling
Sellillg /1'
J1' Sel11$c/IS
Sel11$clIS 11,rouglJ.
1'I,roug/J. GSA '$ MAS Pro
gram..39 Gov't Contractor 1( 49l (OcC i~. 1997); Kenne~ &Kj~y, "Mrm
FQV()red
(Feb. 1956);
19136); Go
GoFawf#d Cr.ufalttty"
ClUfalttty" Ptol'lsions, Briefing P'.t.per No. 86-03 (Feb.,
odrich &.
&, MUM. Avoid{rJg
Avoidi/'JK Ois(l.](er irr Ff'4~ral
Ff'4~ral SHpply $<;Mdwl,
Sf:Mdwl, ContT(l~,
l!)
Pub. ConI, L
l' Pub,
L....J, 1 (l9.8'~); Kuufman,
Kuufman. The Myth oj rhe Most Fawned
Customer, 18 Pub. o,n.[.
o,n,[, LJ
LJ.,.. 1.9
Customer.
29 (1988).
MOVING AVERAGE ~OST An l(lVenlQry c,o,tlngmemod un,det
un.det which ~
avcra~
tne coat
eo&t 1)/'
1lI'
avera~ unit cost is cQmputcq llfter
lltter each acquistti9n
acquisiti9n by a4dlng Inc
thenewl),
rhenewl)' ac1juired
ac-quired units to ~ cost of the units of INVENTORY on hand
and dtliidingtbi$
dlliidingtbis flaure by the· new tot~n)lmber
tol~njlmber of
or units. £fAR 31.001.
:J;'his. l:neth~ til (me of the acceplable m~lhod8
.~hut¥ing m..t~riaJ
m..t~riaJ in a
m~lhod8 of
of~hut¥ing
contrl1l."tQr'$
.C.P.R. ~ 9904.2l 1.
contr!1l."tQr'$ inventory to contral.'/.!Iunder
¢ontral.'l:lunder CAS 411. 48
48C.F.R.
MtJLTI~ACENCY
MtJLTI~ACENCY

CONTRACT (MAC) A TASK ORDER CON1'RAC't
or De'r..I~RY
for use
De'r..I~RY ORDBtt CON'l'RACr
CON'l'R.ACr eitabllsbed
eitablbbed by 9ne' agency {or
by 8ovem.mentll~ndes.
8(lVem.mentll~ndes. to obtain supplies and .serv\ce~,
.serv\<:e~, consi'lent with
(I'\c
teehnolosy
(l'\c ECONOMY ACT. ~r include cCfntraet!l ·fQt.
'fQt, infotll'lation
in(otll'lation teehnoiosy
established pursuant to 40 U.$~(.:"
U.$~(.:" § Il314(a)(t). FAR 2.101. When ~u)
Rgen~y' aWllrds Sll.Clb
Sll,Clb It cQnuact,·
CQnuact., it mllAtbe
must be listed on.
on, the sovemment-wide
Rgen"y·
data b8~
procedu~$ to:
bll~ at www.c~lltrattdirc~"I.~.Sov.
www.ccmtrattdirc~"l.~.Sov. FAR 5',601. Thq procedu~$
bet followed 'in pladna ordcllli against such: contracts ar<l
ar(l set forth. in FAR
16.50'(8)(7) & '(8), See S.e:idman
S,e:idman Cf al.,
al .• S~rv'l!~
S~rv'~~ ContrlUri1lg
ContrlUrt1lg ~ ~h« New
Milennium - porr
Th.e~e hus been
parr I, Bricftnig PaPer N9. Q2.Q3 (Peb. 20q2).
2(02). Th,e~e
considerable criticism of "I.ntetagency
"Interagency oontrat!ting" by the OAO. See Ih~
temgeR'y Cotlfrtlc((ng; rr,ufchist Funds Fiov/d_
Frov/d_ Corwtnimc~,
C07Wtnimc~, but Value
lemgeR'Y
lo DOD i~ Not Demons/milld. GAQ-()5-456
Intflrogi'f1CY
GAQ-()5456 (July 2~,2005}j
2~, 20(5)j Intflf'Qgi'f1CY
ContriKling: Problems Wi/hOOD's Qnd I"Jeriur·.~
Suppb.r1 MiU
I"Jeriur'.~ Oni'er;r Ip SuppOrt
ft

7aty
1aty OptN11ioUJ.
OptfillioUJ, GAO-O':-;·201
GAO·O,:';·201 (Apr. 29.20(5).
29,20(5).

.,

MlJLTJPI,.lt
MlJLTIPI,.lt AWARD PREFEi¢NCE A stl!.tu'tQr)' prererence Ihllt DE·
LIVERY ORDER CONTRACfs and
Qnd TASK ORDER CONtRACTs
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MULTlPIJ.!..AWARI) !iCHEDUUI
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be awarded to multiple tontnseteinl.
tontnsctonl. rarh.er than II !ling!'"
Jlinglr. contractOr. '
10 U.S.C. ~2304a(d)(:l);
~2304a(d)(:l); 41U$.C~
41U$.C~ ~ 2S3h{d)()).
233h{d)()). The preference 1& im-,;
plemerued in FAR 16.$Ot(c),
16.,SOt(c). f.t~uires
f.t~uires mUltiple
multiple awards to the OlQximum(:
OlaXlll;lUm.(:.
elttent pra~ticable
pt"a~ticable unless (i)·only
(I) ·()nly one coJitratl()/:,)~
coJitratl()1:' )~ abletl1
able to suppt) unique'
or IIp<<iaHzed
IIp<<iaHzcd iupplie.s
iupplies l)f
I)r flervicCIi.
serviccli. (2) more favorable terms ~a.n be Qb.;'
tllincdby • single .~d~ (3)
(3)mnltl.plc
award contra<:t$ would be l!XJ
t!XJ COstl)';'
mnlti.plc awaro
,(4) task&libdy
to adminUl111.
adminb;ll1t. {4)
task:a.libdy to
to be nrdemd are 80 integrally related
nilated . :
only one: contraclOr cat!
can .reasonably
.rcallonably perform
pe~form the: wQrk,(S) tbe. tQtal cis
..mated
mated ...value
Ihun 1I~
tI~ SiMl')LtfII5D ACQLJ1SJTfO"
n~l·rr.t'~...
alue or the contract is leu !hun
TH:R£SHOLD.
c)t (6) multiple
aWard! would not be in tl'le be$'
'be$' in
TIlR£SHOLD. ot
mUltiple .aWard!
.
of ,he ~ve.tnmen~
~ve.tnmen~ The pref~t'¢~e
pref~t'¢~e is ·~llPCL-ia.lly
·~lIPCL-iaJly !trong for contte.ets
contte.ct1 '•"
ADVISORY AND ASSlSTANO;: S'SRVICBS
S·SRVICBS dud
mitt cxceedthJ'eeycnrs
cxCcledthJ'eeycnrs .•.. ,i.
$10.000.000.
Indefolile DeINfiryllNl,'
De/Nt
. .::
$10.000.000, FAR 16.S04(c)(2). Sec. Na~h, Indefinite
QuantitY CMuract.r,'·1'hI! Multiple ~ward
~wa.rd Pr~fi!Tt!nc:e, 18 N&CR If
I( 33 (A
20(4)', Vsctcri
VlCtCrioo.
ChiericheUa,. Mulliple AW4ro Ta3k.Ql1d l>dilltry 0:'
Ml &; Chierichella,.
C<>nr(Q.(.'IJ,. Brt~tlng
Conr((U.'I$..
Brt~tlng Pll~ No, 99:"12 (Nov. '·1. ~9)~ Ciblnic,Tad: and .,.
itry
C()ntl'tj~'tlng: Uitlqu, M"drfpit
M"/rfpit Award A.rraI18f;nmt.r.
ArraI18f;nmti. 10
10·:l'f •
try Ordtr C()ntrtj~'tlng:
f 17
EdWards. th~ New kulelftJr
kuJelft;r Multipl, Awani
Awa'13' 1lu1;Q"
i 7 (Apr. 1996); Edwards.
~ontra:cti"B,
'13!5 (JUJJ~ 199.5).
~ontra:cti"B, 9 N&CR '13~
'.:~
~.'

MULTIPLlt·AWAIlDSCHEDu"LE(MAS)
lhe·.
MULTIPLIt·AWAIlDSCHEDliLE(MAS) .A schedule in lhofED
SUPPLY
thatcoB.tlliU!l prices t~)t
t()r C0ll1P1
connpa:.rabt~.
S~PPLY SCHEDULES
S~l-IEIJl~LES system thatcOB.tlliM
pli<:SI
~rviQe$ b¢1~
b¢i~ oft'ere~
oft'ere~ by rno.t~ man
suppHcn:. These'
These .
piles or ~rvIQe$
than ~¢ supphcn:.
cover Jrem$,
Jtem$, at ·either the 'same.
·same. or diffe.nmt pnC'fl$
pnC'fI$ fQr delivery IO:~•
.ge0ltnt.ptUc area. A MAS pcmill& the government to uk induabt,
.geoltnt.ptUc
iIKIIlIldr.l'~1
bution FACIUTIES
FACIUnES et'fectI'fCly and to select amoclgoo~Dparab1lii
amoclg ~~lllpil.nwia
bUtion
aoo.
aM services when there ~ no prescribed STANDARDs or S...,., ..:
TIONs.
Agcnti~8arc c.lCpected
c.)CpeclCd to IYlllkea
ml\kea~jjt
v,..lue dc:cilJioQ.l',
dc:cilJiori· .
TIONs, Agcnti~8arc
~llt v,..luc
dtrina frorothl!i$D
ftomthl!i$D sl.'bedulc5.
sl.iledulcs.I-t\R8.404{d),B~$\use
ngeJ)cieS •.,:.
I-t\R8.404{d).B~$\use ngeJ)cies
ftoman10A» /lovtra.
Ilovtra. cQntraC\ocsl~onlta.::totS
cQntraC\o{sl~onlta.::totS do JlO( know whar .
s!lles
cot\I!Cquent'y. Jllthougb
ll1thougb the agL"!!lcies
ag""11c1eS L'etlttit
L'etltfjt~l ..
s!J,les to. expect; cot\I!CquenUy.
..5I1fM'beCIlU:ie
5l1fftlrbeCIIU:ie or d~ ponibilit)' thiltfew.if
thilt few,if any, l)rQe~
1){4te~ n'IJb';~.
with them. MAS CMtt&:C$ dlffer from most go"emineflt
gOVentineflt co .,
(I) i~cm8 procured through .Iht:stl
.lht:ltl orenol
oren!)l de.tigned or mall i'
govemmctlt.llpceitiat.lciOl'lfl..
pl·().du~Q e"X(;lll~i\'~t
eXCIlIlIi;vcl' , .:
govemmcntllpceitiat.lciOJ:lfl., nOT ate they pl'().du~Q
PldbfQr
gQ'lfr.nl.rYlenl makes 11.0 .•,
.
Pldb fQr gQVellm1CI'lt USC t and (2) th~ gQ'lfr.nlJl'lenl
to purchase
anyitemaco'Vercd by them;
them. Th~ ~~1,.1Iltta(;tl.)( m~;.
putehase anyitemacovercd
Ilulhorized
~AS at th~
th\! prices IUl<J on. the teflt)$ 4~ ,1.
llulhorized usct of the ~AS
prov·ided in the contrtlC~ and l!ovcnum::nt
govcrlum::nt nglM'lGiea may ~:
pri.ce«
contracton;. S", Staffotd &. Ynng, The
'Tht FI;:" ..
prlce« with MAS contrllCton;.
St'htduk.t.PmgiWri, Briefing Pa~r No.
~5 {Apt·,
(Apt·, 2004.>;','"
ZOO4.);.
St'htduk.f.PmgiWri,
No, 04-5
Aronie.
Awurcl SChectuif Cwuroctrng
Cfmlrocttng (2002); Q,.. ;
Aronie, Mulliplt AWtml
"~
~:.; ::i~~:<

"

.(~~ ..
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PRJCfMt.ELAT8P FACrORS
PRJCfMlELA1'8P
,FAcroRS,ot~{' Ib-an
PRICE-RELATED FACTORS EVALUATION ,FAcroRS,ot~{'
di-an prj'c,
prj'c.
it,Q(ln~'s ~l1'1~ cosfio
COlfio the government
governme,nt And,(;1m
And,,(;8n be~uaniifi~
be~uaniifi~
,bat .tr~ it,"'(lIi~'s~l1'1~
-term l~ Uled mainly in the context of' SEA LED BIDDING
in dollars; th~ ,term
pl'OI.~reml:'iltll, whic..it
pl'OI.~reml:'iJtll,
whi<..it rnulltbe IlwarcJtd ~lely on Ihe basi. o( prl~ and'the

pnoe-related rlcmn
rhe'SOLICITATION. See FAR 14JOl(e}.
rlCU>l'!l included in rhe,SOLICITATION.
'~~e-t'O.lll.()d fat:lorlJ
fat:loflJ are ,addea ,to the price to d~e.nnine
d~e.rmine the '0.".
&0.". ~fddtr.
'~~e-t'O.lll.()d
E".Ilmples,()rpric'e-:rellt~JactorB
n'Uly be' applkable. in trraJuaUl\l
E".IImples'()rpric'e-:rellt~JactorB thal~ n'IlIy
trraJuaUlll bids
,ure
OELAY.'tg dB' JOVClOllnent
JOVCIOllllent Il:l&Ulti~1
Il:I&Ulti~, fJORl
ute (1) foreseeable Cf»tI or OELAY.,tg
ctltfet~ in INSPECTION procedure. locatlOfi,.~
locati01'i.~
'such facton a$ ctltfet~

of'Su~
ohu~

plie•• an~'tranJPQlt~~I~
an~'tranJpOrt~~IM. C()M.~: (2) cl131'ICJ
cI1311lCJ 11l-adc. orrc:quelte,d
bid~
plie••
orre:quelte,d by Ii bid~
Irl)'
ia Irly

0'

the provisi'oos Ofth.e INVITATION fOR BIOS.

if the c~anF'

~(»lIS(itil" arounds.
arounds- fot rejection:
rejectioni (3) tdvanlRae&
tdvanlRaea or dl&ad't'ant-aes
dl&ad't'ant~ Ie
do not ~(»mitil"
milking more,-tban
the SOVelllment thilrmightmiuit tr()m making
moxe,-tban onG .""atd'(SSOO
Is,assultled ~ be tho edinii:lliiUahvo
edinii:lliiUatjYO (:I)st to,lhe
i<'\'-emm~l fQr,i$s\lingand
fQl',i$s\lingand
Is,assultJed
h),the i<'\'-emm~l
~infsterlllS euch~nl~
euch~nl~ awar!ied
awal"!ied \la~ D
~li,cilaCio")~.(4)the ~I''plit:.·
~pplit:••
l:'dminfsterlng
D~li,cilaCio,,)~.(4)the
'hiUt)' Dr federal,
fedcra1, state., and local ~&; and {Sll.he
{Sll.hc origin of &Upplil:.
&Uppli!:. 11M. 'il
fote~gn.
fote~gn. thc:,i&ppHcutloa
thc:,i&ppHcutioa oillie BUY AMeRlCAN ACT.
ACT, 41 U.S.C. flO. 01"
any od1«f~o:r
~ftC:etins,foret.8J\ plKcha~e~;
14.201-8. Sec CibiRic
od1«f~Ol' ~ftC:etins,foret.8J\
plKcha~e~; FAR 14.201·8.
CUriNe '&
N.aIt, Formatiolf
Formation h/ ~".,."mtlff
CotJlrf2Cl•., 61):·21 (3d ed. 1P9~):
~".,."mtlff CotJII'f2Cl."

P,RJC.NG ~c ~5 (If eatablishina
ea1ablishina a JJea8ol\l(;le
JJea8ol'l.lt;le M'M,)unt
M'M,;unt Qf amounts to be
puld
puid ror IUWIi~lt
IUWIi~1t or services,
services. FAR '2.101. Sec CONTRACT PRI~G.
PRI~G.

PRICING ARRANGEMENT
AJUtANGEMENT A basil ~ lQ,
tg, by ~OntrIlC11J"1
~Ontnlc11J"1 psrtie8 (Of

tbe payme"t or amounn
amtlgel11cnl
amounts for ,peoiflec!
'peoiflec!, per1'~e.
per1'~e. Such !in aml'lgel11cnr
,ill
,ill d"cermiDed
d"cerllliDed b)' me
me rYl"B
rY.1"B OP Co.NTRACT.
CO.NTRACT. Sec PA~ Pa.rt 16.11/ld
16.1111'1 Ciblnic
& NUb. F,,,,,,.at;fJn
(~~d.
Fo'mtat;fJn u/
uf Gm,.tnirt«m C(jtl1tGcl.1~,ch,.p.
C(jn1tGcl.1~,ch,..,. 8 (ld
~d. 1998).

PlUME CONTRACT A contract entered into directl)' belw~~1l
belw~~tl dle JOVl.ltil·
J0V/,ltilmeat and'. contractor
contJamot (the PRIME CONTRACTOR)., "Prime" u~ fO
diStiDgllidJ thatconlracl from' any SUBCONTRACT entued Into' bctW~
distiDgllidJ
the pJ.:imc
pI:imc oontJ:~O[
oontJ:~O[ and a 1tlIppli~r or "cOOor called
Clllied '8 subcontractor. or
between IUd! • tlllxootrW:lIlr
lind 'Iliothcr.
tll!xoottW:lIlr and
'aIlQthcr. lowefYh:veJ
lowefYloeveJ st)bcon,l~
st)bcon,l~
there.lr;
OP'CON~ACT bel"'"
PAR 3.~·J:: PAR 44.101. there.
I' p.R1Vlri OP'CON~ACT
tbe 8cwcmmenland prime ContraclOrs"
Confracro..s but nOt
nO. between the *overr,untlll
ttie
"
and .~onlrllCton,
.~onlrllCton.

.$

I

I
'f
'I

:1"

t

;'
(
rj.
1

-or,ur• .anizalion enlCrins'lnto
entCrins'hlto 1I'1:01i~,
1I'1:01J~,
PlUME CONTRACTOR A "pteriiUi.'l -or,ur•.anizalion
dhCC1ly with the,
tbe, United S~lltS.
S~lCtS. ,FAR ;1.'02·1.
3.'Ol·l. ,Thil5 l~tm iSi)'nonpnous
iSI),nonrznous ,1
wii!l
,In (;QII~truclion,c~ractiril,
pril'l'le contractOr J' 'J
with CON:tRACTO~
CON:tRACTO~ ,II,
(;QII~truclion,c~ractin" ~c priJ'1'le
uwally
','
ulWally oelled the GENERAl,. CONT1VtCTOR~
CONTJV..cTOR~
,I;upplier of it wide \'arlcl)' of products within IIIl~PO'~POPKlMB VENDOR A ,I:upplier
~ific indu5try/sec:tor,
indu5lry/sec:tor, wb{ch along
atong with ~upplylng
~upplylng th~ proc}uctl
prOcluctl ptOv.kkl'
ptOv.HkI '}

l

j

~1

'j

I
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MAY 2 1 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk

David R. Lombardi, ISB # 1965
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY

875687_2

Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE InSTRICT
HISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMU\1ISTRATION;
ADMU'1ISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO STRIKE
TESTIMONY FROM THE SECOND
AFFIDAVIT OF GREG LOWE DATED
MAY 11,2010

Dt:fendants.

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO STRIKE TESTIMONY FROM THE
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF GREG LOWE DATED MAY 11, 2010 - 1

001022

I.

INTRODUCTION

Defendants Idaho Department of Administration, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack
G. "Greg" Zickau (collectively the "State Defendants), have filed a Motion to Strike Testimony
from the Second Affidavit of Greg Lowe Dated May 11, 2010 ("Second Lowe Affidavit") on the
grounds that paragraphs 3, 4 and 6 lack foundation, contain conclusory and irrelevant
information, and/or contain prejudicial statements contrary to the record. As set forth herein,
none of these asserted grounds merit striking any portion of the Second Lowe Affidavit.
II.
A.

ARGUMENT

Lowe's Testimony Is Admissible Under Idaho Rule of Evidence 602 Because
it is Based on his Personal Knowledge.
A witness may not testify to a matter unless evidence is introduced
sufficilent to support a finding that the witness has personal
knowledge of the matter. Evidence to prove personal knowledge
may, but need not, consist of the testimony of the witness.

I.R.E. 602 (emphasis added).
Lowe's testimony clearly establishes his personal knowledge related to Syringa
Networks, LLC's ("Syringa") role in preparing the lEN Alliance Proposal. Specifically, the
Affidavit of Greg Lowe filed on February 23,2010 ("First Lowe Affidavit"), provides Mr.
Lowe's educational and professional background, states he is the chief executive officer of
Syringa and, as set forth below, explains the circumstances by which Syringa teamed with ENA
oint response to the lEN RFP.
to prepare a jjoint
7.
I was one of the people responsible for reviewing and
organizing the Syringa response to the Idaho Education Network
Request f()f
f(x Proposals 02160 (the "lEN RFP"), which was issued
in December, 2008.
8.
I concluded, based on my review of the lEN RFP, that the
Idaho Education Network presented an ideal opportunity for
Syringa to, in conjunction with an appropriate E-Rate educational
services provider, provide high speed connectivity to Idaho
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO STRIKE TESTIMONY FROM THE
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF GREG LOWE DATED MAY 11,2010
I I, 20 I0 - 2
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schools, libraries and institutions. I felt that Syringa was especially
well qualified to provide this backbone because I believed
Syringa's fiber network provided the most cost effective
broadband service available in significant parts of the state.

***
15.
ENA and Syringa jointly submitted a response to the lEN
RFP on January 12, 2009 (the "lEN Alliance Proposal"). The
relationship between ENA and Syringa was described in the
second paragraph of the cover letter, attached hereto as Exhibit 3,
from David M. Pierce, President and CEO of ENA Services, LLC,
and myself, as CEO of Syringa as follows:
We will refer to our combined team as the lEN
Alliance. The lEN Alliance, founding members,
ENA and Syringa will be the partnership. For the
purpose of executing a contract, ENA will be the
contracting entity for the project with Syringa as a
principal partner and prime supplier. In addition,
both Syringa and ENA have engaged the following
strategic and core partners based on the
infrastructure as well as the skills and expertise they
can provide to contribute to the success of lEN.
(Strategic Partners, Core Partners and Strategic
suppliers are identified.)
First Lowe Affidavit, ~~ 7, 8 and 15.
The State Defendants now seek to strike paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Second Lowe
Affidavit on the basis that those paragraphs lack foundation. These paragraphs, as set forth
below, are supported by paragraphs 1 through 15 in the First Lowe Affidavit and are duplicative
of paragraphs 7, 8 and 15 in the First Lowe Affidavit.
3.
I was one of the people responsible for reviewing and
organizing the Syringa response to the Idaho Education Network
Reque:st for Proposals 02160 (the "lEN RFP"), which was issued
in December, 2008.
4.
Syringa and Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA")
teamed for the purpose of preparing a response to the lEN RFP and
jointly submitted their proposal as the lEN Alliance (the "lEN
Alliance Proposal").
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO STRIKE TESTIMONY FROM THE
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Second Lowe Affidavit,

~~

3, 4.

The record in its totality and paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Second Lowe Affidavit contain
sufficient foundation to establish Lowe's personal knowledge of the circumstances related to the
Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa and their joint preparation and submission of the
lEN Alliance Proposal. Therefore, the Court should deny the State Defendant's Motion to
Strike.

B.

Lowes Testimony Is Admissible Under Idaho Rule of Evidence 402 Because
it is Relevant to Opposing the State Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment.

The State Defendants assert paragraphs 3,4 and 6 of the Second Lowe Affidavit contain
conclusory and irrelt:vant information and contain prejudicial statements contrary to the record.
As explained by the Idaho Rules of Evidence:
"Relevant Evidence" means evidence having any tendency to make
the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the
determination of the action more probable or less probable than it
would be without the evidence.
All relevant evidence is admissible except as otherwise provided
by these rules or by other rules applicable in the courts of this state.
Evidence which is not relevant is not admissible.
I.R.E. 401 and 402.

As set forth above, paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Second Lowe Affidavit provide the
foundation for Lowe"s testimony regarding the Teaming Agreement and the lEN Alliance
Proposal, two of the key documents specifically at issue in the instant Motion for Summary
Judgment. The State Defendants provide no analysis as to why they challenge these obviously
relevant paragraphs as "conclusory and irrelevant."
The State Defendants also seek to strike paragraph 6 of the Second Lowe affidavit,
including the attached table, which states:

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO STRIKE TESTIMONY FROM THE
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Syringa and ENA each brought specific skills and areas of
expertise to the lEN Alliance Proposal. While certain components
of the lEN Alliance Proposal involved contributions from both
partners, the following table sets forth examples of some of the
requirements of the lEN RFP that were met exclusively by either
ENA or Syringa.
Second Lowe Affidavit,

~~

3, 4.

This testimony demonstrates what ENA and Syringa each contributed to the lEN Alliance
Proposal and is directly relevant to oppose the State Defendants' assertion that Syringa was
merely a hypothetical subcontractor to ENA. See Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment, p. 18. Without Syringa's contribution, there would be no lEN Alliance
Proposal or contract award to ENA.
In addition, Lowe's testimony is not contrary to the record. As recognized by the Court
in its Memorandum Decision and Order denying Qwest Communications Company, LLC's
Motion to Dismiss:
Syringa and ENAjointly responded to the lEN RFP. A copy of the
joint proposal (RFP Proposal) is attached as Exhibit B to the
Verifi:ed Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. ENA referred to
their joint effort as the "lEN Alliance." The RFP Proposal is
printed on stationary that identifies both Syringa and ENA in the
letterhead. In the proposal, ENA is identified as the contracting
entity .... Syringa is identified as the "principal partner and prime
supplier." In the RFP proposal Syringa would have responsibility
for telecommunication services and equipment; ENA would have
responsibility for management of the education network. The
signature page for the bid proposal was signed by ENA.
Memorandum Decision
Decisiion and Order dated May 4,2010, p. 3.
While the State Defendants may disagree with veracity of Lowe's testimony, that does
not support a motion to strike on a motion for summary judgment where all facts asserted by the
non-moving party are accepted as true. See Foster v. Traut, 145 Idaho 24, 175 P.3d 186 (2007)
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.
("The Court must look at the affidavit and determine whether it alleges facts, which if taken as
true, would render testimony admissible.") (emphasis added).
The testimony provided by Greg Lowe contains factual statements that, if taken as true,
provide relevant information responsive to the State Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment.

Therefor'~,
TherefOfi~,

the Court should deny the State Defendant's Motion to Strike.

III.

CONCLUSION

Syringa respt~ctfully requests that the Court deny the State Defendants' Motion to Strike
because the Second Affidavit of Greg Lowe properly sets forth admissible evidence.
"")S-r

DATED thi&:~_day
thi&:~_day of May 2010.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

~i(.~
~i(.~

By:
AMBERN. DINA
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
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Administration; J
ofAdministration;
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau
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U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
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U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
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MOFFA
TT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
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lOth
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10
Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company
B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
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COME NOW Defendants Idaho Department of Administration, J. Michael "Mike"
Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau (hereinafter the "State Defendants"), by and through their
undersigned counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and respectfully submit
the following Reply Memorandum in Support of the Motion to Strike Testimony from the
Second Affidavit of Greg Lowe dated May 11,2010.

I.
ARGUMENT
A.

The Lowe l'estimony
~I['estimony Objected To By The State Defendants Is Inadmissible Under
I.R.C.P. 56(e).

Affidavits supporting or opposing a summary judgment motion must be made on
personal knowledgc;:, must set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and must

show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated. I.R.C.P.56(e);
see Posey v. Ford Alotor Credit Co., 141 Idaho 477, 483,111 P.3d 162,168 (2005); State v.
P .2d 977, 981 (1995); see also Sprinkler Irrig.
Shama Res. Ltd. Ptnrsp., 127 Idaho 267, 271, 899 P.2d

Co., Inc. v. John Deere Ins. Co., Inc., 139 Idaho 691, 696-97, 85 P.3d 667, 672-73 (2004); and
see Oates v. Nissan Motor Corp. in U.S.A., 126 Idaho 162, 166,879 P.2d 1095, 1099 (1994).
Plaintiff opposes the State Defendants' Motion to Strike paragraphs 3, 4, and 6 from the

second Affidavit of Greg Lowe based upon the conclusory statement that, "Lowe's testimony
clearly establishes his personal knowledge related to Syringa Networks, LLC's ("Syringa") role
in preparing the lEN Alliance proposal." See Opp. Memo at 2. The statements that the affidavit

is based on Mr. Lowe's personal knowledge, that he organized the Syringa response to
lEN RFP 02160 (second Aff.,

~

3) and that Syringa and ENA "jointly submitted their proposal"

(second Aff., ~ 4) are wholly conclusory in the absence of any foundation showing actual
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personal knowledge of the facts to which the affidavit attests, e.g., when, where, persons present,
and how the lEN RFP 02160 was reviewed; when, where, persons present, and how specific
language or sections of the "Syringa response" was prepared by Mr. Lowe; and facts
demonstrating who, what, where, when, and how Syringa and ENA "teamed for the purpose of
preparing a response to lEN RFP" and that there was a "joint submission of their proposal as the
lEN Alliance."
Lowe does not claim to have been a witness to any underlying factual events supporting
his statements nor does he aver that he was a party to any conversation or correspondence with a
representative of ENA supporting his conclusory statements. Moreover, the Proposal submitted
by ENA
EN A as the bidder in response to lEN RFP 02160 is the best evidence of its content, including
the signature page, and directly refutes the conclusory statements in Lowe's affidavit. Therefore,
the identified testimony is inadmissible for lack of evidence of personal knowledge.
Plaintiff argues that paragraphs 3, 4 and 6 of the second Affidavit should not be stricken
because on February 23,2010 Mr. Lowe made the same or similar statements in his first
affidavit. See Opp. Memo at 2-3. However, paragraphs 7,8 and 15 from the Lowe affidavit
dated February 23, 2010, are also inadmissible under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e)
because the testimony lacks foundation, is conclusory, is based on hearsay (Exhibit 3), and is not
knowledge.! Thus, the conclusory statements from Mr. Lowe's first
supported by personal knowledge.1

Plaintiffs memorandum in opposition to the State Defendants' motion for summary
judgment did not make any reference to Lowe's affidavit dated February 23,2010.
Nevertheless, because it has now been referenced by Plaintiff in its Opposition to the motion
to strike the Second Affidavit of Greg Lowe, the State Defendants are concurrently filing a
Motion to Strike inadmissible testimony from the first Affidavit of Greg Lowe dated
February 23,2010.
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE TESTIMONY
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affidavit do not aid Plaintiff in correcting the deficiency with the inadmissible testimony of his
second affidavit. Accordingly, the Court should grant the State Defendants' Motion to Strike.
B.

Paragraph 6 Of The Second Lowe Affidavit Is Inadmissible Under I.R.E. 56(e).
Paragraph 6 of Lowe's second affidavit makes irrelevant and conclusory statements that

Syringa and ENA each brought specific skills and areas of expertise to the lEN Alliance
proposal. These statements are irrelevant to the issues before the Court on the State Defendants'
Motion for Summary Judgment whether Syringa is in privity of contract with the Department of
Administration and has standing to assert its claims against the State Defendants, and whether
Syringa's claims bl;!fore
bl~fore this Court are ripe given that it failed to exhaust administrative remedies
under the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act. Furthermore, the characterization of the
"lEN Alliance proposal" is misleading, prejudicial and contrary to the undisputed evidence in the
record that only ENA submitted the written Proposal in response to lEN RFP 02160 and Syringa
was not a party who signed that proposal nor was it a responsive bidder. See State Defendants'
Reply in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, Statement of Material Facts which Remain
Undisputed.
Additionally, the summary chart shown as a part of paragraph 6, with footnote references
to sections from lEN RFP 02160, is conc1usory in the absence of any foundation showing actual
knowledgc~ of the facts to which the affidavit attests, is misleading given that the
personal knowledgl;!

referenced sections from the RFP 02160 do not specifically support the generalized
representation that Syringa was solely responsible for meeting the lEN RFP requirements
identified in the affidavit. Mr. Lowe does not provide the Court with the necessary foundational
facts for the admissibility of the chart.
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Plaintiff als.o contends that somehow the record has been established as to findings of fact
or conclusions of law by reason of the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order denying
Qwest's Motion to Dismiss dated May 4,2010. The State Defendants read the Court's Order as
merely reciting the allegations in the Complaint and construing those allegations as true for the
moment pursuant to the standard imposed by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). Plainly,
there has been no adjudication establishing any facts in this case. Plaintiff s reliance upon the
Court's Order dated May 4, 2010, is misplaced.
II.

CONCLUSION
Plaintiff attl~mpts
attl~mpts to oppose the State Defendants' Motion to Strike with nothing more
than conclusory legal argument and references to inadmissible prior affidavit testimony. The
second affidavit of Greg Lowe does not comply with the admissibility requirements of Idaho
56(e).
e). Thus, the State Defendants' Motion to Strike should be granted.
Rule of Civil Procedure 56(
th
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 24
24th
day of May, 2010.

HAWLEY
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

Byj~;.<s~
By)~f~~·
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No.1 6
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisM day of May, 2010, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
STRIKE TESTIMONY FROM THE SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF GREG LOWE DATED MAY
11, 2010 by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

__
_
_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
----x::- E-mail
~ Telecopy 208-388-1300

---x::-
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B. Lawrence Theis
Johnston
Meredith 10hnston
J. Perfrement
Steven 1.
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

__
_
_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__
_
_ Overnight Mail
~ E-mail
-&
~ Telecopy 303-866-0200

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W Idaho, Ste 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__
_
_ Overnight Mail
~ E-mail
-XL Telecopy 208-395-8585

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Stret:t, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
~E-mail
E-mail
~ Telecopy 615-252-6335
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Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
~ Telecopy 208-385-5384
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David R. Lombardi., ISH .#1.965
#77.08
Amher N. Dina,. ISB #7708
GIVENS PURSLEY LI.P
601 W. Bnnnock
p,O, Box 2720
P.O.
Bois.e, Idahn 83701

[;~ l'"\~:~!

LE

Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile:
(208)J8H·1300
Facsiml
Ie: (208)
38H·1300
~7!igl2; .. 1
~7li!l12;

COlJRT nil'
IN THE IHSTRICT COURT
OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF

TH~: STATE
TH~:

OF

Il)AHO~ IN
Il)AHO~

SYRINGA NETwoRKS,
NETWORKS, LLC, allideho
\.~ompally.
limited liability \'~ompallY,

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CascNo.
Case No. CV OC 0923757

VJl;.
vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATiON; J.MICHAEL
'"MIKE" GWARTNEY,
GWA.RTNEY, ill
il.l his pCl1mllal and
'·MIKE'·
.oflidalcapacity
offidalcapacity as Director tmd Chief
lnfhrmalinn
the Idaho
oftlle
Infhrmallnn Qfficer of
DepW'tment of Administration; JA(::K G.

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
SHOR'J"~N T.IME AND MOTION TO
SHOR'J"~N
STRIKE TESTIMONY FROM TUR
UATF~D
AFFl'l)AVIT OF GR.:G l.OWY!; UATF~D
t~EBRlJARY23, 201.0
t~EBRlJARY23,

·'GRE.G'· ZICKAU,
ZICKA U, in his personal and
·'GREG'·

ofticial capacity as ·Chief
Chief Teclm610gy
Tec]m61ogy
Officcl'and AdmillhHrator of the Otlk,e of

the ero;
no: EDUCATION' NETWORKS Of
AMERICA. Inc.~ It Delawarecorpora:tio.n;
DelaWarecorpora:tio.n;
AMERICA,
Q\VEST
QV-lEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, Ltc,
u Ddawat<:
Ddawat(! limited
LtC, U
C()l'npany;
liability co,mpany;
Dcfel1d~nts

..................

.

_---~------------~-.-------

SH()RT~N TIME AND MOnON TO STRIKE TESTIMONY
opposrrrON TO MOTION 'TO SH()RT~N
FRO]\.l THEAFFlOAVITOF OREG LOWE DATl::'D
FROJ\.l
DATl'.!.D FEBRUARY 23, 2()lO. 1
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On May 18, 20 I O~ Defendal1ts !daho Department· of Adruinistration,
Adr.tlinistration, J. Mic.:hac L;'Mike"

Gwaltney

~md

.lack G.

·~Greg~'
·~Greg~'

Zicktl\:1
Zicktl\:l (collectively the "State Defendants) filedu Motion to

Strike Testimony fNm the St:colld
St:col1d Af11davit of Gl'eg Lo't\ie Daled May .1:1 ~ 2010 ('Second

L~J\vl:

AffidavW'). Plaintiff Syringa Network~, LLC ("Syl'inga")
("SYI'inga") oppc}se.d the, Motiol1
Motioll in part bC.c·E\HSe
bec·E\HSe
the l'cccl'd.
Lo\,v"e Aflldavit) contains s\.lffic·ient
suffic·ient foundation
l'cccl'd in. jt~ totality (including~le
(including~le First Lo\.\'e

t",t(l

establish Lowels pe:tsollalknowledge of the circumstances rdated to the Te,un.il'lS
Te,unit'lS A.TT~ement
A.TTl!ement
between EN A and Syringa and their joint. preparation and sUbmission
submission of the lEN Alliance

PrDposat On MI.lY
MI.1Y

24,201O~
24,201O~

one day before
bearing on
bef'lm;! the scheduJoo hearing

thcSt~te

DefelldlU1t:s'

t\·f
t\,f ()ti()tl
()U()tl I'm' Summary Judgmen.t. the State
StElte Defen.dants
Defendants filed n Motion to Strike Testimony from
the Affidavit of Greg Lowe Dated PebnlaryiJ,
Pebnlary:B, 2010 ("First Low¢ Aftidav±f'). This was a n~w
Motion seeking neW relief

'nH~

State Defendants seck

t()

have both their MOlions heard on

short~nedtimc at the: hcurii1g
shortl:nedtimc
hcu.di1g schequled(ln
scheduled(ln May 25, 2010,

Idaho Rules ·of
of Civil Procedure ("lRCP")ullows
Rule 7(b)(J)of the. Idaho.
("lRep·') .ullows the Court to shorten

time for heaTing a motion

~<tbr
~<for

cause shown.'·
shown,'· The State Defc110ants
caus.e
Defcnoallts have entirely ignored this

Rule by failing toas:sC)rt
to as:sI:rt aDV cause why their Motions should be heardpu
Rulcby
heard. on. shortened tlille.
(lille.

Signifh,:a.ntly.j the First .Lowe Affidavit (dat,cd Febni.a.ry
Signifh.:antly.j
Febru.ary 23) wa.s Wlopposed at the Ap:ril
Ap:rii
oh Phlilltiff's
Plahltiff'B Moti(ln
Moti()n fbI' Ordei'
13, 2010 hearing oll

tl'l
tl')

/:leek to strike 21 of
(if lh~ 36 paragraphs
Defendants now seck

Show Cause. Months latcr, the State
I.nLowet,~
I.nLowet.~

A111davi.t. NQ\.\ihe:t"e
jn their
NQ\.\ihe:re in

[vlotion to Shorten Time: do the St~t~ Uefend:ant$ attempt to explain why they did not file
fUe a

Motion to Strike prk,r lathe: April 13, 2010 Ilearing.
lleadng. 1t WQuId be prejUdicial
prejudicial to Syringa for the
Court to strike allY pottion of the Firsl Lowe Aflidavit, partiC\llatly when the Motion to Strik~

was filed less than 24 hOlirB before the hearing.

OPPOSITION TO MonON TO SHORTEN TIME AND MOTION TO STRIKE TESTIMONY
AFFlDAVJI
J.O ' :2
fROM THE AFFlDA
VJI OF GREO 1.0WE DA1·!::D nl.l~jUJARY2J,
n).I~jUJARY2J, io
to 1.0
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PUr!!U~Ul.t
discretilm in
Pur!!u~m.t to IRCP 7(b}, the:" Court exercises its discretion.

motion based

()Il
()Ii

1\11' heal'ing
hear'ing a
shortening time 1'\,11'

a showing b)' the ti10ving
ttloving party. The Stale Defefidants have Ina-de

showing ill
ill cithc.t' (l,f·theil' Motions. By
B}1 moving the CQin't tQshQrtcn

\-',ii(:hO\.lt
tim~ ",,·}(:ho\.lt

110

such

pwvid.ing a
pmvid.in&

basisabusc.its
basis in. thcrccol~d,
thcrccol~d, tbe State Defelld,\nts ask the Court to. abuse
its discretion,
Syringa respe.;.~tfully requests that the Court deny the State Defendants' Motion lo
to Strike

TestimclI1Y f!'Om th(~ Second Affidavit
St:flt~
A.ffidavit of Greg Ulwe Dated May 11, 201 Q and deny the St:f\t~

Defcndanti;' MoHon

t()

Strike Testimony frQ'm the Affidavit i)f Greg U}we
l..(}we Dat~d 'Febniar}'
Fcbniar}' 23~

2010.

·7{.f1....·

DATED thh~ tlc~.L.day of May 2010.
tLP
oIVENS PtJR8LEY l.LP

OPl)OSITION TO MOTION TO SHORTEN TlMEANf)
TlMEAND MonON TO.S'tRIKE TESTIMONY
HiE AFflOAVIT Ot'·
0"'- o
oRf.·O LOWE DATED FEllRlJARY 23, 2(HO
fROM UIE
2(nO • )
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1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

4

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

5

Plaintiff,

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

CV-OC-09-237S7
Case No. CY-OC-09-23757
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Infonnation
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

16

Defendants.
17

This matter is before the Court for determination
detennination of a motion for summary judgment filed
18
19

by Defendants Idaho Department of Administration (DOA), J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney

20

(Gwartney) and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau (Zickau) (collectively, the State Defendants). For the

21

reasons set forth below, the Court will grant the motion.

22
23

Background and Proceedings
In 2008, the Idaho State Legislature authorized the creation of a "statewide coordinated and

24

funded high-bandwidth education network" called the Idaho Education Network (lEN). 2008 Idaho
25
26
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2601 § 3. (codified at Idaho Code § 67-57450.) The lEN was meant to be "the
Sess. Laws, ch. 260
1

2

coordinated, statewide telecommunications distribution system for distance learning for each public

3

.... " Idaho Code § 67-5745D(2). The legislation assigned DOA with oversight responsibility
school ...."

4

for development and implementation of the lEN. 2008 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 260 § 3. Among its

5

"[p]rocure telecommunications services and equipment for the lEN through an
duties, DOA was to "[p]rocure

6

open and competitive bidding process." Id.

7

In December of 2008, DOA issued the lEN Request for Proposals 02160 (lEN RFP),
8

seeking bids for the initial phase of the lEN project. A copy of the lEN RFP is attached as
9
10

Exhibit A to the Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. The lEN RFP provided that

11

"[s]trong consideration will be given to proposals that incorporate partnerships between multiple

12

providers." lEN RFP at § 3.3(b). The lEN RFP also specified that "[a]ny resulting contract from

13

this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers." Id. at § 5.3. In a later amendment to the

14

lEN RFP, this language was changed to "any resulting contract from this solicitation may be

15

awarded to up to four providers." (emphasis in original) (March 19,2010 Affidavit of Bill

16

Bums at ~ 7 (hereinafter "Bums Affidavit.")) (See March 19,2010 Affidavit of Mark Little at
17

Exhibit E (hereinafter "Little Affidavit.")
18
19

The lEN RFP contained the following limitation: "Bidders must also have a service

20

provider identification number from the Universal Service Administrative Company and be

21

eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount program for telecommunications

22

services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities." lEN RFP at § 3.2. The Telecommunications

23

Act of 1996, Pub.L. No.1 04-104, 110 Stat. 56 (codified and amended in various and scattered

24

sections of title 47, United States Code), requires interstate telecommunications providers to
25
26
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make contributions into the Universal Service Fund. The Universal Service Administrative
1

Company (USAC) collects these contributions and disburses a portion of these funds to support

2

3

telecommunications projects for schools and libraries. The funding for schools and libraries is

4

called "E-Rate" funding. l To receive E-Rate funding through USAC, a service provider must be

5

registered with USAC.

6

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa) is a telecommunications network provider in

7

Idaho. The Court understands that Syringa is not registered with USAC, and therefore, Syringa is
8

not eligible to participate in E-Rate funding. Defendant ENA Services, LLC (ENA) is a
9

telecommunications company that provides managed internet access services to governments,

10
11

schools and libraries. ENA makes contributions to the Universal Service Fund, is registered with

12

USAC, and is eligible to participate in E-Rate funding. ENA is a wholly owned subsidiary of

13

Defendant Education Networks of America, Inc. (Unless the context requires otherwise, both

14

ENA Services, LLC and Education Networks of America, Inc. will be referred to as ENA).

15

Education Networks of America, Inc. is also registered with USAC, and is eligible to participate
I

16

I

in E-Rate funding.

17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

I "One of the goals of the 1996 Telecommunications Act was to encourage universal telecommunications service.
Universal service includes 'advanced telecommunications and information services,' particularly high-speed internet
access, for schools (as well as for libraries and rural health care providers). See 47 U.S.c. § 254(b)(6),
254(b )(6), (h)( I) (2000).
The internet highway for these schools is paved with mandated contributions from the telecommunications
industries; the U[niversal] S[ervice] F[und]'s coffers are filled by interstate telecommunications providers who pay
mandatory charges, which they typically pass on to consumers in their bills. See id. § 254(d); 47 C.F.R. § 54.706
(2002). Federal regulations give U[niversal] S[ervice] A[dministrative] C[ompany] the responsibility to administer
the USF, collect the I;harges, and disburse its funds, all under the direction of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.701, 54.702. The USF monies are not appropriated federal funds;
nonetheless, they exist by reason of a federal mandate. The funds are not distributed by a federal agency but by
USAC, a private nonprofit corporation, subject to regulation. See generally Tex. Office ofPub.
of Pub. Uti!'
Uti/. Counsel v. FCC,
F.3d
183 F
.3d 393, 405-09 (5th Cir.1999) (describing USF provisions of 1996 Telecom Act and subsequent regulations);
J.L. & Tech. 395, 397-422 (2000) (same)." In re LAN Tamers, Inc., 329
R.F. Frieden, Universal Service, 13 Harv. 1.L.
F.3d 204, 206 (1st. Cir. 2003).
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Syringa and ENA entered into a "Teaming Agreement" for the purpose of responding to
1
2

the lEN RFP. A copy of the Teaming Agreement is attached as Exhibit 2 to the February 23,

3

2010 Affidavit of Greg Lowe. Under the Teaming Agreement, ENA sought to become the lEN

4

RFP prime contractor, or the prime contractor for providing services to schools and libraries.

5

(Teaming Agreement at Section 2(a)). ENA would be responsible for "(i) procuring and owning

6

all customer premises equipment, (ii) coordinating field service, (iii) managing the customer

7

relationship, (iv) serving as the fiscal and contracting agent, including responsibility for invoicing
8

and collections, (v) management ofE-Rate funds, and (vi) procuring, managing, and provisioning
9

10

last mile circuits." (Teaming Agreement at Section 3(b).) Syringa would be responsible for "(i)

11

providing the statewide backbone for the services, (ii) providing and operating a network

12

operations center for the backbone, (iii) providing for co-location of core network equipment,

13

(iv) procuring and owning all customer premises equipment not provided by ENA, (v)

14

coordinating field service for non-school or library sites, (vi) managing the customer relationship

15

for non-school or library sites, and (vii) procuring, managing and provisioning last mile circuits

16

for non-school or library sites." (ld. at Section 3(c).)
17

Syringa and ENA jointly responded to the lEN RFP by submitting a proposal printed on
18
19

stationary that displayed logos for both Syringa and ENA at the top of each page. A copy of the

20

proposal (lEN Alliance Proposal) is attached as Exhibit B to the December 15,2009 Verified

21

Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. ENA and Syringa referred to their joint proposal as the

22

"lEN Alliance." The cover letter to the lEN Alliance Proposal states: "The lEN Alliance

23

founding members, ENA and Syringa will lead the partnership. For the purpose of executing a

24

contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the project with Syringa as the principal partner
25

26
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and prime supplier." (RFP Proposal at p. 1.) The lEN Alliance Proposal identified ENA and
1

2

ENA, Inc. as the service providers who were registered with USAC. (ld. at p. 107.)
The lEN RFP required a bidder to submit a signed signature page on a DOA supplied

3
4

fonn. The signature page for the lEN Alliance bid proposal was signed by David M. Pierce,

5

President and CEO of ENA. The signature page identifies the bidder/offeror as "Education

6

Inc'/ENA Services, LLC."
Networks of America, Inc./ENA

7

DOA received three (3) responsive proposals: the lEN Alliance proposal, a proposal from
8

Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC (Qwest), and a proposal from Verizon Business
9

10

Network Services, Inc. Based upon evaluation criteria, the DOA scored the proposals as follows:

11

Criteria

Points

Qwest

ENA

Verizon

Prior Experience

200

110

145

65

Legislative Intent

100

73

83

15

15

Management Capacity

100

56

72

35

16

Financial & Risk

100

29

82

35

Subtotal

500

268

382

150

400

267

400

278

100

100

74

64

1000

635

856

492

I

12
13
14

1

17
I

18

I

(1)
I E-Rate Cost (l)

19
I

20

Non-E-Rate Cost (1)

I

I TOTAL
21
I

22

(January 20, 2009

LI~tter

from DOA to ENA, attached as Exhibit C to Verified Complaint and

23

oflntent expressing its
Demand for Jury Trial.) On January 20,2009, the DOA issued a Letter ofIntent
24
25
26
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intent to make awards of the lEN RFP to ENA and Qwest "for being awarded the most points."
1

2
3

(ld.)

On January 28,2009, DOA issued nearly identical statewide blanket purchase orders to

4

ENA (SBP01309) and Qwest (SBP01308). (March 19,2010 Affidavit of Mark Little at

5

Exhibits I and J.) Each purchase order stated that it: "constitutes the State of Idaho's acceptance

6

.... " (ld.)
of your signed offer ...."

7

On February 26, 2009, DOA issued Amendment 1 to the Qwest and ENA statewide
8

blanket purchase orders. (ld. at Exhibits K and L.) Each amendment stated: "It is the intent of
9

10

the State ofIdaho to amend SBP01308 [SBP01309] to clarify the roles and responsibilities of

11

the parties to the Agreement." (ld.) Each amendment also stated: "The State considers Qwest

12

and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated in the Intent to Award Letter dated

13

January 20,2009 and the subsequent SBP01308 [SBP01309] dated January 28,2009." (ld.)

14

The amendments clarified the scope of work for both ENA and Qwest.

15

Syringa contends, and the contention does not appear to be disputed, that the effect of the

16

amendments was to award to Qwest the entire scope of work assigned to Syringa in the Teaming
17

Agreement and the lEN Alliance Proposal. The effect of the amendments to the purchase orders
18
19

20
21

22

23

was to eliminate Syringa from participation in the lEN RFP project.
Prior to filing this action, Syringa did not seek any form of administrative relief from the
lEN RFP specifications, the awards to ENA and Qwest, or the amendments to the awards.
On December 15,2009, Syringa filed a Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
asserting various causes of action against the State Defendants, Qwest and ENA. Gwartney is

24

Director of DOA.
DOA. Zickau is DOA's Chief Technology Officer. In Count One of the complaint,
25
26
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Syringa alleges that DOA breached a contract by awarding work to Qwest. In Count Two,
1

2

Syringa seeks declaratory judgment that the award of work to Qwest was a violation of Idaho

3

Code § 67-57262 and should be voided. In Count Three, Syringa seeks declaratory judgment that

4

ofldaho Code § 67-5718A
67 -5718A3 and should be voided.
the award of work to Qwest was a violation ofIdaho

5
6

"1) No contract or order or any interest therein shall be transferred by the contractor or vendor to whom such
contract or order is given to any other party, without the approval in writing of the administrator. Transfer of a
contract without approval shall cause the annulment of the contract so transferred, at the option of the state. All
rights of action, however, for any breach of such contract by the contracting parties are reserved to the state. No
member of the legislatme or any officer or employee of any branch of the state government shall directly, himself, or
by any other person in trust for him or for his use or benefit or on his account, undertake, execute, hold or enjoy, in
whole or in part, any contract or agreement made or entered into by or on behalf of the state of Idaho, if made by,
through, or on behalf of the department in which he is an officer or employee; or ifmade by, through or on behalf of
any other department unless the same is made after competitive bids.

2

7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

(2) Except as provided by section 67-5718, Idaho Code, no officer or employee shall influence or attempt to
influence the award of a contract to a particular vendor, or to deprive or attempt to deprive any vendor of an
acquisition contract.
(3) No officer or employee shall conspire with a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an
officer or employee, to influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to deprive a
vendor of an acquisition award.
(4) No officer or employee shall fail to utilize an open contract without justifiable cause for such action. No officer
or employee shall accept property which he knows does not meet specifications or substantially meet the original
performance test results.
(5) Deprivation, influence or attempts thereat shall not include written reports, based upon substantial evidence, sent
to the administrator of the division of purchasing concerning matters relating to the responsibility of vendors.
(6) No vendor or related party, or subsidiary, or affiliate ofa vendor may submit a bid to obtain a contract to provide
property to the state, iif the vendor or related party, or affiliate or subsidiary was paid for services utilized in
preparing the bid specifications or if the services influenced the procurement process."

20

Idaho Code § 67-5726.

21
22

3 "1) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, the administrator of the division of purchasing
may make an award of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or similar property where more than
one (1) contractor is necessary:

23

(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required by state agencies;

24

(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of property for state agencies; or

25

(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is compatible with property previously acquired.

26
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In Count Four, Syringa alleges that the conduct of the State Defendants constitutes tortious
1

2
3
4

5
6

interference with the Teaming Agreement. The remaining counts of the complaint allege claims
against Qwest and EN A.
On March 19,2010, the State Defendants filed this Motion for Summary Judgment on all
claims asserted against them by Syringa. Syringa opposes the motion. The Court heard
argument on May 25,2010. Merlyn W. Clark, Hawley, Troxell, Ennis & Hawley, LLP, appeared

7

and argued for the State Defendants. David R. Lombardi, Givens Pursley LLP, appeared and
8

argued for Syringa.
9

Standard of Review

10
11

"Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery documents

12

on file with the court ... demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is

13

entitled to ajudgme:nt as a matter of law." Brewer v. Washington RSA No.8 Ltd. Partnership,

14

145 Idaho 735, 738.,184 P.3d 860,863 (2008)(quoting Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765

15

P.2d 126,127 (1988) (citing I.R.C.P. 56(c)). The burden of proof is on the moving party to

16

demonstrate the absence ofa genuine issue of material fact. Rouse v. Household Finance Corp.,
17

18
19

20
21
22

(2) No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this section unless the administrator of the
division of purchasing makes a written determination showing that multiple awards satisfY one (1) or more of the
criteria set forth in this section.
(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more bidders in accordance with this section, a
state agency shall make purchases from the contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability,
support services and delivery are most advantageous to the agency.

24

multiple award of a contract for property under this section shall not be made when a single bidder can
(4) A mUltiple
reasonably serve the acquisition needs of state agencies. A multiple award of a contract shall only be made to the
neces.sary to serve the acquisition needs of state agencies."
number of bidders necessary

25

Idaho Code § 67-5718A

23

26
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144 Idaho 68,70, 156 P.3d 569,571 (2007) (citing Evans v. Griswold, 129 Idaho 902, 905, 935
1

2

P.2d 165, 168 (1997)); Baxter, 135 Idaho at 170,16 P.3d at 267. The court must liberally

3

construe disputed facts in favor of the non-moving party and draw all reasonable factual

4

inferences in favor of the non-moving party. Kiebert v. Goss., 144 Idaho 225, 227, 159 P.3d 862,

5

864 (2007).

6

Where the party moving for summary judgment will not carry the burden of production or

7

proof at trial, the "genuine issue of material fact" burden may be met by establishing the absence
8

of evidence on an element that the nonmoving party will be required to prove at trial. Heath v.
9

10

Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711,712,8 P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct. App. 2000). Such an

11

absence of evidence may be established either by an affirmative showing with the moving party's

12

own evidence or by a review of all the nonmoving party's evidence and the contention that such

13

proof of an element is lacking. Id. (citing Dunnick v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311, 882 P.2d 475,

14

478 (Ct.App.1994); Withers v. Bogus Basin Recreational Ass'n, Inc., 144 Idaho 78,80,156 P.3d

15

579,581 (2007)(quoting Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 170, 16 P.3d 263,267 (2000)). Once

16

l:vidence has been established, the burden then shifts to the party opposing the
such an absence of (:vidence
17

motion to establish, via further depositions, discovery responses or affidavits, that there is indeed
18
19
20
21
22
23

a genuine issue for trial, or to offer a valid justification for the failure to do so under I.R.C.P.

56(f).
Analysis and Discussion
Syringa contends that by making an award to ENA, DOA accepted all parts of the TEN
Alliance proposal and the award to ENA created a binding obligation to utilize Syringa as

24

specified in the TEN Alliance proposal. Syringa contends that DOA breached the contract by
25
26
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making an award to Qwest. DOA argues that it reserved the right to make multiple awards, and
1

2

made two (2) awards for the work. DOA argues that there are no genuine issues of material fact

3

here. DOA reserved the right not to accept all parts of the lEN Alliance Proposal. DOA did not

4

IEN Alliance Proposal. Syringa did not submit a bid and was not a
accept all parts of the lEN

5

qualified bidder. DOA did not enter into any contract with Syringa and there is no contract with

6

Syringa. DOA argues it is entitled to summary judgment on the breach of contract cause of

7

action.
8

The basic elements of a contract are subject matter, consideration, mutual assent to all
9

10

material terms and an agreement that sets forth what the parties have agreed. State v. Korn, 148

11

_ , 224 P.3d 480,482 (2009) (citing 17A Am. Jur. 2d Contracts § 19 (2d ed.
Idaho 413, _ _,

12

2009)). DOA has made a sufficient showing that it did not accept all of the lEN Alliance

l3
13

proposal terms, and that DOA did not accept the IEN
lEN Alliance proposal that Syringa be awarded

14

any part of the work. Therefore, the burden shifts to Syringa to show that there is a genuine issue

15

of fact on this issue. Syringa has failed to present sufficient evidence to demonstrate that there is

16

IEN Alliance proposal, or that
a genuine issue of fact as to whether DOA accepted all of the lEN
l7
17

DOA was obligated to permit Syringa to perform the work specified in the Teaming Agreement
18
19
20
21
22

23

or the lEN Alliance proposal. The Court will grant summary judgment against Syringa on the
cllaim as alleged in Count One of the complaint.
breach of contract cJlaim
In Counts Two and Three of the complaint, Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment that the
award of the work to both ENA and Qwest was improper. The State Defendants assert that they
are entitled to summary judgment on these claims because Syringa does not have a sufficient

24

stake in the bidding process to create an actual or justiciable controversy. The State Defendants
25
26
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also assert, in the alternative, that these claims are precluded because Syringa failed to exhaust its
1

2

administrative remedies. Syringa argues that there is a justiciable controversy because Syringa

3

has sustained a distinct injury because Syringa cannot work on the project. Syringa argues that

4

the doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies does not apply here because no

5

administrative remedies were available.

6

The Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code Title 10, chapter 12, provides authority to

7

declare rights, status, or other legal relations. However, that authority is limited by the rule that a
8

court can grant declaratory relief only in cases that present an actual or justiciable controversy.
9

10

Davidson v. Wright, 143 Idaho 616, 620,151 P.3d 812, 816 (2006) (citing Weldon v. Bonner

11

County Tax Coalition, 124 Idaho 31, 36,855 P.2d 868,873 (1993)). A justiciable controversy is

12

one which is:

16

distinguished from a difference or dispute of a hypothetical or abstract character;
from one that is academic or moot.... The controversy must be definite and
interests ....
concrete, touching the legal relations of the parties having adverse legal interests....
It must be a real and substantial controversy admitting of specific relief through a
decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished from an opinion advising what
the law would be upon a hypothetical state of facts.

17

Weldon, 124 Idaho at 36, 855 P.2d at 873 (quoting Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho

18

513,516,681 P.2d 988, 991 (1984)(overruled by other grounds by City of Boise City v.

13

14

15

19

Keep the Commandments Coalition, 143 Idaho 254, 141 P.3d 1123 (2006)).

20

Justiciability questions have been divided into a number of categories including: advisory
21

opinions, feigned and collusive cases, standing, ripeness, mootness, political questions and
22
23
24

administrative questions. Schneider v. Howe, 142 Idaho 767, 772, 133 P.3d 1232, 1237 (2006)
(citing Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 639, 778 P.2d 757, 761 (1989)). Specifically,

25

26
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the State Defendants allege that Syringa has no standing to obtain the declaratory relief it seeks in
1

2
3

Counts Two and Three of the complaint.
"Standing is the requirement that each party to the suit has such a personal stake in the

4

outcome as to assure the court that a justiciable controversy exists." Van Valkenburgh v. Citizens

5

for Term Limits, 135 Idaho 121, 131, 15 P.3d 1129,1139 (2000) (citing Bowles v. Pro Indiviso,

6

Inc., 132 Idaho 371, 375, 973 P.2d 142, 146 (1999)). The question is whether Syringa has a

7

"tangible and legally protectable interest" in the requests for declaratory relief. Id. In resolving
8

this question, the court must focus on the party seeking relief and not the issue the party wants
9

10

the court to decide. Id. In addition, Syringa must allege an injury. Id. (citing Selkirk-Priest

11

Basin Ass'n, Inc. v. State, 127 Idaho 239, 242,899 P.2d 949,952 (1995)). The injury must be

12

more than an injury that would be sustained by all citizens and taxpayers. Id.

13

14

15

The State Defendants argue that Syringa has no standing to challenge the awards because:
1) Syringa was not qualified to be a bidder because Syringa does not participate in E-Rate
funding; 2) Syringa did not submit a bid; and 3) Syringa did not receive any award. Syringa

16

argues that it has standing because Syringa suffered a distinct injury when the State awarded part
17

of the work to Qwest.
18
19

There is little specific guidance on this issue in the reported appellate decisions in Idaho.

20

Because Syringa could not be a bidder, and did not submit the bid, Syringa was a subcontractor

21

to ENA. Courts in other jurisdictions have considered whether a subcontractor has standing to

22

challenge a bid award. For instance, in Connecticut Associated Builders and Contractors v. City

23

of Hartford, No. CV 9805840375, 1998 WL 918609 (Conn. Super. Dec. 17, 1998) (unpublished
ofHartford,

24

opinion), the court found that a subcontractor who did not submit a bid as a general contractor
25
26
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.........

and who did not intend to bid as a general contractor had no standing to challenge a bid
1

2

of Illinois, Inc., No. 1-08-1116,2010
specification. In IC.S. Illinois, Inc. v. Waste Management ofIllinois,

3

WL 2486763 (Ill. App. Ct. 1 Dist. June 18,2010) (not yet released), the court reviewed a number

4

of decisions involving whether a subcontractor had standing to challenge an award of a public

5

contract to a competing bidder. The court found that a subcontractor would not have standing

6

unless it could show that its prime contractor would have won the contract but for the improper

7

award. In Treadon

v.

City of
Oxford, 149 Ohio App. 3d 713, 778 N.E.2d 670, (Ct. App. 2002),
ofOxford,

8

the court found that an architect who did not submit a joint bid for the project did not have
9
10

standing to challenge the award of a public contract. In Associated Subcontractors of

11

Massachusetts, Inc. v. University of
Massachusetts Bldg Authority, 442 Mass. 159, 810 N.E. 2d
ofMassachusetts

12

1214 (2004), the court recognized a long standing rule that a "subcontractor who has the right to

13

subbidder
be considered a sub
bidder on such a project has standing to challenge the award of a contract

14

alleged to violate the statutory competitive bidding requirements." Id. at 163, 810 N.E. 2d at

15

1218. Each of these decisions involves statutes and bidding schemes that are distinct from those

16

in Idaho.
17

The Court has considered that there are two unusual circumstances here. First, after
18
19

limiting bids to providers who could participate in E-Rate Funding, DOA encouraged

20

partnerships of providers to provide a single bid. Second, by making awards to both ENA and

21

Qwest, DOA made it very unlikely that ENA would file any challenge. Had this been a single

22

award to ENA, Syringa would have participated in the work. It does appear that Syringa was cut

23

off from participating in the work. The Court concludes that Syringa does have standing to

24

challenge the awards. While Syringa was not a bidder, and was not qualified to be a bidder,
25

26
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Syringa nonetheless has an interest in these awards that is quite distinct and the impact of the
1

2

awards is certainly different than any injury that would be sustained by all taxpayers and citizens.

3

Accordingly, the Court will deny the State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment based

4

upon the argument that Syringa lacks standing to pursue these claims for declaratory relief.

5
6

Having concluded that Syringa has standing, the Court will address next whether
Syringa's claims for declaratory relief must be dismissed for failure to exhaust administrative

7

remedies. ""...
... [T]he doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies generally requires that a
8

case run the full gamut of administrative proceedings before an application for judicial review
9

10

.... " Westway Constr. Inc. v. Idaho Transportation Department, 139 Idaho
may be considered ...."

11

107, 111,
P .3d 721, 725 (2003)(citing
(2003)( citing Mc Vicker v. City ofLewiston,
of Lewiston, 134 Idaho 34, 37, 995
Ill, 73 P.3d

12

(20013)). "'[I]mportant policy considerations underlie the requirement for
P.2d 804,807 (2000)).

13

exhausting administrative remedies, such as providing the opportunity for mitigating or curing

14

errors without judicial intervention, deferring to the administrative processes established by the

15

Legislature and the administrative body, and the sense of comity for the quasi-judicial functions

16

of the administrative body.'" Blanton v. Canyon County, 144 Idaho 718,721,170 P.3d 383,386
17
l7

(2007) (quoting White v. Bannock County Commissioners, 139 Idaho 396, 401-02, 80 P.3d 332,
18
19

337-38 (2003)). However, the doctrine of exhaustion does not apply if there are no

20

administrative remedies to exhaust. Lochsa Falls, L.L.C v. State, 147 Idaho 232, 240, 207 P.3d

21

963,971 (2009).

22

23

Syringa contends that there are no administrative remedies for it to exhaust. The Court
comes to a different conclusion. Title 67, Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code contains provisions

24
25

26
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applicable to DOA and its Division of Purchasing. Idaho Code § 67-5715 contains a statement
1
2

of purpose that provides as follows:
The Idaho legislature, recognizing that an offered low price is not always
indicative of the greatest value, declares it to be the policy of the state to expect
open competitive bids in acquisitions of property, and to maximize competition,
and maximize the value received by the government of the state with attendant
benefits to the citizens.

3
4

5
6

Idaho Code § 67-5715. Administrative appeals from actions of the Division of Purchasing are

7

provided for in Idaho Code § 67-5733. This section provides for challenges to bid
8

specifications,4 and awards. 5 Syringa did not pursue any challenge to either the specifications,
9

10

awards or amendments.

11
12
13
14

II)(a)
)(a) There shall be, beginning with the day of receipt of notice, a period of not more than ten (10) working days
in which any vendor, qualified and able to sell or supply the items to be acquired, may notifY in writing the
administrator of the division of purchasing of his intention to challenge the specifications and shall specifically state
the exact nature of his challenge. The specific challenge shall describe the location of the challenged portion or
clause in the specification document, unless the challenge concerns an omission, explain why any provision should
be struck, added or altered, and contain suggested corrections.
4 "(

15
16
17

18
19
20

Upon receipt of the challenge, the administrator of the division of purchasing shall either deny the challenge, and
such denial shall be considered the final agency decision, or he shall present the matter to the director of the
department of administration for appointment of a determinations officer. If the director of the department of
administration appoints a determinations officer, then all vendors, who are invited to bid on the property sought to be
acquired, shall be notifiied of the appeal and the appointment of determinations officer and may indicate in writing
their agreement or disagreement with the challenge within five (5) days. The notice to the vendors may be electronic.
Any vendor may note his agreement or disagreement with the challenge. The determinations officer may, 011 his own
motion, refer the challenge portion and any related portions of the challenge to the author of the specification to be
rewritten with the advice and comments of the vendors capable of supplying the property; rewrite the specification
himself and/or reject all or any part of any challenge. If specifications are to be rewritten, the matter shall be
continued until the dt:terminations officer makes a final determination of the acceptability of the revised
specifications.

21
22

The administrator shall reset the bid opening no later than fifteen (15) days after final determination of challenges or
the amendment of the specifications. If the administrator denies the challenge, then the bid opening date shall not be
reset.

23
24

25
26

The final decision of the determinations officer or administrator on the challenge to specifications shall not be
considered a contested case within the meaning of the administrative procedure act; provided that a vendor
disagreeing with specifications may include such disagreement as a reason for asking for appointment of a
determinations officer pursuant to section 67-5733(1)(c), Idaho Code."
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Syringa asserts that these provisions do not apply here because this is a multiple contract
1

2

award. Syringa argues that Idaho Code § 67-5733 only applies to single contract awards. The Court

3

does not read this section so narrowly, and there is no sound reason to do so. This section gives any

4

vendor the right to challenge the specification from any bid solicitation and from any determination

5

that the vendor was not the lowest responsive bidder. DOA announced its intention to make a

6

multiple award. DOA did make multiple awards of this contract. Syringa argues that it did not have

7

to challenge the award to ENA under Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) because it was in priority with the
8

lowest responsible bidder and because it did not receive notification that it was not the lowest
9

10

11

Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(a).

13

"(c) A vendor whose bid is considered may, within five (5) working days following receipt of notice that he is not
the lowest responsible bidder, apply to the director of the department of administration for appointment of a
determinations officer. The application shall set forth in specific terms the reasons why the administrator's decision is
thought to be erroneous. Upon receipt of the application, the director shall within three (3) working days:

14

(i) Deny the application, and such denial shall be considered the final agency decision; or

15

(ii) Appoint a determinations officer to review the record to determine whether the administrator's selection of the
lowest responsible bidder is correct; or

5

12

16
17

18
19
20
21
22

(iii) Appoint a determinations officer with authority to conduct a contested case hearing in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code.
A determinations officer appointed pursuant to section 67-5733(1)(c)(ii),
67-5733(1)( c )(ii), Idaho Code, shall inform the director by
written recommendation whether, in his opinion, the administrator's selection of the lowest responsible bidder is
correct. The determinatiions officer in making this recommendation may rely on the documents of record, statements
of employees of the state of Idaho participating in any phase of the selection process, and statements of any vendor
submitting a bid. A contested case hearing shall not be allowed and the determinations officer shall not be required
to solicit statements from any person. Upon receipt of the recommendation from the determinations officer, the
director shall sustain, modify or reverse the decision of the administrator on the selection of the lowest responsible
bidder or the director may appoint a determinations officer pursuant to section 67-5733(I)(c)(iii), Idaho Code.

24

67-5733(l)(c)(iii), Idaho Code, shall conduct a contested case
A determinations officer appointed pursuant to section 67-5733(1)(c)(iii),
hearing and upon conclusion of the hearing shall prepare findings of fact, conclusions of law and a recommended
order for the director of the department of administration. Upon receipt of the findings of fact, conclusions of law
and recommended order, the director shall enter a final order sustaining, modifying or reversing the decision of the
administrator on the selection of the lowest responsible bidder."

25

67-5733(l)(c).
Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c).

23

26
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I
responsible bidder. The Court disagrees. Syringa did discover that the award was made to ENA
1
2
3

4

5
6

and Qwest. At that time, Syringa had sufficient notification that Syringa was not the lowest
responsible bidder and should have challenged that decision under Idaho Code § 67-5733(c).
In this action, Syringa contends that the multiple award was improper and asserts that DOA
should have found that the lEN Alliance proposal was the lowest responsible bidder. These
challenges could have been raised under Idaho Code § 67-5733. DOA should have had the

7

opportunity to evaluate these challenges as part of the bid process. DOA should have had the
8

opportunity to correct or mitigate the effects of any mistakes. Because Syringa did not seek any
9
10

administrative relief, the Court will find that Syringa failed to exhaust its administrative remedies.

0/Admin., Div. o/Public Works,

11

See Fieldturi Inc. v. State Dept.

12

(2004). Accordingly, the Court will grant summary judgment to the State Defendants on the

13

requests for declaratory relief as alleged in Counts Two and Three of the complaint.

14

15

140 Idaho 385, 94 P.3d 690

In Count Four of the complaint, Syringa alleges that the State Defendants tortiously
interfered with the Teaming Agreement. In the Motion for Summary Judgment, the State

16

Defendants assert that these claims are barred pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-904 which provides as
17

follows:
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course and scope
of their employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for
any claim which:
1. Arises out of any act or omission of an employee of the governmental entity
exercising ordinary care, in reliance upon or the execution or performance of a
statutory or regulatory function, whether or not the statute or regulation be valid,
or based upon the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform a
discretionary function or duty on the part of a governmental entity or employee
thereof, whether or not the discretion be abused.

25
26
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1

2

CON.tract rights.
3. Arises out of ... interference with cONtract

3

Idaho Code § 6-904. The State Defendants assert that there is no evidence that any State

4

Defendant acted in any manner that would make them liable. In his affidavit, Gwartney denies

5

that any person within DOA was directed to use any particular provider, or to not use Syringa for

6

the IEN project. By showing an absence of such evidence, the burden shifted to Syringa to come

7

forward with evidence showing a fact issue. Syringa has not responded to this argument and has
8

produced no admissible evidence that any of the State Defendants acted outside of
ofthe
the course and
9

scope of their employment or acted with malice or criminal intent. The Court will find that the
10
11

12

State Defendants are entitled to summary judgment on the claim oftortious interference with
contract as alleged in Count Four of the complaint.

Conclusion

13
14

15

For the foregoing reasons, the Court will grant the State Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment.

16

IT IS SO ORDERED.
17

Dated this _
18
19
20

I~ day of July 2010.

bw~~·~
District Judge

21
22

23
24

25
26
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.

d7..
d7.. _
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IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER

"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and

official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.
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::::

STATE OF IDAHO, )
) ss.
County of Ada.
)
DAVID R. LOMBARDI, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") has noticed the

deposition of a representative of Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") on August 5-6,
2010.
2.

I am an attorney licensed to practice in the State of Idaho and am one of the

counsel of record for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"). I am primarily responsible
for managing and conducting the above-captioned litigation.
Public Records Request

3.

Pursuant to a public records request, Syringa received approximately three

thousand documents from the Idaho Department of Administration ("the DOA"), which Syringa
and its counsel reviewed prior to drafting the Complaint. Those documents attached hereto in
Exhibits A through Q were obtained through the public records request.
4.

On December 9, 2008, Jim Schmit of Qwest Communications Company, LLC

("Qwest") wrote to several DOA staff members, including Gwartney and Zickau, stating "Please
call on Clint Berry and his team should you have any additional questions prior to issuing the
RFP. We look forward to the opportunity to respond and to continue a long-standing strategic
partnership that will help the State achieve your vision." A true and correct copy of the email is
attached as Exhibit A
5.

On December 15, 2008, Gwartney requested a declaration of emergency in order

to release the lEN RFP. His request was granted and the lEN RFP was released that same day.
A true and correct copy of the letter is attached as Exhibit B.
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6.

On January 27, after the notice of intent to award was issued and after the

administrative appeal deadline had passed, Clint Berry with Qwest sent an email to Mark Little
with the DOA, and attached three documents, one of which was entitled "Qwest-ENA Pricing
Comparison." He wrote:
Hi Mark, H~re' s the document I referenced in my voice mail to you earlier.
Again, I completely understand your position and I am merely attempting to
figure out how we could be so far off and receive so few points associated with
the E-Rate cost component of the scoring. I appreciate all that you have done to
guide this challenging RFP through the State and if I can be of any help or if you
have questions, don't hesitate to call me.
The "Qwest-ENA Pricing Comparison" appears to be a portion of the side-by-side comparison
prepared by the impartial evaluators, listing details of the bid submitted by "Qwest" on one side,
and the bid submitted by "ENAlSyringa" on the other side. A true and correct copy of the email
with the pricing comparison is attached as Exhibit C.
7.

On January 29, 2009, DOA staff member Laura Hill sent the "Draft lEN Strategic

Engagement Plan" to other DOA staff members for review and comment on before the final
version would be circulated to the public. This original draft states "the State of Idaho has
contracted with Education Networks of America (ENA) and Qwest, along with their partners
Syringa Networks and Cable One".
One", It includes a half-page description of the "specific areas of
expertise cited in [the] evaluations" of the "lEN Alliance." "ENA" is listed in parenthesis at the
end of each sentence describing the work ENA proposed to perform in the lEN RFP. It also
includes the following:

•

Strong !partnerships
partnerships to include a myriad of core local and statewide
telecommunication service providers located in strategic targeted lEN support
locations throughout the State Of Idaho (Syringa, Cable One, and other SPs
located throughout the State).

•

Compelling and Strong Economic Development Success Story in support
of Payette School District and surrounding community (Fruitland, Weiser)
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(ENA\Syringa)
(ENA\Syringa)
A true and correct e:xcerpt of the January 29,2009 Draft lEN Strategic Engagement Plan
is attached as Exhibit D.
8.

A February 2, 2009 version of the Draft lEN Strategic Engagement Plan also lists

the following as one: of Syringa's areas of expertise:
•

Last Mile connectivity and extensive Layer 2 support, with existing
relationships and experience with local Idaho LEes and service providers
(Syringal\ENA)

A true and correct excerpt of the February 2, 2009 Draft lEN Strategic Engagement Plan
is attached as Exhibit E.
9.

The February 3, 2009 version of the Draft lEN Strategic Engagement Plan

included the following chart, with the third column devoted to Syringa:
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A true and correct excerpt of the February 3, 2009 Draft lEN Strategic Engagement Plan
is attached as Exhibit F.
10.

On January 28,2009, Mr. Zickau sent an email to Jim Schmit at Qwest with a Cc:

to Bob Collie with ENA, Clint Berry at Qwest, and specific DOA staff members suggesting the
group meet on Friday morning. On January 31, 2009, Mr. Zickau sent an email to Jim Schmit at
Qwest, with a Cc: to specific DOA staff members, Clint Berry at Qwest, and Bob Collie,
informing them of the draft implementation plan, and suggesting "before we meet again
collectively, we need to meet singly - state and individual partners." A true and correct copy of
the email is attached as Exhibit G.
11.

On

Fl~bruary

5, 2009, after Ms. Hill's meeting with Gwartney and Zickau, she

sent another version to staff members (including Zickau, but not Gwartney) stating, "Based on
the discussions we have had over the last two days with our respective vendors an updated
Strategic Engagement Plan is attached." A true and correct copy of the email is attached as
Exhibit H.
12.

The February 5, 2009 version of the Draft lEN Strategic Engagement Plan omits

all reference to Syringa. In addition to deleting Syringa from all written descriptions, all charts
mentioning Syringa were either removed or altered to completely eliminate Syringa. Of note, the
chart with the side-by-side comparison of services offered by ENA, Syringa, and Qwest was
changed to eliminate Syringa as the Eastern Idaho Core backbone provider, and insert Qwest as
the Core backbone provider for the entire state, as follows:
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A true and correct excerpt of the February 5, 2009 Draft lEN Strategic Engagement Plan
is attached as Exhibit I.
13.

The January 29, February 2, and February 3 drafts also included chart A below,

which was described as "a draft organizational structure based on the infonnation we had
presented to us during the RFP process. We are simply trying to establish a framework for our
partners to start working out final organizational structure solutions that will accommodate the

needs of the State and our supported customer base." However, the corresponding chart in the
February 5th version is as it appears in chart B below:
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See Exhibits D, E, and F.
14.

On February 6, 2009, Jim Schmit sent an email to Zickau stating that after their

meeting with Zickau that day, Schmit and Clint Berry met with Teresa Luna, and wrote "Based
on those discussions, we have some internal work to do over the weekend, then we need to
follow up with you early Monday.

We will also continue our discussions with ena as you

suggest beginning Monday assuming they are in town or available. You have our commitment
to find a way to make this work if at all possible, in the bet interest of the state." A true and
correct copy of the email is attached as Exhibit J.
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15.

That same evening, Zickau responded "Though we have infonnally indicated we

are leaning in a parlticular direction, we have not yet fonnally established who will be the listed
service provider." He went on to say "regardless of who the listed service provider, pricing has
to be worked out

b~:tween

Qwest and ENA. Please begin working on that pricing immediately.

The pricing for each school must incorporate and reflect the total service we expect to receive
from Qwest and the total service we expect to receive from ENA. Period." He continued "We
know that you will each bear in mind pricing in the RFP responses as you work on this. A true
and correct copy of the email is attached as Exhibit K.
16.

The following day, Teresa Luna sent an email to Zickau saying:

I had a very long and I think very productive meeting with Qwest on Friday
afternoon. I will fill you in on the details on Monday, but we made enough
progress to move forward with the letter and with an amendment to the contract
stipulating the duties that each of our vendors will be in charge of. I have a
breakfast meeting at 7:30 on Monday and Ken McClure is coming in at 8:30. I
will connect with you before 8:30 to give discuss this more.
A true and correct copy of the email is attached as Exhibit L.
17.

Qwest drafted the amended SBPO and sent it to the DOA on February 10, 2009,

for the state to use as its own. In this February 10, 2009 email, Clint Berry of Qwest thanked
DOA staff members" including Greg Zickau, for meeting with "Jim and me" the previous day on
short notice. He wrote:
As we discussed yesterday, I have attached a document in Amendment fonnat as if it were an agreement between only Qwest and the State -- that you can use to
amend the FRP award (Statewide Blanket Purchase Order). I also included the
document with the points we discussed yesterday and the summary capability
document we talked about last week.
I have a few items to finalize on the detailed circuit pricing spreadsheet that you'll
need and maybe I can swing by later this morning and discuss it before our
afternoon me,~ting.
mel~ting.
A true and correct copy of the email and Qwest draft amended SBPO is attached as Exhibit M.
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18.

On February 26, 2009, the DOA issued amended SBPOs, which were

substantively identical to the documents Berry sent Zickau as attachments in his February 10,
2009 email. A true and correct copy of the amended SBPOs are attached as Exhibit N.
Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition

19.

On or about June 21, 2010, Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC

("Qwest") filed a Notice of Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of a Representative of Syringa Networks,
LLC for August 4-5,2010. A copy of that Notice is attached hereto as Exhibit O.
20.

On June 23, 2010, I sent an email to Steven Thomas, counsel for Qwest, objecting

to the areas of inquiry for the Rule 30(b)(6) deposition as premature and sought for improper
purposes. As copy of that email is attached hereto as Exhibit P.
21.

Each of the ten matters set forth in the Qwest Notice concern issues that will be

further developed by Syringa in substantial discovery. The parties have only begun exchanging
documents and no d(~positions have yet been taken.
22.

In response to my email, I received a letter from Steven Thomas on June 28,

2010, in which he disagreed that the deposition was premature and enclosed an Amended Notice
of Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of a Representative of Syringa Networks, LLC for August 5-6, 2010
(instead of the previous noticed dates of August 4-5). A copy of that letter and the Amended
Notice is attached hereto as Exhibit Q.
II
II
II
II
II
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is t
DATED this

Z'2.--~y of July 2010.

n;
On this Z'2. ' day of July 2010, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for
said State, personally appeared David R. Lombardi, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the
same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.

NOTAR PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
JdCbf1-.O
Residing at:
&7,J1, JdCbf1..-.O
wi 2.-D/
2..D/
My commission expires: '> II
/Ili/

&,,M,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

thi~~ay

I hereby certify that on
of July, 2010, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy ofthe foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

'!.

Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HA
HAWLEY
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. of
Administration; J
ofAdministration;
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210)

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

LU.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (395-8585)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

~U.S.Mail
~U.S.Mail

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFF
A TT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
MOFFATT
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor

X- U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)

P.O. Box 829

_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)

Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company
B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

LU.S.Mai1
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (303-866-0200)

Amber N. Dina

AFFIDA
VIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE
AFFIDAVIT
ORDER
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Teresa Luna
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc;:
Cc::
Subject:

Schmit, Jim [Jim.Schmit@qwest.com)
Tuesday, December 09,2008 9:51 AM
Mike Gwartney; Greg Zickau; Laura Hill; Teresa Luna; twheeler@sde.idaho.gov; Bill Bums
Berry, Clint
Thank You

Mr. Gwartney
Mr. Zickau
Ms .. Hill
Ms..
Ms. Luna
Mr. Wheeler
Mr. Burns
On behalf of the Owest teem, I wanted to thank you for your time yesterday and the opportunity to discuss the details of
our RFI response as well as the overall vision for an Idaho Education Network. Please call on Clint Berry and his team
should you have any additional questions prior to issuing the RFP. We look forward to the opportunity to respond and to
continue a long-standing strategic partnership that will help the State achieve your vision.

Jim
Jim Sdunil
President - Qwest Idaho
(208) 385-2628
(208) 860-4600 (cell)
(208) 385-8026 (fax)
i im.schmit@gwest,roID

1bis commtmication is the property ofQwest and may contain confidential or privileged information.
Unauthorized use of this communication is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the
communication and any attachments.
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration
[llforma1 ion Officer
Office of the Chief [nforma1
CoL. "BUTCH" OTTER
'liKE GWARTNEY
GRE(; ZICKAt
ZI(,KAt
GREf;

Date:

Stre.;:t (83702)
650 West Stat<:
Stclt<: Stre<:l

P.O. Box 83720
Boise. Jl) 83720-0041
TclclllJun~ \~OHj .B:~-I

htlp

/.:c..,,~

id<iIJP

XI(, <1, i-AX l:'OH) .13:'-188·1

f""

December 15, 2008

TO: Bill Burns, Administrator, Division of Purchasing
From: J. Michael Gwartney, Chief Information Officer
Subject: Request for Declaration of Emergency
Under the provisions of Idaho Code Section 67-5720, I am requesting a declaration of emergency in
order to release a Request for Proposal for an Idaho Education Network, which will provide
telecommunications services and Internet access to schools across Idaho. The basis for this request
is the potential loss of millions of dollars in value to Idaho schools. As detailed below, the state of
Idaho can receive millions of dollars in discounts to telecommunications and internet services if we
act now.
The Federal Communications Commission grants substantial discounts to schools and libraries
under a program called E-Rate, administered by the Universal Service Administrative Company
(USAC). The discount rate for Idaho is anticipated to average 70%. With expected services of over
$1 million, the potential value for Idaho is millions of dollars. In order to obtain these discounts for
state fiscal year 2010, the State of Idaho must comply with application rules established by the
USAC. Among other elements, these rules require a competitively bid agreement be established not
later than 1 February 2009.
If authorized through declaration of emergency to conduct this action, we will pursue a Request for
Proposal (RFP) under the direction of and in accordance with the Administrator of the Division of
Purchasing. And, any RFP or contract issued will contain appropriate language to indicate that the
instruments are null and void and exempt the State of Idaho from any legal liability if future
appropriate supplementary funding is not obtained through program appropriations from the State
of Idaho.
Sincerely,

J. Michael Gwartney

EXHIBIT B
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DOA00125,
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Berry, Clint
Tuesday, January 27, 2009 03:04 PM
'Mark Little'
Evaluation of the Network Pricing
Owest
Qwest - ENA Pricing Comparison 01 27 09.doc; image001.gif; image002.gif

Hi Mark,
Here's the document I referenced in my voice mail to you earlier. Again, I completely understand
recei'v'e so
your position and I am merely attempting to figure out how we could be so far off and receiv'e
few points associated with the E-Rate cost component of the scoring. I appreciate all that you have
done to guide this challenging RFP through the State and if 1 can be of any help or if you have
questions, don't hesitate to call me.
Thanks again.
Clint Berry
Senior Manager
Govemment & Education Solutions
999 Main Street, Suite 800
Boise, Idaho 83702
208 364-3977 (work)
208571-0195 (mobile)
CIi
Berry@qwest.com
n1. Berry@qwes1.com
C Ii nt.

We create an exceptional customer experience through world-class communications solutions.
I

• X

http://www.q.ll
http://www.qVl
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DS3
110 Mbps
Minimum
__
______________D
__
S_3_I_l_0~~
__b~P_S_~
__in_i_m_u_m
__solution
S_O_I_u_ti_o_n____~-------------------__
Q""-w------:e_st ____________41~----~------~~E-N-A~/-'S~y-ri-n~g~a
I------:
,------__----,--,-E_N----,A,-I_s-"-y_ri_n"'gac ______________~
--1
__
~Q~w~es~t
$854,215 monthly price
pnce
$394,400 base monthly price
Includes
- local loop
- port (as desig/led
designed based Oil
01/ school size
hU/ui)II'idflis
hundJll'idths rallge
range hef1l'cell
hetween J::

~

Mbps - J551vfhps)
- core
-- -backbone
f
.::....::.:..c'-----=---'----'-----------------+-------------------------1
~~~~~---------------------~------------------------------------------~
If State microwave is not feasible

+ $176,600 (Note 1 - increased cost "in the event the
Idaho microwave network is not available to
"'qualified"
certain sites") The $394,400 is a "qualified"
price. ENA does not know if it is available
price,
and Qwest does not believe microwave is a
technically viable solution for the state's
stated applications
add ' I costs)
Internet Access (range of add'

+ $20,038 (1 GIG aggregated Internet

(10 "Mbps
l\1bps Internet bandwidth --136 sites x
+ $340,000 (lO
$2,500 per site)

access to a1l144
a11144 lEN sites)

or

+ $122,400 ( 1.544 Mbps at each location @ $900 per

$874,253

site. This amount of bandwidth is below that I
required for most sites, and therefore is
below the actual range of true cost to the
state)
$693,400 - $911,000 Subtotal
Subtotal
----------+-----,-'------------:---:---'---------------------1
--------------------+-A-d-d-i~ti-o-n-al-s-i-te-s~----------------------------~
Additional sites
i

+ $40,784 (Qwest proposal
includes 144 sites
proposal1l1cludes
sites.
ENNSyringa proposal includes 136 sites.
$693,400/136 sites = $5,098 per site x 8
additional sites = $40,784 at low end

i

Or
$911,0001136 = $6698 per site x 8 = $53,584
at high end
$750.047
$750,047 - $964.584
$964,584 Total monthly price (1)
----------------=-------'---'-------
$53,584

$874,253 Total monthly price

--------------------------~~--~~----------

(1) The low end is understated. as it assumes 1.5IvIbps at each location which does not meet the state's
requirements
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DS3 /10 Mbps Minimum
solution
-------------------------------------------------------ENAISyringa
Qwest
r---:---::-::-,.......,----::-------:---:r---:---::-::-,.......,-------::---------:---:
$854,215 monthly price
$394,400 base monthly price
Includes:
- local loop
- port (as designed based 011
on school size
handl1'idths range
rallge hetween
hetll'een 12
handwidths
A1hps
A1bps -155 },jbps)
}'1bps)
- core
- backbone
If State microwave is not feasible

+ $176,600 (Note 1 - increased cost "in the event the
Idaho microwave network is not available to
certain sites"). The $394,400 is a "qualified"
price. ENA does not know if it is available
and Qwest does not believe microwave is a
technically viable solution for the state's
stated applications
f
------------------+---------'-'-----,------------
r---:-------------------------------+--------------~----~---------------------Internet Access (range of add' I costs)

+ $20,038 (I GIG aggregated Internet

+ $340,000 (to
(10 tvIbps Internet bandwidth --136 sites x

access to a11144
aJJ 144 lEN sites)

$2,500 per site)
or

+ $122,400 (1.544 tvlbps at each location @ $900 per

$874,253

site. This amount of bandwidth is below that
required for most sites, and therefore is
below the actual range of true cost to the
state)
.
I $693 400 - $911 000 Subtotal
Subtotal
~I
----+-~-------'-------.
Additional sites

+ $40,784 (Qwest proposal includes 144
l44 sites.
ENAISyringa proposal includes 136 sites.
$693,400/136 sites = $5,098 per site x 8
additional sites = $40,784 at low end
Or
$911,0001136 = $6698 per site x 8 = $53,584
at high end
$750,047 - $964,584 Total monthly price (1)
~
$53,584

$874,253 Total monthly price

I

(1) The low end is understated. as it assumes 1.5l\1bps at each location which does not meet the state's
requirements
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DRAFT lEN STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT PLAN
streaming), and also provide dedicated resources to assist the State in the
procurement of E-Rate funding and lEN Educational Program Management (e.g.
Governance, Scheduling, Marketing, Billing, etc).
It was also the intent of the State to locate a service provider or providers that
would provide the state a viable means to replace an aging agency network
infrastructure, while simultaneously having a positive and lasting economic
impact for Idaho as network build-outs to our more remote areas of the State
as a result of this lEN effort are executed.
During the course of the RFI and RFP evaluation processes, a team of technical
evaluators, from Secondary, Higher Education, and the State, identified the
aforementione~d contractors
aforementione~d

has having the right mix of experience and

technical skills to execute a Statewide lEN effort. Specific areas of expertise
cited in these levaluations include the following:
lEN Alliance:
•

Extensive experience in the proper administration of E-Rate Funding and
providing personalized E-Rate assistance and training to State\School
Districts utilizing their services (Educational Networks of America, ENA).

•

Education-focused Customer Service and Support as a Managed Service
provider to school systems, libraries and governments (ENA).

•

Educaticln-Managed Internet Service Provider (Ed-MISP) 24/7 NOe
capabilities to include management experience for distance learning
systems, student information programs, assessment tools, curriculum
management systems and content and professional development services
(ENA).

•

Strong partnerships to include a myriad of core local and statewide
telecommunication service providers located in strategic targeted lEN
support locations throughout the State Of Idaho (Syringa, Cable One, and
other SPs located throughout the State).

"Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together
is success." HEmry Ford
Page 3
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DRAFT lEN STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT PLAN
•

Compeilling and Strong Economic Development Success Story in support
of Payette School District and surrounding community (Fruitland, Weiser)
(ENA
\Syringa)
(ENA\Syringa)

Qwest:
•

Demonstrated service to Idaho in terms of providing telecommunications
support to State agencies to include IdaNet

•

Strong L.ayer 3 core network capabilities and expertise in Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (MPLS) network design, implementation and management

•

Strong Telecommunications focused 24/7 NOC capabilities

•

Larger depth of Engineering capabilities to include Cisco Engineering
Resoumes and Testing Capabilities

•

Strong existing North\South Transport Capabilities with services that
extend from Lewiston to Montpelier.

Together, they are an experienced education-focused managed Internet
network service provider team that can leverage existing state infrastructure
and contracts with mUltiple
multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to
provide a ubiquitous statewide education network with a high-level of quality
support serviG!s.
serviCl:!s. While participation in the lEN powered by the lEN Alliance is
currently optional for our Public School Districts; we are urging members of our
education community to evaluate the full-service delivery components that this
network team has to offer.
Partnersh ip ME!thodology:
The State of Idaho intends to utilize the government model for governance of
"multi-vendor contracts, by the formulation of an Integrated Program Team (lPT)
consisting of key leadership and stakeholders from ENA and Qwest. Under this
IPT construct, lthe
1the following organization diagrams are presented to assist
participating parties in understanding the leadership chain of command and to
"Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together
is success." HE,nry Ford
Page 4
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DRAFT lEN STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT PLAN
assist the State in thl~ procurement of E-Rate funding and lEN Educational
P
rog r~r.n__M_~_rl_~g~!'!'!~m
L~~r~~_t!!')g LL ~!ml)_g_,~!ml)_g_, _~_t<:>'_~_tC;>--_________ ---/ ---{
... {Comment [R3]: Seem,
Seems long
M_~_rl_~g~!'!'!~m _~~ ,g ,_ ~9y~r_n_~_rlc;e_,-.s_c;h~~!,!Jj!')g
~9.v~r_n_~_rlc;e_,-.s_<:h~~!,!Jj!')g L~~r~~_t!!')g
Prog

~

-_
_
__-'

It was also the intent of the State to for the provider(sLto replace an aging
agency network infra.structure, while simultaneously having a positive and
lasting economic impact for Idaho through network build-outs to our more
remote areas in the State.
State_
During the course of the RFI and RFP evaluation processes, a team of technical
evaluators, from Secondary, Higher Education, and the State, identified the
aforementioned contractors has having the right mix of experience and
technical skills to execute a Statewide lEN effort. Specific areas of expertise
cited in these evaluations include the following:
lEN Alliance:
•

Extensive experience in the proper administration of E-Rate Funding and
mrsonalized E-Rateassistance and training to State\School
providing QeISonalized
Districts utilizing their services (Educational Networks of America, ENA).

•

Education-focused Customer Service and Support as a Managed Service
provider to school systems, libraries and governments (ENA).

•

Education-Managed Internet Service Provider (Ed-MISP) 24/7 NOC
capabilities to include management experience for distance learning
programs, assessment tools, curriculum
systems, student information programs.
management systems and content and professional development services
(ENA).

•

partner~:;hip5 and collaboration to include a myriad of core local
Strong partner!ihips

and statewide telecommunication service providers located in strategic
targeted lEN support locations throughout the State Of Idaho (Syringa,
Cable One, and other SPs located throughout the State).

"Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together
Page 3
is success." Henry Ford
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•

Compelling and Strong Economic Development Success Story in support
of Payette School District and surrounding community (Fruitland, Weiser)
(ENA \Syringa)

•

Last Mile conn,ectivity and extensive Layer 2 support, with existing
relationships and experience with local Idaho LECs and service providers
(Syringa\ENA) .

•

Demonstrated service to Idaho in terms of providing telecommunications
support to State agencies to include IdaNet

•

Strong Layer 3 core network capabilities and expertise in Multi-Protocol
Label

Switchin~l
SWitchin~l

(MPLS) network design, implementation and management

•

Strong Telecommunications focused 24/7 NOC capabilities

•

Larger depth of Engineering capabilities to include Cisco Engineering

•

Strong existing! North\South Transport Capabilities with services that

Resources and Testing Capabilities
extend from

Le~wiston
Le~wiston to

Montpelier.

Together, they are an experienced education-focused managed Internet
network service provider team that can leverage ex isting state infrastructure
and contracts with multiple
mUltiple telecommunications.
telecommunications, cable and utility providers to
provide a ubiqUitous
ubiquitous statewide education network with a high-level of quality
support services. While participation in the lEN powered by the lEN Alliance is
currently optional for our Public School Districts: we are urging members of our
education community to evaluate the full-service delivery components that this
network team has to offer.

"Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together
is success." Henry Ford
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DRAFT lEN STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT PLAN

..

"
":;'.'
i....,c,"'2:.:f\;:~i'~,i~D'······'i ·..';'~;2.'iio:;··,·',t,~;f:}('.·.·.·· ,~.
;' ·'·lC.·.·,}.'.
~\':':""
'" Lead
Assist (Billing)
Lead

I~
!'IasK!.tJraE{i;%·k~'~;L;I~'~~'}~f\;
Mgt
K-12 Ed PM Mot

'"

Personalized E-Rate
Assistance
Ass
istance to State\
State\Districts
Districts

'"
'"

Core Backbone Spt
(North \South)
(North\South)

Lead

Core Backbone Spt (Eastern
Idaho)
NOC (Customer Service)
NOC (Network Technical

'"

Lead

'"
'"

Lead

'"

Lead

Lead

'"

Assist

Lead (Identify

'"

Assist

Su pport, Operations &

'"

Lead

'"

Lead

'"

Assist

Maintenance)
Task Order Assignments
I EN Prog ram
Ove rail IEN
Management & Support
Services

'"

Video Teleconferencing
Requirementsllnstallations
Requirements\lnstallations

K-12 need)

(Note two vendors currently

(Installation
support)

(Installation
support)

on State contact, Polycom
Tandberal
and Tandbero)

'"

I nfras tructu re Eng inee ring,
Infras

'Assist

'"

'Assist

Design, Development,

(State of Idaho will be

(State of Idaho will be

Implementation and

Lead)

Lead)

'"

>Assist

'"

*Lead

(State of Idaho will be
Lead)

Integration Support (K-12;
AgencySupport)
State Agency
Support)
Last Mile Connectivity &
Support ('best price,
timeliness for installation,

'"

>Lead
*Lead

(Assigned Geographic
area of responsibility)

I

(Assigned Geographic
area of responsibility)

QOS etc.)
Individual Test, Validation,

Software Dev\Network
Monitoring Tool Suites
lEN Customer Training and
Support
Supoort
lEN Technical Refreshment
Metrics\SLA Reporting to
lEN MetricslSLA
State of Idaho

*Assist
'Assist
(State of Idaho will be

(State of Idaho will be

Lead)

Lead)

'"

Verification, and Evaluation

'"

Assist

'"
'"
'"

Lead

'"

Lead
Lead

'"

'"

"Assist

'"

'Lead
(Assigned Geographic

./
'Lead
(Assigned Geographic

responsibility)
area of resoonsibilitv)

area of responsibilitv)
resDonsibilitv)

Assist

./

'"

Assist

.(
,(

Assist

'"

'"
'"

Assist

Assist

Assist

"Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together
is success." Henry Ford
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Teresa Luna
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Schmit. Jim [Jim.Schmit@qwest.com]
Friday, February 06. 2009 8:45 PM
Berry. Clint
Greg Zickau; Berry,
Teresa Luna; Mike Gwartney
Re: Pricing for 471

first. thank you. Clint and I met with Teresa after we met with you late today. Based on those discussions.
discussions, we have
Greg - first,
weekend. then we need to follow up with you early monday. We will also continue our
some internal work to do over the weekend,
YOll suggest beginning monday assuming they are in town or available. You have our
discussions with ena as yOll
possible, in the best interest of the state.
commitment to find a way to
tCl make this work if at all possible.
Jim
Sent using BlackBerry

From: Greg Zickau
To: Berry, Clint; Bob Collie
Gwartney
Cc: Gayle Nelson; jschmit@qwest.com ; Laura Hill ; Teresa Luna; Mike GWartney
Sent: Fri Feb 06 20:58:13 ;W09

Subject: Pricing for 471
Good evening,
Though we have informally indicated we are leaning in a particular direction, we have not yet formally established who
will be the listed service provider. We will announce our decision on that in time to file the appropriate forms and base it
on our best interests, but as you are aware, there is work that needs to begin now to prepare for that 471 filing.
Regardless of who is the listed service provider, the services we want and need from our respective providers remain the
same. And, regardless of who is the listed service provider, pricing has to be worked out between Qwest and ENA.
Please begin working on that pricing immediately.
The pricing for each school must incorporate and reflect the total service we expect to receive from Qwest and the total
service we expect to receiVE! from ENA. Period. That means that whether that bill comes to the state from Qwest or ENA
is immaterial with respect to
tCl pricing. We know that you will each bear in mind pricing in the RFP responses as you work
on this.
We would appreciate you kE!eping us aware of progress, and of course, feel free to ask questions. However, as we look
providers as equal partners, we expect there will be many issues you should be able to solve between
at our two contract prOViders

c!lnswer from us.
you without waiting for an cmswer

Regards, Greg

This communication is th~ property of Qwest and may contain confidential or privileged information.
Unauthorized use of this (:ommunication is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the
communication and any attachments.
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Debra Stephenson-Padilla
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Laura Hill
Thursday, February 05, 20094:17 PM
Greg Zickau; Teresa Luna
Bill Burns; Mark Little; Sally Brevick
Hill Strat vision Paper
Hill Strat vision Paper.docx

Categories:

TO ACTION

Based on the discussions we have had over the last two days with our respective vendors an updated Strategic
Engagement Plan is attached. Note that I have provided hard copies to Greg and Teresa for review as well.
Laura

1
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EXHIBIT I
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DRAFT lEN STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT PLAN
lEN partners will reach consensus on what specific Task Orders will be worked
by whom, with desi£lnated Lead and Assist Roles clearly defined. Results of this
discussion will be documented in a State desired Teaming Agreement and
vendor Support Matrix. This document will then form the basis for Vendor
performance evaluations in support of the State's lEN network.

Personalized E-Rate Assistance

,/

Assist (Billing)

,/

Lead

,/

lead
Lead

,/

Lead

,/

Assist

to State Districts
ort

,/

Assist

NOC Customer Service

,/

Lead

Core Backbone Su

NOC (Network Technical
Support, Operations &
Ma intenance
IdaNet Transition

,/

Assist

Task Order Assi nments

,/

Lead

,/

Lead

Overall lEN Program
Mana ement & Su ort Services
Video Teleconferencing

+---------------+-------------1
,/

lead (Identify K-12 need)
Lead

,/

·Assist
'Assist

,/

Assist

,/

'Assist

Su pport\ Installations
(Note two vendors currently on
State contact, Polycom and
Tandber
Infrastructure Engineering,
Design, Development,

(·State will be the Lead)
lead)
('State

lead)
('State will be the Lead)

1m lementation and Inte ration . 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - \ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
lead
,/ Lead
,/ Assist
Last Mile Connectivity & Support
('best price, timeliness for
installation QOS etc.
Individual Test, Validation,
Verification and Evaluation

,/ 'Assist
'State of Idaho will be Lead)

,/

'Assist

'State of Idaho will be Lead

,/

Lead

,/

Assist

,/

Lead

,/

Assist

lEN Technical Refreshment

,/

Lead

,/

Assist

IEN Metrics\SLA Reporting to

,/

Lead

,/

Assist

,/

'Assist

,/

"Assist

,/

('State will be the Lead

,/

(State will be the Lead

Software Dev\Network
Monitoring Tool Suites
lEN Customer Training and
Su

ort E-Rate E u i ment

State of Idaho
lEN Governance TM Support

"Coming together is a .beginning; keeping together is progress; working together
is
;s success." Henry Ford
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Teresa Luna
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Schmit, Jim [Jim.Schmit@qwest.com]
Friday, February 06, 2009 8:45 PM
Berry. Clint
Greg Zickau; Berry,
Teresa Luna; Mike Gwartney
Re: Pricing for 471

first. thank you. Clint and I met with Teresa after we met with you late today. Based on those discussions, we have
Greg - first,
some internal work to do over the weekend, then we need to follow up with you early monday. We will also continue our
discussions with ena as you suggest beginning monday assuming they are in town or available. You have our
possible, in the best interest of the state.
commitment to find a way to make this work if at all possible.
Jim
Sent using BlackBerry

From: Greg Zickau
To: Berry, Clint; Bob Collie
Cc: Gayle Nelson; jschmit@qwest.com ; Laura Hill ; Teresa Luna; Mike Gwartney
Sent: Fri Feb 0620:58:13 :2009
Subject: Pricing for 471
Good evening,
Though we have informally indicated we are leaning in a particular direction, we have not yet formally established who
will be the listed service provider. We will announce our decision on that in time to file the appropriate forms and base it
on our best interests, but as you are aware, there is work that needs to begin now to prepare for that 471 filing.
Regardless of who is the listed service provider,
proVider, the services we want and need from our respective providers remain the
same. And, regardless of who is the listed service provider, pricing has to be worked out between Qwest and ENA.
Please begin working on that pricing immediately.
The pricing for each school must incorporate and reflect the total service we expect to receive from Qwest and the total
receivE~ from ENA. Period. That means that whether that bill comes to the state from Qwest or EI\lA
service we expect to receivE~
priCing in the RFP responses as you work
is immaterial with respect to pricing. We know that you will each bear in mind pricing
on this.
We would appreciate you keeping us aware of progress, and of course, feel free to ask questions. However, as we look
providers as equal partners, we expect there will be many issues you should be able to solve between
at our two contract prOViders
you without waiting for an cmswer
c:lnswer from us.

Regards, Greg

This communication is the property of Qwest and may contain confidential or privileged information.
Unauthorized use of this <:ommunication is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If
you have received this
IfYOll
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the
communication and any attachments.
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Sally Brevick
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Zickau
Sunday, February 08, 20097:35 PM
Teresa Luna
RE: Pricing for 471

Hi Teresa,
That's great news. I do think we're making progress, though I'm still worried about our looming deadline.
See you in the morning.
Regards, Greg
From: Teresa Luna

Sent: Saturday, February 07,20092:00 PM
To: Greg Zickau
Subject: RE: Pricing for 471
Hi Greg,
I had a very long and I think very productive meeting with Qwest on Friday afternoon. I will fill you in on the details on
Monday, but we made enough progress to move forward with the letter and with an amendment to the contract
stipulating the duties that each of our vendors will be in charge of. I have a breakfast meeting at 7:30 on Monday and
Ken McClure is coming in at 8:30. I will connect with you before 8:30 to give discuss this more.
Thanks.
Teresa Luna
Chief of Staff
Department of Administration
.(208) 332-1827
From: Greg Zickau
PI'v1
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2009 7:58 PI'vl
(clint.berry@qwest.com); Bob Collie
To: Clint Berry (c1int.berry@qwest.com);

Cc: Gayle Nelson; jschmit@qwest.com; Laura Hill; Teresa Luna; Mike Gwartney
Subject: Pricing for 471
Good evening,
Though we have informally indicated we are leaning in a particular direction, we have not yet formally established who
will be the listed service provider. We will announce our decision on that in time to file the appropriate forms and base it
on our best interests, but (IS you are aware, there is work that needs to begin now to prepare for that 471 filing.
Regardless of who is the listed service provider, the services we want and need from our respective providers remain the
provider, pricing has to be worked out between Qwest and ENA.
same. And, regardless of who is the listed service proVider,
Please begin working on that pricing immediately.
The pricing for each school must incorporate and reflect the total service we expect to receive from Qwest and the total
service we expect to receive from ENA. Period. That means that whether that bill comes to the state from Qwest or ENA
is immaterial with respect to pricing. We know that you will each bear in mind pricing in the RFP responses as you work
on this.
1
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We would appreciate you keeping us aware of progress, and of course, feel free to ask questions. However, as we look
at our two contract providers as equal partners, we expect there will be many issues you should be able to solve between
you without waiting for an answer from us.

Regards, Greg
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Sally Brevick
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Zickau
Sunday, February 08,
20097:35 PM
08,20097:35
Teresa Luna
RE: Pricing for 471

Hi Teresa,
That's great news. I do think we're making progress, though I'm still worried about our looming deadline.
See you in the morning.
Regards, Greg

From: Teresa Luna

Sent: Saturday, February 07, 20092:00 PM
To: Greg Zickau

Subject: RE: Pricing for 471
Hi Greg,
I had a very long and I think very productive meeting with Qwest on Friday afternoon. I will fill you in on the details on
Monday, but we made enough progress to move forward with the letter and with an amendment to the contract
stipulating the duties that each of our vendors will be in charge of. I have a breakfast meeting at 7:30 on Monday and
Ken McClure is coming in at 8:30. I will connect with you before 8:30 to give discuss this more.

Thanks.
Teresa Luna
Chief of Staff
Department of Administration
(208) 332-1827

From: Greg Zickau

Sent: Friday, February 06, 2009 7:58 PM
(c1int.berry@qwest.com); Bob Collie
To: Clint Berry (clint.berry@qwest.com);
Cc: Gayle Nelson; jschmit@qwest.com; Laura Hill; Teresa Luna; Mike Gwartney
Subject: Pricing for 471
Good evening,
Though we have informally indicated we are leaning in a particular direction, we have not yet formally established who
will be the listed service provider. We will announce our decision on that in time to file the appropriate forms and base it
on our best interests, but as you are aware, there is work that needs to begin now to prepare for that 471 filing.
Regardless of who is the listed service provider, the services we want and need from our respective proViders
providers remain the
proVider, pricing has to be worked out between Qwest and ENA.
same. And, regardless of who is the listed service provider,
Please begin working on that pricing immediately.
The pricing for each school must incorporate and reflect the total service we expect to receive from Qwest and the total
service we expect to receive from ENA. Period. That means that whether that bill comes to the state from Qwest or ENA
is immaterial with respect to pricing. We know that you will each bear in mind pricing in the RFP responses as you work
on this.
1
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We would appreciate you keeping us aware of progress, and of course, feel free to ask questions. However, as we look
at our two contract providers as equal partners, we expect there will be many issues you should be able to solve between
you without waiting for an answer from us.

Regards, Greg
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Sally Brevick
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Berry, Clint [Clint.Berry@qwest.com]
Tuesday, February 10, 2009 8:06 AM
Teresa Luna; Laura Hill; Greg Zickau
Schmit, Jim; Strickler, Joel
Recommended Amendment Language
Amendment NO 1 State of Idaho lEN RFP 02160 - 0210 09.doc; Idaho Education Network
471 Concerns. doc; Qwest Idaho Education Network - Engagement Plan Components - 02 04
09.doc

Teresa, Laura and Greg,
Thanks again for meeting with Jim and me yesterday afternoon on such short notice. I genuinely appreciate all
of your input and willingness to work with us. As you can imagine, we arrived with a lot of questions and
concerns from the team of folks that support us and I believe we clearly made some progress. We do
understand the awkwardness ofthe situation, but rest assured we are going to do everything we can to make this
a reality for our Idaho students and the education system in our state!
As we discussed yesterday, I have attached a document in Amendment format - as if it were an agreement
between only Qwest and the State -- that you can use to amend the RFP award (Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order). I also included the document with the points we discussed yesterday and the summary capability
document we talked about last week.
I have a few items to finalize on the detailed circuit pricing spreadsheet that you'll need and maybe I can swing
by later this morning and discuss it before our afternoon meeting.
Thanks again and we'll see you later today.
Clint Berry
Senior Manager
Government & Education Solutions
999 Main Street, Suite 800
Boise, Idaho 83702
208 364-3977 (work)
208571-0195 (mobile)
Clint.Berrv@owest.com
Clint.Berrv@awest.com

We create an exceptional customer experience through world-class communications solutions.
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AMENDMENT TO
STATE OF IDAHO CONTRACT FOR THE IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
RFP 1260

THIS AMENDMEN1r NO.1 (this "Amendment") by and between Qwest Communications Company, LlC ("Qwest")
and State of Idah()
Idahc) ("State"), hereby amends the contract for the Idaho Education Network ("lEN"), Qwest OMR
Number: 137144 (the "Agreement").
Qwest and the St~rte
Stllte wish to amend the Agreement in order to clarify the roles and responsibilities of the
parties to the Agreement.
1. Qwest will bl~ the general contractor for all IEN
IEN network services. The Service Provider listed on the State's
Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of America (ENA), is required to work through the dedicated
Qwest Account Team named on the State Blanket Purchase Order (SBPO) dated January 28, 2009 for
ordering, provisioning, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all lEN sites.
2. Qwest will dE,liver lEN services using its existing core MPLS network and backbone services, as well as future
build outs of its network.
3. Qwest will procure and provision all local access connections and edge routing equipment making
commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and reliable network access throughout the
State. Qwest will use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary bandwidth
to each lEN site and to connect to its core MPLS platform.
4. Qwest will provide all Internet services to lEN users per Qwest's response to the State's solicitation document
RFP 02160.
5. Qwest will as;sign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define the project Scope of
Work. The, Qwest project manager will lead the development of a detailed Project Plan that will outline the
project tasks, assign responsibility, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation.
6. Qwest will use a combination of Qwest Network Operations Genter (NOG) assets for the Idaho Education
Network including physical layer (transport) NOG and IP NOG for the lEN services. Both NOGs will be
staffed 24 J(
J< 7 x 365. Qwest NOGs will monitor both the physical and logical layer for outages and Qwest's
willi manage the MPLS services via existing management platforms.
IP NOG wilil
7. Qwest will work directly with the State of Idaho and ENA to supply the information necessary for the State and
ENA to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely manner.

8. The State considers Qwest and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated in the Intent to
2009 and the subsequent SBPO dated January 28, 2009.
Award Letter dated January 20', 20'0'9
20'0'9.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from the service provider associated with the
01 lEN services on a monthly, annual or on-gOing basis at any time during the term of the
delivery of
agreement.

OMR# Q137144

[Mi~lht

need a new OMR to keep separate from original matter ... Debbie?]
Page 1
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Idaho Education Network - Concerns wi ENA Listed on 471
Legal
1. Qwest does not have a legal binding agreement with ENA for them to purchase
network services. An contract addendum from the State would have no binding
authority on ENA.
2. Qwest would need to negotiate a contract with ENA, and there is no guarantee that
ENA will agree to the same tenns and conditions that we agreed to with the State of
Idaho
of the Alliance that ENA is a part
3. Listing ENA on the 471 continues to cloud the role ofthe
of because ENA does have a contract with Syringa. According to ENA, they may
face a lawsuit if they do not use them as the network service provider since they have
a binding contract.
4. This would be avoided ifQwest was listed on the E-Rate fonn 471

Financial
1. ENA would become Qwest's customer, not the State. This presents significant
fmancial risk to Qwest
w:ill need to evaluate the risk of ENA
EN A to ensure that 100% of the network
2. Qwest w:i1l
services bill can be paid according to our billing guidelines
3. Qwest would need to determine ifthe services we offered directly to the State can be
offered to ENA at the same reduced price offered to the State, recognizing that the
State is the end-user
4. These issues would be avoided ifQwest is listed on the fonn 471. In addition, if
Qwest is the named service provider on Fonn 471, the State ofIdaho will know the
exact price ofthe service being delivered to the schools.

Process
1. If the State were to enter into an agreement with ENA, they (ENA) will be the Qwest
customer of record. From a legal standpoint, the State ofIdaho would lose legal
oversight
2. Qwest has an existing process -- Professional Services Organization - to contract with
companit:s like ENA to add services such as those provided by ENA.
3. We do not have a process in place to do the reverse.

E-Rate
1. Qwest is the listed Service Provider on E-Rate fonn 471 with the Utah Education
Network, Washington K-20 Network and the Wyoming Equality Network and is
preferred since the vast majority of the costs are related to delivering network
servIces
2. We have experience in these states using partners to deliver additional e-rate eligible
services as part of an end-to-end service
3. Our network services always prevail in audits since we are the provider
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Qwest Idaho Education Network - Principal Responsibilities
Qwest is prepared to be the network provider and connect Idaho schools, colleges, universities and
communities to each other and the world through the Idaho Education Network (lEN). We have spent
years laying the foundation - through legislative activities and building the core network - in preparation
to deliver educational opportunities throughout the state.
We will leverage decades of network experience we have throughout our company including the
leadership role we have with the Utah Education Network, Wyoming Equality Network and the State of
Washington K-20 Network.
Qwest will provide a turn-key, robust and reliable network as highlighted in our RFP response and
reinforced in the State's "draft" lEN Strategic Engagement Plan.
We will remove the obstacles of geography so that rural students and citizens have the same opportunities
as our urban areas by the use of the following principal competencies:

Core Network Responsibilities/Capabilities
Existing Layer 3 MPLS network
As highlighted in our RFP response, we have a unique combination of infrastructure assets, systems and
experience that is inherent to our company to be the primary network contractor for lEN. We are industry
leaders in the areas of network design, management and on-going maintenance, operations and billing.
Our core MPLS network is operational in the state today currently serving Idaho customers and we have
the relationships and processes in place to configure, test, implement and bill for the entire backbone and
last mile connections. We can begin the process to order and provision circuits for both the Education
ldaNet users when the State is prepared to move forward. The
locations as well as migration for existing IdaNet
last mile connectivity will be acquired by Qwest and provisioned on Qwest's MPLS platform to deliver
the necessary bandwidth to each site.
Local Access (existing relationship with Verizon and all ofIdaho's carrier-class network providerll
Qwest will work with all the network providers to ensure the most cost efficient and reliable network
access throughout the state and will be utilizing multiple partnerships. It is the cornerstone of our
response to the State's lEN RFP. We understand that no one company can efficiently provide the services
the State is requesting and Qwest ready to leverage the existing processes and agreements we have in
place with other local exchange providers to test and turn-up the last-mile connections.

8/13/2009
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Important note: There are 143 lEN sites - including colleges and universities - and 88 sites are in the

local Qwest territory and 31 sites are located in Verizon's local service area covering nearly 85% o/the
of the
entire project.

Strong Internet Platform
Our Internet Platform is among the most reliable and dedicated Internet access services in the Nation.
Our experience is what separates Qwest from our competition. The states of Utah - including the Utah
Education Network -- Nebraska, Arizona, Wyoming, and Washington are all utilizing Qwest's Internet
service. In the State ofIdaho both Idaho State University and IRON are considered anchor tenants of our
advanced Internet service. Our advanced Tier 1 - OC-l92 Internet protocol (IP) network is one of the
most sophisticated networks available. It offers an exceptional service level agreement (SLA) and some
of the highest customer access speeds and peering in the industry today.

Program I Projt!ct
Projt~ct Management
»> offered at no additional cost to the State and is part of Qwest network services «<
Qwest Project Management will systematically facilitate a flawless implementation of the Idaho
Education Network and IdaNet migration. Implementation of the project will include the following
activities:
Planning
Qwest will assign a project manager along with a project team to work with the State ofIdaho and ENA
to define the projed Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager will lead the development ofa detailed

Project Plan that will outline the project tasks, assign responsibility, identify risks, and define the
schedule for projeet implementation. Our project management approach relies heavily on detailed
planning to ensure that the transition to new services is as transparent to end users as possible. The
planning phase of the project includes the following items:
~

Detailed design and technical review to ensure all segments of the Scope of Work have been
identified.

~

Preparation. of detailed Work Breakdown Structure (WBS).

~

Assign responsibility to each project task. A detailed list of roles and responsibilities will be
prepared to ensure each team member is accountable for their part of the project.

2
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~

Development of project schedule using a software tool to develop a detailed Gantt chart. The
project schedule will become the baseline for measuring the progress of the project.

~

Establishment of Change Management Plan. This plan will outline the method of reviewing
change requests and will include the team members who will be responsible for reviewing and
approval of change requests.

~

Creation of Communication Plan. This plan will include regular meeting schedules, agreement on
project documentation preparation and storage, escalation procedures and project reporting
structures.

~

Development of Cutover Plan. This plan will detail the steps required and personnel needed to
transition to the new Qwest services. Cutover for a large project may require several phases as the
implementation progresses.

~

Risk assessment and risk mitigation procedures development.

Implementation
After the Project Plan is approved, the implementation will commence with the placement of network and
equipment orders. The customer will assist in preparation of each site and coordination of circuit
installation. Network and equipment testing will be conducted prior to cutover. The project manager will
maintain an Outstanding Issues Log to ensure that team members are held accountable for items that need
to be completed, and to ensure that open issues are followed through to completion.
CutoverrrransitioI!
A detailed Cutover Plan will be developed during the planning phase of the project that will outline all the
tasks required to transition to the new Qwest services. This plan will also identify each organization and
individual necessary to make the transition. The Qwest project manager will coordinate cutover
schedules with Qwest, vendors, other carriers if applicable, and customer personnel to schedule cutover
during the maintenance window specified by the customer. Contingency plans will also be in place.

Network Operations Center
»> offered at no additional cost to the State and is part of Qwest network services «<

cornbination of Qwest Network Operations Center (NOe)
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education
We will use a combination
Network. Physical layer (transport) NOC and our lP NOC. Both NOCs are staffed 24 x 7 x 365.
Physical Layer NOC
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Qwest monitors both the physical and logical layer for outages. Upon receipt of a trouble alarm or report,
Qwest initiates action to clear the trouble and will commit restore times. We maintain a proactive
monitoring and notification objective of ten minutes of receipt of a customer circuit physical outage event
for data services. Qwest employs platform-specific alarm thresholds to identify service impairments.
Physical circuit outage events are generated as follows:
•

SNMP traps are generated from Qwest edge routers and directed to Qwest's NerveCenter
management servers

•

The Nerve Center management server uses behavior models to filter out actual physical
outage (includes bouncing circuits) events

•

Outage events are generated into the NetCool application

The Alarm Rule Service and Ticket Rule Service then correlate the event to active events and routes valid
events for notifica.tion to the Proactive Notification tool for automatic dispatch of notification. It is also
important to note that closing tickets is advantageous for proactive notification. Not only does it ensure
chronic circuits will be appropriately tagged for each occurrence in our ticketing system, but it also
ensures that you will be contacted if an outage event occurs, as you will not have a ticket open for a
current issue.
IPNOC
(NOe) manages the MPLS services via redundant management
Qwest's IP Network Operations Center (NOC)
platforms. Access to these management platforms is controlled strictly both logically and physically to
only Qwest trained and authorized users. The management platforms create management VPNs to each
of the devices in the network. And, the network elements have ongoing penetration scans done against
them to ensure th(:y continue to meet Qwest's strict internal security policies and service level agreements

and is staffed 24 x 7.

Cisco Partnersbip
»> we have d'esigned the Network using proven Cisco equipment and is included as part oCthe

bundled end-to-end 100% E-rate Priority 1 eligible service «<
Our network design leverages the partnership we have with technology leader Cisco Systems Inc, and will
allow Idaho students to enhance their educational experience through the use of proven technologies as
well as increase productivity and strengthen state government telecommunications.
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Qwest and Cisco have a strong business partnership starting at the local level with account management,
engineering and will work towards a successful design and implementation of the Idaho Education
Network.
Qwest was Cisco's. ftrst Gold Partner - since the inception of the Program. The Cisco Gold Certifted
Partner designation offers the highest level of branding, economic incentives, and differentiation as a
reward for loyalty to Cisco, for capabilities in providing value-added services, and for a commitment to
customer success. Cisco Gold Certifted Partners have attained the broadest range of expertise across
multiple technologies by achieving all of the following four advanced specializations: Unified
Communications, Routing and Switching, Security, and Wireless LAN. In addition, Gold Certifted
Partners have integrated Cisco Lifecycle Services into their offerings and demonstrated a high level of
customer satisfaction. We will work closely with State ofIdaho IT professionals on knowledge transfer
and technology reJresh activities.

Billing optimization
Based on the Statewide Blanket Purchase Order (SBPO 1308), Qwest will work directly with the State of
Idaho for the bene.fit of schools, agencies, institutions, and departments and eligible political subdivisions
or public agencies as deftned in Idaho Education Network (lEN) RFP 2160. We will use existing billing
platforms as well as create custom and summary billing as required by the IEN Steering Committee or
other State entities. The services will be billed directly to the State ofIdaho at the reduced E-rate eligible
amounts rather than seek reimbursement from the Federal E-Rate program. Qwest also recognizes the
role that ENA will have and will closely work with them and the State to supply the needed information
ftle accurately and in a timely manner.
for the State to fIle
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Education Networks of America - Principal Responsibilities
Administration of E-Rate Funding
It is recognized that ENA brings a depth of knowledge and experience to the E-Rate funding process.

The State ofIdaho should leverage the expertise of ENA
ENA to not only maximize the annual funding of the
lEN initiative but also to assist individual school districts on E-Rate program training.
Potential ENA Deliverables
Annual E-Rate Filing Assistance
E-Rate Training for state & school districts

N OC Capabilities
It is recognized that ENA has experience and the ability to support applications such as video

conferencing, stud.ent information and curriculum management. lEN can leverage ENA's abilities to
support these and other similar types of applications for these key components of this project.
Potential ENA Deliverables
VTC Scheduling
VTC Network Operations and monitoring
Additional support on student information applications
Video equipment installation and support

Site Readiness Evaluations
Potential ENA Delliverables
Work with schools and field engineers on site survey's and network assessments.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)

SBP001309
February 26, 2009

THIS AMEND,MENT
AMEND'MENT NO. 01 (this "Amendmenn by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
Services, LLC hereby amends the contract
and Educatlo,n
EduC8tlo,n Networks of America, Inc.IENA services,
for the Idaho Education Network ("lEN"), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Ortler:
Order: SBP01309
(the AgreemE:nt").
U

It Is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001309 In order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.

1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form
Fonn 471. Owest
Communications Company LlC ("Owest") is required to work with the ENA Account
Team "for
of. on-going maintenance,
maintenance. operations and billing for
prOVisioning of,
'for ordering. and provisioning
all
lEN sites.
aI/lEN
2. ENA will coordinate overall delivery of all
aU lEN network services and support.
3. ENA. in coordination with Owest, will procure, provision, and provide all local access
conne(:tions
connel:tions and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost
efficient and reliable network
nelwork access throughout the State to include leveraging of public
safety network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. ENA and Owest
will use eXisting and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform.
Owest, will provide all Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
4. ENA, in coordination with Owest.
Operations. Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network.
Installation, Operations,
5.

ENA will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and Owest to define
the pmject Scope of Work. The ENA project manager, working with the Owest project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
manag.er,
risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
responsibilities. identify risks.
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review

and approval from the State.
6. ENA and Owest will use a combination of ENA and Owest Network Operations Center
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network including,
including. but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA;
b. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Owest; and
c. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest.
All thn~e NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three
hundred sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOe will serve as the one-stop lEN customer
service and support center; Owest transport NOC will monitor both the physical
facing servioe
and logical layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS selVices
services via
eXistinl~ management platforms.
existin!~
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)

SBP001309
February 26, 2009

7.

ENA will work directly with the State of Idaho and Owest to supply the information
neoesE,ary for the State to file Federal E-rate fORns
fonns accurately and in a timely manner.
ENA will also assist the State in providing E-Rate training for State Educational Support
entities., Public School Districts and Libraries.
libraries.

8. The State considers ENA and awest
Owest as equal partners in the lEN project as
demonstrated in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20. 2009 and the subsequent
SBPO()1309
SBP001309 dated January 28. 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from ENA,
ENA. as the service provider
associclted with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement ENA must provide this information within 30
days olf the State's request for itemized billing information.
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBPOO1308

February 28. 2009

THIS AMEN[lIMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("Staten)
and Qwest Communications Company, LLC rQwesr) hereby amends the contract for the
n
("IENn),
Idaho Educatiion Network ("IEN
), Owest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the
"Agreement").

It is the intenlt of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001308 in order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.
1. Owes.t will be the general contractor for all lEN technical network services. The Service
Provider Dsted
nsted on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of America
(ENA), is required to work with the dedicated Owest Account Team for ordering. and
proviElioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all lEN sites.
2. Owes,t, in coordination with ENA, will deliver lEN technical network services using its
existing core MPLS network and backbone services.
3. Owes.t,
Owes'" in coordination with ENA, will procure and provision all local access connections
and Il)uting
Il:>uting equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public safety
netwclrk assets wherever economically and technically feasible. Owest
Qwest and ENA will
~!xisting and future agreements and partllerships to deliver the necessary
use ~!xisting
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform.
4. Owes,t,
Owes.t, in coordination with ENA, will provide allintemet services to lEN users.
Owest will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
5. Owes!
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager, working with the ENA project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this JOint
Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.
6. Owest and ENA will use a combination of Owest and ENA Network Operations Center
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network including but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Owest;
b. Establishment of an IP NOC by Owest; and
c. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA.
All three INOes will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three hundred
sixty five days of the year. ENA's· NOC will serve as the one-stop lEN customer facing
service and support center; Owest transport NOC will monitor both the physical and logical
layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via existing
management platforms.
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBP001308

February 26, 2009

7. Owesit will work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the information
nece~~sary for the State and ENA to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely
nece~lsary
manner.
8. The State considers Owest
Qwest and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated
in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20,
20. 2009 and the subsequent SBPO01308
dated January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from Qwest, as the service provider
monthly. annual, or on-going basis at
assoc:iated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly,
any time during the term of the agreement. Qwest
Owest must provide this information within
30 days of the State's request for itemized billing information.
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Ada County Clerk
Fourth Judicial District
200 W. Front St.
Boise, ID 83702-7300

Re:

2083452000
800422 2889
208 385 5384 Fax
IN\INI.moffatt.com
IN\\NI.moffatt.com

GNens purs'ey, LLP
Gtvens

Syringa Networks, LLC v. Qwest Communications Company, LLC, et al.
Ada County Case No. CV OC 0923757

MTBR&F File No. 24462.0000
Dear Clerk:
Enclosed for filing in the above-referenced matter is a Notice of Rule 30(b)(6)
30(b)( 6) Deposition of a
Representative of Syringa Networks, LLC.
Please conform the enclosed copy and return it in the self-addressed, self-stamped envelope
provided.

assistance,
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

8%~ek~~L
8%~ekcJ-~L
Administrative Assistant

/sec
Enclosures
cc:
David R. Lombardi
W, Clark
Merlyn W.
Phillip S. Oberrecht
Robert Patterson

16B0002.1
Client: 1680002.1
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Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 101h
10 th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345··2000
Facsimile (208) 385-:5384
srt@moffatt.com
B. Lawrence Theis (Application Pending Pro Hac Vice)
Steven J. Perfrement (Application Pending Pro Hac Vice)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861··7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
larry. theis@hro.com
stevenperfrement@hro.com

A TTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

IN THE D][STRICT
DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case No. OC 0923757

vs.

NOTICE OF RULE 30(b)(6)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY,
OW
ARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZIKAU, in
his personal and official capacity as Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
limited liability company,
LLC, a Delaware lim:ited

REPRESENTATIVE OF
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC

DEPOSITION OF A

Defendants.

111474242 vi den
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Please take notice that, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6), counsel for
Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") will take the deposition of the corporate
representative for Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), commencing on August 4-5, 2010, at
9:00 a.m. MDT, at the offices of Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, 10] S. Capitol Blvd.,
10th Floor, Boise, Idaho 83701.
You are hereby required to designate one or more representatives to testify as to matters
known or reasonably available to Syringa regarding the following matters:
1.

The nature, date, time, and location of any meetings or conversations between

Qwest officials and Defendants Gwaltney or Zickau before or after the issuance of the IEN RFP
award regarding the award, the identity of the Qwest officials allegedly involved, and the names
and titles of everyone: present for or involved in the alleged meetings and conversations.
2.

'Ine nature, date, time, and location of any attempts by Qwest to influence the

Depaltment of Administration to award the lEN RFP award to ENA and Qwest, the name and
job title of any person from Qwest involved, and if any attempt occurred, the basis for Syringa's
in:tluence by Qwest was "improper," as alleged in the Complaint.
allegation that any intluence
3.

The nature, date, time, and location of any agreements made between Qwest

officials and Gwartney or Zickau regarding the Department of Administration's decision to
award part of the IEN RFP award to Qwest, the name and job title of any person from Qwest
involved in the

alleg~:d

agreement, and whether Gwartney, Zickau, or Gwartney and Zickau

together entered into the alleged agreement.
4.

The nature, date, time, and location of any instructions from the Depaltment of

Administration, GWaltney, or Zickau to work only with Qwest during the lEN implementation,
who gave the alleged instructions, who received the alleged instmctions, whether and how the

2
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alleged instructions were carried out, and the basis for asserting that the alleged instructions are
inappropriate or actionable, as alleged in the Complaint.
5.

How any of the meetings, conversations, agreements, or instructions involving

Gwartney and/or Zickau regarding the lEN RFP award alleged in the Complaint caused the lEN
contract to be awarded to Qwest, and how Gwartney and Zickau were involved in the decision to
award the lEN contract to Qwest.
6.

Any communications by Gwartney or Zickau to anyone in the Division of

Purchasing or the technical evaluation team before the lEN RFP award regarding the decision to
award the lEN contract to Qwest.
7.

The name and title of any person at Qwest who knew of the existence of the

Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa, the date and time they learned of the Teaming
Agreement, what they knew about the terms and conditions of the Teaming Agreement, and how
they came to know about the Teaming Agreement.
8.

The basis for Syringa's assertion that it had a valid economic expectancy in the

lEN contract, and any documents that SUppOit the assertion.
9.

The basis for Syringa's assertion that it had a valid economic expectancy in

potential contracts with various other state agencies, as alleged in the Complaint, and any
documents that SUppOlt the asseltion.
10.

All facts suppOlting each allegation regarding Qwest asserted in the Complaint.
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 21 st day of June, 2010.

. homas, ISB No. 2326
MOPF
, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHAR
ED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385~5384
385-5384
Steph

srt@mofJatt.com

B. Lawrence Theis (Pro Hac Vice)
Steven J. Perfrement (Pro Hac Vice)
Meredith A. Johnston (Pro Hac Vice)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
larry. theis@hro.com
sfeven.perjrernent@hro,com
Attorneys for Defendant Qwest Communications
Company, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 21 st day of June, 2010, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF RULE 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION OF A

REPRESENTATIVE OF SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC was served by U.S. mail, postage
prepaid, as follows:

ou.s.

David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 388-1300

u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile

PlaintijJSyringa Networks, LLC
Attorneys for PlaintiffSyringa

c1'U.S.
u.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
HA WLEY TROXELl..
877 Main Street, Suite J 000
P.O.Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5210

D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile

Attorneys for defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; J. MichaE~1
MichaE~/ "Mike" Gwartney and Jack
G. "Greg" Zickau

c1 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA
702 W. Idaho, Suite 700
P. O. Box 1271

D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile

Boise, Idaho 83701-1271

Facsimile (208) 395-8585
Attorneysfor Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a Division
of Edllcation Networks ofAmerica,
of America, Inc.
ofEducation
/

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Robert S, Patterson (pro hac vice pending)
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
1600 Division St., Suite 700
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335

D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile

Attorney for Defendant ENA services, LLC. a Division of
ofAmerica, Inc.
Education Networks ofAmerica,

5
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Amber N. Dina
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

David R Lombardi [drl@givenspursley.com]
Wednesday, June 23, 2010 9:42 AM
'mclark@hawleytroxell.com';
'mGlark@hawleytroxell.com'; 'smontosa@hawleytroxell.com';
'sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com'; 'jashby@hawleytroxell.com'; 'pso@hallfarley.com';
'sschossberger@haw'eytroxe".com';
'bpatterson@babc.com'; 'srt@moffatt.com'; 'Iarry.theis@hro.com'
Amber N. Dina; Jeremy C. Chou; Kenneth R McClure; 'glowe@syringanetworks.net'
30(b)(6) deposition of Syringa [IWOV-GPDMS.FID420285]

Steve:
I cannot confirm the August 4 date for the 30(b)(6) deposition of Syringa and have reason to object to to the taking of the
deposition at this point in the litigation as well.
First, my delay in responding to you was occasioned by my recent conversation with Steve Perfrement concerning the
Stipulation for Protective Order and a desire to discuss the scope of the 30(b)(6) deposition with him as well. Also, the
Syringa CEO was involved in al1 accident and is just now returning to the office. Please forgive me to the extent that my
delay may have misled you.
Second, I am already scheduled for a deposition on August 4 involving the United States that I cannot move. In additiion,
I have fundamental concerns and objections to the proposed depOSition
deposition as set out in the 30(b)(6) notice.
I don't dispute the right of the defendants to take a 30(b)(6) deposition of Syringa, but the areas of inquiry contained in the
Qwest notice look more like "contention" discovery than legitimate factual inquiry concerning the company. I acknowledge
that "contention" discovery is appropriate at a later stage in the litigation. I have difficulty, however, understanding why
Syringa must wait for several months to get a full response to Syringa's First Requests for Production and how
depositions of the evaluators and others can be resisted on the basis that such discovery is irrelevant until the court rules
on standing, but Syringa will bE! required to produce a corporate representative to testify to factual contentions on the
basis of incomplete or inadequate discovery. Also, to the extent that the other defendants want to undertake a 30(b)(6)
examination of Syringa, I will ask that we receive a list of all 30(b)(6) areas of inqiury so we can avoid multiple depositions.
I would, of course, extend the same courtesy to Qwest, ENA and the State. Each "entity" should be required to sit for one
30(b)(6) deposition with a full scope of inquiry set out in advance as required by the rules.
The proposed deposition is, in rny opinion, premature. If you want to insist, and are allowed to take the deposition early in
the litigation, you run a substantial risk of getting responses that advise that "discovery is ongoing" and that the company
doesn't yet have a full and complete answer. You also run the risk, taking such a deposition early in the litigation, of
running into work product and attorney/client privilege objections and of not getting a second chance. These risks will be

reduced if you give Syringa a reasonable time to undertake discovery.
I have left more than one voicernail message for Steve Perfrement and would be happy to speak with you on this subject
as well. Also, Phil Oberrecht has suggested that we convene a conference of counsel to discuss a discovery schedule. I
think such a conference could be fruitful at this stage in the litigation.
Best regards.
David
David R. Lombardi
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 388-1237 (phone)
(208) 388-1300 (fax)
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain confidential information that is protected by the attorney-client
and/or work product privilege. It is intended only for the use of the individual(s) named as recipients. If you are not the
1
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DENVER
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.'Dil:

Holme Roberts & Owen LLpe
Allome.rs at Law'

June 16,2010
Via E-Mail and U.S. Mail

BOULDER

COLORADO SPRINGS

David R. Lombardi
Givens Pursley LLP
60 I W., Bannock
P. O. Box 2720
Boise, lD 83701-2720
Re:

Plaint iCC Syringa
Qwest Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of Plaintiff
datcd 6/23/1
6/23/100
Your email dated

DUBLIN

Dear David:

LONDON

LOS ANGELES

We disagree with your position that the deposition is premature. You will
recall that Qwest filed a motion to dismiss asserting that the allegations in
Syringa's Verified Complaint are baseless, conclusory, and designed to allow
Syringa to engage in a fishing expedition in the hope of uncovering somethi ng
in discovery to imply improper conduct by Qwest. In denying Qwest's motion,
the Court noted that "Counsel's signature on the complaint constitutes a
certificate by the attorney that the factual allegations are well grounded in fact.
(a)(l)." Under Rule 11,
II, the signature of
oC a party also constitutes the
I.R.C.P. II (a)(I)."
cl;:rtification.
same cl;!rtification.

MUNICH

PHOENIX

SALTLAKE
SAL
TLAKE CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

Qwest is entitled to determine whether Syringa has complied with its Rule II
obligations based on the facts known to it as of thc
the datc
date that Mr. Lowc
Lowe signed
Syringa's Verified Complaint, not at the conclusion of discovery. To be clear,
we believe that Syringa's allegations against Qwest are utterly baseless, and
Cactual
that Syringa knew at the time the Complaint was filed that it had no factual
basis to allege any misconduct by Qwest. Syringa's assertion that it cannot
provide testimony as to the basis for its allegations until after substantial
discovery further substantiates that belicf.
belief.
We also believe that Syringa's material allegations are substantially different
for each party. Qwest's Rule 30(b)(6) Notice of Dcposition is narrowly tailored
specific allegations regarding
to reach only the facts supporting Syringa's speeific
Qwest, and it would be no hardship for Syringa to produce representatives

Steven J. Perfrement 303.866,0370
303.866.0370 steven,perfrement@hro,com
steven.perfrement@hro.com
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100 Denver, Colorado 80203-4541 rei 303.861.7000 fax 303.866.0200
111479246 \'1
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Hohne Roberts & Owen LLP"
Hahne
Attorneys at Law

David R. Lombardi
June 16,2010
Page 2
regarding its separate allegations against the other defendants if they choose to
seek a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition on topics relevant to those allegations.
We therefore intend to proceed with the deposition. That said, we are certainly
willing to accommodate reasonable scheduling concerns, which we already did
by moving the deposition into August from our original proposed dates in July.
We have conferred with counsel for ENA and the State, and all defendants are
available on August 5 and 6, 2010, for the Rule 30(b)(6) deposition. Enclosed
is an amended notice of deposition for these dates.

Enclosure
cc:

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
Robert S. Patterson
Merlyn W. Clark
Stephen R. Thomas
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Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326
MOFFATI, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10lh Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 8370 I
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srl@moifatf. corn
com
srl@moiJatt.
B. Lawrence Theis (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Steven 1. Pcrfrement (Admilled
(Admit/ed Pro Hac Vice)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
861 ~ 7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
larry. theis@hro.com
steven.perj;-ement@hro.com
steven.perFement@hro.com
AtTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff:
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Ofl1cer
Oflicer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZIKAU, in
his personal and offkial capacity as Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; E~A
E:~A SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICA TIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company,

Case No. OC 0923757
AMENDED NOTICE OF RULE
30(b)(6) DEPOSITION OF A
REPRESENTATIVE OF
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC

Defendants.
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Please take notice that, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6), counsel luI'
Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") will take the deposition of the corporate
2010,
representative for Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), commencing on August 5-6, 20
I0, at
9:00 a.m. MDT, at the offices of Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, 101 S. Capitol Blvd.,
10th Floor, Boise, Idaho 83701.
You are hereby required to designate onc or more representatives to testify as to matters
known or reasonably available to Syringa regarding the following matters:
1.
I.

The nature, date, time, and location of any meetings or conversations between

Qwcst officials and Defendants Gwartney or Zickau before or after the issuance of the lEN RFP
award regarding the award, the identity of the Qwest officials allegedly involved, and the names
and titles of everyonl~
everyonl~ present for or involved in the alleged meetings and conversations.
2.

The nature, date, time, and location of any attempts by Qwest to influence the

Department of Administration to award the lEN RFP award to ENA and Qwest, the name and
job title of any person from Qwest involvcd,
involved, and if any attempt occurred, the basis for Syringa's
allegcd in the Complaint.
allegation that any influence by Qwest was "improper," as alleged
3.

The nature, date, time, and location of any agreements made between Qwest

officials and Gwartm:y or Zickau regarding the Department of Administration's decision to
award part ofthe lEN RFP award to Qwest, the name and job title of any person from Qwest
involved in the alleged agreement, and whether Gwartney, Zickau, or Gwartney and Zickau
together entered into the alleged agreement.
4.

The nature, date, time, and location of any instructions from the Department of

Administration, Gwartney, or
01' Zickau to work only with Qwest during the lEN implementation,
who gave the alleged instructions, who received the alleged instructions, whether and how the

2
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alleged instructions were carried out, and the basis for asserting that the alleged instructions are
inappropriate or actionable, as alleged in the Complaint.

5.

I-low any of the meetings, conversations, agreements, or instructions involving

Gwartney and/or Zickau regarding the lEN RFP award alleged in the Complaint caused the JEN

contract to be awarded to Qwest, and how Gwartney and Zickau were involved in the decision to
award the lEN contract to Qwest.
6.

Any communications by Gwartney or Zickau to anyone in the Division of

Purchasing or the technical evaluation team before the lEN RFP award regarding the decision to
award the lEN contract to Qwest.
7.

The name and title of any person at Qwest who knew of the existence of the

Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa, the date and time they learned of the Teaming
Agreement, what they knew about the terms and conditions of the Teaming Agreement, and how
they came to know about the Teaming Agreement.

8.

The basis for Syringa's assertion that it had a valid economic expectancy in the

lEN contract, and any documents that support the asse11ion,
asse11ion.
9.

The basis for Syringa's assertion that it had a valid economic expectancy in

potential contracts with various other state agencies, as alleged in the Complaint, and any
documents that support the assertion.

10,
10.

All facts supporting each allegation regarding Qwest asserted in the Complaint.
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RESPECTFULL
Y SUBMITTED this 24th day of June, 2010.
RESPECTFULLY

Step 1en F . Th( mHS, ISB No. 2326
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS,
CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10 th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srt@moflatt.com
srl@mofj'all.com
B. Lawrence Theis (Pro Hac Vice)
Steven J. Perfrement (Pro Hac Vice)
Meredith A. Johnston (Pro Hac Vice)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
larry.! he is@hro.com
larry.!heis@hro.com
sleven.perjre menl@hro.com
s/even.perjremen/@hro.com
Attorneys for Defendant Qwest Communications
Company, I,LC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 24th day of June, 20 10, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF RULE 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION OF A

REPRESENT
ATIVE OF SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC was served by Email and also by
REPRESENTATIVE
U.S. mail, postage prepaid, as follows:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
60 I W. Bannock
P. O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 8370 I
Facsimile (208) 388-1300
Atlorneys/or PlainliffSyringu
Plainlif/Syringa Nelworks,
Ne/works, LLC
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & I-lAWLEY, LLJ>
LLP

877 Main Strcct,
Street, Suite 1000
P. O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Facsimi Ie (208) 954-5210
de/endanls Idaho Departmenl
Depar/men/ 0/
Allorneysfor de/ene/anls
Adminis/ration; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
Gwarlney and Jack
Adminislration;
G. "Greg" Zickau
U

S. ObclTccht
ObelTccht
Phillip s.
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA
702 W. Idaho, Suite 700
P. O. Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701-1271
Facsimile (208) 395-8585
Attorneys/or De/endant ENA Services, LLC, a Division
0/ Educalion Networks
Ne!ll'orks o.,fAmerica,
o/America, Inc.

aU.S. Mail.
Mail, Postage Prepaid
au.S.

o Hand Delivered

o Overnight Mail
o Facsimile

[g'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

o
o
o

Ga U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

o Hand Delivered
o Overnight Mail
o Facsimile

~ U.S. Mail.
RobcI1 S. Patterson (pro hac vice pending)
Mail, Poslage Prepaid
CUIJII11ings LLP
Bradley Arant Boult CUI~rImings
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
1600 Division St., Suite 700
Facsimile
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335
AItorncylor De/endant ENA services, LLe,
!-Le, a Division 0/
;1ltorn(:1'./'ol'
Educa/ion Networks
Nelworks o/America,
o/America. Inc.
EducaTion

o

o
o
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 8370 I
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300

::= OHIOO~lL
JUt 222010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUlY

922421_2

Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE ST
ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
GWARnmY,
"MIKE" G
WARnmY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
COMMill-.lICATIONS
QWEST COMMill..J'ICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF GREG LOWE

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss:
)

Greg Lowe, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:

THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF GREG LOWE - 1
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1.

I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge.

2.

I am the Chief Executive Officer of Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"). I have

been employed by Syringa since September, 2008 and was one of the people responsible for
reviewing and organizing Syringa's response, in collaboration with Defendant Education
Networks of America ("ENA"), to the Idaho Education Network Request for Proposals 02160
issued in December, 2008 (the "lEN RFP").
3.

The Idaho Education Network ("lEN") was created by the Idaho Legislature to

provide a coordinated, statewide telecommunications distribution system for distance learning
for public schools, including two-way interactive video, data, internet access and other
telecommunications services. See I.C. § 67-5745D(2).
67-S74SD(2). It was also intended by the Legislature
that the Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA") would apply for federal funding
(known as E-Rate) for the lEN and leverage its statewide purchasing power to promote private
67-S74SD(4)(c), (5)(g).
(S)(g).
investment in telecommunications infrastructure. See I.C. § 67-5745D(4)(c),
4.

On December 4, 2008, I met with Jason Kreizenbeck, Chief of Staff for Governor

Otter's office, and expressed my opinion that the State should do an inventory to insure no
overbuilds were done by any carrier, in an effort to maximize efficiency. I was concerned that
public funds were going to be used to duplicate services that already existed and provide an
undue competitive advantage to the prevailing vendor in the private market.
5.
S.

On December 8, 2008, Mike Gwartney held an lEN meeting for Syringa and ENA

at the DOA. Before the meeting began, Gwartney was irate, pulled me privately aside in a
hallway, and demanded that I keep my opinions to myself. Mr. Gwartney told me that if I didn't
keep my criticisms regarding the lEN project to myself, he would, "make sure Syringa would
never get any of the lEN business."
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6.

On January 12, 2009, ENA and Syringa jointly submitted a response to the lEN

RFP (the "lEN Alliance Proposal").

Qwest and Verizon submitted independent responsive

proposals.
7.

On January 20, 2009, the State of Idaho, Department of Administration faxed a

letter to ENA ("the: DOA Letter of Intent") which disclosed its review and scoring of each of the
lEN proposals received by the State in response to the lEN RFP, and indicates that the proposal
submitted by the lEN Alliance (identified as ENA on the DOA Letter of Intent) received the
highest score. Although the lEN Alliance received the highest technical score and was the
lowest cost proposal, the DOA Letter of Intent expressly stated that the State would contract with
both ENA and QW{:st.
QWt:st.
S.
8.

Under a multiple contract procurement, the State Agencies must make purchases

from the contractor who offers the best price, availability, support services and delivery. It was
clear that the lEN Alliance would be competing with Qwest on a per-customer basis.

We

believed we could provide higher quality service at a lower price. We welcomed the opportunity
to compete because we were confident we could earn the business.
9.

On January 28, 2009, after the five-day appeal deadline had passed, the DOA

issued a Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO") to ENA. The DOA simultaneously issued
a nearly identical SBPO to Qwest.
10.

On February 26, 2009, the DOA issued amended SBPOs to ENA and Qwest

("Amended SBPOs") that were no longer identical. These Amended SBPOs divided the services
requested by the lEN RFP into two, separate and mutually exclusive categories of work.
11.

SBP0130S-01
SBP01308-01 went to Qwest for "all lEN technical network services" and "all

Internet services". SBP01309-01 went to ENA to act "as the Service Provider listed on the

THIRD AFFIDA
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State's Federal E-rate Fonn 471" and to provide "all Video Teleconferencing (VTC) Installation,
Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network." The Amended SBPOs
eliminated Syringa as ENA's "principal partner and supplier" and substituted Qwest in its place.
True and correct copies of the amended SBPOs are attached as Exhibits A and B.
12.

Because the administrative appeal period had expired five days following the

issuance of the DOA Letter of Intent on January 20, 2009, with which Syringa did not have a
dispute, Syringa was left with little recourse to challenge the Amended SBPOs; it was now thirty
days past the administrative appeal deadline.
13.

Over the following months, Syringa failed to get any work related to lEN.

EN A that Greg Zickau
Sometime around July 1, 2010, I received infonnation from Bob Collie of ENA
had instructed ENA to work only with Qwest, not Syringa. On July 11,2010, Collie sent me an
email, stating:
ENA has asked multiple times to have the ability to quote circuits from multiple
providers and have been told no each time. We have also shared our teaming
agreement with the state and have discussed it in detail with OCIO and Admin
leadership so there is no possibility that they are confused about where we stand
on the matter. Furthennore, we have stated numerous times that the current
environment is not our preferred, nonnal or typical manner of doing business nor
is it the way that we bid in response to the State's RFP.

A true and correct copy of the email is attached as Exhibit C.
14.

Collie also infonned me that, he thought he could get Syringa Networks $800,000

in engineering work if we agreed to back off from our position that Syringa was entitled to the
lEN work.
15.

On July 15,2010, I had dinner with Mike Gwartney, his wife, and Ken McClure.

We expressed disappointment in receiving none of the lEN business and asked why, considering
our RFP proposal received the highest score by the independent evaluators. Gwartney responded

THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF GREG LOWE - 4
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that he was unaware of the score and cost and that the lack of business was simply ENA's
choice. Gwartney then stated that he and the Butch Otter would be immune to any ramifications
associated with the: lEN procurement, and that, instead, Syringa would be punished.
16.

Gwartney stated that he would hate to see the rest of Syringa's existing state

business go away. During our meeting Gwartney also stated to Ken McClure "You'll regret the
day you tangled with Butch Otter and Mike Gwartney."
17.

Over the following months, DOA blocked roughly $87 thousand per month in

business to Syringa from various State agencies. I was informed that the Departments of Health
and Welfare, Vocational Rehabilitation, Fish and Game, and Department of Labor were all
attempting to contract with Syringa, but were forbidden to do so by Gwartney and DOA.
18.

In January, 2010, I became aware of several circumstances in which fiber was

being unhooked at schools and replaced with copper provided by lEN funding. Copper provides
inferior delivery, but is less expensive to install or maintain than fiber.

Around this time I also

became aware that Qwest was using lEN funding to lay fiber where other providers' fiber
already exists, whieh
which DOA promised the lEN funding would never be used to do. This was all
done at significant taxpayer expense, despite the availability of far less expensive alternatives.
II
II
II
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA
YETH NAUGHT.
SAYETH
DATED this 22nd day of July 2010.

Greg Lowe
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO b~~~10.
b~~~IO.

Notary Public for Id~h~
Ida~
Residing at l25Y Z \.&.
?;Ja11J.l)1.{,
My Commission expires: -1J.:J"""1'-1/~~",,,,-",I'l;lh,---------
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WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise,ID 83701
ofAdministration,' J Michael
Attorneysfor Idaho Dept. ofAdministration,'
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for EN4 Services, LLC
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_ _ Hand Delivery
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*-U.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
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_ _ Fax (395-8585)
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_ _ Overnight Mail

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville,
N ashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for EN4 Services, LLC

_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

£U.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

LU.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (303-866-0200)
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBPOO1308

February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this -Amendment")
"Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and QwestCommunications Company, LLC ("Qwesr)
eawesr) hereby amends the contract for the
Idaho Educaltion Network (MIENa),
("lENa), Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the
"Agreement").

It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001308 In order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.
1. Qwest will be the general contractor for all lEN technical network services. The Service
471. Education Networks of America
Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471,
(ENA), is required
reqUired to work with the dedicated Qwest Account Team for ordering, and
proviisioning of,
of. on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all lEN sites.
2. Owe:st,
Qwe:st, in coordination with ENA.
ENA, will deliver lEN technical network services using its
existing core MPLS network and backbone services.
3. Qweist,
Qweist. in cooltlination with ENA,
ENA. will procure and provision all local access connections
and muting equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most oost efficient and
reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public safety
netw~rk assets wherever economically and technically feasible. Qwest and ENA will
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform.
4.

Qwe!~t,

5.

Qwe~;t will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager, working with the ENA project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
respcJoOsibllities. identify
Identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
respcJonsibllities.
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.

In coordination with ENA, will provide allintemet services to lEN users.

Qwest and ENA will use a combination of Qwast and ENA Network Operations center
6. Owest
Center
(NOe) assets for the Idaho Education Network Including but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a physical layer (b"ansport)
(bansport) NOe by Owest;
Qwest;
b. Establishment of an IP NOe by Qwest; and
c. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA.
All three NOes will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three hundred
sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one-stop lEN customer facing
Qwest transport NOC will monitor both the physical and logical
service and support center; Owest
layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via existing
management platfonns.
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBPO01308

February 26, 2009

OWel;t will work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the information
7. Owel;t
neoe:ssary for the State and ENA to file Federal E-rate fonns accurately and In a timely
manner.
8. The State considers Owest and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated
20. 2009 and the subsequent SBPO01308
in thE;~ Intent to Award Letter dated January 20,
dated January 28, 2009.

awes"

9. The State may request copies of all
aU itemized billing from Owest, as the service provider
asso(~iated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual, or o~oing basis at
asso(~iated
any time during the term of the agreement. awest
Qwest must provide this Information
information within
30 da.ys
dS.YS of the State's request for itemized billing information.
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DePARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONe (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)

SBP001309
February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendment")
-Amendment-) by and betweel') the State of Idaho (·State")
Services. LLC hereby amends the contract
and Educatloln Networks of America, Inc.IENA services.
for the Idaho I:ducation Network ("lEN"), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase On::ler: SBP01309
(the Agreement").
U

It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001309 In order to clarify the role8 and
respon8ibifitkts of the parties to the Agreement.

1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Fonn 471. Qwest
("Qwesth) is required to work with the ENA Account
Communications Company LLC (-awest
Team ~or ordering, and provisioning of.
of, on-golng maintenance. operations and billing for
all lEN sites.
b

)

2. ENA will coordinate overall delivery of all lEN network services and support.
3. ENA, In coordination with Owest,
awest, will procure, provision, and provide all local access
connections and routing equIpment
eqUipment making l'8asonable efforts to ensure 1I1e most cost
efficient
effICient and reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public
safety
Owest
safely rletwork assets wherever economically and technically feasible. ENA and awest
1tte necessary
will USE' existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver 1I1e
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform.
4. ENA, in coordination with Owest. will provide all Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network.
Installation, Operations, Monitoring.
5.

ENA wUl
wUI assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and Owest to define
the project Scope of Work. The ENA project manager, working with the Owest project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will out/ine project tasks, assign
responsibilities. identify risks, and define the schedule for project Implementation. This
Joint PJ10ject
Pl10ject Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
review
revieW ~md approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is $ubject to the review
and approval from the State.

6. ENA and Qwest will use a combination of ENA and Qwest Network Operations Center
(NOe)
(NOC) 81Ssets for the Idaho Education Network including, but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC)
(NOe) by ENA;
b. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC
NOe by Qwest; and
c. E:stablishment of an IP NOe by Qwest.
All threE: NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three
hundred sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOe will serve as the one-stop lEN customer
Qwest transport NOe will monitor both the physical
facing S4~rvice and support center; awest
and logical layer for outages and Qwesl's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via
existing management platforms.
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ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OClO,
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION.
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
(.IEN)

SBPOO1309
26. 2009
February 26,

7.

ENA will work directly with the State of Idaho and Qwest to supply the Information
information
necessary for the State to file Federal E-rate fonns accurately and In a timely manner.
ENA will also assist the State in providing E-Rate training for State Educational Support
entities, Public School Districts and Libraries.

8. The State considers ENA and Owest as equal partners in the lEN project as
demonstrated in the Intent to Awan:l Letter dated January 20.
20, 2009 and the subsequent
SBP001309 dated January 28.
28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from ENA, as the service provider
associated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual or on-going basis at
any time during
dUring the term of the agreement ENA must provide this information within 30
days clf the State's request for itemized billing information.
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From: Bob COllie <bcoIlle@ena,com>

To: Greg Lowe
CC: Gayle NelSOn <gnelsonl'llena,COOl:>
<gnelson~ena,coo,;>

sent: Man lui
Jul 2721:15:31 2009
SUbject: lEN update

GregWe have received an order fi"om
services to the 12 school sites in
In Phase 1e.
is.
fi'om thR!*-ttl'! for the installstlon
lnslallstlon of lEN serviees
Since the State rejected the lEN Alliance proposal, ENA has continued its conversations with the State and
shared lhose
directed through their s1ate'Nide purchase
those devElopments with you; and, as you know, they have dlrecled
orders that we mUi~ use Owest
Qwest to provide Itle
tJle local loop, backbone and core equipment.

ENA has requested multiple Umes that the State use any local loop provider who can deliver to the quality, price
and time
lime reqUiremt2nts, simnar to what we contemplated In the proposal. To date, the Stale has rejected these
reClueete. At your Isuggestion we approached the State about using one of your membf:lnr; In MrvP.
MfVe Salmon High
School
We then asked the State to
SChoof and the state
stale granted permission to proceed wtth Custer fur that site. we
consider others to!lerVe
tollerVe the additional sites in this order and the State refused that request
For the benefit of
tills project and to maintain any opportunity to be continued as a contractor, these orders
ofUlls
(inc:luding
timeiines. You have
(jnc:luding the one in Salmon) must be placed immediately in order to meet the State's timelines.
consistently Inlet us that you do not wish us to withdraw even though the state has made it impossible for us to
use 6yrmge
loop. be.ekbone and COI'e
6yMge (ot' anl(on()
an!(on() other ttll:m Qweet for tbat matter) to provide 100% of the local loop,
equipment, but we wanted you to be aware of these next steps. Failure to move forward with this order would
effectively be a withdrawal sr.ce
arlee we believe the Slate
S1ate would canoel our purchase order.
We completely understancl the need to protect Syringa's interests, but your action last week (1088
lloes foCIIS our
attention on exact~' how ENA might proceed with its limited poriion of thIs project since Syringa has nEWer

formallY declared Ule teaming agreement to have been terminated. Given the Importance of the lEN to the State
and your continued support for ENA's continued preparations to implement its assigned portion of this project, we

assume that evetyCllle
evei}'Cllle acknowledges that Syringa agrees with ENA moving forward in accordance with Its
purchase Ofder. Af.; with the Salmon School
State 10 use Ole
SChool District, ENA Intends to continue to press tile Stale
backbone offered by Syringa and its members'localloop
members'loealloop options despite the rejection of those portions of the
RFP. We
prevail.
we believe over time we wll prevail.
..sob
-Bob
Bob Colie
Education Networia;
Netwonal of America, Inc. (ENA)
p: +1 615312-6004 f: +1 615250-0535

'.
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1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3
4

5

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

6

CV-OC-09-237S7
Case No. CV-OC-09-23757

Plaintiff,

7

vs.
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; 1.
J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

SUBSTITUTE
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

Defendants.

18
19

This matter is before the Court for determination of a motion for summary judgment filed

20

by Defendants Idaho Department of Administration (DOA), J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney

21

(Gwartney) and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau (Zickau) (collectively, the State Defendants). For the

22

reasons set forth below, the Court will grant the motion in part.

23

Background and Proceedings

24

In 2008, the Idaho State Legislature authorized the creation of a "statewide coordinated and
25

funded high-bandwidth education network" called the Idaho Education Network (lEN). 2008 Idaho
26
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Sess. Laws, ch. 260 § 3. (codified at Idaho Code § 67-5745D.) The lEN was meant to be "the
1

2

coordinated, statewide telecommunications distribution system for distance learning for each public

3

school ....
...."" Idaho Code § 67-57450(2). The legislation assigned OOA with oversight responsibility

4

for development and implementation of the lEN. 2008 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 260 § 3. Among its

5

duties, OOA was to "[p
]rocure telecommunications services and equipment for the lEN through an
"[p]rocure

6

open and competitive bidding process." Id.

7

In

Oecemb~:r of2008,

DOA issued the lEN Request for Proposals 02160 (lEN RFP),

8

seeking bids for the initial phase of the lEN project. A copy of the lEN RFP is attached as
9

10

Exhibit A to the Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. The lEN RFP provided that

11

"[s]trong consideration will be given to proposals that incorporate partnerships between multiple

12

providers." lEN RFP at § 3.3(b). The lEN RFP also specified that "[a]ny resulting contract from

13

this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers." Id. at § 5.3. In a later amendment to the

14
15

lEN RFP, this language was changed to "any resulting contract from this solicitation may be
awarded to up to four providers." (emphasis in original) (March 19,2010 Affidavit of Bill

16

Burns at,-r 7 (hereinafter "Burns Affidavit.")) (See March 19,2010 Affidavit of Mark Little at
17

Exhibit E (hereinafter "Little Affidavit.")
18
19

The lEN RFP contained the following limitation: "Bidders must also have a service

20

provider identification number from the Universal Service Administrative Company and be

21

eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount program for telecommunications

22

services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities." lEN RFP at § 3.2. The Telecommunications

23

Act of 1996, Pub.L. No.1 04-1 04, 110 Stat. 56 (codified and amended in various and scattered

24

sections of title 47, United States Code), requires interstate telecommunications providers to
25

make contributions !into
linto the Universal Service Fund. The Universal Service Administrative
26
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1.1

Company (USAC) collects these contributions and disburses a portion of these funds to support
1

2

telecommunications projects for schools and libraries. The funding for schools and libraries is

3

called "E-Rate" funding.) To receive E-Rate funding through USAC, a service provider must be

4

registered with USAC.

5

6

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa) is a telecommunications network provider in
Idaho. The Court understands that Syringa is not registered with USAC, and therefore, Syringa is

7

not eligible to participate in E-Rate funding. Defendant ENA Services, LLC (ENA) is a
8

telecommunications company that provides managed internet access services to governments,
9
10

schools and libraries. ENA makes contributions to the Universal Service Fund, is registered with

11

USAC, and is eligible to participate in E-Rate funding. ENA is a wholly owned subsidiary of

12

Defendant Education Networks of America, Inc. (Unless the context requires otherwise, both

13

ENA Services, LLC and Education Networks of America, Inc. will be referred to as ENA).

14

Education Networks of America, Inc. is also registered with USAC, and is eligible to participate

15

in E-Rate funding.

16

Syringa and ENA entered into a "Teaming Agreement" for the purpose of responding to
17

the lEN RFP. A copy of the Teaming Agreement is attached as Exhibit 2 to the February 23,
18
19
20
21
22

23

24
25
26

I "One of the goals of the 1996 Telecommunications Act was to encourage universal telecommunications service.
Universal service includes 'advanced telecommunications and information services,' particularly high-speed internet
access, for schools (as well as for libraries and rural health care providers). See 47 U.S.c. § 254(b)(6), (h)(I) (2000).
The internet highway for these schools is paved with mandated contributions from the telecommunications
industries; the U[niversal] S[ervice] F[und]'s
F[und],s coffers are filled by interstate telecommunications providers who pay
mandatory charges, which they typically pass on to consumers in their bills. See id § 254(d); 47 C.F.R. § 54.706
(2002). Federal regulations give U[niversal] S[ervice] A[dministrative] C[ompany] the responsibility to administer
the USF, collect the charges, and disburse its funds, all under the direction of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) See 47 C.F.R. §§ 54.701, 54.702. The USF monies are not appropriated federal funds;
nonetheless, they exist by reason of a federal mandate. The funds are not distributed by a federal agency but by
USAC, a private nonprofit corporation, subject to regulation. See generally Tex. Office ofPub.
of Pub. Uti!' Counsel v. FCC,
183 F.3d 393, 405-09 (5th Cir.1999) (describing USF provisions of 1996 Telecom Act and subsequent regulations);
R.F. Frieden, Universal Service, 13 Harv. J.L. & Tech. 395, 397-422 (2000) (same)." In re LAN Tamers, Inc., 329
F.3d 204, 206 (1st. Cir. 2003).
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2010 Affidavit of Greg Lowe. Under the Teaming Agreement, ENA sought to become the lEN
1
2

RFP prime contractor, or the prime contractor for providing services to schools and libraries.

3

(Teaming Agreemtmt at Section 2(a)). ENA would be responsible for "(i) procuring and owning

4

all customer premises equipment, (ii) coordinating field service, (iii) managing the customer

5

relationship, (iv) serving as the fiscal and contracting agent, including responsibility for invoicing

6

and collections, (v) management ofE-Rate funds, and (vi) procuring, managing, and provisioning

7

last mile circuits." (Teaming Agreement at Section 3(b).) Syringa would be responsible for "(i)
8

providing the statewide backbone for the services, (ii) providing and operating a network
9
10

operations center for the backbone, (iii) providing for co-location of core network equipment,

11

(iv) procuring and owning all customer premises equipment not provided by ENA, (v)

12

coordinating field service for non-school or library sites, (vi) managing the customer relationship

13

for non-school or library sites, and (vii) procuring, managing and provisioning last mile circuits

14

(Id. at Section 3(c).)
for non-school or library sites." (Jd.

15

Syringa and ENA jointly responded to the lEN RFP by submitting a proposal printed on

16

stationary that displayed logos for both Syringa and ENA at the top of each page. A copy of the
17

proposal (IEN Alliance Proposal) is attached as Exhibit B to the December 15, 2009 Verified
18
19

Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. ENA and Syringa referred to their joint proposal as the

20

"lEN Alliance." The cover letter to the lEN Alliance Proposal states: "The lEN Alliance

21

founding members, ENA and Syringa will lead the partnership. For the purpose of executing a

22

contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the project with Syringa as the principal partner

23

and prime supplier.'" (lEN Alliance Proposal at p. 1.) The lEN Alliance Proposal identified

24

(Id. at p. 107.)
ENA and ENA, Inc. as the service providers who were registered with USAC. (Jd.
25
26
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I.

The lEN RFP required a bidder to submit a signed signature page on a DOA supplied
1

2

form. The signature page for the lEN Alliance bid proposal was signed by David M. Pierce,

3

President and CEO ofENA. The signature page identifies the bidder/offeror as "Education

4

Networks of America, Inc.lENA Services, LLC."

5
6

DOA received three (3) responsive proposals: the lEN Alliance proposal, a proposal from
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC (Qwest), and a proposal from Verizon Business

7

Network Services, [nco
Tnc. Based upon evaluation criteria, the DOA scored the proposals as follows:
8
9

I

Criteria

Points

Qwest

ENA

Verizon
I

10

Prior Experienct:

200

110

145

65

Legislative Intent

100

73

83

15

Management Capacity

100

56

72

35

Financial & Risk

100

29

82

35

11
I

12
13

14

11

I

I

15

1

I Subtotal

500

268

382

150

16

E-Rate Cost (1)

400

267

400

278

17

Non-E-Rate Cost (1)

100

100

74

64

TOTAL

1000

635

856

492

18

19
20

I

(January 20,2009 Letter from DOA to ENA, attached as Exhibit C to Verified Complaint and

21

Demand for Jury Trial.) On January 20, 2009, the DOA issued a Letter ofIntent expressing its
22

intent to make awards of the lEN RFP to ENA and Qwest "for being awarded the most points."
23

24

(Id.)
(Jd.)

25
26
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I

On January 28,2009, DOA issued nearly identical statewide blanket purchase orders to
1

2

ENA (SBPOI309) and Qwest (SBPOI308). (March 19,2010 Affidavit of Mark Little at

3

ofldaho's acceptance
Exhibits I and J.) Each purchase order stated that it: "constitutes the State ofIdaho's

4

.... " (Jd.)
(Id.)
of your signed offer ...."

5
6

On February 26, 2009, DOA issued Amendment 1 to the Qwest and ENA statewide
blanket purchase orders. (Id. at Exhibits K and L.) Each amendment stated: "It is the intent of

7

ofldaho to amend SBPO 1308 [SBPO 1309] to clarify the roles and responsibilities of
the State ofIdaho
8

the parties to the Agreement." (Id.) Each amendment also stated: "The State considers Qwest
9

10

and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated in the Intent to Award Letter dated

11

January 20,2009 and the subsequent SBP01308 [SBPOI309] dated January 28,2009." (Id.)

12

The amendments clarified the scope of work for both ENA and Qwest.

13

Syringa contends, and the contention does not appear to be disputed, that the effect of the

14

amendments was to award to Qwest the entire scope of work assigned to Syringa in the Teaming

15

Agreement and the lEN Alliance Proposal. The effect of the amendments to the purchase orders

16

was to eliminate Syringa from participation in the lEN RFP project.
17

Prior to filing this action, Syringa did not seek any form of administrative relief from the
18
19

lEN RFP specifications, the awards to ENA and Qwest, or the amendments to the awards.

20

On December 15,2009, Syringa filed a Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial

21

asserting various causes of action against the State Defendants, Qwest and ENA. Gwartney is

22

Director ofDOA. Zickau is DOA's Chief Technology Officer. In Count One of the Complaint,

23

Syringa alleges that DOA breached a contract by awarding work to Qwest. In Count Two,

24

Syringa seeks declaratory judgment that the award of work to Qwest was a violation ofIdaho
ofldaho
25

26
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Code § 67-57262 and should be voided. In Count Three, Syringa seeks declaratory judgment that
1
2

the award of work to Qwest was a violation ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A 3 and should be voided.

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

2 "1) No contract or order or any interest therein shall be transferred by the contractor or vendor to whom such
contract or order is given to any other party, without the approval in writing of the administrator. Transfer of a
contract without approval shall cause the annulment of the contract so transferred, at the option of the state. All
rights of action, however, for any breach of such contract by the contracting parties are reserved to the state. No
member of the legislature or any officer or employee of any branch of the state government shall directly, himself, or
by any other person in trust for him or for his use or benefit or on his account, undertake, execute, hold or enjoy, in
whole or in part, any contract or agreement made or entered into by or on behalf of the state of Idaho, if made by,
through, or on behalf of the department in which he is an officer or employee; or if made by, through or on behalf of
any other department unless the same is made after competitive bids.

(2) Except as provided by section 67-5718,
67-57 I8, Idaho Code, no officer or employee shall influence or attempt to
influence the award of a contract to a particular vendor, or to deprive or attempt to deprive any vendor of an
acquisition contract.
(3) No officer or employee shall conspire with a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an
officer or employee, to influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to deprive a
vendor of an acquisition award.

(4) No officer or employee shall fail to utilize an open contract without justifiable cause for such action. No officer
or employee shall accept property which he knows does not meet specifications or substantially meet the original
performance test results.

14

15

(5) Deprivation, influence or attempts thereat shall not include written reports, based upon substantial evidence, sent
to the administrator of the division of purchasing concerning matters relating to the responsibility of vendors.

16

(6) No vendor or related party, or subsidiary, or affiliate of a vendor may submit a bid to obtain a contract to provide
property to the state, if the vendor or related party, or affiliate or subsidiary was paid for services utilized in

17

preparing the bid specifications or if the services influenced the procurement process."

18
19
20

Idaho Code § 67-5726.
"I) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, the administrator of the division of purchasing
may make an award of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or similar property where more than
(1) contractor is necessary:
one (I)
(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required by state agencies;

3

21

(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of property for state agencies; or

22

(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is compatible with property previously acquired.

23

(2) No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this section unless the administrator of the
(1) or more of the
division of purchasing makes a written determination showing that multiple awards satisfy one (I)
criteria set forth in this section.

24
25
26

(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more bidders in accordance with this section, a
state agency shall makl~ purchases from the contractor whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability,
support services and delivery are most advantageous to the agency.
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In Count Four, Syringa alleges that the conduct of the State Defendants constitutes tortious
1

2

3
4
5

6

interference with the Teaming Agreement. The remaining counts of the complaint allege claims
against Qwest and ENA.
On March 19,2010, the State Defendants filed this Motion for Summary Judgment on all
claims asserted against them by Syringa. On April 23, 2010, Syringa filed a motion pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 56(f/ for partial continuance of summary judgment proceedings to allow time for

7

discovery. On April 29, 2010, Syringa and the State Defendants filed a stipulation (the
8

Stipulations) relating to Syringa's Rule 56(f) motion. That stipulation provides that the only
9

10

issues submitted for decision are: 1) whether Syringa has standing to assert Counts One, Two,

11

Three and Four of the Complaint; and 2) whether any of the claims are barred because Syringa

12

failed to exhaust administrative remedies. The Stipulation also provided that neither the parties

13

nor the Court should consider certain portions from the affidavits of Gwartney, 5 Mark Little, 6 and

14

Bill Bums. 7

15

With these stipulations in place, Syringa opposed the narrowed motion for partial

16

summary judgment The Court heard argument on May 25,2010. Merlyn W. Clark, Hawley,
17

18
19

20
21

(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section shall not be made when a single bidder can
reasonably serve the acquisition needs of state agencies. A multiple award of a contract shall only be made to the
number of bidders necessary to serve the acquisition needs of state agencies."

22

Idaho Code § 67-5718A

23

4 "Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party cannot for reasons stated present
by affidavit facts essential to justiJY the party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or may
order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or may make
such other order as is just." LR.C.P. 56(f).
5 Paragraphs 10 and 1I.
I I.
6 Paragraphs 11
II and 14.
7 Paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8,9 and 12.

24
25

26
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Troxell, Ennis & Hawley, LLP, appeared and argued for the State Defendants. David R.
1

2
3

Lombardi, Givens Pursley LLP, appeared and argued for Syringa.
The Court issued a ruling on July 15,2010. After issuing the decision, the Court realized

4

that the Court had failed to give effect to the Stipulation limiting the issues of standing and

5

exhaustion, and limiting the use of the affidavits. For this reason, on its own motion, the Court

6

will withdraw its prior Memorandum Decision and Order and will enter this Substitute

7

Memorandum Decision and Order.
8

Motion to Strike
9

10

On May 11,2010, Syringa filed a Second Affidavit of Greg Lowe (Lowe). In this

11

affidavit, Lowe states that he was one of the people responsible for the "Syringa response" to the

12

RFP, that Syringa and ENA "jointly" submitted a proposal, and other similar statements. Lowe

13

also provides a chaIt that details what Syringa and ENA's responsibilities were under the bid.

14

On May 18, 2010, the State Defendants filed a motion to strike the second affidavit of Lowe

15

based on LR.C.P. 56(e).8 The State Defendants argue that many of Lowe's statements lack

16

foundation, are prejudicial and contrary to undisputed evidence, are generalized, conclusory, and
17

irrelevant. As to the chart provided by Lowe, the State Defendants assert that the complaint, not
18

19

the chart, provides the best evidence for the information asserted. The primary basis for the State

20

Defendants' motion to strike is the assertion that Syringa did not submit a bid. Syringa opposes

21

the motion to strike.

22
23

24
25
26

56(e)
8 I.R.C.P. 56(
e) requires that affidavits "be made on personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be
admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated
therein."
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The Court has reviewed the affidavit. The Court will find that, as the CEO of Syringa,
1

2

Lowe has personal knowledge concerning Syringa's participation in the bid process. The

3

statements made by Lowe reflect his understanding of Syringa's role in the bidding process and

4

his understanding of Syringa's potential responsibilities in the event ENA's bid was selected.

5

The Court will find that Lowe is qualified to make such statements. Accordingly, the Court will

6

deny the State Defendants' motion to strike, and will consider the second affidavit of Lowe for

7

purposes of this motion for summary judgment.
8

Standard of Review
9

10

"Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery documents

11

on file with the court ... demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is

12

entitled to

13

145 Idaho 735, 738, 184 P.3d 860, 863 (2008) (quoting Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102,765

14

P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (citing LR.C.P. 56(c)). The burden of proof is on the moving party to

15

ajudgm~~nt
ajudgm~~nt

as a matter oflaw." Brewer v. Washington RSA No.8 Ltd. Partnership,

demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. Rouse v. Household Finance Corp
Corp....

16

144 Idaho 68,70, 1.56 P.3d 569, 571 (2007) (citing Evans v. Griswold, 129 Idaho 902, 905, 935
17

P.2d 165, 168 (1997)); Baxter, 135 Idaho at 170, 16 P.3d at 267. The court must liberally
18
19

construe disputed facts in favor of the non-moving party and draw all reasonable factual

20

inferences in favor of the non-moving party. Kiebert v. Goss., 144 Idaho 225, 227, 159 P.3d 862,

21

864 (2007).

22
23

Where the party moving for summary judgment will not carry the burden of production or
"g,::nuine issue of material fact" burden may be met by establishing the absence
proof at trial, the "gl::nuine

24

of evidence on an element that the nonmoving party will be required to prove at trial. Heath v.
25

Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 712, 8 P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct. App. 2000). Such an
26
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absence of evidenc,e
evidenc'e may be established either by an affirmative showing with the moving party's
1

2

own evidence or by a review of all the nonmoving party's evidence and the contention that such

3

proof of an element is lacking. Id. (citing Dunnick v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311, 882 P.2d 475,

4

478 (C1.App.1994):;
(Ct.App.1994):; Withers v. Bogus Basin Recreational Ass 'n, Inc., 144 Idaho 78, 80, 156 P.3d

5

579,581 (2007) (quoting Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 170, 16 P.3d 263, 267 (2000)). Once

6

such an absence of evidence has been established, the burden then shifts to the party opposing the

7

motion to establish" via further depositions, discovery responses or affidavits, that there is indeed
8

a genuine issue for trial, or to offer a valid justification for the failure to do so under LR.C.P.
I.R.C.P.
9

10

56(f).

Analysis and Discussion

11

12

A. Standing

13

In Count One of the complaint, Syringa alleges a breach of contract claim against DOA.

14
15

In the motion for summary judgment, the State Defendants argue that Syringa has no standing to
sue DOA for breach of contract because Syringa was not in privity with DOA. (March 19, 2010

16

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at pp. 10-11.) Privity is the
17

requirement that limits the right to enforce contractual terms to the parties to the contract and
18
19

20

their privities. E.g. Wing v. Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 272, 688 P.2d 1172, 1177 (1984).
Standing is the separate requirement that, '''litigants generally must allege or demonstrate

21

an injury in fact and a substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will prevent or

22

redress the claimed injury.'" Taylor v. Maile 146 Idaho 705, 709,201 P.3d 1282,1286 (2009)

23

(quoting Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 641, 778 P.2d 757,763 (1989)). "'The

24

doctrine of standing focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues the party wishes to
25

have adjudicated. '" Id. Standing must be determined by the court before the merits of the case
26
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can be decided. ld. (citing Young v. City of
Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104,44 P.3d 1157, 1159
ofKetchum,
1

2

(2002)).
The Court views standing and privity as separate issues. Standing is a jurisdictional

3
4

requirement. Christian v. Mason, 148 Idaho 149, __,219
__ ,219 P.3d 473, 475 (2009). Standing can

5

be raised at any time. Koch v. Canyon County, 145 Idaho 158, 162, 177 P.3d 372, 376 (2008).

6

Privity, on the other hand, is a defense. E.g. McKinley v. Fanning, 100 Idaho 189, 192,595 P.2d

7

1084, 1087 (1979) (Bistline, J., dissenting) (recognizing that privity was no longer a valid
8

defense for certain product liability actions.) Due to the stipulation which limits the scope of this
9

10

motion for summary judgment to the issues of standing and exhaustion of administrative

11

remedies, the Court.
Court will not make any ruling on whether Sryinga's claims are barred by a lack of

12

privity.

13
14
15

As for standing, focusing solely on the party and not the merits of the breach of contract
claim, the Court willI find that Syringa has standing to sue DOA for breach of contract. The
injury allegedly sustained by Syringa in being shut out from the work, is sufficiently distinct as to

16

merit a personal stake in the outcome of the dispute. Accordingly, the Court will find that
17

Syringa has standing to assert a claim for breach of contract.
18
19

In Counts Two and Three of the complaint, Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment that the

20

award of the work to both ENA and Qwest was improper. The State Defendants assert that they

21

are entitled to summary judgment on these claims because Syringa does not have a sufficient

22

stake in the bidding process to create an actual or justiciable controversy. Syringa argues that

23

there is a justiciable controversy because Syringa has sustained a distinct injury because Syringa

24

cannot work on the project.
25
26
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I
The Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code Title 10, chapter 12, provides authority to
1

2

declare rights, status, or other legal relations. However, that authority is limited by the rule that a

3

court can grant declaratory relief only in cases that present an actual or justiciable controversy.

4

Davidson v. Wright, 143 Idaho 616, 620, 151 P.3d 812,816 (2006) (citing Weldon v. Bonner

5

County Tax Coalition, 124 Idaho 31, 36,855 P.2d 868,873 (1993)). A justiciable controversy is

6

one which is:

7

8
9

10

11

distinguishe:d from a difference or dispute of a hypothetical or abstract character;
from one that is academic or moot.... The controversy must be definite and
interests ....
concrete, touching the legal relations of the parties having adverse legal interests....
It must be a real and substantial controversy admitting of specific relief through a
decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished from an opinion advising what
the law would be upon a hypothetical state of facts.
Weldon, 124 Idaho at 36, 855 P.2d at 873 (quoting Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho

12

513,516,681 P.2d 988, 991 (1984) (overruled by other grounds by City of Boise City v.
13

P .3d 1123 (2006)).
Keep the Commandments Coalition, 143 Idaho 254, 141 P.3d
14
15

Justiciability questions have been divided into a number of categories including: advisory

16

opinions, feigned and collusive cases, standing, ripeness, mootness, political questions and

17

administrative questions. Schneider v. Howe, 142 Idaho 767, 772,133 P.3d 1232, 1237 (2006)

18

(citing Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 639, 778 P.2d 757,761 (1989)). Specifically,

19

the State Defendants allege that Syringa has no standing to obtain the declaratory relief it seeks in

20

Counts Two and Three of the complaint.
21

"Standing is the requirement that each party to the suit has such a personal stake in the
22
23

outcome as to assurt!
assurt: the court that a justiciable controversy exists." Van Valkenburgh v. Citizens

24

for Term Limits, 135 Idaho 121,131,15 PJd 1129, 1139 (2000) (citing Bowles v. Pro Indiviso,

25

Inc., 132 Idaho 371, 375, 973 P.2d 142,146 (1999)). The question is whether Syringa has a

26
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II.
"tangible and legally protectable interest" in the requests for declaratory relief. Id. In resolving
1

2

this question, the court must focus on the party seeking relief and not the issue the party wants

3

the court to decide. Id. In addition, Syringa must allege an injury. Id. (citing Selkirk-Priest

4

Basin Ass'n, Inc. v. State, 127 Idaho 239, 242, 899 P.2d 949,952 (1995)). The injury must be

5

more than an injury that would be sustained by all citizens and taxpayers. Id.

6

The State Defendants argue that Syringa has no standing to challenge the awards because:

7

1) Syringa was not qualified to be a bidder because Syringa does not participate in E-Rate
8

funding; 2) Syringa did not submit a bid; and 3) Syringa did not receive any award. Syringa
9

10
11

12

argues that it has standing because Syringa suffered a distinct injury when Syringa was
eliminated from the: work.
There is little specific guidance on this issue in the reported appellate decisions in Idaho.

13

Because Syringa could not be a bidder, and did not submit the bid, Syringa was a subcontractor

14

to ENA. Courts in other jurisdictions have considered whether a subcontractor has standing to

15

challenge a bid award. For instance, in Connecticut Associated Builders and Contractors v. City

16

ofHartford,
of Hartford, No. CV 9805840375, 1998 WL 918609 (Conn. Super. Dec. 17, 1998) (unpublished
17

opinion), the court found that a subcontractor who did not submit a bid as a general contractor
18
19

and who did not intend to bid as a general contractor had no standing to challenge a bid

20

specification. In lC.S.
IC.S. Illinois, Inc. v. Waste Management ofIllinois,
of Illinois, Inc., No. 1-08-1116,2010

21

WL 2486763 (Ill. App. Ct. 1 Dist. June 18, 2010) (not yet released), the court reviewed a number

22

of decisions involving whether a subcontractor had standing to challenge an award of a public

23

contract to a competing bidder. The court found that a subcontractor would not have standing

24

unless it could show that its prime contractor would have won the contract but for the improper
25

award. In Treadon v. City ofOxford,
of Oxford, 149 Ohio App. 3d 713, 778 N.E.2d 670, (Ct. App. 2002),
26
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I.
the court found that an architect who did not submit a joint bid for the project did not have
1

2

standing to challenge the award of a public contract. In Associated Subcontractors of

3

Inc. v. University ofMassachusetts
ofMassachusetts Bldg Authority, 442 Mass. 159,810 N.E. 2d
Massachusetts, Inc,

4

1214 (2004), the court recognized a long standing rule that a "subcontractor who has the right to

5

be considered a subbidder on such a project has standing to challenge the award of a contract

6

alleged to violate the statutory competitive bidding requirements." Id at 163, 810 N.E. 2d at

7

1218. Each ofthese decisions involves statutes and bidding schemes that are distinct from those
8

in Idaho.
9

10

The Court has considered that there are two unusual circumstances here. First, after

11

limiting bids to providers who could participate in E-Rate Funding, DOA encouraged

12

partnerships of providers to provide a single bid. Second, by making awards to both ENA and

13

Qwest, DOA made it very unlikely that ENA would file any challenge. Had this been a single

14

award to ENA, Syringa would have participated in the work. It does appear that Syringa was cut

15

off from participating in the work.

16

Focusing solely on the party seeking relief, and not the merits of the claims for
17

declaratory relief, the Court concludes that Syringa does have standing to pursue this action for
18
19

declaratory relief to challenge the awards. While Syringa was not a bidder, and was not qualified

20

to be a bidder, Syringa nonetheless has an interest in these awards that is quite distinct and the

21

impact of the awards is certainly different than any injury that would be sustained by all

22

taxpayers and citizens.

23

B. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies

24

Having concluded that Syringa has standing, the Court will address next whether
25

Syringa's claims for breach of contract and declaratory relief must be dismissed for failure to
26
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II.
" ... [T]he doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies
exhaust administrative remedies. "...
1

2

generally requires that a case run the full gamut of administrative proceedings before an

3

.... " Westway Constr. Inc. v. Idaho
application for judicial review may be considered ...."

4

Transportation Department, 139 Idaho 107, 111,73 P.3d 721, 725 (2003) (citing McVicker v.

5

of Lewiston, 134
1.34 Idaho 34, 37, 995 P.2d 804, 807 (2000)). '''[I]mportant policy
City ofLewiston,

6

considerations underlie the requirement for exhausting administrative remedies, such as

7

providing the opportunity for mitigating or curing errors without judicial intervention, deferring
8

to the administrative processes established by the Legislature and the administrative body, and
9
10

the sense of comity for the quasi-judicial functions of the administrative body.'" Blanton v.

11

Canyon County, 144 Idaho 718, 721,170 P.3d 383,386 (2007) (quoting White v. Bannock

12

County Commissioners, 139 Idaho 396, 401-02,80 P.3d 332, 337-38 (2003)). However, the

13

doctrine of exhaustion does not apply if there are no administrative remedies to exhaust. Lochsa

14

Falls, L.L.c. v. State, 147 Idaho 232, 240, 207 P.3d 963,971 (2009).

15

Syringa contends that there are no administrative remedies for it to exhaust. The Court

16

comes to a different conclusion. Title 67, Chapter 57 of the Idaho Code contains provisions
17

applicable to DOA and its Division of Purchasing. Idaho Code § 67-5715 contains a statement
18
19

20

21
22

23

of purpose that provides as follows:
The Idaho legislature, recognizing that an offered low price is not always
indicative of the greatest value, declares it to be the policy of the state to expect
open competitive bids in acquisitions of property, and to maximize competition,
and maximize the value received by the government of the state with attendant
benefits to the citizens.
Idaho Code § 67-5715. Administrative appeals from actions of the Division of Purchasing are

24

provided for in Idaho Code § 67-5733. This section provides for challenges to bid
25
26
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I!.
specifications,9 and awards. 10 Syringa did not pursue any challenge to either the specifications,
1

2

awards or amendments.

3
4

5
6

"(1)( a) There shall be, beginning with the day of receipt of notice, a period of not more than ten (10) working days
"(1)(a)
in which any vendor, qualified and able to sell or supply the items to be acquired, may notify in writing the
administrator of the division of purchasing of his intention to challenge the specifications and shall specifically state
the exact nature of his challenge. The specific challenge shall describe the location of the challenged portion or
clause in the specification document, unless the challenge concerns an omission, explain why any provision should
be struck, added or altered, and contain suggested corrections.

9

7

8
9

10
11

12

Upon receipt of the challenge, the administrator of the division of purchasing shall either deny the challenge, and
such denial shall be considered the final agency decision, or he shall present the matter to the director of the
department of administration for appointment of a detenninations officer. If the director of the department of
administration appoints a detenninations officer, then all vendors, who are invited to bid on the property sought to be
acquired, shall be notified of the appeal and the appointment of detenninations officer and may indicate in writing
their agreement or disagreement with the challenge within five (5) days. The notice to the vendors may be electronic.
Any vendor may note his agreement or disagreement with the challenge. The detenninations officer may, on his own
motion, refer the challenge portion and any related portions of the challenge to the author of the specification to be
rewritten with the advke and comments of the vendors capable of supplying the property; rewrite the specification
himself and/or reject all or any part of any challenge. If specifications are to be rewritten, the matter shall be
continued until the detenninations officer makes a final detennination of the acceptability of the revised
specifications.

13

14

The administrator shall reset the bid opening no later than fifteen (15) days after final determination of challenges or
the amendment of the specifications. If the administrator denies the challenge, then the bid opening date shall not be
reset.

15
16

The final decision of the detenninations officer or administrator on the challenge to specifications shall not be
considered a contested case within the meaning of the administrative procedure act; provided that a vendor
disagreeing with specifications may include such disagreement as a reason for asking for appointment of a

17

determinations officer pursuant to section 67-S733(1)(c), Idaho Code."

Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(a).
18
19

20

10 "(c) A vendor whose bid is considered may, within five (5) working days following receipt of notice that he is not
the lowest responsible bidder, apply to the director of the department of administration for appointment of a
detenninations officer. The application shall set forth in specific tenns the reasons why the administrator's decision is
thought to be erroneous. Upon receipt of the application, the director shall within three (3) working days:

(i) Deny the application, and such denial shall be considered the final agency decision; or
21
22
23

(ii) Appoint a detenninations officer to review the record to detennine whether the administrator's selection of the
lowest responsible bidder is correct; or
(iii) Appoint a detenninations officer with authority to conduct a contested case hearing in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code.

24
25
26

A detenninations officer appointed pursuant to section 67-5733(1)(c)(ii), Idaho Code, shall infonn the director by
written recommendation whether, in his opinion, the administrator's selection of the lowest responsible bidder is
correct. The detenninations officer in making this recommendation may rely on the documents of record, statements
of employees of the state of Idaho participating in any phase of the selection process, and statements of any vendor
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I.
Syringa asslerts that these provisions do not apply here because this is a multiple contract
1

2

award. Syringa argues that Idaho Code § 67-5733 only applies to single contract awards. The Court

3

does not read this section so narrowly, and there is no sound reason to do so. This section gives any

4

vendor the right to challenge the specification from any bid solicitation and from any determination

5

that the vendor was. not the lowest responsive bidder. DOA announced its intention to make a

6

multiple award. DOA did make multiple awards of this contract. Syringa argues that it did not have

7

to challenge the award to ENA under Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) because it was in privity with the
8

lowest responsible bidder and because it did not receive notification that it was not the lowest
9

10

responsible bidder. The Court disagrees. Syringa did discover that the award was made to ENA

11

and Qwest. At that time, Syringa had sufficient notification that Syringa was not the lowest

12

responsible bidder and should have challenged that decision under Idaho Code § 67-5733(c).

13

14
15

In this action, Syringa contends that the multiple awards were improper and asserts that
DOA should have f,ound that the lEN Alliance proposal was the lowest responsible bidder. These
challenges could have been raised under Idaho Code § 67-5733. DOA should have had the

16

opportunity to evaluate these challenges as part of the bid process. DOA should have had the
17

opportunity to correct or mitigate the effects of any mistakes. Because Syringa did not seek any
18
19

administrative relief, the Court will find that Syringa failed to exhaust its administrative remedies.

20

21
22
23

24
25

submitting a bid. A contested case hearing shall not be allowed and the determinations officer shall not be required
to solicit statements from any person. Upon receipt of the recommendation from the determinations officer, the
director shall sustain, modify or reverse the decision of the administrator on the selection of the lowest responsible
I )(c )(iii), Idaho Code.
bidder or the director may appoint a determinations officer pursuant to section 67-5733( 1)(c)(iii),
A determinations officer appointed pursuant to section 67-5733(l)(c)(iii), Idaho Code, shall conduct a contested case
hearing and upon conclusion of the hearing shall prepare findings of fact, conclusions oflaw and a recommended
order for the director of the department of administration. Upon receipt of the findings of fact, conclusions oflaw
and recommended order, the director shall enter a final order sustaining, modifying or reversing the decision of the
administrator on the selection of the lowest responsible bidder."

26
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L

'.J

I

The failure to exhaust administrative remedies requires dismissal of those claims for which there
1

2

FieldturJ Inc. v. State Dept. ofAdmin.,
ofAdmin., Div. of
Public Work<;,
was an administrative remedy. See Fieldturj
ofPublic

3

140 Idaho 385, 94 P.3d 690 (2004) (failure to exhaust administrative remedies deemed fatal to right

4

of Transp. , 125 Idaho 892,895,876 P.2d 590, 593
to pursue judicial challenge); James v. Dep't ofTransp.

5

(1994) (breach of contract claim barred due to failure to exhaust administrative remedies).

6

Accordingly, the Court will grant summary judgment to the State Defendants on the breach of

7

contract claim asserted in Count One, and the requests for declaratory relief as alleged in Counts
8

Two and Three of the complaint.
9
10
11

C. The Claim for Tortious Interference

In Count Four of the complaint, Syringa alleges that the State Defendants tortiously

12

interfered with the Teaming Agreement. In the Motion for Summary Judgment, the State

13

Defendants asserted that these claims are barred pursuant to the immunity provided by Idaho

14

Code § 6-904. II There does not appear to be any issue of standing or exhaustion of

15

administrative remedies relating to this claim. Accordingly, the Court considers that the request

16

for summary judgment as to this claim has been withdrawn.
17

18
19
20

21
22

Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c).
II A governmental enti~y and its employees while acting within the course and scope of their employment
and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for any claim which:

24

I. Arises out of any act or omission of an employee of the governmental enti~ exercising ordinary
1.
care, in reliance upon or the execution or performance of a statutory or regulatory function,
whether or not the statute or regulation be valid, or based upon the exercise or performance or the
failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function or du~ on the part of a governmental enti~
or employee thereof, whether or not the discretion be abused.

25

3. Arises out of ... interference with contract rights.

23

26

Idaho Code § 6-904.
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/I

"

..,...,

"
Conclusion
1

2

3

For the foregoing reasons, the Court will grant the State Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment as to Count One, Count Two and Count Three of the complaint.

4

IT IS SO ORDERED.

55

Dated this

6
7

8

d-5

day of July 2010.

p~w~·~
District Judge

9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25

26
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; 1. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and

AMENDED THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF
GREG LOWE

official capacity as Chief Technology

Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATlON NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMillHCATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss:
)

Greg Lowe, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
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1.

I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge.

2.

I am the Chief Executive Officer of Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"). I have

been employed by Syringa since September, 2008 and was one of the people responsible for
reviewing and organizing Syringa's response, in collaboration with Defendant Education
Networks of America ("ENA"), to the Idaho Education Network Request for Proposals 02160
issued in December, 2008 (the "lEN RFP").
3.

The Idaho Education Network ("lEN") was created by the Idaho Legislature to

provide a coordinated, statewide telecommunications distribution system for distance learning
for public schools, including two-way interactive video, data, internet access and other
telecommunications services. See I.C. § 67-5745D(2). It was also intended by the Legislature
that the Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA") would apply for federal funding
(known as E-Rate) for the lEN and leverage its statewide purchasing power to promote private
investment in telecommunications infrastructure. See I.C. § 67-5745D(4)(c), (5)(g).
4.

On December 4, 2008, I met with Jason Kreizenbeck, Chief of Staff for Governor

Otter's office, and expressed my opinion that the State should do an inventory to insure no
overbuilds were done by any carrier, in an effort to maximize efficiency.

J was concerned that

public funds were going to be used to duplicate services that already existed and provide an
undue competitive advantage to the prevailing vendor in the private market.
5.

On December 8, 2008, Mike Gwartney held an lEN meeting for Syringa and ENA

at the DOA. Before the meeting began, Gwartney was irate, pulled me privately aside in a
hallway, and demanded that I keep my opinions to myself. Mr. Gwartney told me that if I didn't
keep my criticisms regarding the lEN project to myself, he would "make sure Syringa would
never get any of the lEN business."
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6.

On January 12, 2009, ENA and Syringa jointly submitted a response to the lEN

RFP (the "lEN Alliance Proposal").

Qwest and Verizon submitted independent responsive

proposals.
7.

On January 20, 2009, the State of Idaho, Department of Administration faxed a

A ("the DOA Letter of Intent") which disclosed its review and scoring of each of the
ENA
letter to EN
lEN proposals received by the State in response to the lEN RFP, and indicates that the proposal
submitted by the lEN Alliance (identified as ENA on the DOA Letter of Intent) received the
highest score.

Although the lEN Alliance received the highest technical score and was the

lowest cost proposal, the DOA Letter of Intent expressly stated that the State would contract with
both ENA and QWf~St.
8.

Under a multiple contract procurement, the State Agencies must make purchases

from the contractor who offers the best price, availability, support services and delivery. It was
clear that the lEN Alliance would be competing with Qwest on a per-customer basis.

We

believed we could provide higher quality service at a lower price. We welcomed the opportunity
to compete because we were confident we could earn the business.
9.

On January 28, 2009, after the five-day appeal deadline had passed, the DOA

issued a Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO") to ENA. The DOA simultaneously issued
a nearly identical SBPO to Qwest.
10.

On February 26, 2009, the DOA issued amended SBPOs to ENA and Qwest

("Amended SBPOs"') that were no longer identical. These Amended SBPOs divided the services
requested by the lEN RFP into two, separate and mutually exclusive categories of work.
11.

SBPO 1308-0 1 went to Qwest for "all lEN technical network services" and "all

Internet services". SBP01309-01 went to ENA to act "as the Service Provider listed on the
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State's Federal E-rate Fonn 471" and to provide "all Video Teleconferencing (VTC) Installation,
Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network." The Amended SBPOs
eliminated Syringa as ENA's "principal partner and supplier" and substituted Qwest in its place.
True and correct copies of the amended SBPOs are attached as Exhibits A and B.
12.

Because the administrative appeal period had expired five days following the

issuance of the DOA Letter of Intent on January 20, 2009, with which Syringa did not have a
dispute, Syringa was left with little recourse to challenge the Amended SBPOs; it was now thirty
days past the administrative appeal deadline.
13.

Over the following months, with the exception of one minor project, Syringa

failed to get work related to lEN. Sometime around July 1, 2009, I received infonnation from
Bob Collie of ENA that Greg Zickau had instructed ENA to work only with Qwest, not Syringa.
On July 11, 2009, Collie sent me an email, stating:
ENA has asked multiple times to have the ability to quote circuits from multiple
providers and have been told no each time. We have also shared our teaming
agreement with the state and have discussed it in detail with OCIO and Admin
leadership so there is no possibility that they are confused about where we stand
on the matter. Furthennore, we have stated numerous times that the current
environment is not our preferred, nonnal or typical manner of doing business nor
is it the way that we bid in response to the State's RFP.
A true and correct copy of the email is attached as Exhibit C.
14.

Collie also infonned me that, he thought he could get Syringa Networks $800,000

in engineering work if we agreed to back off from our position that Syringa was entitled to the
lEN work.
15.

On July 15, 2009, I had dinner with Mike Gwartney, his wife, and Ken McClure.

We expressed disappointment in receiving none of the lEN business and asked why, considering
our RFP proposal received the highest score by the independent evaluators. Gwartney responded
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that he was unaware of the score and cost and that the lack of business was simply ENA's
choice. Gwartney then stated that he and the Butch Otter would be immune to any ramifications
associated with the lEN procurement, and that, instead, Syringa would be punished.
16.

Gwartney stated that he would hate to see the rest of Syringa's existing state

business go away. During our meeting Gwartney also stated to Ken McClure "You'll regret the
day you tangled with Butch Otter and Mike Gwartney."
17.

Over the following months, DOA blocked roughly $87 thousand per month in

business to Syringa from various State agencies. I was informed that the Departments of Health
and Welfare, Vocational Rehabilitation, Fish and Game, and Department of Labor were all
attempting to contract with Syringa, but were forbidden to do so by Gwartney and DOA.
18.

In January, 2010, I became aware of several circumstances in which fiber was

being unhooked at schools and replaced with copper provided by lEN funding. Copper provides
inferior delivery, but is less expensive to install or maintain than fiber.

Around this time I also

became aware that Qwest was using lEN funding to lay fiber where other providers' fiber
already exists, which DOA promised the lEN funding would never be used to do. This was all
done at taxpayer expense, despite the availability of far less expensive alternatives.
II
II
II
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YETH NAUGHT.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA
SAYETH
this.ll'l:ttay of July, 2010.
DATED this.llittay

Greg Lowe
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this r:J. 7 day of July, 2010.

Notary Pu ic for Idaho
/>- _ "0
Residingat 2l7'i~ ~.~~~~
My Commission expires: ~I '-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby ceItify that on this ~ay of July, 2010, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise,ID 83701
ofAdministration; J Michael
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration;
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ Fax (954-5210)

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for EllA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ Fax (395-8585)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ Fax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT
MOFF ATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ Fax (385-5384)

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
Meredith Johnston
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
___ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
Fax (303-866-0200)

----L----.:L-

Amber N. Dina
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBPOO1308
February 26, 2009

m

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendmenr) by and between the State of Idaho ("State
("State"))
("Qwesr) hereby amends the contract for the
and Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Owesr)
("lEND), Qwest Slatewide
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order:
Order. SBP01308 (the
Idaho Education Network ("lEN"),
aAgreemenl~).
"Agreement").

It is the int4ant of the State of Idaho to amend SBP0013DB in order to clartfy the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.
1. Qw-3St
Qwl3St will be the general contractor for all
aI/ lEN technical network services. The Service
Dsted on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471. Education Networks of America
Provider Rsted
Qwest Account Team for ordering. and
(ENA). is required to work with the dedicated Owest
pro\lisioning of, on"9olng
on"9oing maintenance, operations and billing for aU lEN sites.
2. Owest, in coordination with ENA, will deliver lEN technical network services Using
using Its
existing core MPLS network and backbone services.

OWE!St, in coordination with ENA, will procure and provision all
local access connections
3. OWElSt,
aI/local
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public safety
network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. Qwest and ENA will
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform.
4. Qwest, In coordination with ENA, will provide allintemet services to lEN users.
5. Qwest will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager,
manager. working with the ENA project
rnaOl~er, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks.
tasks, assign
rnaOl~er.
respi:msibilities, identify risks.
risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
respl:msibilities,
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
revIew and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
review
and ilpproval from the State.

Qwes:! and ENA will use a combination of Owest and ENA Network Operations Center
6. Qwes:l
(NO C) assets for the Idaho Education Network Including but not limited to:
(NCe)
physical layer (transport) NOe
NOC by Owest;
a. Establishment of a physical/ayer
b. Establishment of an IP NOe by Owest;
Qwest; and

c. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA.
NOes will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
All three NOCs
week, three hundred
sixty five days of the year. ENA'sNOC will serve as the one-stop lEN customer facing
NOe will monitor both the physical and logical
service and support center; Owest transport NOC
NOe will manage the MPlS services via existing
layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC
management platforms.
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IDAHO DIVISION Of PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBPO01308
February 26, 2009

7. Qwost will work with ENA and with the State or Idaho to supply the information
neoossary for the State and ENA to file Federal e-rate
E-rate forms accurately and In a timely
manner.

8. The State considers Qwest and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated
in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent SBP001308
dated January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from Owest,
Qwes!, as the service provider
assclclated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual, or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement. Owest must provide this Information within
30 days of the State's request for itemized billing Information.
information.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBP001309
February 26. 2009

THIS AMENIDMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendmenn by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Education Networks of America. Inc.IENA Services,
services, LLC hereby amends the contract
Idahc) Education Network ("lEN"),
("IENn), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01309
for the Idahl)
(the·"Agreement").
Agreement").
(the
~larify the roles and
It is the inte!nt of the State of Idaho to amend SBPOO1309 In order to ~larify
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.

1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Fonn 471. Owest
Communications Company LLC ("awest") is required to work with the ENA Account
maintenance. operations and billing for
Team for ordering. and provisioning of. on-golng maintenance,
aU lEN sites.
2. ENA will coordinate overall delivery of all lEN network services and support.
ENA. in coordination with Owest,
Owest. will procure, provision. and provide all local access
3. ENA,
conn4~ctions and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure 1I1e most cost
efficiEIOt and reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public
safell' network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. ENA and Owest
will lJIse existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform.

4. ENA, in coordination with Qwest,
Qwest. will provide all Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
Monitoring. and Scheduling support for the lEN network.
Installation. Operations, Monitoring,

5.

ENA will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and awest to define
the project Scope of Work. The ENA project manager. working with the Owest project
manager. will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks. assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.

6. ENA lllnd Qwest will use a combination of ENA and Owest Network Operations Center
(NOe) assets for the Idaho Education Network including,
including. but not limited to:
(NCe)
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOe)
(NOC) by ENA;
NOe by awest; and
b. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC
NOe by Owest.
c. Establishment of an IP NCe
Qwest.
day. seven days a week. three
All three NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day,
NOe will serve as the one-stop lEN customer
hundrl3d sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC
NOe wilt
will monitor both the physical
facing service and support center; awest transport NOC
kl'gical layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via
and kl,gical
existing management platforms.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFRCE OF THE OCIO,

AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)

SSP001309
February 26. 2009
7.

ENA will work directly with the State of Idaho and Owest to supply the Information
necessary for the State to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely manner.
ENA will also assist the State in providing E-Rate training for State Educational Support
entities, Public School Districts and Libraries.

8. The State considers ENA and Owest as equal partners in the lEN project as
demc)nstrated in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent
SBP001309 dated January 28,2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from ENA, as the service provider
asso,ciated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual or on-golng basis at
any time during the term of the agreement ENA must provide this information within 30
days of the State's request for itemized billing information.

Page 2
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From: Bob Collie [mailto:bcollie@ena.comJ
Sent: Saturday, July 11, 2009 9:04 AM
To: Greg Lowe
Subject: RE; lEN awards
Greg-Greg-
quote circuits from multiple providers and have been told no
ENA has asked multiple times to have the ability to Quote
each time. We have also shared our teaming agreement with the state and have discussed it in detail with OCIO
and Admin leadership so there is no possibHity
possibility that they are confused about where we stand on the matter.
Furthermore, we have stated numerous times that the current environment is not our preferred, normal or
typical manner of doing business nor is it the way that we bid in response to the State's RFP.
I am not sure who you are referring to at the State. but given the response that was provided to you there is no
way that person is close to the operation of lEN or they must have been mistaken when they spoke.
We continue to stand behind our teaming agreement.
agreement, however at this point we have no ability to implement its
functions as we do not have the ability to award a backbone or circuits outside of the State's direction.
-Bob
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DEF'Ul"'
DEf'Ul"'

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby, ISH No. 7228
HA
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mc1ark@hawleytroxell.com
mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@haw1eytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@haw1eytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; 1. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU,
in his personal and official capacity as Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company;
Def~~ndants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F.
SCHOSSBERGER RE PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO COMPEL

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER RE PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL I
001183
01152010519158691

STEVEN F" SCHOSSBERGER being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I am a partner of the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, counsel of

record for the Idaho Department of Administration, 1.
J. Michael Gwartney and Jack G. Zickau (the
"State Defendants"), in the above captioned matter.
2.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and I am competent

to testify hereto if called upon to do so.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Department

of Administration's Supplemental Answers to Plaintiff's First Interrogatories.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.
DATED TI-IIS 3rd day of August, 2010.

By/~1{~Steven F. Schossberger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
5S.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 3rd day of August, 2010.

Notary P
for Idaho
Residing at ,8t7~
,8t2~ I$:lm
My commission expIres
K

I:/t:lm

J -• -/L

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER RE PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL 2
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.....,..

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of August, 2010, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER RE PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO COMPEL by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__ Overnight Mail
~ E-mail
---.L::.- Telecopy 208-388-1300
--.L::-

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven J. Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for QWt:st Communications Company, LLC]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy 303-866-0200

--.:y2

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W Idaho, Ste 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__ Overnight Mail
---y"
~ E-mail
--+-\- Telecopy 208-395-8585

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwe:st Communications Company, LLC]

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__ Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy 208-385-5384

:;gr
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
NashvilJe, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
~E-mail
~

Telecopy: 615.252.6335

Steven F. Schossberger

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER RE PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL 4
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby, ISH No. 7228
HA
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWAR1NEY,
GWARlNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Directm
DirectOJr and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU,
in his personal and official capacity as Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company;
Defendants.

Case No. CV OC 0923757
DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATION'S
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO

)

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGA TORIES

---------------------------------------------

DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST
INTERROGATORIES - I

EXHIBIT A
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01152.0105.2012078.1
01152.0105.20120781

TO:

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC AND ITS COUNSEL OF RECORD
COMES NOW Idaho Department of Administration ("IDA"), Defendant in the

above-entitled action, by and through its counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
LLP, and, in accordance with the requirements of Rule 26(e) and 33 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, hereby files its supplemental response to Plaintiffs First Interrogatories to Defendant
Idaho Department of Administration.

INTERROGATORIES
SPECIF][C OBJECTIONS AND ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.1: State the name, address and telephone number of each and
every person who has knowledge of facts relating to subject matter of this action, and for each
such person, state:
a.

His or her residence address and telephone number.

b.

His or her business address and telephone number.

c.

Whether You, Your agents, insurers, representatives and/or attorneys have spoken

with said person and, if so, whether any oral or written statement has been obtained from said
person.
d.

Identify each and every document, writing, photograph or other item of tangible

or documentary evidence obtained by You, Your agents, insurers, representatives and/or
attorneys from said person or known to You, Your agents, insurers, representatives and/or
attorneys to be in the possession of said person.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.1: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory to
the extent that it seeks information that is subject to and protected from disclosure by the
attorney-client privilege, the attorney work-product doctrine or any other legally cognizable
DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST
INTERROGATORIES - 2
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01152.0105.2012078.1

privilege or immunity. Defendant objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is overly
broad and unduly burdensome. Defendant further objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds
that it seeks information already within Plaintiff s knowledge or control, or equally or more
easily available to Plaintiff. Defendant also objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is
irrelevant and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
Defendant objects to the disclosure of the residence address and telephone number of any person
who is an agent of Defendant and/or represented by counsel. Subject to and without waiving the
foregoing objections and the General Objections, Defendant responds as follows: Pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 33(c), Plaintiff is directed to all of the documents already in its possession which were
provided by Defendant pursuant to Plaintiffs prior public records requests. See also Affidavits
of Mark Little, Bill Bwns and 1. Michael Gwartney. This answer may be supplemented pursuant
to I.R.C.P. 26(e).
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Subject to and without
waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff is referred to the document entitled "OFFICE OF
THE CIO - JOB DESCRIPTIONS - Those highlighted have played some part in the lEN",
Bates Nos. DOA014964-68. Additionally, Laura Hill, Enterprise Network Services Manager;
ENA;
A; see Qwest's Answer to Interrogatory No.1 served March 18,2010;
Bob Collie, CEO of EN
and Greg Lowe.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.2: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory on
the grounds that it is premature and given that discovery is ongoing. Subject to, and without
waiving, the foregoing objection and the General Objections, Defendant will provide information
responsive to this Interrogatory in accordance with the Court's Scheduling Order after it is issued
in this case.
DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST
INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGA
TORIES - 3
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INTERROGATORY NO.2: Please describe all material admissions relating to the
subject matter of this action which you attribute to Plaintiff, or its agent(s) or representative(s), in
full, complete and material detail and state, for each such admission:
a.

The substance thereof.

b.

The identity of the person making the statement or admission.

c.

The date and/or place where said admission was made.

d.

The identity of each and every person who heard, saw or observed each such

statement or admission.
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.4: Subject to and without
waiving the foregoing objections, and see Qwest's Answer to Interrogatory No.4 served March
18, 2010, which is joined in by reference and incorporation, IDA is not presently aware of any
"material admissions relating to the subject matter of this action which you attribute to Plaintiff."

DATED THIS 3rd day of August, 2010.
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY

By
~~~~~~~~~________
_
By~~~~~~~~~~
rlyn W. Clark, ISB No.
Steven F. Schossberger, IS No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST
INTERROGATORIES - 4
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VERIFICATION
Teresa Luna, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
That shc~ is the Interim Director of the Idaho Department of Administration, the
Defendant in the above-entitled action; that she has read the within and foregoing Defendant
Departm~~nt of Administration's Supplemental Answers to Plaintiff's First Interrogatories;
Idaho Departml~nt

and that the statements therein contained are true.

Teresa Luna
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

County of Ada

~ Rb I,

Lt.IAJ/J £,
Lt.1A..JtJ
E,

/'/111 U

, a Notary Public, do hereby certify that on this

'-.3 - day of A.ugust, 2010, personally appeared before me Teresa Luna, who, being by me first

duly sworn, dec:lared that she is the Interim Director of Idaho Department of Administration, that
she signed the foregoing document in that capacity, and that the statements therein contained are
true.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the

day and yeu
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of August, 2010, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST INTERROGATORIES by the
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
AmberN. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for PlaintiffJ

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
-X- Te1ecopy 208-388-1300

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven J. Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
~ Telecopy 303-866-0200

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W Idaho, Ste 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
)(
X" Telecopy 208-395-8585

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]

__
u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_
_ u.S.
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
-L Telecopy 208-385-5384

DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S SUPPLEMENTAL
ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST INTERROGATORIES - 6
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ u.S.
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy: 615.252.6335

-X----

DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S SUPPLEMENTAL
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OFFICE OF THE CIO-JOB DESCRIPTIONS
blg,hllgtltedl)av¢ played $.¢rn~:p~rtjriJlleJEN}
$.¢rn~:p~rtjriJlleIEN~
Th6$e big,hligtlte(!tJav¢
OffiCer:{~a2r87&1
Greg Zickau'-'ChiefTechnolo,gy Officer:{~a2r87&1
•
Greg provides technical direction for the state by recommending policies, guidelines and
standards for action by ITRMC (IT Resource Management Councin.
Counciij.
Primary focus is the development and
a nd implementation of the State's IT Strategic long term
•
information technology strategies necessary to carry out the council's plans and actions.
• Greg also s;erves as a a resource for state agency management in the planning and development
IT-relatE~d systems and services.
of IT-relatE~d

SaIJyB.te",t~~:AdrQii:listrati~e~istallt13g2
3;8:;l~
SaIJy~te"'t~~:AdrQii:listrati~e~istallt1312l;8:;l~
•
•
•

Organizes ;md provides direct support for regularly scheduled ITRMC and subcommittee
meetings, manages ITRMC web site updates.
Organizes and minutes the meetings of the lEN Program Resource Advisory Council (IPRAC) and
its Technical Advisory Committee (IEN-TAC).
Provided administrative support to. Brady Kraft and Garry Lough before this role was taken on by
Debra Stephenson-Padilla (see below).

ENTERPRISE SECURITY SERVICES
T."rrv;pg~MjrtJ~eT¢bJifftlf9tm~~9his.~YJ;jiY:Qffi~~t,
T."rrv;pg~MjrtJ~eT~DJifftlf9tm~~9his.~Yj;jiY:Qffi~'t, l~J:t~~~I
l~J'tA~~I
•
•

Strategic sE!curity, privacy and disaster recovery efforts for the state.
services•.
Leads the Office ofthe CID's
CIO's internal operational security services.
:..---:..---

Dena Duncan - Sr. IT Network Analyst (3321858)
Administer:> the Statewide e-mail Spamand Virus filtering solution.
•
•

Alerts agencies of new threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks against the State's enterprise
network.

•

Participate!; in incident response, contributes to IT disaster recovery efforts.

•

Helps determine the most appropriate security products, software and services for security
priorities.

Steve Poeppe -IT Systems
s.ystems Security Analyst (332 1808)
• Administers; the Statewide Intrusion Detection and Protection Systems.
•

Helps formulate security related policies, standards and guidelines.

•

Alerts agencies
agendes of new threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks against the State's enterprise
network.

•

Participates in incident response, contributes to IT disaster recovery efforts.

•

Implements and provides first- and second-tier technical support for virtual private networks for
state agencies.

001194
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ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS & SUPPORT
Bill Farnsworth - Enterprise Applications & Support Manager (3321878)
•
Provides technical direction for the state in the areas of internet applications, e-commerce and
web portal!
portal!;.•.
•
Primary foc:us is the state's portal provider, Access Idaho, and the management of the state's
home page, www.idaho.gov.
•
Also provides direction, research and input for policies, standards and guidelines related to
desktop anl~ server software.
Jon Eckerle - Webrnaster (3321855)
• Jon is respc1nsible
respc'nsible for planning, maintaining, and coordinating services and equipment that
comprise Idaho State Government's wide area network (WAN). This WAN is the electronic
foundation which supports state agencies' business systems and facilitates information sharing.
• Web design and development, web application development; state enterprise DNS and FTP
administration.
Brigette Teets - WE~bmaster (3321834)
•
Configures and manages the State's enterprise-level web servers and file transfer protocol (FTP)
servers.
•
Oversees web operations for multiple agencies; to set up, host, and provide expert assistance
regCirding their web presence.
and consultation to client agencies regCjrding
Cheryl Marsh - Sr. IT Systems Integration Analyst (332 1857)
•
MS SQLdatabase administration, and systems integration.
IT
• Consulting !iervices to our customers related to web development, data bases and other ITrelated projects.
ITll internal controls and the ServiceNow Services Desk
•
Internallv, the implementation of ITIL
software.
Sherree Merritt -IT Program System Specialist (332 1864)
• Administers the technical side of the department's financial management system (IFAS).
•

Works with multiple agencies.with their database management and data solutions.

Sam lair - Sr. IT Information Systems Technician (3321805)
Fred Woodbridge - Sr. IT Information Systems Technician (332 1804)
Scott Bailey-Sr. IT Information Systems Technician (3321803)
technical local-area-network support for the agencies,
• All three provide administrative and technicallocal-area-network
boards and I:ommissions located in and around the Capitol Mall (about 30 organizations at this
time).
• All three maintain complex IT environments consisting of switches, routers, personal computers,
servers, Microsoft Exchange, and Microsoft Active Directory.
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•

All three troubleshoot wide-a rea-networking issues.

Duane Gaerte -IT Information Systems Technician (3321807)
•
Provides helpdesk support internally and for enterprise customers.

GEOSPATIAL OFFICE
Gail Ewart -Idaho Geospatial Officer (3321879)
• Provides nacommendations on geospatial technologies to the IT Resource Management Council.
• Acts as thE! contact person for statewide geospatial technology initiatives and issues.
•
Primary focus is to encourage cooperation, standardizations, and data sharing across state and
federal agl~ncies and departments.

Bob StDith;':"""s...
GJ:)Arl.i[v~t.la3l18671
Srnith;':"""5.-. GJ:)Arl.i[V~t:(a3~18671
• Conducts or oversees projects, with special emphasis on Integrated Property Records System.
•

Provides functional guidance /Ieadership
jleadership to professional and technical staff assigned to a
specific GIS project.

•

Researche!; and designs new or revised methodologies; Develops, modifies and maintains
Researche!i
com puter programs.

•

Assists in statewide GIS planning and implementation.

ENTERPRISE INFRASTRUCTURESERVICES
Mic~aetc:iurya.ri~Enterpri5eIT
Mic~aetc:iurya.ri~Enterpri5eIT Infr~stru.citure
Infr~stru.citure l\1anageI'
ManageI' (332:1817)
(3321817)
•

Provides strategic direction related to telecommunications and other technologies.

•

leads the operational team responsible for the State's internet and network connectivity.

Cheryl Dearborn -Sr. IT Network Analyst (3321845)
•
Responsiblf~ for managing, staffing, budgeting, and monitoring all aetivitiesofour
activities of our enterprise
Statewide Telephone Services Program.
•

Also manages the in-house VTC program and State Language Interpretative Services.

Tom Nordberg - Sr. IT Network Analyst (3321854)
Mike Mead - Sr. IT Network Analyst (332 1852)
Michael Schiers
SChiers -Sir. IT Network Analyst (3321856)
• All three are involved in the planning, maintaining, and coordinating services and equipment
that comprise Idaho State Government's wide area network (WAN). This WAN is the electronic
foundation which supports state agencies' business systems and facilitates information sharing
between ag,encies and to Idaho citizens.
• Tom's particular area of emphasis is WAN design,
deSign, documentation, reliability, and security.
•

Mike's parti1c:ular area of emphasis is WAN architecture and design, Firewall Administration,
security, reliability, and documentation.
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•

Michael's particular areas of emphasis include firewall design and implementation, VPN
connectivity, wireless networking, WAN design, documentation, reliability, and overall network
security.

Wade Douglas - rr Network Analyst (3321846)
•
Responsible for the management and monitoring of local access, long distance, calling cards,
wireless and small phone system contracts.
•

Assists State agencies in resolving service or billing issues and in troubleshooting PBX and key
system pmblems.

•

Facilitates and coordinates installation or repair for voice lines, 800 services, long distance
provisioning, calling cards, cellular services and equipment, and cabling.

ENTERPRISE PLANS & PROGRAMS
carla Casper"';Eri'tE~rprjse~Plans:'&PrDgramsManag~r';@3218S:al
Casper"';EnitE~rprise~Plans:,&PrDgramsManag~r';@3218£al
Carla
•
•
•
•
•

Provides strategic planning oversight of the
the. State IT Strategic Plan and leads the development
and mainte!nance of the Dept. of Administration's IT Strategic Plan.
Leads the t,eam
OCIO and the Dept. of Admin.
tleam providing project management oversight for the aclO
Offers prbjl~ct
Prbjl~ct management support to the project management community throughout the
state.
Additionally, provides. budget forecasting, planning and oversight as well as IT contract
managementfor the State.
Carla's role in the lEN is largely to do with the writing ofthe RFI.

Scot Maring - ProjE~ct Coordinator (3321841)
•
Provides project development, implementation, oversight, and consultation.
•
Involved in agency customer relations services and Strategic and IT planning for the Office of the
CIO.
•
Serves as the Office of the CIO's P-card ma nager.
Janet Rogers- Technical RecordsSpedalist (3321843)
• Janet provides calling card coordination where she orders new cards, makes changes and
cancellation of existing cards, updates internal Telesoft management system and sends orders
to Qwest.
•

Processes the telephone billings, sends out monthly invoices, and provides claims adjustments.

IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK
BradyKra~7IEN:Te!chni~J]~jre$r (~2;l84Q)~
(~2;;184Q)~
BradyKra~7IEN:Te!chni~J]~jreqor
•
Oversees all aspects of technical implementation for the Idaho Education Network, from budget
forecast and execution, to managing contract providers, to planning and implementation from
both a statewide and individual school perspective.
•
Responsible for coordinating funding from a varietyofsources, including the Federal e-Rate
subsidy for s,chools, grants through USDA/RUS program or the Broadband Technology
Opportuniti«~s Program, grants from Title II D through the Department of Education, and other
outside sources.
•
Prepares and submits reports on expenditures of Federal Stimulus money.
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•
•
•
•

Establishes policies and procedures pertinent to implementing lEN, whether those be related to
the network proper or the video-teleconferencing endpoints used for synchronous education.
Prepares imd coordinates certification training for teachers delivering content over the lEN.
Coordinat,es
Coordinab~s relevant information through the lEN Technical Committee and the lEN Program
Resource Advisory Committee, seeking approval from relevant committees where appropriate.
Has a primary r.ole
role in supporting adoption of lEN services and in coordinating education content
from a wiele variety of sources for consumption by lEN customers.

Debr~;~~phenii:»l1i:9;idi1l;{~CI~ical·Supportttempf'(3l2;l:8.011
Debr~;~~phenii:»l1i:9;idilla'+C1~ical·Supportttempf'(3l2;:r8.011
•

Provides cIIerical support to Brady Kraft and Garry Lough. (Debra started working with the Office
of the cia
CIO on August 3, 2009)

RELEVANT OTHERS (WITHIN ADMIN BUT OUTSIDE THE OFFICE OF THE CIO)
Teresil~(LIna:,~.
Teresil~(Una:,~. Oepilrtmeri~t'hfefofStaff{33218'271
Oepilrtmeri~t'h:fefofStaff{33218'271
•
Works directly with the Director to drive key initiatives and set the legislative, external affairs
and government relations agenda.
•
Develops and defines goals; plans, timelines and strategies for various projects and initiatives to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the Department and the State of Idaho.
•
Develops s1trategiesto accomplish goals, identify issues, key stakeholders, potential partners,
and evaluation methods to determine effectiveness.
•
Identifies and coordinates with program committees and advisory groups.
•
Directs resE~arch projects, analyzes research results, evaluates project impact and recommends
modincations to stakeholders
modifi'cations
•
Represents department at hearings.
•
Prepares regulations for promulgation.

Garry .1.mict.J;;:'IEN'Cbmm
.I.miItiJ;;:'IEN'Cbmm unicaffons.QiI'eitOr'(33Z1Sa.:Z)
unicatfonsQiI'eetOr'r33ZiSa.:Z)
•

Directs communications to stakeholders and observers ofthe project.

•

Reports to the lEN Program Resource Advisory Council.

•

Serves as a Liaison between State Department of Education, Office of the State Board of
Education, 1(-12, Higher Education, and the legislature and the lEN.
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby, ISH No. 7228
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@haw1eytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU,
in his personal and official capacity as Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
COMMU1~ICATIONS COMPANY,
QWEST COMMU1~ICATIONS
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company;
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757
AFFIDAVIT OF GREG ZICKAU RE
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF GREG ZICKAU RE PLAThTTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL - 1
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Greg Zickau, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so.
2.

I am the Chief Technology Officer of the Office of the CIO, of the

Department of Administration ("IDA").
3.

In connection with Plaintiffs Request for Production No. 12, I have been

requested by counsel for the IDA to offer my personal knowledge and factual input about the
breadth of this request, the estimated volume of documents it would yield, and the number of
man hours it would take to compile, which reads as follows:
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.12: Any and all notes, logs, correspondence,
drafts and other Documentation, including but not limited to electronic records, relating
to the transition of any and all Idaho schools, political subdivisions, and/or public
agencies to the Idaho Education Network, whether such has occurred or will occur
sometime in the future.
4.

This is a very broad request. The lEN 'schools' component has been a

fast-moving, major project that has been operational for over a year.
5.

Regarding gathering the 'schools' portion ofthis request, we are dealing

with about 200 schools and about 119 districts. Implementing connectivity to these schools has
required a multitude of meetings and interaction with school districts, school boards, individual
schools, technicians, politicians, and vendors. My quick look at the computer files for one
individual associat(:d with the project revealed over 7,000 files. My estimate is that this portion
of the request would entail 10,000 to 13,000 documents, requiring approximately 400-500 hours
to gather, not including the time necessary for legal review and preparation.
6.

Regarding the 'public agencies' portion of this request, we are dealing

with approximately 21 agencies and over 200 individual circuits to date. The project has been a
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Regarding the 'public agencies' portion of this request, we are dealing

with approximately 21 agencies and over 200 individual circuits to date. The project has been a
primary focus of 14 individuals from 10 agencies for several months and has involved over 42
technicians. It has required over 200 meetings to date, thousands of man hours just in meetings
for planning, mm:h less the actual implementation. I estimate that gathering these documents
would require easily another 360-400 hours of work, again excluding time for legal review and
preparation. In addition, responding to this portion of the request will impair State network

operations at a critical time due to the ongoing transition of services to the lEN contract and due
to ongoing contracting work for other network elements.
7.

This brings a total estimate for this request to very likely exceed 15,000

documents, requiring 760-900 hours to gather, pIns
plus many hours for legal preparation
8.

Additionally, these documents are all about implementation, and under my

oftortious
understanding of the remaining claim of
tortious interference with the alleged Teaming
Agreement, they should not be relevant.
9.

Accordingly, the IDA wants to avoid this incredible expense and undue

staffthat
burden upon its staff
that would be caused by having to respond to Request to Production No. 12,
and requests that the Court deny Plaintiff's motion to compel.

Further your affiant sayeth naught.

~lgZickau
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STATE OF IDAHO

3/

)

) ss.
County of Ada

)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this)rd day of Au

v

IDAHO
IbAHO

C1!~.qOJ3
C1!~.qOJ3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3 day of August, 2010, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF GREG ZICKAU RE PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
COMPEL by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]
B. Lawrence Theis
Steven 1. Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
QW{!st Communications Company, LLC]
[Attorneys for QW{:st

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W Idaho, Ste 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__ Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy 208-388-1300

--;c

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy 303-866-0200

:x

__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__ Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy 208-395-8585

=A

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
-X- Telecopy 615-252-6335

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 s. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for QW(~st Communications Company, LLC]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
~ Telecopy 208-385-5384
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NO.~_

rU.ED
P.M. _ _ _ __

_

A.M~P.M.

10 2010
AUG 10
J. DAVID NAVARRO,

Phillip. S. Oberrecht

N~LSON
By Fl:C
R:C N~LSON

ISB #1904; pso@hallfarley.com

D~i"UTI
D~I"Urt

Leslie M. G. Hayes
ISB #7995; Imh@hallfarley.com

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 395-8500
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585
Robert S. Patterson pro hac vice
TSB #6189; bpatterson@babc.com

BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile: (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, AN Idaho

limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

STIPULATION FOR PROTECTlVE
ORDER

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal official
capacity of Chief Technology Officer and
Administrator of the Office of the CIO;
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of
STIPULATION
STIPULA TION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 1
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EDUCAT ION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaawre corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company,
Defendants.

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and among the parties, through their respective
counsel, as follows:
1.

Categories of Confidential Information

For the purpose of this Stipulation for Protective Order, there shall be two categories of
Confidential Information:
(a)

CONFIDENTIAL. A document, court filing, response to interrogatory or request

for admission, or testimony of a witness may be designated by a party as "Confidential" if, the
producing party determines in good faith that it contains confidential research, confidential
development or strategic, and/or confidential commercial information, or to involve the privacy
interests of employees or customers, not otherwise designated as "Highly Confidential"
information pursuant to this Stipulation for Protective Order.
(b)

HIGELY CONFIDENTIAL.
HIGHLY

In some instances, the disclosure of certain

infoffilation may be of such a highly confidential nature that it requires greater protection than
infomlation
Infoffilation. A document, inspection or results thereof, court filing,
that afforded to Confidential Infomlation.
response to interrogatory or request for admission, or testimony of a witness may be designated
by a party as "Highly Confidential" if the producing or testifying entity, or party subject to
inspection, determines in good faith that it (1) contains non-public information of a
competitively sensitive, proprietary, financial, or trade secret nature, or involves the privacy
interests of employees or third parties to whom a producing party owes a duty of confidentiality;

STIPULATION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 2
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and (2) that disclosure of such information to opposing parties may be detrimental to the interest
ofthe person or entity producing the material ("Producing Party").

2.

Conllidential and Highly Confidential Documents Not to be Withheld from
Discovery

No party shall withhold non-privileged documents, electronically stored information,
testimony or any other response to discovery requests on the basis that the information is
"Confidential" or "Highly Confidential". "Privilege" and/or "privileged" for purposes of this
Stipulation shall have the same meaning as in Article V of the Idaho Rules of Evidence.

3.

Designation of Information Produced

(a)

Any answers, responses or documents deemed Confidential under Paragraph lea)

by the Producing Party shall be marked or stamped by the Producing Party as
"CONFIDENTIAL."

Any non-documentary Confidential Information (e.g. deposition or

inspection) may be designated "CONFIDENTIAL" through notice under Paragraph 4 below.
(b)

Any answers, responses or documents deemed Highly Confidential under

Paragraph II(b)
(b) by the Producing Party shall be marked or stamped by the Producing Party as
"HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL." Any non-documentary Confidential Information (e.g. deposition
or inspection) may be designated "HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL" through notice under Paragraph
4 below.
(c)

Stamping or marking material as set forth in Paragraphs 3(a) and 3(b) shall

constitute certification by the Producing Party that it reasonably believes good cause exists to so
designate the material pursuant to this Protective Order.

4.

Depositions and Inspections

(a)

If Confidential Information is marked as a deposition exhibit, such exhibit shall

retain its designated status and, if filed, shall be field under seal.

STIPULA TION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 3
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(b)

During any deposition or inspection, counsel for the Producing Party may request

that any portions of the deposition, deposition exhibits, inspection, or documents or information
produced or generated at, or as a result of the inspection also be treated as CONFIDENTIAL or
HIGHL Y CONFIDENTIAL. The room or area in which the deposition or inspection is being
HIGHLY
taken shall, at the request of the Producing Party, be closed to persons in accordance with the
restrictions of Paragraphs 5 and 6. The presence of persons not entitled to attend a deposition or
inspection pursuant to this paragraph shall constitute justification for counsel to the Producing
Party to advise or instruct the witness not to answer or to end the inspection.
(c)

The pages of the transcript designated as containing Confidential Information and

the numbers of the deposition exhibits accompanied by a description sufficient to describe the
exhibit without revealing its confidential contents shall be appropriately noted on the front of the
original deposition transcript and identified with the appropriate category as set forth in
Paragraphs l(a) and l(b). Those designated pages and exhibits shall be separately bound in one
or more volumes as appropriate and marked as set forth in Paragraphs 3(a) and 3(b).

To

facilitate this requirement, the party seeking specific designation of a deposition transcript shall
ensure that a copy of the Protective Order is provided to the court reporter.

5.

"CONFIDENTIAL" Restrictions

Confidential Information designated as CONFIDENTIAL shall not be disclosed, except
by the prior written consent of the Producing Party or pursuant to further order of this Court, to
any person other than:
(a)

The attorneys for the Receiving Party, including in-house attorneys, and the

employees and associates of the Receiving Party's attorneys who are involved in the conduct of
this action.
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(b)

Officers of the Court and supporting personnel or officers of any appellate court

to which an appeal may be taken or which review is sought, including necessary stenographic
and clerical personnel (e.g., court reporters).
(c)

Independent experts and consultants retained by the Receiving Party's attorneys

for purposes of assisting in this litigation; provided, however, that such expert or consultant shall
execute the Certificate set forth in Paragraph 7.
(d)

Agents, officers, or employees of a party; provided, however, that any such agent,

officer or employee shall execute a Certificate set forth in Paragraph 7.
(e)

The author of the document, the original source of the information, or recipient(s)

expressly named by the author or original source in (l)
(I) the document or (2) a contemporaneously
accompanying document (e.g., a cover letter), including but not limited to, the Producing Party's
present and former employees, and any other person to whom the information was provided prior
to the filing of the instant lawsuit.
(f)

Mediators employed by the parties to assist with the negotiation of a compromise

resolution to this matter.
6.

"HIGHL
Y CONFIDENTIAL" Restrictions
"HIGHLY

Confidential Information designated as HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL shall not be
disclosed, except by the prior written consent of the Producing Party or pursuant to further order
of this Court, to any person other than:
(a)

The undersigned attorneys for the Receiving Party, and the employees and

associates of the undersigned attorneys who are involved in the conduct of this action.
(b)

Officers of the Court and supporting personnel or officers of any appellate court

to which an appeal may be taken or which review is sought, including necessary stenographic
and clerical personnel (e.g., court reporters).
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((c)
c)

Independent experts and consultants, not including parties or their officers,

representatives, distributors, agents, or employees, retained by the Receiving Party's attorneys
for any party for purposes of assisting in this litigation; and further provided such expert or
consultant first executes the Certificate as set forth in Paragraph 7.
(d)

The author of the document, the original source of the information, or recipient(s)

expressly named by the author or original source in (1) the document or (2) a contemporaneously
accompanying document (e.g., a cover letter), including but not limited to, the Producing Party's
present and former employees, and any other person to whom the infornlation was provided prior
to the filing of the instant lawsuit.
7.

Certificate of Compliance

Counsel desiring to reveal information designated "CONFIDENTIAL" or "HIGHLY
CONFIDENTIAL" to any of the persons referred to in paragraphs 4(c), 4(d), 4(e), 5(c), and 5(d)
above shall obtain from each such person, prior to disclosure of any such infornlation, a signed
certificate stating that the person has read this Protective Order, understand its provisions, and
agrees to be subject to the jurisdiction of this Court in any proceedings relative to the
enforcement of this Protective Order. The certificate shall be in the form attached hereto as
Exhibit A.

Counsel for the party making the disclosure shall maintain the original signed

certificate obtained from any person pursuant to this paragraph and shall deliver a copy to the
Producing Party.
8.

Submission to the Court

The parties shall file "CONFIDENTIAL" and "HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL" materials
under seal in accordance with this Protective Order.

The words "CONFIDENTIAL" or

"HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL" shall be stamped on the envelopes containing such designated
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information, and a statement substantially in the following form shall also be printed on the
envelope:

FILED UNDER SEAL
This envelope is sealed pursuant to order of the Court, contains information that
is "CONFIDENTIAL" of "HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL" and is not to be opened
or the contents revealed, except by order of the Court or agreement by the parties.
At the request of the filing party, the designating party may consent to the materials not being
filed under seal.

9.

Objfdion to Designation

Any party may contest the designation of any document or information as
CONFIDENTIAL or HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL. The Producing Party and Receiving Party
shall confer in good! faith to resolve any such disagreements. If the dispute cannot be resolved,
the Receiving Party may move for relief. This Court shall determine any unresolved disputes
using the same standards as if the Producing Party had applied for a protective order under the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and related law. Until the Court issues a ruling on the objection
to designation, the Confidential Information shall be restricted pursuant to the designation made
by the Producing Party and the provisions of Paragraph 5 and/or 6 of this Protective Order, as the
case may be.

10.

Disclosure

If, through inadvertence, a Producing Party provides any material containing Confidential
Information during the course of this litigation without designating the material as set forth in
Paragraph 3 above, the Producing Party shall promptly inform the Receiving Party in writing of
the confidential nature of the material and specify the designation that should be applied to the

STIPULA TION FOR l~ROTECTIVE
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material. The Receiving Party shall thereafter treat the disclosed material in accordance with this
Protective Order to the extent that the Receiving Party has not already disclosed the material.
11.

Attorney-Client Privilege

The parties do not intend to disclose information subject to a claim of attorney-client
privilege.. If, nevertheless, a Producing Party, through inadvertence or otherwise, discloses such
privileged or protected information ("Privileged Information") to a Receiving Party, the
disclosure of Privileged Information shall not constitute or be deemed a waiver or forfeiture of
any claim of attorney-client privilege. that the Producing Party would otherwise be entitled to
assert with respect to the Privileged Information and its subject matter; and
(a)

If a Producing Party notifies the Receiving Party of disclosed Privileged

Information or the Receiving Party becomes aware that the Receiving Party is in possession of
inadvertently disclosed Privileged Information, the Receiving Party shall immediately cease
using, copying, or distributing the Privileged Information, and shall, within fourteen (14)
calendar days, return or certify the destruction of all copies of such information, including any
document created by the Receiving Party based upon the Privileged Information; or
(b)

The Receiving Party may apply to the Court for an order permitting it to retain

and use the Privileged Information.

Such application must be made within fourteen (14)

calendar days after the Receiving Party becomes aware, through notice by the Producing Party or
otherwise, that it has received Privileged Information.
12.

Work Product Material

The provisions of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, including specifically IRCP
26(b)(3)
26(b
)(3) and relatedl law concerning work product materials shall govern any claims to work
product protection. Any party that inadvertently discloses work product material may, upon a

STIPULATION
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proper showing following compliance with Rule 37(a)(2), IRCP, obtain an Order allowing "claw
back" of the inadvertently disclosed material

13.

Limitation on Use and Survival

(a)

Any Confidential Infonnation made available during the course of this action

shall be used solely for the purposes of this action and shall not be disclosed or used by the
recipients for any business, commercial, or competitive purpose whatsoever.
(b)

All obligations and duties arising under this Protective Order shall survive the

tennination of this action. This Court retains jurisdiction over the parties respecting any dispute

regarding the improper use of infonnation disclosed under protection of this Protective Order.
14.

Prodlucing Party's Use

this Protective Order shall limit any party or person in the use of its own
Nothing in Ithis
documents, things, or infonnation for any purpose; from disclosing its own Confidential
Infonnation to any person; or from consenting to the disclosure of its own Confidential
Infonnation by the Receiving Party. Nothing in this Protective Order shall limit any party or
person in the disclosure or use for any purpose of documents, things, or infonnation that it
obtains independently and not through this lawsuit, whether from publicly available sources or
otherwise.

15.

Return

At the conclusion of this action and all appeals, all tangible Confidential Infonnation, and
all copies of Confidential Infonnation or any derived summaries, memoranda, or other records,
including electronically stored infonnation, containing Confidential Infonnation shall, at the
Receiving Party's option, be destroyed or returned to counsel for the Producing Party within
thirty (30) days of the conclusion of the action by court action or settlement; except that counsel

STIPULATION FOR I'ROTECTIVE ORDER - 9
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for each party may retain one archival copy of each such document for reference in the event of a
dispute.
16.

Protection of Third Parties

Any person or entity that is not a party to this litigation may avail itself of the protections
for Confidential Information provided by this Order, by executing a letter agreement or other
writing, agreeing to be subject to the jurisdiction of the Court in this matter and to be bound by,
and to comply with, the restrictions and protections set forth in this Order. Said agreement shall
incorporate all the terms and protections of this Order. Upon execution of such agreement, the
third-party entity shall be entitled to all rights and protections afforded the Producing Party under
this Order.
17.

Discllosure of "HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL" Information to Persons Not
Described in Paragraph 6

The parties have negotiated over producing "Highly Confidential" information as set
forth herein but have been unable to reach an agreement whether "Highly Confidential"
information shall be disclosed to any persons other than the undersigned attorneys, their staff and
limited others as indicated in Paragraph 6 above.

In order to establish a process for the

resolution of this issue, the parties agree as follows concerning the disclosure of "Highly

Confidential" infornlation:
(a)

The provisions of Paragraph 2 of this Stipulation apply to "Highly Confidential"

information.
(b)

Any party wishing to disclose "Highly Confidential" information to a person not

described in Paragraph 6 above may, after compliance with Rule 37(a)(2), IRCP, move for an
Order allowing the disclosure of specifically identified "Highly Confidential" information to one
or more specifically identified persons ("Further Disclosure"). The Court shall determine any
unresolved disputes concerning Further Disclosure using the same standards as if the Producing
STIPULA
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Party had applied for a protective order under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and related
law.

Until the Court issues a ruling on the motion for Further Disclosure, the Highly

Confidential infonnation shall be restricted pursuant to the Highly Confidential designation
contained in this Protective Order. In the event the Court orders Further Disclosure, the
provisions of Paragraph 7 of this Protective Order shall attach, and be treated as a part of any
such Order.
DATED this ~ day of August, 2010.
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT
& BLANTON, P.A.

. Oberrecht - Of the Firm
.G. Hayes - Of the Firm
DATED this. _ _ day of August, 2010
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMTI\JGS LLP

cOc.J(l,Je(
tS\~ecl ~ loc.c...) couYbJe(
By tS\~ecl
Robert . Patterson Of the FIrm
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a

bIT loc.c.J

Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

DATED this _ _ day of August, 2010
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By__________________________________
_
David R. Lombardi - Of the Firm
Amber N. Dina - Of the Firm
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Party had applied for a protective order under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and related
law.

Until the Court issues a ruling on the motion for Further Disclosure, the Highly

Confidential infornlation shall be restricted pursuant to the Highly Confidential designation
contained in this Protective Order. In the event the Court orders Further Disclosure, the

provisions of Paragraph 7 of this Protective Order shall attach, and be treated as a part of any
such Order.
__
DATED this _
_ day of August, 2010.
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT
& BLANTON, P.A.

By_______________________________
Phillip S. Oberrecht - Of the Firm
Leslie M.G. Hayes - Of the Firm

__
_ day of August, 2010
DATED this _
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP

By_______________________________
Robert S. Patterson - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a
Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

'j'~

__
DATED this _
_ day of August, 2010
GIVENS PURSLEYfDl
PURSLEY~

./
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DATED this

3

day of August,

~l
~IO

0

DATED this __
_ _ day of August, 2010
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
FIELDS CHARTERED

By_________________________________
Stephen R. Thomas

DATED this _ _ day of August, 2010
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP

By_________________________________
B. Lawrence Theis - Of the Firm
Steven Perfrement - Of the Firm

STIPULATION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 12
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__
DATED this _
_ day of August, 2010
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By
_
By--------------------------------Merlyn W. Clark - Of the Finn

'1vJ
'1 vJ

DATED thi~~ day of August, 2010

MOFF
ATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
MOFFATT
FIELDS HAR
TERED
HARTERED
/

DATED

this~Jday of August, 2010

By_~~~L-~~~~~~---
By_----=------=--+-L--#~;;.._~:::::::=-------
B. Lawrence Thei the Finn
Steven Perfrement - Of the Finn
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ORDER

THIS COUHT, having considered the Proposed Stipulated Protective Order entered into
by and among the parties hereto, and good cause appearing therefor;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED, that the ORDER IS
GRANTED as specified.

DATEDthis~daYOf

l¥OIO.
~~.~
~~.~

By
DistLct Judge
Disthct

STIPULA TION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 13
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

--Jfl
--J.fl

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of August, 2010, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing PROTECTIVE ORDER, by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. O. Box 2720
Boise,
ID 83701
Boise,ID
Fax: (208) 388-1300

~~. U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Deli vered
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Merlyn W. Clark
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS &
HAWLEYLLP
877 W Main St, Ste 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Fax: (208) 954-5210

-------U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS CHARTERED
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th FI
PO Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829
Fax: (208) 385-5384

......----u.S.
........---u.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Fax: (303) 866-0200

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M. G. Hayes
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT &
BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
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Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS
LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
J. MICHAEL
ADMINISTRAnON;
nON; 1.
ADMINISTRA
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF
THE DISMISSAL OF COUNTS TWO AND
THREE OF SYRINGA'S COMPLAINT

official capacity as Chief Technology

Officer and Administrator of the Office of
EDUCAnON
the CIO; EDUCA
nON NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
COMMUNICAnONS
nONS
QWEST COMMUNICA
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.

J
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Court issued a Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order on July 23, 20 I0
I0
("Decision and

Ord'~r")
Ordl~r")

granting partial summary judgment to Defendants Idaho Department of

Administration ("DOA"), 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney ("Gwartney") and Jack G. "Greg Zickau
("Zickau") (collectively, the "State Defendants") dismissing Counts One, Two and Three of
Syringa's Verified Complaint (the "Complaint"). Count One of the Complaint asserted breach of
contract on the part of DOA. Counts Two and Three each sought declaratory judgment that the
Idaho Education Network ("lEN") Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO") to Qwest is null,
void and of no effect as a consequence of violations of Idaho Code §§ 67-5726 and 67-5718A.
Counts Two and Three also sought to enjoin DOA from allowing Qwest to perform under the
Qwest SBPO, as amended.
The stated reason for the Court's dismissal of Counts Two and Three was that Syringa
failed to exhaust administrative remedies.
Syringa seeks reconsideration of the dismissal of Count Two and that part of Count Three
that relates to the February 26, 2009 Amended Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("Amended
SBPOs") because, as a matter of law, there was no administrative remedy for Syringa to exhaust
associated with the Amended SBPOs. Syringa also seeks reconsideration of the dismissal of
Counts Two and Three on an expanded, but still incomplete, record that clearly demonstrates,
among other things that: I
•

DOA knew Syringa was contracted to provide internet backbone and connectivity
as a subcontractor to ENA;

I Syringa still does not have a full record, including depositions of the Defendants, with which to fully respond to
the State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and does not, by citing the expanded record, abandon the
Stipulation Re Plaintiff s Motion for Partial Continuance of Summary Judgment Proceedings under IRCP 56(f) filed
April 28, 2010.
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•

DOA prepared more than one draft Strategic Implementation Plan that expressly
acknowledged Syringa's responsibility for internet backbone and connectivity;

•

Qwest prepared the language of the Qwest Amended SBPO that cut Syringa out
of the project; and

•

Syringa could not have filed a timely appeal from the Amended SBPOs because it
never received notice regarding the Amended SBPOs.

The fundamental question presented by this Motion for Reconsideration concerns
whether there is an administrative remedy associated with the amendment of contracts for the
purchase of goods or services by the State that, if not pursued, defeats the right of an injured
party with standing to pursue a declaratory judgment to determine the legality of the contract
amendments under Idaho Code §§ 67-5718A and/or 67-5726. The contract amendments, in this
case, are Amended SBPOs 1308-02 and 1309-02 that removed the internet backbone and
connectivity portions of the lEN project from ENA and its subcontractor, Syringa, and assigned
the work exclusively to Qwest.
The answer to the question whether the requirement for the exhaustion of administrative
remedies applies to Syringa and the Amended SBPOs issued on February 26, 2009 is three times
"No":

1) Idaho law provides no administrative remedy following the amendment of a state

contract or Purchase Order; 2) Idaho law imposes no requirement for the exhaustion of
administrative remedies before suit may be brought by a proper party injured by the amendment
of a state procurement contract or Purchase Order in violation of Idaho Code §§ 67-5718A
and/or 67-5726; and 3) Even if Idaho law provided an administrative remedy following the
amendment ofa state contract or Purchase Order, no notice of the Amended SBPOs was given to
Syringa.
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II.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure III(a)(2)(B)
I(a)(2)(B) provides that motions for reconsideration "of
any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any time before the entry of final
judgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final judgment." The Court
issued the Decision and Order on July 23, 20
2010,
I0, and a final entry of judgment has not been
issued.
As a substantive matter, '''[t]he decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration
generally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court. '" Carnell v. Barker Managemenf, Inc.,
137 Idaho 322, 329" 48 P.2d 651, 658 (2002) (quoting Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 592, 21
P.3d 908, 914 (2001)).

The Idaho Supreme Court has long held that a "rehearing or

reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or additional facts, and a more
comprehensive presentation of both law and fact." J1. Case Co. v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223,
229,280 P.2d 1070, 1073 (1955). The Court also noted, in the same case, that, "the chief virtue
of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, so that the
truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as may be." Id.
A party making a motion for reconsideration is permitted to present new evidence, but is
not required to do so. See Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 472, 147 P.3d 100, 104 (Ct. App.
2006); see also Jacklin Land Co. v. Blue Dog RV, Inc., 2009 WL 3287578 (Idaho Dist.)

(unreported) (overturning its previous grant of partial summary judgment to defendants and
granting plaintiffs motion for reconsideration, even though the facts had not changed, when
plaintiffs brought to light the errors in court's prior legal conclusions). Thus, where incorrect
legal conclusions were relied upon or relevant facts were not considered, a motion for
d Alene
reconsideration is a proper vehicle to remedy the trial court's order. See, e.g., Coeur d'Alene
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Mining Co. v. First Nat 'I Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026 (1990) ("when considering a
motion [for reconsideration] the trial court should take into account any new facts presented by
the moving party that bear on the correctness of the interlocutory order").
Syringa's Motion for Reconsideration is justified on both grounds.

]11.
III.

FACTS

The fundamental facts that require reconsideration and reversal of the dismissal of Count
Two and that portion of Count Three of the Complaint based on the Amended SBPOs are
straightforward and were before the Court at the time of oral argument on DOA's Motion for
Summary Judgment on May 25,2010:
•

Syringa entered into a Teaming Agreement with ENA to provide the internet
backbone and connectivity portions of the lEN project upon award to ENA;

•

ENA was notified it received a multiple bid award of the lEN RFP on January 20,
2009;

•

DOA issued SBPOs to ENA and Qwest on January 28,2009; and

•

DOA issued the Amended SBPOs on February 26, 2009 that took the internet
backbone and connectivity portions of the lEN project from ENA and allocated
all internet backbone and connectivity portions to Qwest.

The fundamental fm:ts above were supplemented, by Syringa and DOA, in advance of the filing

of this Motion for Reconsideration. See Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Motion
for Protective Order filed on July 22, 2010 ("Lombardi Aff. "); see also Amended Third Affidavit
of Greg Lowe filed on July 27, 2010 ("Third Lowe Aff."). These supplemental facts, when
combined with the facts in the record at hearing, provide a more complete picture of the
machinations that resulted in the exclusion of Syringa from the lEN project.

Those more

complete facts follow.
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Idaho Code § 67-5733(l)(c) provides for an administrative appeal when a "vendor whose
bid is considered" is not found to be the lowest responsible bidder. It states, a "vendor whose bid
jive (5) working days following the receipt of notice that he is not the
is considered may, within five
lowest responsible bidder, apply to the director of the department of administration for
appointment ofa determinations officer. I.C. § 67-5733(c) (emphasis added).
This five-day period for pursuit of administrative remedies began to run when the DOA
sent out the Notice of Intent on January 20, 2009 (the "DOA Letter of Intent"). The DOA Letter
of Intent stated that DOA intended to contract with both Qwest and ENA for the lEN
implementation. Third Lowe Aff. at'
at, 7. Since Syringa was contracted to provide backbone and
connectivity servict:s for the lEN project pursuant to its Teaming Agreement as principal
subcontractor to ENA, one of the winners of the bid, there was nothing for Syringa (or ENA for
at, 8. The dual award to ENA and Qwest, as noted by the Court, ""...
...
that matter) to appeal. ld. at'
made it very unlikely that ENA would file any challenge."

Decision and Order at p. 15.

Regardless, Syringa was confident that it could provide higher quality service at a lower price
at, 8.
and welcomed the opportunity to compete with Qwest. Third Lowe Aff. at'
DOA issued the first SBPOs to ENA and Qwest after the deadline to appeal from the
DOA Letter of Intent had passed. Id. at'
at, 9. These virtually identical Purchase Orders made no
allocation of the work to either Qwest or ENA but awarded each the entire project, consistent
with the requirement of Idaho Code § 67-57l8A that multiple bid awards be made for "same or
similar services" on an undivided basis.

Mindful of this requirement, post-award drafts of

Strategic Implementation Plans for the project (referred to and incorporated into the SBPOs)
initially identified silgnificant components of internet backbone and connectivity that would be
provided by Syringa and similar components that would be provided by Qwest. See Lombardi
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Aff. at

~~

7-9, Exhibits 0, E & F. The final draft, however, consistent with the observations of

the Court, omitted Syringa entirely. See Decision and Order at 15; Lombardi Aff. at

~

12,

Exhibit I.

The deed was ultimately completed by the Amended SBPOs. Notably, the substance of
the Qwest Amended SBPO was drafted and provided to DOA by Qwest officials following a
non-scheduled, urgent meeting on Monday, February 9, 2009 with Qwest CEO Jim Schmidt and
Qwest Senior Manager, Government & Education Services, Clint Berry. Id. at
M and N.

~

17 and Exhibits

The Amended SBPOs divided the services requested by the lEN RFP into two,

separate and mutually exclusive categories of work, eliminated Syringa as ENA's "principal
partner and supplier'" and substituted Qwest in its place. Third Lowe Aff at ~~ 10, 11. With the

exception of one minor project, Syringa failed to get any work related to the lEN, and Qwest
stepped into Syringa's place after the Amended SBPOs were issued. Id. at

~

13. As explained

by Greg Lowe:
On February 26, 2009, the DOA issued amended SBPOs to ENA
and Qwest ("Amended SBPOs") that were no longer identical.
These Amended SBPOs divided the services requested by the lEN
RFP into two, separate and mutually exclusive categories of work.
SBPO 1308-0 1 went to Qwest for "all IEN technical network

services" and "all Internet services". SBP01309-01 went to ENA
to act "as the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate
Form 471" and to provide "all Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
Installation, Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for
the lEN network." The Amended SBPOs eliminated Syringa as
ENA's "principal partner and supplier" and substituted Qwest in
its place.

Id. at ~~ 10, 11.
The Decision and Order recognized that "Syringa contends, and the contention does not
appear to be disputed, that the effect of the amendments [to the SBPOs] was to award Qwest the
entire scope of work assigned to Syringa in the Teaming Agreement and lEN Alliance Proposal."
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Decision and Order at p. 6. The Court also correctly stated that the "effect of the amendments to
the purchase orders was to eliminate Syringa from participation in the lEN RFP project," and
that, "[h]ad this

be(~n

a single award to ENA, Syringa would have participated in the work. It

does appear that Syringa was cut off from participating from the work." Id. at p. 6 and 15.
There is, in fact, no dispute in the record that DOA cut Syringa out of the LEN
implementation after several meetings with Qwest and Qwest's preparation of a draft SBPO
Amendment that was adopted, with little revision, as the February 26, 2009 Amended SBPOs.
Notwithstanding Qwest's undeniable involvement and heavy hand in drafting the
Amended SBPOs -- which essentially stole Syringa's right to work on the lEN project

-

Defendant Gwartney stated, in a letter of July 24, 2009 to Syringa CEO Greg Lowe, that DOA
"unilaterally determined how best to divide the work between the two awardees." See Affidavit
of Mike Gwartney filed on March 19, 2010, at ,-r 10 and Exhibit A, pg. 2.
There is no evidence that either of the Amended SBPOs were sent to Syringa until they
were forwarded, with 10,000 other documents, in response to Syringa's public records request of
August 6, 2009. See Affidavit of Merlyn Clark in Opposition of Plaintiffs Motion to Compel
Discovery filed on July 27, 2010, at,-r,-r 4 - 8 and Exhibits C - G.

IV.

ARGUMENT

The Court's analysis of Syringa's duty to bring an administrative challenge to the lEN
award focuses on the fact that the State could rightfully make a multiple award to both ENA and
Qwest by the DOA Letter of Intent issued on January 20, 2009. Syringa acknowledges, and has
not asked the Court to reconsider, that ruling based on the absence of appal from the DOA Letter
of Intent.
The Syringa Complaint also focuses, however, on the Amended SBPOs, which were

RECONSIDERA nON OF THE DISMISSAL OF COUNTS
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issued by the DOA on February 26, 2009 - after the administrative appeal period of Idaho Code
§67-5711(l)(c) triggered by the DOA Letter of Intent had run. See Complaint
Two) and

~~

~~

69-73 (Count

90-93 (Count Three). The Court has not addressed these decisions which did not

exist, and could not have been appealed, within five days of issuance of the DOA Letter of Intent
on January 20, 2009.

A.

The Court Did Not Reach the Issue of Whether Syringa's Claims Based on
the February 26, 2009 Amended SBPOs were Subject to an Exhaustible
Administrative Remedy.

d(;:nominated as two separate counts, Counts Two and Three of the Syringa
Although dl;:nominated
Complaint actually asserted three distinct claims based on the Amended SBPOs. Count Two
asserted the single claim
67c:1aim that the Amended SBPOs were issued in violation of Idaho Code § 67
5726 which states that "[no] officer or employee, shall conspire with a vendor or its agent, and
no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an officer or employee, to influence or attempt to
influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to deprive a vendor of an acquisition
award." Count Three, on the other hand, asserts two distinct claims under Idaho Code § 6767
5718A. The first claim, which is not the subject of this Motion for Reconsideration, is that a
multiple bid award was not necessary because the lEN Alliance (ENA) was the "lowest
responsible bidder" and should have received a single award for the entire project. The second
Count Three claim, which is a subject of this Motion for Reconsideration, challenges the
Amended SBPOs under Idaho Code §§ 67-5718A and 67-5725, and is specifically expressed by
paragraphs 93 and 94 of the Complaint. Those paragraphs state:
93.
On February 26, 2009, the DOA arbitrarily
amended the lEN Purchase Order to list Qwest as the contractor
for all of the lEN technical network services, local access
conn(~ctions, routing equipment, network and backbone services
conn(~ctions,
without regard to which vendor team had the best terms and
conditions regarding price, availability, support services and
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delivery most advantageous to the agency m violation of Idaho
Cod(~ § 67-5718A.
94.
Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the
DOA, Division of Purchasing declaring its award of the lEN
Purchase Order to Qwest void, null, and of no effect pursuant to
Idaho Code § 67-5725 and/or pennanent injunctive relief
prohibiting the State and Qwest from perfonning under the lEN
Purchase Order.
As noted above, this Motion does not seek reconsideration of the Court's dismissal of
Syringa's claim that the lEN Alliance (ENA) should have been exclusively awarded the lEN
project as the lowest responsible bidder? This Motion does, however, seek reconsideration of
the dismissal of Count Two and the concurrent claims contained in Count Three that the postaward, post-Contra(;t amendment of the Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders for which there is no
administrative remedy was a violation ofldaho
ofIdaho Code §§ 67-5718A and/or 67-5726.
B.

Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) Applies to Specifications and Awards, but It Does
Not Apply to Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders.

The administrative appeal process for state purchasing is governed by Idaho Code § 67
67675733. Syringa acknowledges that the administrative appeal requirements of Idaho Code § 67
5733 apply to bid specification challenges and to award challenges. 3 Idaho Code § 67-5733 does
not, however, apply to contracts and/or Purchase Orders or amended contracts and/or Purchase

Orders which are issued after the bidding process is complete and the 5 day time period for

The Court's Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order states: "DOA did make multiple awards of this
contract. Syringa argues that it did not have to challenge the award to ENA under Idaho Code §67-5733(c) because
it was in privity with the lowest responsible bidder and because it did not receive notification that it was not the
lowest responsible bidder. The Court disagrees. Syringa did discover that the award was made to ENA and Qwest.
At that time, Syringa had sufficient notification that Syringa was not the lowest responsible bidder and could have
challenged that decision under Idaho Code §67-5733(c).
In this action, Syringa contends that the multiple awards were improper and asserts should have found that
the lEN Alliance proposal was the lowest responsible bidder. These challenges could have been raised under Idaho
Code §67-5733." Decis.ion and Order at p. 18.
6 and 17 of the Decision and
3
Syringa agrees on this point with the determination of the Court on pages]
pages 16
Order. It does not agree, however, with the Court's implied determination, made without citation to authority on
page 17 of the Decision and Order, that an administrative appeal must be taken from amendments to Purchase
Orders.
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appeal under Idaho Code § 67-S733
67-5733 has expired.
Idaho Code § 67-S733(1
67-5733(1 )(a) allows a period of "not more than ten (10) working days in
which any vendor. , . may notify in writing the administrator of the division of purchasing of his
67-S733(1)(a) (emphasis added). Syringa did
intention to challenge the specifications." I.C. § 67-5733(1)(a)
67 -S733(1 )(a) has no application
not challenge the specifications of the RFP, and Idaho Code § 67-5733(1
to this Motion for Reconsideration.
Idaho Code § 67-S733(1)(c)
67-5733(1)(c) provides a mechanism for challenge when the vendor is not
found to be the

low~~st

responsible bidder. It states, in pertinent part, that a "vendor whose bid is

considered may, within five (S)
(5) working days following the receipt of notice that he is not the
lowest responsible bidder, apply to the director of the department of administration for
67-S733(1)(c). As apparently intended by use
appointment of a determinations officer",
officer". I.C. § 67-5733(1)(c).
of a multiple bid award, neither Syringa, nor anyone else, challenged the award to ENA and
IS. Again, Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c)
67-S733(1)(c) has no application to
Qwest. Decision and Order at p. 15.

this Motion for Reconsideration.
The selection of multiple successful bidders and the multiple bid award for the lEN
(S) day time for appeal of the DOA Letter
project to ENA and Qwest became final when the five (5)

67-5733(1)(c) expired. The next step in the procurement process
ofIntent under Idaho Code § 67-S733(1)(c)
67-S733(1)(c) does not address and played no further
for the lEN was contracting. Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c)
role in the lEN

proj~~ct

procurement after the award to ENA and Qwest became final. Finality at

this point in the procurement process makes sense because there should be no need for further
choice, or appeal, once contracts and Purchase Orders are issued.
The Idaho statutes and the Idaho Administrative Code prOVISIOns concernmg state
procurement define specific terms that are used in the procurement process. These defined terms
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........
(capitalized hereinafter) help to describe the procurement process, and to identify those portions
of the process that are accompanied by provisions for administrative appeal by distinguishing
between bidding and contracting. These defined terms also make it clear that the administrative
remedy provisions of Idaho Code § 67-5733, which apply to bidding and the award, do not apply
to state Contracts and Purchase Orders.
Defined terms contained in the statutory and administrative provisions governing the
Idaho procurement process make it clear that once the selection of the successful Bidder or
Bidders has been completed, the award becomes final and the State is authorized to enter into a
Contract. When that happens, the Purchase is documented by a Contract or Purchase Order and
the successful Bidder becomes a Contractor.

In this case, the Contract took the form of a

Statewide Blanket Purchase Order ("SBPO").
The defined terms that apply to the analysis in this Motion for Reconsideration include
Bid, Bidder, Contract, Contractor, Purchase, Purchase Order and Vendor, which are defined in
38.05.01.011 as follows:
IDAPA 38.05.0l.011

OS. Hid. A written offer that is binding on the bidder to perform a
contract to purchase or supply property or services in response to
an invitation to bid. (3-15-02)
06. Bidder. A vendor who has submitted a bid or quotation on
specific property. (3-15-02)
13. Contract. Contract means any state written agreement,
including a solicitation or specification documents and the
accepted portions of the solicitation, for the acquisition of
propt;:rty. Generally, the term is used to describe term contracts,
propt:rty.
definite or indefinite quantity or delivery contracts or other
acquisition agreements whose subject matter involves multiple
payments and deliveries. A contract shall also include any
amendments mutually agreed upon by both parties. (3-15-02)
14. Contractor. A bidder or offeror who has been awarded an
acquisition contract. (3-15-02)
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...... '.
32. F'urchase. The act of acquiring or procuring property for state
use or the result of an acquisition action. (3-15-02)
33. ])urchase Order. See also definition of Contract, typically
used to acquire property.
property, It is a notification to the contractor to
provide the stated property, required material, equipment, supplies
or services under the terms and conditions set forth in the purchase
order. It may include the form of the state's acceptance of a
biddds proposal or bid.
bid, (3-15-02)
49. Vendor. A person or entity capable of supplying property to
the state.
state, (3-15-02)
See also I.C. § 67-5716(10), (11),
(II), (13) and (15) (defining Vendor, Bidder, Contractor and Bid
consistent with IDAPA 38.05.01.011).
The operation of the above definitions builds and becomes inclusive with the
participation and success of a Vendor. By way of example, a Vendor can always be a Bidder.
The defined term, Bidder, therefore, also includes Vendor. Similarly, a Contractor is also Vendor
and a Bidder in addition to being a Contractor.
The above definitions make description of the State procurement process a
straightforward matter:
1.

A Vendor submits a Bid

proposals concerning a state Purchase.

In

response to an invitation for bid or request for

The Vendor that submits a bid also becomes, by

definition, a Bidder.
2.

When the award is made, the Bidder that is awarded the acquisition contract also

becomes, by definition, a Contractor.
3.

The State enters into a written Contract or Issues a Purchase Order to the

Contractor to complete the Purchase.
The use of these defined terms makes it clear that Idaho Code § 67-5733 applies solely to
Bidders and to the bidding process.

Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c), which is pertinent to this
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Motion for Reconsideration states:
A vendor whose bid is considered may, within five (5) working
days following receipt of notice that he is not the lowest
responsible bidder, apply to the director of the department of
administration for appointment of a determinations officer. The
application shall set forth in specific terms the reasons why the
administrator's decision is thought to be erroneous.
I.C. § 67-5733(1)(c) (emphasis added). Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c), does not, by its terms,
apply to Contracts or Purchase Orders. It cannot, therefore, apply to the Amended SBPOs in this
case.
Neither the statutes governing the DOA nor the Rules of the Division of Purchasing
contain any provision requiring post-Contract administrative appeal by a Contractor. There is, in
short, no administrative remedy to exhaust after a Contract or Purchase Order has been issued.
The SBPOs issued by the DOA on January 28, 2009 were, by definition, Contracts which made
ENA and Qwest Contractors.
Neither ENA nor Syringa, as its subcontractor, had any right or duty to prosecute an
administrative appeal when the Amended SBPOs were issued and the Syringa work was
transferred to Qwest. There was no duty to appeal, and no administrative remedy to exhaust
because the SBPOs are Contracts to which Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c)
67-S733(1)(c) does not apply.
C.

The Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies Doctrine Does Not Apply To
Syringa's Count Two Idaho Code § 67-5726 Claim.

The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized exceptions to the doctrine of exhaustion: (a)
when the interests of justice so require, and (b) when the agency acts outside its authority.

Arnzen v. State, 123 Idaho 899, 906,854 P.2d 242, 249 (1993) and Regan v. Kootenai County,
140 Idaho 721, 725,100 P.3d 615,619 (2004). Both exceptions are satisfied in this case.
The interests of justice demand that public employees discharge their duties honestly
without regard to any time limitation for the exercise of administrative appeal. Should the
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Decision and Order not be reconsidered and be used as precedent, state administrators could
deliberately issue a letter of intent to contract with all the qualified Bidders; allow the five day
administrative appeal deadline to pass; enter into multiple Contracts or Purchase Orders with all
the qualified Bidd<:!rs
Biddt:rs and then, by way of amendment, choose the specific Contractor they
favored without regard to the provisions of the RFP or the respective merit of the proposals
received in response.

The requirement that administrative remedies be exhausted before a

participant can claim that a state employee has violated state law raises an artificial barrier to a
rightful remedy and leads to a harsh and absurd interpretation of Idaho Code § 67-5733(l)(c).
"The Court is to avoid an interpretation of a statute that leads to an absurd or harsh result."

United Investors Life Ins. Co. v. Severson, 143 Idaho 628,632,151 P.3d 824, 828 (2007) (citing
Canyon County Bd. of
Equalization v. Amalgamated Sugar Co., LLC, 143 Idaho 58, 62, 137 P.3d
ofEqualization
445,449 (2006)).

In addition, the Complaint clearly alleges, by its citation to the violation of Idaho Code §
67-5726, that the State Defendants acted outside their authority when they conspired to deprive
Syringa of the lEN work.
Count Two of the Syringa Complaint relies upon Idaho Code § 67-5726, which protects
companies like Syringa from the conduct of State officials or employees who would unduly
influence or illegally deprive a Vendor from an acquisition contract. See I.C. § 67-5726(3) ("No
officer or employee shall conspire with a vendor or its agent, and no vendor or its agent shall
conspire with an omcer
offilcer or employee, to influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract,
or to deprive or attempt to deprive a vendor of an acquisition award") (emphasis added); see also
I.e. § 67-5726(2) ("no officer or employee shall influence or attempt to influence the award of a
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contract to a particular vendor,4 or to deprive or attempt to deprive any vendor of an acquisition
contract."). By their very nature, allegations invoking Idaho Code § 67-5726 concern conduct
that is outside the scope of an agency's authority because they involve conspiracy and criminal
acts. Indeed, under Idaho Code Section 67-5734, "any person convicted of a violation of
subsection (1), (2) or (6) of section 67-5726, Idaho Code" is guilty of a misdemeanor and any
person found to have violated subsection (3) is "guilty ofa felony." I.C. § 67-5734.
Syringa has not only alleged improper acts, but has presented eyewitness accounts and
admissions that clearly create material issues of fact.

Qwest drafted an extremely beneficial

amendment to its SBPO and emailed it to the DOAforthe State to use as its own. Third Lowe
Aff at

~

17. After the amendments, with the exception of one minor project, Syringa failed to

get any work related to the lEN. Id. at

~

13. Qwest, having been evaluated by DOA's own team

as being second best, received virtually all the lEN work. Id.

Bob Collie of ENA informed

Syringa that Greg Zickau had instructed ENA to work only with Qwest. Id., Ex. C. Gwartney
threatened that Syringa would be punished. Id. Gwartney continued to threaten that he would
hate to see the rest of Syringa's existing State business go away. Id. at

~~

15, 16. Over the

following months, DOA blocked roughly $87 thousand per month in business to Syringa from
various State agencies.

Id. at

~

17. Indeed, Syringa was informed that the Departments of

Health and Welfare, Vocational Rehabilitation, Fish and Game, and Department of Labor, which
were all attempting to contract with Syringa, were forbidden to do so by Gwartney and DOA. Id.
These deliberate acts are outside the legitimate scope of government authority. To allow
the exhaustion doctrine to apply in this case gives State administrators a blank check to conspire
and to deprive Ve:ndors of rightfully won contacts with no remedy. The public policy
4 Under Idaho Code Section 67-5716(10), a "Vendor" is defined as a "person or entity capable of supplying property
to the state," as opposed to a "Contractor" which is defined as "a bidder who has been awarded an acquisition
contract." Syringa is considered a Vendor for the purposes of Idaho Code § 67-5726.
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--.
consideration of preventing conspiracy is obvious. It also makes sense that there is no time
limitation as to when a conspiracy occurs.

Prohibiting conspiracy to deprive an acquisition

contract before and in connection with the award, but not after the award and Contract or
Purchase Order serves no purpose, and would create more harm than good by allowing unlawful
conduct to continue without scrutiny or recourse.
Finally, the vast majority of the allegations in Count Two concern facts and conduct that
occurred after the five day period for administrative appeal from the DOA Letter of Intent had
passed. As discussl;!d
discussl~d below in connection with Count Three, Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c) does
not apply, and there was no administrative remedy to exhaust, after the SBPOs were issued.

D.

Syringa's Count Three Claim That The Amended SBPOs Violate Idaho
§ 67-5718(A) is Not Barred By Failure to Exhaust Administrative
Remedies Because No Such Remedies Exist.
Cod,~
Cod,~

Syringa contends that the Amended SBPOs violated Idaho Code § 67-5718A.

The

Decision and Order rejected that contention and concluded that Syringa failed to exhaust the
administrative remedies available to it under Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c). No such remedies
were available, however, after the SBPOs had been issued because Idaho Code § 67-5733(1 )(c)
applies only to a

V~:ndor

"whose bid is considered" and has no application after a Contract has

been awarded to a Contractors or Contractors.

More importantly, Idaho Code § 67-5718A

expressly addresses post-Contract conduct, applies by its terms to Contractors and provides no
administrative remedies.
The defined terms Contract and Contractor appear in Idaho Code § 67-5718A. That
statute provides:
67-5718A. Acquisition of property by contract -- Award to more
than one bidder -- Standards for multiple awards -- Approval by
administrator.
(1) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary,
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the administrator of the division of purchasing may make an award
of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or
similar property where more than one (I) contractor is necessary:
(a) To furnish the types of property and quantities required by
state agencies;
(b) To provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition of
property for state agencies; or
(c) To enable state agencies to acquire property which is
compatible with property previously acquired.
(2) 1'lo
]'[0 award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made,under
this section unless the administrator of the division of purchasing
makes a written determination showing that multiple awards
satisfy one (I)
(l) or more of the criteria set forth in this section.
(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or
more bidders in accordance with this section, a state agency shall
make purchases from the contractor whose terms and conditions
regarding price, availability, support services and delivery are most
advantageous to the agency.
'
(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section
shall not be made when a single bidder can reasonably serve the
acquisition needs of state agencies. A multiple award of a contract
shall only be made to the number of bidders necessary to serve the
acquisition needs of state agencies.
67-57l8A (emphasis added).
I.e. § 67-5718A
67-57l8A has nothing to do with the bidding process. Idaho Code § 67
67Idaho Code § 67-5718A
5718A(l) does, however, direct the State to circumstances in which the State may, if specified
conditions are met, enter into multiple Purchase Contracts with "two (2) or more bidders" who
have qualified through the bidding process "to furnish the same or similar property where more
than one (1) contractor is necessary". Purchase Contracts, not bidding, are the object of Idaho
Code § 67-5718A.
67-5718A(3)
-5718A(3) references the "terms and conditions" of the
Similarly, Iclaho Code § 67
"contract" (in this case the SBPOs and Amended SBPOs) and is silent concerning the bid
documents. In fact, each subsection of Idaho Code § 67-5718A mentions and pertains only to
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Contracts and Contractors.
As a practical matter - and certainly in this case - the terms and conditions of Contracts
and amendments are entered into by State agencies and Contractors after the administrative

appeal period has passed. If, as in this case, a State agency chooses multiple
mUltiple Contractors to
perform services or provides goods, it is required to meet the conditions of subsection (l) and
has an ongoing statutory duty under subsection (3) to "make purchases from the contractor
whose terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and delivery are most
advantageous to the agency." I.C. § 67-5718A. These statutory requirements are triggered after
the bidding process is completed, after the award has been made and after the five day
administrative appeal deadline ofIdaho Code § 67-5733(l)(c) has passed.
The law provides no administrative remedy for the Amended SBPOs. There being no
administrative remedy, there was no duty to exhaust and no obstacle to Syringa's Count Three
claim that the Amended SBPOs violate Idaho Code § 67-5718(A).
V.

CONCLUSION

For each of the foregoing reasons, Syringa Networks, LLC respectfully requests that the
Court grant its Motion for Reconsideration.
67-5718A protect Vendors like Syringa from bid rigging by
Idaho Code §§ 67-5726 and 67-57l8A
state employees and/or other Vendors. In this case, Syringa has alleged and submitted evidence
that the State, its employees and other Vendors acted outside of their scope of authority by
colluding, conspiring and/or otherwise depriving it of work Syringa lawfully deserved. Applying
the doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies to Idaho Code § 67-5726 - particularly in
this case where most of the offensive conduct occurred well after the five day administrative
appeal deadline expired - is not only unjust but outside the scope of the doctrine.
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Ifnot reconsidered, the Court's Decision and Order sets a precedent which allows State
administrators to accept all qualified bids in a procurement, wait for the five day deadline for
administrative rem{:dies to pass, and then contract with the Vendor the administrator favors knowing that failing to exhaust precludes any repercussions or claim by the unlawfully excluded
Contractors. That is not the law and is not the public policy of the State of Idaho.
RESPECTUFLL Y SUBMITTED this

~day of August, 202010.IO.

By:

----~<--------------'=::......-_---------~~~--~~-----

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorney for Syringa Networks, LLC
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COME NOW Defendants Idaho Department of Administration ("IDA"), 1. Michael
"Mike" Gwartney ("Gwartney") and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau ("Zickau") (collectively, the "State
Defendants"), by and through their undersigned counsel of record, and submit the following
memorandum in opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of the Dismissal of Counts
Two and Three of Syringa's Complaint, filed on or about August 20,2010.

I.
INTRODUCTION
On July 15, 2010, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order granting the
State Defendants' motion for summary judgment on Counts One, Two, Three and Four of the
Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial filed December 15, 2009 (the "Complaint"). On
July 23,2010, the Court issued its Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order ("Decision")
granting the State Defendants' motion for summary judgment on Counts One, Two and Three of
the Complaint on grounds that Syringa failed to exhaust the administrative remedies available to
it prior to seeking relief from the Court. On August 20, 2010, Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC
("Syringa") filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the portion of the Decision granting dismissal
of Counts Two and Three of the Complaint, together with a Memorandum in Support of its
Motion ("Syringa's Memo").
The gravamen of the allegations raised in the Complaint is, unquestionably, the award of
the Idaho Education Network Request for Proposals ("lEN RFP") to both Qwest and ENAwhat Syringa has termed the 'multiple award.' Syringa was indisputably aware of both the
specifications for the lEN RFP, which indicated that a multiple award was possible, and the
actual multiple award to both Qwest and ENA. Despite the administrative remedies expressly

PLAn'l"TIFF'S
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provided by Idaho Code § 67-5733 for challenging specifications and awards, however, Syringa
admittedly never even attempted to pursue any administrative remedy in connection with the
allegations raised in its Complaint. Now, after opting not to pursue available administrative
remedies, and after receiving an unfavorable ruling from this Court, Syringa attempts to change
the terms of the dispute by arbitrarily subdividing its claim into chunks of sub-claims and then
asserting that no administrative remedy was available for one of those chunks. Because Syringa
never attempted to seek an administrative remedy, however, its argument is not (and cannot) be
that it was actually precluded from making an administrative challenge. Rather, Syringa's
argument is merely that, after the fact, Syringa thinks that it might not have been able to seek an
administrative remedy because the terms of § 67-5733 do not expressly encompass one of the
sub-claims Syringa has now created. This is precisely the type of post-hoc rationalization for
failure to pursue administrative remedies that courts routinely reject under the long-established
doctrine of exhaustion, and for good reason: permitting litigants to circumvent the
administrative process via creative argumentation after the window for administrative remedies
has closed would effectively emasculate the exhaustion doctrine.
The question at issue is simply whether a vendor must, before seeking relief in the courts,
first avail itself of an administrative remedy. That is all. The well-reasoned decision of this
Court properly appllied the well-established doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies.
In its Memorandum, Syringa paints a dire picture of the consequences of this Court's Decision,
portraying a world in which vendors will be stripped of all ability to challenge State awards or
contracts, and where, consequently, State officials, freed of any oversight, can connive and
conspire at will. But such a world is not the natural outcome of the Decision, just as it has not
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resulted from the many prior decisions of Idaho courts enforcing the administrative exhaustion
doctrine. The C0U11's
COUl1's Decision simply recognized that administrative remedies are available in
connection with multiple awards. The Court correctly held that, because Syringa's complaints
were rooted in a multiple award, Syringa ought to have sought relief via the administrative
channels provided for challenging the specifications of the RFP and the award to both Qwest and
ENA before petitioning to a court. This is consistent with Idaho courts' tradition of strict
adherence to the doctrine of exhaustion. The approach Syringa now advocates must be rejected
because it would fundamentally undermine such doctrine and render it essentially toothless.
II.
ARGUMENT

A.

Syringa Milsstates the Fundamental Question at Issue.
Syringa's argument for reconsideration is fatally flawed from the outset because it

misstates the fundamental issue here. Syringa asserts that the fundamental question presented by
its Motion for Reconsideration is whether there is an administrative remedy associated with the
amendment of contracts for the purchase of goods and services by the State. This frames the
issue far too narrowly, however. The fundamental question is not confined merely to
rem(~dies associated with the amendments of contracts. Rather, as this Court
administrative rem(!dies

correctly recognized in its Decision - and as Syringa previously argued to this Court - the
inquiry is broader and must be framed in its logical sequence: is an administrative remedy
available to a disgruntled vendor in connection with the procedures for the issuance of a multiple
award by the State? The well-reasoned answer this Court reached in its Decision is "yes."
Syringa's Memorandum provides no basis upon which this Court should reconsider.
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Syringa's bdated attempt to reframe the question appears to be merely an ill-conceived
response to an unfavorable ruling. Moreover, it is inconsistent with the position Syringa
previously argued to this Court. In its briefing to the Court in opposition to the State
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, Syringa argued that no administrative remedies
apply because, in Syringa's words, its claims "relate to the State Defendants' violation of Idaho
procurement law in issuing an award to ENA and subsequently amending the award."
Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment at 20-21. Syringa also claimed that "the
Legislature did not intend Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) to apply to multiple
mUltiple bidder awards," and it
specifically referenced as problematic IDA's letter of intent on January 20, 2009, in which it
notified bidders of its intent to award contracts to both Qwest and ENA. !d. at 21-22.
In other words, in arguing whether an administrative remedy was available to it, Syringa
previously recognized that the question was properly framed as whether administrative remedies
were associated with the multiple award process. This is consistent with the position Syringa
took in its initial Complaint, in which it frequently references the "issuance ofthe multiple award
of the lEN RFP." E.g., Complaint at,-r,-r 36,37,38. Moreover, in its specific allegations related
to Counts Two and Three, Syringa makes frequent reference to the "multiple award," the
"multiple bid award," and "more than one bid award." !d. at,-r,-r 67, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90. It was
COUIt issued its Decision, correctly concluding that Idaho Code § 67-5733
only after this Comt
provided administrative avenues for Syringa's complaints, that Syringa changed course and
attempted to reframe the question at issue.
This Court should reject Syringa's belated attempt to reframe the question, because it is
Syringa's newfound approach, rather than this Court's Decision, that would set a dangerous
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precedent. Syringa's new approach, if accepted, would allow a litigant to subdivide his claim
related to an overall process into arbitrary segments until he created a segment to which no
administrative remedy expressly applied, and then attempt to reframe his argument as being
related to that segment rather than the overall process of which it initially complained. This is
contrary to the law and to well-established administrative procedures. For example, an
administrative remedy is provided to a municipal employee who seeks to challenge an adverse
employment determination has the opportunity, and a court will not review an employee's claims
if the employee has: not availed himself of the administrative remedy. See, e.g., Peterson v. City

o/Pocatello, 117 Idaho 234, 236-237,786 P.2d 1136,1138-1139 (Ct. App. 1990) (discussing
Idaho Code § 50-1609). The employee cannot evade these basic requirements by demarcating
pro';::ess into arbitrarily defined and ever-smaller discrete steps in the termination
his termination proil::ess
process and later claim that certain steps are lacking administrative remedies. To be sure, the
employee may complain about each step in the process, first to the agency and, if rebuffed, later
to the court. But the employee may not subdivide his claims to circumvent the administrative
process in the first place. To allow this would be to eviscerate the doctrine of administrative
exhaustion and undermine the fundamental public policy it furthers.
Syringa's attempt to reframe its arguments should not distract this Court from where it
was properly focusl;:d it in its Decision: on the administrative remedy available to Syringa when
mUltiple award was made by IDA. At that time, as the Court correctly concluded,
the initial multiple
Syringa "had sufficient notification that it was not the lowest responsible bidder and should have
67-5733(c) .... These challenges could have been
challenged that decision under Idaho Code § 67-5733(c)....
raised under Idaho Code § 67-5733." Decision at 18. Syringa now concedes that the Court's
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decision in that regard was correct. Syringa's Memo at 10 and nn. 2 & 3. That should end the
matter. Moreover, Syringa had an earlier opportunity to challenge IDA's intention to make a
multiple award under § § 67-5733(a) because, as this Court found, IDA announced such
intention in the specifications of the lEN RFP.
Although Syringa attempts to shift the lens to focus solely on the post-award time period,
it is undisputed that the genesis of its complaint is the multiple award issued to both ENA
EN A and
Qwest. Indeed, eac:h and everyone of Syringa's allegations has its roots in this multiple award.
Syringa simply ignores the reality that the conduct of which it complains is inexorably rooted in
the overall process of specifying and making a multiple award. The Court correctly found that
administrative remedies were available to Syringa to challenge this multiple award process.
In this regard, it is important to keep in mind what this case is not about: this is not a
situation in which Syringa's sale complaint stems from a post-award amendment. This is not a
case where a litigant tried to lodge an administrative complaint but was denied: Syringa
admittedly never even attempted to proceed under § 67-5733, to challenge the specifications, the
multiple award, or the amendment. This is also not a case where IDA issued a single award to
ENA and later modified it to exclude Syringa's contemplated portion.
Rather, this is a case where, from the beginning, Syringa has focused its challenge on
IDA's multiple award to Qwest and ENA, because it was allegedly not lawful in the first place
under I.C. § 67-5718A. Only now, after an unfavorable ruling by this Court, does Syringa
attempt to creatively subdivide its claims until it creates a claim for which, it asserts, no
administrative remedy expressly applies. The Court should emphatically reject this bald attempt
at circumventing administrative law.
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Even accepting, solely for the sake of argument, Syringa's reframing of the question,
Syringa's argument is unavailing on it merits. The heart of Syringa's argument is that because

I.e. § 67-5733(1)(c) does not "by its terms" apply to contracts or purchase orders, it cannot apply
to the amended purchase order in this case. But this argument is simply a conclusory statement,
unsupported by any authority, that follows only from Syringa's overly narrow reading of the
statute. This Court previously rejected Syringa's unnecessarily narrow interpretation of § 67
675733(1)(
c), one that would have rendered the section inapplicable to multiple awards. There is
5733(1)(c),
no reason why this Court should now endorse an even narrower reading of the statute.
Moreover, (;:ven
l;:ven if § 67-5733(1)(c) does not apply "by its terms" to an amendment to a
multiple bid award, that would be insufficient for the outcome Syringa desires. For Syringa must
do more than merely demonstrate that the administrative remedy does not apply "by its terms" it must show that there was no administrative remedy available to it. In other words, Syringa
must show that, had it attempted to pursue an administrative remedy, there would have been no
door through which Syringa could have proceeded for relief. This requires more than a mere
argument that a remedy might not apply because it is not crystal clear that its express terms
encompass a complaint. Syringa does not (and cannot) argue that any statute, regulation, or rule

affirmatively precluded Syringa from availing itself of the administrative remedy expressly
Cf James v. Department of Transp. ofState
provided in § 67-5733(1)(c). Cj
of State ofIdaho,
of Idaho, 125 Idaho
892, 894-895, 876 P.2d 590, 592 - 593 (1994) (concluding that no administrative remedy was
available to employee in connection with his dismissal during probationary period where
department's grievance procedure expressly provided that "dismissal for failure to complete
satisfactorily the entrance probationary period" was not grievable). Notably, it is undisputed that
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Syringa never, at any point in time prior to filing its Complaint in this matter, actually attempted
to pursue such an available administrative remedy.
Syringa's argument also ignores the reality that IDA had the power to afford a remedy to
a complaint that a contract should be voided. In particular, § 67-5733(2) expressly grants IDA
the power to "enjoin any activity which violates this chapter." This is not, therefore, a situation
in which an administrative remedy was unavailable because the administrator lacked the power
necessary to provide the remedy sought. Cf McNeese v. Board ofEduc.,
of Educ., 373 U.S. 668, 675, 83
S. Ct. 1433 (no requirement to pursue administrative remedy where official "has no power to
order corrective action" other than to request Attorney General to bring suit). For these reasons,
Syringa's argument that no administrative remedy was available to it to appeal the subsequent
amendment is unavailing.

B.

Syringa's Alternative Argument Regarding Count Two of its Complaint is
Premised on a Misunderstanding of the Law.
Syringa argues, apparently in the alternative, that its allegations in Count Two of its

Complaint merit the application of an exception to the doctrine of administrative exhaustion.
This argument is, however, based on a fundamental misunderstanding of the law. Syringa argues
that Count Two of ilts Complaint falls within the narrow exceptions to the doctrine of exhaustion,
namely that exhaustion is not required "when the interests ofjustice
of justice so require" and "when the
agency acts outside its authority." Syringa's fatal flaw is twofold: although it invokes both
exceptions on its b(:half and asserts that each is satisfied here, Syringa fails to acknowledge the
extreme rarity with which those exceptions are applied, and it misunderstands the circumstances
in which those exceptions are applicable.
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First, it is heyond dispute that the generally applicable rule requires exhaustion of
administrative reml:::dies and that, as a result, the exceptions upon which Syringa relies apply only
in "unusual circumstances." Williams v. State, 95 Idaho 5, 7, 501 P.2d 203,205 (1972);

of Pocatello, 117 Idaho 234, 236, 786 P.2d 1136, 1138 (Ct. App. 1990). For
Peterson v. City ofPocatello,
this reason, the doctrine of administrative exhaustion requires "strict adherence" and should be
deviated from only in "extreme situations" involving "compelling circumstances." Williams, 95
Idaho at 7-8. Indeed, in neither case that Syringa cites as authority for these exceptions did the
court actually find the exceptions applicable. Moreover, there appears to be only a single
reported Idaho case excusing a failure to exhaust administrative remedies on the basis of these
exceptions. See Bohemian Breweries v. Koehler, 80 Idaho 438, 332 P.2d 875 (1958). Syringa
neither acknowledges the narrow confines within which these exceptions are bound nor explains
why its allegations merit an expansion of such jealously guarded contours.
Second, and even more important, Syringa fundamentally misunderstands the exceptions
and the circumstances in which they are applicable. The' agency acting outside its authority'
exception upon which Syringa primarily relies is not, contrary to Syringa's suggestion,
applicable where, as here, a party alleges that an agency employee has acted outside the scope of

of Pocatello, 117 Idaho 234, 236, 786 P1.2d 1136, 1138
his authority. See, e.g., Peterson v. City ofPocatello,
(Ct. App. 1990) (exceptions to exhaustion doctrine not applicable to employee alleging \\Tongful
termination where

(~mployee

alleged, among other things, that his termination amounted to

"intentional and outrageous conduct by the defendants"). Rather, it operates only to relieve a
party of the necessity of exhausting an administrative remedy where the available remedy would
itself be outside the scope of the agency's authority. This is evident from the only published
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Idaho opinion finding this doctrine applicable, wherein the court refused to require the plaintiff
to first go through with a scheduled administrative hearing because the court concluded that the
agency had no legal basis upon which it could take the threatened action; i.e., the agency lacked
the authority to take the action, and thus the hearing was pointless. See Bohemian Breweries, 80
Idaho 438, 332 P.2d 875.
In Bohemian Breweries, the court enjoined an administrative hearing at which the
plaintiff, a brewer of beer, faced the revocation or suspension of his license. The court's ruling
was based upon its conclusion that, even if the facts alleged in the notice from the agency to the
brewer were true, the brewer had not violated the applicable statute, and, as a result, the agency
lacked authority to revoke or suspend the brewer's license in the upcoming hearing. 80 Idaho at
445-447,332 P.2d at 879-880. This ruling makes sense in light of the purpose of the doctrine of
administrative exhaustion, namely deferring to the administrative process and allowing
administrative bodies to exercise their expertise and correct their own errors prior to judicial
intervention. If the agency is without authority to conduct a proceeding, however, requiring a
litigant to go through with such procedure would be illogical, inefficient, and potentially
harmful, particularly where, as in Bohemian Breweries, the potential outcome of the proceeding
is the loss of a business license.
The facts here stand in stark contrast to those in Bohemian Breweries. In particular,
Syringa has made no allegation that the administrative remedies available under § 67-5733 were
futile because IDA lacked authority to respond to a challenge from Syringa, and there is no basis
upon which to so conclude. Rather, Syringa has merely alleged that past actions by two of
IDA's employees violated the law. But, as the case law demonstrates, the "outside of its
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authority" exception does not apply in every instance where a party makes an allegation that an
agency or one of its employees has acted illegally or otherwise outside of its authority. See, e.g.,

Peterson v. City of
Pocatello, 117 Idaho at 236, 786 P.2d at 1138. Indeed, such allegations are
ofPocatello,
commonplace, and if the courts applied that exception each time a litigant alleged that an agency
employee had exceeded the bounds of his authority, the exception would truly swallow the rule,
rendering the exhaustion doctrine ineffectual.
Syringa's assertion that the "interests ofjustice"
of justice" exception should apply to its allegations
is likewise without merit. Syringa does not explain why the "interests ofjustice"
of justice" should excuse
its failure to avail itself of administrative remedies, and its invocation of the exception appears to
be likewise based upon a misunderstanding of the law. Again, the only published Idaho opinion
applying such exception is Bohemian Breweries, and the court there invoked the interests of
justice to avoid the "irreparable injury" that the plaintiff would suffer were it forced to go
through with the administrative hearing and was stripped of its business license. 80 Idaho at
446-447, 332 P.2d at 880. This exception is similarly narrow, and its application "should be
limited to those situations where requiring the exhaustion of administrative remedies would
occasion delay which would cause irreparable injury regardless ofthe
of the outcome ofthe
of the

proceedings." Williams, 95 Idaho at 8, 501 P.2d at 206 (emphasis added). Syringa has made no
allegation that a pursuit of the remedies available under § 67-5733 would have irreparably
is no basis upon which to make such an argument, particularly since any delay
harmed it. There is.
in affording Syringa relief on its claim that the contract between IDA and Qwest is void could
have been remedied by § 67-5725, which provides for repayment of monies advanced under a
contract determined to be void.
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C.

Syringa's Policy Arguments are Misguided.
In support of its arguments, Syringa offers up a parade of horribles that it asserts will

come to pass if this Court's Decision stands, but these concerns are overblown and lack
foundation. Syringa depicts a world in which State administrators are free to issue multiple
awards as a pretext to later contracting with a favored vendor, free of either agency or judicial
oversight. But Syringa ignores the reality that the necessary predicate to its hypothetical is a
multiple award, and that, pursuant to this Court's decision, I.C. § 67-5733 provides for two
administrative

reml~dies to
reml~dies

challenge multiple awards - one following the issuance of the RFP,

and one following the announcement of the multiple award.
Although Syringa argues that no administrative remedy is available to challenge an
amended purchase order at the time of amendment, Syringa's argument is only that I.e.
67I.e. § 67
5733(1)( c) does not expressly apply. Syringa, however, has pointed to nothing precluding such a
5733(1)(c)
challenge under the: statute. Furthermore, Syringa advances no persuasive reason why a vendor
could not attempt an administrative challenge to an amendment and, if rebuffed, petition a court
at that time. Aggrieved vendors, therefore, have at least two administrative avenues by which to
challenge the proceedings of which Syringa warns. Thereafter, any vendor for whom the
administrative avenue proved unfruitful could then properly petition the court for relief, having
duly exhausted the appropriate administrative remedy. In short, the lawless administrative world
depicted by Syringa would not come to pass.
pol.icy concerns at issue are those echoed time and again by the courts in strictly
The real policy
applying the doctrine of administrative exhaustion: "providing the opportunity for mitigating or
curing errors without judicial intervention, deferring to the administrative process established by
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the legislature and the administrative body, and the sense of comity for the quasi-judicial
functions of the administrative body." Park v. Banbury, 143 Idaho 576, 579,149 P.3d 851, 853
853854 (2006). This Court's Decision, like many before it, continues to give effect to these
important principles. If accepted, Syringa's position would, in contrast, undermine the
importance of thes(!
thes(~ policy considerations by allowing a litigant to effectively escape from the
necessity of turning first to administrative remedies whenever its counsel is able to concoct a
rhetorical means of chopping up the process into sufficiently small bits until a single bit can be
identified, and subsequently argued that no administrative remedy expressly applies. This runs
the risk of rendering the doctrine of administrative exhaustion a dead letter, contrary to its strict
enforcement by Ida.ho
Idaho courts.
III.
CONCLUSION

For each of the foregoing reasons, Syringa's motion for reconsideration should be denied.
RESPECTFULLY
RESPECTFULL
Y SUBMITTED THIS 31 st day of August, 2010.
HAWLEY
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

BY~~~~/
By~t~~

rIyn W. Clar~ISB
Clar~ISB No. 10
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRA
TION; J. MICHAEL
ADMINISTRATION;
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF
THE DISMISSAL OF COUNTS TWO AND
THREE OF SYRINGA'S COMPLAINT

official capacity as Chief Technology

Officer and Administrator of the Office of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
the CIO; EDUCAnON
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Ddendants.
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_

I.

INTRODUCTION

The primary facts relevant to this Motion, as set forth in more detail in Syringa's
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment and illustrated in the below timeline,
are as follows:
•

Syringa entered into a Teaming Agreement with ENA to provide the internet
backbone and connectivity portions of the lEN project on January 7, 2009. The
Teaming Agreement was conditioned upon the State awarding a contract for the
lEN work to ENA.

•

Syringa and ENA, jointly as the lEN Alliance, submitted a proposal to the lEN
RFP on January 12, 2009.

•

ENA was notified it received a multiple bid award of the lEN RFP on January 20,
2009.

•

After the protest period under I.e. § 67-5733 expired, DOA issued contracts in the
form of Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders ("SBPOs") to ENA and Qwest on
January 28,2009.

•

DOA issued Amended SBPOs on February 26, 2009 that took the internet
backbone and connectivity portions of the lEN project from ENA and allocated
all internet backbone and connectivity portions to Qwest, effectively cutting
Syringa out of the lEN work
work..
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Syringa seeks reconsideration of the dismissal of Count Two and that part of Count Three
that relates to the February 26, 2009 Amended SBPOs primarily because, as a matter of law,
there was no administrative remedy for Syringa to exhaust associated with the Amended SBPOs.
The fundamental qw;!stion
qw~stion presented by Syringa's Motion for Reconsideration concerns whether
there is an administrative remedy associated with the amendment of contracts for the purchase of
goods or services by the State that, if not pursued, defeats the right of an injured party with
standing to pursue a declaratory judgment to determine the legality of the contract amendments
under Idaho Code §§ 67-5718A and/or 67-5726.
The State Defendants allege that the gravamen of Syringa's Complaint is the multiple
award of the lEN RFP to both Qwest and ENA, and therefore, Syringa has mischaracterized the
fundamental issue before the Court. This is not the case. As discussed below, Syringa expressly
seeks declaratory relief from the Amended SBPOs in Counts Two and Three of its Complaint.
All facts relevant to these claims occurred after the statutory protest period under Idaho Code §
67-5733 had expired, and the State Defendants have not directed the Court to any portion of
Idaho Code § 67-5733, or any other procurement statute, that provides an administrative remedy
for challenging an unlawful contract amendment.

II.
A.

ARGUMENT

The Plain Language of Idaho Code § 67-5733 Provides a Limited
Administrative Remedy.

The State Defendants incorrectly imply that there is a general administrative review
procedure for challenges related to the procurement process.

That is not true.

administrative process for procurement law is limited and specific.

The

Further, the State has

identified no statutory provision which provides for an administrative appeal from an amendment
to a state contract.
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Idaho Code § 67-5733(l)(c) provides a mechanism for challenge when a vendor is not
found to be the lowest responsible bidder. It states, in pertinent part, that a "vendor whose bid is
considered may, within five (5) working days following the receipt of notice that he is not the
lowest responsible bidder, apply to the director of the department of administration for
67-5733(1)( c) (emphasis added).
appointment of a determinations officer." I.C. § 67-5733(1)(c)
In this case, the five-day period for pursuit of administrative remedies began to run when
the;: Notice of Intent on January 20, 2009 (the "DOA Letter of Intent") stating it
the DOA sent out the:::
intended to contract with both Qwest and ENA for the lEN implementation. The selection of
multiple successful bidders and the multiple bid award for the lEN project to ENA and Qwest
became final when the five-day time for appeal of the DOA Letter of Intent under Idaho Code §
67-5733(1)(c) expired. The next step in the procurement process for the lEN was contracting.
Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c) does not address and played no further role in the lEN project
tht: award to ENA and Qwest became final.
procurement after the:::
Although the express language of Idaho Code § 67-5733(1)(c) is limited to challenging
the State's intent to award a contract to someone other than the lowest responsible bidder, the
67State Defendants assert Syringa should have sought some sort of relief under Idaho Code § 67
5733(1)(c) following the issuance of the February 26, 2010 Amended SBPOs - contracts that did
not exist, and could not have been appealed, within five days of issuance of the DOA Letter of
Intent. This argument contradicts well-established Idaho law regarding the exhaustion doctrine.
As explained by the Idaho Supreme Court, administrative remedies solely originate from
statutory law:
The Idaho Administrative Procedure Act provides that "[aJ person
is not entitled to judicial review of an agency action until that
person has exhausted all administrative remedies required in this
chapter." I.C. § 67-5271. The doctrine of exhaustion requires that
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where an administrative remedy is provided by statute, relief must
first be sought by exhausting such remedies before the courts will
act.

Regan v. Kootenai County, 140 Idaho 721, 724, 100 P.3d 615, 618 (2004).

The State

Defendants, however, treat administrative law and the exhaustion doctrine as a nebulous
overarching concept devoid of statutory parameters. For example, in discussing the alleged duty
for Syringa to pursue some administrative remedy concerning the Amended SBPOs, the State
Defendants assert, citing James v. Dep't. of Transp. of State of Idaho, that "Syringa does not
(and cannot) argue that any statute, regulation or rule affirmatively precluded Syringa from
availing itself of the administrative remedy expressly provided in § 67-5733(1)(c).,,1 The facts
and the underlying statutory law in James are significantly different from the instant case and do
not support the State Defendants' argument. See James v. Dep't. of Transp. of State of Idaho,
125 Idaho 892, 876 P.2d 590 (1994).

James involvled a former employee of the Department of Transportation who brought a
wrongful termination action. Unlike Idaho Code § 67-5733 at issue in this case, Idaho Code §
67-5315(1) required State departments to establish a broad based administrative grievance
process with limited exceptions, stating:
A classified employee may grIeve
gneve any matter, except that
comp~~nsation shall not be deemed a proper subject for
consideration under the grievance procedure except as it applies to
alleged inequities within a particular agency or department, and
except for termination during the entrance probationary period.

I.e.

§ 67-5315(1) (emphasis added). Therefore, under this statutory provision, a classified state

employee could invoke the grievance process regarding any matter except those related to
compensation or termination during the entrance probationary period. Idaho procurement law

1 See The State Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of the Dismissal
of Counts Two and Three: of Syringa's Complaint ("State Memo"), at p. 8.
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and Idaho Code § 67-5733, in contrast, do not provide a broad based process which is subject to
a limited exception. Idaho Code § 67-5733 provides a limited appeal process for the specific
circumstances identified in the statute (i.e. challenges to RFP specifications and pre-contract
challenges to the bid award).
By seeking to expand the scope of Idaho Code § 67-5733 beyond the clear specific
remedies it creates, the State Defendants ask the Court to ignore the statute's plain language in
P .3d 867, 882 (2008)
contradiction to Idaho law. See State v. Mubita, 145 Idaho 925, 940, 188 P.3d
("When construing a statute, the focus of the Court is to determine and give effect to the intent of
the legislature . . . . The language of the statute must be given its plain, obvious and rational
meaning. Unless the: result is palpably absurd, this Court assumes the legislature meant what is
clearly stated in the statute.") (internal citations omitted).
The Court should reject the State Defendants' attempt to imply a remedy for challenging
an unlawful contract where the plain language of Idaho Code § 67-5733 limits its applicability
solely to pre-contract challenges.
B.

The Idaho Department of Administration Has Admitted No Administrative
Remedies were Available to Syringa.

The State Defendants have not directed the Court to any portion of Idaho Code § 67
675733, or any other procurement statute, that provides an administrative remedy for challenging
an unlawful contract amendment. Further, before this litigation commenced the State admitted
that Syringa had nQ administrative remedies available to it.

See Affidavit of J. Michael

Gwartney filed on March 19, 2010 at ,-r,-r 10, 11 and Exhibit A (attaching letter dated July 24,
2009 ("DOA Letter") from Gwartney, on behalf of the Idaho Department of Administration, to
Greg Lowe, President of Syringa). The DOA Letter states in pertinent part:

REPLY
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I think it's important for you to understand that Administration
does not recognize Syringa as a proposer or a contractor.
Administration contracted with ENA and Qwest, not Syringa.
Syringa is a subcontractor of ENA; it is not the contracting entity,
nor the responsible party on the contract itself.
itself. . . . Contrary to
Syringa's position, it is Administration's position that only ENA,
Qwest
Owest and Verizon (the three responsive proposers) had statutory
rights to protest the awards.
DOA Letter at pp. 1-2 (emphasis added).
The DOA Letter states the position of the Idaho Department of Administration - Syringa
had no available administrative remedies to exhaust. This admission should preclude the State
Defendants from now asserting Syringa failed to exhaust administrative remedies.

C.

Syrinl~a's

Complaint Clearly Seeks Declaratory Relief from the Amended

SBPOs.
The State Defendants assert that because Counts Two and Three of Syringa's Complaint
discuss the multiple award, rather than solely focusing on the Amended SBPOs, and because
Syringa did not appeal the multiple award, Syringa is now barred from challenging the legality of
the Amended SBPOs. It is no surprise that "each and everyone of Syringa's allegations has its
roots in the multiple award." See State Memo, at p. 7. The introductory paragraphs and the
allegations in Counts Two and Three of the Syringa Complaint provide the background of the
case - including the seminal decision by the State to award the lEN project to both ENA and
Qwest.
Had no multiple award been made, the State would not have issued two SBPOs and
ultimately two Amended SBPOs that arbitrarily divided the lEN work between ENA and Qwest
to Syringa's detriment. The Complaint therefore necessarily addresses the multiple awards. As
discussed below, Idaho Code § 67-5733 offers no process to challenge a contract or contract
amendments that are issued after the statutory appeal deadline has passed. Whether Syringa
challenged the multiple award is irrelevant to Syringa's ability to now seek legal recourse for the
REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE DISMISSAL OF COUNTS
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post-award, post-contract amendment of the SBPOs for which there is no administrative remedy.
Despite the State Defendants' assertions to the contrary, Counts Two and Three both
clearly seek declaratory relief related to the Amended SBPOs issued in violation of Idaho
procurement law:
Count Two
On February 26, 2009, the DOA amended the lEN
69.
Purchase Order to list Qwest as the general contractor and awarded
Qwest the lEN technical network services, local access
conneetions, routing equipment, network and backbone services
without regard to which vendor team had the best terms and
conditions regarding price, availability, support services and
delivery most advantageous to the agency in violation of Idaho
Code § 67-5718A. See Exhibit E.
76.
Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the
DOA declaring its award of the lEN Purchase Order to Qwest
void, null, and of no effect pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725
and/or permanent injunctive relief prohibiting the State and Qwest
from performing under the lEN Purchase Order.

See Complaint, ~~ 69, 76.
Count Three
93.
On February 26, 2009, the DOA arbitrarily
amended the lEN Purchase Order to list Qwest as the contractor
for all of the lEN technical network services, local access
connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services
without regard to which vendor team had the best terms and
conditions regarding price, availability, support services and
delivery most advantageous to the agency in violation of Idaho
Code § 67-5718A.
94.
Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the
DOA, Division of Purchasing declaring its award of the lEN
Purchase Order to Qwest void, null, and of no effect pursuant to
ancllor permanent injunctive relief
Idaho Code § 67-5725 and/or
prohibiting the State and Qwest from performing under the lEN
Purchase Order.

See Complaint, ~~ 93,94.
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Syringa has extensively briefed,2 and the Court has acknowledged the effect of the
Amended SBPOs. The Court agreed with Syringa's analysis of the particularized injury caused
it by the Amended SBPOs, holding that Syringa has standing to pursue declaratory relief under
Counts Two and Three of its Complaint and stating in pertinent part:
•

"Syringa contends, and the contention does not appear to be disputed, that the
effect of the amendments [to the SBPOs] was to award Qwest the entire scope of
work assigned to Syringa in the Teaming Agreement and lEN Alliance Proposal."
See Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order dated July 23, 2010 ("Decision
and Order"), at p. 6.

•

"The State Defendants argue that Syringa has no standing to challenge the awards
because 1) Syringa was not qualified to be a bidder because Syringa does not
participate in E-Rate funding; 2) Syringa did not submit a bid; and 3) Syringa did
not receive any award. Syringa argues that it has standing because Syringa
suffered a distinct injury when Syringa was eliminated from the work." Id. at p.
15.

•

"The Court has considered that there are two unusual circumstances here. First,
after limiting bids to providers who could participate in E-Rate Funding, DOA
encouraged partnerships of providers to provide a single bid. Second, by making
awards to both ENA and Qwest, DOA made it very unlikely that ENA would file
any challenge. Had this been a single award to ENA, Syringa would have
participated in the work. It does appear that Syringa was cut off from
Id. at p. 16.
participating in the work." !d.

•

"Focusing solely on the party seeking relief, and not the merits of the claims for
declaratory relief, the Court concludes that Syringa does have standing to pursue

this action for declaratory relief to challenge the awards. While Syringa was not a
bidder, and was not qualified to be a bidder, Syringa nonetheless had an interest in
these awards that is quite distinct and the impact of the awards is certainly
differe:nt than any injury that would be sustained by all taxpayers and citizens."
Id. at p. 16 (emphasis added).
Implicit in its recognition of Syringa's standing to assert its claims for declaratory relief
is the Court's recognition of the existence and statement of the claims.

2

See Syringa's Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment ("Syringa SJ Opp."), at pp. 9, 10, 15-20.
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D.

The Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies Doctrine Does Not Apply To
Syringa's Count Two Idaho Code § 67-5726 Claim.

In addition to all the foregoing reasons that apply to both Counts Two and Three of
Syringa's Complaint and demonstrate Syringa had no administrative remedies to exhaust
concerning the Amended SBPOs, two exceptions to the doctrine of administrative exhaustion
apply to Count Two" As noted in Peterson v. City of Pocatello, 117 Idaho 234, 236, 786 P.2d
1136, 1138 (1990) (internal citations omitted):
Illustrative of the circumstances which require an exception to the
exhaustion doctrine include: (1) where resort to administrative
procedures would be futile; (2) where the aggrieved party is
challenging the constitutionality of the agency's actions or of the
agency itself; or (3) where the aggrieved party has no notice of the
initial administrative decision or no opportunity to exercise the
administrative review procedures.
Points one and three in the above standard apply to the facts of this case.

First, even if

Idaho law provided an administrative remedy following the amendment of a state contract or
Purchase Order, no notice of the Amended SBPOs was given to Syringa. There is no evidence
in the record that either of the Amended SBPOs were sent to Syringa until they were forwarded,
with 10,000 other documents, in response to Syringa's public records request of August 6,2009. 3
Second, approximately two weeks earlier, in the DOA Letter dated July 24, 2009, the
Idaho Department of Administration expressly admitted that Syringa, as a subcontractor to ENA,
had no ability under l[daho law to exhaust any administrative remedies. Based on this admission,
it would have been futile for Syringa to seek a remedy from the Idaho Department of
Administration even if such a remedy had been available. By the time Syringa received the
DOA Letter on July 24, 2009, the Amended SBPOs were already issued and had been
implemented for sevt:ral months.
3

See Affidavit of Merlyn Clark in Opposition of Plaintiffs Motion to Compel Discovery filed on July 27, 2010, at
4 - 8 and Exhibits C - G.

~~
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III.

CONCLUSION

For each of the foregoing reasons, Syringa Networks, LLC respectfully requests that the
Court grant its Motion for Reconsideration.
DATED this 3rd day of September, 2010.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By:dJu1t~
BY:dJu1t~
Amber N. Dina
Attorney for Syringa Networks, LLC
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ofAdministration;
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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U.S. Mail
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_ _ Hand Delivery
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_ _ Hand Delivery
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U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
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Stephen R. Thomas
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Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
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B. Lawrence Theis
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No.1 026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
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.....,

COME NOW Defendants the Idaho Department of Administration ("IDA"), Michael
("Mike") Gwartney ("Gwartney") and Jack G. ("Greg") Zickau ("Zickau"), collectively referred
to herein as the "State Defendants," and move the Court for an order granting summary judgment
our of Plaintiff's Complaint.
on Count F
Four
This Motion is based upon the evidentiary record that there is no genuine issue of
material fact which would preclude the entry of summary judgment as to Count Four (tortious
interference with contract) against Plaintiff.
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(c), the supporting memorandum of points and authorities and
affidavits will be submitted no later than twenty eight (28) days prior to the hearing scheduled
for November 30, 20 I O.
DATED THIS,_3_ _ day of September, 2010.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

~f/Urr/
~f/Urr/

Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1 26
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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Robert S. Patterson

:=K

__
_
_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__
_
_ Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy 208-395-8585

=x

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP

Hand Delivered

_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy 615-252-6335

1600 Division Stre,et,
Stre1et, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC]

---X-

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 s. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for QWt:st Communications Company, LLC]

__
_
_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
__
_ Overnight Mail
E-mail
~ Telecopy 208-385-5384

Iti~
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON COUNT FOUR OF
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT - 3
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A.A,M
David R. Lombardi, ISB # 1965
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
388,·1300
Facsimile: (208) 388··1300

-f-tH1-,

nM.-Uf-J-_-/- "'.
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1 3 2010
SEP 13
J. DAVID NAVARRO, ClerK
HOl.~lES
By E. HOl.MES
(,:,:01,'1','
('::01,'1','

957001_1

Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,

PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology

Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Ddendants.
Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") does hereby disclose the following individuals
who may testify as expert witnesses at trial in this matter:

DISCLOSURE·- 1
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE
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1)

Greg Lowe. Syringa Networks, LLC, 3795 S. Development Ave., # 100, Boise, Idaho

83705-5360. Mr. Lowe will testify as an expert fact witness concerning the telecommunication
industry. His testimony will include assisting a trier of fact with telecommunications terminology,
the technical aspects ofthe telecommunications industry and background on the telecommunications
network in Idaho. The deposition ofMr. Lowe has been taken. It is expected that he will also testify
in the fashion consistent with his deposition. A copy of Mr. Lowe's CV is attached as Exhibit A.
2)

Dennis R. Reinstein, CP AIABV, ASA, CV A. Hooper Cornell PLLC, 250 Bobwhite

Court, Boise, Idaho 83706. Mr. Reinstein will provide testimony as to the damages incurred by
Syringa as a result of the defendants' inappropriate conduct. Mr. Reinstein will also be prepared to
discuss any matter for which he is competent to testify, including any other information and opinions
within the scope of his expertise based upon his training, education, and/or experience. This
disclosure will be supplemented. A copy of Mr. Reinstein's CV is attached as Exhibit B.
3)

Timothy S. Pecaro.

Bond & Pecaro, Inc., 1920 N. Street, N.W. Suite 350,

Washington, D.C. 20036-1601. Mr. Pecaro is a consultant that specializes in valuation, asset
appraisals and related financial services for the telecommunications industry. Mr. Pecaro is expected
to testify concerning the value ofthe undue competitive advantage suffered by Syringa as a result of
Qwest inappropriately receiving the Idaho Education Network contract in the telecommunications
market. Mr. Pecaro will also be prepared to discuss any matter for which he is competent to testify,
including any other information and opinions within the scope of his expertise based upon his
training, education, and/or experience.

This disclosure will be supplemented.

A copy of

Mr. Pecaro's CV is a1tached as Exhibit C.
4)

Christopher R. Yukins. The George Washington University Law School, 2000 H.

Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20052. Mr. Yukins is a public procurement law expert. He is

EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE - 2
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expected to testify that the multiple awards and the amended SBPOs are contrary to the public
procurement procedure. Mr. Yukins will also be prepared to discuss any matter for which he is
competent to testify, including any other information and opinions within the scope of his expertise
based upon his training, education, and/or experience. This disclosure will be supplemented. A
copy ofMr. Yukins' CV is attached as Exhibit D.
Syringa also intends to call to testify at the trial of this matter any lay witnesses disclosed by
the parties or revealed through additional discovery who may have information related to the issues
of this case and may have expertise to offer opinions relevant to the matters and issues in this case.
Syringa reserves the right to call any expert witness disclosed by the defendants in this case to
discuss any matter

f()f
f(x

which they are competent to testify, including any other information and

opinions within the Sl:;ope
sl::ope of their expertise based upon their training, education, and/or experience.
As discovery is ongoing in this matter, Syringa is unable to determine at this time whether
any additional rebuttal experts will be necessitated by the facts and circumstances of this case.
Therefore, Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this disclosure as necessitated by rebuttal
testimony, and additional discovery, including the depositions of defendants' expert witnesses.
Plaintiffwill supplement this disclosure as required by the Court's Scheduling Order and the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
DATED this 13 th day of September, 2010.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By
AMBER N. Dn'l"A
AMBERN.
Dn~A
Attorneys for Plaintiff

EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on th is 13 th day of September, 2010, I caused to be served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration;
ofAdministration; J Michael
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

~U.S.Mail
-.:iU.S. Mail

_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
Fax (954-5210)

-*-

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

1U.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ Fax (395-8585)

Robert S. Patterson
HOUL T CUMMINGS LLP
BRADLEY ARANT HOULT
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

LU.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ Fax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT
MOFF A TT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., loth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
"
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
-L Fax (385-5384)

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
Meredith Johnston
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

"
U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
Fax (303-866-0200)

-L

Amber N. Dina

EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE - 4
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~

Greg Lowe
Career History
Chief Executive Officer
09108 - Present
Syringa NetworA~s
NetworA~s

512 E. Laguna Shore Ln, Eagle 10 83616
Cell (208) 473-1661· Email: glowe88@gmail.com
Home (208) 577-6414· cell

Leading all aspects of a fast growing Telecommunications Service
provider serving Idaho, Oregon, Wyoming, and Utah.
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Led a 70% increase in revenue (over 24 months) without a reduction
in gross margin during the worst economic period in recent US
history.
Demonstrated tough leadership by suing the State of Idaho after an
RFP won by the company was illegally award to a competitor.
Inherited an operations driven company, moved it to sales driven
and now taking the company to be marketing driven.
Created a 5 year strategy to provide the framework for success for
lines,
future growth. The strategy includes expansion of business lines.
expansion of existing markets and entry into new markets.
Created a pro-growth corporate culture through new hires, clear
communication, and by rewarding success.
Added a new business segment which created pull through of the
core business while generating new revenue opportunities.
Established Marketing and Product Management functions.

Consultant/COO
10107- 08108
Texas Prototype Corp

Retained to help transition a series of engineering projects into products
anticipated to have a 20Klmo unit run rate within 1 year.

Consultant
10106- 02107
Carner Access Corp

Retained to facilitate and manage the merger of White Rock Network's
Shanghai China R&D Center purchase and expansion.

Chief Operating Officer
10/06
11/99- 10106
White Rock Networks

Managed the US and China operations for this Dallas based company
that provided telecommunications systems designed for low cost
delivery of Ethernet and legacy services on SONET/SDH networks.

Vice President of
Engineering
04/95 - 11/99
ADC Telecom

Senior executive responsible for leading Engineering and Test for
prodUct lines generating -$200M in revenue. ADC designs
product
deSigns and
manufactures telecommunications infrastructure products for public
networks and enterprise customers worldwide.

Enginl~ering
Director of Enginl~ering
05190- 01/95
TranSwitch Corp

Led a team of engineers that verified functionality of Application Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASICs) designed for voice and data communications
network equipment deployed globally.

Senior Engineer
01/88 - 05190
01188
Acterna

Designed test equipment used for verfication of networks urilized by
telecommunications and cable network operators. Acterna serves
nearly every major communications service provider and equipment
manufacturer.

Engineer
06/84 - 01188
01/88
06184

Contract Design Engineer for Norden Systems.
Systems, Goodyear Aerospace,
General Electric, and Garrett AiResearch.

Education and
Awards

Northwestern University - Kellogg School of Management - MBA
University of Colorado at Denver - BSEE
Eight Patents in telecommunications applications
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EXHIBIT

DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA
Birthdate:
Education:

University of Idaho
BS Agri-business, 1974
BS Business (Accounting), 1975

Certification:

Licensed in Idaho as CPA, 1976
CVA designation, 1995
ABV designation, 2001
ASA designation, 2003

Career
Experience:

Hooper Cornell, PLLC
January, 2002 - Present

Partner
Presnell·Gage
Presnell'Gage Accounting & Consulting

Firm-wide supervisory responsibilities for business consulting services and
electronic data processing services
Boise office
Partner
Partner-in-charge
Partner
Moscow office
Partner-in-charge
Partner
-in-charge
Lewiston office
Partner
Manager
Staff Accountant

January, 1996 - December 31, 2001
October, 1991 - January, 1996
July, 1989 - September, 1991
October, 1983 - June, 1989
May, 1980 - September, 1983
1979 -1980
1975 -1978

Professional experience includes:
(1) Valuation of small businesses and professional practices.
(2) Assistance to clients with the analysis of business operations and
significant business transactions. These include negotiations on purchase
and sale of a business or business segments, including assistance with
valuation of business entities.
(3) Design and assist with implementation of financial accounting and control
systems for various clients served by the firm.
(4) Supervision of accounting and auditing services provided by the firm's
professional staff and consultation on procedures and methods of
providing client services.
(.5) Member of team conducting review of complex mainframe and
microcomputer accounting systems.
(16) Co-authored and presented eight-hour course on cash management.
Presented other client educational seminars and seminars to other service
professionals such as bankers and attorneys.
('7) Duties as a partner-in-charge
partner-in-eharge included the responsibility for managing an
("7)
office and personnel in accordance with firm policies.
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DENNIS R. REINSTEIN, CPA/ABV, ASA, CVA (Continued)
Car96r
Experience
continued:

Farmer's Home Administration - Assistant County Supervisor, 1974.
Duties included:
(1) Evaluation of credit applications and preparation of application
packages for review and approval.
(2) Residential real estate and farm appraisals.

Professional
Memberships
and Activities:
Idaho Society of CPAs, member
Chairman of Management of an Accounting Practice Committee
Member of Committees on
Public Relations
Continuing Professional Education
Relations with Bankers
iNorthern Chapter of Idaho Society of CPAs, president
Northern
American Institute of CPAs, member
American Society of Appraisers, member - Business Valuation
iNational Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, member
National
The Institute of Business Appraisers, member
Continental Association of CPAs, Past Chair of Litigation Services Committee
and Information Technology Committee
130ise Estate Planning Council, member, Treasurer
Past Program Chairman

Public Service
and Community
Activities:
Boise Chamber of Commerce
Member of Small Business Recognition Sub-committee
Member of Small Business Education and Advisory Sub-committee
Chair of Small Business Committee
Member of Garden City Chamber Council
Discovery Center of Idaho, Vice President of Board
~(iwanis
~(iwanis

Moscow Chamber of Commerce
Past-President, V. Pres. Treasurer & Board member
Moscow Executive Association
Moscow Rotary
L.ewiston Chamber of Commerce
L.ewiston Jaycees
Held various offices & a member of Board of Directors
Prepared and presented accounting seminars for Human Advancement's
Inc., Minority Contractors Awareness Seminars and the Lewis-Clark
Homebuilders Association.
Taught night classes in bookkeeping at the Clarkston Branch of Walla Walla
Community College.
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PRIOR DEPOSITION OR TRIAL TESTIMONY
The following is Sl list of cases in which I have given testimony in either deposition or at trial in
the last four years.

1)

MSN Communications, Inc. v. CompuNet.
CompuNet, Inc., et al.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - October 2006

2)

S()ftware, Inc. v. Protean Technologies, Inc., et al.
Serenic Software,
Boise, Idaho - October 2006
Deposition - Boise.

3)

L. Allison, et aI., v. Daniel R. Torrez et al.
Shannon l..
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - November 2006

4)

MatelY, et aI., v. Ford Motor Company et al.
Chris Mately,
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - November 2006

5)

Michael P. Fisher, et aI., v. Christian Cusimano, et al.
Deposiition - Boise, Idaho - March 2007

6)

Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. v. MRI Associates, LLP
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - June 2007

7)

Idaho StatE3 Department of Agriculture v. Wheatland Agribusiness, Inc., et al.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - April 2008

8)

J.R. SimplClt Company v. Nestle USA, Inc.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - May 2008

9)

United States of America ex reI. Cherri Suter and Melinda Harmer v. National Rehab
Partners, Inc. and Magic Valley Regional Medical Center
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - August 2008
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....,
PRIOR DEPOSITION OR TRIAL TESTIMONY - continued
10)

Hobson Fabricating Corp. v. SElZ Construction, LLC, et al.
Deposition - Boise, Idaho - September 2008

11)

George C. Turner. v. Russell E. and Victoria F. Turner
Trial - Murphy, Idaho - July 2009

12)

Ronald R. McCann. v. William V. McCann, Jr., et al.
Hearing on Motion to Compel- Boise, Idaho - August 2009

13)

Service, Co.
Darel Hardenbrook, et al. v. United Parcel Service.
Trial- Boise, Idaho - January 2010

QUALIFICA T/0'f:jS
T/Q,fjS
See curriculum vitae attached.

COMPENSATION

Hourly rate ot $29:5 plus out-ot-pocket costs.
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pUSLICATlONSIPRESENTATlQNS
euSLICATlONSIPRESENTATlQNS
The following is al list of publications I have authored or co-authored over the last 10 years.
1) Selling Your Business - Non-Family Valuation and Tax Issues, presented to the National
Auctioneelrs
Auctioneeirs Association - 52nd Auctioneers Conference and Show on July 20,2001.
2) Litigation Questions, Problems & Solutions: The Bench, Bar and Clients Speak Out.
Participant on the client panel - presented to the Idaho State Bar Litigation Section on
January 10, 2003.
3) Using Business Valuations To Build An Estate - presented to the Boise Estate Planning
Council on November 3, 2003.
4) Business Valuation Basics - presented to the Boise Wells Fargo Business Bankers
meeting on December 5, 2003.
5) Business Valuation Basics: How to Use Valuation/Financial Theory to Increase the Value
of Your Business - presented to TechHelp, Manufacturers Luncheon on January 28,
2005.
6) Tax Planning for Sales of Real Estate - sponsored by Premier Alliance on March 16,
2005.
7) Valuation and Credit Analysis: Similarities and Differences - presented to Boise area
U.S. Bank business bankers on May 11, 2005.
8) The Guide,line
GuidElline Publicly Traded Company Method and The Market Value of "invested"
Capital: Should Market Value of "Stakeholder" Capital be the Appropriate Reference Business Valuation Review; Summer, 2006.
Stock/Pre-I PO Data Point: Lack of Marketability Discount for
9) A Hybrid Restricted Stock/Pre-IPO
ESOP's. - Business Valuation Review; Summer, 2007.
10) Pension Plans and Closely-Held Companies: Valuing Tricky Assets in Divorce 9, 2008.
presented to the Idaho State Bar Association on May 9.
11) Co-presenlter on damages in Personal Injury litigation to various Treasure Valley area law
firms - 2009.
12) An UpdatE~ on Proposed IRS' Appraiser Penalty Procedures - published in ISCPA
Adjusting Entry, April 2010.
13) Co-presenter in "Accounting 101 Seminar for Attorneys" - sponsored by the National
Business Institute, Boise, Idaho August 12, 2010
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS
TIMOTHY S. PECARO

Timothy S. Pecaro is a principal and founder of the firm of Bond & Pecaro, Inc., a
Washington based consulting firm
firm. specializing in valuations, strategic planning,
acquisition analysis, asset appraisals, and related financial services for the media,
communications, and technology industries. Before the formation ofBond
of Bond & Pecaro,
Inc. in 1986, Mr. Pecaro was a Vice President with Frazier, Gross & Kadlec, Inc.
Prior to this, Mr. Pecaro was employed in the programming department at NBC in
Chicago.
Mr. Pecaro has actively participated in the development, research, and preparation
radio, television, cable, newspaper, radio common
of appraisal reports for owners of
ofradio,
carner,
carrier, satellite, telecommunications, tower, new media, programming, and Internet
properties. He has also prepared special research reports for the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), the National Cable Television Association
(NCTA), and the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB).
Mr. Pecaro has been retained to appraise over 4,000 media, communications, and
technology companies. He has also been retained to provide special market studies
and individual research projects for the management ofmedia,
of media, communications, and
technology properties and related industries. He is the past Vice Chairman of the
Media Financial Management Association (MFM) and is currently a Board Member
and a member ofthe Strategic Planning Committee. Mr. Pecaro was the Co-Chair of
the association's 2004 and 2005 annual conferences, past Chairman of the Tax and
New Media Committees, and a current member ofthe
of the Cable Television, Technology,
and Tax Committees. Mr. Pecaro was also a member of the NAB Tax Advisory
Panel, the MFM Task Force on media like-kind exchanges, and the NCTA Working
AS 141(r). He is a co-Editor and contributing author of
Group on SFAS 157 and SF
SFAS
Understanding Broadcast & Cable Finance from Focal Press.
Mr. Pecaro has testified as an expert witness in connection with media and
telecommuni(:ations
telecommuni<:ations valuation matters before federal, state, and local courts; the
FCC; and thE~ Joint Committee on Taxation. He has also spoken on media and
technology financial issues at the annual conferences ofthe
of the National Association of
Broadcasters, the Media Financial Management Association, the National Cable
Television Association, the Broadband Tax Institute, the International Business
Forum, the Strategic Research Institute, and Telocator. Additionally, Mr. Pecaro
has been a guest lecturer at the University of Missouri School of Journalism.
Mr. Pecaro relceived a Bachelor of Arts degree in RadiolTelevision Communication
Arts from Monmouth College in 1976. He graduated Cum Laude with highest
honors in his major field of study.
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EXHIBIT

...,
Timothy S. Pecaro
Testimony, Depositions. Sponsored Exhibits. and Expert Reports
Recent Testimony.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Cencom Cable Income Partners, L.P., Court of Chancery, State of Delaware,
New Castle County, Civil Action 14634.
McClam:y v. First Carolina Communications, Inc., North Carolina, Watauga
County, Superior Court, 96-CVS-194.
96-CYS-194.
Arkelian v. Times Publishing Company, Court of Common Pleas, Erie
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Action 10263-1999.
Alabama Cable Telecommunications Association; Comcast Cablevision of
Dothan, Inc. Et AI. v. Alabama Power Company, Federal Communications
Commission, Docket No. P.A. 00-003.
Florida Cable Telecommunications Association, Inc.; Cox Communications Gulf
Coast, L.L.C., Et AI. v. Gulf Power Company, Federal Communications
Commission, Docket No. P.A. 00-004.
John G. Mortellite v. American Tower, L.P.; John G. Mortellite v. Owen P. Mills,
Sonja L. Mills, and OPM-USA, Inc., Circuit Court for Sarasota County, Florida,
2DO 1-1102.
Consolidated Case Nos. 2DOO-5387 and 2DO1-1102.
Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc. v. CBS Broadcasting, Inc. and Multimedia Holdings
Corporation (alk/a "Gannett"), American Arbitration Association, Minneapolis,
Minnesota,2001.
Minnesota, 2001.
USA Interactive v. Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, P.L.L.C. and John Feore, U.S.
District Court, Middle District of Florida (Tampa), 8:02-CV-1259-T-30EAJ.
8:02-CY-1259-T-30EAJ.
Rainbow Broadcasting Limited Partnership v. Fox Television Holdings, Inc.,
Circuit Court for Seminole County, Florida, 05-CA-1826-16-W and 06-CA
06-CA951-16-\V.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

California Oregon Broadcasting, Inc. v. United States, U.S. Court of Federal
Claims, Case No. 06-116.
Fox Television Stations, Inc. v. Rainbow Broadcasting Limited Partnership,
Supreme Court of the State of New York, Index No. 602112/06.
California Oregon Broadcasting, Inc. v United States, Fed. Cl. 06-116C.
KFDA Operating Company, LLC, Et Al v KSWO Television Co., Inc., Et AI,
District Court, Dallas County, Texas, Case No. 08-15833.
Time Warner Cable vs. Los Angeles County Assessor, Los Angeles County
Assessment Appeals Board, 2010.
Implementation of Section 224 of the Act, Declaration on Behalf of Comcast
Corporation, Federal Communications Commission, WC Docket No. 07-245
and ON Docket 09-51.
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CHRISTOPHER R. YUKINS
The George W
....iDgtoo UaivorsJty Law School
W..lliDgtoo
1000 H Street,
Street. NW
W
•••iagfon,IH:
lOO51
W••lliagton,
DC 10052
Tel.
10l-994-ml
TeL 102-994-9992
Home: 10Z-244-1S19
2llZ-244-2S29

Fu
Fax 202--318--9113
cyuld1ti@l/llll.gwu.tdu
cyu/d1ti@l/llll.gwu.tdu

EDUCATION
University of Virginia, Sebool of Law
1.0,1988,
J.D. 1988, Order of the Coif.

Executive
Qfinternallana/IAW,
Execliltive Editor, 'fIirginla Law RlYiew; Member, Virginia JQumal Q[Internallonal
lAW.
Harvard College
A.B. 1984, mtlg/1Q
mtlgl1Q cum laude, in United Stllles
StlllCS History.
Undcirgradulltc thesis: The "Othl!l'"
l'Jltl11a111, on U.S. counterinsurgency efforts in the Vielnam
Viclnam
"Othlll'" War in 1'Jltl11a111,
War.

PROFESSIONAL
The George Wasbington University Law School
WuhIDgtOII,I).C.
WathIDg1OII,I).C.
Associate Prol'essor of Goovernmenl
Go'Yernmenl Contrad.
COlltr.tls Law
Co-Director, (;ovemment ProcurClllenC Law Program

Associate professor and co-director Or
United States' leading public procurement law program. Teaches on
ofUnited
contract fonnations,
fonnations. bid protests, conlract
conlJact claims, infonnation technology procurement, and international
and C<l,mparative public procurement law; writes regularly 011 developments in procurement policy; submits
comments and speak.~ publicly on U.S. regulatory
regulatOt)· refonn; participates with legal scholars internationally on
emerging issue of procurement policy. Joined the faculty August 2002; named co-director of program,
Octobl:r
00 Refonn of United
Octo\>l:r 2OOS.
2005. Contlibuting Expen and Advisor, U.s. Delegation, Working Group 00
Natio~s
Natio~s Commission OIl International Trade Law (UNCJTRAL) Model Procurement Law (Mar. 2004
(Experts, Vienna).
Vienna), Sept 2004 (Wolking
(Working Group, Vienna), January 2005 (Expelts, VieMo.); Apzil 2005
(Working Group, New York); Nov. 2005 (Wolking Group, Vienna); April 2()O(j (Working Group, New
York); Sept 2006 (ExpertS,
Group, Vienna); May 2007 (Working
(Experts, Washington); Sept. 2006 (Working Group.
Group, New Yodel; Jan. 2008 (ExpertS, Vienna); Apr. 2008 (Working Group, New York); Dec.
Dec, 2008
(&perts, WAslJjngton, D.C.); Feb. 2009 (Working Group, New York». Member, Board of Advisors, Welt
interNorlional
Contr.lct
lnternt.rlional Government COftlraClOr (2004-); Member, Board of AdvisolS, National Contnlet
Managc.mcnt
Management Association (NCMA); Member, NCMA University Outreach and Relations Committee
Advisors, Procurement Law Center, International Law InstiMe (2004-); Member, Boanl
(2004-); Board of Advisors.
Board
of Advisors, The Government ConlraClor (Thomson Reuters II West,
West,2006-);
2006-); Member, Council, American
Bar Association - Public Contract Law Section (2008-).
Arnold & Portt:r,
Portl~, Washington, D.C.

or Counlel,
Counsel, Fel~ruary
Fel~ruary 2007 - present
Providt.s legal advice regarding complex government contracting matters and litigation.
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Koilht LLP, Md..elln,
Md..ean, VA
Holland Ie Koillht
1997-2007
Scaior
Fcbruery 1997.February
1997-February 1998; partner.
SeDiar member of government contracts group. Senior coUDSeI. Fcbrull}'
MII'Ch 1998 • December 2000; equity JIlIrtner.
partner. January 200 I-September 2002; of counse~
counse~ September 2002 -
MaI'Ch
MartindaJe-Hllbbell.
February 2007. Highest ("A V'') rating by Martindale-Hllbbell.

Fleldinc. Wa.lngtGn, D.C.
Wiley, Rein Ie Fleldinlo
Anod_te, Govemment Contrac:tslLitigation, April 1994 - Jllauary
Jllnuary 1997
Anod_ce,
Handled a broad 8ITay
lUTay of civil litigation and go'jCffilIltllt
go'jCffimtnt conllacls
contracts matters; wrote and lectured regularly on
proc:urement polley and refonn.
pl'OtUrClnent
U.S. Departrnent of Justice, Civil DlvisiOtl
Commercia'
Commercial Utlgatloa Branch,
Branch. Wa.hlngton,
Wa.hington, D.C., May 1991 - April 1994
Represented the United States in contracts litigation; handled major claims against the United States,
including Iargc and complex construction and weapons systems claims; tried substantial monetary claims
before the U.S. Court of Federal Claims and agency boards; argued federal contracts appeals before the
Circuit.
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit-

N.YJWashington, D.C.
Arnold &; Porter, New York, N,YJWashington,
ContractslLitlgatlon, September 1989 - May 1991
Associate, Government ContrectslLitlgatlon,
broad variety of civil matters, including contract claims, antib'llst
antib'tlst investigations, criminal
Handled a bl'Olld
ftJld
llJ1d high-technology government contract bid protests.

inv~:tigations,
inv~:tigations,

U.S. Counof'App8llls for the Second Circuit, New York, N.Y.
Cieri\( to Hon. Lawrence W. Pieru,
PieTte, August 1988 •- August 1989
Judieial Clerlk

PUBUCATIONS
SELECTElO PUBUCATIONS
"Best Practices In the United States Regarding Government Procurement and Anti..corruption"
Anli-Corruption" (co-author
illinternatwnal Public ProCUf'erMnt:
ProcurerMnt: A Guide to Best PracJice
with Sandeep Venna), i,llnternatwnal
Practice (Globe Business
Publi:shing. London, 2009), available at htrp;!!W\Vl:V.glob€bllsinesspublishing.com!ipp/de[ay[t,gspx.
htrp;!!W\Vl:V.glob€bllsinesspublishing.comJipp/de[ay[t.gspx.
Publi:shing,
Act·- Steering Clear of a Trade War'" (co-authored with
''Tempering 'Buy American'ln the Recovery Act
Schooner). Government Contractor, Vol. 5 I (2009), available at
Steven L. Schooner),
l!nniI'ssm.comlabstracl=1358§24
l.!nniI'ssm.
com!abstract=1358§24
"Public Procurement: Focus on People, Value for Money and System Integrity, Not Protectionism" (paper
Schooner), ;/1
Collaps, 0/Global Trade.
Trade, Murky Protectiollis",.
Protectiollis"" and the
with Steven L. Schooner).
i/l The Collapse
rhe
al
Crisis' 87 (Richard Baldwin & Simon Evenett, eds) (VoxEu, Mar. 2009), available a/
http://www.voxeu.org. and at http://ssrn.comlabstract=1356IZQ
http://www.voxeu.org.andathltp:/lssrn.com/abstrac
t=135617Q

CO-8Ulthored
CO-l\Ulthored

"Key Emerging Issues in Transatlantic Procurement: The Importance of CommlUlication and Cooperation"
(papel'to
(paper to accompany panel presentation at ABA Public Contract Law Section - Federal Procurement
InstitD.le, Annapolis, Maryland, March
Marcb 2009).
Institu.le.

"Public Procurement in a World Economic Crisis: Charting the Way Forward" (papcrto accompany
presellitatioll at Thomson West Government Contracts Year in Review Conference, Washington, D.C., Feb.
presel\ltatioll
2009), available a/
at http://ssro.CQm/abstract=1356142
ht!p:l!ssro.CQmIab§lract=!356142
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"NI~w U.S. Conlractor Compliance Rules: Challenges Ahead for U.S. and European Contractors," S
IlfwlTlational GtNel71lMnt
GtNel7'llMlft Ctmlraetor
Ctmlractor , n (Sept. 2008).
IltwlTlattonal

"Addressing Connicts of Interest in Procurement: First Steps on the World Stage, Following the UN
COllwntion Against Corruption," paper presented at )Id International Public Procwement Conference
COflwntion
(Amsterdam. Aug. 28 20(8), available ar bttp:/Iwww.jRPLwstIPPC3/frocccsIjngslQ!aper%206l,pdf
bttp:/Iwww.jRPLwstIPPC3IfrocccdingslQwzer%206l.pdf
(Amsterdam,
Framework ContJacting end Conuption Issues Under Model PlOCIll'Clllcnt
PlOCIll"Clllcnt
"UNCrrRAL Reform to Address FrallleWOlk
Yukins, Don Wallace Jr. & Jason MalCCbalc,
Law" (with Don Wallace Jr.), in Paul Lalonde, Ouistophcr Yukins.
Aml~can Bar Association, Section ofInternational
of International Law, International Procurement Committee, "Year in
Aml~can
Int'l'I Eow. 479,479 (ABA 2008), available
availablll at
Review 2007" (with Don Wallace lr.), 42 lnt
h!tJ2.://ssm.~r-I264047
h!tJ2.:I/ssm.~t-1264047
"F~lWre ComrneJu;
ComrneJu: U.S. C'.ontraGtor Compliance Rules Are Likely To Expand," SO Tht GollU"nmmr
"F~iWre
b!l]!:I!ssm.comlabsttact"'125068 .
Contractor '11147 (WcstIThomson Apr. 2), 2008), (1\IQi/uble
Q\lQiluble at bl\]l:l/ssffi,c0mlabstract"'125068

COllI. L.J. S4S
"Are' IDIQs Inefficient? Sharing Lessons with European Framework Contracting,"
Contracting," 37 Pub. COllt,
(2008).

"Pro:mises to Keep: Bid Challenges and China's Accession
Accessioll to tbe
"Promises
tile WTO Oovernment Procurement
Agreement" (paper to acx:ompany presentation at Thomson West Government Contracts Year in Review
D.C.. Feb. 2008).
Conference, Washington, D.C.,

"China's Accession 10 the wro Agreement on Government Procurement: Issues for the U.S. Procurement
Inc 'I Gov. Contractor
Concractor 19 (WcstfThomson
(WcstfThomson Feb. 2008).
Community," S1m
[",'[ L.
"lnCl1ementaJism: Eroding the Impediments to a Global Public Procurement Market," 38 Geo.
Oeo. J 111/'1
529 (:2007) (with Steven Schooner), available at
!lttp:Npaoqs
ssm.comIsoI3/papers.cfm?abstract id" I002446.
I002446.
)lnp:Npaoers SSJD.comIso!3/papers.cfm?abstract

"Integrating Integrity and Procurement: The United Nations Convention Against Corruption and the
UNClTRAL Model Procurement Law," 36 Pub. Cont. L.I. 307 (2007), available at
http://papers,SSTll.com/so131p8pers.cfm?ab!lt!'act i<F995244.
i<E995244.
http://papers,SSTll.com/so13/papers.cfm?abilttact
Requinements With
"Feature Comment: Enhancing Integrity-Aligning Proposed Contractor Compliance Requirements
Broader Advances In Corporete Compliance," 49 nlC Government Contractor 1 166 (WeSIfTI10lltS0n Apr.
http://papers,ssm.comfso!3Ipagel'lj.cfm?ahstrnct id-983504.
25, 2007), available at http://papers,ssm,comfsoI3/pagep;,Cfm?ahstract

"Policy and Legal frameworks for Open Procurement Markets" and "Year in Review: Emerging Policy
SleVen Schooner) (papers to accompllny
accompany presentation at Thomson West
and Practice Issues (both witll Steven
Gov~ntContractS
Gov~ntContraetS Year In Review Conference, Washington, D.C., Feb. 2007).
U

"Feature Comment: Procurement Refonn in the Defense Authorization Ad for Fiscal Year 2007 - A
of Compromise, Pointing the Way to Future Debates,"
Debates," 48 The Government Colltractor
Contractor ~ 367
Creature ofCompromise,
18,2006).
(West/Thomson Oct 18,2006),
of Reform - Congress Mandates Sweeping Transparency for
"Feature O>mment: The Gathering Winds ofReform
ContrllCtS," 43 The Governmellt
Governmelll Contractor'
Contractor 1318
(WestlThornson Sept. 20, 2006).
Federal Grants and
llIId ContrllClS,"
318 (WestIThomson
"Eled~onic Reverse Auctions: U.S. Experience,· and "Electronic Procurement: Lessons from lhe
the U.S.
"Eled~onic
Experience," papers submitted to "Public Procurement: Global Revolution ill," an international
pr1)Curc:ment law conferen.cc
conferellCC at the University of Nottingham, United Kingdom·(co-sponsored by GWU
procurc:ment
Law School) (June 2006).
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"A Case Study in Comparative ProcurelllCflt
Lessons Cor U.S.
ProcurclIICflt Law: Assessing UNCITRAL's LeSSOl1S
Proc~
Proc~"n 35 Pwb. Cont. L.J. 457 (2006).
"Rethinking Procurement Integrity," Contract Manage","",
Manage",,,,,, Iune 2006, at 14 (National Contract
Management An'rl)
An'D) (with Richard O. Duvall).
"In«mational Procurement" (on Z005 developments), 40 Int'I
(ABA. Summer 2006) (with Iason
Int'l Law. 337 (ABA,
Matz:chak, Don Wallace, Jr. & JefTtey Malburg-Goodman),
Marburg-Goodman), at
!J.l!J2i.llpaws.ssrn,cgllllsol3ipapers
t4-9Q31?3.
!J.l!J2i./IpawS.sscn.c91l1Iso{3ipapers cfm?abstrQC(
cf",?abstrfJCt id-9rW?3.
nEmerging Policy Rnd Practice Issues (200S),
Schooner, in Thomson/West Governmellt
"Emerging
(200S),"• with Steven L SChooner,
COn1ractl Year In Revllw
(JWJilable at
ReV/I'll' (conference papers), Chap. 9, awJilable
hnm'/paJlCrs.ssm,CQm/soI3/papers.cfin?abstract id·88m~.
id·88m~.
!!nm'/pajlCrs.ssm,CQmlsoI3/papers.c!in?abstraet

"Revision
la Loi Type
Contf'Q1$ Publics, No.5 I, Jan. 2006,
2006. at
"R,Cvision de 18
Typc sur les Marches Publics de Ja CNUDCI," Contrau
36 (with Professor Laurence Folliot-LalliorlUniversily
Folliot-LalliorlUniversity of Paris).
"Hur:ricQI\e
Conlracting," Se,..,;CI
Se,...;ce Contractor, Wimer
Winter 2006, at
"Hur:riclllle Katrina Brings Transparency 10
to Task-Order ConlraCting,"
IS (Contract Services Ass'n).
"Featum Comment: Katrina's Continuing
Procurement - Emergency Procurement Powers in
ContinUing Impact on Procurement·
H.R. 3766" (commentary with Professor Joshua Scbwarl~),
Scbwart~), 47 The Govemment Contractor 1 397
(Westffhomson
http://pftPCrs.ssrn.comlSQJ3/paoers.cfin?abstract ;d-81! 265.
(Westrrhomson Sept. 21, 200S), available at http://pl\PCrs.ssrn.comlsoJ3/paoers,cfin?abstr11ct
"Feature Comment: Hurricane KatIimis
Procurement,· 47 The Government
KatIilllis Tangled Impact on U.S. Procurement.·
CO/ft,.actOI" 387 (WestfThomson Sept. 7, 2005), available at http://ssm.CQm/abs1ract-8107§4.
CO/ft,.actor"
np,tllic:s and Compliance: A Perfect Storm
Scandal." Se,..,;ce
Se,...;ce Contl'Oetor
Con/I'Octor «(".ontraet
«('.ontraet Services Ass'n Fall
"P,tllic:s
Stonn of Scandal,"

2005).
200S).

"Feature Comment: Understanding the Current Wave ofProeurement
of Procurement Reform - Devolution of the
Contracting Function: 47 11" Government Conrractor
Contractor ~ 255 (WesrlThomson June 8,
S. 2005),
2005). available al
lJl1pj!(2llpcrs,ssm.com/soJ3/papers,cfm?!lbstract id"'743016.
bl1pj!(2l!PCrs,ssm,com/soJ3/papers,cfm?abstract
"Feature Comment: A Pedagogical Perspeetive
47111€
Perspective on Training the Acquisition Workforce," 4717,e
Government
Governmenr Contractor ~ 204 (WeSlfIbomson May 4, 2005), at
!JJJJl.;!!,OOI?el'usrn.comlsqI3Ipooers.qj'm?abstroct #4-719685.
!JJJJl;!lrltWI'f,.wn.com/sqt3Ipooers.qjm?abstrqct
14-719685.
"UNCITRAL Considers Electronic Reverse Auctions, as Comparative Public Procurement Comes ofAge
of Age

in the United StaleS",
No.4. 183 (co-authored with Profes9or
Professor Don
States", 2005 Public Procurement Law Review No.4,
WalI8~;e,
WalISl:e, Jr.),
Jr.). draft available at
ar Jnm:!lpapers.ssm.comIsol3/papers.cfip?abStract
Jnm:llpap;rs.ssm.comIsol3/papers.cfip?abStraet id=711847
jd=711847

"UNCInAL Model Procurement Law: Reforming Eleclronic
Electronic Procurement, Reverse Auetions.
Auctions. and
Wallace, Jr. and Jason P. Matechak), PROClJREMENTLAWYEll.
Framework Agrcements" (with Don Wallace.
PROCUREMENTLAWYEJl.
(American Bar Association, Spring 200S),
2005), draft available at
http:!h?aws.E$/'fI,cqnrl.tol3loqplrS.cfm?gbstrqct
http://I.?QwuS/·f!,cqnr/.tol3logp<<rs.c[m?gbstrqct jd-7114Q/.
"Year
·Year iin Review: Emerging Policy
Polic}' and Practice Issues" (with Steven Schooner) (paper to accompany
preselIItation
!JJJR;./1JlgR!!U.~lsoI3lpapers.cfm?abltract id-663464.
presellltation on Feb. 3,2005), available at !JJJR;1!RgR!!U.~oI3lpapers.cfm?abstract
"Adding Up Efficiency's Cost," Legal Tilnu, Nov. J, 2004 (co-authon:d with Professor SteVen
Steven Schooner)
"The Conduct of
Electronic Reverse Auctions: A Comparative Report on Experience in the U.S.
ofElectronic
Proc\wmleJlt
ProcurlmleJlt System,'
System," paper p1'llttmted
prtmmtad allntemalional
ar International Public Procurement Conference, Fort Lauderdale,

FL (Oct. 21, 2004).
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"Making Federallnfonnation Technology Accessible: A Case Study In Social Policy and Procurement."
aw Journal 667 (2004), droll avaiiaIM
3~ Pllblic Conll'tJCf L all'
aVQi/aIM at
1lJJR;.11Q(Jp(Jfl ssnLcornlso/31D!11Mrl-eti!!?alntracl
ssnLcornlso/3IDI11Mrl-cti!!?alntrac! Id-.JJ..MM.
!lJJR;./IQ(Jp(Ja
ClWlgeson tbe
the Horizon,"
Horizon,n 81 Fed,roJ C(mlracts
"UNCITRAL's Model Procurement Law: C1Wlgeson
C(J1Itracts RIpon no. II
(co-autbor, with Professor Don Wallace, ]1'.).
Jr.).
(Mar. 23,20(4) (co-aulbor,
"Suspension and Debarment: Re-examining the Process,"
Process,· 13 Public Pr(}CJlr,m",t
Pr(}CJlt',m",t Law Rniew 2SS (2004)
(Uni,ted Kingdom), draft Qwzilable
htln;l{pgperusrn,com/,wI3lpgorrs.cfm?a!wracr id-509OQ4.
(Unj,ted
aWlifable at htlQ;/{pgperusm,coml.roI3lpgorrs.cfm?a!wracr
"Iraqi Construction Awards Should Not Be Immune from Review," 80 Federal COlltracts Report no. 18, p.
S12-:H6 (Nov. 18, 2003) (co-author,
(co-author. with Mobab Khattab).

"Ethi.cs in Procurement: New Challenges After a Decade of Reform.,..
Reform.,.. The Procllrement
Procurement Lawyer. Vol. 38,
38.
"Ethics
Association, Spring 2003).
No.3, (American Bar Association.
A Measure of Success," Legal TiIllU, Mar. 17, 2003,
2003. at 34 (co-uuthored
(co-llUthored wilh
with
"Procurement Reform: A
Profi:ssor Steven Schooner),
Professor

Behaviour'? Anecdotal Evidence ofTension Between Evolving COllDllercial
"Model Behaviour1
COllD11ercial Public Procurement
91llttrnati01l</[ Trade Law and Replalloll
Replatloll 4 (2003) (with Professor Steven
Practlices and Trade Policy," 91Ilternati01l(/[
Schooner).
Regliialion Case No. 2002-G505: Acquisuion 0/ In/ormation
General Suvices Administration ACqllisitioll Regllialion
Tecim8logy bySlata
byS(aia & Local Governme1lts:
Governmt!lIlJ: Possib14 Pricing Impacts (Feb. 4.2003, comments on
Teclm8logy
propo·sed rule).

E-Business," The Gowtrllmmt
GQw!rllmmt Contractor, Vol. 43, No.3 (Jan.
"Emerging Legal Issues in DOD's Shift to E-Bllsiness,"
24,2(01) (co-author).
Federal
"Electronic Commerce: OfPP's
OFPP's Stmtegic Plan falls Short in I'roviding Needed Guidance, ., Faderal
Compliter Week (Mar. 30, 1998).
Comp/iler

of Progress: The New Federal Court Bid Protest Jurisdi<:tioo"
Jurisdi<:tion" (with Laura
"Feature Comment: A Year ofProgress:
Ccntraclor (Jan. 28. 1998).
Kennt.dy), The Gowmme1l1 Ccntractor
"FACNET: Has Congress Struck a Mortal Blow?," Washington 1'echnology (]an.
(Ian. 12, 1998)..
1998)..
"FACNET:
(1997-1999) .
"The Legal Comer" (occasional pieces). NCMA Tysons Comer Newsletter (1997-1999).

.. Analysis of Procurement Refotm Measures in FY 1996 Defense Authorization Act" (co·aulbor),
(co-autbor), 17la
..Analysis
(}qyemment COIItractor(Feb.
COIIfractor(Feb. 14, 1'996).
(}qvemIMnt
EleclrOnic Commerce on the Federal Acquisition Computer Network (PACNET),· National
"Managing E1eclrOnic
ContrtJct M(1JlJ1.genultt
M(1J1Jlgement JOllrllal,
(J 996).
Contrtlct
JOlirllal, Vol. 27, Issue I (1996).
Internet, • 31 The ProCUl"emfmt
P1'OCUl'emfJllt Lawyer 12 (ABA, Fall 1995).
"Public Contract Law Resources on the Internet,•
Technoiagy (Apr. 11,
1996) .
"Relaxed Rules Won't Pix FAA's Problems: Washington Techno/agy
II, 1996).

Web," 31 The ProCllrement
ProCliremern Lawyer 9 (ABA,
(ABA. Swnmer
•Accessing GAO Decisions on the World Wide Web:
"Accessing
1996).

"Feature Comment: FACNET··
GOWlrnment Contractor"/
II
FACNET -- New Risks and New Potential," 38 The Government
Contractor'- 5 11
(Oct. 30, 1996).
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Supreme Court ProteclS Government Contractors' First Amendment Rights," 32 The Procurement Lawyer
9 (ABA, Wimer (997).
ConIJact Disputes Under the FAA's New Procurement System" (co-author), 26 PubliC
KBid Protests and ConlJact
COnl'ract f4wJoItrnQII3S
I4wJoltrnQll3S (Winter 1997).
(997).
COn/'raet
"Minimizing
KMinimizing Risk: in Federal Electronic Commerce," FedeT'QI
FederQl Acquisitwlt Report (Apr. 1997).
of MAS Appeal: Expansion of tile
the Multiple Award Schedules" (coofluthor),
(cooofluthor), Legal Timel
"The Risk ot'
Times (June
23, (997).
WashingtOll 8IIsinesl
Businesl Jourllal
Journal (July 1g,
1g, 1997).
"Computers Need Fixing To Face Year 2000" (co-autbor), WaRhingtM
Posl-Award Bid Profesls
althe
Pes/-Award
Profests at
the
1997).

o/Feder-al Claims (monograph:
u.s. Cowl
Cowt o/Fedval

contributing audlor) (ABA

ofa Nation:
Nalion: Granting Excludable
ExcludabJe AJiens
FundamelltaJ Protections of Due Process, 73
Note, The M40sure ofa
Aliens Fundamelllal
IS01 (1987).
Va. L. Rev. 1501
Immigration: Rights o/Excludable Aliens Held In<kflllitely, 26 Va. 1. Int'l L. 101 (1986).
Comment, lit/migration:

SELECTE])
SELECTEl> PRESENTATIONS
lIIinois Procurement Reform,"
Refonn," telephonic presentation to the Illinois Reform
Refonn
"Recommendations on lIIioois
2009),
Commission (Chicago, lL Mar. 13, 2009).
Ass'n,
D,C. March 13,
Future of DC Procurement Reform," D.C. Bar Ass
'II, panel discussion (Washington, D.C.
2009).

UTIle

"Going Global: Key Emerging Issues in European and U.S. Procurement," panel moderator, ABA Public
Conlnlct Law Section - Federal Procurement Institute, Al1Il8pOlis,
Al1Il8pOiis, Maryl8lld,
Maryland, March 5, 2009.
Contmct
"IntemalionaJ Procurement:
Procurement; European Perspectives," panel moderator, Thomson West Government
"Intemalional
ConmlCts Year in
ConmlCls
iJl Review Conference, Washington, D.C., Feb. 17, 2009.
"Fighting Corruption iii PtocUremelit," Co-j)resentati6il
througliinstitute-lif
Co-j)rescntati6il to visiting Biatilian-pi'osccutors
Brll2:ilian'pi'OSCC'utors IhI'ougllInstitute'of'
of Business, Washington,
Washington. D.C~ Oct. 9, 2003).
Brazilian Issues (George Washington University School ofBusiness,
"International Procu/\m'ICIlt
ProcuI\m'ICllt Law Developments," presentation 10 Department of State's Advisory
WashinglOll University
Committee on Private Intemlllional Law (ACPIL) (panel presentation) (George WashingIon
S,::IIool, Washington, D.C.,
D.C.• Oct. 6, 2003).
Law SI::bool,
Gennany; A Comparative Review," presentation at the firm ofBeiten
"Public: Procurement In the U.S. and Germany:
Burkhlll'dt
BurkhllJ'dt (Munich, July 17,2008).
17.2008).
the
"Key Emerging Issues in Procurement Internationally and Ihe
the Boeing Tanker Protest," presentation 10 !.he
Forum Vergabe (Dusscldof, July 16,
200S).
16.20011).
IDltroduction to U.S. Procurement," address at Ruhr-UniversiUit-Bochum (Bochmll,
(Bochwll, Germany, July 15.
"An IDl!l'Oduction
IS,
2008).
UReviewing the New Nigerian Law on Public Procurement," address to Federal Government ofNigeria,
"Reviewing
of Nigeria.
80fti'd (Abujll,
(Ahuja, June 18, 2008).
Public Procurement 80ard
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"PrclCUf'elllellt
"PrclCUrelllCl'lt Law Prac:ticc: Looking Forward Under Nigeria's New Public Procurement Law," address to
Nig,,nlll Bar Association (Lagos, June 17, 2008).
Nig,'lilll
Topics;1I
o/Contracl ApfMa/s,
ApfMa/s. ..~ panel
Panel Member, "HOI Topics
ill tlrs CoIIrt ofFeMral Claims alld the Boards o/Contract
ConI'e7eDCC of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (Wasbington,
(Wasbington.
Pl'C$entation to the Judicial Conl'e7eDCC
D.C., May IS, 2008).
"Improving the Go/tral Service$ Admillistration', Multiple Award Schedul, Contracts, .. presentation to
Administration's Multiple Award Schedule Pricing Policies Advisory
the U.S. General Services AdminiS1rlllion's
Commission (Washington, D.C., May S, 2008), avaI/abk
avaIlabk at
hnp:llwww.acquisition.gov/complmasapldoc:llmentsIGeorge%20WashingtDn%20UniversityOtf.20Law%20S
http://www.acquisition.gov/comphnasapldoc:nmentsIGeorge%20Washington%20UniversityOtf>20Law%20S
choo1.pdf
chool.pdf
ColkJqtliwn:
atld Ethical Challenges,
Cllallenges, " (organizer and panel
ColkJqtlilUn: Contractor Compliance: Practical at,d
modClrator), The George Washington University Law School (Washington. D.C., April 29, 2008).
modllrator),
iI/Intem.ational Contractor Compliance" (organizer and panel moderll1Or),
moderator), The
Colloquium: Issues iI,lntemati01lal
George Washington University Law School (Washington. D.C., Mar. 12,2008).
C<HItractor Compliance. briefing to Gennan
Gennall procurement group Forum Yergabe (Bertin, ]all.
17.
U.S. Contractor
Jail. 17,
2008).
"PasJ~Qge to India Se,·jes.
St"jes, Part 2: The Wiltl
Wild West ofIndian
ofIndian Procurement, ".. panel member, ABA-CLE
"PasJ~Qge
14,2007).
Teleconference (November 14.2007).

DispUles in
ill Federal, Stare
Procunmort - National and
"Colloquium: Bid Protests and. DispUleS
State and Local ProcunmOlt
modcralor), The George Wa.<;hington
Wa,<;hington University Law
International Perspecti1lt!s"
PerspectiYt!s" (organizer and panel moderator),
School (Washington. D.C., Oct. 30, 2007).
"ChcrUengesfor Oversight:
Oversight; Task·Order
Task-Order (Frameworks) Contl·actlng
Contl·acting and Electronic Procurement in the
"Ch"Uengesfor
United States,
States. "joint
.. joint prescntlltion
presentlltion (with Professor Danielle Conway-Jones) to international Colloquium:
Oversight Over Public Procurements:
Procurements; EIII'Opeall
EIII'Opiall and IntarfliJtional
IntmlJJtionai Perspectives (University of Paris J
(SorbclOne),
22, 2007).
(SorbclOne). Oct. 22.
"Introchlction
Governmel/t COll/racts Practice.
Practice. ".. American Bar Association, Young Lawyers Division.
"lntrocUlction to Government
Student Conference (panel member) (Catholic University Law School.
School, Washington, D.C., Oct. 13,2007).
"ColiGoqllium: Socioeconomic Programs
Programl ill.
i/l. &Iropeall
&Iropean Procurement" (organizer and panelmoderll1Or),
panelmoderalOr), TIle
GeOrgll
Georgi) Washington University Law SclIool (Washington,
(WashingtOn, D.C., Sept. II,
II. 2007).
200n
"History &; Policy: U.s. VovernmePlt
the People Republ
RepubJ ic of
OovernmePII Procurement•..
Procurement•.. presentation to delegation of
oCthe
China's Central Govcnunent Procurement Center ofGovemmem
of Govemmem Offices Administration of the State
Council (Washington,
(WashiDgton, D.C. July 10,2007).
10,20(7).
"The Future
ContraCls LalP: Career Strategies and Opportunilies
Futllre ofGc>vunment
ofGovunment Contracts
Opportunities for the 1'oullg
1'oul/g andSoon
and SoonTo-Be Practitioner, " moderator for panel presentation sponsored by the District of Columbia Bar
Association (Washington,
(Washington. D.C. June 12,2007).
European
EuropeaJl Space Agency: international Symposium:
Symposillm: "Developing Trends in Public Procurement and
Auditi'1g. " presenter at workshop
Auditil1g.
worlcshop on eleCtronic procurement, and keynote speaker on the use of framework
agreements ill
in U.S. space and defense procurement (Noorowijk,
(Noordwijk, The Netherlands, May 15-16, 2007).
World trade Organization (WTO) R,giol/Q/
R,giol/QI Worbhop on Gowrnl/lent
Gowrnlllent Procurement/or
PrOCllrement/or Africa1l
African COIUltries,
COIUltries.
present,::r at conferenee sessions on transparency, competition and challenge procedures (Accra, Ghana,
present.::!'
Apr. 25-28, 2007).
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"Allenralive Dispute Ruolllliolt
Ruollll/olt ill
Gowrnnlelft ProeurrmMt:
ProcurrmMt: New HorizolU"
Colloquium: "Altenratiw
111 Gowrnnlelfl
HorizotU" (organizer
AS9OCiation), The
Thc George Washington
and panel moderator, with Board ofConlr8ct Appeals Bar AS9OClation),
University Law School (Washington, D.C., Apr. 19,2006).
tllll Road to all InternatWnoJ Free NarlWfor'
NarIWfOr' ProculYlflCnt.
ProculYlfH:nt. " presentation to U.S.
"Policy and Politics on the
conf'en:nce (Annapolis, MD, Apr. 17,2007).
Coast Guard
GUMd annual contracting confen:nce
"Me-asllring
Auasing P~ssu
P~ssu at the GAO. the FM and the U.s.
"Me'QSllring Up 111
ill a Global ProcunmI,1fl Market: Aualing
COliN
Ftdqal Claims Against IntmratiolltJ1
Intmlatiollt.ll Standorr/s,
Standorrls•.... chair of panel at conference oftbe Board of
COIJI'I ofFttJq(l1
Conu'ad Appeals Judges Association (Alexandria, VA, Apr. II, 2007).
Con:trad

FraMtWOl-ks/or Opell ProclIlYmlltl
ProclIIYmlltl Markell,
Mark,tl, "paper
.. paper presented to Thomson West
Mpolicy and LBgal FrQMtWOl-ksfor
Gov,m1mentContracts Year in Review (Washington, D.C., Feb. 20, 2007).
2007) .
Gov,m1mentContraets
..F.,/ual Funding and AccolUftabilily
Accolllftabilily Transparerrcy Act, ".. panel briefing to the Federal Bar AssOl..;ation'
..F.,lual
AssOl.oiation'ss
Govc:rrunent Contracts Section and Federal Grants
GrantS Committee (Washington, D.C., Feb. 1,2007).
"bIlE'I'nalional Public Procurement,
Procurement•.." panel presentation sponsored by the Georgetown }oumfll of
"blle'l'nalional
InlCllllAlional Law (Washington, D.C., Ian.
IntCllllAtional
Jan. 25, 2007).
"lnteragancy Contracting••
Contracting.• Nash
Nasb &. Cibinic Roundtable panel presentation (with Professor Ralph Nash and
"Interagency
Angela Styles, Esq.) (Washington, D.C., Dec. 7,2006).
"Org.,n;zol/Ollal
"Org.,nizoUollai Conflicts ofInterest.
of Interest. "panel preSl:l1tation
prcSl:l1tation to the American Bar Association Public Contract
Law Section, Bid Protest Committee (Washington, D.C., Nov. 21, 20(6).
'7M Berry Amendment - Recent legislative Chonges
"1'M
Chonges,••" panel presentation to the American Bar Association
Contract Law Section, Acquisition Refonn Committee (Wa.'lhington, D.C., Nov. 14,2006).

Publi,~
PubJiI~

'Trade Agreements Act Enforcement: Policy and Politics on the Road to alt International Free Market fol'
for
PrOClj'/-ement.
ProClI'l-ement••"presentation
presentation to a National Contract Management Association training conference
(University of M'mnesota,
M'mne80ta, Minneapolls, MN, Oct 27, 2006).
"Small & Disadyontaged
DisadWlntaged Enfqrprises:
En/Qrprises: LUSf)/fSfrom
Lusf)nt from th,
th' u.s. &perience.
uperience. " presentation to a conference on
implementation of French legislation regarding small- and medium-sized enttrprises
cnttrprises (SMEs), sponsored by
the FI1:.nch
Fl1:.nch Ministry ofFinance
of Finance (paris, France, Oct. 9,2006).
U

HEnsuJ";ng lllJegriry - The UNClTRAL
"Ensw";ng
UNC/TRAL Model Procurement Law and the UN Conventif)n
Convelltif)n f)n Corruplif)n,"
presentation to the International Public Procurement Conference (IPPC) (Rome, Italy, Sept 2006).
nNew Chai/enges
FunctiOlV to Lead Systems inlegralors,
Integralors. "n paper presented as
Challenges in DevolVing
Devolving Procl/raMen!
ProcliraMllnt FuncliOl/4
part of paneillt American Bar Association's Public ConttlCt
Contract Law Section's annual meeting (Honolulu, HI,
Aug. 5, 2006).

HIntegp'tlti/lg Ethics and ProCJIreMenl
"Integp'tltiIlg
ProcureMent - lnternatio1741 Lessons,
Lessons. HHpresentation to the Interagency Ethics
Council (Washington, D.C., Aug. 3, 2006)
"Electrollic RtNerstl
Hand "EJecrronie
RtNerse AUCllons: U.S. E.lperience. "and
"E1ecrronic Procurellt,nl:
Procurellt,nt: Ussons ji'om the U.S.
Global Revolution III," an international procurement
law conference at the University of Nottingham,
Nottingham. United Kingdom (co-sponsored by OWU Law School)
(June 2006).

Expe.ri41nce."
Expe.rI41f1Ce
•• presentations at "Public
"Publ ic Procurement:

"17Ie Federal
thB Next
Fed8l'al CirCliit Looking Ahead: The Most Important IssuBs
IssuBI Facing the Federal Circuit in the
Ten Ye/lTs.·
Yedrs.· panel presentation to the Judicial Conrerence of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit (WashingtOD,
(WashingtOn, D.C., May 19, 2006).
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Conjlicts ifInt,r,s/,
Int,r,,1, • to benefit National Contract
NCMA. Training &minor: "OrganizatiOflll/
"OrganizatiOflJlI Conflicts
Chapter (RelItOn,
(ReIIton, VA.
VA. May IS, 2(06).
Management Assn - Tysons Comer Chapler
W

Colloquium; ConsolidatiOl'J
Consolida/IOI'J o/the Civilian Boards o/Contmet
o/Con/met Appeals: Nnv Ltglsfation's
Ltglsfa/ion's Impact on
Colloquium:
Practic,
rnodenItor, with ProfCS$Ocs Lees and SdIooner),
SdJooner), The
Pracrie, Be/ore tire Boards (organizer and panel rnodentor,
D.C., Apr. 21, 2006).
George Washington Universiw Law School (WashingtOn, D.C..
"Up(la/(lon
"Up(latu on u.s. PrcJCl/rem'n~
PfOCIIrem,nl, .."presentation
presentation to (/' Annual Seminar on Government Procurement - Meeting
Brazil. Mar. 21, 20(6),
Americas (Sao Paulo, Brazil,

oftru~

lAssons Lsarned/rom Katrina," panel member,
member. American Bar
"Emergency &: Contingency ConJracting: lAlSon:
(AnnapoliS, MD.
MD,
Asso<=ialion, Public Contract Law Section, 12'" Annual Federal Procurement Jnstitute (Annapolis,
Mar,
Mar. 2,2006).

(2005), presentation with Steven L. Schooner, at the Thomson/West
Emerging Policy and Practice Issues (2005).
Govemmenl Contracts
Conlracts Year in Review Conference (Washington,
(Washington. D.C., Feb,
Feb. 23,20(6).
Govemment
Revel·.f' Auctl'olls
Auctl'onlColloquium: Electronic Reve",f'
- Lessons uarned, Here
Ifere and Abroad (organizer and panel
Drabkln, U.S.
moderator, with Professor
ProCessor SlIe Arrowsmith of the University of NOltingham and David Drabkin,
D.C.,
General Services Administration), 'The George Washingtoll University law School (Washington, D.C.•
Feb. 21,2006).

·Elhks in GovernmenJ Contracting. nn Panel Chair, Board ofContraet
of Contract Appeals Bar Association Annual
WE/hks
(Washington. D.C. Oct 28, 2ooS).
Program (Washington,
"Proc:urrlmenl inlegrity: Contracting Clulllenges" Presentation 10
to National Contract Management
"Proc:urementlnlegrity:
Stale Chapter (Laurel, MD, Oct. 20, 2005).
Association, Free State
Dis/r/(;t o/Columbia Sal' AssociaJion Panel: "Proclirementllllegrity: Wilf
Will the Avalallche Sweep Only The
Distr/(;t
Sinners Away?" (Washington, D.C., Oct. 11,2005).
Sinner'S
Colloquium:
Col/oquium: Fram~rk
Fram~rk Agreemenls
Agreements and Task-Order (IDIQJ Contracting: Successes (and Failure.t) in
moderator), The George Washington University Law
Europl? Qnd the United States (organizer and panel moderator).
Schooll (Washington, D.C., Sept. 28, 2005).
"l/ow Academia Is Re$pOnding co th,
the Ethics Challenge." National Contract Management Association, 43,d
Beach. CA, luly 28,2005).
28, 2OOS).
Annual Aerospace and Defense Contracting Conference (panel member) (Long Beach,
and You": Career Straregies
Strategies and Opportunities.
OpportlinitieS, District of Columbia Bar
"Govammenr Contracts Low Qnd
Assoei.ation
Associ.alion (panel moderator) (Washington,
(Washington. D.C. June 30, 2005).
OrganlZQJlon's Government Procurement Agreement - Benefit:;
Bellefit:; and
Colloquium: The World Trade OrganlZQJion's
CIulllCJ1ges
of Tsinghua University, Beijing), The
CIulUCJ1ge& (organizer and panel moderator, with Professor YII An ofTsinghua
Washington University Law School (Washington. D.C., June 22, 2005).
George WashingtoD
Management: Ethics and Compliance.
CompJlance." Presentation
"Risk MOllagement:
PCCSCl1talion to G-Con Small Business Contracting
15. 2QOS).
(Mclean, VA. June 15.2005).
W

Sympo:~ium
Sympo:~ium

"Legis£7/ing
Pal/ems and Lessons, " Presentation to Delegation
nLegis£7ting Procurement Reform In the U.s.
U.s. Congress: Paf/ems
(Washington., D.C., June 13, 2005).
from Thailand's Council of State (Washington,
Legal USUflS."
IssuflS," Presentation to Army Materiel Conunand, Legal
"Procurement Intqgrily:
/ntqgrily: Emerging Legai
COnfCll!l1ce (New Orleans, LA, lune
2005).
Confell!l1cc
Iune 7, 2005),
"ProcuJ'ement
InJegrity: Building to New Benchmarks. H Presentation to National Contract Management
"ProcUJ'eI1ll1lt InJ6grily:
MO. May 10, 2005).
Associalion. Gateway Chapter (St. Louis, MO,
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"Procurement Reform Through Cortgrt'-ss:
Ccmgt't'-ss: Pat/Qfl$
Pal/Qn$ a/ld
ami Problems.
Problems, " Presentation to American Bar
"Procuremen/
AssclCiation - Public ConlraCt Law Section (chair ofpancl on legislative oversight) (Asheville, NC, Apr.
30,201lS~
30.200S~
~ProclI~lent In/egrity:
Integrity: Emerging 1SS&tls
~ProCIJ~lent
lSS&tes In
in Federal PrOCW1'e1Mltf,
Procwre1Mltt. •~ Presentation to Coast Guvd Chiefs of
Conference, Arlington.
Arlington, VA, April 14, 2005.
Contracting Offices Conference.

·Procunmll'li Reform: Grading 0/11' Pro~
Pro~ and Cltarting the Course, " panel member, American Bar
·ProcunmenJ
Publie Contract Law Section.
Section, 1lilt
1lilt Annual Federal Procurement Institute (Annapolis, MD. Feb.
Association, Public
2:5,20(5).
25,20(5).
Inregrlry - Truth or Co/Uequences'
Game· (panel memlx:r),
memlxlr), NCMA Winter
"Ethlcs and Integrlry
ColUequences' - Not JliSt a Galli'·
(Melbourne. Fla., Feb. 17, 2005).
201lS).
Conference (Melbourne,
·Organizational Conflicts ofintel'est:
Isslles" (organizer and panel chair), The George
"Organizational
Inlel'esl: Emerging ISS/les"
University Law School (Washington, D.C., Feb. 8, 2005).

W~lington
W~lington

~EMerging PoLicy & Practice IsslIes"
~EMerging
Jsslles" (joint presentation with Professor Steven Schooner), West
Government Contracts Year in Review Conference (Washington, D.C., Feb. 3,2005).
3,200:5).

F«ieraJ Procurement and PrOCllremelll
"New Policy IsslIl$ for F«ieral
PI'OCllremen/ /n/~griry
Integrity.•.." presentation to National Contract
As.r;ociation - Washington, D.C. Chapter (Jail.
(Jall_ 19.2005).
Management As.r;ocialioo19,2005).
Comments preparedfor T"ansparency International-USA
Inrernat;onal-USA 011 U.S. Govemment
Government respollse
response regarding
Commen/s
Corruptlon (Dec. 14,
14. 2004).
Implementation of the Inter-American Convention Against CorruptJon
"PrOCllremenf inregrlly:
It All Aboul,
About, "panel presentation sponsored by District of Columbia Bar
"P/'OCllrement
Inregrlty: What's II
Association (Dec. 7, 2004).

Colloquium: UNCI1'RAL
UNCJ1'RAL and the Road to
fo International
Interna/iollal PrOCllremenl
PrOCllrelllent Reform (organizer and panel co
comoderator),
moderator). The George Wasbington University Law School (Washington. D.C., Nov. 10, 2004)
Procu,-ement
Integrity: New Challenges.
Procu,"ernent integrity:
Challenges, presentation fo
to National Contract Managelnem
Managetnent Association, Nova
Chaptl:r
Chaptl:! (Arlington, VA,
VA, No\,. 4, 2004).
Procurement integrity:
Integrity: Emerging TrOlds and Recant
Recallt Crisas
erisu (seminar preselltation), Forty-Third Arulllal
Annual
Seminar on C'JQvenunent
C'J(lvenunent Contracts (U. of MinneSQta, ~'t. Paul,
Paul. MN, Oct. 29, 2004)

Natio~,a!
Natio~,al

u.s. Gelleral Servic6
S/ll'Vic6 Administratioll's
Administration's "Get It Right" Campaign: COlJsideri,~
Co"sideri'~ Basic Prillcip/es (ponel
(panel
prtSenllanon,
prtSenllalion, Gencral
General Services Administration, Washington, D.C..
D.C.. Oct. 27, 2004).
u.s. G"venrment
Gc>vernment Procurt1ment
Issue&, International Public Procurement Confercnce, Fon Lauderdale.
Procurt1m,nt issue&,
Lauderdale, FL
(panel member) (OCt.
(Oct. 21, 2004).
Procure"UJ/lt
Integrity &semials:
Procur'erRtJnt I1Itegrity
Essentials: Compliance Strategies In the
lhe Wake ofRecent Reforms, American Bar
Associ<:uion,
Associ<:uion. Center for Continuing Legal Education (teleconference training) (Sept. 28,
28. 2004).

Adviser to U.S. Delegation, UNCITRAL Model Procurement Law Working Group (Headquarters, United
Natioru; Commission on International Trade Law,
Law. Vienna, Austria, September 2004).
Homeland &curity Procllrement:
Procurement: The Big Picture,
PIcture, IOMA 2,d Arulual
A!Ulua) Forum: Contracting with the
Department of Homeland Security,
Security. panel participant (Arlington,
(Arlington. VA,
VA. May 11,20(4).
11.20(4).
ProcummenlllJtegrily:
ProcummentllJtegrily: Getting
Getllng Government Contracts Right. panel moderator - colloquium (The George
Washington University Law Schoo~
Schoo~ Washington,
Washington. D.C., May 6, 2004).
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R~/orm: JJ'~ighing
JJ'~ighing Eleclronic
EieClronic Soil/lions,
Solli/ions, presentation to Board of Contract Appeals Judges'
TasA: Ord~r R~form:
Ass<>CiatIOll Annuel
Annual Conference (Alexandria. VA, Apr. 30. 2004).
Ass<lCiatlOll
Procur~m~t in the
Public Procur~m~1
Ihe U.S. Mar/cet; Emerging ISIUIIS,
Issutls. briefmg sponsored by tbe Embassy of Canada
canada
(Wa:miogtoo. D.C., Apr. 27.2004).
27,20(4).
(Wa:lhiogtoo.

Pane,1 Pr&'entaUons:
Pr&'eniaUons: "alQlI~g,s
"alQll~g" ill Elhics Compliance" (plenary session to full conference) and
Pane:1
"/iolf/eland&curlty: Contractl"g Isslles•..
Isslles•.. 81 National Contract Management Association's World
"!iolneland&curlty:
Con!:rcss
Con!lfCSs (Orlando, Florida, Apr. 26,
26. 2004).
oCtile UNCIlRAL Model Procurement Law
P3lti,cipanl, Ellpert Advisory Group on Proposed Refonn ofille
(Headquar1ClS, United Nations Con:unission on InlClTlational Trade Law, Vienna, Austria, March
Marcb 2004).
(Headqual1ClS,

Competitive SOllrcing.
SOllrcing, Commercial Item
Procuremenllntllgl'ity: A B,i4jillg
Update,
Competitiv,
II"" ConlrQCling and Procuremenllnteg,.ity:
B,i4jing and Updale.
Conlnlcting Summit, Washington, DC (1an. 29, 2004).
Pcrfonnance Institute Government Conlrllcting
Procurement Reform: Outlook 2{)O4, joint presentation with Professor Steven Schooner for
Procurem,nt
f-eder.alnewsradio.com (Jan. IS.
IS, 2004).
f-eder.atnewsradio.com
CO/llmerciallnjormatlon TtcJmology
IsStlel, presentation at the Army
CO/llmercialln!ormallon
recllnology Procurement - Emerging IsStles.
Symposium, U.S. Anny JAG School. Charlottesville, VA {Dec.
(Dec. 4.
4,
Govemment Contract and Fiscal Law Symposium.
2003}.
Proc,[rement Integrity in Federal COlllract
COII/ract Law.
Law, Pl'e~ntation
Proc~[rement
Pl'e~ntation
Asso(~iation
Canaveral. FL (Sept. 23, 2003).
Asso(~iation - Cape Canaveral,

to National Contract Management

Challengel, Federal Bar Association Meeting. Arlington, VA
Homeland Secilrity - Procurement 1.trW Challenges,
(panel! member, Sept. 18,2003).
FederaINewsRtulto.rom:
FederaINewIRtullo.rom: Webcasl
Webcast onA·76
onA-76 and Compelili~e
Compelili~t Sourcing. George Washington University.
University,
Washiington, D.C. (panel member.
member, July 28, 2003).
WashiingtoD,
Busim1SS Opportunities
Opportunfties with Homeland Secllrity, Contract
Conlract Services Association Mid-Year Meeting.
BusimlSS
Portsmouth, VA (panel chair,July
chair.J uly 23, 2003).

Conl1'rlcts Law: Luncheon Program o/Ihe District o/Columbia Bar AssociatioN
Careers in Government Contnlcts
(moderator, June 26,2003)
26.2003)
Legfs/,]/iYe Dllvelopmell1s:
Ccopsra/iw PurChDSillg
PW'chas;I1g and SARA (Panel Member.
Member, GWU Law School,
Leglst'7tiYe
Dllvelopme"ls: CcopsrDtiw
Procurement Policy Colloquium, June 5,2003)
Procurement bl/egrily - Emerging Trends. Presentation to the Army Materiel Command/Conference of
22. 2003).
AMC Counsel (Orlando, FL, May 22,
E-G~~rnment; Weighing Progress
Progrus and Reform,
Re/orm, Presentation to the Board ofContra.ct Appeals Judges
E-G~~rnmenl;
Association (Alexandria. VA, plCllary
plcnary session, April 9,2003).

ofHomeland Security: Procurem8nt
Contracting with the Department ofHomeland
Procurement Legal Requirements, Bureau of
D.C .• April 8,
National Affairs (BNA) Federal Contracls Report Conference (Panel Member, Washington, D.C.,
2003).

u.s. and Canadian Procurement: Comparative ReVillII',
Reviell'. The Canadian Embassy, Washington D.C. (Mar. 5,
2003).
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Procunmllll: Ntw Challengu After a De(Xlde ofRI/orm,lnvitcd
Officc of
Elhks in Procunmlll1:
R8/orm.lnvitcd Presentation to Office
Fedel~ Procurement Policy, U.S. Office
Officc of
Management &. Budget (Feb. 13, 2003).
ofManagement
Th' Futur, oj"SvviMS
Cotllracling: Section 803 and &)'ond (Panel Chair, GWU Law School,
Th,
o/SvviMS Cotltrocting:
Procurement Policy Colloquirun, Feb. 4,2003).
4.2003).
In/ormation Technology ACC6sslbiJity:
ACC6sslbi/ity: Whose ResportSlblltly
ResportSlbtitly Is It? (PIIIlCI Member,
Member. Accessibility
Federal Information
Orlando, FL. Feb. 17.2(02).
17,20(2).
Industry Conference, Orlllndo.
District ofColumbia
of Columbia BlIT
Bar Association Seminar, "D.C Procuremenl:
Procurement: Bid Protests QJtd Contrae/
Contracl Claims"
(Panel Chair.
Chair, lan. 7. 2002).
[,yormation Technology: Practical
Practlcal and Legal Obstacles (E-Gov
(E-Oov Conference
Accessibility In
in F~eI'al l,yormation
Panel., Washington,
.
Washington. D.C., Dec. 18.2001).
Pres,m/alions: Training to the District o/Columbia Bar (Dec. 13,2001).
13,200\).
Effective Legal Pres,mtQlions:

Meetli>lg
tht Section 508 Challenge: Legal and BusinlSS
Busin,ss Issues i/I
i/l Providing Access f<)
Meetliolg the
t<J Ekctron[c and
of Columbia Bar, panel presentation, Dec. 4.
4, 200 I).
Information Technology (District ofColumbia
E-SigIlQfIlr, Laws. U.S. and I,,(emational
lecture. Nov.
E-SigllQ/Ilre
Intematlonal (George Mason University School of Law, guest lecture,
28,2001).

RllquirolMllis (Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, Nov.
Sectio." 508: Government Perspective on IT Accessibility Roqu[rollUPlls
l4.2001).
14.2001).
E·Govemment in a Customer-Centric Environment,
Environmelll, Panel Chair and Presenter.
Presenter, E·
Implementing Secure E·GovemmenJ
July 10,2001).
Gov Conference (Washington, DC, Jul)'
Ihe Federal E:tperience, Presentation to Annual Meeting of the
Secure E-Business: Legal Lessons/rom th,
Association for T,...d1JSportation
TI'"d1JSportation Law, Logistics &. Policy
PoliCY (San Diego.
Diego, CA , June 25,
2S, 2001).
200 I).
diSCUSS/Of! with Industry. government and
Webcast: SectiQn 508 - Ma!cillg Final Preparations (panel discusslof!

di.!ability community) (available at WWWlVWOrldwidccomleyelll
WWWlVWOrldwjdccom/eyem itl!!!c
itt!!!!, Q6t80l,cfml.
06t80I,cfm).
di.!abilily

.. Depanment of Defonse
Implementation 0/
PKl: Legal lssues."
[ssues," presentation to Anned Forced
"Depal'tment
Defrnse Implementorion
ofPKl:
Commllnications and Electronics Association,
Association. U.S. Department ofCommerce
of Commerce (May 14.2001).
Communications

Address to Department of Defense Public Key Infrastructure Users Conference, Myrtle Beach, SC (May 9,
2001).
-Acce&~/ble l,yormaJion Technology Under Section JOB, "Infonnation
"Accl1&~[ble
"Infonn&tion Resources Management College,
Nationnl Defense University (May 10.2001).
Natiollnl

Presenlalions: GSA Sch,tbtks and Section 508.
508, Gape
Cape Canaveral, Florida NCMA Chapter (Apr.
Teachillg Presentations:
Il,2oo1).
11,2001).
/s$l/es ill DoD E-Business, "Briefing
N Briefing to Association for Federal Information Resource Management
"Legal Isslles
15, 200 I).
(AFFIRM) (Mar. 15,2001).
Fed.ral &8usl",s,:
E-Buslnes,: Emerging Legallurlls
Legallssrlls (Mar. 13.2001).
&Gov Conference, Fed,ral
E-Bus;n(l$s: Legal Upd4t,.
Upd4ttJ, Presentation to lnfolmation
Federal' E·8us;nll$s:
Infolmation Resources Management College, National
IS, 2001).
Defense: University (Feb. 15,2001).
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S~cu're
S~cu'r~

(Jtth~
DeffIN~ Depa,'tment:
Depa,·tment: Semillar
Proclll'elMnt Professionals (Feb. 14,2(01)
E-BlIStness at
th~ DeffIN~
S~millar for ProellTelMnt

((oo"lIlodcralXll').
oo...nodcraIX:Ir).
EiCCItronic
26. 200 I,
I. Tempe AZ).
E1CC1tronic Commerce Institute for University Procurement Officials (NAEB, Jan. 26,
Co-Chair. Legal Subgroup, Industry Public Key Infrastructure (Digital Signature) Working Group, Report
Co-Chair,
to U.S. Department of Defense (Dec. 2000).
Dtygiopmlntl in F.drral Procurement" (training to Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
"Ne\v Dryglopmlnt'
contrllcting officials, Nov. 14, 2000).
Testimony on Administrative and Proew-ement Reform before the Judiciary Committee, District of
Columbia City Council (Oct. 30, 2(00).

E-Go'v 2000 Conference, Panel Member: New Laws ofElectronic
ofElectronic ComMerce and Legal Issues in
E-Go,v
Inrpl,~melltillg Public ~y IlIji·astructur.
Inji·astructur. (July II, 20(0).
lmpll~me'ltillg

"Vre New Uniform Electronic Transactions
Trallsactions Act," Presentation at NCMA World Congress 2000 (Apr. 10,
2000),
2000).

Electl'onic Commerce: Updatt
Update Oil
Devtlopnrents•.." ABA Public Contract
Panel Chair, "Federal alld State Electronic
011 Devtlopments.
Law Section, Federal Procurement Institute (Annapolis, MD, Mar. 9, 2(00).
Interview. "Selling Information Technology to (he Federal Govemment," WRC Radio, Washington,
Radie, Interview,
D.C. (Oct. 14. 1999).
ofGowin/ment Contracting (Federal Publications Oct 6, 1999).
Co-presenter, Basics ofGowin/ment
Co-teiiCher, nYear 2fJ()O
2JJOO Iss/les
GQvertrmenr Contracting." Federal Publications Seminars LLC.
Issues ill Govertrment
LLC,
Washington D.C. & Los Angeles, CA, January·
January - July 1999.
Panel Chair, Fed.eral Public Key 1nlt/otives,
initiatives, E-Gov Conference, Washington, D.C., June 30, 1999.
1999,

P/,ocuremelll, GovTechNet Conference, Washington, D.C., June 16, 1999
J999
Panel Chair, Paperle.rs Procuremellt,
(sporu:ored by Federal Computer Week).

Virginia COntinuing Legal Education (CLE) Presentation, Electronic IsslIes in
ill Law Praclfce
Practice (May 1999).
CO-Prl~senter,
CO-Prl~senter,

ITAA
(PKJ) Encryption (March 18,
ITAA Webcast: Federal Use ofPublic
ofPublic Key Injrastnlctlll-e
Injrastnlctllre (PKl)

1999).

Co-Teacher, NCMA National Educational Seminar, Innovative
InnovaliVe Contracting: Practical Approaches (March
11,1999).

Lecturer, "Bid Protests alldlrformation
alld lrformation Technology
TecJrnology Contracts, "M General Services Administration "Trail
Boss" Training Program for Government IT Professionals, May 1998 & December 1998,
1998.
Speala:r on "Year 2000 Liability -.
-- Arbilratlon
Arbilrat/on OptiOM," NCMA Tysons Comer Chapter (Dee.
(Dec. 8, 1998).
Speala:r
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Case No. OC 0923757

DEFENDANT QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON
COUNTS FOUR AND FIVE OF
THE COMPLAINT

Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") respectfully move for
summary judgment on Counts Four and Five of the Complaint filed by Plaintiff Syringa
Networks, LLC ("Syringa").
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This Motion is based upon the evidentiary record that there is no genuine issues of
material fact as to Count Four (tortious interference with contract) and Count Five (tortious
interference with prospective business advantage), and Qwest is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law on both counts.
In support of its Motion, Qwest respectfully submits herewith a Memorandum of Law,
the Affidavit of Jim Schmit, the Affidavit of Clint Berry, and the Affidavit of Meredith A.
Johnston and exhibits attached thereto.
RESPECTFULLY
RESPECTFULL Y SUBMITTED this I st day of November, 20 I

Steph
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Attorneys for Defendant Qwest Communications
Company, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 1st day of November, 2010, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON COUNTS FOUR AND FIVE was
served as follows:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 388-1300

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

~ Hand Delivered

o Overnight Mail

D

Facsimile

Attorneys for Plaintiff
Syringa Networks, LLC
PlaintiffSyringa
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HA WLEY TROXELL ENN]S
ENl'iIS & HA WLEY, LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P. O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 954-5210

o u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail

D Facsimile

Attorneys for defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and
Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA
702 W. Idaho, Suite 700
P. O. Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701-1271
Facsimile (208) 395-8585

[!iU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

D Hand Delivered

D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile

Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a
ofEducation
ofAmerica,
Division of
Education Networks of
America, Inc.
Robert S. Patterson (pro hac vice pending)
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
1600 Division St., Suite 700
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Facsimile (615) 252-6335

[]6'1J.S.
aru.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile

Attorneyfor
Attorney
for Defendant ENA services, LLC, a
ofEducation
ofAmerica,
Education Networks of
America, Inc.
Division of
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